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MEMORANDUM

On the tenth day of October, 1923, the Honourable Louis
Philippe Brodeur resigned the office of Puisne Judge of the Supreme
Court of Canada and, later on, was appointed to the office of
Lieutenant-Governor of the province of Quebec.
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ERRATA

Page 69, third line of head-note-letter " W " should read letter " C."

Page 107, thirtieth line of head-note-the word " unforceable" should read "unen-
forceable."
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MEMORANDUM RESPECTING APPEALS FROM JUDGMENTS OF
THE SUPREME COURT OF CANADA TO THE JUDICIAL
COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL NOTED SINCE
THE ISSUE OF VOL. 64 OF THE SUPREME COURT REPORTS.

Aliens, In re Employment of, (63 Can. S.C.R. 293). Appeal dismissed,
Oct. 20, 1923.

United States Fidelity Co. v. The King, (64 Can. S.C.R. 48). Appeal
dismissed with costs, July 27, 1923.
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Alemoranbum

The Honourable Sir Walter G. P. Cassels, President
of the Exchequer Court of Canada, departed this life

*on the 1st day of March, 1923, having held the position
of Judge of the Court from the date of his appoint-
ment, 2nd March, 1908, till 1920, when he became
President of the said Court. His decisions, which are
regarded by the whole Bar of Canada as of high
authority, are published in the Exchequer Court
Reports, volumes 11 to 21, inclusive, and in the first
volume of the Canada Law Reports, 1923, Exchequer.





CASES
DETERMINED BY THE

SUPREME COURT OF CANADA

ON APPEAL

FROM

DOMINION AND PROVINCIAL COURTS

A. E. HAMILTON, (DEFENDANT) .......... APPELLANT; 1922
*Oct. 10.

AND

G. H. EVANS AND OTHERS, (PLAINTIFFS).. RESPONDENTS.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR SASKATCHEWAN

Appeal-Jurisdiction-Amount in controversy-Addition of interest to
amount of judgment-"Supreme Court Act", 10-11 Geo. V., c. 2,
s. 40.

Under the provisions of section 40 of the "Supreme Court Act", as
enacted by 10-11 Geo. V., c. 32, interest from the date of the
judgment of the trial court to the date of the judgment of the
appellate court cannot be added to the amount of the judgment
of the trial court, in order to bring the "matter in controversy" up
to an amount exceeding two thousand dollars.

MOTION by way of appeal from an order of the registrar
dismissing appellant's motion to affirm the jurisdiction of
this court.

The appellant moved by way of appeal from an order
of the registrar dismissing his motion to affirm the juris-
diction of the court. The action was begun after the 1st
July, 1920. By the judgment pronounced at the trial, the
plaintiff recovered $1,974.57, including interest to the date
of the judgment. An appeal to the Court of Appeal was

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies CJ. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeui
and Mignault JJ.
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1922 dismissed. Special leave to appeal was not asked for, and
HMILn"TO the defendant gave notice of appeal to this court. The

V.
EvANs question was as to the construction of sec. 40 of the

"Supreme Court Act," as enacted by 10-11 Geo. V., c. 32,
which reads as follows:

Where the right to appeal or to apply for special leave to appeal
is dependent on the amount or value of the matter in controversy, sucl
amount or value may be proved by affidavit, and it shall not include
interest subsequent to the date on which the judgment to be appealed
from was pronounced or any costs.

By see. 39, it is provided that:

Except as otherwise provided by sections thirty-seven and forty-
three, notwithstanding anything in this Act contained, no appeal shall
lie to the Supreme Court from a judgment rendered in any provincial
court in any proceeding unless,

(a) the amount or value of the matter in controversy in the appeal
exceeds the sum of two thousand dollars; or,

(b) special leave to appeal is obtained as hereinafter provided.

Geo. F. Macdonnell, for the appellant, contended that
"the judgment to be appealed from " is the judgment of
the Court of Appeal, and that interest at the statutory
rate from the date of the judgment at the trial to the date
of the judgment of the Court of Appeal should, therefore,
be added to the $1,974.57 awarded by the first mentioned
judgment, which would bring " the matter in controversy"
up to an amount exceeding the two thousand dollars.

Clarke, for the respondent, argued that, since the judg-
ment of the trial court had been affirmed on appeal, it
was the judgment to be " appealed from " within the mean-
ing of section 40, in which Parliament meant to embody
the effect of the decisions of the court in Toronto Railway
Co. v. Milligan (1), and like cases. " The matter is con-
troversy in the appeal " (s. 39, former s. 48c), was that of
which recovery had been awarded by judgment at the trial
and did not include interest subsequently accrued.

By THE COURT:
We agree with the position taken by counsel for the

respondent. The motion will be dismissed with costs.

Motion dismissed with costs.

(1) [1908] 42 Can. S.C.R. 238.

[192312
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ADEODAT CHAURET (DEFENDANT) ...... APPELLANT; ,
*Oct. 30,31.

*Dec. 19.

AND

DAME MARIE JOUBERT AND OTHER RESPONDENTS.

(PLAINTIFFS) ......................

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL SIDE,

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Sale of land-Hypothec-Discharge-Consideration-Transfer of another
hypothec-Second hypothec forfeited-Warranty as to its existence-
Error-Arts. 992, 1013, 1015, 1020, 1086, 1508, 1511, 1574, 1576,
1693 C.C.-Art. 1110 C.N.

The respondents, being the owners of a hypothee of $5,000 on a certain
lot belonging to appellant, gave the latter a discharge of this hypothee
and accepted in lieu thereof a transfer from appellant of part of a
$22,000 mortgage, being the balance of the purchase price of three
other properties. The transfer of the mortgage by appellant to
respondents was made "sans autre garantie que celle de 1'existence de
la criance," the respondents also declaring themselves satisfied with
the hypothee securing the sum transferred "aux risques des dites
cessionnaires qui d6clarent 6tre contentes et satisfaites de I'hypo-
thbque garantissant la somme pr6sentement transport6e sans s'en
rapporter en aucune fagon sur la solvabilit6 du cdant." Afterwards,
two of the above-mentioned properties were taken back by a prior
owner by forfeiture proceedings under a resolutory clause and the
third sold for taxes. As a result, both the appellant and the respond-
ents lost their entire claim as mortgagees on these properties. The
respondents then brought action against the appellant to annul the
above-mentioned deeds of discharge and transfer.

Held that, under the circumstances the warranty of the existence of the
debt comprised that of the existence of the mortgage, and as this

- mortgage was destroyed by the retroactive effect of the resolutory
condition and of the sale for taxes, the respondents were entitled to
recover the amount for which they had given a discharge when they
accepted the transfer made them by the appellant.

Per Duff and Brodeur JJ. and semble, per Anglin J.-The transaction is
also annullable as being infected by error in substantia.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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1922 APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's Bench,
CHAUET appeal side, Province of Quebec, affirming the judgment

JOUBERT of the Superior Court and maintaining the respondent's
action.

The material facts of the case and the questions in issue
are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg-
ment now reported.

Eug. Lafleur K.C. and Louis Boyer K.C. for the appellant.

P. C. Ryan K.C. for the respondents.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-For the reasons stated by Mr.
Justice Mignault in which I concur, I would dismiss this
appeal with costs.

IDINGTON J.-I concur in the judgment of Mr. Justice
Mignault in dismissing the appeal herein with costs.

DUFF J.-This appeal has caused me not a little per-
plexity and I am still far from confident that the decision
I am concurring in is the right decision. Mr. Ryan, who
presented his argument with lucidity as well as the most
commendable candour, in effect supported the judgment
below on one ground. His contention was that the
instrument of transfer, in part by its explicit language and
in part by necessary implication, imports a warranty of the
existence of a hypothec as an effective hypothec on the
lands described in the instrument.

With the greatest possible respect, and with some diffi-
dence because of the difference of opinion upon the point, I
cannot satisfy myself that that is a contention to which
,effect should be given. The subject of warranty is expressly
dealt with in a clause of the instrument. The language of
that clause does not in itself admit of doubt as to its
aneaning. There is a warranty of the existence of the debt
transferred; that as it stands, I think, necessarily excludes
any warranty on the subject of the hypothec and there is
nothing in the other clauses of the instrument which, in my
opinion, can fairly be held to modify the effect of the war-
ranty clause. The declaration by the transferees that they
are relying on the hypothec rather than on the solvability of
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the debtor, does not, I think, when the context is considered, 1922
import any undertaking as to the hypothec. In the absence CHAURW

of an express warranty it would, no doubt, import a war- JOuBERT.
ranty as to the existence of the hypothec but it does not, I Duf J.
think, imply, when read together with, as it must be read,
the warranty clause, any modification of that clause.

This view as to the effect of the warranty clause is not
without support from authority; Baudry-Lacantinerie,
Vente, no. 820. The question is, however, I think, a ques-
tion of construction of language, and so treating it the result
is, I think, as I have stated it.

Assuming, however, that a warranty as to the existence
of the hypothec is to be found in the terms of the instru-
ment I am still unable to agree that a right of action is in
consequence vested in the transferees.

For the purpose of discussing the point I concede that
the existence of the hypothec for this purpose means the
existence of a hypothec which affects the lands mentioned
in the instrument. I am unable to agree that such a war-
ranty, if it be found in the instrument, is on the facts un-
fulfilled. Consider the situation; the creator of the hyp-
othec was the owner of the lands under an agreement which
exposed his title to extinction by the operation of a reso-
lutive condition depending upon the non payment of the
purchase money. The facts necessary to make the con-
dition operative were not in existence at the critical time,
the date of the transfer. The hypothec, it is quite plain,
did in fact at the date of the transfer burden the title of
the grantor of the hypothec, a title which was a title to
the land subject to the resolutive condition. It was in
consequence, in my opinion, an existing hypothec affecting
the lands in question.

As against that it is said that by the law, once the
condition risolutoire went into effect, the title of the owner
subject to the condition is deemed to have been non-exist-
ent ab initio. While this is quite true it is none the less
the fact that at the time of the transfer there was
an existing title which was a right in rem subject to be
divested upon the happening of the condition. I am unable
to follow the reasoning by which it is concluded that in such

S.C.R. 5
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1922 circumstances there was not in contemplation of the war-
CHAUM ranty clause at that time an existing right in the immove-

V.
JOUBERT. able in question.
Duff J. I have examined with care the authorities cited in sup-

port of the proposition and I have been unable to discover
a single statement of the law which supports the proposi-
tion, nor among the numerous illustrations given by the
authors can I find one which supports it by analogy. I find
it laid down again and again that where the specific debt
which is the object of a sale is after the sale annulled by a
judgment in an action en nullitg based upon facts existing at
the time of the sale that the ordinary warranty is exigible.
That is perfectly intelligible. Where by reason of fraud
or mistake the acte juridique upon which the debt is sup-
posed to be founded is annulled and the case of nullity
existed anterior to the sale, it is an intelligible proposition
that in contemplation of the warranty clause the debt was
juridically non-existent; but I can find no statement of the
law in any of the authorities which justifies the proposition
that where the acte juridique itself is unassailable but that
by reason of the terms and conditions of the acte the rights
created are subject to a resolutive condition and are put
an end to by the operation of the condition, I can find no
single statement which treats such a case as falling within
the warranty clause. The distinction, of course, is the
very clear distinction between the annulling, of the acte
juridique in consequence of some vice which affects it with
nullitg and the resolution of rights under the provisions of
the contract which in itself is unassailable. Indeed the
terms in which the subject is discussed by well known
writers shew very clearly that the distinction has not been
overlooked. See Baudry-Lacantinerie, no. 818.

On the other hand I have not been able to satisfy myself
that I should be justified in dissenting from the view upon
which I understand my brother Brodeur proceeds, the
view namely, that the transaction in question is annullable
as being infected by error in substantid. I find myself
embarrassed in considering the question by the circum-
stance that counsel for the respondent did not press that
view upon the argument and I think I should have no great
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difficulty in reaching the conclusion that if the question 22
here were to be determined by the Code Napoleon it must CHAURET

be decided in favour of the appellant. While under the law JoUBERT.

it might be very plausibly argued that the existence of the Duf j.
resolutive condition constituted a fact falling within the -

operation of the doctrine touching vice cachg or vice r6dhi-
bitoire (though the terms of the warranty would on that
assumption be conclusive) it could not, I should be inclined
to think, be regarded as coming within Art. 1110 of the C.N.
It may seem an audacious thing to express an opinion upon
a point about which there is so much difference of opinion
among French authors, but the reasoning of M. Wahl
(Revue Trimestrielle, 1914, at p. 13) is, in my humble
opinion, conclusive; and reference may be made also to Dr.
Walton's book on Obligations, vol. 1, pages 266 et seq.
However, my brother Brodeur has called my attention to
the circumstance that the language of the Civil Code of

-Quebec (Art. 992) radically differs from that of the C.N.
(Art. 1110) and the difference in language affords, I think,
satisfactory evidence that the code adopted the view of
Pothier's doctrine taken by Baudry-Lacantinerie (Obliga-
tions no. 54); and that whatever objections there may be
in theory to the test of error in substantid (described as the
subjective test by the French authors), that is the test
which has been adopted in Quebec by the Civil Code. I
agree that the existence of the condition r6solutoire was a
circumstance which, if it had been disclosed, would in all
probability have been regarded by both parties as a defect
which must be removed as a condition of the bargain which
was made.

In the course of the argument Mr. Lafleur, in answer to
questions put by myself as to this ground of support for
the judgment below, urged that because the condition had
become operative restitution was impossible and that con-
sequently on that ground rescission could not be sustained.

On the whole, I think with much doubt, that although
in fact there has been a radical change of circumstances
since that change is due to the operation of the condition,
that is to say, of the undisclosed defect, the right of rescis-
sion is not lost.

S.C.R.
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1922 ANGLIN J.-It is quite clear that the respondents were
CHAURET wholly unaware of the resolutory provision to which the

V.
JOUBERT. title of two of the lots on which they were induced by the

Anglin J. defendant to accept a hypothecary security was subject.
They took that security from him in exchange for another
on which he was personally liable to them and which it is
admitted in his factum in this curt was a perfectly safe
security. It is in my opinion also reasonably certain that
the respondents did not assume any risk as to the legal
efficacy of the hypothec which they were so acquiring as
a charge on the property it purported to cover. They did
expressly acquit the appellant of all responsibility towards
them as guarantor of the sufficiency of the value of that
property as security for their investment and of the sol-
vency of the principal debtor. But nothing was farther
from their contemplation than the acquisition of un contrat
allatoire. What they intended to buy was an interest in
an absolute and indefeasible hypothecary security-not in
a security subject to the risk of defeasance.

As the sale of a debt secured by hypothec carries with it
as an accessory the hypothec by which it is secured (Art.
1574 C.C.); so the warranty of the existence of such a debt,
when implied by law (Art. 1576 C.C.), involves a warranty
of the existence of the hypothecary security. (Fuzier-Her-
man, Rep. Vbo. "Cession des Crdances no. 392; S. 1857.
1. 602)-especially when as here it is expressly described in
the instrument of transfer as so secured. A conventional
warranty of the existence of a debt secured by hypothec
should, I think, be given the same effect, and, notwithstand-
ing the two cases in the Cour de Cassation in 1873-4, noted
by my brother Mignault, in order to negative such war-
ranty of the hypothec under circumstances such as the
present case presents I should require a more explicit
exclusion of it than is involved in the words

sans autre garantie que celle de 1'existence de la crdance.

The question is wholly one of interpretation on which in
France the decision of les juges des faits is conclusive.
Baudry-Lacantinerie, (3 ed.) "De la vente et de l'6change",
No. 820, in fine.

8 [19231
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The subject of the sale in the present instance-what 1922

the respondents contracted for-was not merely, nor chiefly, CHAURET

the personal obligation of the hypothecary debtor; it was JOUBERT.

the security for their investment afforded by the charge Anglin J.
of that obligation on certain real property. That charge -

was the real "matter of the contract"; they agreed to take
not a debt, but a debt described as affecting certain named
immoveables. That was the thing sold. The transfer of
a debt not so secured was not a fulfilment of the essential
obligation of the vendor. S. 1898. 2. 131.

All the circumstances of the present case make it impos-
sible to believe that the respondents intended to forego the
legal obligation of the appellant as vendor to warrant the
existence of the hypothec. (Arts. 1508 and 1576 C.C.) The
stipulation whereby the appellant restricted his warranty-

aux risques des dites cessionnaires qui d6clarent Atre contentes et satis-
faites de l'hypothique garantissant la somme pr6sentement transportie,
sans s'en rapporter, d'aucune fagon sur la solvabilit6 du cdant, en ce qui
concerne la somme pr~sentement transportie, en capital, intir8t et acces-
soires

-is, I think, susceptible of meaning either that the pur-
chasers assumed all risks as to the hypothec, including that
of its existence, or merely that they took the risk of the
sufficiency in value of the hypothecated property and of the
solvency of the principal debtor. Where the purchaser did
not know the danger of eviction, a stipulation excluding
warranty does not entitle the vendor to retain the price
unless the purchaser clearly assumed the risk. Art. 1510
C.C.; Baudry-Lacantinerie, Vente et Echange, (3 6d.)
no. 401 in fine. Having regard to its terms and its place
in the contract, and giving due effect to Arts. 1013, 1015
and 1020 C.C., the restrictive stipulation quoted, in my
opinion, should not be regarded as excluding a warranty of
the existence of the hypothee as a charge on the property
it purported to cover not subject to defeasance by reason
of any inherent defect existing before the sale. If the wider
effect for which he now contends was intended by the de-
fendant I should find it very difficult to acquit him of
purposely entrapping the plaintiffs, which would amount
to fraud. The resolutory provision to which the title of two

S.C.R.
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1922 of the three lots purported to be charged was subject was
CHAUm" such an inherent defect existing before the sale. Baudry-

V.
JouBr. Lacantinerie, (3 6d.) "Vente et Echange", no. 352. Its

Anglin J. enforcement resulted in the respondents losing the greater
part of their security and in a consequent breach of the
warranty which in my opinion was given them by the ap-
pellant.

The remaining lot unaffected by the resolutory provision
was inadequate as security and is not now available having
since been sold by the sheriff. The appellant is not in
a position to restore the respondents to their former position
as holders of a hypothec securing $5,000 on lot no. 693.
They have entirely lost that sum of money owing to the
fatal defect to which the title they acquired from the appel-
lant to the hypothecary security sold by him was subject.
He is in my opinion liable to make good that loss.

BRODEUR J.-Cette cause pr&sente une multiplicit6 de
faits qui rendent d'abord un peu difficile la d6couverte
des points en litige. Il y avait dans l'action des all6gations
de repr6sentations erronies et de d6faut de consid6ration
qui ont n6cessit6 la preuve d'une foule de dates et de cir-
constances jet6es un peu pale-mile dans le dossier. La
cour sup6rieure a 6galement d6clar6 qu'il y avait eu fraude,
et ce jugement a t6 confirm6 par la cour d'appel. Je dois
mentionner cependant que certains juges de la cour d'appel
ont virtuellement 6cart6 la question de fraude. De plus,
devant cette cour, l'avocat des demanderesses a reconnu
que les 616ments essentiels de la fraude ne paraissaient pas
avoir 6t6 prouvis, et il a d~clar6 d'ailleurs qu'il n'insistait
pas sur ce point.

J'ai lu et relu bien attentivement ce dossier, et je vois
qu'en effet la preuve ne saurait nous justifier de d6clarer
que Chauret s'est rendu coupable de fraude.

Mais, tout en reconnaissant sa bonne foi, j'en suis venu
A la conclusion qu'il est responsable envers les demanderes-
ses, soit en vertu de la garantie qui incombe h tout vendeur,
soit en vertu de la cr6ance hypoth6caire qu'il leur devait
originairement et qu'elles auraient quittancies sans valide
consid6ration.

[1923]
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Les faits nicessaires pour 1'61ucidation de la cause au 1922

double point de vue que je viens de mentionner sont les sui- CHAURBT

vants: JOUBERT.

Dame Marie Joubert et sa fille avaient une hypothique Brodeur J.

de $5,000 sur le lot no 693 du quartier Saint-Louis, h Mont-
r6al qui leur avait 6t6 consentie par St-Germain, le prite-
nom de Chauret, comme propri6taire de ce lot de terre. Il
y avait deux autres hypothbques, au montant de $8,500,
,qui avaient priorit6. Mais comme la propri6t6 valait en-
viron $20,000, les demanderesses avaient raison de consid6-
rer leur hypothique comme bien assur6e.

Chauret, le 19 mai 1916, vendait cette propri6t6 no 693
au nomm6 Rabinovitch pour la somme de $22,000 et pre-
nait en paiement une 6gale somme qui 6tait due h Rabino-
vitch par une dame Levitt et qui affectait les lots 671, 474 et
475 du mime quartier Saint-Louis.

Comme Chauret avait h lib6rer le lot no 693 de l'hy-
pothbque de dame Joubert et de sa fille, il s'est mis en ins-
tances aupr~s de ces dernibres, par l'entremise de diff6rentes
personnes en qui elles avaient confiance, pour leur faire
accepter en paiement de leur hypothique une somme de
$5,000 qui serait prise A mime 1'hypothbque de $22,000 que
madame Levitt devait h Rabinovitch. On a repr6sent6 h
dame Joubert et h sa fille qu'elles auraient un plus fort taux
d'int6rit et que leur cr~ance serait mieux assur~e, vu qu'elle
serait hypoth6qu6e sur des immeubles qui valaient environ
$75,000 et qu'il n'y avait que $36,000 ayant priorit6. Alors
elles ont sign6 une quittance lib6rant le no 693 d6chargeant
Chauret, et ce dernier leur a c6d6 et transport6 $5,000 h
etre pris sur la cr6ance Levitt.

Cet acte de transport contient deux dispositions impor-
tantes.

Il est d6clar6 d'abord dans cet acte que Chauret chde et
transporte sans aucune autre garantie que celle de l'exis-
tence de la crgance la somme de cinq mille piastres due par
Mme Levitt et affectant les lots nos 671, 474 et 475; et ' la
fin de l'acte il est d6clar6 que cette somme est transportie

aux risques des dites cessionnaires qui d~clarent tre contentes et satis-
faites de l'hypothique garantissant la somme pr6sentement transport6e,

S.C.R. 11
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1922 sans s'en rapporter d'aucune fagon sur la solvabilit6 du c6dant en ce qui

CHAURET concerne la somme pr6sentement transport6e en capital, int6rits et acces-
V. soires.

JOUBERT.

Brodeur J. Par ces actes de quittance et de transport, Chauret se
d~barrassait de son obligation personnelle, qu'il avait con-
tract6e envers les demanderesses, et il voulait 6videmment
6viter la garantie contre l'6viction h laquelle tout vendeur
de cr6ance est tenu.

Ces clauses, que j'ai cities textuellement et qui ont 6t&
soigneusement mises dans l'acte par son notaire, le notaire
D6rome, ont 6t6 6videmment ins6rdes dans ce but. On
ne les a pas expliquies aux cessionnaires, mais on s'est sim-
plement content6 de leur dire que leur hypothique de
$5,000 6tait mieux assur6e sur les lots 671, 474 et 475 que
sur le lot no 693. On s'est bien gard6 de leur mentionner
que le cr6ancier ant6rieur, Joseph Lamoureux, avait le droit
de se pr6valoir d'une clause r6solutoire qui aurait pour effet
de mettre cette hypothique A ndant sur les deux lots 474
et 475.

En effet, Lamoureux, qui 6tait le bailleur de fonds des
lots nos 474 et 475, avait stipul6, dans son contrat de vente
de 1913, que si l'acheteur ne lui payait pas les int6rits et le
capital du prix de vente, ainsi que les taxes municipales, il
pourrait faire risilier le contrat de vente qu'il avait con-
senti. Par l'exercice de 1'action r6solutoire il faisait dis-
paraitre tous les droits r6els conc6d6s sur ces immeubles
par des personnes qui n'en 6taient devenues propri6taires
que subsiquemment.

Ayant, en novembre 1916, exerc6 le droit qu'il avait en
vertu de cette clause r6solutoire, Lamoureux obtenait la
r6siliation de la vente, redevenant propri6taire des lots 474
et 475, -et les hypothbques que dame Joubert et sa fille
avaient sur ces deux lots 6taient mises A ndant. (4 Aubry
et Rau, p. 80, 4 me 6dition.)

Nous avons a examiner si elles ont un recours en garantie
contre Chauret.

En vertu de la loi, le vendeur d'une cr6ance est tenu de
garantir h l'acqu6reur qu'elle existe (art. 1576 C.C.). L'ar-
ticle 1693, qui est 1'article correspondant du code Napol6on,
dit que
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celui qui vend une cr~ance doit en garantir l'existence au temps du trans- 1922
port, quoiqu'il soit fait sans garantie. CH M

v.

Notre article 1576 n'a pas reproduit les mots "au temps du JoUvnmr.

transport" que nous retrouvons dans 1'article 1693 du code Brodeur J.
Napol6on. Malgr6 que 1'article du code Napoleon ne soit -

pas aussi explicite que le n6tre, on est d'opinion cependant
en France que cette garantie couvre m~me des cr6ances qui
auraient une existence juridique lors du transport mais qui
serait annul6e plus tard pour quelques raisons. Guillouard,
Vente, vol. 2, p. 363, no 829, dit en discutant 1'article 1693,
apr~s avoir soulign6 les mots en garantir l'existence au
temps du transport:

Le c6dant est garant de droit, disons-nous, de 1'existence de la cr~ance
au moment de la cession.

Il suit de 116 que si A ce moment la cr6ance est paybe, compensee, novee,
prescrite, en un mot 6teinte par un mode quelconque, le c6dant sera
garant.

Il en sera de mame si la cr6ance a bien une existence juridique lors de
la cession, mais qu'elle soit h, ce moment atteinte d'un vice qui en fasse
plus tard prononcer la nulliti, comme l'incapacit6 du d6biteur ou l'irrigu-
larit6 du titre.

Il ne peut pas y avoir de doute que si la cr6ance est an-
nul6e plus tard le c6dant est tenu d'indemniser son acque-
reur.

Mais Chauret dit: La garantie que j'ai donn6e est con-
ventionnelle et ne porte que sur 1'existence de la cr6ance.:
elle ne touche pas A l'existence de l'hypothbque.

Que comporte la vente d'une cr6ance? Est-ce que cela
comprend les hypoth~ques? L'article 1574 C.C. nous d6-
clare que la vente d'une cr6ance en comprend les accessoi-
res, tels que cautionnement, privildge et hypothique. Le
contrat intervenu entre les parties 6nongait que cette cr6-
ance vendue 6tait hypoth6caire; et il me parait bien 6vi-
dent, en lisant 1'acte et surtout la clause concernant la ga-
rantie, que la convention des parties portait surtout sur
l'existence de 1'hypothique et que la garantie l6gale ne
portait pas seulement sur la cr6ance elle-mme.

Mais, dit le d6fendeur Chauret, il a 6t6 stipul6 dans le
contrat que le transport 6tait fait aux risques des cession-
naires qui 6taient cbntentes de 1'hypothbque qui garantis-
sait la somme transport6e.

S.C.R. 13
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1922 Comme je viens de le dire, le c~dant qui vend une hypo-
CHAnwar thbque est oblig6 en droit de garantir l'existence de cette
JouBwr. hypothique. La stipulation de non garantie ne portait que

Brodeur J. sur la suffisance de 'hypothique et voulait dire que si la
propri6t6 ne se vendait pas A une somme assez 6lev6e pour
payer les cessionnaires, ces derni~res auraient h en souffrir;
mais cette stipulation ne saurait affecter 1'existence de 1'hy-
pothique elle-m~me. Beaudry-Lacantinerie, dans son trai-
t6 de la vente, au no 401, 36me 6dition, dit que la clause g6-
n6rale de non garantie est une d6rogation au droit commun
et qu'il faut revenir au droit commun chaque fois que la
clause de non garantie est douteuse.

Je citerai sur ce point un arr~t de la cour d'Orl6ans con-
firm6 par la cour de Cassation (Dalloz, 1859, 1, 125) et qui
se lit comme suit:

Attendu, en droit, que la vente ou cession d'une cr6ance comprend tous
les accessoires de la cr~ance, tels que caution, privilige et hypothique;
que celui qui vend une cr6ance doit garantir I'existence, au moment du
transport, non seulement de la cr~ance elle-mame, mais encore de I'acces-
soire 1gal ou conventionnel qui y est attach6; que cette garantie est de
la nature du contrat; qu'elle est due par le vendeur, m~me en l'absence
de toute stipulation, parce qu'il ne peut se dispenser de livrer ce qu'il
a promis sans s'exposer aux cons6quences de la condition r6solutoire,
toujours sous-entendue dans les contrats synallagmatiques; que si, en
matibre de transport de cr6ances, la simple garantie de droit, exprim6b
ou non exprimbe, n'emporte pas 1'obligation de rdpondre de la solvabilit6
du d6biteur, du moins est-il constant que le vendeur est tenu des 6vic-
tions dont il y aurait une cause ou un germe existant dis le temps du
contrat, soit qu'elles procdent, soit qu'elles ne prochdent pas du fait
du vendeur.

Je citerai aussi Aubry & Rau, 4eme.6dition, p. 442, of'
il dit:

Le c6dant est, ind4pendamment de toute convention sp~ciale, tenu de
garantir 1'existence et la 16gitimit6 de la cr6ance, ainsi que son droit de
propri6t6 au moment du transport. Il y a done lieu & garantie, non seule-
ment dans le cas oii la cr6ance c6d6e se trouvait d6jh, au moment du
transport, soit frapp6e de prescription, soit 6teinte par compensation, ou
tout autre mode de lib6ration, et dans celui oh elle n'appartenait pas au
c6dant, mais encore lorsque le titre dont elle procde vient & 6tre annuld
ou rescind6.

Voir art. 1545-1088-1085-2038-2081 C.C.
Le droit hypothicaire c~d6 par le d6fendeur Chauret aux

demanderesses 6tant disparu par la r6solution du droit con-
ditionnel ou pr6caire de celui qui avait consenti l'hypothe-
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que, il en rbsulte que les demanderesses ont le droit de se 1922

tourner contre leur c6dant et d'exercer l'action en garantie. CHAURET

Elles peuvent obtenir la restitution du prix ou des dom- JOUBERT.

mages (art. 1510, 1511 C.C.). La restitution du prix, dans Brodeur J,
le cas actuel, c'est l'hypoth6que qu'elles avaient sur le lot -

693. C'est ce a quoi Chauret a 6t6 justement condamn6
par les cours inf6rieures.

M~me s'il y avait doute sur le droit des demanderesses
d'exercer l'action en garantie, je considbre que les deman-
deresses, dame Marie Joubert et sa file, devraient rdussir
a faire annuler la quittance et le transport de criance qu'el-
les ont respectivement sign6s et acceptis.

Comme je 1'ai d~montr6 plus haut, les demanderesses ont
quittanc6 le d6fendeur et radi6 leur hypothbque sur le no
693 parce que ce dernier leur c6dait une cr6ance hypoth6-
caire sur les nos 671, 474 et 475. C'6tait, en d'autres termes,
un 6change de cr~ances hypoth6caires que les parties fai-
saient et elles avaient en vue l'hypothique comme 6tant la
qualit6 substantielle de la chose vendue et cd6e. La con-
sid~ration de la quittance sign6e par les demanderesses est
done le transport de la cr6ance hypothicaire que Chauret
avait sur les lots 671, 474 et 475.

Je veux croire que Chauret 6tait absolument de bonne
foi quand il a transport6 cette cr6ance hypoth6caire affec-
tant ces derniers lots. Les parties aux contrats 6taient tous
sous l'impression que cette hypothique 6tait valide et n'-
tait pas sujette A une condition r6solutoire. Il me parait
bien clair que si dame Joubert et sa fille avaient connu que
cette hypoth6que 6tait sujette A une condition r6solutoire
elles n'auraient pas donn6 leur quittance et elles n'auraient
pas accept6 le transport de criance en question. Leur con-
sentement est done vici6 et on doit dire alors que ces contrats
sont annulables pour d6faut de consideration, ou plut8t
pour cause erron6e. Colin et Capitant, vol. 2, pages 293-
296; Pothier, Obligations, no 17; Larombibre, Theorie et
pratique des obligations, sur art. 1110.

La jurisprudence en France, dans une cause rapport6e
dans Sirey, 1898. 2. 131, a d6cid6 que
le contrat de cession de cr6ance, bien qu'il soit fait sans garantie, emporte-
pour le c6dant l'obligation de d6livrer au cessionnaire tout ce qu'iI lui a.
promis.
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1922 Chauret, dans le cas actuel, avait promis de livrer une
CHAURET crdance hypoth6caire. Or, par l'exercice d'une action r6so-

V.
JOUBERT. lutoire de la part du bailleur de fonds, cette cr6ance est dis-

Brodeur J. parue et l'effet de cette r6solution est r6troactif (art. 1085
- C.C.). Il n'a donc pas livr6 ce qu'il avait contract6.

Pour toutes ces raisons, l'appel doit 6tre renvoy6 avec
d6pens.

MIGNAULT J.-Le dossier r6vble un 6tat de choses assez
extraordinaire et certainement d'une grande complication.

Les intim6es, madame Lecompte et sa fille Blanche Le-
compte, avaient une cr6ance de $5,000 assur~e par une troi-
sibme hypothique sur l'irnmeuble portant le no 693 du cadas-
tre du quartier Saint-Louis, A Montr6al. Le 7 octobre 1915,
cet immeuble fut vendu par le sh6rif et I'appelant s'en porta
adjudicataire pour le prix de $11,997.10, selon le factum de
1'appelant, le certificat de recherches dit $12,525.00. Le
titre du shirif porte la date du 22 mars 1916, mais avant
cette date, le 7 d6cembre 1915, I'appelant vendit l'immeuble
no 693 au nomm6 Georges St-Germain, qu'on a dit A 1'au-
dition, sans contradiction par 'appelant, avoir t6 le prite-
nom de ce dernier. Le prix de vente 6tait $12,500.00, dont
$4,000.00 comptant et $8,500.00 payables au vendeur. Le
m~me jour, 7 d6cembre 1915, 1'appelant transporta $6,000.00
h prendre sur les $8,500.00 au nomm6 M6dard Th6oret.
Le 19 mai 1916, St-Germain revendit le no 693 A 1'appelant
pour le prix de $1,000.00, dit avoir t6 pay6 comptant, et
de plus sujet A une hypothique de $6,000.00, balance des
$8,500.00 susdits. Le m~me jour, le 19 mai 1916, l'appelant
vendit le no 693 au nomm6 George Rabinovitch, pour
$15,000.00, que le contrat d6clare avoir 6t pay6s comp-
tant, et de plus h la charge de ladite somme de $6,000.00,
balance des $8,500.00.

Dans sa d6fense, I'appelant alligue que cette vente h
Rabinovitch n6cessitait le d6grivement partiel du no 693.
Dans son timoignage, il d6clare que St-Germain faisait un
6change avec Rabinovitch lui donnant le no 693 contre
les num6ros 671, 474 et 475 du m~me quartier St-Louis.
St-Germain, le 7 d6cembre 1915, le jour de son achat de
1'appelant, avait consenti, devant le notaire Gratton, une
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obligation hypoth6caire de $5,000.00 en faveur des intim6s 1

sur le no 693, cette hypothique devant 6tre subs6quente A CHAURE
V.

une hypothbque de $8,500.00. Il est A remarquer que la JOUBERT.

vente de l'appelant A St-Germain, le transport par 'ap- Mignadt j.
pelant A Th6oret, et l'obligation de St-Germain en faveur
des .intim6es ont eu lieu le mime jour. II appert au t6-
moignage de l'appelant qu'au moment de la vente du sh6rif
il avait &ti convenu entre l'appelant et le notaire Gratton,
qui repr6sentait les intimbes, que celles-ci, au lieu de r6cla-
mer sur le prix de vente, consentiraient A prendre une hy-
pothique de $5,000.00 sur le no 693. Les intim6es ont 6t6
colloqu6es au jugement de distribution pour $4,030.99, mais
elles ont renonc6 A cette collocation pour prendre la garan-
tie hypothicaire susdite. En faisant consentir cette obli-
gation de $5,000.00 en faveur des intim6es par son prite-
nom St-Germain, l'appelant 6chappait done A la n6cessit6
de payer aux intimbes le montant de leur collocation.

Les intim6es avaient encore cette hypothique lorsque
l'appelant vendit le no 693 A Rabinovitch. Mais il fallait,
comme il l'all&gue dans sa d6fense, faire d6grever partiel-
lement cet immeuble. A cet effet, 1'appelant ayant obtenu,
le 19 mai 1916, de Rabinovitch un transport de $22,000.00
h prendre avec pr6f6rence sur une somme de $39,000.00,
portant int6r~t h 7%, que devait A Rabinovitch une veuve
Levitt, affectant les lots nos 671, 474 et 475 susdits, comme
balance dn prix de vente de ces lots, l'appelant fit proposer
aux intim6es d'abandonner leur hypothique de $5,000.00
sur le no 693 et d'accepter A la place le transport de
$5,000.00 A prendre sur cette somme de $22,000.00, leur
donnant ainsi un intir~t de 7% au lieu de 6% que com-
portait l'obligation de St-Germain.

Malheureusement pour les intim6es elles se laissbrent
persuader, et ce transport fut fait devant le notaire Dirome
le 23 mai 1916. On peut noter la coincidence des dates, la
vente du no 693 par St-Germain A l'appelant, la vente de
cet immeuble par l'appelant A Rabinovitch, et le transport
des $22,000.00 par Rabinovitch A 1'appelant ayant t6 faits
le mime jour, 19 mai 1916. L'entente sans doute 6tait que
l'appelant ferait digrever le no 693 qu'il vendait A Rabi-
novitch. Ceci d6montre bien l'int6ret de 1'appelant, que les
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1922 avocats de celui-ci mettaient en doute lors de l'audition, A
CHAURET faire consentir les intimies ' abandonner leur hypothique

V.
JOUBERT. sur le no 693. Du reste, peu importe l'intirft de 1'appelant,

Mignault j. car, telle que je l'envisage, cette cause ne pr6sente qu'une
question de droit, savoir, l'effet de la garantie que 1'appe-
lant a donn6e aux intim6es.

I faut s'arr~ter un instant h l'acte de vente des num6ros
671, 474 et 475, en date du 27 avril 1916, par George Rabi-
novitch h Mme Levitt, pass6 devant le notaire D~rome,
qui a cr66 la criance de $39,000 dont $22,000.000 ont 6t6
transportis h 1'appelant par Rabinovitch. Cet acte d6clare
que les propri~tis vendues sont affecties de plusieurs hypo-
thiques non d6charg6es, se montant en tout h $136,916.60,
outre les $39,000.00, balance du prix de vente. Le trans-
port des $22,000.00 par Rabinovitch h 1'appelant n'est pas
au dossier, il n'y en a qu'une note au certificat de recherches,
et on ne sait pas quelle garantie elle comportait.

C'est avec quelque difficult6 que j'ai pu tirer du dos-
sier les renseignements que je viens de donner, car la cause
n'a pas 6t6 bien faite. II faut avoir recours tant~t aux
actes produits, tant~t aux r6sum6s d'actes non produits
mais mentionnis aux certificats de recherches, et surtout
comparer les dates, pour mettre en 6vidence les faits sail-
lants de cette cause qui, on peut le dire, lui donnent une
physionomie toute particulibre.

C'est dans les circonstances que j'ai relat6es, et toujours
dans le but de d6grever le no 693, ce qui rendait possible la
transaction entre Rabinovitch et 1'appelant, que celui-ci
s'est adress6 aux intim6es. Madame Lecompte dit qu'on lui
a pr~sent6 un acte de transport tout sign6: l'appelant n'est
pas sfir, mais croit avoir sign6 avant les intim6es, et sa
signature est la premibre h l'acte. Cet acte fut pr6sent6 '
Madame Lecompte par le notaire D6rome, qui devait le
recevoir, le notaire Gratton et un jeune avocat du nom
d'Allan, ces deux derniers 6tant supposes 6tre les "aviseurs
l6gaux" des intim6es. Ces messieurs n'ont pas 6t6 entendus
comme timoins, autrement on saurait pourquoi ils ont con-
seill6 aux intimbes d'abandonner leur hypoth6que sur le no
693. Il est peut-6tre permis de supposer qu'on leur a repr&-
sent6 que les hypothiques d6claries A 1'acte de vente entre
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Rabinovitch et Mme Levitt avaient 6t6 radi6es, car autre- 1922

ment le conseil qu'ils ont donn6 aux intim6es ne serait pas CHAURM

le fait le moins remarquable de cette cause assez extraor- JouBmRT.
dinaire. Mignault J.

Et quant A ces hypothiques, h l'exception de celle de La-
moureux qui 6tait le vendeur originaire, Mme Levitt avait
obtenu du juge Bruneau, le 12 mai 1916, un jugement de
radiation, mais, chose assur6ment bien extraordinaire, elle
s'est d6sist6e de ce jugement, et le 14 juillet 1916, elle fai-
sait rendre par le juge Martineau un jugement lui donnant
acte de son d6sistement et ordonnant au registrateur de
faire disparaitre les radiations faites en vertu du jugement
du juge Bruneau. Lors de 'enquite, Mme Levitt 6tait d6-
c6d6e et nous n'avons aucune explication du motif de son
disistement.

Les intim6es ont accept6 l'acte de transport pr6par6 h la
demande de l'appelant et le mime jour, par acte pass6 de-
vant le notaire Gratton, elles ont donn6 quittance h St-
Germain, c'est-h-dire h l'appelant dont il 6tait le prite-nom,
de l'obligation de $5,000.00 assur6e par hypothbque sur le
no 693. Leur garantie par le transport 6tait une hypoth&-
que sur les num6ros 671, 474 et 475 du quartier St-Louis.

J'analyserai rapidement cet acte de transport du 23 mai,
1916. L'appelant y comparait et d6clare qu'il chde et trans-
porte aux intimbes "sans autre garantie que celle de 1'exis-
tence de la crdance", la somme de $5,000.00 h prendre apris
$6,000.00, d6jh transport6s ou h 6tre transportis A Ludger
Legault sur la somme de $22,000.00 transport6e au c6dant
par George Rabinovitch et faisant partie du prix de vente
dfi h Rabinovitch par dame Jacob Levitt, laquelle somme,
dit l'acte de transport, affecte les immeubles suivants (suit
la description des lots nos 671, 474 et 475). L'acte de trans-
port expose que les cessionnaires declarent avoir pris com-
munication de l'acte de vente entre Rabinovitch et Mme
Levitt, en avoir compris les termes, clauses et conditions et
en 6tre satisfaits. Et le c6dant subroge les cessionnaires
dans tous droits, actions, priviliges et hypothiques r6sul-
tant des actes relates jusqu'h concurrence de la somme
transport6e,
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1922 mais aux risques des dites cessionnaires qui d6clarent 6tre contentes et
CHAURET satisfaites de l'hypoth&que garantissant la somme pr6sentement trans-

V. port6e, sans s'en rapporter d'aucune fagon sur la solvabilit6 du c~dant.
JOUBERT.

Mignault J. Suit une acceptation du transport par Mme Levitt.
- Mme Lecompte et sa fille Mile Lecompte affirment qu'on.

ne leur a pas donn6 communication de l'acte de vente entre
Rabinovitch et Mme Levitt. On s'est object6 A cette preuve
pour la raison qu'on ne peut contredire un acte authentique
que par inscription en faux et non autrement. Mais l'acte
de transport se contente de dire que les intim6es out d,'clare
avoir eu communication de cet acte de vente, le notaire ne
dit pas qu'il leur a donn6 cette communication. La preuve
faite ne contredit donc pas les d6clarations du notaire. mais
seulement une declaration d'une des parties, et l'inscrip-
tion en faux n'6tait pas n6cessaire.

On le voit, 'appelant prenait toutes les pr6cautions pos-
sibles pour laisser les intim6es sans recours contre lui. Mais
il a garanti 1'existence de la cr6ance et 1'acte d6clare que
cette criance affecte les immeubles d~crits en 1'acte. Du
reste, la garantie de l'existence d'une cr6ance comprend tous
les accessoires de cette cr6ance et partant les hypothiques
qui en assurent le paiement (Baudry-Lacantinerie, Vente,
no 820). Voyez aussi Particle 1574, code civil.

Mais l'appelant cherche h affaiblir la garantie qu'il a
donn6e de l'existence de la cr6ance en invoquant la clause
cit6e plus haut par laquelle la subrogation aux priviliges
et hypothiques est faite aux risques des intim6es. C'est
une question d'interpr6tation de 1'acte, et, toujours en inter-
pr6tant un acte d'apris les circonstances de 1'espice, on a
pu dicider en France que la clause limitant la garantie h
1'existence de la criance ne comprenait pas la garantie de
1'existence des hypothiques (Dalloz, 1873,1.407; 1874.1.75).
Mais ici les circonstances de l'espice d6montrent que ce
que les parties avaient en vue c'6tait l'6change d'une garan-
tie hypoth6caire pour une autre garantie hypoth6caire, et
l'existence de cette dernidre garantie hypoth6caire 6tait la
consid6ration principale du consentement donn6 par les
intim6es h l'6change que leur proposait l'appelant. La
clause de subrogation oii se trouvent les mots "mais aux
risques des dites cessionnaires" ajoute qu'elles se d6clarent
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contentes et satisfaites de Phypothbque garantissant la somme prdsente- 1922
ment transportie. C Om

Peut-on soutenir que la garantie de l'existence de la cr6ance JOUBEIP.

ne comprenait pas, dans l'intention des parties, I'existence Mignault J.
de l'hypothique elle-m~me? Je ne le crois pas.

C'est, du reste, je l'ai dit, une question d'interpr6tation
de l'acte, et pour ma part,-nonobstant les articles 1013 et
suivants du code civil, qui, comme le disent les codificateurs,
ne sont pas des rigles imp6ratives mais seulement l'indica-
tion d'un moyen de d6terminer le sens d'un contrat-je ne
puis donner le b6nifice du doute, si doute il y a, A 1'appelant
dont la conduite dans toute cette affaire me parait pour le
moins suspecte. L'appelant est un homme de profession et
1'acte a 6t6 pr6par6 d'apris ses instructions et envoy6 tout
sign6 aux intim6es qui ne paraissent pas bien expertes en
affaires. J'interprte. done l'acte de transport comme ga-
rantissant l'existence de la cr6ance et de ses accessoires,
c'est-h-dire l'existence de l'hypothbque, mais comme lais-
sant aux intim6es le risque de la suffisance de cette hypo-
thique, si elle existait r6ellement au jour du transport.

Or voici ce qui est arriv6 quant aux immeubles 474 et 475.
Ces immeubles avaient 6t6 originairement vendus par le
nomm6 Joseph Lamoureux aux nomm6s Isaac Kauffman et
Louis Raich avec une clause r6solutoire d6clarant que faute
de paiement de la balance du prix de vente et de tout ver-
sement d'intirt ainsi que des taxes, la vente serait ipso
facto nulle et de nul effet au choix du vendeur. Le 13
novembre 1916, Lamoureux poursuivit Kauffman et Raich,
mettant en cause tous les acqu6reurs subs6quents, y com-
pris Rabinovitch et les hiritiers de Mme Levitt, et deman-
dant, en execution de cette condition r6solutoire, I'annula-
tion de la vente h Kauffman et Raich et de toutes les ventes
subsiquentes, y comprise la vente entre Rabinovitch et
Mme Levitt. Jugement fut rendu le 15 janvier 1917, an-
nulant toutes ces ventes.

Il est 616mentaire de dire que la condition rdsolutoire
s'ophre rdtroactivement. Les ventes sont done annul6es d~s
l'instant qu'elles ont 6t6 consenties, et toutes les hypoth&-
ques constitu6es par ces actes de vente sont censies n'avoir
jamais exist6. L'appelant ayant garanti 1'existence de la
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1922 criance et de 1'hypothbque et cette hypothique n'ayant
OHAUBET

HR jamais eu d'existence, il y a ouverture h son obligation de
JOUBERT. garantie (Baudry-Lacantinrie, Vente noo 818. On ne

Mignault j. peut objecter que 1'appelant a vendu tout le droit qu'il
avait, et partant, un droit conditionnel, que ce droit con-
ditionnel existait lors du transport et que son obligation de
garantir 1'existence de la cr6ance a 6t6 remplie par lui.
Cette objection ne tient pas compte du principe qui domine
la garantie en matibre de vente, et qui rend le vendeur
garant de l'6viction subs6quente A la vente mais dont la
cause lui est ant6rieure. C'est ainsi que 1'acheteur d'un im-
meuble, 6vinc6 par un pric6dent vendeur qui obtient la
r6solution de la vente, a droit a garantie (Baudry-Lacanti-
nerie, Vente no 352).

Il est vrai qu'il restait encore l'immeuble no 671, mais
cet immeuble parait avoir R6 vendu pour les taxes muni-
cipales et avoir 6t6 achet6 par Lamoureux, qui 6tait le pre-
nuer cr6ancier hypoth6caire, pour $1,000.00. Il suffit d'ail-
leurs a mon avis que les hypothiques sur les nos 474 et 475
soient inexistantes pour donner lieu h la garantie qui in-
combe h l'appelant.

Dans toutes les circonstances de cette cause, je ne puis
donner raison i l'appelant dans 1'action intent6e contre lui
par les intimies. Il s'est fait d~charger d'une obligation
valable contract6e pour lui par son prite-nom St-Germain,
et dont les intim6es auraient 6t6 pay6es, si elles n'avaient
pas accept6 le transport que leur a fait l'appelant. On
peut dire qu'a' la demande de 1'appelant, et comptant sur
sa garantie de 1'existence de la cr~ance hypoth6caire Rabi-
novitch, les intim6es ont lhch6 la proie pour l'ombre. L'ap-
pelant a peut-6tre 6t6 tr~s habile, mais pas au point, h mon
avis, de priver les intimbes de la garantie de 1'existence de
la chose qu'il leur transportait. Et cette garantie suffit
pour appuyer le jugement dont est appel.

Je suis d'opinion que 1'appel devrait 6tre renvoy6 avec
d6pens.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: Louis Boyer.

Solicitors for the respondents: P6lissier, Wilson & Fortier.
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C. M. HENDERSON ..................... APPELLANT. 1
*Nov. 9.
*Nov. 27.

AND

M. E. FRASER AND E. G. HENDERSON.. RESPONDENTS.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR BRITISH

COLUMBIA

Will-Codicil-Legacies in both to same persons-Whether additional or
substitutional.

By his will, J. N. Henderson gave, amongst other legacies, to the respond-
ent Fraser $20,000 and to the respondent Henderson $10,000. The
testator later made a codicil. The first clause was as follows: "I
hereby ratify and confirm the said will in every respect save in so
far as any part is inconsistent with this codicil." In the two other
clauses, he bequeathed to each of the respondents a sum of $25,000.

Per Idington, Duff and Anglin JJ.-The two bequests in the codicil are
additional to, and not substitutional for, the gifts made to the same
legatees by the will. Davies C.J. and Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
contra.

Judgment of the Court of Appeal affirmed on equal division of this court.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of Appeal for
British Columbia, reversing the judgment of Hunter C.J.
at the trial.

The Montreal Trust Company, trustee under the will,
made application to the Supreme Court of British Col-
umbia for the determination of the following question
arising out of the construction of the last will and codicil
of the late J. N. Henderson, namely: "Whether the legacies
mentioned in the codicil were cumulative or whether they
were in substitution of the legacies mentioned in the will."

Hunter C.J. held that the legacies given by the codicil
were substituted for those in the will. The Court of
Appeal, per Macdonald C.J.A. and Martin J.A., reversed
this judgment, McPhillips J.A. dissenting.

The present appellant is a party to the proceedings, both
in his own interest as residuary legatee and as represen-
tative of all other legatees, by virtue of an order made in
these proceedings.

*PPSENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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1922 Tilley K.C. for the appellant: Upon the evidence and
HENDERSON under the circumstances in this case, the intention of the

FRASER. testator was to make the legacies in the codicil substitu-
tional.

If any presumption of law arises in this case, it is
rebutted -by the following circumstances as stated in the
factum:

(a) The use of the words "I hereby ratify and confirm the said will
in every respect save in so far as any part is inconsistent with
this codicil", as the first clause in the said codicil, instead of the
usual ratification clause, together with the fact that no change was
made by the codicil in the provisions of the will, except in the
legacies to the respondents;

(b) The total estate being sufficient to pay legacies in full and leave
a certain amount in the residuary fund if the legacies in the codicil
be taken as substitutional, whereas a large deficiency will be
occasioned if the legacies are held to be cumulative;

(c) The respondents not being treated alike in the will, but being given
an equal amount in the codicil.

In re A. F.,Bryan (1); Russel v. Dickson (2); Hooley
v. Hatton (3); Moggridge v. Thackwell (4); Allen v. Cal-
low (5); Barclay v. Wainwright (6); Bell v. Park (7).

Lafleur K.C. for the respondent. Prima facie the gift in
the codicil is a new gift not substitutional for or revocatory
of the gift in the first.

This presumption is strengthened when the codicil con-
tains no words of revocation.

A clear gift ought not to be taken away except by
expressions so clear as to leave no reasonable doubt. Wil-
son v. O'Leary (8); Russell v. Dickson (2); Suisse v.
Lowther (9); Watson v. Reed (10); Sawrey v. Rumney
(11).

THE CHIEF JUSTIE.-This appeal has given rise to
much difference of judicial opinion upon the proper con-
struction to be given to a will and codicil, and as to whether
certain bequests of money to two of the nieces of the
testator in the codicil should be held to be cumulative or
substitutionary to those given to the same nieces in the
win.

(1) [19071 P. 125. (7) [1914] 1 I.R. 158.
(2) 4 H.L. Cases 293. (8) [18921 7 Ch. App. 448.
(3) [1772] 1 Bro. C.C. 390N. (9) [1843] 2 Hare 424.
(4) [17921 1 Ves. 465. (10) [18321 5 Sim. 431.
(5) [17961 3 Ves. 290. (11) [18521 5 DeG. & S. 698.
(6) [17971 3 Ves. 462.
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The deceased testator was a bachelor and died at Vic- 1922

toria, B.C., on the 10th August, 1920, leaving a will dated .ENDERSON
16th of May, 1919, by which he devised and bequeathed FRASER.

all his real and personal property to the Montreal Trust The Chief

Company upon trust to sell and convert the same into Jutie
money and out of the proceeds to pay his debts, funeral
and testamentary expenses and a large number of legacies.
Amongst these were, one to his niece Muriel Edna Hen-
derson, wife of Donald G. Munro Fraser, of the sum of
$20,000, and another to his niece Evelyn G. Henderson,
of the sum of $10,000. There were a number of other
legacies and bequests and a residuary devise to his nephew,
the present appellant.

The question to be determined is whether the bequests
to those two nieces in the codicil were cumulative to those
given in the will or were substitutional therefor. That
question must be determined by deciding what the inten-
tion of the testator was. That intention must be gathered
from the language of the will and codicil, and from the
conditions surrounding the testator when he made them.
It is not without weight in so determining to find, as is
admitted here, that if the cumulative rule sought to be
followed is adopted the result will be that all of the tes-
tator's pecuniary legacies to his other beneficiaries will be
cut down 15 per cent, whereas if the codicil bequests are
found to be substitutional, there will be no such abate-
ment.

Now turning to the codicil and endeavouring to find the
controlling factor from it, namely the intention of the
testator, we find that the codicil was made at Long Beach,
California, and that he had not his will with him at the
time. We can presume this because in the opening para-
graph of the codicil he says he cannot remember the exact
date of his will.

Then follows the first clause, viz.:
First: I hereby ratify and confirm the said will in every respect save

in so far as any part is inconsistent with this codicil.

Clauses 2 and 3 containing the bequests to each of the
two nieces of $25,000 then follow.

Now it is to my mind absolutely clear that he is thereby
confirming his will in every respect except in regard to the
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1922 two legacies to his two nieces given by the will which by
RNDERBON his codicil he increased, one from $20,000 to $25,000 and

V.
FRASER. the other from $10,000 to $25,000, thus putting both nieces

The Chief on an equal footing.
Justice I construe the words

save in so far as any part is inconsistent with this codicil

to mean "not consistent" or "at variance with." Now "any
part" includes the amount of their respective legacies under
the will and he expressly fails to confirm those, evidently
to my mind showing a clear intention on his part not to
confirm those two previous legacies given in his will. In
every other respect he intends to confirm and does so, but
with regard to these two legacies of $20,000 and $10,000
respectively he does not confirm the will. On the contrary,
as I think, he substitutes for them the sums of $25,000
which he bequeaths to his nieces by the codicil.

The cumulative construction seems to me to ignore
absolutely, or at any rate to fail to give any effect to the
words confirming the will

save in so far as any part is inconsistent with this codicil.

These important words on that construction are left
without any meaning and therefore ignore altogether the
testator's intention. He confirms the will in every respect
save in so far as the changes made in his bequests to his
two nieces. With regard to them he does not ratify or
confirm his will, but, on the contrary, devises increased
amounts to each, giving each $25,000.

I have not heard any suggestion as to any meaning to
be attached to these words of the codicil confirming his
will

save in so far as any part is inconsistent with this codicil,

unless the suggestion is the correct one that his intention
was to ratify and confirm his will in every respect except
with regard to these two legacies each of which he desired
to increase and did increase.

I have read the cases cited below and in argument here
but do not find anything in any of them suggesting that
the cumulative rule regarding legacies in a will and a
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codicil is more than a prima facie one, and one which must 1922

in all cases of course yield to the paramount rule that the HE"E"O

intention of the testator, if it can be found, or determined, FRAsER.

must prevail. The Chief
In this case, I think the intention clear that the two Justice

codicil bequests are substitutionary and not cumulative to
those of the will, and that the intention of the testator that
they should be so is also clear from the express words in
the first paragraph of the codicil which ratifies and con-
firms the

will in every respect save in so far as any part is inconsistent with this
codicil,

or as I construe the words, not consistent with, or at
variance with. The only part of the codicil altering or
varying the will is where the two bequests are increased,
as I have stated, and so to his mind were inconsistent with
the original bequest made in the will.

On this question of the testator's intention, if it can be
found, being paramount over the prima facie cumulative
rule, I quote from the speech of Lord St. Leonards in the
case of Russell v. Dickson:

I considered myself at liberty, without trenching upon any rule
of law, or breaking in upon any decision, to determine this case upon
the intention. There is no rule of law that prevents a court from look-
ing to the intention. Every case that you open says: If you find the
intention, you are at liberty to act upon it; and the simple question in
this case is: Do you or do you not find the intention? Of that I have
already spoken. Then there is the difficulty about the rule of law. There
is no case exactly like this nor is it likely that such a case should
frequently occur. You must depend upon the principle. If you can
find within the four corners of the instrument an intention, not that the
legacy shall be cumulative, but that it shall be substitutionary, you are
at perfect liberty to act upon the intention, you are not only at perfect
liberty, but you are bound by law to give effect to it, provided only
that it does not contravene any existing rule of law.

IDINGTON J.-I cannot add much, if anything, useful to
that which has been said by the learned judges constituting
the majority determining the result now in appeal herein.

Counsel for the appellant has fairly presented in his
factum the results of the leading cases which I have con-

[18531 4 H.L.C. Cases, 293, at pp. 310-311.
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1922 sidered but which by no means convince me that the codicil
HNDERSON in question was not intended to be cumulative according

FRASER. to the prima facie effect to be given thereto.

Idington J. Undue importance seems to me to be attached to the
- word "inconsistent".

I may add that seeing an item of $32,097.27 for real
estate in value according to those appraising for the
imposition of succession duties, suggests the possibility
that the testator attached a much higher value thereto and
thus the basis for appellant's conjecture is quite unfounded.

I observe he was careful to suggest due care in the dis-
position thereof and suggested his brother, who was the
father of those benefiting most largely by this will, should
be consulted as to his family affairs.

That suggests much to me that might explain the view
taken by the testator.

At all events I cannot see my way to reverse the prima
facie rule to be adopted.

I would dismiss the appeal without costs save as to those
of the executors or trustees, while theirs between solicitor-
and client must be paid out of the estate.

DUFF J.-The point for decision on this appeal can be-
stated in a sentence or two. The testator by his will left
to his niece Muriel Edna Henderson a legacy of $20,000
and to his niece Evelyn G. Henderson a legacy of $10,000.
By a codicil he gave to each of these nieces a legacy of
$25,000. The question upon which we are to pass is
whether or not in each case the gift by the codicil is in
substitution for the gift by the will or whether on the other
hand the gifts by the two instruments take effect cumulat-
ively.

In order to appreciate the argument on behalf of the
appellant it is necessary to read the whole of the codicil
which is in the following terms:

I, Joseph Newlands Henderson, of the city of Vancouver, British
Columbia, in the Dominion of Canada, but temporarily residing at Long
Beach, California, United States of America, hereby declare this to be
a codicil to my last will and testament which last will and testament
I made during the months of May and June, 1919, the date of which
I do not remember.

First: I hereby ratify and confirm the said will in every respect save
in so far as any part is inconsistent with this codicil.
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Second: I hereby give and bequeath to my niece Muriel Edna Hen- 1922
derson, wife of Donald George Munro Fraser, said Muriel Edna Hen- HENDERSON
derson being the daughter of my brother Thomas Morrison Henderson, V.
the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000). FRASER.

Third: I give and bequeath to my niece, Evelyn Gladys Henderson, Duff J.
the daughter of my brother Thomas Morrison Henderson, the sum of
twenty-five thousand dollars (825,000).

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal this fifteenth
-day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
.and twenty.

Joseph Newlands Henderson (Seal).

The general rule of construction being that prima facie
-where by a will and a codicil two legacies whether of the
:same or of different amounts are given to the same persons,
-the legacy given by the codicil is presumed to be additional
to that given by the will; the ground from which Mr. Tilley
directs his attack on the judgment of the Court of Appeal
is that the introductory clause or rather the first paragraph
-of the codicil means and overcomes this presumption.

Now although it may be, as argued on behalf of the re-
spondent, that the first paragraph is in a sense otiose
because the publication of the codicil is in itself a republi-
cation of the will as of the date of the codicil, still it is
undeniable that paragraph does contain a solemn declara-
tion by the testator of his intention that the dispositions
made by the will shall be undisturbed save in so far as the
provisions of the codicil are inconsistent with them. And
that by implication does of course sufficiently disclose an
intention in fact on the part of the testator that in the
case of such inconsistency and to the extent of such incon-
sistency the dispositions of the codicil are to prevail over
the dispositions of the will.

The real question is: How far does this carry us? I
am unable to agree that it follows as a consequence from
this premise that the legacies given by the codicil are to
be substituted for those given by the will. And for this
reason, ex hypothesi, there is substitution if there is incon-
sistency and there is no substitution unless there is incon-
sistency and the question therefore necessarily turns on
the point, is there or is there not inconsistency? And
touching that point the presumption against substitution
rests upon the foundation that there is no incompatibility
and no inconsistency involved in the giving considered in
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19 itself of a pecuniary legacy by codicil to a legatee to whom
HENDESON a legacy has already been given by the will. We need

FRASER. not go into the reasons for the presumption. It seems to
ruf j. be founded in good sense; and such great masters of judi-

cature as Lord Cairns and Lord Justice James gave effect
to it without hesitation and without doubt. Prima facie,.
at least, therefore Mr. Tilley is not assisted by the first
paragraph. Prima facie there is no inconsistency between
the provisions of the codicil in relation to the legacies in
question and the relevant provisions of the will.

Mr. Tilley meets this by the argument that, conceding
this to be the prima facie construction of the paragraph, it
is not its true construction. You must, he says, read the
first paragraph with its context, in other words you must
read it as an addendum to each of the two remaining para-
graphs, the two paragraphs giving the legacies under con-
sideration. And read with its context in this way he con-
tends that the fair meaning, if not the necessary meaning,
of it is that the provision made by the codicil for each
of the beneficiaries mentioned is the provision, that is to
say, the only provision the testator is making for those
beneficiaries by way of pecuniary legacy.

There is no doubt weight in the contention that the first
paragraph should be read as a part of the whole text of the
codicil and I think this is so notwithstanding one's pre-
disposition to look upon it as a stereotyped form. But the
argument does not, I think, carry the appellant the whole
distance. If it appeared that the paragraph on the con-
struction which has been given to it in the Court of Appeal
was without operation, we should have a very different
case. It is impossible I think, to contend that because,
while there is no inconsistency between the legacies in the
codicil and the legacies given to the same legatees in the
will, there is inconsistency between the codicil and the
disposition of the residue by the will and therefore the
first paragraph is not in any view wholly nugatory.

The sum of the matter, as will already have been
apparent according to my view, is that the appellant's
argument is really an attack, when it is closely analysed,
upon the presumption against substitution and as such,
I say this of course with the greatest respect for those who
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take another view, I cannot help thinking that in its effect 1922

it is an appeal to the court to substitute one's impression HENDEMM

as to the probable intention of the testator for the con- FRASER.

clusion one is driven to as to the result of a faithful Duff J.

adherence to the language the testator has employed. A -

passage is cited in the respondent's factum from a judg-
ment of Lord Justice James in Wilson v. O'Leary (1),
which I cannot forbear quoting:

I would only add this that I cannot help feeling that this case has
occupied more time than it would have done if I had throughout con-
fined myself strictly to that which is my legitimate duty, that is, if
instead of endeavouring to find out what the testator meant I had con-
fined myself to endeavouring to ascertain what was the meaning of the
testamentary papers which he left behind him.

The appeal should be dismissed.

ANGLIN J.-There is nothing in the codicil which can
be said to give expression to an intention to revoke the
legacies given to the two respondents in the will. There
is no inherent "inconsistency" between the gifts to them
in the will and the gifts to them in the codicil-nothing so
incompatible that both may not take effect. On the other
hand the residuary bequest in the will would certainly be
cut down by the legacies given in the codicil. The con-
firmation of the will was subject to this modification.

I attach no significance to the fact that under the will
the bequests to the two legatees were of unequal amounts,
whereas the legacies given to them by the codicil are each
of the same amount. We have no clue to the motives that
actuated the testator on either occasion. Without some
knowledge of them any inference of intent that the new
legacies should be substitutional would be unsafe and
unwarranted. Prima facie, therefore, the gifts under both
instruments are to be regarded as cumulative. Russell v.
Dickson (2); Hurst v. Beach (3).

The only extraneous circumstances relied upon to sup-
port the inference of a contrary intention on the part of
the testator is the fact, now apparent, that, after debts and
succession duties have been satisfied, if the bequests in
question are cumulative, all the testator's pecuniary legacies

(1) 7 Ch. App. 448 at p. 456.
(2) 4 H.L. Cas. 293 (3) [1819] 5 Madd. 351, at p. 358.
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1922 must abate 15 per cent, whereas, if the gifts by the codicil
MNDERSON are substitutional for those in the will, no abatement will

V.
FRASER. be requisite. No doubt if it were clear that that fact had

Anglin J. been present to the mind of the testator its significance
might be cogent. Yet, even under such circumstances, I
can scarcely conceive of the. testator, if he meant that there
should be a revocation of the gifts made to the respondents
in the will, expressing that intention in his codicil by the
clause,

I hereby ratify and confirm the said will in every respect save in so
far as any part is inconsistent with this codicil.

He almost certainly would have employed some such phrase
as "instead of (in lieu of, or in substitution for) the gifts
made to them in my will, I give and bequeath, etc."

But it is by no means improbable that the deficiency in
the estate, now ascertained, was quite unknown -to the
testator. His assets consisted inter alia of several parcels
of real estate, the actual worth of which must have been
problematical, and of various stocks and shares, many of
them highly speculative in character and of very uncertain
value. It is quite a usual thing for an owner to be opti-
mistic in respect to the value of his own property. Then
again the testator may not have realized that his debts
would amount to over $13,00, or that succession and
probate duties would deplete his assets by a sum exceeding
$26,000. In a word, it must be pure conjecture whether
the testator appreciated that the additional bequests of
$25,000 apiece to his two nieces would more than exhaust
the residue of his estate bequeathed by .his will to the
appellant. As James L.J. said in Wilson v. O'Leary:

Where there is a positive rule of law of construction such as exists in
these cases, that is to say, that gifts by two testamentary instruments
to the same individual are to be construed cumulatively, the plain rule -
of law and construction is not to be frittered away by a mere balance
of probabilities.

In the case at bar I fail to find even a balance of prob-
abilities in favour of the view urged by the appellant.

In my opinion no case can be made for taking the two
bequests in the codicil before us out of the ordinary rule

7 Ch. App. 448, at p. 454.
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that they should be regarded as additional to, and not as 1922

substitutional for, the gifts made to the same legatees by HENDERSON

the will. Jarman on Wills (6th ed.) p. 1123; 28 Halsbury FRSER.

L. of Engl. no. 1432. Brodeur J.

BRODEUR J.-We are called upon to decide whether the
legacies mentioned in the codicil are cumulative or whether
they are in substitution of the legacies of the will.

In his will the testator had made several legacies to his
ten nephews and nieces, ranging from $2,000 to $20,000.
The two respondents, who are nieces, were legatees to the
extent of $10,000 and $20,000 respectively. The will had
been made in British Columbia on the 16th of May, 1919.
A few months later the testator went to California where
he made a codicil on the 15th of January, 1920, and
died a short time later. By this codicil he declared at
first that he ratified and confirmed his will in every respect
''save in so far as any part is inconsistent with this codicil";
and then he gave $25,000 to each of his nieces to whom he
had given previously by his will $20,000 and $10,000
respectively.

If the $50,000 disposed of by the codicil is to be con-
sidered as an addition to the $30,000 given to these legatees
by the will, the estate will not be large enough to pay in
full the other legatees. If, on the contrary, the legacies
to these two nieces are substitutional, all the legacies could
be paid in full.

There is not much in the evidence before us to guide
us in the construction of this will. We may fairly assume
that the testator knew the value of his fortune; and we
could hardly say that his intention was to deprive the other
legatees of the amount which he had given them, since he
confirms everything he has done in his will and the only
inconsistencies and differences which are to be found
between his codicil and his will are in the legacies which
he gives to his nieces.

I consider that his evident intention was to increase the
legacy which he had previously mentioned and to sub-
stitute in one case $25,000 for $10,000, and $25,000 for
$20,000 in the other.

51588-3
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1922 For these reasons, the appeal should be allowed, the costs
HENDERSON to be paid by the estate.

V.
FRASER.

FMinu MIGNAULT J.-The only question here, and it is a ques-
-ignault J. tion of much nicety, is whether the bequests which the late

J. N. Henderson made by his codicil to his two nieces, the
respondents, were in substitution for or in addition to the
legacies which he had given them by his will. The will
was executed before witnesses at Vancouver on May 16th,
1919, and, among a number of legacies to relatives of the
testator, he gave to the respondent Muriel Edna Hender-
son, wife of Donald Fraser, $20,000, and to the respondent,
Evelyn .G. Henderson, $10,000. The testator was in Long
Beach, California, when, on January 15th, 1920, he made
a codicil to .his will which evidently he did not have in
his possession, for he says he does not remember its date.
By this codicil,,after stating in clause one that he ratifies
and confirms his said will in every respect,
save in so far as any part is inconsistent with this codicil,
he bequeaths to each of the respondents, by separate
clauses, the sum of $25,000.

The first court held that these last legacies were sub-
stitutionary; the Court of Appeal, Mr. Justice McPhillips.
dissenting, that they were cumulative. The appellant, the
residuary legatee-and there will be no residue but a
deficiency if the bequests are cumulative-now appeals to
this court.

As stated by Lord Cranworth in Russell v. Dickson,
where a legacy is given to the same party in each of two different instru-
ments, a will and codicil, prima facie you must treat them as two gifts.
That is an obvious proposition. If the party has twice said he gives,
he must be understood to mean to give twice, but of course there may
be circumstances to show that the prima fade construction is not, in the
particular case, the construction to be adopted. What the circumstances
are that are sufficient to outweigh the prima facie presumption, is
extremely difficult to be determined by any rule of a priori reasoning.
Very small circumstances have sometimes been acted on as sufficient to
take the case out of the general rule.

The test is, of course, what the testator really intended,
and no case better shows than Russell v. Dickson (1) that
when the intention sufficiently appears to substitute the
later legacy for the former, effect will be given to that

(1) 4 H.L. Cas. 293 at p. 304.
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intention. As Lord St. Leonards said, in the same case, at 19
310 HEZNDERSONp. 310: H3..M

V.

If you can find within the four corners of the instrument an intention,
not that the legacy shall be cumulative, but that it shall be substitution- Mignault J.
ary * * * * you are bound by law to give effect to it.

So in Russell v. Dickson (1) the testator, in a codicil
executed a few days before his death, began by the words:

Not having time to alter my will and to guard against any risk, * * *
and this language, among other circumstances, was con-
sidered as indicating his intention to substitute the legacy
contained in the codicil for that made by his will.

Here the testator had in mind that what he was going
to do by his codicil would be inconsistent with some parts
of his will, which otherwise he wished to ratify and confirm
in every respect, and to the extent of such inconsistency he
desired to alter his will. There could be no, what I might
call intrinsic, inconsistency, by which I mean legacies which
cannot be carried out cumulatively, between the will and
the codicil, because the bequests in both were of sums of
money. Nevertheless the testator, when he said
save in so far as any part is inconsistent with this codicil

was not dealing with a possible, but with an actual, incon-
sistency assumed by him to exist between the will and
the codicil, and in my judgment this is a most important
consideration to determine whether the testator intended
to add these large legacies to the quite substantial amounts
he had already given to his nieces. So the inconsistency
contemplated here was one existing in the mind and inten-
tion of the testator, as he understood his testamentary
provisions, and resulting from something contained in his
codicil.

Were the two bequests to these two sisters, the respond-
ents, of $25,000 each, by the codicil, inconsistent with the
bequest to them of unequal sums by the will, to wit,
$20,000 to Mrs. Fraser, and $10,000 to Miss Henderson?
Perhaps not intrinsically, in the sense in which I have used
the word, but the real question is whether the testator
considered the one inconsistent with the other. And equal
treatment of these two legatees in the codicil would

(1) 4 H.L. Cas. 293.
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1922 certainly be inconsistent with unequal treatment towards
maNaEmO them in the will. If the intention of the testator in making

V.
FRASER. his codicil, in other words if the scheme of the codicil, was

Mignault J. to remove this inequality-and the codicil deals only with
these respondents-certainly there would be an incon-
sistency in his mind between the will and the codicil.
Giving effect to the will and codicil cumulatively would
leave the inequality; treating the legacies in the codicil as
substitutionary for those in the will would remove it.

I have therefore reached the conclusion that in the
intention of the testator, which of course must be deter-
mined by inspection of the instrument, the legacies made
by the codicil were inconsistent with the legacies to the
same legatees in the will and that therefore they should
not be given cumulative effect.

The appeal should be allowed and the trial judgment
restored. Costs out of the estate.

Appeal dismissed.

Solicitors for the appellant: Bowser, Reid, Wallbridge,
Douglas & Gibson.

Solicitors for the respondents: O'Brian & McLorg.
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HIS MAJESTY THE KING...............APPELLANT; 1922

*Oct. 10.
AND

THE MANITOBA GRAIN CO..........RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR MANITOBA

Appeal-Leave by Supreme Court-Criminal Case-R.S.C. [19061 c. 139,
ss. 36 and 41-9-10 Geo. V, c. 32-Canada Grain Act, 2 Geo. V,. c. 27,
s. 215 (D).

Though sec. 41 of the Supreme Court Act empowers the court to grant
leave to appeal "in any case whatever" in which any of certain
specified matters are in controversy the right is limited to cases in
which an appeal may lie as provided in sec. 36.

A conviction for contravention of sec. 215 of the Canada Grain Act the
penalty for which is fine or imprisonment is a conviction in a "crim-

inal cause" and not appealable under sec. 36 of the Supreme Court
Act.

MOTION for special leave to appeal from the Judgment
of the Court of Appeal for Manitoba (1) holding that sec.
215 of the Canada Grain Act is ultra vires.

The defendant was convicted for selling grain on com-
mission without a licence, in contravention of section 215
of the Canada Grain Act. His conviction was quashed by
the Court of Appeal, which held section 215 of the Grain
Act to be ultra vires of the Dominion Parliament. An
application for special leave to appeal to the Supreme
Court of Canada was refused by the Court of Appeal on
the ground that the case fell within the decision of the
Judicial Committee in The King v. Nat Bell Liquors (2)
and that there would, therefore, be no jurisdiction to enter-
tain the appeal if leave were granted.

Taylor K.C., for the appellant contended that by the
proviso to section 41 (1) of the Supreme Court Act the
Supreme Court of Canada is empowered to grant special
leave to appeal "in any case whatever", if the validity of
an Act of Parliament (inter alia) will be involved in the

(1) 32 Man. R. 52. (2) [19221 2 A.C. 128.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davries C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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12 appeal, and that the court can, therefore, grant leave in
THE KNo cases in which the provincial appellate court could not do

V.
TE MANi- SO.
*rosA GRAW

CO. The defendant was not represented.

The Judgment of the Court was delivered by:

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-The majority of the court is of

the opinion that the proposed appeal would be an appeal
in a criminal cause within the exception in section 36 of
the Supreme Court Act. The proviso to section 41 (1)
enabling this court to grant special leave to appeal only
"if special leave to appeal has been refused by the- highest
court of final resort in the province" implies that the appli-
cation of the proviso is limited to cases in which the pro-
vincial court might properly have given such leave and is,
therefore, notwithstanding the generality of the words "in
any case whatever", restricted to cases within section 36.

The application is accordingly refused. No costs.

Motion Dismissed without costs.
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GEORGE LANDELS AND OTHERS ? 1922
APPELLANTS; Oc.1(DEFENDANTS).......................Oet.1 *o

AND

THOMAS R. CHRISTIE AND HERBERT RESPONDENTS.

0. CHRISTIE (PLAINTIFFS) ......... E

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA

Negligence-Loss by fire-Finding of trial judge-Inference from facts-
Concurrent judicial findings-Interference on appeal.

In an action claiming damages for loss of property by negligence the trial
judge held that "the facts proved are more consistent with negligence
* * * than with a mere accident." His judgment for the plaintiffs
was affirmed by the full court.

Held, that the circumstances disclosed on the trial were such that the
courts below were justified in drawing the inference they did and
this second appellate court should not disturb the conclusion they
reached.

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of Nova
Scotia affirming the judgment at the trial in favour of the
plaintiff.

The facts of the case and the question for decision on
the appeal are sufficiently indicated by the head-note.

Jenks K.C. and McKenzie K.C. for the appellants. The'
cause of the fire can only be conjectured and is not proved
by direct evidence. See Montreal Rolling Mills v. Cor-
coran (1); Canada Paint Co. v. Trainor (2).

It is not a case of res ipsa loquitur. Grand Trunk Ry.
Co. v. Griffith (3); McArthur v. Dominion Cartridge Co.
(4).

Milner K.C. for the respondents. Under the facts
proved the inference as to the cause of the fire and the
consequent negligence of the defendants is almost irresist-
ible. See Swansea Vale v. Rice (5) per Lord Loreburn;
Richard Evans & Co. v. Astley (6) at page 678.

(1) 26 Can. S.C.R. 595. (4) [1905] A.C. 72.
(2) 28 Can. S.C.R. 352. (5) [1912] A.C. 238.
(3) 45 Can. S.C.R. 380. (6) [1911] A.C. 674.

*PPESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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1922 THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-After hearing the argument at
LANDELS bar I felt very doubtful whether the plaintiffs respondents

V.
CHRISUI had established their case.

The Chief A careful reading of the evidence did not remove my
Justice doubts.

The trial judge dismissed the action as against Landels,
one of the original defendants, and from that dismissal
there was no appeal. As against the other two defendants
the trial judge found

that the facts proved were more consistent with negligence on their part
than with a mere accident,

and that

there was sufficient evidence of negligence to enable the plaintiffs to
recover.

I confess that if I had been trying the action in the first
instance, I would have found great difficulty in reaching
such a conclusion, but the case was appealed to the
Supreme Court of Nova Scotia sitting en banc and four of
the five judges who heard the appeal dismissed it, and so
confirmed the judgment of the trial judge on the, ground,
as I understand their judgments, that the trial judge's
decision

that the available facts were such that an inference of negligence was
more reasonable than that there was no negligence

was correct.
I do not feel, however, so clearly convinced that this

inference drawn by the two courts was such an improper
one as to justify me in reversing it and allowing the
appeal.

IDINGTON J.-I think this appeal should be dismissed with
costs.

DUFF J.-I cannot agree that the learned trial judge
had not before him facts capable of supporting a finding
against the appellants. There was evidence which, if
believed, supplied a possible explanation of the origin of
the fire in the probability of there being hot ashes in the
boiler room. The dismissal of the action as against Landels
presents a difficulty but the trial judge seems to have
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treated the action against Landels as based upon the 1922

assumption that he was a party to the contract of hiring LANDELS

and consequently as failing when that assumption fell. CPSTE

Other explanations were suggested but there was nothing Duff J.
in the facts pointing to any of them as an agency actually -

or probably operative and my conclusion is that there is
sufficient preponderance of probability in the circum-
stances proved in favour of the trial judge's conclusion
to cast the burden of explanation upon the appellants-
a burden of which the trial judge held they have not
acquitted themselves.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

ANGLIN J.-With some doubt I concur in the dismissal
of this appeal. I am not satisfied that the learned trial
judge and the majority of the learned judges on appeal
were clearly wrong in holding that, upon such facts as
the evidence discloses, it is a more reasonable inference
that the fire, which destroyed the plaintiff's mill, was
attributable to some negligence of the defendant's than
that it was due to some cause for which blame cannot be
imputed. If the matter were res integra the contrary
view taken by the learned Chief Justice of Nova Scotia
would not improbably commend itself to my judgment.

BRODETJR J.-The appellants as lessees of the mill belong-
ing to the respondents Christie were bound to exercise care
and see that no risk would, in the ordinary course of events,
ensue. The fire which destroyed this mill is due to circum-
stances which render the cause of it unknown. But the
evidence in the record is such that a reasonable inference
leads us to the conclusion that the fire is due to the
negligence of the lessees.

It is the conclusion reached by the trial judge and by
the majority of the court en banc.

The lessees had left live ashes on the floor which could
easily be carried by the wind to the place where the
fire was first seen. No person was left there to look
after the building. I would not go so far as to say that
the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur should apply, because all
the surrounding circumstances are not entirely within the
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1922 defendants' control and the fire might be the result of a
LANDELS simple accident or the work of an incendiary. But the
cHnTE facts available are such that negligence on the part of the

Brodeur j. defendants is the more reasonable inference (Halsbury,
Laws of England, vol. 21, p. 752).

This appeal then should be dismissed with costs.

MIGNAULT J.-This case comes here after two courts
have found the appellants, Fauquier and Porter, liable for
the destruction by fire of respondents' mill at River H6bert,
N.S. In the appellate court the learned Chief Justice dis-
sented, but the other judges, not however without express-
ing some doubt, confirmed the judgment of the trial judge
who sat without a jury.

The respondents claimed from George Landels and from
Gilbert E. Fauquier and Johnson P. Porter, carrying on
business under the firm name of Fauquier and Porter,
$158 for the use of a saw mill in sawing 316,000 feet of
lumber, and damages for the destruction by fire of another
saw mill belonging to the respondents, alleging further
that the appellants had agreed to rebuild the mill. Lan-
dels, acting on behalf of Fauquier and Porter, had entered
into an agreement with the respondents for the use of
their mill to saw lumber belonging to Fauquier and Porter
for the price of 50 cents per thousand feet. This mill was
destroyed by fire on November 27th, 1917, while in the
occupation of the appellants. The latter paid for the lum-
ber which they had sawn up to the time of the fire, and
the following spring erected a new but smaller mill on the
same location where they cut some 316,000 feet of lumber.
Regarding the new mill as belonging to the respondents
by annexation to the freehold, the learned trial judge con-
demned Fauquier and Porter to pay $158 for this sawing,
and $2,757 as damages for the destruction of the mill, in
all $2,915. The action was dismissed as to Landels because
he had acted as agent for Fauquier and Porter, the learned
trial judge apparently not considering whether or not he
was personally liable for the destruction of the mill. The
respondents did not appeal from the dismissal of the
action with respect to Landels.
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I see no reason for disturbing the judgment as to the 12

item of $158 for use of the new mill which must be con- LANDELS
V.

sidered as belonging to the respondents. CHuST

The difficulty is as to the damages granted for the de- Mignault J.
struction of the old mill. The respondents alleged in their -

statement of claim that the appellants so negligently con-
ducted themselves, or their agent and servant Landels so
negligently conducted himself, as to cause a fire in the
mill by reason of which it was totally destroyed. As I
have said, the action was dismissed as to Landels and no
appeal was taken from that part of the judgment. The
appellants contend that if Landels is not liable for ne-
gligence his principals cannot be so held. I would not how-
ever deal with the case on so narrow a ground, for the
liability of Landels was not considered by the learned trial
judge, and the other defendants could have been sued
without there being any necessity to make their agent a
party to the proceedings.

As to the other defendants, I think the onus was clearly
on the plaintiffs to prove negligence. Apparently the
plaintiffs considered that it would be sufficient to establish
the mere fact of the fire, for that is all they did. The
learned trial judge however refused to dismiss the action
at the close of the plaintiffs' case, probably because some
proof had been made of a promise by the defendants to
rebuild the mill. The defendants then called witnesses to
testify to the circumstances of the fire and it is on that
evidence alone that their liability must now be determined.

The conclusions of the learned trial judge on the issue
of negligence may be given in his own words:

Mr. Milner contends that the defendants are liable for the loss of
the mill; that this is one of the cases where the occurrence is itself
evidence of negligence; and moreover, that the defendants were negligent
in not having proper appliances to put out fires, and in not having a
watchman on duty during the night. Mr. McKenzie fbr the defendants
claims that the maxim res ipsa loquitur does not apply and that there
is no evidence of negligence on the part of defendants. Taking all the
circumstances into consideration, I think the facts proved are more con-
sistent with negligence on the part of the defendants than with a mere
accident. I think that there is sufficient evidence of negligence to enable
the plaintiffs to recover.

This passage of the learned trial judge's reasons for
judgment was much discussed at bar, but I think a fair
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1922 construction is that in the opinion of the learned judge,
LANDELS taking all the circumstances into consideration, the ne-
cISTIE gligence of the defendants was more consistent with the

Mignault j. proved facts than that the fire was caused by a mire
- accident. It is true that there is no finding as to the

specific act of negligence which caused the fire, but that
is no reason why the whole evidence should not be care-
fully examined to see whether the learned trial judge could
find it more consistent with the liability of the defendants
than with the theory that the fire was an accidental one.

None of the learned judges in the appellate court
thought that the mere fact of the fire was prima facie
evidence of negligence and I quite agree with them. This
disposes of the so called rule res ipsa loquitur as applicable
to a case like the one under consideration. And had the
learned trial judge, at the close of the plaintiff's case,
decided the issue of negligence in favour of the defendants,
I would have thought that his judgment could not have
been assailed. Of course the evidence adduced by the
defendants must be considered on this appeal.

We have now before us all the circumstances of the fire
and both courts have inferred negligence therefrom. The
defendants had been in possession of the mill for about
a week, Landels having been placed in control of their
sawing operations. The boiler with its furnace was in a
shed alongside the main building and the engine room was
in the centre of the mill. There were no lamps and the
men worked as long as daylight permitted. On the even-
ing in question the men left the mill between five and
half-past five. Avard Christie, the fireman, went away
with the others but returned about six o'clock, or a little
later, and filled the boiler with water. Landels went to
the mill at about a quarter to nine. He says he went into
the boiler (probably the boiler room) as far as the injector
and had a look around. He found that the boiler was
warm and that everything was quiet. He then left to go
to the cook house but being called by Mr. Christie, one
of the plaintiffs, he went into his house, and had been
there but a few minutes when Mr. Christie looked out the
window and said the mill was on fire. They ran out and
first saw the fire at the back of the boiler on the side of
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the mill proper. Nothing could then be done to save the 1922

building and in about fifteen minutes, Landel says, it was LANDEL8

all over. CHRISTIE

The impression which the evidence leaves on my mind Mignault J.
is that the fire was caused by the hot ashes which the -

practice, McClary, the engineer, testifies, was to leave in
front of the furnace, right in the building, after throwing
water on them to extinguish the flames. These ashes were
not carried outside as it would have been prudent to do.
The night of the fire was quite windy and the mill was
all open, McClary says, so the wind no doubt could reach
the pile of ashes and scatter embers about. The fire was
first seen at the back of the boiler, and the fact that no
other cause of fire is suggested renders it probable that
the fire was ignited by the hot ashes. The furnace had
been cleaned out some time that day, the usual practice
as to the ashes no doubt having been followed.

Under these circumstances, the inference appears reason-
able that the fire was caused by these hot ashes. It was
negligence to leave them at night where they were and
where the wind could scatter them about. My conclusion
therefore is that the courts below could infer that the fire
was caused by the negligence of the defendants. The
appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellants: John S. Smiley.

Solicitor for the respondents: H. A. Purdy.
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1922 THE DOMINION CANNERS LIMITED,1A
*1May31. (DEFENDANT) .......................
*June 1,2.

*Oct. 10,30.
*Dec. 19. AND

HORACE COSTANZA AND OTHERS, R
(PLAINTIFFS) .........................

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF ONTARIO

Workmen's Compensation-Exclusive Jurisdiction of board-Injury by
accident-Action against employer-Jurisdiction of court-Acquies-
ence in proceedings-Evidence-Certificate of board-Ez parte
application R.S.O. [19141 c. 95, ss. 60 (1) and 64 (4)-5 Geo. V, c. 94,
s. 8 (0).

Sec. 60 of the Ontario Workmen's Compensation Act gives the Com-
pensation Board "exclusive jurisdiction to examine into, hear and
determine all matters and questions arising under this Part (Part
I) * * * and the action or decision of the Board thereon shall be
final and conclusive and shall not be open to review in any court."
Sec. 15 in Part I as enacted by 5 Geo. V, s. 8, provides that the right
of compensation shall be in lieu of any action by a workman against
his employer in respect of injury by "accident" and that "no action
in respect thereof shall hereafter lie." By sec. 15 (2) any party to
an action may apply to the Board for a decision as to whether or
not the right of action is taken away by the Act "and such adjudica-
tion and determination shall be final and conclusive."

Held, that the Board is the only tribunal competent to decide whether
or not a common law action can be maintained by a workman against
his employer in respect to personal injury sustained in the course of
his employment.

Held, also, Duff J. dissenting, that where such an action is brought the
court is free, if not obliged, proprio motu if want of jurisdiction is
not pleaded, to take cognizance of the provisions of the Act and stay
the proceeding until the right to maintain it is determined by the
board.

Per Duff J. The question whether or not the plaintiff can maintain his
action must be raised by way of defence or exception. If the defend-
ant does not plead it or does not ask for a stay he is bound by the
judgment given.

The court in an action by a workman will not take cognizance of a
decision of the board that the plaintiffs injury did not result from
"accident" and did not entitle him to compensation under the Act
when such decision is given on an ex parte application in the ordinary
course and not under sec. 15. Evidence of such decision, if admitted,
would not be conclusive. Idington and Duff JJ. contra.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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Where in such an action the defendant submits to the trial judge 1922
the question of the right to maintain it and does so in the
belief that the court has jurisdiction to deal with such question the DoMIIoN
decision of the trial judge is not that of a quasi-arbitrator and so CANNMS
non-appealable as it would be if the issue was submitted with know- V.
ledge of the lack of jurisdiction and the parties assent to the judge COSTANZA

acting virtually as an arbitrator.

Judgment of the Appellate Division (51 Ont. L.R. 166), not dealt with.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court of Ontario (1) affirming the judgment at
the trial in favour of the plaintiff.

The facts of this case are stated in the above head-note.
The plaintiffs sued for damages in consequence of having
contracted typhoid fever from drinking the water supplied
by their employers. The trial judge held that the injury
was not caused by "accident" and that plaintiffs could not
proceed under the Workmen's Compensation Act. A judg-
ment for damages was entered against the defendant and
affirmed by the Appellate Division.

Lynch-Staunton K.C. and Hobson K.C. for the appellant.
Bain K.C. and Peter White K.C. (Duggan with them) for

the respondents.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I concur with Mr. Justice Anglin.

IDINGTON J.-The respondent having claimed to have
suffered from typhoid fever attributable to the use by some
of them of water received from a well of appellant in such
a condition as to constitute it a nuisance within sections 73
and 74 subsection (e) of the Public Health Act, and which
alone served the domestic needs of respondents as dwellers
in a tenement of appellant, brought this action on the 14th
December, 1920, and served its statement of claim on 12th
January, 1921, to which appellant pleaded on 31st January,
1921.

On the 12th February, 1921, the appellant's solicitor
served notice that on the trial defendants would move to
amend said defence by adding the following paragraph:

The statement of claim discloses no cause of action and the defend-
ants will so contend at the trial. If the plaintiffs suffered the damages

(1) 51 Ont. L.R. 166.
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1922 alleged then the plaintiffs should apply to the Workmen's Compensation

E Board and are not entitled to maintain this action as same is barred by
DomiNIoN the provisions of that Act.
CANNERS

v. On the trial thereof on the opening which began on
COSTANZA the 4th of April, 1921, the learned trial judge allowed said

Idington J. amendment and at the same time allowed respondents to
amend their statement of claim by making specific references
to the said Public Health Act and the Factories Act, being
R.S.O. 229, sec. 43.

The trial then proceeded and lasted till the 7th April,
1921, when the sole question of negligence and said stat-
utes relied upon by plaintiffs' amended statement of claim
were left to the jury and a verdict was rendered for the
plaintiffs (now respondents) and judgment was entered
accordingly without any objection thereto.

Appellant gave on the 18th April, 1921, notice of appeal
to a divisional court and that was heard before the
Appellate Division on the 22nd and 23rd of December.
1921, and judgment was given on the 24th of November,
1921, dismissing said appeal with costs.

In that notice of appeal eight grounds of appeal were
taken of which the 4th was as follows:-

4. That as to the plaintiffs, Mary Costanza, Philipine Costanza and
Horace Costanza, Jr., who were in the employment of the defendant,
their remedy if any was to have applied to the Workmen's Compensation
Board, and this action is barred by the Workmen's Compensation Act.

The respondents' counsel, either by reason thereof or in
consequence of something which transpired during the
argument thereof made an application on their behalf to
the Workmen's Compensation Board which resulted in the
following finding by the board:-

Friday, 25th November, 1921.
Present:-

Samuel Price, Chairman.
H. J. Halford, Vice-Chairman.
George A. Kingston, Commissioner.

In the matter of-
Claim 217246 Matilda Shereno.

217247 Phillipina Costanza.
217248 Mary Costanza.
217249 Horace Costanza.
217250 Rosario Tasca.
217251 Mamie Tasca.
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217252 Fannie Tasca. 1922
217253 Lena Tasca. THE
217254 Antone Tasca. DoMINIoN
217255 Rose Dispenza. CANNERS

217256 Bessie Tasca. *TD.
217257 Cosimo Pecoraro. C z
217258 Russell Pecoraro. COSTANZA
217259 Lucy Pecoraro. Idington J.

217260 Florence Pecoraro.
Upon consideration of the above mentioned claims, the papers, letters

and other material filed, the Board finds that the above mentioned claim-
ants did not sustain personal injury by accident arising out of and in
the course of their employment with Dominion Canners Limited, and
the said claims are hereby disallowed.

S. Price,
Chairman.

The appeal was taken to this court by the present appel-
lant by notice dated 14th day of February, 1922.

It was set down for hearing, by order, at the foot of the
Ontario list, May Term, and heard on the 1st day of June,
1922.

Thereafter on the 10th day of October, 1922, a direction
was given for re-argument on the question of jurisdiction
and was so partly re-argued, but that re-argument ended in
a direction to counsel to file supplementary factums, which
were delivered on or about the 13th November, 1922.

During all the time since the action was launched, at
least until judgment at trial entered, it was, by section 64
of the workmen's Compensation Act, subsection 4 (R.S.O.
1914, c. 25), which reads as follows,

4. Where an action in respect of an injury is brought against an
employer by a workman or a dependent the Board shall have jurisdic-
tion upon the application of the employer to determine whether the
workman or dependent is entitled to maintain the action or only to com-
pensation under Part I, and if the Board determines that the only right
of the workman or dependent is to such compensation the action shall be
forever stayed,

open for appellant to have applied to the board within the
terms thereof to have said action stayed.

It has never had the courage to apply either thereunder
or under subsection (2) of section 15 of said Act as amend-
ed, and has evinced no intention of doing so.

The respondents, on the contrary, had done so as already
stated, before the appeal to the Appellate Division had
been finally disposed of, with the result above set forth.

51588-4
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1922 The counsel for respondents tendered on argument the
THE said result duly certified as an answer to the appellant's

DomINioN
CANNERs argument so far as rested upon the said amended plea in the

" statement of defence as allowed at the trial.
COSTANZA Some one objected that we had decided in Red Moun-

Idington J. tain Railway Company v. Blue (1), that we could not
receive any such evidence or look at any evidence save that
adduced at the trial.

If any one will read said report they will see that though
the then Chief Justice so held in regard to what was ten-
dered and there in question, the remaining members of the
court had agreed with the judgment of Mr. Justice Duff
therein holding that there should be a new trial because
the learned trial judge had misdirected the jury and hence
all else in that case was but obiter dicta.

For my part I see I took the express precaution of de-
clining to pass upon the question now raised.

And I pass no opinion now upon the question so broadly
put as if only an ordinary question of hearing evidence is
involved.

Section 60, subsection (1) of the Act now in question
reads as follows:-

60. (1) The Board shall have exclusive jurisdiction to examine into,
hear and determine all matters and questions arising under this Part and
as to any matter or thing in respect to which any power, authority or dis-
cretion is conferred upon the Board, and the action or decision of the
Board thereon shall be final and conclusive and shall not be open to
question or review in any court and no proceedings by or before the
Board shall be restrained by injunction, prohibition or other process or
proceeding in any court or be removable by certiorari or otherwise into
any court.

Surely we are bound to take judicial notice of any such
proceeding and not stand upon any decisions such as are
cited by the former Chief Justice in his said judgment and
which are also cited in some of said factums.

I respectfully submit we must exercise a little common
sense in applying any judicial expressions of opinion or
decision.

It is proposed in defiance of the board to stay all pro-
ceedings herein notwithstanding the imperative language

(1) 39 Can. S.C.R. 390.
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of the above quoted subsection declaring it shall not be open %1922
to question or review and that no proceedings by or before THE

Domimow
the board shall be subject to any proceeding in any court. CANNERS

If the converse had been declared on an ex parte applica-
tion by appellant at any time prior or up to the trial judg- COSTANZA

ment and the learned trial judge had had it brought to his Idington J.
notice, I venture to say he never would for a moment have
thought of proceeding further than to make a note of such
order.

And if such a thing is conceivable as his doing otherwise,
and in due course such a case brought here, what would we
have done? And if we had conceivably ordered judgment
to be entered-well, I will not pursue that inquiry.

Nor need I say that much as I esteem the due observance
of the maxim audi alteram partem, there are many things
which are judicially done ex parte.

And if I understand correctly the daily practice of the
board in discharging its duties, it must of necessity do many
things of its own motion. It is not a court where counsel
is heard. The aim of the whole Act is to eliminate the
litigious struggle and strife and the judicial peculiarities in
mode of thought and applying the law.

A perusal of the statement of claim indicates, as counsel
first conceived its nature to be, that respondents founded
this action upon something as remote from the nature of
an accident, within the meaning of the Workmen's Com-
pensation Act, as would be an action by one of respondents
for an assault and battery by his or her employer.

I am not surprised, therefore, that counsel for appellant
in first pleading thereto failed to set up the Act.

One is sorely tempted to surmise that the doing so was
an afterthought to try it on the .court. It seems to have
turned out an astute and confusing move.

Indeed when the trial proceeded after the pleading had
been amended no further attention seems to have been paid
to the point raised thereby, save counsel for respondents
filing a letter from a member of the board which indicates
that the well in question had been before it in other cases
somewhat like unto those in question herein, for said letter
reads as follows:-

51588-4§
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1922 Referring to our telephone conversation to-day, I beg to say that

THE those alleged typhoid cases which came before the Board for considera-
DOMINION tion were all employees of a firm of contractors-Newman Bros., Limited
CANNERS -who were I understand erecting some structure on the property of the

* . Dominion Canners Co. The names of the parties whose claims were con-
V.

COSTANZA sidered were:
- J. T. Welsh. Norton E. Schurr.

Idington J. Wm. J. Schurr. Norman W. Rymer.
Lloyd R. Rymer. George W. Taylor.

These claims were all rejected on the ground that the circumstances
did not point to injury by accident within the meaning of the Work-
men's Compensation Act.

This clearly indicates the correct conception the board
had formed of such a disease and its relation to the said
Act.

Nor in the questions submitted by the trial court was any
question put to the jury bearing upon the relations between
the plaintiffs and the defendant, such as should have been
if that question were before the court in the sense pleaded.

I respectfully submit that upon such a record of facts as
I have recited this court is not warranted in directing a stay
of proceedings unless and uitil appellant applies for and
procures, and files, a certificate from the board.

Of course the appellant may possibly, astutely in line
with its past two years course, abstain from further troubl-
ing anybody in this case. Meantime the respondents are
unjustly, as I respectfully submit, hindered and delayed.

We should, in the absence of any such application by
the appellant for two years during which it had deliber-
ately refrained from applying, proceed to deliver judgment
in the appeal in the absence thereof, unless that which
respondent's counsel has presented will do justice herein.

Prima facie this court is seized of this case, on the evi-
dence presented at the trial, and on the facts so found has
no foundation for doing otherwise.

I doubt very much if either section 64, subsection (4),
or section 15, subsection (2), was ever intended to extend
the time for making such an application as contemplated
thereby to the board, beyond a reasonable time or to pro-
ceedings in this court.

But in any case I am decidedly of the opinion that in
face of the decision of the board, already made, the matter
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ends, or should end. And I most respectfully submit that 1922

we have no right to criticize or assume that such decision Tnyo

was, or even may have been, arrived at without duly con- CANNERS
.LID.

sidering the question at every angle, merely because their V.
methods of investigation do not follow our legal forms of coSTAN

doing so. It was to get away from such like forms and Idington J.

methods, and all implied therein, that the statute was
enacted.

The past experience of the members of the board, no
doubt was sufficient guide and we should at least give them
credit therefor, and knowledge, by this time, of the Act,
superior, I imagine, to ours.

DUFF J.-The result of.my examination of the Workmen's
Compensation Act is this. Where an action is brought
against an employer by one of his employees alleging the
right of reparation arising out of circumstances which may
constitute an accident within the meaning of the Act, it is
a complete answer to the action that the circumstances do
constitute such an accident and that in respect of the acci-
dent a right of compensation is given to the workman by
the statute. I think it may be an arguable question whe-
ther or not it is sufficient to establish that the circum-
stances do constitute such an accident but it is unnecessary
to dwell upon that.

I think the proper inference from the provisions of the
statute is that where the employer raises such a defence the
authority to pass upon the issue thereby created is solely
vested in the Workmen's Compensation Board. The em-
ployer may, if he be so minded, apply for a decision upon
the point at the earliest stage and if the decision is in his
favour it is the duty of the Supreme Court or other tribunal
before which the action is pending to stay the action. He
may, I think also, raise the defence by plea and establish it
by producing proper evidence of the decision by the board.

On the other hand it is open to the workman to apply
for and obtain such a decision the moment his writ is
issued.

My view, however, is that the contention that no action
lies because the matter is one for compensation under the
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1922 Act, in other words, that the right of action is taken away
THE by the statute, is strictly matter of defence or exception.

DommoN
CANNERS If the defendant permits the action to proceed to judgment

V without having raised the defence or without having ap-
COsTANZA plied for a stay then he is concluded by the judgment as

Duff J. with regard to other exceptions and defences, unless on
appeal the Court of Appeal sees fit, in the exercise of its
discretion, to permit the defence or exception to be raised
there.

So much by way of conjectio causae. The autonomy of
the board is, I think, one of the central features of the
system set up by the Workmen's Compensation Act. One
at least of the more obvious advantages of this very prac-
tical method of dealing with the subject of compensation
for industrial accidents is that the waste of energy and
expense in legal proceedings and a canon of interpretation
governed in its application by refinement upon refinement
leading to uncertainty and perplexity in the application of
the Act are avoided. The purport of s.s. 1 of s. 60 (ascrib-
ing to the words their minimum scope) seems to be that as
regards any proceeding before the board and for the pur-
pose of any such proceeding in relation to a matter in re-
spect of which jurisdiction is given to the board, that juris-
diction is exclusive and the mastery of the board over its
own proceedings is supreme. The act or decision of the
board in such a case, to use the language of the section,
shall not be open to question or review in any court.
Language could not be plainer. Therefore where the board
(for example) makes an order for the payment of money and
under s.s. 3 the order becomes a judgment of the County
Court, it becomes a judgment of that court only for the
purpose of enforcing it. Therefore, with great respect, I
am unable to agree with the judgment of the majority of
the Court of Appeal in Manitoba delivered by the Chief
Justice of that Court in Canadian Northern Ry. Co. v. Wil-
son (1), in which the opinion is expressed that an order of
the board for the payment of compensation having been
made a judgment of the Court of King's Bench under the
corresponding section of the Manitoba Act, that court may,

(1) 29 Man. R. 193; 43 D.L.R. 412 at page 425.
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if informed that some fundamental principle of procedure 1922

such, for example, as audi alteram partem, has been dis- Do'THE

regarded by the board, decline to permit the process of the CANNERB

court to be used for the enforcement of the order. Nobody '.
indeed can too strongly assert the importance of observing CoSTANZA

the rules of natural justice in all legal proceedings. Nobody Duf J.
could imagine for a moment that the legislature contem-
plated the possibility of the board in exercising its judicial
or quasi-judicial functions disregarding the rudimentary dic-
tates of fair play. But what seems perfectly clear is that
the legislation proceeds upon a confident assurance that a
tribunal constituted by the Government for the purposes of
the Act could be relied upon not to disregard such prin-
ciples in its proceedings. And I can hardly believe that any
tribunal composed of professional men is likely in discharg-
ing responsibilities huch as those cast upon the board to fail
to appreciate the importance of preserving a judicial temper
and of performing its duties "conscientiously with a proper
feeling of responsibility" to quote Lord Moulton's phrase
in a passage of his judgment in Local Government Board
v. Arlidge (1) at page 150 which received the approval of
the Judicial Committee in Wilson v. Esquimalt & Nanaimo
Ry. Co. (2), at page 211.

The exclusive authority of the board in respect of proceed-
ings upon an application for compensation or in dealing
with a question of assessment or the like is, indeed, quite
manifest; but one must admit that the point is not so
obvious when one is considering what may be called perhaps
for want of a better phrase the auxiliary jurisdiction of the
board, the jurisdiction to pass upon a given question for the
purpose of determining an issue in a proceeding before
another tribunal. It may well be argued that "questions
arising under Part I" is not very apt phraseology for de-
scribing an issue presented to the Supreme Court in an ac-
tion brought by a workman in consequence of a defence
based upon an allegation that the plaintiff's only remedy
is the statutory remedy given by the Workmen's Compen-
sation Act. More apt and precise language could no doubt
have been used and one might perhaps have expected more

(1) [19151 A. C. 120.

S.C.R. 55

(2) [1922] A.C. 202.
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1922 apt and precise language if s.s. 1 of s. 60 was truly aimed
THE at such questions and the decision of them. Something is

DommioN
cANNERS to be said, moreover, as to the effect of s.s. 4. In terms,

TD. at all events, that subsection covers all cases to which s.s.
CosTAZA 1 applies, and yet it is difficult to believe that the legisla-

Duff J. ture intended to give to the board authority to revoke a
decision given upon an application made by a defendant
in an action in the Supreme Court that the action is or is
not maintainable. A provision having such effect might
conceivably lead at times to a very regrettable confusion.

Again, if you are to ascribe to the language of s.s. 1 a scope
which brings every question as to the construction and effect
of any enactment of the Act within the exclusive jurisdic-
tion of the board, using "exclusive" in its ordinary sense,
some results would be produced which would to say the
least, be startling. For example, a question under section
56 as to the qualification of a member of the board would
become exclusively cognizable by the board itself.

Nevertheless I think the argument in favour of the view
that the jurisdiction of the board is an exclusive jurisdic-
tion to deal with the defence as to the right to maintain a
particular action in the Supreme Court, or rather the ques-
tion whether or not in a particular case such right has been
taken away by the provsions of the Workmen's Compen-
sation Act, may be put upon very solid grounds. The
answer is a new answer. It is an answer given by this sta-
tute and by this statute a procedure is prescribed or rather
a procedure is created by means of which the answer can
be made good. It does not, I think, necessarily follow that
where a defence or exception is newly created by statute
and a procedure is created for putting it forward, that the
defendant who desires to avail himself of it must adopt
the statutory procedure. I do not think the presump-
tion that the statutory remedy is intended to be the sole
remedy is quite so strong as that which arises where a
new right is created by statute and a statutory remedy is
given. On the other hand when, in addition to the cir-
cumstance that the defence or exception is a new one
and to the fact that the statutory procedure for estab-
lishing it is newly created, there are obvious considerations
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to be drawn from the object and policy of the enactment 1922

pointing to the conclusion that the procedure provided for THE
DoMINION

determining the issue is intended to be the exclusive pro- CANNERS
cedure, then I can see no reason why effect should not be rD.

given to that conclusion unless at all events there are prac- COSTANZA

tical considerations which forbid it. Duff J.
Now it is quite true that when an action is brought by a

workman against his employer in a particular case the
question whether or not the action is excluded by the sta-
tute is in that particular case a question which concerns the
workman and the employer alone; that is to say, it is a
question and solely a question whether or not the workman
is entitled to be paid and the employer is bound to pay a
sum of money. On the other hand, if the question as to
what does or does not constitute an "accident", if the ques-
tion whether on a given state of facts an accident has or
has not occurred in the course of the workman's employ-
ment, or whether the accident does or does not arise out of
the workman's employment, if such questions are general-
ly to be passed upon by the Supreme Court with the usual
concomitants by way of appeal, it is easy to see the pos-
sibility of a jurisprudence arising marked by the not very
happy characteristics of that which has grown up out of the
English Workmen's Compensation Act. Add to that the
possibility of conflict between the decisions of the courts
and those of the board and you have potentialities which,
at all events, could not be supposed to add to the favourable
prospects of the system set up by the statute. Without
elaborating the matter further I think there are excellent
practical reasons for assuming that the legislature did not
contemplate such a duplication of jurisdiction in respect
of these questions.

On the other hand I am quite unable, with great respect
to those who take a different view, to escape the conclusion
that the statute as originally framed put upon the defend-
ant, the employer, the responsibility of taking the neces-
sary steps to enable him to raise the defence. In other
words, that the onus was upon him to invoke the jurisdic-
tion given by section 64, subsection 4. There is not a syl-
lable in the statute which suggests that a defendant raising

S.C.R. 57
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1922 the question by plea, for example, could thereby deprive
THE the Supreme Court of jurisdiction to dispose of the action.

DomioNN
CANNERB The statute gave the defendant the right to get a decision

V upon the issue raised by such a defence from the board and
COSTANZA it would be the duty of the Supreme Court obviously to
Duff J. give the defendant due opportunity to exercise his right.

But the general jurisdiction of the court over the action
remains untouched, in my opinion. The statute declares
that in given circumstances the action does not lie, not that
the courts have no jurisdiction to deal with it, an obviously
different thing. The amendment of 1915 was designed no
doubt (in addition to giving a defendant in an action affect-
ed by section 9 an opportunity of applying to the board and
obtaining a decision upon the question whether the action
had been taken away) to give to the plaintiff the opportun-
ity of ascertaining whether or not his action was maintain-
able. But I am unable to give my adherence to the view
that the effect of the amendment of 1915 was to shift the
burden from the employer to the workman, a result which
I very much fear must follow from the decision of the ma-
jority of the court on this appeal. A workman suing in
the Division Court, for example, who goes to court with
his witnesses would be exposed, according to that view, to
the risk of having his suit stayed because, notwithstanding
the absence of any contention to that effect on the part
of the defendant, it might appear to the judge that possibly
there was a case within the Workmen's Compensation Act.
I think there is nothing in the Act which justifies a con-
struction exposing the workman to such embarrassment in
pursuing his legal rights.

Nor (it is a point which I will not elaborate) do I think
there is any reason for assuming that the legislature intend-
ed to place such an embarrassing responsibility upon judges.
There are cases in which the law casts responsibility upon
the judge to act ex mero motu where some illegality, for
example, is disclosed by the evidence; but these are cases
where some public interest is concerned. I am quite unable
to understand what conceivable public interest can be af-
fected by the fact that the employer has failed to raise the
defence that the plaintiff's right is taken away by the sta-
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tute. In such circumstances there is no decision upon the 1922

construction or effect of the Act and no possibility of con- THE

flicting interpretations. The administration of the Act is CANNERS

not touched, the interest involved is the interest of the IAD.

parties and theirs alone. COSTANZA

I cannot conceive why such a responsibility should be Duff J.
placed upon the judge.

As to the disposition of the present appeal, the parties
concurred in leaving the question whether the action would
lie, first to the trial judge and then to the Appellate
Division. In the ordinary case of an issue being passed
upon by a judge of first instance in a manner extra cursum
curias there is no appeal from the judgment. But a party.
having taken part in an appeal from the first judgment
without objection is not generally permitted to raise the
objection that the matter is not further appealable. Bur-
gess v. Morton (1) at page 142. But where the matter
passed upon is one which by statute is committed to the
decision of another tribunal I think different considerations
apply and I think the appeal from the decision of the
Appellate Division on this question ought not to be heard.
And as the parties have taken their chances on a favour-
able decision from the court itself, I think the matter must
be deemed to be concluded by what has occurred.

This is sufficient to dispose of the appeal except as to one
point, namely, the question of the plaintiff Horace Cos-
tanza's right to recover in respect of loss of services and ex-
penses. On that point I shall express no opinion until the
moment arrives for the delivery of final judgment upon the
appeal by the court as a whole.

ANGLIN J.-The defendants appeal from the judgment
of a Divisional Court of the Appellate Division, confirming,
by a majority, the judgment for the plaintiffs rendered after
trial before Rose J. and a jury. Three of the plaintiffs sued
to recover damages for injuries sustained by them as the
result of having contracted typhoid fever from drinking
the water from a contaminated well on the defendants'
premises while in their employment. The other plaintiff,

(1) [18961 A.C. 136.
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1922 Horace Costanza, sued for consequential damages suffered
THE by him as husband of one and father of two of his co-

DomNIoN
CANNERS plaintiffs.

IM Several grounds of appeal were urged based on alleged
COSTANZA insufficiency of the evidence to support the jury's findings
Anglin J. that the illnesses of the plaintiffs were due to the cause

assigned and that the condition of the well was ascribable
to negligence of the defendants. -But counsel for the appel-
lant chiefly relied upon the plea, set up by amendment at
the opening of the trial, that (except as to Horace Costanza)
the present action does not lie because the case is one for
compensation under the Ontario Workmen's Compensation
Act (4 Geo. V., c. 25) and the right of action to recover
damages is thereby taken away (s. 15 (1)). That question
was determined adversely to the defendants by the learned
trial judge and by a majority of the learned judges in the
Divisional Court, who were of the opinion that the
plaintiffs had not sustained injury "by accident" within
the meaning of s. 3 (1) of the Workmen's Compensation
Act. Apparently no objection was taken to the compe-
tency of either tribunal to dispose of that question. Indeed
no difficulty on that score was suggested during the original
argument here.

In the course of their consideration of the case, however,
it seemed to the members of the court that there was a
serious question whether the jurisdiction of the courts to
determine whether or not the action is one the right to
bring which has been taken away by the statute had not
been ousted by the provisions of s. 60, which confers on
the board

exclusive jurisdiction to examine into, hear and determine all matters
and questions arising under this Part and as to any matter or thing in
respect to which any power, authority or decision is conferred upon the
Board, and the action or decision of the Board thereon shall be final and
conclusive and shall not be open to question or review in any court.

Part I of the statute embraces secs. 3 to 104 inclusive.
By section 15 as originally enacted, subject to three excep-
tions, any right of action against his employer for damages
to which a workman would otherwise have been entitled is
taken away wherever the statute confers on him a right
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to compensation, i.e., where, in any employment to which 1922
Part I applies the workman has suffered THE

DoMINIoN
personal injury by accident arising out of and in the course of his employ- CANNERS
mentV.

COSTANZA(s. 3 (1)). By s. 64 (4), which was in the original Act, an -

employer-defendant in any action is authorized to apply Aglin *

to the Workmen's Compensation Board to determine
whether the plaintiff can maintain the action or is entitled
to statutory compensation, and if the board should decide
that his only right is to such compensation the action is
"forever stayed". By s.s. (2) of s. 15 (added in 1915), "any
party to an action" is authorized to

apply to the Board for adjudication and determination of the question
of the plaintiffs' right to compensation under this part, or as to whether
the action is one the right to bring which is taken away by this part, and
such adjudication and determination shall be final and conclusive.

It seems to be quite clear that the question of the plain-
tiffs' right to bring and maintain this action "arises under"
Part I and also that it is

a matter or thing in respect to which power, authority or discretion is
conferred on the Board.

In my opinion by giving to the board

exclusive jurisdiction to examine into, hear and determine

all such matters and questions the legislature intended to
oust and did oust the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts to
entertain them, and required that they should be exam-
ined into, heard and determined solely by the board.

In reaching this conclusion I have not forgotten that the
jurisdiction of superior courts is not taken away unless by
express language in, or necessary inference from, a statute.
Balfour v. Malcolm (1); Oram v. Brearey (2). I find here
a positive and clear enactment that the jurisdiction of the
board shall be "exclusive"- and nothing to warrant a
refusal to give to that word its full effect.

The purpose of the legislature apparently was to secure
uniformity in the determination of what classes of cases fall
within the operation of the Compensation Act by having a
single tribunal deal with that question, and also to ensure

(1) [1842] 8 Cl. & F., 485 at p. 500.

S.C.R. 61

(2) [18771 2 Ex. D. 346 at p. 348.
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1922 that no workman injured in the course of his employment
THE should find himself in the position of having been denied

DomION
CANNERS damages by the courts because he was, in their opinion,

LD entitled to compensation under the Act, and refused com-
COSTANZA pensation by the board because he was, in its view, not
Anglin J. so entitled.

Under the Act as originally drawn only the defendant was
empowered to obtain the adjudication of the board on the
question of the plaintiff's right to maintain his action. Sec.
64 (4). With the statute in that plight there might have
been plausible ground for contending that the intention
probably was to require the defendant, as a condition of
being allowed to plead the provisions of s. 15 in bar of the
action, to obtain an adjudication of the board that the
plaintiff was entitled only to statutory compensation and
not to maintain the action. If, with the statute in that
condition, the court should stay the action until the
board should have disposed of the question of the
right to bring it, the defendant could scarcely be ex-
pected to make the application; the plaintiff was power-
less to do so. But a construction of s. 64 (4) that
would require the court, in the absence of a certificate
from the board that the case is one for compensation and
that the workman is therefore not entitled to maintain the
action, to assume the contrary is scarcely consistent with
the explicit and unqualified language of s. 15 (1), the appli-
cation of which is in no wise made dependent upon its pro-
tection being invoked by the defendant. If the defendant
does not plead the statutory bar but facts stated in the
pleading or adduced in evidence at the trial indicate that
the case might fall within s. 3 (1) of the statute and that ss.
15 (1) and 60 (1) might therefore apply, the court would,
I think, be if not obliged certainly free proprio motu, to
take cognizance of those provisions and stay further pro-
ceedings in the action until the question whether the right
to maintain it had been taken away by the Act should be
determined by the only competent tribunal. In re Robin-
son's Settlement (1) at pages 727-8; Coburn v. Collins (2)

(2) 56 Law Times 431.
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at page 434; Crossfield v. Manchester Ship Canal Co. 1922

(1). Again the defendant would have no interest to THE
DoMINIoN

have such stay removed. It was probably to meet these cANNERS

difficulties that s.s. 2 was added to s. 15 in 1915 enabling LV.
"any party to an action" to apply for the board's adjudica- COSTANZA

tion upon the question whether the action is one the right Anglin J.

to maintain which is taken away by the statute.
Under the amended statute, in my opinion, whenever

this question arises as a substantial issue in the course of
an action the proper course to take is to stay proceedings
in the action until it has been adjudicated upon by the
board. Simpson v. Crowle (2) at pages 250, 255. In view
of the provisions of s. 20 the workman-plaintiff will be well
advised in every case where there is any conceivable
ground for contending that his claim falls within the Act
to seek the determination of the board at the earliest
possible date.

In Scotland v. Canadian Cartridge Co. (3) this ques-
tion did not arise. The plaintiff's claim to compensa-
tion had there been rejected by the board before the
action was begun on the ground that he had not been injured
"by accident" within the meaning of that term as used
in s. 3 (1). This decision had been reconsidered by the
board at the instance of the defendant. Certificates of the
board's determination of both applications had been put
in without objection. The right of the courts to deal with
the action and to decide whether the plaintiff was entitled
to recover was not questioned. In two recent cases before
the Privy Council referred to by the appellant-McMillan
v. Canadian Northern Ry. Co. (4), and McColl v. Cana-
dian Pacific Ry. Co. (5)-their Lordships dealt with
the appeals as submitted. The question now under con-
sideration was not presented in either case. In the Mc-
Millan Case (4) owing to the doctrine of common em-
ployment there was no right of action under Ontario
law apart from the Workmen's Compensation Act, and
it gives only a right to compensation recoverable on appli-
cation to the board: in the McColl Case (5) the Com-

(1) [19041 2 Ch. 123. (3) 59 Can. S.C.R. 471.
(2) [19211 3 K.3. 243. (4) 39 Times L.R. 19.

(5) 39 Times L.R. 14.
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1922 pensation Board had determined that the case fell within
THE the Act and that any right of action had been taken away,

Doumox
cANNERS and its decision was accepted as conclusive in so far as the

* right of action was subject to provincial control.
COSTANZA The plaintiffs have applied to be allowed to put in a cer-
Anglin J. tified copy of the decision of the board that they

did not sustain personal injuries by accident arising out of and in the
course of their employment with Dominion Canners, Limited,

and accordingly disallowing claims made by them to com-
pensation under the statute, as conclusive that their right
to bring this action was not taken away by the Workmen's
Compensation Act. They maintain that this document is
admissible, notwithstanding any rule or practice of this
court to decline to receive evidence that was not before the
court from which an appeal is taken (Red Mountain v.
Blue (1); Michigan Central v. Jeannette, 13th Decem-
ber, 1918), because it bears on the question of the jurisdic-
tion of the court of first instance to proceed with the trial
of the action and of the Divisional Court and of this court
to deal with it on appeal without a determination. by the
board that it is not barred by s. 15 (1), and is therefore out-
side of the stated case on which the appeal is taken (Sup.
Ct. Act, s. 73).

The decision of the board appears to have been rendered
on the 25th of November, 1921, three weeks after the
judgment of the Divisional Court had been delivered
and considerably more than a year after the happening of
what the plaintiffs allege to have been the accident or acci-
dents which caused them personal injuries, i.e., some time
after any claims they could have to statutory compensa-
tion had been barred (s. 20 (1)). Ex facie it is a decision
rejecting a claim for compensation and not an adjudication
by the board upon an application made to it under s. 15
(2). Counsel for the respondent further stated, without con-
tradiction, that the decision of the board had been made
ex parte and without notice having been given to his client
and he produced a letter from the Chairman of the board
stating that its decision of the 25th of November, 1921, was
made in disposing of the claims before it in the ordinary

(1) 39 Can. S.C.R. 390.
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course and not upon an application under section 15 (2),. 1922

the board's practice on such latter applications being to TnE
Doluro

have the opposite party to the litigation notified. On these cANNERS

grounds counsel for the respondent objected to the certified '
copy of the board's decision being received. He also con- COSTANZA

tended that if admitted it would not be conclusive for the Anglin J.

purposes of s. 15 (1) of the statute.
With the latter contention I am disposed to agree. The

board in determining that the right of action asserted by
a plaintiff has or has not been taken away by s. 15 (1) of the
Act or that a plaintiff is or is not entitled only to compen-
sation under the statute, whether on application made under
s. 15 (2) or under s. 64 (4), acts judicially. It is empowered
to adjudicate upon and finally to dispose of certain rights
of the parties.

It is one of the first principles in the administration of justice,

said Erle C.J., in In re Brook and Delcomyn (1) at p. 416,
that the tribunal which is to decide must hear both sides and give both
an opportunity of hearing the evidence upon which the decision is to
turn * * * I find the master minds of every century are consentaneous
in holding it to be an indispensable requirement of justice that the party
who is to decide shall hear both sides giving each an opportunity of
hearing what is urged against him.

Seneca's couplet:
Quicunque aliquid statuerit, parte inaudita altera,
Aequum licet statuerit, haud aequus fuit,

has often been quoted with approval by learned judges.
R. v. Archbishop of Canterbury (2), at p. 559, per Lord
Campbell; Smith v. The Queen (3) at p. 624, per Sir R.
Collier; Marcoux v. L'Heureux (4) at p. 283 per Duff J.
Unless dispensed with by statute, this rule of elementary
justice is of. universal application. Bonaker v. Evans (5)
at p. 171.

The laws of God and man both give the party an opportunityeto
make his defence, if he has any,

said Fortescue J. in Dr. Bentley's Case (6) at p. 567.
Nor is the application of the principle that no man

(1) [18641 16 C.B.N.S. 403. (4) 63 Can. S.C.R. 263.
(2) 1 E. & E. 545. (5) 16 Q.B. 162.
(3) 3 App. Cas. 614. (6) 1 Str. 557.
51588-5
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1922 shall be deprived of his rights without an opportunity of
THE being heard, limited to strictly judicial proceedings. Cooper

DomINIoN
CANNERS v. Wandsworth Board of Works (1) at p. 189.

V. Under section 60 of the Workmen's Compensation Act,
COsTANZA which makes the Board's jurisdiction exclusive and its ac-
Anglin J. tion or decision final and conclusive, the board is empowered

not merely to
determine all matters and questions arising under this Part, etc.,

but "to examine into, hear and determine" all such matters
and questions, etc. There is here at least an implied direc-
tion that before determining any matter or question the
board shall examine into and hear it. This involves the
hearing of all parties interested. The judgment of Lord
Lyndhurst in Capel v. Child (2) at pp. 573-4 is instruct-
ive on the import of examination and hearing. The de-
cision of the board tendered by the plaintiff was ex parte
and was not rendered in the exercise of the special juris-
diction conferred by s. 15 (2) and s. 64 (4) of the Work-
men's Compensation Act. In my opinion it should not be
accepted as conclusive of the right of the plaintiff, not-
withstanding the provision in s. 15 (1), to maintain the
action, if otherwise well founded. The board is given
explicit authority to reconsider any matter with which it
has dealt and to rescind, alter or amend any decision or
order previously made: s. 60 (3).

During the course of the argument it was suggested that
the defendant having submitted for trial by Mr. Justice
Rose the issue whether the plaintiff's right of action had
been taken away by the statute and having taken the chance
of its determination by a tribunal lacking jurisdiction must
accept the judgment rendered as the decision of a quasi-
arbitrator and therefore non-appealable. Burgess v. Morton,
(3). Lack of jurisdiction to pronounce it deprives a judg-
m~pnt of any effect whatever (Archbishop of Dublin v.
Trimleston (4) at p. 268, even as against the party who
invoked the determination. Toronto Ry. Co. v. Toronto
(5) at p. 815. Where a court is deprived of jurisdiction over
a subject by statute no acquiescence-not even express con-

(1) 14 C.B.N.S. 180. (3) [18961 A.C. 136.
'2) [18321 2 Cr. & J. 558. (4) [1849] 12 Ir. Eq. R. 251.

(5) [19041 A.C. 809.
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sent-can confer jurisdiction upon it. The remedy against 1922

such an excess of jurisdiction by an inferior court is either by THE
DomINIoNappeal, if there be provision for an appeal, or otherwise by CANNERS

prohibition; in the case of the High Court by appeal. m
Burgess v. Morton (1). This right of appeal is not lost coBTANZA

unless relinquished either expressly or by asquiescence Anglin J.
such as is found when parties with knowledge of the lack -

of jurisdiction in the court assent to the judge hearing and
determining the matter virtually as an arbitrator.

Here there was no intention that there should be any
determination of the matter extra curiam such as would
exclude a right of appeal. The proceedings in the trial
court and in the Divisional Court were carried on under
the belief and on the assumption that those courts
were entitled to take cognizance of, and had jurisdiction
to adjudicate upon, the issue raised by the plea based on
section 15 (1) of the Workmen's Compensation Act. The
parties clearly meant to keep themselves in curia; the
trial judge and the Divisional Court so understood the
position; and both courts and parties thought an appeal
was open. This is not a case of mere deviation from
the cursus curiae in dealing with a subject-matter over
which the court had jurisdiction-a case in which the
taking of an intermediate appeal without challenging the
original jurisdiction might preclude its being questioned on
further appeal. Bickett v. Morris (1); Cornwall v. Ottawa
& N.Y. Ry Co. (2). On the contrary, it is a case in which
the courts have been divested by statute of jurisdiction
over the subject-matter, and in which they have assumed
the duty of another tribunal. Pisani v. Attorney General
(3) at p. 522. The plaintiffs are therefore not entitled to
have the judgment which they hold treated as unappeal-
able and conclusive in their favour, Simpson v. Crowle (4)
at pages 250, 252-3, 255, 257, as they would have been had
there been conscious assent to the question whether the
action was one which the statute had taken away their right
to maintain being dealt with by the trial judge extra curiam.

(1) [1896] A.C. 136. (3) 52 Can. S.C.R. 466.
(2) L.R. 1 H.L. S.C. 47. (4) L.R. 5 P.C. 516.

(5) [19211 3 K.B. 243.
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1922 The judgment of the Divisional Court is a final judg-
THE ment appealable to this court under s. 36 of the

DomumoN.
cANNERS Supreme Court Act; it is our duty to pronounce the de-

-. cision at which the Divisional Court should have arrived
COSTANZA (s. 51, Sup. Ct. Act); and that court in turn should have
Anglin J. dealt with the question now before us as the trial judge

should have done. Ont. Judicature Act, s. 27 (1).
Making the order which the trial judge, in my opinion,

should have made when the issue under s. 15 (1) came to
his notice, I would direct that proceedings upon the pend-
ing appeal should be stayed to permit of an applichtion
being made to the board under s. 15 (2) for its.

adjudication and determination * * * as to whether the (present)
action is one the right to bring which is taken away by

Part I of the Workmen's Compensation Act. I see no rea-
son why a certificate of the board's decision should not be
filed with the registrar. The appeal may then be disposed
of.

BRODEUR J.-I concur with Mr. Justice Anglin.

MIGNAULT J.-I concur with Mr. Justice Anglin.

Proceedings stayed.

Solicitors for the Appellant: Lees, Hobson & Co.

Solicitors for the Respondents: Bain, Bicknell, Macdonell
& Gordon.

[1923]68
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1922
VERA CECIL, EXECUTRIX OF THE 1 *Nov. 2,3.

ESTATE OF HENRY CECIL, DE- .APPELLANT, Nov. 27.

CEASED (PLAINTIFF) . ........ J

AND

CONRADE WETTLAUFER (DEFENDANT).. RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF ONTARIO

Contract-Commission-Sale of shares-Commission dependent on pay-
ment-Insolvency of buyer-Purchase of assets by seller-Payment
or equivalent.

W. having agreed to sell shares in the capital stock of the Orr Gold Mines
Co. to the Kirkland-Porphyry Gold Mines Co. entered into a con-
tract to pay W. a commission for services in effecting the sale. The
purchase price of the shares was to be paid as follows: $100,000 on
transfer to the purchaser and the balance by instalments at specified
dates and the commission was to be paid out of the respective instal-
ments. A clause in the contract provided that if the payments were
not made by the purchaser W. would be under no liability to pay
the commission. The initial payment of $100,000 was made and the
commission thereon paid to C. When the next payment fell due
the purchaser defaulted and shortly after was placed in liquidation
under the Winding-Up Act. The liquidator offered the assets for
sale and accepted the tender of W. and H.W., a creditor who had
advanced money to the insolvent company for its operations. The
successful tenderers received all the assets of the estate including the
stock sold by C. and other stock in the Orr Co. and paid the claims
of the other creditors. In an action by C. for the balance of his
commission there was no evidence that the assets had a cash value
equivalent to the amount of the unpaid purchase price of the shares.

Held, Idington J. dissenting, that W. had not received payment for the
shares sold to the Kirkland Co. and the commission was not earned.

Per Duff J. By the transaction with the liquidator the contract sale of
the shares to the Kirkland Co. was virtually rescinded and the
evidence fails to show that what C. received in purchasing the assets
was received or given in the performance by the Kirkland Co. of its
obligation under the contract of sale of shares.

Held, also, that there is nothing on the record to show that C. did any-
thing to prevent the contract for sale of the shares from being carried
out.

Per Idington J. There should be a reference to ascertain the value of the
assets purchased from the liquidator.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies CJ. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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1922 APPEAL from a decision of the Appellate Division of
CECIL the Supreme Court of Ontario affirming the judgment at

V.
WarrLUFER the trial in favour of the respondent.

The facts are fully stated in the above head note.

Slaght K.C. and G. F. Macdonnell for the appellant.

Glyn Osler K.C. and Munnoch for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTIc.-After giving full consideration to
the argument at bar of Mr. Slaght for the appellant, I re-
main of the conclusion I reached at the close of the argu-
ment that the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

The reasons for the unanimous judgment of the Court
of Appeal, affirming the judgment of the trial judge,
Middleton J., were stated by Mr. Justice Ferguson. In
these reasons the learned judge reviewed all of the some-
what complicated facts out of which this litigation has
arisen. I do not think it of any advantage. to restate these
facts as I fully concur in his conclusions.

The pith of the learned judge's reasons is contained in
the latter part of them, which I quote in full:

Having read the evidence, I am of the opinion that none of the
parties to the purchase and sale between Wills and Wettlaufer on the
one part, and the liquidator on the other part, looked upon the trans-
action as a cash sale for $611,000 cash, that none of them considered the
bonds and the assets pledged therefor as securities or properties that
could. be sold or dealt with so as to realize $600,000 cash, or anything
like that sum, and unless we must give effect to the form and disregard
the substance, I do not think it could be reasonably suggested, let alone
found, that the bonds held by the defendant were realized upon in cash
-or in something which the defendant voluntarily elected to take instead
of cash; the defendant had to save as much as he could from the wreck,
and make the most of a difficult situation-and I do not think that in
doing so he can, because of the form of his offer, be held to have realized
cash or been paid in cash as was contemplated he should be paid before
the plaintiff became entitled to commission under the agreement sued
upon. It was for the conversion of the plaintiffs property into cash that
the plaintiff was to be paid.

Admittedly the shares have not been converted into cash, and I can
find nothing in the evidence to suggest that anything the defendant did
prevented such a conversion. What the defendant got by his purchase
was merely salvage of a part of his property, but not cash.

IDINGTON J. (dissenting).-Since this action was in-
stituted and tried, Henry Cecil, the plaintiff therein and
later appellant, has died and been succeeded, as appellant
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herein, by his widow who is executrix of his last will and 1922
testament. CECM

The said late Henry Cecil and respondent entered into wEsAUPER
the following agreement: Idington J.

This agreement made this Fifth day of September, 1918.

Between:-

CONRAD E. WETTLAUFER, of the City of Buffalo, in the State

of New York, hereinafter called
The First Party;

and

HENRY CECIL, of the City of Toronto, in the County of York,
hereinafter called

The Second Party.

WITNESSETH that in consideration of the efforts of the said Second
Party in making the sale of stock of Orr Gold Mines, Limited, the First
Party agrees to pay to the said Second Party Ten per cent (10%) upon
five hundred and thirteen thousand two hundred and 40/100 dollars, the
purchase price thereof, out of the proceeds of said sum as follows:-

(a) Five thousand dollars ($5,000) to-day in cash out of the first
payment under an agreement made between the First Party hereto and
Kirkland-Porphyry Gold Mines Limited. The receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged.

(b) Ten thousand dollars ($10,000) out of the second payment to be
made under said agreement on the 1st day of September, 1919, when such
payment shall have been made; and

(c) Thirty-six thousand three hundred and twenty and 40/100 dol-
lars ($36,320.40) out of the third payment under said agreement of three
hundred and thirteen thousand two hundred and 40/100 dollars, when
such payment shall have been made.

Should said payments not be made by the said Kirkland-Porphyry
Gold Mines Limited, the First Party shall be under no liability to the
Second Party for the payment of any commission by reason of said sale.

THIS AGREEMENT shall enure to the benefit of and be binding
upon the parties hereto, and their respective heirs, executors, admin-
istrators and assigns.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have hereunto set
their hands and seals.

Signed, sealed and delivered Conrad E. Wettlaufer (Seal).
in the presence of - H. Cecil. (Seal).

Wm. J. Magavern. H

This action was brought, on the 22nd of July, 1922, to
recover from respondent the balance due in respect of the
$46,320.40, balance of commission due under said agree-
ment.
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1922 The respondent and said Kirkland-Porphyry Gold Mines
CECIL Limited, on the same date as the above agreement was

warrAUFER made, entered into a long agreement in writing whereby
Idington J. said respondent agreed to sell and did sell to said company,

- which agreed to buy and did buy from him, 873,000 shares
of Orr Gold Mines, Limited, for $513,200.40, payable as
follows:-

"(a) One hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) on the
transfer of the shares referred to in paragraph 1 hereof.

(b) One hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) on or
before the 1st day of September, 1919; and

(c) The balance of three hundred and thirteen thousand
and two hundred 40/100 dollars ($313,200.40) on or before
the first day of September, 1920."

The said first payment thereunder, $100,000.00, was made
and the late Cecil then got the $5,000.00 mentioned in
above quoted agreement on account of his said commission,
but the second and third payments were not made by the
said company. They had been secured, not only by the
terms of the said agreement, lastly mentioned, but by the
promissory notes of the said company, and the collateral
security bonds of said company to the amount of $420,000.00
charged upon all the assets of the Kirkland-Porphyry Gold
Mines Limited, which, of course, would bind the stock
transferred to it in the Orr Gold Mines, Limited, and fur-
nish a controlling interest therein. Practically the re-
spondent thus and thereby got not only the control of the
Kirkland-Porphyry Gold Mines Limited for the full amount
of this balance of $413,200.40 due him, but also, indirectly,
of the Orr Gold Mines, Limited.

The remarkable thing happened, however, that he formed
an alliance with one Wills, which I suspect originated
before the event of liquidation of the company, on which
this case has turned in the courts below.

Though the said Wills had put into the said Kirkland-
Porphyry Gold Mines Limited, at and after the time of
said agreements and later to develop its resources, a total
sometimes stated to be $190,000.00 and at other times said
to be $290,000.00, yet he put it (according to the statement

[1923]
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of the case herein) into liquidation shortly after the first 1922

of said promissory notes became due. CECIL
V.

Thereupon in due course of time an offer was made by WErrLAUFER

the respondent and said Wills which led to the liquidator Idington J.
transferring to them the entire assets of the said company -

which as already stated practically meant the control of
and, I imagine, practically the entire assets of the Orr Gold
Mines, Limited, save a possibility not cleared up of rights of
its remaining shareholders.

This successful tender was, so far as respondent's share
thereof is concerned, based entirely on the surrender of his
bonds held as collateral security for the payment of the
balance due him.

The learned trial judge held he could not, on his con-
struction of the agreement above quoted, see how the plain-
tiff then before him could rest at all on the result of said
purchase from the liquidator. The price had not been paid
by the company and thus the matter ended unless in the
case of fraud, which was not charged.

In somewhat like terms the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court of Ontario dismissed the appeal thereto
and characterized that got as wreckage.

With great respect, I submit that the true interpretation
and construction of the agreement above quoted in full is
not, though I admit quite capable of such a construction
as given it, been correctly construed and applied in light
of the relevant facts and surrounding circumstances.

If to be read in an exceedingly narrow sense and, in the
last analysis, effect only to be given to the clause which
reads as follows,

should said payments not be made by the said Kirkland-Porphyry
Gold Mines, Limited, the First Party shall be under no liability to the
Second Party for the payment of any commission by reason of said sale,

I can, though not agreeing therewith, quite understand the
conclusion of one so reading it.

I should not be surprised to find now-a-days a contract
expressly so constituted and be quite agreeable to enforcing
it. But it would be of such an unusual character that I
would expect it to be framed in other terms than that be-
fore us.

S.C.R. 73
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1922 I interpret that in the circumstances presented quite
CECIL otherwise. It, to my mind, clearly intended not the actual

wm'erUFER payment of dollars on the dates specified, but the realization
Idington J. of that which would produce in equivalent dollars the stat-

ed values.
If the respondent chose to take in exchange another gold

mine worth, beyond dispute, double the sum specified, I
do not think he could, under this agreement, escape pay-
ment of this commission by any such subterfuge. And if
the undisputed evidence is to be our guide, that is prac-
tically what he has done.

It was not the actual dollars to be paid but the amount
in actual dollars to be realized that-in fact was present to
the minds of the contracting parties now in dispute herein.

The commission was to be derived "out of the proceeds
of said sum" which I interpret to mean as the words imply.

And the concurrent agreement between the respondent
and the company clearly indicates this was what the parties
had in view for the respondent was given a predominant
power over the operations of the company to whom he was
selling, in section 9 thereof, as follows:-

9. IT IS EXPRESSLY AGREED as a condition precedent to the
entering into of this agreement, that all expenditures made by the Second
Party for salaries, development, mill and plant shall be approved of by
a majority in number of a committee of three, two of whom shall be
appointed by the First Party and one by the Second Party; it being
agreed, however, that one of the consenting members of said committee
shall be the nominee of the Second Party. It is also further agreed
that the Second Party shall deliver to the said committee all of the bonds
of the Company, except those referred to in clauses 2 and 8 of this agree-
ment, such bonds so delivered to the said committee to be released by
a majority in number thereof, of whom one shall be the nominee of the
Second Party, only as required for financing the Second Party in its
operations. It is further agreed that none of the treasury shares of the
Second Party shall be sold or disposed of without the approval and
consent of the majority in number of said committee, one of whom shall
be the nominee of the Second Party. This committee shall exist with full
authority in the premises until the notes given to the First Party for
four hundred and thirteen thousand two hundred 40/100 dollars
($413,200.40) are fully paid.

It was out of the operative results so produced or other-
wise in the course of events to be developed that he expected
to be paid and out of that payment be obliged to pay the
late appellant his commission.

[1923]
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It is in that light I should look at, interpret and construe 1922

this contract. CECIL

And hence in the events which have ensued the respond- wEmTh4UFER

ent should pay on the basis of his successful use of that Idington j.
he got and agreed to pay a commission upon.

What that result is appears from the uncontradicted
evidence of the late plaintiff, which is as follows:-

Q. How close to the lines of the Orr property is shaft of the Kirk-
land Gold?

A. 60 feet. I sunk it there for the purpose of proving their property.
Q. Sixty feet from the boundary line of the Orr?
A. Yes.
Q. Is it a vertical shaft, or nearly so?
A. It is so.
Q. And on the 12th of June, 1920, when Wills and Wettlaufer bought

the assets, to what depth had this shaft on the Kirkland claims adjoin-
ing, what depth had that shaft been sunk?

A. Over 900 feet.
Q. Had there been much lateral work done on that property?
A. Oh, yes, a great deal. They had about two years and a half of

ore in sight.
Q. Have you been underground and familiar with it?
A. Yes.
Q. And what were the results and depth on the adjoining property,

the Kirkland Claim Gold Mine, at the time in June, 1920-had it proven
to be valuable?

A. It would have doubled the value of the Orr, absolutely doubled
their value.

Q. It would have doubled the value of the Orr-you mean the ore
in the ground, or what? *

A. The shares of the Orr, or the exposure of the ore, would have
doubled the value of the price of stock or the price of the mine.

Q. Would have doubled the value of the price of the mine, I should
have asked you before we left it-take the Orr Mine itself that you have
told us about, being 400 feet down, and lateral work done, did the values
-were there rich values or otherwise, at the 400 foot level on the Orr
property?

A. Yes, we had about $23.80 across twelve feet.
Q. $23.80 across twelve feet-$23.80 to the ton?
A. To the ton.
Mr. Osler: That is on the Kirkland.
Mr. Slaght: No, on the Orr?
A. On the Orr.
Q. On the Orr itself, yes?-A. On the hanging wall of that there is

six inches of stuff that would go over $700, not included in that assay.

It seems quite clear that out of the pitiable wreckage the
Appellate Division could only see there is much more
in sight and probably by this time realized.
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1922 I should therefore direct a reference as to the facts and
CECIL if so found declare the respondent's obligation to pay under

WETMLAUFER said agreement.

Idington J. If that is not the practical meaning of the results of the
- contract in question I fail, with great respect, to understand

why so much time and labour was wasted upon it in the
courts below.

If to be valued by the last clause alone and the terms
of the concurrent contract for bringing about which the
commission was to be paid must be discarded and only cash
to be considered no more can be said; for then no use of
all the effort of respondent's counsel at the trial and in
appeal to justify the course of his client.

If that is the meaning of the contract the case is of the
simplest character for no one pretends that the actual dol-
lars were ever received.

I would direct a reference to ascertain if the fore-
going statements of the late plaintiff are true in substance
and in fact, or what are the actual facts.

If as the result thereof it be found that the sale by him
to the said company has produced the receipt by respond-
ent of that which is beyond all doubt such as to render him
in justice liable to pay said balance of commissions the
court on further directions should so declare, and I would
reserve such further directions and costs in order that the
proper remedy be given.

If the respondent at any stage had got, in lieu of cash,
let us say, for example, victory bonds or the like unexcep-
tionable assets, in his dealings with what bonds as were
given him as collateral security could he thereby escape the
payment of the balance of commission now in question
because he had not received actual.cash?

I submit not and I question much if the manipulations
he has joined in have not produced the equivalent of such
victory bonds.

I respectfully submit our law is not so poverty stricken
as to render it impossible to prioduce justice in such a case.

The learned trial judge at the trial ruled out any such
evidence expressly on the ground that it would be admissi-
ble only upon a reference.

[1923]
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I may remark that the question of any set-off arising out 1922
of the previous dealings and claims so made does not seem CECIL

to me open in this case for whatever may be the facts the wEmLvAUFER

assignment thereof to respondent was made two days after ndi tn J.
the writ was issued in this cast and seems out of the case.

There is another aspect of that and it is this, if an ac-
count were taken thereof it would involve not only the
share of this commission but all the dealings between the
deceased and Wills, or him and another.

Surely there has been enough invoked of what is or is
not relevant, if the simple reading of this contract is all that
is in question and-so clear as found by the courts below, to
settle the matter.

' I cannot accede to that reading of the contract and there-
fore would allow the appeal and direct the reference I sug-
gest to ascertain the actual facts as to the value of what
the respondent has got as the proceeds of what he bargained
for and if it is such as in justice to entitle appellant to claim
the promised commission and reserve further directions and
costs.

The facts so far as developed shew that what was got
in the way of assets by the bargain of respondent and Wills
with the liquidator, was six mining claims, assignment of
lease made by Orr Gold Mines, Limited, to Kirkland-Por-
phyry Gold Mines Limited, and $29,000 worth of plant,
besides the 873,334 shares of stock in the Orr Gold Mines,
Limited.

The result was further so manipulated between them that
respondent got immediately after the sale of the three first
items of said assets to the Orr Gold Mines, Limited, not
only his 873,334 original shares therein but also a further
issue of treasury stock of said company in which he shared
to a large amount.

It would require such a reference as I suggest to clarify
all these manipulations and determine the actual resultant
value of what respondent got thereout as the proceeds of
the said sum referred to in the above quoted bargain for
comnission.

DUFF J.-By the agreement which is the foundation of
the appellant's claim the respondent undertakes to pay 109'
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1922 of $513,240, the purchase price of certain shares of stock
OcL in the Orr Gold Mines, Limited, out of the proceeds of the

wmLAUFER sale, in a fixed series of instalments, $5,000 in cash out of
Sj. the first payment of purchase money, $10,000 out of the

- second payment and $36,000 odd out of the third payment.
The appellant has received only the sum of $5,000 first
payable and sues to recover the balance. It is admitted
that the second and third instalments of purchase money
were never in fact paid conformably to the provisions of
the agreement of sale; and there can be no doubt that
according to its literal terms the last clause of the agreement
between the appellant and the respondent (which reads as
follows

should said payments not be made by the said Kirkland-Porphyry Gold
Mines Ltd., the First Party shall be under no liability to the Second
Party for the payment of any commission by reason of said sale),

would come into operation.
It was contended, however, by Mr. Slaght in a forcible

argument that, although the purchase money had not been
paid strictly in pursuance of the terms of the agreement of
sale, the respondent had accepted in satisfaction and in
effect in payment of bonds received by him from the pur-
chaser, the Kirkland-Porphyry Company, as security for
the payment of the purchase money certain assets of that
company and that this must be regarded as payment of the
purchase money for the purpose of giving effect to the con-
tract for commission. Alternatively Mr. Slaght contended
that the respondent by his conduct had prevented the exe-
cution .of the agreement for sale or at all events had inter-
fered with it in a material way and that consequently ac-
cording to the principle of Burchell v. Gowrie and Black-
house Co. (1), and Upper Canada College v. Smith (2),
the plaintiff was entitled to succeed in the action. As to
the second of these grounds, I may say at once I can'find
no evidence to justify a finding that anything done by the
respondent seriously augmented the improbability that the
sale would be carried out.

As to Mr. Slaght's first point, the appellant could, I think,
succeed only by establishing one of two things, either a real

(2) 61 Can. S.C.R. 413.
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conversion of the property which was the subject of the 1922
sale into money, or the acceptance by the purchaser in sub- cacn.
stitution for cash of something that was truly considered by wETFBUMR
the parties to be the equivalent of cash. Duff J.

Now Mr. Slaght rightly pressed upon us the fact that the -

bonds held by the respondent as collateral security for the
performance of the purchaser's obligations under the agree-
ment for sale were, by the very terms of the arrangement
with the liquidator, treated as paid and discharged. But
while prima facie important this fact ceases to be of any
decisive significance when it becomes reasonably clear, as
I think it is, that in substance, by the transaction with the
liquidator, the sale instead of being carried into effect was
put an end to. It is true that the transaction did not assume
the form of rescission. Moreover another purchaser was
interested with the respondent and another property was
involved, but I agree with the court below that it is im-
possible to find on the evidence that what the respondent
received was received or given as performance by the pur-
chaser of its obligation under the contract of sale. It seems
sufficient to say that it appears to me to be beyond con-
troversy that the transaction with the liquidator did not
involve "payment" of the purchase money in any sense
contemplated by the contract upon which the action is
brought.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

ANGLIN J.-In my opinion the conditions of the contract
under which the appellant asserts the right to recover a
balance of commission have not been fulfilled. The portion
of the proceeds of sale out of which alone such balance of
commission was made payable never came to the hands of.
the respondent. Excluding all idea of fraud or collusion,
of which there is not the slighest evidence, I find it a little
difficult to appreciate how a transaction by which the ven-
dor took back the subject-matter of the sale can be regarded
as the carrying of that sale to completion. Neither has it
been demonstrated that the assets of the purchasing com-
pany, which the vendor acquired, had a cash value equi-
valent to the unpaid balance of the purchase price. Nor
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1922 am I convinced that satisfactory proof on that point would
CECIL have entitled the appellant to recover.

WETTLAUFER On the other aspect of the-case I see nothing to warrant
Anglin j. a conclusion that the insolvent Kirkland-Porphyry Com-

- pany would or could have paid, or been made to pay the
balance of purchase money due to the respondent if he and
Wills had not taken over its assets.

I would dismiss the appeal.

BRODEUR J.-I concur in the result.

MIGNAULT J.-The appellant's argument was directed to
show if possible, that the facts here come within a well
known rule of law which may be stated in the words of
Willes J., in Inchbald v. Western Neilgherry Coffee Planta-
tion Co. (1) at page 741:

Whenever money is to be paid to another upon a given event, the
party upon whom is cast the obligation to pay is liable to the party who
is to receive the money, if he does any act which prevents or makes it
less probable that he should receive it.

The appellant entered into an agreement in writing with
the respondent on September 5th, 1918, whereby he was to
be paid by the latter a commission of five per cent on the
payment to the respondent by the Kirkland-Porphyry
Gold Mines Limited, of the purchase price of 873,000 shares
of Orr Gold Mines, Limited. These shares were on the
same date sold to the Kirkland Company by the respondent
for $513,200.40, of which $100,000 was paid immediately
on the transfer of the shares, $100,000.00 was made payable
on September 1st, 1919, and the balance, $313,200.40 on
September 1st, 1920. The agreement between the appel-
lant and the respondent was that the latter would pay the
former's commission out of the proceeds of the purchase
price, and the appellant received $5,000.00 out of the cash
payment of $100,000.00. The contract contained the follow-
ing clause:

Should said payments not be made by said Kirkland-Porphyry Gold
Mines Limited, the First Party (the respondent) shall be under no
liability to the Second Party (the appellant) for the payment of any
commission by reason of said sale.

(1) 17 C.B. N.S. 733.

[1923]
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The last two instalments were never paid by the Kirk- 1922

land company, which, on the petition of one Hamilton B. CECHL
V.

Wills, who had advanced it considerable sums of money, and warrBUM
notably the money for the first payment of $100,000.00, was MignaltJ.
put in liquidation as being insolvent.

The appellant's claim for his commission under his con-
tract is based on what happened subsequently to the liquid-
ation proceedings.

Wills and the respondent were both large creditors of
the Kirkland company and held between them some
$600,000.00 (nominal value) of its bonds. The respondent
by the agreement which he made with the Kirkland com-
pany on September 5th, 1918, for the sale of the Orr Mines'
shares, had received as collateral $420,000.00 (nominal
value) of the company's bonds, this of course being to the
knowledge of the appellant who signed the agreement as
president of the company. And Wills also held bonds of
the company as security for his advance.

When the Kirkland company went into liquidation, the
liquidator, Mr. Clarkson, advertised its assets for judicial
sale, and Wills and the respondent tendered for the same
at an amount equivalent to the liabilities of the company,
which they stated they understood to be in the neighbour-
hood of $610,000.00 or $611,000.00. They added that they
were bond creditors in the amount of about $600,000.00,
having filed their claims therefor.

This tender was accepted by the official referee on the
advice of the liquidator, and a formal agreement was en-
tered into between the liquidator and Wills and Wettlaufer
for the sale to them of the assets of the Kirkland company
(which included the Orr Mines' shares) at an amount suffi-
cient to -pay the expenses of the winding-up proceedings.
and the creditors' claims against the company. These,
expenses and claims, outside of those of Wills and Wettlau-
fer, amounted to some $11,000.00 which was paid in cash,
the purchasers, of course, not having to pay over money
which represented their own claims.

It is evident that this was not a payment by the Kirk-
land company to the respondent of the balance of the price-
of the Orr Mines' shares. The condition of the contract

51588-6
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1922 between the appellant and the respondent was therefore
CECH* never fulfilled, and under the express terms of the con-

V.
werFEum tract the respondent was under no liability for payment
Mignault j. of the appellant's commission.

- Did the respondent do any act which prevented or made
it less probable that the appellant should receive the money
payable under the above condition?

It is conclusively demonstrated that the Kirkland com-
pany was hopelessly insolvent and could never have met
these payments. What money it ever had, as well as the
money used for the first payment to the respondent, was
furnished by Wills who was under no obligation to continue
to finance the company.

But the appellant urges that the respondent used the
company's bonds of the nominal value of $420,000.00, which
he had received as collateral, to purchase jointly with Wills
the assets of the Kirkland company comprising the Orr
Mines' shares.

The answer is that these bonds were given to the re-
spondent as collateral in order to secure the payment of
the balance of the price ofthe Orr Mines shares, to wit,
$413,200.40, and he could have disposed of them under a
,contract which he made with the Kirkland company con-
temporaneously with the sale agreement and which the
appellant signed as president of the company. It is riot sug-
gested that these bonds ever had any value. There cer-
tainly was no payment by the company of the amount
which it owed the respondent, and which it was unable to
pay, but at the most a taking back of the property for which
it had not paid and a surrender of the collateral security
the respondent had received. And in no way did the re-
spondent prevent his debtor from paying for the Orr Mines'
shares. No other offer was received for the purchase of the
assets than that made by the respondent and Wills, and
it seems perfectly idle to contend now that a better arrange-
ment could have been made.

It is entirely beside the question to say that Wills and
the respondent have made money out of their purchase of
the assets of the Kirkland company, and still have the Orr
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Mines shares and that these shares have increased in value. 1922

The appellant had a conditional contract the condition of CECM

which was never fulfilled and the respondent did nothing WETTLAUFER

to prevent its fulfilment. There is no basis for the appel- Mignault J.
lant's action.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: Arthur G. Slaght.

Solicitors for the respondent: Blake, Lash, Anglin &
Cassels.
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1922 PREMIER LUMBER COMPANY
*Oct. 10, 11. (PLAINTIFF) ..................... APPELLANT;

*Nov. 27.

AND

GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC RAILWAYR O
CO. (DEFENDANT) .RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR BRITISH

COLUMBIA

Carriers-Railways-Misdelivery-Liability-" Loss "-Meaning-Absence
of Notice.

The appellant had purchased at Vancouver lumber from the G.W.M. Co.
and had sold it to the U.S.L. Co. of Portland, Oregon. The lumber
was shipped from Prince Rupert, B.C. to Minneapolis by the G.W.N.
Co., consigned to itself, to be carried by respondent's line of railway
to Winnipeg and thence to destination by that of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company. The bills of lading were in the standard form
known as a "straight bill of lading" approved by the Board of Rail-
way Commissioners for Canada. Each bill was indorsed as follows:
"Deliver to Premier Lumber Company, (sgd.) the G.W.N. Co." The
bills of lading were held in Vancouver by the Standard Bank of Can-
ada, from whom the appellant had borrowed money, to be handed
over to the purchaser on payment being made. The C.P. Ry. Co.
without requiring or obtaining surrender of the bills of lading, allowed
possession of the lumber to be taken by, or on behalf of, the U.S.L. Co.
The appellant company, not having been paid by the U.S.L. Co. for
the lumber seeks to recover the price of it from the respondent com-
pany, the original carrier, as being responsible under the conditions
of the bills of lading for the fault or misfeasance of the second carrier
in wrongfully handing over the lumber. The main defence was the
failure of the appellant company to give notice of loss which by the
bills of lading was made a condition of the respondent's liability.

Held, that the respondent company was not liable.

Per Davies, C.J. and Duff and Brodeur JJ.-TJpon the evidence, the U.S.L.
Co. obtained delivery of the lumber, without presenting the bill of
lading, to the knowledge and with the consent of the appellant com-
pany.

The second section of the conditions indorsed on the bills of lading pro-
vided that " the carrier * * * shall be liable for the loss * * *
caused by, or resulting from, the act, neglect or default of any
* * * carrier * * *

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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Per Duff J.-Loss by reason of mis-delivery is "loss" within the meaning 1922
of section 2 for liability by the initial carrier. Anglin J. contra. PRMI

LUMBER
The 4th section of the conditions endorsed on the bills of lading provided Co.

that "notice of loss, damage or delay must be made to the carrier V.
at the point of delivery, or to the carrier at the point of origin, G.T.P.RY.
within four months after the delivery of the goods, or in the case -

of failure to make delivery, then within four months after a reason-
able time for delivery has elapsed. Unless notice is so given the
carrier shall not be liable."

Per Davies C.J. and Idington, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.-The absence
of riotice of loss is fatal to the appellant's claim.

Per Duff J.-The notice clause although applicable in the circumstances
of the case would afford no defence because after the carrier under
a certain clause in the bill of lading had become liable as warehouse-
man; any "failure to make delivery" could only be a failure after
demand by or on behalf of the consignee, and "a reasonable time for
delivery" could- only mean a reasonable time after demand; there is
no evidence of any demand having been made except by the persons
to whom delivery was made and consequently the time prescribed
never began to run.

Per Anglin J.-"Loss" in sections 2 and 4 means physical loss of the goods
as by accident during transit, or through negligence, or by theft, but
does not cover non-delivery due to an intentional parting with the
goods by the carrier amounting to a wilful misfeasance. The second
carrier having wilfully handed over the goods to a party not entitled
to receive them, the respondent cannot assert any right to the pro-
tection of the notice clause in respect to such an act of misfeasance
which did not cause a "loss" within section 2 of the conditions.

Judgment of the Court of Appeal ([1922] 2 W.W.R. 181) affirmed.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of Appeal for
British Columbia (1) affirming the judgment of the trial
court and dismissing the appellant's action.

The material -facts of the case and the questions at
issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in the
judgments now reported.

Eug. Lafleur K.C. for the appellant.

D. L. McCarthy K.C. for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-For the reasons stated by my
brother Brodeur, in which I fully concur, I would dismiss
this appeal with costs.

(1) [1922] 2 W.W.R. 181.
53558-11
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1922 Not only do I think that the action fails because no
PREMIER notice was given to the carrier at the point of origin,LUMBER

Co. namely the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company, within
V.

G.T.P. Ry. the four months prescribed by the bill of lading in order
Co. to maintain an action against the carrier for the alleged

The Chief failure to make delivery, but the evidence and the exhibits
Justice disclose to my mind, that a business custom and practice

existed between the Premier Lumber Company and the
United States Lumber and Box Company and the Soo
Railway Company which fully justified the Soo Railway
Company, as between it and the Premier Lumber Com-
pany, in delivering the five cars of lumber in question to
the United States Lumber and Box Company, or their
nominees, without the production of the bills of lading. On
this point, see specially the letter from the Premier Lum-
ber Company to the United States Lumber and Box Com-
pany where the latter company is instructed to communi-
cate directly to the Soo Railway Company the destination to
which they were to forward the lumber and mentioning at
least two of the cars now being sued for on the ground of
misdelivery as awaiting such forwarding instructions.

IDINGToN J.-This is an appeal from the Court of Appeal
for British Columbia maintaining the judgment of the
learned trial judge who dismissed the action of the appel-
lant against the respondent.

The action was brought by appellant claiming to recover
damages for breaches of several contracts to carry a car
load of lumber to Minneapolis, Minnesota, each entered
into by the respondent with the G. W. Nickerson Co., Ltd.,
and each evidenced by a bill of lading made pursuant to the
form approved by the Board of Railway Commissioners
for Canada, by order no. 7562 of the 13th July, 1909, and
subject to the conditions indorsed thereon. These were
what are known by the terms of said order of the board
as straight bills of lading-original-not negotiable.

The said Nickerson Company nevertheless indorsed these
several bills of lading to the appellant company, which
claims to have bought the lumber in question five or six
months before shipment from the said Nickerson Co.
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The appellant company in turn, shortly after said pur- 1

chase, had agreed to sell same to the United States Lumber PREMEi
LUMBER

and Box Company of Portland, Oregon. Co.
These five carloads were but a fractional part of the G.TP. Ry.

entire transactions so respectively entered into between the Co.
said several parties, for each sale so made covered in all Idington J.
something like two hundred and fifty cars.

As the bills of lading in question were of the kind above
described and declared to be not negotiable, I imagine the
objection, amongst others, taken in argument herein, that
the appellant could not recover is rather a formidable
obstacle in the appellant's way of recovery herein; but
upon the conclusion I have reached, it is not necessary I
should deal therewith.

It is admitted that these five carloads passed, shortly
after reaching Minneapolis in July, 1920, into the pos-
session of the said United States Lumber & Box Co., of
Portland, Oregon, as did many other like shipments.

The first condition indorsed on each of said bills of lading
is as follows:-

Sec. 1.-The carrier of any of the goods herein described shall be
liable for any loss thereof or damage thereto, except as hereinafter pro-
vided.

One of these exceptions appears in the 4th condition
indorsed, and the part thereof so providing is as follows:-

Notice of loss, damage or delay must be made in writing to the carrier
at the point of delivery, or to the carrier at the point of origin, within four
months after the delivery of the goods, or in the case of failure to make
delivery, then within four months after a reasonable time for delivery
has elapsed. Unless notice is so given the carrier shall not be liable.

No such notice was given until the 4th of February, 1921,
and the learned trial judge- held that the failure to give
same was fatal to the claim of the appellant.

There is abundantly well founded inference of fact, to be
drawn from evidence in the numerous letters and telegrams
adduced in evidence which satisfies me -that a reasonable
time for delivery had elapsed more than four months be-
fore the inquiry, dated the 4th February, 1921, could have
reached the respondent at Prince Rupert, B.C., where it
was addressed to, from Vancouver, even if that otherwise
could be held such a form of notice as required.
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1922 For example, the appellant wrote on the 24th August,
PREmiER 1920, to -the United States Lumber & Box Co. that the
LUMBER

Co. Canadian Pacific Ry. Co. had advised the appellant that

G.T.P. certain cars named had reached destination Minnesota
Co. Transfer, and are awaiting instructions, and said,

Idington J. this also applies to car G.T.P. 312071-shipped July 26th.

This latter is one of the five cars now in question and
appears in a list given in a long letter of 16th October,
1920, from appellant to said United States Lumber & Box
Co., which list is preceded by the following sentence:-

Now the situation yesterday previous to receiving these remittances
from you this morning was that the following cars shew unpaid on our
books, that is unpaid for in full, although heavy payment had been made
against them by trade acceptances and in various ways.

Cars nos. 23479, 308798 and 207350, which are others of
the five sued for, also appear on same list.

This gives rather an unpleasant impression of the hon-
esty of the claim now made against the respondent.

I need not say that that impression is deepened by read-
ing the letter of the 22nd September, 1920, from the said
United States Lumber & Box Co. to appellant relative to
car no. 708798, and reply by appellant thereto of the 27th
September, 1920.

The letter from the United States Lumber & Box Co. to
appellant of the 12th September, 1920, relative to no.
87370, one of those sued for and referred to therein and in
argument as the "Huttig Car" and the reply thereto by the
appellant dated 13th September, 1920, demonstrate how
little the latter had to complain of the holding of the courts
below, or of anything relative thereto.

The truth would seem to be that the appellant after
making claims, possibly unsuccessfully on others, conceived
the idea that it could use the possession of respondent's
bills of lading as a means of extorting from it what it had
looked to others for.

I do not think I need follow out in detail all the in-
ferences to be drawn from these letters or dwell upon the
telegrams that it chose to ignore, pretending it did not
know who Hodson, wiring on behalf of the Canadian Pacific
Ry. Co., was

I think this appeal should be dismissed with costs.
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DUFF J.-The first question for consideration is whether 1922

or not there was a breach of duty by the Soo Line in re- PREMIER
LuMBER

spect of which the respondents would be responsible to the Co.
V.

appellants, if notice had been duly given. G.T.P. RY.
Under this head I shall consider whether, assuming there Co.

was a misdelivery constituting a breach of contract or an Duff J.

actionable wrong on part of the Soo Line, the respondents
are responsible for it. By the contract which is called a
"straight bill of lading" the respondents undertook to carry
the goods shipped to "its usual place of delivery" at the
destination mentioned

if on its road, otherwise to deliver to another carrier on the route to said
destination.

And it was further agreed by section 2 of the conditions as
follows:-

Sec. 2.-In the case of shipments from one point in Canada to an-
other point in Canada, or where goods are shipped under a joint tariff,
the carrier issuing the bill of lading, in addition to its other liability here-
under, shall be liable for any loss, damage or injury to such goods from
which the other carrier is not by the terms of the bill of lading relieved,
caused by or resulting from the act, neglect or default of any other car-
rier to which such goods may be delivered in Canada, or under such
joint tariff, or over whose line or lines such goods may pass in Canada,
or under such joint tariff, the onus of proving that such loss was not so
caused or did not so result being upon the carrier issuing the bill of lading.
The carrier issuing this bill of lading shall be entitled to recover from the
other carrier on whose line or lines the loss, damage or injury to the
said goods shall have been sustained the amount of such loss, damage or
injury as may be required to pay hereunder, as may be evidenced by any
receipt, judgment or transcript thereof. Nothing in this section shall
deprive the holder of this bill of lading or party entitled to the goods
of any remedy or right of action which he may have against the carrier
issuing this bill of lading or any other carrier.

By section 6 of the conditions it is also stipulated:-

Sec. 6.-Goods not removed by the party entitled to receive them
within forty-eight hours (exclusive of legal holidays) or in the case of
bonded goods, within seventy-two hours (exclusive of legal holidays) after
written notice has been sent or given, may be kept in the car, station or
place of delivery or warehouse of the carrier, subject to a reasonable
charge for storage and to the carrier's responsibility as warehouseman
only, or may at the option of the carrier (after written notice of the
carrier's intention to do so has been sent or given), be removed to and
stored in a public or licensed warehouse at the cost of the owner, and
there held at the risk of the owner and without liability on the part of
the carrier, and subject to a lien for all freight and other lawful charges,
including a reasonable charge for storage.
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1922 It is admitted that the goods in question were delivered
PREMICR conformably to the terms of the contract to another carrier
LuNIsca

Co. (the Soo Line), en route to the destination named in the
V.

G.T.P. Ry. contract. It is essential therefore to the right of the appel-
Co. lant to recover that the language of section 2 is com-

Duff J. prehensive enough to impose upon the respondents liability
for "loss" by misdelivery by the Soo Line. Before entering
upon a critical examination of section 2 it will be con-
venient first to notice that by section 6 once a notice of the
arrival of the goods at their destination has been given or
rather within 48 hours after the giving of such notice, ex-
cept in the case of bonded goods, the responsibility of the
Soo Line for such goods "in car, station or place of delivery
or warehouse of" its own is to be measured by the re-
sponsibility of a warehouseman. Notice was duly given
and the responsibility of the Soo Line therefore was the
responsibility of a warehouseman at the time of the mis-
delivery, which, as above mentioned, I am assuming took
place. The responsibility of a railway company as ware-
houseman for goods received at their destination and held
by the company awaiting the consignee's demand for them
seems to include responsibility for misdelivery. As Bram-
well L.J. said in Hiort v. London & North Western Ry. Co.
(1),
a misdelivery by a carrier was a conversion. I cannot see therefore why
a misdelivery by a warehouseman is not a conversion.

The dictum of Bramwell L.J. is supported by a decision of
the Queen's Bench in Devereux v. Barclay (2). In such
circumstances the railway company is not an involuntary
bailee responsible only as regards misdelivery for ordinary
care on part of its servants. It is an act in breach of its
contract of bailment, to deliver possession of the property
the subject of the bailment to anybody but the bailor or
somebody acting with the authority of the bailor.

Accordingly, on the assumption that there was mis-
delivery, that is to say, assuming the United States Lum-
ber & Box Company had no right to possession either deriva-
tively from the appellants or otherwise, there was a breach
of duty by the Soo Line. Is this a breach of duty in re-

(1) [1879] 4 Ex. D. 188 at p. 194. (2) [1819] 2 B. & Ald. 702.
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spect of which a responsibility under the terms of the bill of 1922

lading falls also upon the respondent? That depends, as PREMEm
LUMBER

I have said, on the scope and effect of section 2 of the con- Co.
ditions. The precise point is whether there was "loss" by G.T.PRY.
reason of such misdelivery constituting "loss * * * * Co.

caused by or resulting from the act, neglect or default" of Duff J.

the Soo Line. "Loss" may mean the being deprived of, or
the failure to keep something or the fact that something
can no longer be found or, on the other hand, it may mean
the detriment or disadvantage involved in being deprived
of something, or simply pecuniary detriment or disadvant-
age. I am giving in substance the pertinent dictionary
definitions from the "Oxford Dictionary."

Now it is quite clear that "loss" here means loss of the
goods; it does not mean loss in the sense of pecuniary dis-
advantage sustained by the shipper by reason of the car-
rier's default. I do not see any reason why it should not
be read in the sense of "being deprived of"; and I see no
reason why the scope of the phrase should be so restricted
as to exclude "loss" in that sense by reason of misdelivery.
I think therefore that loss by reason of misdelivery may be
"loss" within the meaning of section 2. To hold otherwise
indeed would be inconsistent with a dictum of Lord Black-
burn and with a decision based upon it as long ago as 1888.
In Morritt v. North Eastern Ry. Co. (1), Blackburn J. (as
he then was) had to consider the effect of the exemption
in the "Carrier's Act," 11 Geo. IV and 1 Win. IV, ch. 68,
sec. 1, under which no stagecoach proprietors and other
common carriers were exempted from liability for "the loss
of or injury to" certain enumerated kinds of articles unless
certain conditions existed which were not present in that
case and at p. 308 he says:-

It was urged by counsel for the plaintiff that in several cases it had
been decided that if a carrier delivered goods to the wrong person by-
mistake, this was a conversion, and that it followed therefore that the
"Carriers Act" did not protect him. I do not think this follows at all.
It seems to me that if the Act protects the carrier from loss or injury,
it should protect him whether the liability is charged in an action on the
case, or in an action of trover, or in an action on the contract. I think
this is fortified by considering that he is still liable for anything done
feloniously. If it could be maintained that carriers were not protected

(1) [18761 1 Q.B.D. 302 at pp. 306-8.
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1922 where the act was done negligently so that a railway company were to

PpMI be answerable if their servant honestly forwards goods to the wrong
LUMBER person, it would be unnecessary to say that they are to be answerable

Co. if the servant hands them to another for the purpose of stealing them.
V.

G.T.P. RY.
Co. This expression of opinion was followed by a Divisional

Duff J. Court in 1888 (in the case of Skipwith v. Great Western
- Ry. Co. (1)). In that case it was held that the railway

company having received at its cloak-room a certain bag
for safe custody (on the terms that the company was not
in certain circumstances to be answerable
for loss or detention of or other injury to any article or property exceed-
ing the value of 5 pounds)
was responsible for the loss occasioned by the delivery of
the bag to a person not entitled to receive it. I think
therefore that if there is "loss" of the goods in consequence
of a misdelivery the respondents are responsible for that
"loss" under section 2 of the contract.

An important question arises however whether such
"loss" has been proved.

The goods were consigned to Nickerson & Co. who had
authorized the appellants to receive them. Prima facie
the appellants, I agree, proved a case of misdelivery and
consequent "loss" (within the sense above mentioned) by
proving the failure of the company to deliver on demand
coupled with the admission indeed made by counsel that
the lumber had been delivered to the United States Lum-
ber & Box Co. Prima facie the appellants thereby brought
their case within the conditions of liability under the con-
tract.

Other facts, however, developed during the course of the
trial, the effect of which it is necessary to consider. The
United States Lumber & Box Co. were the purchasers of
the goods in question and while as between the railway
company and themselves the appellants retained possession
of the goods by having them consigned to Nickerson and
deliverable to themselves it seems probable that the pro-
perty had passed to the United States Lumber & Box Co.
The five cars in respect of which the dispute arises were
only five out of 250 sold by the same shippers to the same
purchasers, all of which were delivered by the railway com-

(1) 11888] 59 L.T. 520.
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pany to the United States Lumber & Box Co. There is 12

some documentary evidence that with the knowledge and REMIER

acquiescence of the appellants goods shipped under similar Co.
bills of lading were delivered to the United States Lumber G.T.P. Ry.
& Box Co. without the production of the bills of lading and Co.
without any special direction from the appellants. I think Duff J.

the proper inference from the whole of the evidence is that
the claim against the railway company followed as a result
of unsuccessful efforts to obtain payment from the United
States Lumber & Box Co. after possession had to the know-
ledge of the appellants passed to the purchasers by de-
livery by the Soo Line. The bills of lading, it must be re-
membered, are not bills under which the company agreed
to deliver the goods shipped to the order of the consignee
and in consequence they are not in any sense negotiable
instruments. The railway company was entitled to deal
with the person entitled to possession of the goods in the
absence of notice of some dealing affecting that person's
rights.

I think the circumstances in evidence rebut the prima
facie case made by the appellant because I think they point
to the conclusion that assuming there was technically a
misdelivery it was a misdelivery from which no "loss"
would have resulted within the meaning of the conditions
but for the assent of the appellants to what was done.

In this view it is not necessary to consider the question
whether the clause in respect of notice applies. But as the
other members of the court have dealt with it I shall give
my opinion upon it.

The contention grounded upon the principle of London
& North Western Ry. Co. v. Neilson (1), and the decisions
of which it is the culmination seemed at first sight well
founded but reflection has convinced me that effect should
not be given to it. It is always a question whether or not
the language employed is sufficiently clear. The exception
contained in the contract in question in Neilson's Case (1)
was to go into effect only when

loss, damage, misconveyance, misdelivery, delay or detention (of the
goods) during any portion of the transit or while left in the possession

(1) r1922] 2 A.C 263.
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1922 of the railway company. The goods were diverted from the
PREMER course of the agreed transit and the word "misconveyance"
LUMBER

Co. was chiefly relied upon. The question was treated in the

G.T.PRY. House of Lords as Lord Sumner observed as "a matter of
Co. construction" (p. 279). Lord Dunedin said that the con-

Duff J. tention of the railway must fail unless the word "miscon-
veyance" was to

be given a meaning so wide as to override the idea of the agreed
transit

(p. 271). The question is here has the word "loss" in the
notice clause a meaning wide enough to "override the idea"
of the "agreed" delivery to the consignee?

It was argued that here delivery to the consignee or some
other person authorized by the consignee to receive the
goods is fundamental, is an essential element in the per-
formance of the contract; and that loss by reason of failure
in respect of this essential term is not "loss" against which
the carrier is protected by the condition. The cases already
cited were cases in which in general terms the defendant
was protected against liability for "loss" of the goods and
loss was considered to include loss in consequence of mis-
delivery.

Treating the question as a matter of construction, what
is the natural meaning of the word "loss" in the notice
clause? By the first section the carrier is made liable for
"loss or injury to the goods;" the phrase "loss or injury to
the goods" is repeated in the second section and more than
once through the contract. The first section is an affirma-
tion of the liability of the carrier at common law but it is
nevertheless an express declaration of his responsibility and
I have the greatest difficulty in holding, indeed I am un-
able to find any satisfactory ground upon which I can hold,
that the word "loss" in the notice clause has a signification
less comprehensive than the same word in section 1 and
section 2.

A somewhat analogous case is presented in a series of de-
cisions culminating in the decision of the House of Lords
in Atlantic Shipping & Trading Co. v. Dreyfus (1). The

(1) [19221 2 A.C. 250.
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decision of the House of Lords is relevant only as shewing 1922
(see the judgments of Lord Dunedin and Lord Sumner) PREmER

LuMBxER
that the House approved of the principle of the judgments Co.
in an earlier decision of the Court of Appeal given in Bank G.T.P. Ry.
of Australasia v. Clan Line Steamers (2). The dispute Co.
arose there with respect to the interpretation of a clause Duff J.

in a bill of lading in these words,
no claim that may arise in respect of goods shipped by this steamer will
be recoverable,

unless made at a stipulated place and within a stipulated
time. It is settled that such a stipulation is subject in its
operation to the underlying condition of the bill of lading
which is that the shipowner shall furnish a ship reasonably
fit to perform the contract of carriage, in other words, that
stipulation has no application to a claim arising in con-
sequence of damage which is due to the fact of the ship
being unseaworthy. This is settled, that is to say, where
the claim of the shipper rests upon the condition of sea-
worthiness attached by law to the bill of lading. The ques-
tion considered by the Lords Justices was the question
whether (the responsibility of the shipowner in respect of
unseaworthiness having been explicitly declared in the bill
of lading) a claim based upon an allegation of unsea-
worthiness could be treated as outside the scope of the
clause whose construction was in dispute; and the view
taken, the view which I have already said was afterwards
approved by the House of Lords, was that the clause relied
upon must be read as applying to all claims based upon
the explicit provisions of the bill of lading. At p. 53 Pick-
ford L.J said:-

The first part of the clause does not seem to me to do more than
express in terms what would be the obligation if it were not there, and
it may be said, and it has been said with some force, that that cannot
make any difference. If you write in what otherwise must be taken as
impliedly written in, it is exactly the same as if you had not written at
all. There is great force in that argument, but I do not think it is really
sound because I think the effect of writing it in, instead of leaving it to
be implied, is that it makes it an express term of the bill of lading which
was not so in either of the cases to which I have referred and, making
it an express term of the bill of lading, it is more likely that the meaning
of the bill of lading exception is that it shall apply to the term which
is expressly put into the bill of lading.

(2) [1916] 1 K.B. 39.
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1922 The decision of the Court of Appeal, of course, is not
PREMIER strictly an authority upon the question of the meaning of

Co. the bill of lading which it is our duty to pass upon but a
V.

G.T.P. RY. similar process of reasoning applied in this case leads to a
Co. similar result.

Duff .. The principal difficulty I have felt with respect to the
application of the notice clause arises in this way. The
goods in question undoubtedly did arrive at the destina-
tion signified. We must assume that notice was duly given
within section 6 and after the expiration of 48 hours after
notice the carrier became responsible as warehouseman.
Any "failure to make delivery" after that could only be a
"failure" after demand by or on behalf of the consignee
and a reasonable time for delivery could only mean a
reasonable time after demand. It seems singular (the
goods having arrived at destination, notice having been
given of their arrival and demand made by the consignee)
that further notice should be required of the fact of non-
delivery in consequence of that demand. Still there is no
practical difficulty in putting the clause into operation in
such circumstances, there is no absurdity, there is no re-
pugnancy and I think one must hold that the clause does
apply after arrival at destination and notice to the carrier,
in other words, that "delivery" means not delivery at des-
tination but delivery to the party entitled to receive the
goods.

In the result the notice clause although applicable in
the circumstances of the case would afford no defence be-
cause there is no evidence of any demand having been
made except the demand by the purchasers and con-
sequently the time prescribed never began to run.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

ANGLIN J.-The plaintiff sues as indorsee of five bills of
lading issued by the defendant company at Prince Rupert
to the G. W. Nickerson Company as shippers and con-
signees of five cars of lumber to be transported, one to
Minneapolis and four to Minnesota Transfer. The cars
were hauled by the defendant company to Winnipeg and
were there delivered to the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany to be taken to their respective destinations.
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The plaintiff company had sold the lumber to the United 1922

States Lumber & Box Co. but had not been paid for it. PRE
M IER

The bills of lading were held by the Standard Bank to be Co.
handed over to the purchasers on payment being made. G.T.P.'Ry.
The Canadian Pacific Railway Company, without requiring Co.
or obtaining surrender of the bills of lading and, so far as Anglin J.

the evidence discloses, without any direction either from
the G. W. Nickerson Co. or the plaintiff company, allowed
possession of the lumber to be taken by, or on behalf of,
the United States Lumber & Box Company,who in turn sold
it to its customers by whom it was eventually taken over.
The plaintiff company now seeks to recover the price of the
lumber from the defendant railway company asserting that
under section 2 of the conditions of the standard bills of
lading it is responsible for the fault or misfeasance of the
second carrier which resulted in the wrongful handing over
of the goods and the loss to it of the price thereof.

The chief defence made to the action is the failure of the
plaintiff company to give the notice prescribed by the
following clause in the bills of lading:

Sec. 4. Notice of loss, damage, or delay must be made in writing to the
carrier at the point of delivery, or to the carrier at the point of origin,
within four months after delivery of the goods, or, in case of failure to
make delivery, then within four months after a reasonable time for de-
livery has elapsed. Unless notice is so given, the carrier shall not be
liable.

It may be assumed that more than four months after a
reasonable time for delivery had elapsed before any notice
of loss or claim was given by the plaintiff company. In the
trial court and on appeal failure to give this notice was held
to afford a complete defence to the action.

It is in my opinion at least very doubtful whether upon
the facts of this case it falls within the purview of the
clause I have quoted. It is not in respect of every "failure
to make delivery" that this clause is applicable, but only
where the failure to deliver is due to "loss," total or par-
tial, of the goods. The notice must always be of "loss,
damage or delay." There is no suggestion that this case is
one of "damage" or of "delay" since under these terms de-
livery either in an injured state or after an undue lapse of
time is contemplated. Here there was no delivery what-
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1922 ever. I have no doubt that "loss" in this clause means
PREIMR physical loss of the goods and not money loss suffered by
LUMoBER

Co. the plaintiff. It means loss of the goods either by the car-
V.

G.T.P. Ry. rier or to the owner or the person entitled to delivery. If
Co. the loss be temporary only, it may result merely in delayed

Anglin J. delivery. But I am not satisfied that the case is one of
loss within the stipulation for notice, where, as here, the
inability of the carrier to make delivery is due to his having
by the act of himself, or of his servants acting on his be-
half, wilfully divested himself of the charge of the goods.
"Loss" within the meaning of the stipulation may occur by
accident during transit, or it may happen through negli-
gence from which the element of wilfulness is absent, or
even by the theft committed either by employees or by
strangers. But I doubt that this term, if fairly construed,
covers non-delivery due to an intentional parting with the
goods by the carrier or his servants amounting to a wilful
misfeasance. The provision under consideration applies
alike to the case of loss, damage or delay due- to the fault
of the original or of a later carrier and both are equally
entitled to the benefit of it. I find it very difficult to be-
lieve that it was intended to enable a carrier who wilfully
hands over freight to a person not entitled to receive it to
assert a right to the protection of this notice clause in re-
spect of such an act of misfeasance. Goods which have
been thus deliberately disposed of by the carrier and of
which the situation after such disposition is fully known
would not commonly be spoken of as having been "lost."
Bayley J. in delivering the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, so indicated in Garnett v. Willan (1), determined
over 100 years ago. I am by no means convinced that there
was a "loss" of the goods here in question within the mean-
ing of the stipulation for notice.

But was there a "loss" of them within the meaning of
that term as used in the second section of the conditions
indorsed on the bills of lading?

Sec. 2.-In the case of shipments from one point in Canada to an-
other point in Canada, or where goods are shipped under a joint tariff, the
carrier issuing this bill of lading, in addition to its other liability here-

(1) [18211 5 B. & Ald. 53.
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under, shall be liable for any loss, damage or injury to such goods from 1922
which the other carrier is not by the terms of the bill of lading relieved, PREMIER
caused by or resulting from the act, neglect or default of any other LUMBER
carrier to which such goods may be delivered in Canada, or under such Co.

V.
joint tariff, or over whose line or lines such goods may pass in Canada, G.T.P. RY.
or under such joint tariff, the onus of proving that such loss was not so Co.
caused or did not so result being upon the carrier issuing this bill of -

lading * * *. Anglin J.

In my opinion this is not a case of "loss" within the
meaning of that provision. The preposition "of" has been
carelessly or accidentally omitted after the word "loss." I
have no doubt that physical loss (in this instance by the
carrier) of the goods themselves is the case dealt with and
not pecuniary loss sustained by the owner of them. This
is a provision which subjects the original or issuing carrier to
a greater burden than the common law would impose upon
him. Moreover, the section contains an unusual stipula-
tion as to the burden of proof casting not on the plaintiff
but on the defendant, the original carrier, the onus, in the
case of loss, of proving that it was not caused by the act,
neglect or default of any other carrier engaged in the trans-
portation.

Prima facie, in my opinion, the word is here used in the
sense of "mislaying" or of "deprivation of possession by
misadventure or mere negligence." It may well be that it
was thought proper in framing the standard bills of lading
which are approved by the Board of Railway Commission-
ers, to impose on the original carrier liability for loss of the
goods in that sense occurring through the fault of the sub-
sequent carrier but not responsibility for the consequences
of the latter wilfully parting with the possession of them
to a person not entitled to delivery. In construing this
clause we should not, I think, treat it as imposing so wide
a liability unless upon a fair reading of it the intention to
create such an extended responsibility is adequately ex-
pressed. In my opinion it is not, and the defendant is on
that ground entitled to succeed.

Taking this view of the scope of section 2 does not result
in any real hardship to the owner or consignee of the goods.
It merely prevents his pursuing an original carrier who has
fully discharged his own obligations and leaves unaffected
whatever redress the common law may afford him against
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1922 the later carrier to whose fault is attributable the non-de-
PREMER livery of which he complains.
LUMBER

Co. I would, on this ground, affirm the judgment dismissing
V.

G.T.P. Ry. this action.
Co.

Brodeur J BRODEUR J.-In July, 1920, the Grand Trunk Pacific
- Railway Co. issued straight bills of lading for five cars of

lumber consigned to the G. W. Nickerson Company in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, or in the Minnesota transfer
which is near Minneapolis.

These bills of lading were on forms approved by the
Board of Railway Commissioners in 1909.

The routes mentioned in the bills were the G.T.P. and
the C.P.R. Soo line.

These bills, though not negotiable, were indorsed by the
consignees in favour of the Premier Lumber Co. and were
transferred to a bank in Vancouver which seems to have
kept them.

It is in evidence that the Premier Lumber Co. had a con-
tract with a United States company called the United
States Lumber & Box Co. for a very large number of cars,
about 250, and the shipping of these cars was made in
different ways. Some were shipped on straight bills of
lading not negotiable; some others were carried on order
bills of lading negotiable.

The five cars in question in this case were issued on
straight bills of lading which should not have been negoti-
ated by indorsement. But they were however transferred
to the bank in Vancouver and kept there.

When the cars arrived at the point of destination, the
C.P.R., on whose line they were, then notified the Premier
Lumber Co. of their arrival and asked for delivery instruc-
tions for some of them, if not for all; and the Premier
Lumber Co. simply transferred this notice to the United
States Lumber & Box Co. which obtained from the railway
company the delivery of the cars Some correspondence
was later on exchanged between the Premier Lumber Com-
pany and the purchaser of the lumber, the United States
Lumber & Box Co., as to some shortage which was found
in these cars.
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These facts shew very conclusively that the appellant 1922
company intended that these cars should be handed over PREMER

to this United States Company. Co.
V.Some difficulty arose later on between these two lum- G.T.P. Ry.

ber companies as to the payment for these cars. Then the Co.
Premier Lumber Co., the shipper, gave, in February, 1921, Brodeur J.
notice to the G.T.P. that they were holding the bills of
lading for these five cars and that they wanted to know
what had happened to them. They later on, in Sep-
tember, 1921, instituted the present action against the
G.T.P. for the price of these five cars.

The defendant railway company pleaded that they were
not liable for the value of these cars, that they were duly
delivered to the C.P.R. Co. and that under the bill of lading
the plaintiff was bound to give notice in writing for any
loss within four months and that their failure to give such
notice prevents them from making any claim.

The action was dismissed by the trial judge and his
judgment has been confirmed by a majority judgment in
appeal.

The case turns largely upon the provision of the bills
of lading concerning the notice. This provision reads as
follows:-

Notice of loss, damage, or delay must be made in writing to the car-
rier at the point of delivery, or to the carrier at the point of origin, within
four months after delivery of the goods, or in case of failure to make
delivery, then within four months after a reasonable time for delivery
has elapsed. Unless notice is so given the carrier shall not be liable.

The circumstances of this case are such that the claim
made by the Premier Lumber Co. does not look to me as
being a very honest claim. They knew that these cars.had
arrived at destination and it was their duty to take delivery
of them from the C.P.R. in presenting the bills of lading
if they were negotiable. But though these bills of lading
were not negotiable, they had advances made on these bills
by their bank. They would have to reimburse the bank
for these advances in order to obtain possession of these
bills of lading. They virtually suggested to their purchaser,
the United States Lumber Co. to obtain delivery of these
cars without presenting the bills of lading. Their pur-
chaser obtained delivery to their knowledge and with their
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1922 consent, and several months later they tried, in view of
PREMER some trouble which arose as to payment of this lumber to
LUMBER

Co. claim its value from the original carrier.
V.

G.T.P. Ry. If, by the acts of the consignee, the shipper is misled as
Co. to the person to whom delivery should be made, the carrier

Brodeur J. should be excused from liability for a misdelivery caused
thereby. Corpus Juris, vol. 10, p. 267.

The railway company is entitled to plead the failure
of notice within four months after a reasonable time for
delivery has elapsed.

The shipper being aware that the goods had been handed
over to his purchaser should have in due time protested
against the railway company making delivery of the cars
to the United States Lumber Co. But they did nothing of
the kind. On the contrary, they concocted plans with their
purchaser for deceiving to a certain extent the bank which
had made advances on these cars.

They rely on certain decisions in England where the
courts had to consider bills of lading in which the carriers
endeavoured to limit the general liability cast upon them
as carriers by inserting special exceptions; these ex-
ceptions were very rigidly construed and, in case of
doubt, were construed against the carrier who had
stipulated. It is to be noted that in Canada the bills of
lading at issue were promulgated by the Board of Railway
Commissioners under the authority of the law and should
be construed according to the spirit of fairness which the
board intended to establish in the relations between the
shipper and the carrier.

I do not think then that these English decisions could
always be invoked in the construction of the Canadian
bills of lading which are the result of a quasi judicial enact-
ment.

The appeal fails and should be dismissed with costs.

MIGNAULT J.-The question here is as to the liability of
the respondent on five bills of lading covering the ship-
ment of the same number of cars loaded with lumber and
which the appellant alleges were not delivered in accord-
ance with the bills of lading.
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The appellant, a company carrying on business at Van- 1922
couver, had purchased this lumber from the G. W. Nicker- PREMUM

erson Company, Ltd., and had sold it to the United States -Co.
Lumber and Box Co., of Portland, Oregon. The bills of G.T.P. Ry.
lading were in the standard form known as a "straight Co
bill of lading-original-non-negotiable," approved by the Mignault J.
Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada, and they
stated that the lumber was shipped from Prince Rupert,
B.C., by the G. W. Nickerson Co., Ltd., and consigned to
that company. Each bill was indorsed as follows:

Deliver to Premier Lumber Co., Ltd. (Sgd.) the G. W. Nickerson Co.,
Ltd., M. F. Nickerson.

Four of these cars were to go to Minnesota Transfer and
the fifth to Minneapolis, both places in the State of Min-
nesota, the carriage being by the respondent's line of rail-
way to Winnipeg and thence by what is known as .the Soo
line of the C.P.R. The appellant had sold and shipped
some 200 or 250 cars of lumber to the said United
Lumber & Box Co., certain of these shipments having been
made on open bills of lading, and the lumber was sent to
Minneapolis or to Minnesota Transfer, in order that the
purchasers might ship the cars to their customers in differ-
ent parts of the United States. The bills of lading in ques-
tion remained in Vancouver and were in the hands of the
Standard Bank from whom the appellant had borrowed
money, and the appellant expected that the United States
Lumber & Box Co. would pay for the lumber there and
thus get possession of these bills of lading.

The five cars arrived at their destination in August,
1920, and so far as the record shews they were delivered to
the United States Lumber & Box Co. by the C.P.R. with-
out the bills of lading having been obtained and produced
by the former company. How and under what circum-
stances this delivery was made is not disclosed, but I can-
not doubt that the appellant was aware of the arrival of
the cars, and I also think (as shewn by telegrams and let-
ters received by the appellant from the Lumber & Box Co.,
complaining of shortage) that the appellant must have
known that the United States Lumber & Box Company
had obtained delivery of at least two of these cars. Un-
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1922 doubtedly the appellant expected that the latter company
PREMIER would pay for this lumber, but it not having done so, this
LUMBER

Co. action was taken against the respondent more than a year
G.T. Ry. after the shipment. The substance of the complaint is

Co. that the respondent did not deliver the lumber to the appel-
Mignault J. lant, and the demand is for the value of the goods, to wit,

$6,903.54.
The fault here was admittedly that of the connecting

carrier, the C.P.R., and the appellant seeks to render the
respondent responsible for this fault under section 2 of the
bills of lading, the effect of which, in cases where as here
the shipment is made under a joint tariff, is to make the
initial carrier liable for any loss, damage or injury to the
goods from which the connecting carrier is not relieved by
the terms of the bill of lading, caused by or resulting from
the act, neglect or default of such carrier. And this con-
dition gives the initial carrier the right to recover from the
connecting carrier the amount which he may be required
to pay for the loss, damage or injury to the goods sustained
on the line of the connecting carrier. This liability of the
initial carrier for the fault of the connecting carrier is of
course in addition to that which he incurs for loss, damage
or injury sustained on his own line.

The principal defence is that no notice of loss or failure
to deliver in accordance with the bills of lading was given
as required by the fourth paragraph of section 4 of the
bills of lading which is as follows-

Notice of loss, damage or delay must be made in writing to the car-
rier at the point of delivery, or to the carrier at the point of origin,
within four months after delivery of the goods, or in case of failure to
make delivery, then within four months after a reasonable time for de-
livery has elapsed. Unless notice is so given the carrier shall not be
liable.

This condition is eminently a reasonable one, especially
where, as here, the fault is that of the connecting carrier,
in view of the liability for that fault of the initial carrier
who should have prompt notice thereof in order to secure
his right of indemnity against the connecting carrier. And
it is obviously important that he should be afforded the
opportunity to inquire into the circumstances surrounding
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the loss or want of delivery of which he may well have had 1922

no knowledge. PREMIR

But the appellant refers us to a long line of decisions Co.
whereby it has been held that the carrier cannot rely on G.T.P. Ry.
conditions limiting or taking away his common law liability, Co.
where he has not carried out the contract of carriage, but Mignault J.

the loss was sustained while he was doing something
different from what he had contracted to do. The rule may
be stated in the.language of Scrutton L.J. in the recent case
of Neilson v. London & North Western Ry. Co. (1).

When a carrier seeks to protect himself by exceptions, unless they are
so worded as to indicate clearly a contrary intention, they only apply
where the excepted events happen in the course of his carrying out the
contract, and do not apply where they happen while he is doing some-
thing which he has not contracted to do * * * If a carrier wishes to
protect himself from liability for the negligence of his servants, e must
do so in clear and unambiguous language.

The cases where the carrier has not been allowed to rely
on a notice posted up in his office or a condition of the con-
tract restricting his common law liability are cases of gross
negligence or of a departure from the contract of carriage,
and no case had been cited where the condition, as here,
was not a limitation of the common law liability of the
carrier, but merely the requiring of a notice of loss as a
condition of a claim against the carrier.

Here the appellant has not shewn under what circum-
stances the lumber which was carried over the prescribed
route to the point of destination, was delivered to the pur-
chasers, so no case of gross negligence or of departure from
the contract of carriage is established. And, as I have said,
the condition as to notice is not a limitation of the common
law liability of the carrier, but a most reasonable require-
ment of the contract of carriage. If any intimation can be
said to have been given to the respondent that the lumber
had not been delivered in accordance with the bills of
lading, it was only on February 4, 1921, more than four
months after the arrival of the goods and a reasonable time
for delivery had elapsed, when the appellant wrote to the
respondent asking what happened to these cars. This, in
my opinion, is a bar to the action of the appellant.

(1) [1922] 1 K.B. 192 at p. 201.
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1922 A question has arisen during consideration of this case
PmuMER whether what happened to these five cars can properly be

Co. described as a "loss" of the goods, so as to bring it under
V.

G.T.P. Ry. the operation of the condition requiring notice. The word
Co. "loss" is also contained in section 2 of the bills of lading

Mignault J. on which the appellant's action is based, and it would not
help the appellant to exclude the condition as to notice, if
section 2 would also be inapplicable, by reason of there not
having been a "loss" within the meaning of .the section. It
is difficult to believe that the "loss" contemplated is not of
the same nature in the condition requiring notice as in
section 2. If I am wrong therefore in thinki ng that the
condition can fairly be applied in this case as a bar to the
appellant's action, it would follow that section 2 does not
give the appellant the right of action which it has asserted.
In any event the appellant could not succeed.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Mayers, Stockton & Smith.

Solicitor for the respondent: R. W. Hannington.
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J. W. MACDONALD (PLAINTIFF) ......... .APPELLANT; 1922

*Oct. 12,13.
AND Nov. 27.

E. PIER (DEFENDANT) ................. RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF ALBERTA

Practice and procedure-Action to set aside judgment-Statement of
claim-Allegation of perjury-New evidence.

In an action to set aside a judgment obtained in the same court, the
statement of claim merely alleged that the judgment "was obtained
by the false and untrue statements made by the defendant" on
material matters of fact at the former trial. In dismissing the action,
the trial judge said "that to hear evidence would only leave me in
the position that the judge was in when he tried the first action."
Counsel for the appellant in this court declined to give any assurance,
or even to state, that any evidence materially different from that
given at the original trial would or could be adduced. The trial judge
dismissed the action and the Appellate Division affirmed his judg-
ment.

Held, Duff J. dissenting, that a new trial should be refused.

Per Davies C.J. and Anglin J.-The dismissal of the action may be re-
garded as equivalent in effect to an order perpetually staying it as
frivolous and vexatious and an abuse of the process of the court,
which under the circumstances, should not be interfered with.

Per Idington and Brodeur JJ.-The statement of claim does not
sufficiently disclose a cause of action. Duff J. contra.

Per Idington J.-The trial judge rightly refused to rehear substantially the
same evidence and to review the judgment rendered upon it at the
former trial.

Per Idington and Brodeur JJ.-The sufficiency of the allegations in a
statement of claim is a matter of practice and procedure and the
jurisprudence of this court is not to interfere in such matters.

Per Duff J. (dissenting).-Where the plaintiff's statement of claim
sufficiently alleges a cause of action and the plaintiff appears at the
trial ready to proceed with his evidence in support of his claim, the
trial judge could not properly dismiss the action except upon some
admission on behalf of the plaintiff shewing his claim to be unfounded
or unforceable. To dismiss the action as an abuse of the process
without hearing the evidence in such circumstances would be un-

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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1922 precedented and contrary to the course of the court. The trial judge

MACDONALD did not so proceed but dismissed the action on the ground that the
v. statement of claim shewed no cause of action, and as he erred in this,

PIa. there should be a new trial.

Per Mignault J.-When it became evident to the trial judge at the second
trial that no other evidence than that offered at the former trial would
be tendered he was justified in dismissing the action.

Judgment of the Appellate Division ([19221 1 W.W.R. 1208) affirmed,
Duff J. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1) affirming the judg-
ment of Ives J. at the trial and dismissing appellant's
action.

The material facts of the case and the questions in issue
are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg-
ments now reported.

Lafleur K.C. for the appellant. The statement of claim
discloses a good cause of action. All the material and neces-
sary allegations to constitute an action for fraud were
made and particulars of the fraud were given. The plain-
tiff should have been allowed to proceed and to have his
case tried, and evidence heard to show that the statements
complained of were in fact untrue. Then the trial judge
would have been in a position to decide whether the court
at the former trial could in fact have been misled by such
statements. Flower v. Lloyd (2); Abouloff v. Oppen-
heimer (3); Birch v. Birch (4).

Geo. H. Ross K.C. for the respondent. The Supreme
Court of Canada should not interfere with matters of prac-
tice and procedure.

The statement of claim does not disclose a good cause
of action.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-For the reasons stated by my
brother Anglin, in which I concur and to which I have
nothing useful to add, I would dismiss this appeal with
costs.

(1) [1922] 1 W.W.R. 1208. (2) [18-M1 10Ch. D. 327; 43 LJ.
Ch. -833.

(3) [1882] 10 Q.B.D. 295.
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IDINGTON J.-The appellant by his amended statement 1922

of claim sets forth that respondent recovered judgment, MAcDoNALD

on the 22nd December, 1920, against him for the sum of PIa.

$4,500.58 and the costs of the action. Idington J.
In the third, fourth and fifth paragraphs of said state-

ment of claim he alleges as follows:-

3. The said judgment was obtained by the false and untrue state-
ments made by the defendant in giving his evidence before this honour-
able court.

4. The defendant made such statements knowing them to be false
and untrue, and with the intent that they should be acted upon by this
honourable court, and this honourable court being misled and deceived
by acting on such false and untrue statements caused judgment to be
given in favour of the defendant in the said action to the loss and detri-
ment of the plaintiff in the action.

5. The following are the false and untrue statements made by the
defendant in giving his evidence before this honourable court on the 28th
day of October, 1919.

Then follow over six pages of the printed appeal case
herein what appears to be a copy of the respondent's
evidence in that case; mostly trivial questions and answers
and a few which may or may not have been the material
matters upon which the decision of the learned trial judge
or the referee to whom some questions had been referred,
turned.

And following such copy of evidence is the plaintiff's
(now appellant's) prayer for relief as follows:-

(a) That the said judgment of this honourable court be set aside and
vacated.

(b) Judgment against the defendant for the said sum of $5,673.82.
(c) His. costs of this action.

The statement of defence by present respondent thereto
denied the allegations in the said fourth and fifth para-
graphs of the said statement of claim and further alleged
that he would have been entitled to the judgment given
in said action even if none of the evidence complained of
in the statement of claim herein had been given at the
trial; and again that all the statements complained of were
litigated in said action and decided against appellant who
then unsuccessfully appealed to the Appellate Division.
That the plaintiff instituted original proceedings against
the defendant for false swearing at the said trial, which
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1922 proceedings resulted in the acquittal of the defendant; and
MAcDONALD that there is no evidence available to the plaintiff which

V.
Pm . was not available to him at the time of the said trial, and

Idington j. at the time the appeal was taken therefrom; and that if
- plaintiff now knows of any evidence which he did not

produce at the trial, it was wholly due to his failure to
exercise reasonable diligence in his preparation for the trial
and the appeal taken therefrom.

The final paragraph of the statement of defence was as
follows:-

(8) The statement of claim does not disclose a cause of action and
is bad in law.

No reply to all this or even formal joinder of issue is to
be found in the case presented to us.

The appellant's counsel opened the trial hereof by calling
appellant and after his examination had proceeded so far as
to show what a wide range of irrelevant matter was pos-
sible under such pleadings, objection was taken after the
record of the former trial had been produced, including the
opinion judgments .of the learned trial judge thereof and
of the referee, that the action could not be maintained,
and that the statement of claim herein did not show a good
cause of action for different reasons and that evidence
along that line could not be properly tendered.

To this the learned trial judge remarked as follows:-
The court: Well, I don't know, it occurs to me that if false statements,

false evidence is given at a trial and it can be shewn that the evidence
so given induced the judgment, and upon shewing that evidence was
false, that it did induce the judgment, that that judgment can be set
aside. Now have you any authority against that proposition?

Thereupon there ensued an argument of some length of
which there is no record, but merely marks indicating that
the reporter made no note of what passed between counsel
and the court.

At the conclusion thereof the learned trial judge said
he had made up his mind on the issue of law so raised, but
if it would save expense and trouble he was willing to pro-
ceed, but if counsel insisted he was entitled to judgment
now.

Counsel for defence insisting, he delivered his judgment
as follows:

[19231
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The court: Well this action as at present constituted will be dis- 1922
missed on the ground that the pleadings disclose no cause of action. I MAcDNALD
think that to hear evidence would only leave me in the position that v.
the judge was in when he tried the action of Pier v. MacDonald and PER.
upon which he has decided.

Idington J.
This being the result it is quite clear to me that the -

learned trial judge having the correct conception of the
law as expressed before the said- argument had concluded
from all that appellant's counsel had presented to him,
that he was not in a position to do more than ask him to
re-hear substantially the same evidence as adduced at the
trial of the other case, with nothing materially new and
hence he had no right to review the case and reverse the
learned judge in the former trial.

In all of this I think the learned trial judge in this case
was right and the Appellate Division was therefore right
in dismissing the appeal therefrom.

It is elementary law that a judgment obtained by fraud
can be vacated and surely perjury, which produces that
fraud, falls within such a proposition. And as I read the
elaborate opinions of the learned judges of the Appellate
Division, none deny the law to be so but four out of five
agree that such a case is not properly stated herein. Mr.
Justice Beck would allow an amendment by plaintiff if
he saw fit. I submit, as I suggested on the argument
herein, that therefore there is nothing involved in this
appeal but questions of practice and procedure and hence
it should not have been entertained if we followed, as we
should, the settled jurisprudence of this court in that
regard.

The statement of claim herein by no means makes any
such case in such a proper manner that any court could
or should listen to as a means of enforcing the law which
does not permit of such a mode of re-trial and acting upon
simply a different view of the facts from that taken respect-
ively by the learned trial judge and referee in the first
action.

It is to be observed that the learned trial judge of such
action was a member of the Appellate Division who heard
the appeal now in question herein, and agreed with Mr.
Justice Stuart.
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1922 I submit that a statement of claim in such a case as
MAcDONALD this should, when relying alone upon alleged perjury of

PR. the respondent, as the basis of the fraud alleged to have

Idington J been practised, at least be quite as concise and definite in
- pointing out each of the essential statements claimed to

have been perjury, as would be required in an indictment
for perjury.

Can any one imagine any court trying, or even listening,
to an indictment for perjury framed in the way this state-
ment of claim presents the appellant's case?

Again the claim to vacate a judgment on the grounds of
perjury cannot succeed unless by new evidence and shewing
that the aggrieved party could not by reasonable diligence
have been able to discover and bring forward at the trial
such new evidence as desired to be presented in the action,
and the statement of claim should so allege and give some
good reason for such failure.

The statement of claim in question herein entirely fails
in this regard and thereby, as well as on other grounds
entitled the learned trial judge to rule as he did.

Again one may surmise that one of the substantial
features intended to have been relied upon by appellant
was what the respondent had stated before the referee
relative to the rate of compensation to have been due the
appellant by the respondent.

The referee states these parties were in conflict in the
evidence given; and that by reason of appellant never
having claimed, in the course of the business more than
five per cent, contended for by the respondent, and having
rendered accounts for several years on that basis without
making any reservation that he should go beyond, and then
he (the referee) was influenced thereby to accept that as
correct.

If I am correct in my surmise as to this item, surely there
was not so much basis connected therewith for reaching
any such charge as possibly intended to have been made
herein relative thereto.

This statement of claim is such a curiosity that I am
not surprised that neither party has been able to cite any
precedent exactly fitting it; but the many cases cited here
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and below do show that when the plaintiff fails to present 1922
a clear and definite case, he must fail. MAcDoNALD

And I submit that our courts should always, when any PIER.

pretensions set up as herein, rigidly adhere to the clear and Idington J.
definite requirements of the law in that regard and thus -

discourage any suitor from hoping to re-litigate any case
unless he has used the utmost care and diligence in the -

preparation of his case or defence and done everything
possible to help the trial court to determine aright. I
think this appeal should be dismissed with costs.

DUFF J. (dissenting).-The learned trial judge and the
majority of the judges of the Appellate Division came to
the conclusion that the statement of claim did not in sub-
stance disclose a cause of action. Had I come to the same
conclusion I should have been prepared to dismiss the
appeal on the ground, if on no other, that no adequate
reason had been presented for setting aside the judgment
of the Alberta courts. The Supreme Court of Alberta has
authority to strike out any pleading disclosing no reason-
able cause of action in addition to its inherent authority
to stay or dismiss actions which on good grounds the court
is satisfied are frivolous and vexatious.

An application made invoking the jurisdiction of the
court to strike out a pleading as disclosing no reasonable
cause of action or defence, as the case may be, is an appli-
cation which must be determined upon an examination
of the pleadings alone, while on the other hand, an applica-
tion addressed to the inherent jurisdiction of the court to
exercise its control over proceedings initiated in abuse of
the process of the court is one with which the court deals
after being fully informed of the facts and in which
evidence may and commonly is offered and received pro
and con from both sides. After a case has come on for
trial, it would, I think, be without precedent, the plaintiff
being there with his witnesses and ready to present his
evidence in support of his case, in support, that is to say,
of a claim resting upon allegations disclosing a good cause
of action on the face of it-it would, I think, be an unheard
of thing for a trial judge in such circumstances to dismiss
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1922 the action as frivolous and vexatious except at all events
MAcDONALD upon the strength of some admission deliberately made

V.
PIER. by counsel and establishing that the case made upon the

Duff J. pleadings could not be supported; even in such a case it
- would be an unusual thing to dismiss the action without the

consent of the plaintiff's counsel. Thirty years ago it was
held by the Court of Appeal in Fletcher v. London and
North Western Railway Company (1), that a trial judge
had no power to non-suit a plaintiff without his consent
upon the ground that on the opening statement of his
counsel, it must be held that the plaintiff had no cause of
action.

But the trial judge in the present case took no such
course. He took a course which, having regard to the view
of the law expressed by him was, I think, not open to
criticism. Taking, as I have said, the view that the state-
ment of claim did not allege the facts constitutive of a
right of action to set aside the previous judgment as
obtained by fraud he held that the pleading ought to be
struck out and the action dismissed accordingly.

That is quite evident from the report of the proceedings
at the trial. The learned judge explicitly says:

This action as at present constituted should be dismissed on the
ground that the pleadings disclose no cause of action.

It is true he goes on to say:

I think, that to hear evidence would only leave me in the position
that the judge was in when he tried the action of Pier v. Macdonald and
upon which he has decided.

But the learned judge was evidently under the impression
that the plaintiff must not only produce evidence which
had not been produced at the former trial but that such
evidence must be set out in his pleadings or that, at all
events, he must in his pleadings allege the discovery of
fresh evidence; and that in the absence of such an allega-
tion the plaintiff would not be permitted to offer any
evidence other than that which had been produced before
the judge who pronounced the judgment impeached. I
cannot help saying, with great respect, that this position

(1) [1892] 1 Q.B. 122.
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of the trial judge appears to be logically unassailable. If . 1922

it was necessary that the plaintiff should allege that fresh MACDoNAw
V.

evidence had been discovered as a condition of the pro- PIER.

duction of such evidence then it is quite obvious that under Duff J,
the pleadings as they stood such evidence could not be -

produced and the learned judge was quite right in think-
ing that in the absence of such additional evidence the
trial would be a waste of time. The majority of the judges
of the Appellate Division dealt with the case, I think, in
a similar way and on similar grounds. The principal ratio
of the judgment of Mr. Justice Stuart and quite clearly
the conclusion at which he arrived was that the allega-
tions in the statement of claim were not in substance
sufficient to entitle the plaintiff to the relief demanded.
His remarks as to the proceedings being vexatious do not
convey to my mind the idea that in the absence of any
explicit admission by counsel and in the absence of any
application to the court to dismiss the action as frivolous
and vexatious on the ground that the statement off claim,
assuming it to disclose a cause of action, could not be sup-
ported by evidence (a proceeding which would have
required the plaintiff to make answer and to disclose to the
court the nature of the case he was prepared to make)-
I do not get the impression, I say, that in the absence of
any such admission or any such proceeding calling for an
answer from the plaintiff by way of affidavit or otherwise
Mr. Justice Stuart would have considered it the proper way
to deal with an action based upon a good statement of
claim to dismiss it in the middle of the trial as an abuse
of the process. The observations of the learned judge are,
of course, quite ad rem in relation to the point to which
he is addressing himself, namely, whether in the circum-
stances the dismissal of the action should stand or the
plaintiff should be given an opportunity to amend and pro-
ceed to a further trial; and again, let me say that having
taken the view he did as to the allegations necessary to
support such an action I think the ultimate conclusion to
which he came to is one with which I am not at all disposed
to disagree.

53558-3
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1922 The action was an action to set aside a judgment on the
MACDONALD ground that the judgment had been obtained by fraud, theV.

PIn. fraud being the fraud of the plaintiff in producing before
Duff J. the court his own perjured evidence. It will help to

elucidate what I have to say if I quote at the outset the
first paragraph of Lord Cairns' judgment in Patch v. Ward
(1) .

The bill in this case is filed to set aside a decree absolute for fore-
closure made as long ago as the month of March, 1849, and enrolled
a few years subsequently. Being a decree signed and enrolled, the matter
covered by it has become solemnly res judicata between the parties to
the suit, and the decree must remain unless it can be set aside either
upon the ground of error apparent upon the face of it, upon the ground
of new matter subsequently discovered or upon the ground of fraud. If
it is to be impugned upon the ground of error apparent upon the face
of it, or for new matter relevant to the issues in the cause, that must
be done by bill of review, the bill of the former case being filed without
any leave of the court, in the latter not without leave, and in order to
obtain that leave the applicant must satisfy the court that the new
matter is relevant to the issues and could not with reasonable diligence
have been earlier discovered. There is here no error apparent upon the
face of the decree, neither has any leave been applied for or obtained to
file a bill of review upon the ground of new matter discovered. The
third ground alone remains, and it is that on which the bill is filed, that
the decree was obtained by fraud.

I quote this passage because it shows that a supplement-
al bill claiming a rehearing on the ground of the discovery
of fresh evidence is a very different thing from a bill to
set aside a judgment on the ground of fraud. I can find
no authority anywhere in the books to show that in an
action to set aside a judgment on the ground of fraud it is
necessary for the plaintiff to set out in his statement of
claim the evidence or the nature of the evidence upon
which he relies in support of the claim. It is one of the
elementary rules of pleading that the pleading is not to
allege evidence but that it is to allege the facts which are
constitutive of the cause of action. In Sir James Stephen's
language, it must allege facta probanda, not the evidence
by which the facts are to be proved. In view of the very
able argument presented by Mr. Ross, I think it is right
to point out what this does not mean. It does not mean
that in an action to set aside a judgment on the ground
of fraud consisting of perjury by one of the parties that

(1) [1867] 3 Ch. App. 203 at p. 206.
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a judgment could be given for the plaintiff solely upon the 1922
strength of the evidence which was before the judge who MAcDoNAD

V.
tried: the case in which the judgment impeached was pro- Pn .
nounced. Upon that point the law is quite clear but it Duff J.
does not follow that notice of the additional evidence must -

be given in the pleadings or that it is necessary that the
pleadings should mention the evidence or refer to the
evidence which the plaintiff intends to offer. It is not
necessary just as it is not necessary in a case in which
corroboration is required by law of the plaintiff's testimony.
It would be bad pleading to set out in the statement of
claim the manner in which the plaintiff proposed to cor-
roborate his own testimony.

The authorities which influenced the minds of the judges
in the court below are the judgment of Lord Selborne in
Boswell v. Coaks (1), and a judgment of the Court of
Appeal in Birch v. Birch (2) as well as the judgment of
James L.J. in Flower v. Lloyd (3).

Lord Selborne's judgment deals with an application to
dismiss an action as frivolous and vexatious. He points
out that assuming evidence to have been withheld from
the court at the former trial from improper motives that
conduct was not in itself a sufficient ground for setting
aside the judgment unless the evidence withheld was
something "material" to "disturb" the judgment im-
peached, and he comes to the conclusion that the evidence
upon which the plaintiff proposed to rely could not be said,
on the facts presented, to be material. There are certain
observations in Lord Selborne's judgment relied upon by
Mr. Ross which, it ought to be noticed, relate only to pro-
ceedings in the nature of a bill of review in respect of which
under the old practice it was necessary to obtain leave of
the court before filing the bill. It is quite clear that no
such leave was necessary where the bill was an original
bill impeaching a decree as obtained by fraud. That is
clear from the passage already quoted from Lord Cairns'
judgment as well as from the discussion of the subject in
Milford on Pleadings pp. 101-114 (where such bills are

(1) [18941 6 R. 167. (2) [19021 P. 62, 130; 71 L.J.P.
58; 86 L.T. 364; 18 Times L.R. 485.

(3) 10 Ch. D. 327.
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1922 clearly distinguished from a bill impeaching a judgment
MAcDONALD on the ground of fraud), as well as from Maddock's Chan-

PIERcery Practice (vol. 2, p. 709). Lord Selborne's whole

Du judgment proceeds upon the view that in passing upon the
- evidence offered in proof of the allegation that a judgment

has been obtained by fraud the court is bound to act in
the spirit of the observations of Lord Justice James in
Flower v. Lloyd (1), and that the plaintiff could only
succeed by producing evidence discovered since the former
trial in proof of fraud and that on a summary application
to dismiss the action as being without foundation the court
would examine the facts with care and in order to see
whether there had been

a new discovery of something material in this sense that prima facie it
would be a reason for setting the judgment aside if it were established
by proof.

Lord Selborne's observations indeed have very little direct
bearing upon any question in controversy on this appeal.
The fraud charged there was the concealment of evidence
with the object of misleading the court; and the gist of the
decision consists in this, that such an allegation in itself
even if fully established, would not be a ground for
setting aside the judgment but that the plaintiff must go
further and show that the facts withheld were material
to the issues in controversy in the proceeding resulting in
the judgment. If the plaintiff's action was based on these
grounds it was, of course, necessary for him to allege first
the concealment of the facts, and secondly, such other facts
as might be necessary to make them appear material and
of facts of this kind his Lordship says there was neither
allegation nor proof. Birch v. Birch (2) is also a case of
an application by the defendant to deal with an action
on the ground that it was frivolous and vexatious. The
Court of Appeal according to the practice heard evidence
pro and con for the purpose of ascertaining whether or
not there was such probability of success as to entitle the
plaintiff to proceed with his case. It was held that in the
circumstances the plaintiff was really seeking a re-trial of
issues already passed upon.

(2) [1902] P. 62, 130.
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In both these cases an application was made invoking 1922

the jurisdiction of the court to deal with vexatious pro- MACDONALD

ceedings. The plaintiff was required and permitted to PIER*.
place before the court the evidence upon which his claim Duf J.
was founded and the court scrutinizing the evidence held -

it in both cases to be too slight to afford any foundation of
the plaintiff's claim. In the present case no such applica-
tion was made, the action had proceeded to trial, the plain-
tiff was proceeding with his evidence in support of his
claim and offered to lay before the court the whole of the
evidence which he proposed to adduce. The action was
dismissed, not on the ground that the evidence which he
was neither called upon to produce nor allowed to produce
was insufficient, but on the ground that no cause of action
was disclosed by the pleadings, that there was no issue on
the record which if found in his favour would entitle him
to judgment.

The discission of Flower v. Lloyd (1) I postpone for the
moment.

We come at once to the question whether or not an
action lies to set aside a judgment on the ground that the
judgment was obtained by perjury of one of the parties.
I quote in full the language of Lord Justice James which
shows how grave is the issue presented when the juris-
diction of the court is invoked to set aside a judgment on
the ground that it has been obtained through perjured
evidence. I quote from pp. 333 and 334 in the report of
Flower v. Lloyd (1):

But we must not forget that there is a very grave general question
of far more importance than the question between the parties to these
suits. Assuming all the alleged falsehood and fraud to have been sub-
stantiated, is such a suit as the present sustainable? That question
would require very grave consideration indeed before it is answered in
the affirmative. Where is litigation to end if a judgment obtained in
an action fought out adversely between two litigants sui juris and at
arm's length could be set aside by a fresh action on the ground that
perjury had been committed in the first action, or that false answers
had been given to interrogatories, or a misleading production of docu-
ments, or of a machine, or of a process had been given? There are
hundreds of actions tried every year in which the evidence is irrecon-
ciliably conflicting, and must be on one side or other wilfully and cor-
ruptly perjured. In this case if the plaintiffs had sustained on this appeal

(1) 10 Ch. D. 327.
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1922 the judgment in their favour, the present defendants in their turn might

MACDONALD bring a fresh action to set aside that judgment on the ground of perjury
v. of the principal witness and subornation of perjury, and so the parties

PIER. might go on alternately ad infinitum. There is no distinction in prin-

Df J. ciple between the old common law action and the old chancery suit,
and the court ought to pause long before it establishes a precedent which
would or might make in numberless cases judgments supposed to be final
only the commencement of a new series of actions. Perjuries, falsehoods,
frauds when detected, must be punished and punished severely; but, in
their desire to prevent parties litigant from obtaining any benefit from
such foul means the court must not forget the evils which may arise
from opening such new sources of litigation, amongst such evils not the
least being that it would be certain to multiply indefinitely the mass
of those very perjuries, falsehoods and frauds.

As I have already mentioned Lord Selborne refers to
these observations in Boswell v. Coaks (1) and the passage
in which he does it is worth quoting:

I say that, not by any means dissenting from the spirit of the obser-
vations made in Flower v. Lloyd (2) by that great judge, Lord Justice
James, and concurred in by Lord Justice Thesiger, that the court ought to
be even more than usually cautious how it attends to all sorts of reasons
which may be brought forward plausible upon the face of them, for
disturbing such a solemn judgment, having regard to the enormous mis-
chief of unsettling the principle on which the doctrine of res judicata is
established.

Now Lord Selborne explicitly says that he has no doubt
that a judgment may be set aside on the ground of fraud and
it is to be noted that the observations of Lord Justice
James are not confined in their application to cases where
the fraud charged consists of perjury; false answers to
interrogatories, misleading production of documents, sub-
ornation of perjury are all pointed out in the passage
quoted above, and I think that notwithstanding Lord Sel-
borne's expressed approval of the spirit of those observa-
tions and notwithstanding the weight and force of the
observations themselves one is constrained to the con-
clusion upon an examination of the authorities that there
is jurisdiction in the court to entertain an action to set
aside a judgment on the ground that it has been obtained
through perjury. The principle I conceive to be this; such
jurisdiction exists but in the exercise of it the court will
not permit its process to be made use of and will exert the
utmost care and caution to prevent its process being used

(2) 10 Ch. D. 327.

[1923]
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for the purpose of obtaining a re-trial of an issue already 12

determined, of an issue which transivit in rem judicatam MAcDONALD

under the guise of impugning a judgment as procured by PIER.

fraud. Therefore the perjury must be in a material mat- Duf j.
ter and therefore it must be established by evidence not -

known to the parties at the time of the former trial. Mr.
Ross in his very able argument on behalf of the respondent
relied upon Baker v. Wadsworth (1), a decision of a divi-
sional court in which some countenance is no doubt given
to the proposition I am now discussing but I am not per-
fectly clear that in Baker v. Wadsworth (1) Mr. Justice
Wright and Mr. Justice Darling intended really to decide
anything more than the point that the case was not clear
enough to justify an order for judgment in default of
defence. At all events in Cole v. Langford (2), decided in
the same year, another divisional court declined to follow
Baker v. Wadsworth (1). Cole v. Langford (2) was fol-
lowed by McCardie J. in Gordon-Smith v. Peizer (3). The
subject is discussed in two cases before the Court of Appeal.
Abouloff v. Oppenheimer (4) and Vadala v. Lawes (5). The
principle upon which both these cases proceeded is that,
to quote the judgment in the Duchess of Kingston's case
(6):

Although it is not permitted to show that the court was mistaken
it may be shown that it was misled.

Where the court is misled by the fraud of the parties that
is something which vitiates the most solemn proceedings
of courts of justice and as Lord Coke says, it avoids all
judicial acts ecclesiastical or temporal. In the very nature
of things as Lord Coleridge C.J. said in Abouloff v. Oppen-
heimer (4) at p. 302, the question whether the court was
misled in pronouncing judgment never could have been sub-
mitted to them, never could have been in issue before them
and therefore never could have been decided by them. Brett
L.J. at p. 307 discusses the judgment of James L.J. in

(1) 67 L.J.Q.B. 301. (4) 10 Q.B.D. 295.
(2) [18981 '2 Q.B. 36. (5) 25 Q.B.D. 310.
(3) 65 Sol. J. 607. (6) 2 Smith Leading Cases, 8th

ed. 754 at p. 794.
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1922 Flower v. Lloyd (1) and he expressly dissents from the
MAcDONALD proposition that there can be any doubt that the fraud of

PIER. the party to the action committed before the court for the

Duff J. purpose of deceiving the court is a ground for setting aside
- the judgment. In the second of the above qupoted cases

the subject is discussed in a very instructive way by Lind-
ley L.J. The action was an action on a foreign judgment
and the defence was that the court pronouncing judgment
had been imposed upon by the shuffling of some documents
and the substitution of genuine documents for forged docu-
ments in such a manner as to deceive it. Lindley L.J.
points out that there are two propositions which are to be
reconciled. It is the law that a party to an action can
impeach the judgment given in that action for fraud.
There is another general proposition that when you sue
on a foreign judgment it is not open to the defendant to go
into the merits which have been decided in a foreign court
and after examining the judgments in Abouloff v. Oppen-
heimer (2) he comes to the conclusion that, where the fraud
alleged consists in misleading the court by evidence pro-
duced by a party knowing the evidence to be false, it may
be that for the purpose of establishing the fraud it is
necessary to try over again issues already passed upon and
that if so, then it is competent to the court before which
the judgment is impeached to re-try the merits.

Now it is quite true that in both of these cases the court
was dealing with an action on a foreign judgment but it
is equally true that no distinction appears to be drawn for
this purpose between the status of a foreign judgment and
that of a domestic judgment. There is, it is true, a tech-
nical difference. A domestic judgment is a contract of
record, a foreign judgment gives rise only to a simple con-
tract obligation, but given the jurisdiction of the court a
judgment in a foreign court is conclusive against the
parties to the litigation to the same extent as a domestic
judgment and for my own part I find it difficult to com-
prehend any ground of distinction for our present purpose
between the two classes of judgment.

The appeal should be allowed.

[1923]122
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ANGLIN J.-After hearing some evidence given by the 1922
plaintiff and arguments of counsel, the learned trial judge MAcDONALD

V.
dismissed this action, saying: PIR.

This action as at present constituted will be dismissed on the ground Anin j.
that the pleadings disclose no cause of action. I think that to hear -
evidence would only leave me in the position that the judge was in
when he tried the action of Pier v. MacDonald, and upon which he
decided.

The same view prevailed with at least two of the learned
judges who constituted the majority in the Appellate
Division, the third member of the majority of that court
basing his judgment on the view that the materiality of
the impeached evidence did not sufficiently appear. Under
these circumstances the plaintiff comes before this court
without offering any assurance, or even alleging, that, if
the case be sent back for a new trial, any evidence different
from or in addition to that adduced at the original trial
before Mr. Justice Scott will be forthcoming.

On this aspect of the matter being drawn to his atten-
tion, counsel for the appellant, no doubt because without
instructions enabling him to do so, did not offer any such
assurance to the court. He did not even state that he was
instructed that the evidence at the new trial would in any
respect differ from that passed upon by Mr. Justice Scott.

A legitimate, and I think the proper, inference is that
the plaintiff has no additional evidence to offer and is
unable to put before the court anything which would make
it in the least probable that his .allegation of perjury on
the part of the defendant can be maintained.

Having regard to all that has transpired, including the
important fact that a criminal prosecution for the same
alleged perjury has already failed, without expressing an
opinion as to the cause of the action disclosed by the state-
ment of claim, I think it would be quite improper for this
court to interfere with the judgment dismissing this action,
which, though differing in form, is in substance and
effect the same as an order perpetually staying the action
as frivolous and vexatious and an abuse of the process of
the court. Birch v. Birch (1); Lawrence v. Norreys (2);
Reichel v. Magrath (3).

(1) [19021 P. 62. (2) 15 App. Cas. 210-219. (3) 14 App. Cas. 665-668.
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1922 BRODEUR J.-The question in this case is whether the
MAcDONALD allegations of the statement of claim are sufficient.

PIER. A judgment which has been obtained by fraud can be

Brodeur J. impeached by means of an action. But in such action the
- particulars of the fraud should be given and should relate

to matter which prima facie would be a reason for setting
the judgment aside.

The sufficiency of the allegations is in this case a matter
of practice and procedure and the constant jurisprudence
of this court is that we do not interfere in such matters
with the disposition of the case by the courts below. Fer-
rier v. Tr6pannier (1); Higgins v. Stephens (2); Russia v.
Proskouriahoff (3).

The plaintiff has had several opportunities to amend his
statement of claim in order to show that the evidence
which he would adduce would not be the same as the one
on which the first action was decided but he has failed to do
SO.

The appeal fails and should be dismissed with costs.

MIGNAULT J.-This is an action to have vacated and set
aside a judgment whereby, in an action by the present
respondent against the present appellant, the latter was
declared accountable to the respondent on certain trans-
actions between them. The appellant alleged, in his state-
ment of claim, that the judgment was obtained by reason
of false and untrue statements made by the respondent
in giving his evidence, which statements were untrue to
the knowledge of the respondent and were made with the
intention that they should be acted upon by the court.
Issue was joined on this statement of claim and the trial
began, the appellant's counsel having called his client as
his first witness. After some questions had been put to
the appellant and answered, the respondent's counsel
objected that his adversary had no right to offer the
evidence of the appellant to make out a case of perjury
against the respondent. A discussion took place between
counsel on this objection and finally the learned trial judge

(1) 24 Can. S.C.R. 86. (2) 32 Can. S.C.R. 132.
(3) 42 Can. S.C.R. 226.
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reached the conclusion that the pleadings disclosed no 1922

cause of action and that, should he hear evidence, he would MAcDONALD

find himself in the same position as the judge was when psE.
he tried the former case. The action was therefore dis- Mignault J.
missed.

I am not at all ready to say that the plaintiff's statement
of claim disclosed no cause of action, but it must have been
evident to the learned trial judge that the evidence being
tendered would be the same as in the previous case. Coun-
sel for the appellant never suggested that he had any other
evidence of the fraud and perjury which he had alleged
as the basis of his action. And before this court counsel
for the appellant could give no assurance that any evidence
was available to the appellant other than that adduced in
the first trial.

Under these circumstances, no useful purpose would be
served in sending back the case for trial and I concur in
the judgment dismissing the appeal.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Lougheed, McLaws, Sinclair &
Redman.

Solicitors for the respondent: Short, Ross, Selwood, Shaw
& Mayhood.
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1922 C. L. DUFORT (PLAINTIFF) .............. APPELLANT;

*Oct. 23.
Nov. 27. AND

MARIUS DUFRESNE (DEFENDANT) .. .RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL SIDE,
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Contract-Partnership-Dissolution-Profits-Division-Art. 1013 C.C.

In 1909, the respondent, carrying on on his own account the practice of
a civil engineer, employed the appellant as his assistant. On the 1st Sep-
tember 1912, the respondent entered into a contract by private writing
with the appellant and one H6roux to carry on the same undertaking
under the name of "Marius Dufresne." The agreement provided inter
alia that the profits realized ("b6n6fices r~alis6s") at the expiration of
each year should be divided, 80 per cent to the respondent and 10
per cent to each of the others. The agreement was silent as to what
was to become of the fruits of work done during the term of the
partnership that should remain uncollected upon its expiration. On
the 31st of December, 1912, all moneys received during the four
months of the existence of the partnership, including those paid on
account of work done by the respondent before the 1st September,
1912, were distributed between the partners. At the date of the dis-
solution of the partnership, on the 31st December, 1916, a new agree-
ment was passed between the appellant and the respondent by which
the former was hired by the latter for the year 1917 at a salary of
$150 a month plus 10 per cent of the "b6ndfices realis6s" during that
year. The appellant, over two years after the first agreement had
terminated, claimed 10 per cent of the moneys collected by the re-
spondent after the dissolution of the partnership for work done during
its existence.

Held, that, as the meaning of the provisions of the written agreement is
not free from obscurity, the intention of the parties may be ascertained
by taking into consideration the surrounding circumstances and by
examining the conduct of the parties themselves in so far as it throws
light on the interpretation they have placed upon their contractual
rights. The contract so interpreted gives the appellant no claim on
the profits realized after the expiration of the agreement.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's Bench,
appeal side, province of Quebec, reversing the judgment of
the Superior Court at Montreal, Duclos J., and dismissing
the appellant's action.

The material facts of the case are fully stated in the
above head-note and in the judgments now reported.

*PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
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Chs. Laurendeau K.C. and Arthur Brossard K.C. for the 1922

appellant. DuroRT

Eug. Lafleur K.C. for the respondent. DumEsNE

Idington J.

IDINGTON J.-The respondent had carried on his business
of a civil engineer, land surveyor and architect for some
years in the town of Maisonneuve.

The appellant served him as an assistant in 1909, and
up to the formation of the contract presently to be referred
to, getting such compensation from time to time as his
services were mutually agreed to be worth.

On the 1st September, 1912, respondent and appellant
and one H6roux entered into a contract by private writing
to carry on the said business under the name of respondent
and, unfortunately, the said writing was so ambiguously
expressed that it has given rise to this action of the appel-
lant, in February, 1919, over two years after the said agree-
ment had terminated as it did, and at the end of 1916 every-
thing seemed to have been settled to the mutual satisfac-
tion of all concerned and the appellant had entered into
and served respondent, under another agreement in
writing, for over a year, without making the claim now set
up.

The mode of compensation of the appellant and said
H6roux, by said respondent, was expressed in said first
mentioned writing, as follows:-

Les b6n6fices rbalis6s seront partagds ) l'expiration de chaque annie
dans la proportion suivante: les dits H6roux et Dufort prendront chacun
dix pour cent (10%) de ces b6n6fices et le dit Marius Dufresne prendra
la balance, soit quatre-vingt pour cent (80%).

Chacun des associ6s prflivera sur les recettes de la soci6td A titre de
salaire, pareille et 6gale somme de cent cinquante piastres (8150) par
Mois.

The salaries thus provided for were paid and, at the end
of each year, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915 and 1916, respectively,
a settlement was made on the basis thus specified, and of
the account book kept by the respondent, or rather a com-
petent person whom he was bound to employ for the pur-
pose of keeping said book.
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1922 Statements were made out at the end of each of the years
DuFowr 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, and 1916, which included all the

DuFESNE receipts which had come into the hands of respondent for

Idington j. each of said years derived from the earnings of his business,
not only for each current year but the previous years as

well, and settlements made on that basis.
The appellant pretends herein that, notwithstanding

that mode of dealing and the said express language of the
agreement, he is entitled to an accounting by respondent
for anything earned during said period and to share there-
in.

The learned trial judge acceded to such pretension, but
upon appeal to the Court of King's Bench that judgment
was reversed.

If ever there was a case in which the interpretation and
construction of the agreement could and should be helped
by steps leading up to the contract and that done by the
parties concerned therein after the business provided for by
the contract had been entered upon, I think this is one.

We find that those so concerned in this contract began
by a literal adherence to its terms at the end of the year
1912, and that the cash received by respondent during the
entire year of 1912, for work previously done as well as
for the year 1912, was brought into the account and the
percentage allowed and paid appellant and H6roux re-
spectively, as provided by the above quotation from the
agreement, though the time they had worked under same
had only been for four months of the said year.

The Court of King's Bench was guided largely by this
conduct of the parties as the correct interpretation of their

- contract and in doing so was, I think, absolutely right.
Numerous other like features of this case which appear

in the evidence, and especially the yearly settlements in
subsequent years as if final up to the respective times when
made, tend to confirm me in the opinion that the judgment
appealed from is right.

The appellant in argument and in his factum especially
seems to incessantly repeat that as this agreement used the
word "socigtg" therefore all that appears relative to what
the bargain governing this socidtg really was, must be dis-
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carded because usually the terms of such an agreement in 1922

fact are different and the law relevant thereto would work DuooRT
V.

out a different result. DUFREsNE

The law does not prohibit parties from making any Idington J.
agreement they choose, even for a socidtd. And as this -

agreement even if taken to be for such a contractual rela-
tion was terminable by either of the three parties thereto
giving three months' notice, it was the duty of the appel-
lant to have taken, at the end of 1912, the objection he is
now taking.

Parties can measure the share they are to receive out of
the operations of a partnership by any rule they choose to
lay down and to alter same if they see fit, and their con-
duct is often in any case the evidence of a contract.

The clear intention of the parties so manifested herein
was that all the appellant or H6roux ever were expected to
get out of the business in question was the $150 a month
each, and the percentage of net receipts as settled at the end
of each current year in the manner provided for and
adopted.

In justice to H6roux I may say that we are told he makes
no pretension to the contrary.

Any other claim such as made herein might by virtue
of the mode of reasoning put forward, as well have been
made to a third of the profits beyond that specified and in
the way specified.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs throughout.

DUFF J.-The agreement of the 1st September, 1912, un-
questionably is framed in such a way as to give rise to diffi-
culties of construction. The respondent Marius Dufresne
had been carrying on on his own account practice as
engineer, surveyor and architect and the document before
us was brought into existence for the purpose of recording
the arrangement between himself and the appellant Dufort
and another engineer H6roux whom he was associating with
himself in his practice. The document begins with a
declaration that all parties consent

de nous mettre en soci~td comme inginieurs civils, arpenteurs gdomitres
et architectes sous la raison sociale de "MARIUS DUFRESNE" avec
bureau A Maisonneuve susdit, aux conditions suivantes * * *
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1922 It is agreed that each shall give his whole time to the
DUFORT affairs of the "sociftg" that each is to receive a salary of

V.

DUFRESNE $150 a month and that at the end of each year "les bn-

Duff J. fces rgalisis" shall be divided, the respondent receiving 80
- per cent, and each of the others 10 per cent of such "bind-

flces." It was stipulated that the partnership should con-
tinue for an indeterminate period with the right of any
one of the partners to retire upon giving three months'
notice and finally it was agreed:

En cas de d6chs ou d'abandon des affaires par 'un des associes, ses in-
t6rits dans la pr~sente socit6 cesseront imm&diatement, mais la somme
repr6sentant sa part des b6ndfices r6alis6s jusqu'alors demeurera dans la
socist6 pour lui 6tre pay6e seulement A 1'expiration de l'ann6e alors
courante.

The furnishings of the office and the professional instru-
ments were to be supplied by the respondent and were to
be his property. On the face of it the instrument appears
to deal only with the cash receipts from the business during
the partnership period. The instrument is silent on the
subject of partnership accounts in respect of work done
during the partnership period, but not collected until the
expiration of it and does not explicitly deal with moneys re-
ceived on account of work done by Dufresne before the date
of the so-called partnership.

I think it may fairly be said that as regards these points
the provisions of the written instrument are not so un-
equivocal as to be entirely free from obscurity.

The rule of interpretation for such a case (in substance
it is the same in the province of Quebec as in France),
seems to be well settled. Where the language of a private
convention is doubtful or obscure, to quote Huc, Commen-
taire du Code Civil, vol. 7, Art. 175,
le juge doit, avant tout, rechercher quelle a 6t6 la commune intention
des parties pourvu cependant que cette intention paraisse douteuse.
Cette intention peut d'ailleurs 6tre recherch6e, en dehors de 1'acte, dans
d'autres 6crits et les circonstances de la cause. Comme aussi l'6x6cution
donn6e par les parties i une convention en sera souvent le meilleur in-
terprite.

The authorities recognize in the most explicit way the
principle adverted to in the concluding words that the con-
duct of the parties in the execution of a contract expressed
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in doubtful language affords a very important clue to their 1922
real intention. Thus Demolombe, Code Civil, vol. 25, par. DuFonR

V.
36: DUFRESNE

36. Il faut encore mettre au rang des rbgles les meilleures d'interpr6- Duff J.
tation, quoique notre code ne la mentionne pas, celle que fournit l'6x6cu- -
tion qui a t donn6e par les parties de la clause de leur convention, dont
le sens est maintenant controvers6 entre elles.

L'ex6cution de la clause, c'est I'interpritation vivante et anim6e.
C'est, en quelque sorte, I'aveu de la partie, et h moins qu'elle ne

prouve que 1'ex6cution, qu'elle y a donn6e, a 4t le r6sultat d'une erreur,
il est logique et 6quitable qu'elle ne soit pas, en g6ndral, admise b, revenir
contre son propre fait:

Talis enim prasumitur prcecessisse titulus, qualis apparet usus et
possessio.

Tels sont les termes, dans lesquels on pourrait, d'apris Dumoulin,
poser notre r6gle.

To the same effect is Laurent, vol. 16, no. 504:
504. Toullier remarque, d'apris Dumoulin, que le moyen le plus sqr

de fixer le v6ritable sens d'une convention est de s'attacher A la possession,
A I'interpr6tation que les parties ont faite elles-mmes de l'acte, par la
manibre dont elles Pont ex6cut6. La jurisprudence a consacr6 cette
maxime. "Lorsque les actes pr~sentent quelque incertitude, dit la cour
de cassation, I'interpr~te le plus str en est I'excution volontaire, formelle
et r6it6rie que leur ont donn6e les parties int6r6ss&es, qui se rendent
ainsi non recevable A miconnaitre ensuite leurs propres faits." Dans
I'espice il s'agissait de fixer la contenance d'une fort soumise h des droits
d'usage. Cette contenance, mal pr6cise dans le titre de concession, se
trouvait d6termin~e dans les plans et cartes topographiques post6rieurs,
dress6s en pr6sence des usagers at approuv6s par leur ex6cution volon-
taire et ritr6e. La cour de Metz adopta cette d6limitation. Pourvoi
en cassation fond6 sur le violation du titre constitutif. Le pourvoi fut
rejet6, parce que la cour n'avait fait qu'interpr6ter le titre par I'ex6cution
que les parties contractantes lui avaient donnee.

The passage in Toullier to which Laurent refers is in vol.
6, no. 320. In 1840, it may be added, la Cour de Cassa-
tion (S., 40. 1. 789) laid it down that
lorsque les actes prsentent quelque incertitude l'interprite la plus
str en est I'excution volontaire, formelle et rit6r6e que leur ont donn6
les parties int6r6ss6es, qui se rendent ainsi non recevable A m6connaitre
ensuite leurs propres faits.

The passage cited above from Demolombe was quoted
and applied by Mr. Justice Girouard in The City of Quebec
v. The North Shore Railway Co. (1), and this principle was
the basis of a judgment of this court in Cliche v. Roy (2)
where Mr. Justice Girouard, speaking for the court, adopted

(1) [18961 27 Can. S.C.R. 102, at (2) [1907] 39 Can. S.C.R. 244.
pp. 124 and 125.
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1922 the reasons for judgment given by Lacoste C.J. of the Court
DuFoRT of King's Bench which proceeded upon the ground that

DUFRE8NS les parties elles-m~mes ont interprit6 l'acte dans ce sens 1h.

Idington J. I agree with the finding expressed in the consid6rants of
the Court of King's Bench in the following words:

Consid6rant que seuls les deniers pergus pendant l'existence de l'arrange-
ment devaient tomber dans le fonds h partager, et que c'est l'interpr6ta-
tion que les parties ont elles-mimes donnie A leurs conventions, en par-
ticulier lors du premier partage.

The fair meaning of the document of the 31st December,
1916, is, I think, that under the agreement expressed in
that document the cash receipts from the 31st December,
1916, were to be divided as therein specified. The fact that
the parties entered into this arrangement taken together
with the disposition of the proceeds received during the
partnership term for services rendered and business done
by the respondent before the partnership arrangement was
made sufficiently, I think, support this consid6rant em-
bodying the unanimous opinion of the Court of King's
Bench.

The appeal should be dismissed.

ANGLIN J.-It may be conceded that the parties to the
agreement of the 1st September, 1912, contemplated a part-
nership of some description. Nevertheless the terms of
that partnership and the rights of the partners to share in
its profits are defined, with more or less exactitude, in their
agreement. The distribution of profits realized-"bind-
fices rgalisgs,"-which I would translate "net cash re-
ceipts," is explicitly provided for. The agreement is silent
as to what is to become of the fruits of work done during
the term of the partnership that should remain uncollected
upon its expiry. Taking into consideration, however, as
I think we should, the clause of the contract which deals
with the rights of a retiring partner or the representatives
of a deceased partner and the agreement made between the
parties to this action to take effect from the 31st of Decem-
ber, 1916, the date of the dissolution of the partnership
constituted by the agreement of September, 1912, I find
enough doubt as to the meaning of the parties to the latter
agreement to bring it within the purview of Art. 1013 C.C.
I know of no better means of solving that doubt than the
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conduct of the parties themselves in so far as it throws 1922
light on the interpretation they have placed upon their DUroar

contractual rights. The inclusion in the "bndfices r6ali- DUFRE8NE

sis" distributed amongst the partners between the 1st Sep- Anglin I
tember, 1912, and the 31st of December, 1916, of all monies -

received during that period on account of work done by
Marius Dufresne before the former date makes it reason-
ably clear why no provision was made as to the distribu-
tion of monies due for work done during the term of the
partnership but uncollected when it expired. Such monies
were not meant to form part of the funds to be divided be-
tween the partners, but were to belong to Dufresne, no
doubt to offset the monies earned by him before the part-
nership began but included, by arrangement of the parties
within the "bn6feces rdalisis" in which they participated.

Mr. Justice Dorion has expressed views very similar to
those which I entertain and have endeavoured to state.

The appeal, in my opinion, fails.

BRODEUR J.-Il s'agit dans cette cause d'une convention
que Dufort appelle un acte de soci6t6 et que Dufresne
d6signe un contrat de louage de services.

Dufresne exergait seul depuis plusieurs ann6es sa pro-
fession d'ing6nieur civil et d'arpenteur, et il avait a son
service le demandeur Dufort et un nomm6 H6roux qui
6taient aussi tous deux ing6nieurs civils. Disireux d'am6li-
orer la situation de ses aides et profitant d'une grande pros-
p6rit6 dans ses affaires, Dufresne d6cida de les faire par-
ticiper dans ses b6n6fices, et ils firent tous les trois A cette
fin la convention qui nous est soumise et qui est faite sous
seing priv6.

Ce contrat, qui est dat6 du ler septembre 1912, comporte
que Marius Dufresne, Dufort et H6roux "consentent" A se
mettre en soci6t6 comme ing~nieurs "sous la raison sociale
de 'Marius Dufresne,'" que chagun des associds pr6lvera
sur les recettes de la soci~t6 A titre de salaire "$150 par
mois," que les b6n6fices r6alis6s

seront partag6s A 1'expiration de chaque ann6e dans la proportion sui-
vante: les dits H6roux et Dufort prendront chacun 10% et Dufresne pren-
dra la balance 80%; (que) la soci6t6 est contract~e pour un temps in-
ditermin6, chacun des associ6s ayant le droit de se retirer

53558-41
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1922 en donnant trois mois d'avis, que le mobilier du bureau et
DuFoRT les instruments d'arpentage seront fournis par Dufresne et

DumBNE seront sa propriet6, que ce dernier verra seul aux finances
Brodeur j. et signera les ch6ques; et le contrat se termine par la clause

- suivante, qui est la plus importante pour la decision du
litige et qui se lit comme suit:

En cas de d6chs ou d'abandon des affaires par 'un des associds, ses
int6r~ts dans la pr6sente socift6 cesseront imm&diatement, mais la somme
repr~sentant sa part des b6n6fices r6alisis jusqu'alors demeurera dans la
soci6t6 pour lui tre payee seulement qu'A, 1'expiration de 1'nn6e alors
courante.

A la fin de la premiere ann6e, les parties ont rig16 les
b6n6fices r6alis~s et on a fait entrer dans les recettes non
seulement l'argent pergu pour la valeur des travaux ex6cut6s
depuis le ler septembre 1912, date de la convention, mais
aussi les deniers pergus pour les travaux ex~cutis avant le
ler septembre 1912. En d'autres termes, on a fait entrer en
ligne de compte des travaux dont Dufresne, sans la con-
vention, 6tait incontestablement le seul et unique b6n6-
ficiaire. Dufort et H6roux se sont trouv6s par ces rigle-
ments de fin d'ann6e A profiter non-seulement des travaux
qui avaient 6t6 faits depuis leur convention, mais aussi de
ceux faits ant6rieurement. Les op6rations financi~res de
l'annie ont donc td accept6es par les parties pour d6ter-
miner les b6n6fices r6alis6s par la "soci6t6."

La convention a pris fin en d6cembre 1916, sur notifica-
tion de Dufresne. Ce dernier a voulu d6terminer les "b6n6-
fices r6alis6s" suivant les recettes et les d6penses de 1'ann6e.
Mais Dufort demande par sa pr6sente action de faire entrer
dans ces b6ndfices la valeur des travaux qui ont 6t6 ex6cut6s
depuis la convention de 1912 et pour lesquels aucun argent
n'a encore 6t6 vers6 dans la caisse.

Afin de d6cider ce litige, il s'agit d'abord de savoir si la
convention doit 6tre consid6r6e comme un acte de soci6t6.

Il me semble que les parties ont bien voulu consid6rer
leurs conventions comme constituant un acte de soci6t6.

Ils ont form6 une raison sociale et ils ont A diverses re-
prises au cours de 1'acte parl6 de relations qu'ils ont quali-
fi6es de relations sociales. Le contrat r~unit les 616ments
essentiels de la soci~t6, c'est-h-dire qu'il est pour le bin6-
fice common des associ6s et que chacun d'eux y apporte son
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habilet6 et son industrie et qu'il y a participation dans les 1922
profits (Arts. 1830-1831 C.C.) DuFoBT

V.
Je sais que la nature d'un contrat ne doit pas 6tre d6ter- DEumN

min6e par la qualification que les parties ont donn6e a un Brodeur J.
acte quand il est certain que cette qualification est con- -

traire au vritable caractbre de la convention; mais nous ne
devons nous 6carter du sens litt6ral des mots que lorsqu'il
est certain que les parties les ont pris dans une acception
impropre. (Baudry-Lacantinerie, 26me 6dition, nos. 556-
557).

Dans le cas actuel, les parties, ce me semble, ont bien
entendu exprimer leur volont6 de former une soci6t6; et,
en r6alit6, le litige ne porte que sur l'actif qui doit y entrer
ou en 6tre exclu.

Cela nous ramine alors A examiner la question qui est
de savoir si la valeur des travaux faits avant la formation
de la soci~t6 mais pay6s durant son existence fait partie de la
soci6t6; et si, par contre, les travaux faits pendant la soci6t6,
mais non pay6s A sa dissolution, doivent 6tre pris en con-
sid~ration pour d6terminer les "b6n6fices r6alis6s" dont
parle le contrat.

S'il y a doute A ce sujet, nous trouvons dans la conduite
des parties contractantes la v6ritable intention qu'elles
avaient. Ainsi dans le premier riglement qui s'est fait en
1912 et dans les annies subsiquentes, on a calcul6 les
"b6n6fices r6alis6s" sur les recettes et les d6penses de chaque
ann6e sans rechercher si ces recettes et ces d6penses cou-
vraient la valeur des travaux ex6cutis avant 1'existence de
la soci6t6 ou non. Si Dufresne a perdu le b6n6fice des
travaux qu'il avait ex6cutis lui-m~me, il me semble juste et
6quitable qu'il ait 6galement A la dissolution, le b6n6fice des
travaux qui ont 6t6 ex~cut6s pendant la soci6t6 mais dont
cette dernibre n'avait pas pergu la valeur.

D'ailleurs l'intirt du demandeur serait bien minime, car
un contrat de louage de services fait entre Dufort et Du-
fresne en 1917 donne & Dufort de nouveau 10 pour cent sur
les honoraires pergus durant l'annie par Dufresne, d6duc-
tion faite des d~penses et salaires pay6s. Si plusieurs
comptes sont rest6s impay6s pendant 1'ann6e 1916, il est
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1922 prisumer qu'ils ont da 6tre pergus en 1917 en grande
DUFORT partie et que Dufort aura alors sa part dans ces comptes.

V.
DUFRESNE Pour ces raisons 'appel doit 6tre renvoy6 avec d~pens.
Brodeur J.

- MIGNATJLT J.-Les parties sont des ing6nieurs civils et
arpenteurs-g6om6tres et elles ont pris cette qualit6 dans le
contrat du ler septembre, 1912, invoqu6 par chacune
d'elles. Elles paraissent aussi avoir agi comme architectes,
avec ou non le droit de le faire, peu importe. Le ler sep-
tembre, 1912, 'appelant et l'intimb ont sign6, avec M.
Joseph P. Hiroux, un contrat pr6par6 par eux.

Une des questions soulev6es est de savoir si ce contrat
constitue un contrat de soci~t6; l'appelant le soutient,
l'intim6, au contraire, dit que c'est un contrat de louage
d'ouvrage. L'appelant avait 6 1'emploi de 1'intim6
avant le ler septembre 1912. L'arrangement de cette
date a dur6 entre les trois parties jusqu'au 31 dicembre
1916. Aprbs cette date il y a eu un contrat de louage
d'ouvrage pour une ann6e entre 1'appelant et 1'intim6, le
premier louant ses services au second.

Apris avoir examin6 le contrat du ler septembre 1912,
je suis d'avis que c'est un contrat de soci6t6. Les parties
d6clarent express6ment qu'elles consentent h se mettre en
societe, et les mots "soci~t6" ou "associ6s" sont rip6tis
presque h chaque clause. Sans doute les termes dont les
parties se servent pour d6signer le genre de contrat fait par
elles ne constituent pas toujours un indice infaillible de la
nature juridique de ce contrat, mais cela aide beaucoup h
d6couvrir quelle a r6ellement 6 leur intention, et si les
conventions peuvent se concilier avec la description que les
parties en ont faite, cet indice peut 6tre accept6 comme
d6cisif par les tribunaux.. Le contrat en question renferme
tous les 616ments du contrat de soci6t6, car la convention
de partager dans les pertes, qui manque ici, d6coule de la
stipulation de partage dans les b6n6fices, et la loi la sous-
entend (Art. 1831 C.C.). Il y a done eu soci6td.

La solution de cette premidre question en faveur de
l'appelant n'entraine pas n6cessairement la cons6quence
que son action 6tait bien fondie. II reste h determiner
quelle part l'appelant devait retirer dans cette soci6t6. Si
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cette part, outre le salaire qui a td pay6, est seulement dix 1922
pour cent des bin6fices r6alis6s pendant la soci6t6, 1'appe- DUFoRT

lant a regu tout ce qui lui revient et 1'action en reddition DUFvSNE

de compte qu'il intente A l'intim6 se trouve sans objet. Mignault J.
Une difficult6 m'a d'abord frapp6. Dans la clause ohi il -

est question du partage des b6ndfices, les trois associ6s sont
placs sur le m~me pied, sauf que l'intim6 regoit quatre-
vingt pour cent de ces b6n6fices et l'appelant et H6roux
dix pour cent chacun, les sommes h 6tre retir6es par les
trois associ6s pour leur salaire 6tant 6gales. On n'a pas
pourvu au partage de ce qui pourrait 6tre pay6 apris la fin
d'une ann6e pour l'ouvrage fait pendant cette ann6e. Tant
que la soci6t6 a dur6 il ne pouvait y avoir de difficult6, car
les sommes ainsi pay6es pour services ant6rieurs comptaient
parmi les bin6fices r6alis6es pendant l'ann6e oii elles
avaient 6t6 pergues et la clause de partage s'y appliquait.
Mais la pr6tention que soulive l'appelant est de partager
dans les sommes regues pat l'intim6 depuis la dissolution
de la soci6t6 pour des ouvrages faits pendant son existence.
II dit que chaque fois que la soci6t6 faisait un ouvrage pour
le compte d'un de ses clients, elle acquirait un droit de
cr6ance contre ce client et chaque associ6 avait le droit de
partager dans cette crdance quand elle 6tait paybe, que ce
fLt pendant la soci6t6 ou apres sa dissolution.

On r6pond que par les partages annuels que les parties
ont faits, elles ont autrement interpr6t6 leur contrat; que
dans les quatre derniers mois de 1912, la soci6t6 ayant com-
menc6 le ler septembre de cette annie, on a divis6 parmi
les associds tous les b6n6fices regus sans 6gard au temps oii
1'ouvrage avait 6t6 fait, donnant ainsi A 1'appelant dix pour
cent pour des travaux ex6cut6s par l'intim6 avant le com-
mencement de la soci6t6; et que cette m6thode a 6t6 suivie
durant toute 1'existence de la soci~t6, les associ6s n'ayant
partag6 que les sommes actuellement reques pendant
I'ann6e. Et on dit que les parties ont ainsi d6montr4 que
dans leur intention rien que les b6n6fices actuellement regus
ou r6alis6s durant I'existence de la soci6td ne pouvait entrer
dans la masse A partager entrer entre les associ6s.

Ce raisonnement qui a pr6valu devant la cour d'appel ne-
me satisfait pas. I est probable que l'intim6 a laiss6 entrer
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1922 dans la somme partagde en d~cembre 1912 quelque chose
"" qui n'aurait pas dfi y figurer, mais il n'en r6sulte pas, A mon

DUFRESNE avis, que les parties aient eu 1'intention d'interpriter leur
Mignault J. acte de soci6t6 . Les autres partages annuels ne fournissent

aucun argument a intime, car on n'a partag6 que ce qui
seul pouvait 6tre divis6, c'est-h-dire le surplus des recettes
aprbs le paiement des d~penses.

Mais un argument bien plus formidable rsulte du con-
trat que 1'appelant a fait avec 1'intim6 apris la dissolution
de la soci6t6. Ce contrat, qui devait durer une annee h
compter du 31 dicembre 1916, n'est pas dat6, mais l'intim6
dit qu'il a tb fait A la fin de janvier ou au commencement
de fivrier 1917; il y est d6clar6 que

Mr. Leroux Dufort recevra A la fin de 1'ann6e dix pour cent des
b6n6fices r6alisis durant l'annie; les bindfices seront 6tablis de la manibre
suivante, le surplus des honoraires perous durant l'ann6e d6duction faite
des d6penses et salaires pay~s durant l'ann6e.

L'appelant, en vertu de ce contrat qui est un louage de
services, devait recevoir de l'intim6, outre son salaire, dix
pour cent des b6n6fices r6alis6s durant 1'ann6e, c'est-h-dire
dix pour cent du surplus, d6duction faite des d~penses, des
honoraires pergus durant 1'annie. Il devait 6tre 6vident,
quand ce contrat a t6 fait, que ce surplus d'honoraires
coinprendrait des honoraires pay&s, durant l'ann6e 1917,
pour des travaux ex~cuts auparavant, c'est-A-dire pendant
1'existence de la soci~t6. La stipulation par 1'appelant,
comme employ6 de l'intim6, d'un pourcentage sur les re-
cettes de 1917 sans distinguer les honoraires pour travaux
anciens de ceux pour travaux nouveaux, indique h mon
avis qu'il reconnaissait qu'il n'avait plus rien h r~clamer,
comme associ6, sur des honoraires qui seraient pays apris
la dissolution de la soci~t6 pour des travaux ant6rieurs. Et
un tel contrat fait imm6diatement aprbs la dissolution de
la soci6t6 est h mon avis une interpr6tation des conventions
sociales qui lie 1'appelant, et un abandon par lui de toute
pr6tention A autre chose que les b~ndfices r6alis~s pendant
l'existence de la soci6t6.

Il ne faut pas oublier non plus que c'6tait toujours le
bureau de l'intim6 qui continuait avant, pendant et apris
la soci6t6. En d'autres termes, l'intim6, qui avait 6tabli un
bureau pour 1'exercice de sa profession, s'est associ6 l'appe-
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lant et H6roux pendant un certain temps, mais c'6tait tou- 1

jours le bureau "Marius Dufresne" qui subsistait. Cela DUFoRT

r6pond A l'objection de 1'appelant que s'il n'a pas droit aux DUFRESNE

sommes pergues aprbs la dissolution de la soci6t6 pour des Mignault J
travaux antirieurs, 1'intim6 lui-mme n'y a pas droit, car -

la clause de partage s'applique aux trois associ~s et ne leur
donne le droit qu'aux b6n6fices r~alis6s durant Fannee.
D'ailleurs, si l'intim6 a pay6 ? l'appelant tout ce qui revient
A ce dernier comme associ6, peu importe ce qu'il fait du
r6sidu, car ce r6sidu n'appartient certainement pas h
l'appelant. Ce serait quelque chose qui n'aurait pas 6t6
mis dans la soci~t6.

Je crois que 1'appel doit 6tre renvoye.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: Arthur Brossard.

Solicitor for the respondent: J. A. Bonin.
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1922 JOSEPH P. MORIN (PLAINTIFF) ........ APPELLANT;
*Oct. 17
*Dec. 19. AND

THE HAMMOND LUMBER COM-R
PANY (DEFENDANT) .................. .R

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPEAL DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF NEW BRUNSWICK

Contract-Sub-contract-Default of contractor-Recission-Arrangement
with sub-contractor-New contract or guarantee-Statute of frauds.

A lumber company gave G. a contract to cut and drive logs and a sub-con-
tract for part of the work was given to M. Before his contract was
completed G. absconded and the company treated his contract as
abandoned and took possession of the logs cut. M., to whom nothing
was due by G. at that time, had an interview with the president of
the company, who said to him: "You will keep on with the work
exactly as you were to do with G.; you will finish your contract.
Put your wood where you expected to put it with G. I will pay
you. You are not dealing with G. any more, you are dealing with
us. Make your drive and I will pay you. I will pay you your con-
tract as G. was supposed to pay you." M. completed his contract but
payment was refused.

Held, that the undertaking by the company to pay M. was not a con-
tract to answer for a debt of G. which the Statute of Frauds required
to be in writing but was a new and independent contract entailing
liability on the company when performed.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appeal Division of the
Supreme Court of New Brunswick affirming the judgment
at the trial in favour of the defendant company.

The facts are sufficiently stated in the above head-note

P. J. Hughes for the appellant. The company made a
new contract with appellant and not one to answer for a
debt of another. See Guild v. Conrad (1), Conrad v. Kap-
lan (2), Leake on Contracts (7 ed.) 165.

Stevens K.C. for the respondent referred to Fitzgerald v.
Dressler (3), Williams v. Leper (4).

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.

(1) 63 L.J.Q.B. 721. (3) 7 C.B.N.S. 374.
(2) 18 D.L.R. 37. (4) 3 Burr. 1886.
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THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-For the reasons stated by my 1922
brother Duff, in which I fully concur, I would allow this MORIN

appeal with costs. HAMMOND
LUMBER CO.

IDINGTON J.-The respondent, having a right to cut tim- Idington J.
ber on a basis of paying therefor according to terms set
forth in the agreement giving such right, entered into a
written contract with one Grandmaison to cut about five
million feet thereof; haul the logs so cut to a point or
points on certain rivers, and then to drive such logs as were
floating on the said respective streams to certain other
points. Said Grandmaison sub-let the work to the extent
of about a million feet to the appellant by another writ-
ten contract embodying all the terms of the first, so far as
fitting such a sub-contract, but on such terms as apparently
to produce a profit to Grandmaison.

In the contract between him and respondent there was
nothing binding the latter to make advances to aid the
contractor, though evidently such was contemplated as
likely to become necessary, and advances were made from
time to time.

The last of said advances was $12,000 with which Grand-
maison absconded.

The respondent then availed itself of the power given it
in the contract to stop operations thereunder, and to take
possession of the logs cut and all the equipment used up
to that time in the execution of the contract by Grand-
maison.

This unexpected condition of things led appellant, ac-
companied by three of the assistants he had helping him to
carry out his sub-contract, to go to Van Buren where re-
spondent's headquarters were, to find out what was to be
done by each of the parties hereto under the circumstances.

The president of respondent, on its behalf, and appellant
verbally agreed that appellant should go on and complete
the work he had agreed with Grandmaison to do. It is
upon that verbal agreement. that this action is brought.
The said parties differed very widely in the terms thereof.

The appellant's story practically amounted to a substitu-
tion of respondent for Grandmaison, as appellant's pay-
master, under the sub-contract, including both what had
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1922 been done and that already named but not done, for that
MoRIN which yet remained to be done.

HA MOND The respondent contended that it incurred no such
LUMBER CO. liability but only to pay for cost of work to be done and
Idington J a per diem wage to the appellant.

The jury was asked to find which story was true and
adopted the appellant's version, the result of which was
a verdict for plaintiff, now appellant, of $10,000.

The objection was taken throughout, in pleadings and
at the trial, that this agreement so far as relative to the
work done up to the making thereof, was void under the
Statute of Frauds because it was not reduced to writing.

That view was upheld by the learned trial judge who
dismissed the action on that ground. And on appeal there-
from to the Appeal Division of the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick, the majority of that court, consisting of the
Chief Justice thereof and Mr. Justice Grimmer, dismissed
the appeal.

Mr. Justice Crocket, dissenting therefrom, held that the
appeal should be allowed.

The learned trial judge, and Chief Justice Hazen who
wrote the opinion which prevailed in appeal, seem, I most
respectfully submit, to attach too much importance to the
persistent contention of counsel for appellant that, short
of an actual novation of contract, whereby the original
debtor would be absolutely discharged, no contract in-
volving an obligation for the payment of the debt of an-
other could be maintained unless reduced to writing.

I cannot assent to such a proposition. There are
numerous cases-indeed too numerous to mention-con-
flicting entirely therewith.

If there happens to be an actual novation of contract of
course that ends all doubt or difficulty. But by no means
do the cases resting thereon decide that there must be nova-
tion of contract before liability can arise on a verbal con-
tract which involves the obligation of payment of another's
debt.

The question raised herein I submit is whether or not
this case falls within the true meaning of the decision in
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the case of Sutton v. Gray (1), where Lord Esher expresses 1922
himself, on page 288, as follows: MoRiN

HAMMOND
If he is totally unconnected with it except by reason of his promise LUMBER CO.

to pay the loss, the contract is guarantee; if he is not totally unconnected -

with the transaction, but is to derive some benefit from it, the contract Idington J.
is one of indemity, not of guarantee, and section 4 does not apply.

Even this, from so careful an authority in the use of
language, may be interpreted too widely.

The case of Davys v. Buswell (2), illustrates how far it
was attempted to be strained.

In these cases, as authorities on which they respectively
rest or were sought to be rested, there are cited the leading
cases which turned on the distinction between the words
of the statute being a special promise to answer for the
"debt, default or miscarriage of another" and the manifold
ways in or by which a contract of indemnity may be called
into existence, and yet not be that kind of special promise,
within the Statute of Frauds.

In this case now in hand we will be, I submit, if we allow
this appeal, far within the line drawn in Couturier v.
Hastie (3), or Sutton v. Gray (1), just cited, and not in-
vading the law as laid down since.

I therefore think this question, upon the Statute of
Frauds as defence, should be decided accordingly.

There are other features of the case, such as the liens
against the logs in question, that might, I suspect, have
been made more effective in answering the objections rest-
ing upon said Statute of Frauds than was done at the trial.

The Woodman's Lien Act was cited to us on the argu-
ment and there were men engaged in the appellant's part
of the work who were entitled under said Act to have made,
at the time the agreement in question was entered into,
good their claim under said Act. And I find three of these
men were those who accompanied appellant to Van Buren
on the occasion when the agreement in question was
entered into, and returned satisfied with the assurance
given appellant by respondent's president to help complete
the work appellant had undertaken.

(1) [1894] I Q.B. 285.
(3) 8 Ex. 40.

(2) [1913] 2 K.B. 47.
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1922 One of these at the trial swore that 8850 was still due
MORIN him for such services.

HAMMOND Another giving evidence put his claim yet due for similar
LUMBER CO. services at $1,783.
Idington J. Such possibilities, including that of appellant's own claim

(for subsection 2 of section 2 of the Act seems wide enough
to support a fairly arguable claim on his behalf in that re-
gard) may have been discarded for good reasons, arising
out of the local jurisprudence in applying the Act.

But whether such claims are absolutely well founded in
law or not, they, or the possibilities thereunder, were likely
to have presented to a business man's mind the actual
situation in such a way as to render the assumption of
Grandmaison's indebtedness not such an improbable thing
as the learned trial judge and the learned Chief Justice in
appeal seem to have thought.

And if the claims against appellant by his men were such
as could have been registered under the said Act at the time
this agreement was entered into, then there existed another
possible feature of this case bringing it absolutely within
the decision in the case of Fitzgerald v. Dressler (1).

Perhaps it is in principle within the ruling in that case.
I need not, for obvious reasons, already stated, follow that
line of thought.

I cannot find the answers of the jury so inconsistent and
conflicting as is urged upon us as to render the verdict
worthless. Indeed the outstanding features of the case,
that the contract of respondent with Grandmaison was for
a higher figure than the basis of appellant's with him, and
the profit implied therein stood against any probable loss
in the assumption thereof instead of the original liability
to Grandmaison under his oontract especially' in light of
the one-sided kind of contract that was giving respondent
every possible means of protecting itself, guided by an ex-
perience of forty years as its president claimed to have had.

Once the $12,000 was got back from Grandmaison, and
that no doubt counted on, respondent does not seem to
have made any such improbable sub-contract with appel-

(1) 7 C.B.N.S. 374.
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lant as the learned trial judge and the majority in the court 1922
below seemed to hold the jury had found. MORIN

It is only as to the probabilities, or improbabilities if you HAMMOND
LUMBETR CO.

please, that any of these features are worthy of considera- -
tion and that only before the jury. Idington J.

There is no plea of fraud presented. And the alleged
want of consideration presented as an argument here and
below, has nothing to rest upon as a matter of law if the
story found true by the jury is correct, or the finding of the
jury. Elementary English law does not, unless in case of
fraud, require or enable the courts to pass upon the
measure of consideration if there is in truth a consideration
as herein is presented.

In deference to the argument presented I have made
many of the foregoing suggestions. I feel myself, however,
so much in accord with the reasoning in Mr. Justice
Crocket's judgment that I adopt same and need not pro-
ceed further than to say I would allow the appeal with
costs throughout.

DUFF J.-Grandmaison had a contract to cut and drive
the respondent company's logs and the appellant had a sub-
contract with Grandmaison for the execution of part of this
work. Grandmaison, on becoming insolvent, absconded,
while the appellant's sub-contract remained unexecuted in
part. Under some arrangement with the respondent the
appellant finished driving the logs he had cut under his sub-
contract. The jury found that the appellant's account of
this arrangement was the true one; but the Appeal Divis-
ion have held that accepting that account, the arrange-
ment amounted to a guaranty of the obligations under-
taken *by Grandmaison under the sub-contract with the
appellant and that the arrangement, not being evidenced
in compliance with the 4th section of the Statute of Frauds,
was unenforceable. The evidence of the appellant accepted
by the jury was to this effect:-

Grandmaison has gone away; you will keep on with the work exactly
the same as you were to do with Grandmaison; you will finish your con-
tract. Put your wood where you expected to put it with Grandmaison
at the mouth of Little Forks. I will pay you. You are not dealing with
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1922 Grandmaison any more, you are dealing with us. Make your drive and
MIN I will pay you. I will pay you your contract as Grandmaison was sup-

V. posed to pay you at the mouth of the brook.
HAMMOND

LUMBER CO. I concur with the conclusion of Crocket J. that the
Duf J. evidence interpreted in light of the situation establishes the

existence of a new and substantive undertaking by the re-
spondents and not a contract of suretyship.

Grandmaison by the terms of his contract agreed to com-
plete the work in the spring of 1921, and payment for it
was due on the 1st April, 1921, but the contract expressly
declared that cash or supplies and equipment to the estim-
ated value of the work done might be advanced as the
operation progressed and that such advances should be
used only for the purposes of carrying out the contract, and
that any diversion of them should be deemed an act to de-
fraud the company. It was further provided that the com-
pany might "stop operations" at any time should the con-
tractor be indebted to it in excess of the value of the work
done or if the contractor should fail to fulfil any of the
conditions of the contract. Up to the 1st of April the re-
spondent had advanced $81,000 to Grandmaison, including
the sum of $12,000 advanced on the 31st March with which
Grandmaison absconded leaving New Brunswick and going
to Quebec where he deposited part of the money in his
son's name in a bank. This the respondents treated as a
breach of the contract and they accordingly took possession
of the logs cut by Grandmaison himself as well as by his
sub-contractors, including the appellant.

Obviously in these circumstances it became impossible
for the appellant to carry out his sub-contract with Grand-
maison without the consent at least of the respondents.
The terms of the appellant's sub-contract were virtually
the same, mutatis mutandis, as those of Grandmaison's
contract with the respondent. The contract price was pay-
able by Grandmaison on the 1st June, 1921, as an entirety
although the contract contemplated advances in cash and
supplies if necessary during the course of its execution.
These, however, Grandmaison was under no legal obliga-
tion to make. The appellant no doubt immediately, as a
result of the respondent's act in taking possession of the
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logs, acquired a right of action against Grandmaison on 1922

the principle of Inchbald v. Neilgherry Coffee Co. (1); MORIN

that is to say, he became entitled to treat the contract as HAMMOND
at an end and sue for work and labour done instead .of LUMBER Co.

suing for damages for breach of contract. Lodder v. Slowey Duff J.
(2).

He also became entitled to sue for damages for breach
of Grandmaison's implied undertaking not to prevent or
hinder the performance of the work he had contracted to
do. United States v. Peck (3); Mackay v. Dick (4).

In these circumstances it is quite clear of course that the
appellant and the respondents might have arranged that
the appellant should proceed with the execution of his sub-
contract with Grandmaison, and that, treating that con-
tract as still on foot, the respondent should become respon-
sible to the appellant for the performance of Grandmaison's
obligations under it. But on the other hand the respond-
ents were entitled to stipulate that the appellant in driving
their logs should do so only under the arrangement with
them, and not as a sub-contractor with Grandmaison, and
indeed they might very well consider it in the circum-
stances important that they should not in any way recog-
nize any of Grandmaison's sub-contracts. It is agreed on
both sides, notwithstanding differences in other vital mat-
ters, that the appellant was to "have nothing more to do
with Grandmaison," that he was to deal exclusively with
the respondents; in other words, it was the basis of the
arrangement between the appellant and the respondents
that Grandmaison's contract was to be treated as re-
scinded.

Such being the facts, it seems clear that the undertaking
by the respondent to pay was an independent undertaking
and not a contract of suretyship. A contract of guaranty
necessarily presupposes the existence of a principal obliga-
tion. As the sub-contract with Grandmaison was treated
as rescinded, there remained in the contemplation of the
parties no obligation under that contract to pay the con-
tract price in whole or in part, in other words, no principal
obligation to which a contract of guaranty could attach.

(1) 17 C.B.N.S. 733. (3) 102 U.S.R. 64.
(2) [1904] A.C. 442 at p. 452. (4) 6 App. Cas. 251.

53558-5
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1922 The appeal should, for these reasons, be allowed and
MoVu. judgments given with costs in all courts for the amount of

HAMMOND the verdict.
LUMBER CO.

AnglinJ. ANGLIN J.-The jury was quite within its right in
accepting the plaintiff's version of his arrangement with
the defendant company rather than that of its president.
Nor do I find any such inconsistency in the answers of the
jury as would justify setting them aside. Mr. Justice
Crocket has, in my opinion, satisfactorily dealt with these
aspects of the case.

While I am also prepared to accept the conclusion of
that learned judge that the Statute of Frauds is inapplic-
able, I am not satisfied with the soundness of the view, on
which I understand him to base that conclusion, that the
defendant's ownership of the logs and its interest in the
Grandmaison contract for taking them out suffice to ex-
clude the application of the statute under the test
stated in the note (1) to Forth v. Stanton (1). The
evidence discloses no liability on the part either of the
defendant or of his property for any sum due by Grand-
maison to the plaintiff except such as arises from the ex-
press promise sued upon. Davys v. Buswell (2). If the
plaintiff had a lien on the defendant's logs which he had
taken out for Grandmaison the case would fall within the
test under consideration and the statute would not apply.
But a case of lien was neither presented nor established.

Assuming that the contractual liability of Grandmaison
to the plaintiff continued and that it was that liability that
the defendant undertook to meet in consideration of the
plaintiff completing his contract, I would feel obliged to
hold the statute applicable notwithstanding the absolute
and unconditional promise to pay made by the defendant.
Beattie v. Dinnick (3). On such an assumption I.think
the plaintiff's case could be put more strongly on the
ground that the immediate and main object of the agree-
ment between Morin and the defendant company was to
have the logs, cut by the former and of which the latter

(1) [18711 1 Win. Saun. 233. (2) [1913] 2 K.B. 47.
(3) 27 0. R. 285
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had taken possession, driven to the mouth of the river and 1922
thus made available for its purposes, and that payment of MoRm
any debt of Grandmaison to Morin was a mere incident or HAMMOND

ulterior consequence of the arrangement. Harburg India LUMBER CO.

Rubber Co. v. Martin (1); Sutton v. Grey (2); Emerson Anglin J.

v. Slater (3).
But, as is pointed out by my brother Duff, the effect of

the jury's finding accepting the plaintiff's version of his
agreement with the president of the defendant company
is that the contract of the latter with Grandmaison and
that' of Grandmaison with the plaintiff were treated as
having been abandoned. Grandmaison had absconded;
the defendant company had taken possession of the logs;
the plaintiff had no money to complete his drive, even if
the defendant would have allowed him to do so under his
contract with Grandmaison; without its consent he could
do nothing further. On the other hand, no debt was due
to Morin by Grandmaison; under the terms of the con-
tract between them none could be due for several months
after the completion of the drive. I agree with my learned
brother that the defendant company did not undertake to
become responsible to Morin for the fulfilment of Grand-
maison's obligation under his contract, but, on the con-
trary, they insisted on Grandmaison's contract and sub-
contract being entirely superseded and entered into an
original and independent undertaking to pay the defend-
ant certain moneys, regardless of any liability of Grand-
maison, in consideration of the plaintiff undertaking to
drive the logs cut by him to the mouth of the river. I
agree with Crocket J. that this formed an independent con-
sideration sufficient to support the defendant's promise to
pay Morin.

I also incline to agree with my brother Duff that there
was no principal obligation of Grandmaison in the nature
of a debt within the fourth section of the Statute of Frauds
which the parties contemplated should be guaranteed by
the defendant. Both contracts with Grandmaison were

(1) [19021 1 K.B., 778, 786. (2) 60 L.T., 354, 355; [1894] 1
K.B.. 285, 288.

(3) 22 How. (U.S.) 28, 43.

5355S-5)
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1922 treated as having been abrogated and the basis of the new
MOI arrangement was that Morin should have nothing more to

HAMMOND do with him.
LUMBER CO.

Brodeur BRODEUR J.-I entirely concur with the opinion expressed
by Mr. Justice Crocket in his dissenting judgment in the
court below, and it would be useless for me to add any-
thing to what he has so ably said on the question of law as
well as on the interpretation of the findings of the jury.

As it is said in Halsbury, vol. 15, p. 462,

the true test whether the Statute of Frauds applies is to see whether the
person who makes the promise is, but for the liability that attaches to him
by reason of the promise, totally unconnected with the transaction, or
whether he has an interest in it independently of the promise.

If the promise is made by a person connected with the
business, then the Statute of Frauds does not apply. This
principle has been enunciated in several decisions.
Couturier v. Hastie (1); Sutton v. Gray (2).

In the present case, I am not surprised as to the defend-
ant company making the agreement alleged by the plain-
tiff and undertaking that the latter should complete his
contract and that he would be fully paid for all the work
which he had done; otherwise the defendant might be
exposed to very serious damages. It must have made
some sales of the lumber which was being cut during the
winter on its timber limits. There were some liens on this
timber. It could not take possession of the logs without
discharging these liens. Law suits could have been brought
by different persons and could have stopped the driving
of the logs during -the short time which is available for
that purpose. It could experience a great deal of trouble
in finding the large number of men necessary to complete
delivery of the logs, since all this organization had been
made through its principal contractor who had absconded.
Then instead of acting as a madman, as it has been sug-
gested, I find that it has acted very wisely in simply con-
tinuing the sub-contracts which* had been made by Grand-
maison.

(2) [18941 1 Q.B. 285.

[1923]

(1) 8 Ex. 40.
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For these reasons, I am of opinion that the verdict of the 1922
jury in favour of the appellant should stand and that the MORIN

judgment of the court below should be reversed with costs HAMMOND

throughout and that the plaintiff's action should be main- LUMBR CO.
tained. Mignault J.

MIGNAULT J.-I have no difficulty in reconciling the
answers made by the jury to the questions put to them,
and may simply refer to the judgment of Mr. Justice
Crocket on this point.

In my view, following the breach by Grandmaison of
the contract between him and the respondent and of the
sub-contract between him and the appellant, both these
contracts were treated by the appellant and the respondent
as being at an end. The arrangement made by them,
whether the plaintiff's or the respondent's evidence be
accepted, was an entirely independent contract, and in no
way a promise to answer for Grandmaison's debt. The jury
believed the appellant's testimony as to this arrangement,
and I agree with the reasons of my brothers Duff and
Anglin for considering it entirely outside the Statute of
Frauds.

I would allow the appeal with costs throughout and give
judgment to the appellant for the. amount of the jury's
verdict.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: J. E. Michaud.

Solicitors for the respondent: Stevens & Lawson.
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1923 IN RE J. H. ROBERTS.
*Jan. 15.

- Jurisdiction-Habeas corpus-Applicant in custody under provincial Act
"B.N.A. Act," [18671 s. 092 (14), s. 101-"Supreme Court Act," (D)
38 V., c. 11; R.S.C. 1906, c. 139, ss. 3, 35, 62-(Q) 13 Geo. V., c. 18.

The appellant in custody in the city of Quebec under the authority of a
special Act of the legislature for an alleged offence against the privi-
leges, honour and dignity of the provincial legislature of Quebec asked,
pursuant to section 62 of the "Supreme Court Act," for the issue of
a writ of habeas corpus.

Held that, owing to the absolute limitation imposed by the concluding
words of section 62 "under any Act of the Parliament of Canada,"
the judge of the Supreme Court of Canada is without jurisdiction to
grant the application.

MOTION by the applicant for the issue of a writ of habeas
corpus.

The facts are fully stated in the judgment of Mr. Justice
Anglin.

Armand Lavergne K.C. and Lucien Gendron (Antoine
Rivard with them) for the applicant.

Chas. Lanctot K.C. and Aim6 Geoffrion K.C. for the
Attorney-General for Quebec.

ANGLIN J.-By s. 92 of the "B.N.A. Act" exclusive legis-
leptive jurisdiction is conferred upon the legislature of each
province in relation to

(14) the administration of justice in the province, including the con-
stitution, maintenance and organization of provincial courts both of
civil and of criminal jurisdiction.

By s. 101 of the same Act it is enacted that

the Parliament of Canada may, notwithstanding anything in this
Act, from time to time provide for the constitution, maintenance and
organization of a general Court of Appeal for Canada and for the estab-
lishment of any additional courts for the better administration of the
laws of Canada.

In 1875, under the power thus conferred upon it, the
Dominion Parliament established the Supreme Court of
Canada as a Court of Common Law and Equity and a court

*PRESENT:-Mr. Justice Anglin in Chambers.
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of record, (38 V. c. 11). The Supreme Court continues to 1923
exist to-day as In Re

ROBERTS.

a general court of appeal for Canada and as an additional Court for the Anglin j.
better administration of the laws of Canada I

("Supreme Court Act," R.S.C. [1906] c. 139, s. 3). Both
in its constitution and in its jurisdiction, the Supreme
Court is a purely statutory court. It

has, holds and exercises an appellate, civil and criminal. jurisdiction
throughout Canada

(s. 35), subject to certain qualifications and restrictions
specified in other sections of the "Supreme Court Act."
Notwithstanding the comma after the word "appellate" in
s. 35 (not found in the original s. 15 of the statute of 1875,
c. 11), that section relates only to the appellate jurisdic-
tion of the court. An attempt to confer on it general,
original, civil and criminal jurisdiction would hopelessly
transcend the power given by s. 101 of the "B.N.A. Act,"
and would seriously impinge upon provincial legislative
jurisdiction under s. 92 (14) of the "B.N.A. Act." From
the appellate jurisdiction are specially excluded, inter alia.

proceedings for or upon a writ of habeas corpus * * * arising out of
a criminal charge.

As to the purview of the term "criminal charge," vide Mit-
chell v. Tracey (1); Nat Bell Liquors v. The King (2).

The original jurisdiction of the court, in order to keep
within the limits prescribed by s. 101 of the "B.N.A. Act,"
is confined to "the better administration of the laws of
Canada." Hence the restriction imposed by s. 62 of the
"Supreme Court Act" which confers on
every judge of the court, except in matters arising out of any claim for
extradition under any treaty, concurrent jurisdiction with the courts or
judges of the several provinces to issue the writ of habeas corpus ad sub-
jiciendum for the purpose of an inquiry into the cause of commitment
in a criminal case under any Act of the Parliament of Canada.

The limitation imposed by the concluding words of this
section is absolute. Re Sproule (3); Ex parte MacDonald
(4); Re Potvin (5), and Re Dean (6). Except for the pur-

(1) [1919] 58 Can. S.C.R. 640. (3) [1886] 12 Can. S.C.R. 140.
(2) [19211 62 Can. S.C.R. 118; (4) [18961 27 Can. S.C.R. 683,

[1922] 2 A.C. 128 at pp. at p. 687.
166-8. (5) Cass. Dig. (2 ed.) 327.

(6) [1913] 48 Can. S.C.R. 235.
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1922 pose of inquiry into commitments in criminal cases under
In Re an Act of the Parliament of Canada, a judge of this court

R T possesses none of the original powers and is subject to none
Anga . of the duties in regard to habeas corpus of the ordinary

courts of common law, whether arising under the common
law itself or conferred by Imperial or by provincial statutes.
"For the better administration of the laws of Canada" such
powers are not requisite. Not only have they not been
conferred on this statutory court either explicitly or by
necessary implication, as would be necessary, but the
implication from the terms of s. 62 negativing their exist-
ence is irresistible. Expressio unius est exclusio alterius.

The applicant, Roberts, as appears by his petition, is
held in custody at Quebec for an alleged offence against
the privileges, honour and dignity of the provincial legis-
lature of Quebec and under the authority of special legis-
lation enacted by it. (13 Geo. V, c. 18). The cause of his
commitment is that Act of the legislature. There is, in
my opinion, no ground whatever for suggesting that it is
in a criminal case under any Act of the Parliament of Canada.

On that simple ground I am satisfied that I am without
jurisdiction to entertain the present application for the
issue of a writ of habeas corpus ad subjiciendum. Enter-
taining this opinion without any doubt, I think I should
not exercise the discretionary power of referring this appli-
cation to the court. Rule 72; In re Gray (1).

If advised that I am mistaken the applicant is not with-
out redress. Section 62 gives him a special right to appeal
to the court from my refusal of the writ.

The application will be dismissed, but, as is customary
[Cameron, S.C. Prac. (2 ed.) p. 300], without costs.

Motion dismissed without costs

(1) [19181 57 Can. S.C.R. 150.

[1923]
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THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY APPELLANT; *N3,1922

COMPANY ......................... APDN e 37.
. . *Dec. 19.

AND

THE DEPARTMENT OF LANDS
AND FORESTS OF THE PROVINCE RESPONDENT.

OF ONTARIO ..................... I

ON APPEAL FROM THE BOARD OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS

FOR CANADA

Railway company-Highway crossing-Cost of construction and main-
tenance-Seniority-Existing and potential highways.

The Dept. of Lands and Forests, Ont., applied to the Board of Railway
Commissioners for orders directing the C.P. Ry. Co. to construct at
its own cost an overhead crossing over its right of way at a point
in the Township of Eton and a highway crossing in the Township
of Aubrey. The board granted both applications and gave leave to
the company to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada. The order
for leave stated that the title of the company was obtained under
authority of the Provincial Act, 49 Vict. c. XI, and was expressly
made subject to the provisions of sec. 2 thereof, namely, "such trans-
fer * * * shall not be deemed * * * to affect or prejudice
the rights of the public with respect to common and public, highways
existing at the date hereof within the limits of the land hereby
intended to be conveyed." It also stated that when the Act was
passed there were existing common and public highways across the
lands intended thereby to be conveyed but none at either of the
points in question and none laid out in the area covered by the
Townships of Eton and Aubrey. Further that by an order in council
passed in 1866 in respect to lands on the northerly shores of Lakes
Huron and Superior an allowance of five per cent of the acreage
should be reserved for roads and the right was reserved to the Crown
to lay out roads where necessary.

Held, per Davies C.J. and Duff, Brodeur and Mignault JJ., that the phrase
"rights of the public with respect to common and public highways
existing at the date hereof" should receive its ordinary grammatical
construction, namely, rights of the public in existing highways; and
that as there were highways existing on the .right of way the rights
of the public were only protected in respect thereto. Canadian Pac.
Ry. Co. v. Dept. L. and F. (58 Can. S.C.R. 189) expl.

Per Duff J. The lands transferred being occupied by a railway constructed
by the Dominion Government, the transfer of the latter was not one
of the kind contemplated by the order in council which primarily
related to patents granted under the Ontario Land Acts.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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1922 Per Anglin J. The legislature could not have intended that sec. 2 of 59
Vict., c. XI, would only protect public rights in the scattered trails

CANADIAN over the hundreds of miles covered by the right of way in question
PACIFIC and must have meant to protect such rights which were in posse under

RAILWAY the order in council when the Act was passed; but as the order in
CP council only applies to lands on the northerly shores of lakes Huron

Tsa and Superior, and the townships of Eton and Aubrey are not so situ-
DEPARTMENI ated, there is no reservation of rights in respect to the highways in

A FORSS question on this appeal and the province of Ontario has no right
reserved to construct crossings over the railway.

Idington J. did not deal with the merits of the appeal, being of opinion
that the order of the board did not present such a stated case as
required by law to give this court jurisdiction.

APPEAL from the decision of the Board. of Railway Com-
missioners for Canada that the cost of constructing cross-
ings of the Canadian Pacific line of railway in the Kenora
District should be borne by the company.

The order of the board granting leave to appeal from its
decision reads as follows:-

Order No. 32294

THE BOARD OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS FOR
CANADA

Wednesday, the 12th day of April, A.D. 1922.

HON. F. B. CARVELL, K.C., Chief Commissioner.

S. J. McLEAN, Asst. Chief Commissioner.

J. G. RUTHERFORD, C.M.G., Commissioner.

In the matter of the application of the Department of
Lands and Forests, Northern Development branch, pro-
vince of Ontario, hereinafter called the "Applicant," for
an order directing the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
hereinafter called the "Railway Company," to provide and
construct an overhead crossing, at its own expense, over
its right of way on the line between Lots 6 and 7, Con-
cession 1, in the Township of Eton, District of Kenora,
Province of Ontario;

And in the matter of the application of the applicant,
under section 256 of the Railway Act, 1919, for an order
directing the Railway Company to provide a suitable high-
way crossing where its railway intersects the line between
Lots 10 and 11, Concession 6, in the Township of Aubrey,

156 [1923]
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District of Kenora, Province of Ontario, mileage 73 of the 1922

Railway Company's Ignace sub-division, file Nos. 30870 THE
CANADIAN

and 28140. PACIFIC

Upon the application of the Railway Company, and R'm

upon consideration of the submissions made on behalf of v.
THlE

the Railway Company and the applicant; and upon its DEPARTMENT

appearing that the Railway Company's railway through ^ LANDS
AND FORESTS

the townships in question was constructed in the year 1883,
and that the right of way on which the said railway was
constructed was conveyed to the Railway Company by
Letters Patent issued under authority of the Dominion of
Canada, dated 29th March, 1904, having been previously
conveyed to the Dominion of Canada by an order in coun-
cil made by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council of On-
tario, dated 3rd June, A.D. 1897, and issued under the
authority of the statute of the province, 59 Victoria, chap-
ter XI;

And upon its appearing that at the time of the passing
of the said statute, 59 Victoria, chapter XI, there were
existing common and public highways arzoss the lands in-
tended to be conveyed by that Act, but no such highway
was in fact located at either of the points now in question,
nor were any highways laid out in the area covered by the
townships of Eton and Aubrey which were then unsur-
veyed;

And upon its appearing that the Railway Company's
title was, under the terms of the said order in council dated
June 3, 1897, made expressly subject to the conditions and
limitations contained in section 2 of the said provincial
Act, which section provides-

"Such transfer shall be deemed to be subject to any
agreement, lease, or conveyance affecting the same made
by the Government of Ontario before the passing of this
Act, as well as to the limitations and conditions, if any,
in the order in council making the transfer, and the
order in council shall not be deemed to have conveyed,
or to convey, the gold or silver mines in the lands trans-
ferred, or to affect or prejudice the rights of the public
with respect to common and public highways existing at
the date hereof, within the limits of the land hereby in-
tended to be conveyed"-

S.C.R. 157
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1922 And upon its appearing that, under the terms of the
THE order in council, made on the recommendation of the Com-

CANADIAN m o
PAciFIc miSSioner of Crown Lands, dated August 6, 1866, it was

COMPANY provided that in respect of lands on the northerly shores
-. of lakes Huron and Superior, an allowance of five per cent

THE
DEPARTMENI Of the acreage be reserved for roads, as is done in Lower
AND FA SS.Canada, and that a clause be inserted in letters patent for

- the lands accordingly, also reserving the right of the Crown
to lay out roads where necessary;

And upon its appearing that the townships of Eton and
Aubrey are situated upwards of 200 miles westerly of Fort
William;

And whereas the time within which an appeal herein
from this Board to the Supreme Court of Canada might be
made, was extended until the 18th day of April instant;

And whereas, in the opinion of the Board, a question of
law arises as to the effect of the above statute and orders
in council-

It is ordered that leave be, and it is hereby, granted the
Railway Company to appeal to the Supreme Court of Can-
ada upon the following question of law, namely;

"Whether, upon the facts stated by the Board, the title
of the Railway Company is subject to a prior right re-
served in the Crown to construct and maintain public
crossings over the Railway Company's right of way, as
applied for by the applicant herein."

(Signed) F. B. CARVELL,
Chief Commissioner,

Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada.

The reasons for the decision of the board were prepared
by Mr. McLean, Assistant Chief Commissioner, and were
concurred in by Commissioner Rutherford. He held that
the order in council of 1866 is still in force, that the points
in question on the railway are on the northerly shores of
Lakes Huron and Superior, and that public rights in cross-
ings on highways laid out under authority of the order in
council are preserved by sec. 2 of 59 Vict., c. XI.

Tilley K.C. for the appellant.

F. E. Titus for the respondent.

[1923]
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THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-This case comes before us by way 1922

of appeal, granted by the Board of Railway Commission- THE
CANADIAN

ers, from two orders of the board authorizing the construc- PACIFIC

tion of highways across the railway in the Township of AI A

Aubrey and Eton and ordering that the construction and T.
THE

maintenance should be borne by the railway company. DEPARTMEN9

The facts stated by the board were that,- A FLOANDS

Upon its appearing that the railway company's railway through the The Chief
townships in question was constructed in the year 1883, and that the Justice.
right of way on which the said railway was constructed was conveyed to
the railway company by letters patent issued under the authority of the
Dominion of Canada, dated 29th March, 1904, having been previously
conveyed to the Dominion of Canada by an Order in Council made by
the Lieutenant Governor in Council of Ontario, dated 3rd June, A.D.
1897, and issued under the authority of the statute of the province, 59
Victoria, chapter XI;

And upon its appearing that at the time of the passing of the said
statute, 59 Victoria, chapter XI, there were existing common and pub-
lic highways across the lands intended to be conveyed by that Act, but
no such highway was in fact located at either of the points now in ques-
tion, nor were any highways laid out in the area covered by the townships
of Eton and Aubrey which were then unsurveyed;

And upon its appearing that the railway company's title was, under
the terms of the said Order in Council, dated 3rd June, 1897, made ex-
pressly subject to the conditions and limitations contained in section 2
of the said provincial Act, which section provides-

"Such transfer shall be deemed to be subject to any agreement, lease,
or conveyance affecting the same made by the Government of Ontario
before the passing of this Act, as well as to the limitations and conditions,
if any, in the Order in Council making the transfer, and the Order in
Council shall not be deemed to have conveyed, or to convey, the gold
or silver mines in the lands transferred, or to affect or prejudice the rights
of the public with respect to common and public highways existing at
the date hereof, within the limits of the land hereby intended to be con-
veyed"-

And upon its appearing that under the terms of the Order in Coun-
cil made on the recommendation of the Commissioner of Crown Lands,
dated August 6, 1866, it was provided that in respect of lands on the
northerly shores/of Lakes Huron and Superior, an allowance of five per
cent of the acreage be reserved for roads, as is done in Lower Canada,
and that a clause be inserted in letters patent for the lands accordingly,
also reserving the right of the Crown to lay out roads where necessary;

It is ordered that leave be, and it is hereby granted, the railway com-
pany to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada, upon the following
question of law, namely:

"Whether upon the facts stated by the Board, the title of the rail-
way company is subject to a prior right reserved in the Crown to con-
struct and maintain public crossings over the railway company's right
of way, as applied for by the applicant herein."
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1922 The admitted fact found by the board that at the time
THE of the passing of the statute of the province, 59 Vict., c.

CANADIAN
PACIFIC XI, there were common and public highways existing across

RAILANY the lands intended to be conveyed by that Act, appears to
V. me to be the controlling factor in determining the true

THE
DEPARTMENT meaning and intent of the statute and order in council

AND FRDSS. under which the railway company obtained its title.
That title was, under the terms of the order in council,The Chief

Justice dated 3rd June, 1897, made expressly subject to the con-
ditions and limitations contained in sec. 2 of the provincial
Act which provided, inter alia, that the

Order in Council making the transfer shall not be deemed to affect
or prejudice the rights of the public with respect to common and public
highways existing at the date hereof, within the limits of the land hereby
intended to be conveyed.

It is admitted that there were such highways then exist-
ing and in my opinion the language of the section cannot
be construed as applicable to the highways now in ques-
tion and which are only now sought to be opened and pro-
vided.

Reference was made at the argument to the case, known
as the "Kirkpatrick Case," before this court (1) Canadian
Pac. Ry. Co. v. Dept. of P.W. of Ontario, where it was held
that in view of the finding of fact by the board in that case,
that there were no highways in the district when the rail-
way company acquired title, the condition of sec. 2 of the
Act must be construed as meaning

the rights of the public existing at the date hereof in common and public
highways,

and as including rights in highways to be laid out under
the reservation for roads by the order in coupicil of 1866.
As these potential highways existed before the crossing
(asked for), the company being the junior occupant was
properly charged with the expense.

Under the facts stated in that case and on which the
decision of the court was based, namely, that there were no
highways in the district when the railway acquired title,
the decision of the court seemed to be the only one that

(1) 58 Can. S.C.R. 189

[19231160
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could be given. I may be pardoned for quoting a para- 1922

graph from my own judgment in that case: THE
CANADIAN

PACIFIC
I confess that if I had to answer the question submitted to us with- RAILWAY

out regard to the findings on the questions of fact of the Railway Board, COMPANY
I should hesitate a good deal before answering in the affirmative * * * V.
If there were no public highways laid out at the date the statute was THE

DEPARTMENT
passed, it would be without meaning or effect unless it (the statute) was OF LANDS
held to apply to potential highways which might be opened from time AND FORESTS.
to time under the reservation of the five per cent area provided for in -

the order in council of 1866. If there are two meanings which may be tief
given to the language of a public statute one of which would render
the statute meaningless and ineffective for the purposes it was meant to
cover and the other which would give effect to the statute, I take it the
latter must be adopted.

In the case now before us it appears that the court in the
Kirkpatrick Case (1) was misled as to the determining
factor whether or not there were any existing highways
when the statute was passed.

It is now stated that there were such existing highways
and in my judgment the language of section 2 cannot apply
to potential and non-existing highways such as we now
have to deal with in this case and the language of the
section must be given its plain and natural meaning and
confined to then existing common and public highways and
as not having in view, or being applicable to, non-existing
highways.

I would allow the appeal, with costs.

IDINGTON J. (dissenting).-This is an appeal from the
Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada upon what
is alleged to be a stated case pursuant to the provisions of
the Railway Act in that regard.

Counsel for appellant in his argument herein suggested
that some of us, if not all, in the case of Canadian Pac. Ry.
Co. v. Department of Public Works of Ontario (1), had
misapprehended the facts.

I suggested that that furnished a good reason for going
back to the board and having their case properly stated
inasmuch as it did not appear to me to be so.

I suggested the same to counsel for the respondent.
My suggestion met with no response.

(1) 58 Can. S.C.R. 189.
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1922 I found then that the so-called stated case in the previous
THE submission, above cited, was in substance identical in its

CANADIAN
PACIFIC terms with that now submitted herein, save in the differ-
RALA y ence in township and district in which the respective high-

IE ways in question were situated.
DEPARTMENT Indeed this case as submitted would seem to have been

oF LANDS.
AND FORESTS. copied from the other.

Idion J. What are the facts as found by the board?
Are we to travel through the judgment of the board to

find same, as argument of counsel seemed to indicate was
intended?

I most respectfully submit not, in face of the dispute
relative thereto and the suggestion of a misapprehension
of same when similarly stated in a case of much less com-
plicated character.

And if we turn to the order which stated the case and
should contain a concise statement of the relevant facts
giving rise to the application of the question of law sup-
posed to be raised by the case, are we to speculate at large,
as it were, upon what may be the question of law arising,
and are we to assume as a matter of fact that the order
in council of 1866, before confederation in fact, related to
those lands now in question?

I need not enlarge, for any one looking at the map must
be puzzled as to that. It is either relevant or it is not.
Yet it is a question of fact which might well affect the
dubious language of the Act and the grant made there-
under.

I may point out that the cases such as Bischop v. Toler
(1), and In re County Council of Cardigan (2), shew, as
do many others to be found in Boulton's Law and Practice
of a Stated Case, how far this case as stated falls below
what is required.

I must therefore hold it sliould be dismissed for that
reason alone.

DUFF J.-This appeal raises a question touching the con-
struction of certain words of an Act of the Legislature of

(1) 59 J.P. 807; 73 L.T. 402.

[1923J162

(2) [18901 54 J.P. 792.
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Ontario, c. 11, 59 Vict. I think it will be convenient to set 1922

out the statute in full. It is in these words:- THE
CANADIAN

Her Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative PAcIFIc
RAILWAY

Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts as follows:- COMPANY

1. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may in his discretion trans- V.
fer to the Dominion of Canada any lands heretofore taken and occupied DEPATHEENT
by the Canadian Pacific Railway for the road-bed, stations, station OF LANDS
grounds, and other purposes of the said railway and included in the plans AND FORESTS.

of the railway deposited by the company in the office of the Minister of D
Railways and Canals, the same being so transferred to enable the Gov- Duff J.
ernment of Canada to fulfil its obligations to the said company in that
behalf with respect to the railway. The lands so transferable shall be the
lands lying between the terminus of the Canada Central Railway near
Nipissing known as Calendar Station, and the western boundary of the
province of Ontario, near Rat Portage and between the junction at Sud-
bury on the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway for the Algoma
Branch and the River Saint Mary.

2. Such transfer shall be deemed to be subject to any agreement,
lease or conveyance affecting the same made by the Government of On-
tario before the passing of this Act, as well as to te limitations and con-
ditions, if any, in the Order in Council making the transfer, and the Order
in Council shall not be deemed to have conveyed or to convey the gold
or silver mines in the lands transferred, or to affect or prejudice the rights
of the public with respect to common and public highways existing at
the date hereof within the limits of the lands hereby intended to be con-
veyed.

3. Such transfer by Order in Council shall be as binding on the province
of Ontario as if the same were specified and set forth in the Act of this
legislature.

Subsequently by order in council (under this statute)
of the 3rd June, 1897, the land occupied by the C.P.R. for
road beds, stations and station grounds and other railway
purposes between Fort William and Cross Lake were vested
in the "Government of the Dominion of Canada" subject to
certain conditions not material and

subject to conditions and limitations specified in section 2 of the (Act
of 1896.)

The point in dispute arises in this way. By an order in
council of the 6th August, 1866, certain provisions were
made in respect of a survey of "lands on the northerly
shore of Lakes Huron and Superior" and for the establish-
ment of roads in that part of the country. And it was
provided for that purpose that

an allowance of 5 per cent of the acreage of lands be reserved for the
roads, as is done in Lower Canada, and that a clause be inserted in the
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1922 letters patent for the lands accordingly, also reserving the right of the
E Crown to lay out roads where necessary.

CANADIAN
PACIFIC It is stated in the case submitted that at the time of the

RAILWAY
COMPANY passing of the Act of 1896, there were existing highways;

THE but it is now contended by the province that the effect of
DEPARTMENT the statute is to reserve to the Crown in right of the pro-

oF LANDS
ND FoRESTs. vince the right

Duff J. to construct and maintain public crossings over the railway company's
right of way

in conformity with the spirit of the order in council of
August, 1866. Whether this right is reserved or not is the
question to be decided on this appeal.

On behalf of the province it is argued that the statute
preserves not only the rights of the public in existing high-
ways but that it reserves a right to the Crown to lay out
and construct highways over the lands granted.

The more natural construction of the section appears to
be that which treats the words

existing at the date hereof within the limits of the lands hereby intended
to be conveyed

as an adjectival phrase qualifying highways and the words

within the limits of the lands hereby intended to be conveyed

as an adverbial element qualifying "existing." This
appears to be the grammatical construction of the lan-
guage.

I can see no reason for departing from the grammatical
and ordinary sense of these words. I do not forget Lord
Macnaghten's language in Vacher & Sons v. London
Society of Compositors (1) at p. 118, where he says that
in the absence of a preamble as a rule there are only two
cases in which it is permissible to depart from the ordinary
and natural sense of the words in an enactment; those two
cases being, 1st, where the words taken in their natural
sense lead to some absurdity, and 2nd, where there is some
other clause in the body of the enactment inconsistent with
or repugnant to the clause in question construing in the
ordinary sense the language in which it is expressed.

(1) [19131 A.C. 107.
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I am unable to discover any absurdity or repugnancy 1922

arising from reading the words according to their natural THE
. CANADIAN

sense nor indeed can I, without straining the language to PACIFIC

a degree for which there appears to be no justification, find AA

anything in the statute which reserves to the provincial T-
THRE

government the right which is now claimed. DEPARTMENT

Read as they stand, without any kind of distortion, the ANDFORND
words seem quite apt to reserve the rights of the public Dff J.
in respect of existing common and public highways, the -

rights of the public (that is to say the rights of His
Majesty's liege subjects) to use such highways for what
may be called highway purposes, rights not vested in the
Crown as proprietor but generally under the guardianship
of the Crown as parens patriaw. As applied to highways
existing at the time, that is to say, at the critical time, the
date of the passing of the Act, the language seems to be
clear, precise and apt.

Let us consider the effect of the statute under the alter-
native construction proposed. The right claimed is, as
already mentioned, the right to construct and maintain
public crossings over the railway company's right of way.
Now the rights reserved to the Crown by the order in coun-
cil cited above obviously become operative only when a
title has passed from the Crown to a grantee. Strictly the
right reserved to the Crown is a right to lay out highways
over the lands granted and to assume such part of those
lands as may be necessary without compensation up to 5
per cent of their area. It may be conceded that these
rights reserved to the Crown are rights which do not de-
pend upon the terms of the patent but in all cases to which
the order in council applies they exist by virtue of the
order in council itself whatever the terms of the instrument
of grant may be; and I think it would not be an exagger-
ated or non-natural construction of the phrase used in the
second section of the statute of 1896 ("rights of the pub-
lic") to read it as comprehending these rights of the Crown
exercisable in respect of lands granted for the purpose of
providing highways. The language is not very apt for
such a purpose it is true, but I think that would not be
an inadmissable construction. But it is a very different

53558-61
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1922 matter to treat this order in council as giving rise to rights
THE in the "public" in the sense above mentioned (all His

CANADIN
PACIFIC Majesty's subjects) in land still ungranted and still vested

RAIL' in the Crown.
COMPANY

V. The whole allodial title in such a case is in the Crown
THE,

DEPARTMENT and, except as regards highways established by law, that
OF LANDS title is burdened by no "rights of the public" in any accur-

AND FORESTS

DuffJ ate sense of the term in relation to highways. As a famous
D J American judge recently said that "such words as 'right'

are a constant solicitation to fallacy." Jackman v. Rosen-
baum (1), at page 8 per Holmes J. It is the duty of public
officials charged with the administration of Crown lands
to act according to law; and the "public" using the term
as denoting the body of citizens in whom reposes what Mr.
Dicey calls the "political sovereignty" of the province, has
perhaps in some loose sense a "right" to have this duty
observed. But even here "public" has not the same mean-
ing as it has when one speaks of the "rights of the public"
in a highway.

There is no good reason I apprehend for ascribing to
the phrase "rights of the public" used in this statute any
such vague indefinite import; "rights of the public" as
applied to such a subject as highways means according to
the ordinary signification of the words rights of a class
known to the law and capable of legal protection at least
in some proceeding by the Crown ad vindicatam publicam.
I can see no reason why they should not be given effect to
according to that meaning.

Again the lands conveyed by the statute were already
in occupation for the purposes of the railway already con-
structed by the Dominion Government under the author-
ity of statute in execution of the undertaking given by
the Dominion in the British Columbia terms of union.
Under the Expropriation Act the proper Dominion officials
had authority in so far as the Dominion Parliament could
grant such authority, to enter upon the Crown lands of
the province for the purpose of constructing public works,
the procedure for doing so being laid down in the Act. The
Lake Superior section of the railway was built almost
wholly through the Crown lands of the province with the

(1) 67 L. ed. (U.S.R.) 7.
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knowledge of everybody in Canada and it must be assumed, 1922
after the lapse of forty years, that the Government pro- TCHAE

. CANADIAN
ceeded either in conformity with the procedure laid down PAcIC

RAILWAYby statute or that it did so with the consent of the pro- COMPANY

vincial government. That the Dominion had authority to V*
THE

enter upon and take provincial lands for this purpose DEPARTMENT

seems to be the necessary result of the decision of the oF LANDS
AND FORESTS

Privy Council in Attorney General of British Columbia v. -
Canadian Pac. Ry. Co. (1). Whatever may be thought as
to the general scope of the principle laid down in that case
it is conclusive upon this point at least, that the Dominion
in execution of the agreement with British Columbia in
relation to the construction of the Canadian Pac. Ry. had
authority to enter upon and take the Crown lands of a
province for the purpose of constructing the railway agreed
upon. One has no difficulty in understanding the desire of
the company to have a conveyance from Ontario in order
to set at rest any possible question as to the regularity of
its title but for the purpose of the present question it must
be taken that the lands were lawfully in the occupation of
the railway for railway purposes; and in such circum-
stances authority to construct and maintain a highway over
the railway could only be given by the Dominion Parlia-
ment. Attorney General of Alberta v. Attorney General
for Canada (2).

I can find nothing in the order in council which makes
it applicable to such a case. It is an order in council prim-
arily applying to lands granted to a subject by letters
patent. It is not an instrument framed in contemplation
of the transfer of lands to a Government department or
other public authority for the purpose of constructing a
government railway or other public work. Nor can I see
anything in the statute of 1896 pointing to an intention to
reserve to the Provincial Government a right to construct
and maintain works which could only be exercised under
authority given by the Dominion Parliament.

The previous decision presents no difficulty. It pro-
ceeded upon a misapprehension of fact.

The question should be answered in the negative.

(1) [1906] A.C. 204.
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1922 ANGLIN J.-By leave of the Board of Railway Commis-
THE sioners, given under section 52 (3) of the Railway Act,CANADIAN

PAcIFIc 1919, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company appeals to
C AAY this court on the following question of law:-

V.
THE Whether, upon the facts stated by the Board, the title of the railway

DEPARTMENT company is subject to a prior right reserved in the Crown to construct
OF LANDS and maintain public crossings over the railway company's right of way,

AND FORESTs. as applied for by the applicant herein.
Anglin J. The decision of the board being final on questions of fact

which it has determined (s. 52, s.s. 6 and 10 (a)) and the
submission being "upon the facts stated by the board" we
look to the order granting leave for the facts upon which
we are to proceed. Inter alia it is therein stated that the
right of way of the appellant consists of property conveyed
to it by Dominion letters patent (1904) which had been
previously conveyed to the Dominion by order in council
of the Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario (27th of May,
1897-a date probably erroneously given instead of the
3rd of June, 1897) issued under the authority of the statute
of the province, 59 Vict., c. XI (assented to on the 7th of
April, 1896), and that

the railway company's title was * * * made expressly subject to the
conditions and limitations contained in section 2 of the said provincial
Act.

Although the Dominion letters patent of 1904 now be-
fore us omit the clause, found in the letters patent of other
lands granted in 1906 (which were before the court in the
Kirkpatrick Township Case (1) at page 194), making the
title thereby conferred on the railway company expressly
subject to

the limitations and conditions and the reservations set forth in the Order
in Council of the Lieutenant Governor of our said province of Ontario,
dated, etc.,

in my opinion the facts stated by the board preclude the
contention addressed to us that the appellant obtained by
the grant of 1904 rights authority to confer which is vested
in the Dominion for railway purposes and which are para-
mount to and override any conditions, limitations or reser-
vations that accompanied the transfer of the provincial

(1) 58 Can. S.C.R. 189.
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title to the Dominion as prescribed by section 2 of the 1922

provincial statute. Upon "the facts stated by the Board," THE
CANADIAN

which constitute the hypothesis upon which the question PACIFIO
RAILWAYof law is submitted to us, what we are asked to determine COMPANT

is whether the statutory declaration that any transfer made V.
T.HE

under the authority of the 59 Vict., c. XI, DEPARTMENT
or LANDS

shall not be deemed * * * to affect or prejudice the rights of the AND FORESTS
public with respect to common and public highways existing at the date A
hereof Anli J

reserved to the Crown the

right to construct and maintain public crossings over the railway com-
pany's right of way, as applied for by the applicant herein,

-nothing else and nothing more.
Upon the statement of fact made by the board in the

submission of the Township of Kirkpatrick Case (1), that

no highway was laid out across the said railway before title to its right
of way was acquired,

this court there determined that the words,
rights of the public in common and public highways existing at the date
hereof,

in section 2 of the Act, 59 Vict., c. XI,

must be construed as meaning "the rights of the public existing at the
date hereof in common and public highways" and as including rights in
highways to be laid out under the reservation

of 5 per cent for roads made in the survey of the township
pursuant to the policy established by an ante-confedera-
tion order in council of 1866 of the late province of Canada
made under the authority of C.S.C., c. 22, s. 7.

We are now confronted with the statement of fact, made
in the board's order granting leave to appeal,

that at the time of the passing of the statute, 59 Vict., c. XI, there were
existing common and public highways across the lands intended to be
conveyed by that Act.

This new statement of fact, no doubt, takes away the
ground on which the judgment of the majority of this court
proceeded in the Township of Kirkpatr'ck Cacse (i) and I
agree that the court is not bound to regard the construc-

(1) 58 Can. S.C.R. 189.
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1922 tion there put upon the language of the reservation made
THE in section 2 of the 59 Vict., c. XI (0.) as at all conclusive

CANADIAN
PAcIC in the case now presented.

RAANY But with respect for the views of my colleagues who are
V. of a contrary opinion, I remain unconvinced that in pro-THE

DEPARTMENT viding for the transfer to the Canadian Pacific Railway

F LANDS Company of a right of way over provincial Crown lands
from Calendar to the Manitoba boundary, a distance of
many hundreds of miles, the only public rights of crossing
which the legislature and Government of Ontario intended
to protect were in respect of the few scattered trails which
the railway then intersected and that they meant to forego,
so far as they might effect the railway right of way, what-
ever rights it had been provided should be reserved for the
construction of public highways by the order in council of
1866. Merely to avoid repetition, on this aspect of the
matter I refer to what I said in the Township of Kirkpat-
rick Case (1). In the whole area of the townships of Eton
and Aubrey with which we are now dealing, and through
which the railway runs for 123 miles, the fact, as now
stated by the board, is that no highways were laid out at
the date of enactment of 59 Vict., c. 11.

These townships were surveyed after the passing of that
statute. The fact that in them a reservation of 5 per cent
for highways has been made is therefore in itself of no
significance. If the territory included in them should be
regarded as part of the "lands on the northerly shore of
Lakes (sic.) Huron and Superior" dealt with by the order
in council of 1866 (as the township of Kirkpatrick was
admitted to be in the former case (1) at pp. 191 and 195)
the same "rights of the public" which prevailed there must,
I think, have been respected here. I should perhaps add
that a reservation by the Crown of the rights of the public
in regard to highways actually existing would scarcely seem
to have been necessary, whereas in regard to highways not
located, but for the sites of which there was provision in
the 5 per cent reservation directed to be made in surveys,
such a reservation would be eminently proper and reason-
able.

(1) 58 Can. S.C.R. 196-7.
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But in the present case the applicability of the order in 1922

council of 1866 to the territory included in the townships THE
CANADIAN

of Eton and Aubrey is in issue. It is not affirmed in the PACIFIC
RAILWAYorder granting leave to appeal. On the contrary, while the COMPANY

order in council is recited in that order and is also included VE
THE

as one of the documents in the case, the recital of it is DEPARTMENT
OF LANDSimmediately followed by the statement that ANDFORESTS.

the townships of Eton and Aubrey are situated upwards of 200 miles Anglin J.
westerly of Fort William.

An Ontario departmental map put in with the case shews
that the District of Rainy River, in the province of Ontario
and part of the State of Minnesota, lies between those
townships and Lake Superior. The eastern boundary of
the townships of Aubrey and Eton will, if produced south-
erly, extend through the District of Rainy River into the
State of Minnesota and will never reach Lake Superior,
but will pass many miles west of its extreme western end.

Notwithstanding these facts the learned Assistant Chief
Commissioner in his reasons for judgment held that the
territory comprised in these townships fell within the de-
scription "lands on the northerly shore of Lake Huron and
Superior." I was for some time disposed to think that we
should accept that finding as "final" under s. 52 (10a) of
the Railway Act, because the recital of the order in council
of 1866 in the board's order granting leave to appeal would
seem to imply its relevancy. On further consideration,
however, in view of the omission from the board's order of
the explicit finding on that point contained in the learned
commissioner's opinion, of the specific statement that the
two townships are situated 200 miles west of Fort William,
and of the fact that the question to be determined by us
is whether there has been a reservation of rights to the
Crown covering the points at which the applicant has
applied for the construction of public crossings, I now re-
gard the applicability of the order in council of 1866 to
these localities as one of the matters involved in the ques-
tion submitted, no other reservation of rights than that
made by such order in council having been suggested.

With very great respect, I am of the opinion that the
territory comprised in the townships of Aubrey and Eton
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1922 cannot be regarded as "lands on the northerly shore of Lake
THE Huron and Superior," and that the order in council of

CANADIAN
PACIFIC 1866 therefore does not apply to it. No other reservation

CAMAY of right in regard to highways in that territory, before the
V. 7th April, 1896, having been preferred, it follows that upon

THE
DEPARTMENT the case as now presented it must be held that no

OF LANDS
AND FORESTS. right reserved in the Crown to construct and maintain public crossings

Anglin j. over the (appellant) railway company's right of way, as applied for by
the applicant,

has been shown: and if no such right, of course no such
"prior right."

I would for these reasons answer the question submitted
in the negative and would therefore allow the appeal.

BRODEUR J.-This is an appeal from the Board of Rail-
way Commissioners on a question of law under the pro-
visions of the "Railway Act."

The question which the board has given leave to submit
reads as follows:

Whether upon the facts stated by the Board the title of the company
is subject to the prior right reserved in the Crown to construct and main-
tain public crossings over the company's right of way, as applied for by
the applicant herein.

In order to fully understand the bearing of this question
it is necessary to state briefly what are the facts and the
circumstances which have given rise to the present appeal.

In 1866, an order in council was passed by the govern-
ment of the day directing that out of the lands on the
northerly shore of Lakes Huron and Superior an allowance
of five per cent of the acreage of lands be reserved for roads
and that a clause be inserted in letters patent for the lands
accordingly, also reserving the right of the Crown to lay
out roads where necessary.

In 1883, the Canadian Pacific Railway was built in the
northwestern part of Ontario under Dominion legislation.
At that time the townships of Eton and Aubrey, in which
the crossings in issue in this case are situated, were not pro-
claimed; and it was only in 1896 and 1897 that they were
surveyed in accordance with the provisions of the order in
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council of 1866. No road allowances were laid on the sur- 1922

vey plans, but in the grants of lands subsequently made THIE
CANADIANfive per cent was reserved for roads. PACIFIC

As it was contended by some that the Dominion Parlia- CAMAY
ment could not authorize the taking of provincial Crown V.

THElands for the construction of a Dominion Railway (Attor- DEPARTMENT

ney General of British Columbia v. Canadian Pacific Ry. AND S.

Co. (1), it was suggested that legislation should be passed J

by the province of Ontario for the purpose of setting this -

contention at rest; and, in 1896, the legislature of this
province authorized the transfer of the lands occupied by
the Canadian Pacific Railway on the condition that the
grant should not
affect or prejudice the rights of the public with respect to common and
public highways existing at the date hereof.

In 1897 the Ontario Government vested in the Dominion
of Canada the lands occupied by the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way from Fort William to the western boundary of On-
tario, which included the rights of way through the two
townships above mentioned. This grant of the Ontario
'Government was made on the condition above quoted of
the statute of 1896.

It has now bbcome necessary to open highways in these
townships and the Railway Board has decided that the
right of way of the railway company being subject to the
rights of the public with respect to the common and public
highways existing means that the condition covers not only
existing highways, but potential highways.

This question is not a new one; it came before us in
1918 in a case concerning the construction of a crossing in
the township of Kirkpatrick (1). In this Kirkpatrick
Township Case (1) the majority of the court came to the
conclusion, on the construction of facts stated by the board,
that there were no highways in the district when the rail-
way company acquired title and that the rights of the pub-
lic included rights in potential highways to be laid out
under the reservation for roads by the order in council of
1866.

In the facts now submitted to us, it is formally stated
that there were highways existing in the district.

(1) 58 Can. S.C.R. 189.
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1922 I did not then concur in the view expressed by the
THE majority of the court. It seemed to me impossible that it

CANADIAN
PACIFIc could be suggested that from the District of Nipissing to

CAMAY the western boundary line of Ontario there were not
V. highways existing when the law of 1896 was passed; and I

THE
DEPARTMENT quoted different Ontario statutes which, according to my

AND LNS mind, would controvert this suggestion. I was of the view
Brodeur J that the statute of 1896 had to be construed according to

the ordinary grammatical rule ad proximum antecedens
fiat relatio and the words

rights of the public with respect to common and public highways exist-
ing at the date hereof

mean not rights then existing with respect to highways, but
rights of the public with respect to highways then existing.
The participle "existing" qualifies not the substantive
"rights" but the substantive "highways," because it is
nearer the latter than the former. My construction of the
facts submitted to us and of the statute did not prevail and
I was, with my brother Mignault, in the minority.

With the facts which are now submitted to us by the
board, it is evident that the legislature of Ontario did not
intend to refer in its legislation of 1896 to potential high-
ways, but to the highways built and established at the time
it was passed.

For these reasons the appeal should be allowed with costs
* and we should answer negatively the question submitted

to us; and we should state that the title of the railway
company is not subject to the prior right reserved in the
Crown to construct and maintain a public crossing over the
railway company's right of way.

MIGNAULT J.-In the case of The Canadian Pacific Ry.
Co. v. Department of Public Works of Ontario (1), referred
to in the judgment appealed from as "The Kirkpatrick
Case," I expressed the opinion that the question of senior-
ity should be decided in favour of the railway company.
My brother Brodeur was of the same view, but the major-
ity of the court decided otherwise, holding that the high-
way and not the railway company was senior. In that
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case, the statement of facts on which the judgment of the 1922

court was based declared expressly that THE
no highway was laid out across the said railway before title to its right PACIFIC

RAILWAYof way was acquired under the said Order in Council. COMPANY

Here the case submitted by the Railway Board states THE

that DEPARTMENT
OF LANDS

at the time of the passing of the said statute, 59 Victoria (Ontario), chap- AND FORESTS.

ter XI, there were existing common and public highways across the lands Mignault J.
intended to be conveyed by that Act, but no such highway was in fact -
located at either of the points now in question, nor were any highways
laid out in the area covered by the townships of Eton and Aubrey which
were then unsurveyed.

The Ontario statute here referred to authorized the
Lieutenant Governor in Council of Ontario to transfer to
the Dominion of Canada certain lands occupied by the
Canadian Pacific Railway between Calender Station, at
the eastern extremity of Lake Nipissing, and the western
boundary of Ontario, and in the former case I said that I
could not assume that there were no highways in this large
tract of land covering several hundred miles. It now turns
out that there were highways across the lands intended to
be conveyed by the Act, and the case stated for the opinion
of this court expressly so declares.

I think this difference of statement of fact sufficiently
differentiates this case from the previous one and leaves
me free to decide (as I think it should be decided) the
question of seniority in favour of the company without it
being necessary to repeat what I said in the former case.
I feel all the less hesitation in distinguishing the two cases
because the portion of railway over which it is proposed to
carry the highways in question was originally built by the
Dominion of Canada under the authority of the Dominion
statute, 37 Vict., c. 14. For the purpose of this work Par-
liament could and did authorize the Dominion Government
to take provincial Crown lands; Attorney General for
British Columbia v. Canadian Pacific Ry. Co. (1). And
the grant of this portion of the railway, to wit the portion
between Fort William and Manitoba, made by the Domin-
ion to the appellant on the 29th March, 1904, under the

(1) [19061 A.C. 204.
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1922 authority of the Dominion statute, 44 1
THE wise based upon the Ontario statute abo

CANADIAN
PACIFIC contains no restrictions whatever in resp

RAILWAY I would allow the appeal with cost
COMPANY

V. question submitted in the negative.
THE

DEPARTMENT
OF LANDS Appeal all

AND FORESTS.

Mignault J. Solicitor for the appellant: W. N. Tilley.

[ict., c. 1, is in no
ve referred to, and
ect of highways.
s and answer the

owed with costs.

Solicitor for the respondent: F. E. Titus.
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THE ROYAL BANK OF CANADA ...... APPELLANT; 1922
*Oct. 16, 17.

AND *Dec. 19.

THE EASTERN TRUST COMPANY... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA

Bankruptcy-Authorized assignment-Railway Co.-Prior assignment of
book debts-(D) 9-10 Geo. V, c. 86, s. 80 (1); 10-11 Geo. V, c. 84.

A company incorporated as a railway and mining company entered into
an agreement with the purchaser of the property of a similar com-
pany under which it operated, for a few months, the short line of
railway covered by the purchase. The purchaser having, then, made
default in his payments, the former owners resumed possession of
the property. Shortly after the company which had so operated
made a voluntary assignment under the Bankruptcy Act.

Held, Idington and Brodeur JJ. dissenting, the said company was not a
"railway company" within the meaning of sec. 2 (k) of the Bank-
ruptcy Act and its assignment was authorized under the provisions
of. that Act.

Shortly before going into bankruptcy the company made an assignment
of its book debts which under sec. 30 (1) of the Act was void if the
assignor did not comply with the requirements of provincial legisla-
tion as to registration, notice and publication thereof.

Held, that the assignment was void as against the trustee in bankruptcy
though there was no such provincial legislation.

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick on a case stated between the parties hereto.

Case.stated to the court on the application of The East-
ern Trust Company, trustee in bankruptcy of the estate of
the Inverness Railway and Collieries Limited.

1. The Inverness Railway & Coal Company is a body
corporate, incorporated by special Act of the legislature
of Nova Scotia for the purpose of owning and operating a
mining undertaking at Inverness and elsewhere in the
county of Inverness and for the purpose of owning and
operating a railway in said county and the said company
had duly built a railway from Canso to Inverness and had

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies CJ. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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1922 operated the same in the carrying of freight and passen-
THE ROYAL gers and had operated mines at Inverness up to the 20th

BANK OF
CANADA day of July, 1920.

V. 2. The National Trust Company, Limited, is a body cor-
THE 2 h ainlTutCmay iiei oycr

EASTERN porate and the mortgagee of the entire railway and min-
TRUST

COMPANY. ing undertaking of Inverness Railway & Coal Company
and trustee for bondholders under a trust deed.

3. By agreement in writing, which appears in schedule
"A" hereto, and which was dated the 16th day of June,
1920, said Inverness Railway & Coal Company, Limited,
and the National Trust Company, Limited, agreed to sell
the entire undertaking of the said Inverness Railway &
Coal Company to Myron E. C. Henderson upon the terms
therein expressed and in pursuance of said agreement said
Myron E. C. Henderson entered into possession of the
properties therein described on the 20th day of July, 1920.

4. The Inverness Railway & Collieries, Limited, is a body
corporate, incorporated under the provisions of the Nova
Scotia Joint Stock Companies Act on the 28th day of July,
1920, for the purpose of carrying on a mining and railway
undertaking. In accordance with the provisions of the
Railway Act, Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1900, and
amendments thereto, said Myron E. C. Henderson notified,
copy of which notice is hereto annexed as schedule "B",
the Commissioner of Mines on the 20th day of July, 1920,
that he had purchased the said properties, but no notifica-
tion was ever given the said Commissioner of Mines by or
on behalf of the Inverness Railway & Collieries, Limited,
of that company's intention to run or operate a railway.
On the 21st day of July, 1920, said Myron E. C. Hender-
son and Inverness Railway & Collieries, Limited, entered
into the agreement hereto attached as schedule "C".

5. Said Inverness Railway & Collieries, Limited, as
agents of said Myron E. C. Henderson operated the said
railway from on or about the 21st day of July, 1920, up to
and until the 7th day of February, 1921, when the said
Inverness Railway & Coal Company and the National
Trust Company re-entered into possession of the properties
on default having been made by said Myron E. C. Hen-
derson under his agreement.
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6. The Royal Bank of Canada, on the 27th day of De- 1922

cember, 1920, received an assignment of book debts from THE ROYAL
BANK OFInverness Railway & Collieries, Limited, and a copy of such CANADA

assignment is hereto attached as schedule "D". V.
7. For the purposes of this application only (and not de- EASTERN

barring or estopping the trustee of the Inverness Railway COMPANY.
& Collieries, Limited, from denying or disputing the fact -

in any other or subsequent proceeding and specially reserv-
ing to the trustee its rights, if any, to set aside said assign-
ment of book debts as having been given without adequate
or any consideration) it is admitted the Royal Bank of
Canada gave present cash value on taking such assign-
ment of book debts.

8. On the 26th day of February the Inverness Railway
& Collieries, Limited, made an assignment under the pro-
visions of the Bankruptcy Act to The Eastern Trust Com-
pany, trustee in bankruptcy.

9. Two questions are raised for the consideration of the
judge in bankruptcy:

(a) Whether the assignment made by the Inverness
Railway & Collieries, Limited, to The Eastern Trust Com-
pany was authorized under the provisions of The Bank-
ruptcy Act;

(b) Assuming such assignment be valid, whether the
general assignment of book debts to the Royal Bank is
void as against the trustee in bankruptcy.

The Judges of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia were
equally divided in opinion as to the answer to be given the
first question. The second was answered by the majority
in the affirmative.

A. W. Stewart for the appellant. The Inverness Ry. &
Collieries Co. was a railway company and not subject to
The Bankruptcy Act. See International Coal Co. v. County
of Cape Breton (1).

Jenks K.C. for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-This appeal is from a judgment
of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia on a stated case sub-

(1) 22 Can. S.C.R. 305.
53558-7
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1922 mitted to that court in which two questions were asked as
THE ROYAL follows:

BANK OF
CANADA (a) Whether the assignment made by the Inverness Railway & Col-

V.
THE lieries, Limited, to the Eastern Trust Co. was authorized under the pro-

EASTERN visions of the Bankruptcy Act;
TRusT (b) Assuming such assignment to be valid, whether the general as-

COMPANY. signment of book debts to the Royal Bank is void as against the Trustee

The Chief in Bankruptcy.
Justice The learned judges were equally divided upon the answer

to be given to the first question which consequently was
not answered. The second question was answered by three
of the justices in the affirmative and by Mr. Justice Russell
in the negative. I am of the opinion that both questions
should be answered in the affirmative.

My brother Anglin in his reasons for judgment has ex-
pressed my views and conclusions on both these questions
and I have nothing useful to add to those reasons.

Respondent company should have its costs.

IDINGTON J. (dissenting).-This is an appeal from the
Supreme Court of Nova Scotia which heard a stated case,
submitted by the respondent to the judge in bankruptcy
who in turn submitted it to the said Supreme Court, where-
by answers were sought to the following questions:-

(a) Whether the assignment made by the Inverness Railway & Col-
lieries, Limited, to The Eastern Trust Company was authorized under the
provisions of the Bankruptcy Act;

(b) Assuming such assignment to be valid, whether the general as-
signment of book debts to the Royal Bank is void as against the Trus-
tce in Bankruptcy.

The said court was equally divided as to the first ques-
tion and formally declared it to be unanswered, but, by a
majority, answered the second question in the affirmative.

The case is brought here by leave consented to by the
parties hereto.

For the reasons assigned by Mr. Justice Chisholm in
the court below, I would answer said first question in the
negative.

It seems to me that in light of such an answer by the
majority of this court the second question should not be
answered for it ends all possibility of invalidating the
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assignment of book debts, by virtue of the Bankruptcy 1922

Act and there is no other ground pretended before us upon THE ROYAL

which it can be held to have been void. CANADA

I submit, therefore, the appeal should be allowed, with VE
costs, if claimed. EASTERN

COMPANY.

DUFF J.-The judgment of Mr. Justice Mellish presents ton J.

the considerations governing the disposition of this appeal
exactly as I conceive them. I can usefully add nothing to
what he has already said.

ANGLIN J.-The material facts of this case are detailed
by Mr. Justice Mellish. Upon them I am satisfied that the
Inverness Railway & Collieries, Limited, was not a "rail-
way company" within the purview of the exception in the
definition of the word "corporation" in the Bankruptcy
Act. I also agree with the unanimous view of the learned
judges of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia that the appel-
lant bank is an "other person" within the meaning of that
term as used in section 30 (1) of that statute.

On what I may call the main question, I am of the
opinion that section 30 (1) clearly avoids, as against the
trustee in bankruptcy of the assignor, every general as-
signment of book debts so far as they remain unpaid at
the date of an authorized assignment in bankruptcy by
such assignor, except in cases where provsion is made by
provincial legislation for the registration, notice and pub-
lication of such assignments of book debts and there has
been compliance therewith. If the intent of the Bank-
ruptcy Act had been to avoid general assignments of book
debts only where provincial statutes providing for regis-
tration, notice and publication have not been complied
with, section 30 (1) would certainly have been expressed
in very different terms-if, indeed, it would have found a
place in the statute at all. I cannot conceive of Parlia-
ment expressing the intent for which the appellant con-
tends in the terms found in subsection 1 of section 30. I
entertain no doubt whatever that as against the trustee in
bankruptcy of the assignor such a general assignment as
that made to the appellant bank is avoided as to all debts

,53558-7'2
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1922 covered by it which remained unpaid at the date of the
THE ROYAL authorized assignment in bankruptcy.

BANK OF
CANADA The appellant, in my opinion, derives no assistance from

V.
THE section 32, which, as I read it, is expressly subject inter

EASTERN alia, to the provisions of section 30 (1) found under theTRUST
COMPANY. caption "Settlements and Preferences."

Anglin J. Both questions submitted by the special case should be
- answered in the affirmative.

The respondent is entitled to its costs.

BRODEUR 'J. (dissenting).-The first question of the
stated case is whether the assignment made by the Inver-
ness Railway and Collieries, Limited, to the Eastern Trust
Company w'as authorized under the provisions of "The
Bankruptcy Act."

Prior to the 20th July, 1920, the Inverness Railway
and Coal Company, a body incorporated by special
Act of the Nova Scotia Legislature for the purpose of own-
ing and operating a mining undertaking at Inverness and
elsewhere in the county of Inverness and for the purpose
of owning and operating a railway in the said county, had
duly built a railway from Canso to Inverness and had
operated the same in the carrying of freight and passen-
gers, and had also worked a coal mine at Inverness. It had
mortgaged its entire railway and mining undertaking to
the National Trust Company, Limited, as trustee for
bondholders under a trust deed. On the 16th of June, 1920,
the Railway Company and the National Trust Company
entered into an agreement to sell the entire undertaking of
the former company to Myron E. C. Henderson, who took
possession of the properties described in the agreement on
the 20th July, 1920, the agreement having been approved
on the day previous by a judge of the Supreme Court of
Nova Scotia.

In accordance with the Nova Scotia Railway Act,
section 269, Henderson, on the 20th July, 1920, notified the
Commissioner of Public Works and Mines that he had pur-
chased the.railway and intended to operate it.

The Inverness Railway and Collieries, Limited, was in-
corporated under the Nova Scotia Joint Stock Companies
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Act on the 28th July, 1920 (this date is inconsistent with 1922

the date given as the 21st July, 1920, for the agreement THE ROYAL
BANK OF

between Henderson and the Inverness Railway and Col- CANADA

lieries, limited, but both dates are taken from the record) TIHE
for the purpose of carrying on a mining and railway under- EASTERN

taking. COMPANY.

On the 21st July, 1920, an agreement was entered into Brodeur J.
between Henderson and the Inverness Railway and Col- -

lieries, Limited, whereby the former conveyed to the latter
all his rights, powers and privileges under the agreement
of sale to him by the Inverness Railway and Coal Company
and the trustees for the bondholders, with power to use the
name of the vendor (Henderson), and it was agreed that
the Inverness Railway and Collieries, Limited, would as-
sume all Henderson's obligations under the said agreement
of sale, that it would pay him $200,000, which he had paid
to his vendors, that Henderson would thereafter hold the
railway and any letter of licence which might be issued to,
him as trustee for the Inverness Railway and Collieries,
Limited, and would permit the latter to operate the rail-
way as his agent, and that the parties would promote and
endeavour to obtain from the legislature any necessary
legislation, the expense thereof to be borne by the com-
pany.

The stated case alleges that, as agent for Henderson, the
Inverness Railway and Collieries, Limited, operated the
railway from the 21st July, 1920, until the 7th February,
1921, when the Inverness Railway and Coal Company and
the National Trust Company re-entered into possession of
the properties on default having been made by Henderson
under his agreement.

On the 26th February, 1921, the Inverness Railway and
Collieries, Limited, made an assignment under "The Bank-
ruptcy Act" to the Eastern Trust Company, trustee in
bankruptcy.

The question submitted is whether this assignment
was authorized under "The Bankruptcy Act."

By section 9 of that Act it is provided that any insolvent
debtor, whose liabilities to creditors provable as debts
under the Act exceed $500, may make to an authorized
trustee appointed pursuant to section 14 with authority in
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1922 the locality, an assignment of all his property for the gen-
THE RoYAL eral benefit of his creditors, and this assignment is referred

BANK OF
CANADA to in the Act as an "authorized assignment."

THE The word "debtor" is defined in the Act (section 2, sub-
EASTERN section (o)) as including
TRUST

COMPANY. any person, whether a British subject or not, who, at the time when any
Brodeur J. act of bankruptcy was done or suffered by him, or any authorized assign-

- ment was made by hime, (a) was personally present in Canada, or (b)
ordinarily resided or had a place of residence in Canada, or (c) was
carrying on business in Canada personally or by means of an agent or
manager, or (d) was a corporation or member of a firm or partnership
which carried on business in Canada.

And the subsection goes on to say that where the debtor
is a corporation as defined by this section, the Winding-up
Act shall not extend or apply to it.

This definition of the word "debtor" makes it necessary
that we should refer to the definition of the word "corpora-
tion" (subsection (k)), which is as follows:

"Corporation" includes any company incorporated or authorized to
carry on business by or under an Act of the Parliament of Canada or of
any of the provinces of Canada, and any incorporated company, where-
soever incorporated, which has an office in or carries on business within
Canada, but does not include building societies having a capital stock,
nor incorporated banks, savings banks, insurance companies, trust com-
panies, loan companies or railway companies.

I may merely advert to subsection (aa) stating that
"person" includes corporation and partnership.- In my
opinion, it does not help in this inquiry.

Therefore, to fall under "The Bankruptcy Act" a "cor-
poration" must be a company incorporated or authorized to
carry on business by or under an Act of Parliament or of
a provincial legislature, or a company wheresoever incor-
porated having an office or carrying on business within
Canada, but-must not be, inter alia, a "railway company."

The Bankruptcy Act does not define the term "railway
companies" which we find in subsection (k). These words
therefore should be given their ordinary meaning, and
would certainly include a company incorporated for the
purpose of carrying on a railway undertaking. It is true
that the Inverness Railway and Collieries Co. had two pur-
poses, a mining and a railway undertaking, but the latter
purpose was not, we were informed, a subsidiary one. The
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railway is some 61 miles in length, it carries freight 1922

and passengers. Of course, the other purpose of the THE ROYAL
BANK OF

company, coal mining, would not take it out of the opera- CANADA

.tion of "The Bankruptcy Act." But, if one may hazard TfE
the surmise, the intention of Parliament was probably EASTERN

to prevent the operation of a railway, which is in the COMPANY.

the public interest, from being hampered by proceed- Brodeur J.
ings under The Bankruptcy Act. And if this company can -

be said to be a "railway company," notwithstanding its
other purposes, it is excepted from the Act.

I have duly considered Mr. Jenks' contention that this
company, while having the capacity, has not the authority
to operate a railway, under the Nova Scotia Railway Act
which, in the case of the sale of a railway, requires that the
purchaser, who

has not any corporate powers authorizing the holding and operating
thereof,

should give notice to the Commissioner of Public Works
and Mines, and thereafter obtain legislative authority to
hold, operate and run the railway (sections 269, 270, 271).
If I may say so, the construction advocated by Mr. Jenks,
and which would restrict the natural meaning of the words
"railway companies," appears to me forced and artificial.
And, even supposing that section 269 applies to a company
incorporated for the special purpose of operating a railway,
which seems rather doubtful, would such a company be any
the less a "railway company". because it had to give some
notice before it operates a railway? A similar construction
might take this company entirely out of the definition of
a "corporation," for it could be asserted that until it gives
this notice it is not a company authorized to carry on busi-
ness. Surely the character of a company should be deter-
mined by reference to its charter of incorporation. I may
add that a full consideration of the facts stated here and
of the agreements entered into has convinced me that there
was operation in fact of the railway, and therefore the
carrying on of business as a railway company, with pos-
sibly the use of Henderson's name as a shield. But in every
way the company appears to have acted as a railway com-
pany and no doubt incurred liabilities as such. It there-
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1922 fore was excepted from the operation of "The Bankruptcy
THE ROYAL Act" and could not make an assignment under section 9

BANK OF
CANADA of that Act. I would answer question 1 in the negative.

V.
Tian As to the second question submitted by the stated case.

EASTERN it is not necessary for me to answer it. The main question
TaUsT

COMPANY. on this appeal, according to my mind, is whether the Inver-
Brodeur J. ness Railway and Collieries, Limited, was authorized to

- make an assignment under the provision of The Bank-
ruptcy Act. As I have come to the conclusion that this

.company does not come under the purview of the latter
Act, it is useless to consider whether some assignment of
book debts which the company made to the Royal Bank
is valid against the trustees in bankruptcy. This question
involves the consideration of an Act which does not apply
to this company.

In view of my conclusion on the first question, the second
one becomes merely academic.

The appeal should be allowed with costs and the first
question answered in the negative.

MIGNAULT J.-I take no part in this judgment.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: W. A. Henry.

Solicitor for the respondent: L. A. Lovett.
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HEDLEY SHAW (DEFENDANT) .......... APPELLANT; 1922
*Nov. 2.

AND *Dec. 19.

A. L. MASSON (PLAINTIFF) ............. .RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF ONTARIO

Action-Specific performance-Contract-Fraud-Money paid under con-
tract-Right to rescission.

The court will not decree specific performance of a contract obtained
by fraud of the plaintiff even when the defendant has not offered
to return money received under the contract.

Per Duff J. In this case the money was paid on account of an admitted
debt and the debtor could not impose conditions.

'APPEAL from a decision of the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court of Ontario reversing the judgment at the
trial in favour of the defendant.

in an action for specific performance of a contract the
trial judge held that it.was obtained by fraud and dismissed
the action. The Appellate Division concurred in the find-
ing as to fraud but decreed performance of the contract on
the ground that defendant had not offered to return money
paid as required by its terms and could not therefore obtain
rescission nor restore land transferred to him which had
been sold for taxes. The defendant appealed to the
Supreme Court of Canada.

H. J. Scott K.C. for the appellant.

W. L. Scott K.C. for the respondent.

IDINGTON J.-The respondent bought from one E. S.
Blain lot 18, block 176, according to a plan of record in
the Land Titles Office for the Saskatoon Land Registra-
tion District as plan Q-3, for the sum of $45,000.

Thereafter, on the 16th November, 1912, by an agree-
ment of that date made between the said Blain of the first
part, said Hedley Shaw of the second part and the said re-
spondent of the third part (which recited said purchase and

*PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
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1922 that there was then still owing and unpaid under the
SHAW articles of agreement, witnessing said purchase, the sum

V.
MASSON of $22,500, with interest thereon at the rate of 8 per cent

Idington J. per annum from the 10th day of October, 1912, to said

- Blain and that he had agreed to assign all his interest
therein and in the said lands and all moneys still owing and
unpaid under said purchase agreement, to the said Hedley
Shaw) the said Blain assigned the said agreement for pur-
chase and all moneys owing thereunder and said lands to
the said Shaw.

The said Blain covenanted thereby that in default of
said respondent Masson paying said balance of purchase
money, he, Blain, would pay same and the interest as
specified.

The respondent also by said tripartite agreement coven-
anted therein with said Shaw to pay him the said balance
of purchase money and interest as aforesaid.

The said security was thus acquired through the firm of
McCallum and Vannatter, brokers in Saskatoon, acting for
said Blain.

Shaw resided in Toronto and, when an instalment of
$11,250 of said principal, and interest on the whole for six
months, was about to fall due, forwarded his said security
through the Imperial Bank to Saskatoon for collection by
it. When doing so he wrote Mr. McCallum of said firm of
brokers a brief note, dated 29th March, 1913, in regard
thereto and another security of the like character, stating
the amounts respectively due, the one on the 12th of April
and the other on the 10th of April, and that he was notify-
ing the said parties of his sending said documents to the
Imperial Bank for collection. And then, by the last sen-
tence of his said letter, said:

I would like if you would also notify them that these payments
must be met, and if you should have any good agreements offered you
about that time you might advise me.

On the 29th they replied that they had notified said
parties, and ended by saying that they would try and get
an agreement of about the "right size to submit to you as
soon as the money is paid."
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On the 7th of April they wrote Shaw that they had a 1922
letter from Masson stating that he expected to be in Sas- SHAW

katoon early in April "and would be prepared to make his MASSON

payment on the Blain agreement." Idingon J.
Meantime they had submitted another investment to -

him and in regard thereto he replied by saying

I will do nothing with this until the agreements that are now due
are paid.

On the 19th April, 1913, Shaw wrote McCallum as fol-
lows:

I received your letter of the 7th instant, also your wire of the
11th. I have had no word from the Imperial Bank that either one
of the agreements has been paid, and the parties interested have not
even written about them.

I will notify the bank that if these agreements, also Irving's Mort-
gage are not paid by the 1st May, to take the necessary proceedings
immediately to collect same.

And on the 1st of May, 1913, McCallum & Vannatter,
writing in regard to other matters, say as follows:-

Mr. Masson from Ottawa has not arrived yet, but in talking to
a friend of his he stated that he expects Mr. Masson daily, and under-
stand he expects to make his payment as soon as he reaches here, which
will also be turned over to you.

As soon as we collect some more money for you, will submit an
agreement, but will not do so until we get the money out of your Sas-
katoon agreements, when we hope to put up something to you which you
will consider favorably.

When Masson did arrive a few days later he does not
seem to have been quite as prepared to pay as his evidence
pretends he was, if another letter from McCallum, on the
6th May, 1913, to Shaw is to be relied upon, amongst other
things announcing arrival of Masson, but saying:

He is not positive whether he will be able to make the full pay-
ment or not as he is expecting some money and has not received it yet.
In any case he will be able to pay a goodly portion of it.

Such was the situation when the following telegrams
passed between McCallum and Shaw:-

May 6th, 1913.
Hedley Shaw,

c/o Maple Leaf Milling Co.,
Toronto, Ontario.

Have interviewed Masson, and he wishes to obtain title to Lot 18,
Block 176. To do this he offers agreement for sale covering 50 feet of
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1922 good business property south side of river sold April 30th to good eastern
SHAw parties for $25,000. On this there was a cash payment made of $6,250,

v. leaving a balance due of $18,750 in three equal payments in six, twelve
MASSON and eighteen months with interest at eight per cent. In addition to

Idington J this agreement he will pay $5,750 cash. Can recommend security in
- property offered and all parties good. This pays 23 per cent without

deducting any bonus on October payment due by Masson to you. Wire
at once if can accept.

D. J. McCallum.
Toronto, Ont., May 7th, 1913.

D. J. McCallum:-
To-day's value Masson agreement twenty-three thousand five hun-

dred and fifty, with twelve thousand, two hundred and fifty now due,
balance due in five months. Prefer getting money as can use to good
advantage elsewhere. However, if Masson will pay six thousand and
you say agreement and parties are as good security as agreement giving
up, you may close.

Hedley Shaw.
May 8th, 1913.

Hedley Shaw, Esq.,
Toronto, Ontario.

Arranged proposition according our wire excepting cash will be $6,000.
Consider new agreement good and you will still hold Masson's covenant.
Will write you fully to-morrow.

D. J. McCallum.

So far from agreement of Easton offered in exchange
being, as stipulated by Shaw in his said telegram of 7th
May, 1913, as good-security as agreement he was asked to
give up, it seems to me quite clear that was not the case.

The agreement he was asked to give up (of which I have
set forth above the facts it evidences) was for only half the
purchase price of the land securing it, whilst that Easton
agreement was for three-quarters of the purchase price of
the land.

How such an audacious misrepresentation came to be
made (if made in the sense respondent contends for) by
the parties making it passes my comprehension, unless
moved by a fraudulent purpose.

It turned out that the Easton contract which was ten-
dered was not in fact the real contract which then existed
between Easton and Masson.

That had been entered into between Masson, as vendor,
and Easton, as purchaser, and was negotiated for Masson
by the said McCallum & Vannatter in the previous Octo-
ber when the cash payment of $6,250 was made, and in-
terest on the balance of $18,750, at 8 per cent per annum
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had fallen due with an instalment of $6,250 of principal, 1922
on the 30th of April, 1913, when it was well known to both SHAW

t,.
Masson and said firm that Easton could not meet his pay- MASSON

ment then due. Iiington J.
Under such circumstances they were driven to substitute

another contract as if entered into on the 30th of April,
1913, at which date instead of in the previous October, the
cash payment was pretended to have been made, and this
substituted contract was executed by Masson but not by
Easton until some time after appellant Shaw had become
suspicious and had repudiated the transaction set forth in
above quoted telegrams.

Exactly when it was executed by Easton does not appear
in evidence. He was unable through illness to attend the
trial.

Ingram who is supposed to have attested his signature
was not called as a witness.

But we have in the correspondence a letter from McCal-
lum & Vannatter, dated 7th June, 1913, to Shaw trying to
induce him to reconsider his determination not to carry out
the proposal, in which they tell him they had sent the
papers to Renfrew, where Easton resided, to be completed.

I think this is much more cogent evidence than what
counsel before us, driven to despair apparently, suggested
was to be found in some remarks of Mr. McCarthy when
arguing one of the many points discussed at the trial, hap-
pened to refer to it as if it had been executed in May.

He was neither intending to make an admission of that
kind nor, in what he was arguing then was the exact date
of execution by Easton an essential feature-so long as the
matter he was referring to indicated the signing by Easton
was after what had transpired and was being put forward
as a completed 'contract, when in fact it was not.

It was this pretended Easton agreement of 30th of
April, 1913, that was made the basis of the assignment by
Masson to Shaw, and is sought herein to be made the
material part of the basis of this action for specific per-
formance.

But curiously enough (though one of the reasons which
McCallum, or MacCallum & Vannatter, persistently
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1922 pressed on Shaw in their letters trying to induce him to
SHAW accept this assignment and thus carry out the alleged agree-

V.
MASSON ment to exchange the Easton agreement for that of Blain,

Idington J. was the value of Masson's covenant for due payment by
- Easton) Masson now pretends herein that such a covenant

was a fraud upon him and ought to be deleted from said
assignment.

The existence of such a covenant binding Masson for the
due payment by Easton, is the only respectable excuse for
the said firm assuring Shaw that the one security might
be taken as the equivalent of the other, but even that could
not justify it, for Masson's means of payment seems to
have been dependent on his wife's will and means to pay.

Even if otherwise, I am unable to see how an exchange
of securities, which in their essential feature depended on
the value of the land, securing either, such misrepresenta-
tions as impliedly made relative to their being of equal
value, can be in any way justified or in any respect held to
have been a due fulfilment of the express condition of Shaw's
reply: "And you say agreement and parties are as good
security as agreement giving up, you may close."

It was clearly expected McCallum could say so honestly.
Indeed, curiously enough, McCallum did not in his reply
expressly venture so far. The parties never were in fact
ad idem when telegrams duly scrutinized.

It seems to me absurd to call the securities that would
be afforded for payment of the $17,500 balance on land,
bought only for $25,000, as the equivalent of $18,500, or
even $23,400 on land bought for $45,000. I assume, as no
evidence to the contrary, these prices represent what was
then believed to be respective value of each.

I have no hesitation in holding that an assurance given
Shaw to that effect was not given in good .faith, or within
the terms of the conditions he had imposed as basis for
such temporary and conditional assent as he gave.

I agree with the finding of the learned trial judge that
the whole dealing was vitiated by the fraud carried out in
the substitution of the actual Easton agreement by another
fabricated transaction.

Indeed I cannot help coming to the conclusion that the
whole transaction was so saturated with fraud that even if
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McCallum & Vannatter could be held to have been agents 1922

of Shaw whilst so deceiving him, the case would fall within SHAW

the rule laid down in Mortlock v. Buller (1), and followed MASSON
by many cases since, and hence no relief by way of specific Idington J.
performance can be properly founded thereon.

But it seems clear beyond any doubt that the firm of
McCallum & Vannatter was the agent of respondent Mas-
son, and merely, so far as Shaw was concerned, a means of
communication used by respondent in his dealings in ques-
tion herein with the said Shaw, who was in Toronto, whilst
Masson and his agents were in Saskatoon. What was said
in the telegram by Shaw to said agents might as well have
been said direct to the party making the proposal, and if
he receiving it had so replied, and thereby falsely assured
the other of the facts as to value, there would be no basis
thus furnished for a binding contract.

McCallum, the senior member of said firm, had died in
November, 1915, and hence the only actual witness who
could speak to the relations between Masson and said firm
was Vannatter, and he swears distinctly that they got two
hundred dollars from Masson as commission for their ser-
vices in bringing about the alleged agreement now in ques-
tion and never got nor pretended to claim from Shaw any
comimission.

It was suggested in argument that said firm had been
acting as agent for Shaw in other matters, and hence an
inference might be drawn as to the actual relation between
them. In like manner they had been acting previously for
Masson in bringing about the sale to Easton.

A perusal of the entire evidence including the correspond-
ence leads me to the conclusion that they were, so far as
Shaw was concerned, merely, brokers selling securities of
the class in question and looked to their clients, offering
securities such as those in question herein, for their com-
mission.

Of course such a relationship would naturally give rise to
much correspondence between them and investors like
Shaw, tending to give their relation another colour.

(1) 10 Ves. 292.
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1922 We have a fairly good test in this very case of how Shaw
SHAW looked upon their relations.

V.
MASSON Although he had bought the Blain security now in ques-

Idington J. tion from Blain through them, when it came to a question
- of collecting same he entrusted that to, and sent the docu-

ments to, the bank, and at the same time writing to them
respectively and acquainting their agents of his having
done so, and asking that they call and pay what was due.

At the same time, as I infer, it was by way of mere
courtesy to the brokers that he notified them of what he
had done.

Be all that as it may if there was anything beyond what
I suggest there was no evidence adduced directly bearing
upon the point, except that of Vannatter who seems to
have given his evidence fairly and without prejudice.

I cannot see how Masson can escape the consequences of
what was done on his behalf and to which he was an actual
party in the framing up of the deceptive substitution of the
Easton agreement by another which was, I hold, fraudu-
lent.

For these reasons alone I submit the judgment of the
learned trial judge is correct and the Appellate Division in
error in setting same aside.

In deference to what is said in the said appellate court's
judgment, I respectively submit that there being fraud,
which is not denied therein, no relief should have been
given by way of specific performance.

What seems to me, I most respectfully submit, to be un-
doubted law is the statement of the relevant law in Fry's
Specific Performance, 4th ed. at page 306, par 703, that
where there is fraud in the obtaining of the contract or in
the course of its performance, there is ground for the can-
cellation of the contract and, a fortiori, that it presents to
the party defrauded a complete defence to an action for
specific performance.

This aspect of the law seems, I most respectfully sub-
mit, to have been overlooked by the majority in the
Appellate Division, which treated the action as one for
rescission and reversed the learned trial judge's judgment,
although Mr. Justice Middleton in his brief dissenting
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judgment, pointed out how he deemed the fraud to be an 1922

impossible barrier to relief sought. SHAW

Notwithstanding the fact that Shaw had in his letter to MA SSoN

McCallum, c/o McCallum & Vannatter, of the 29th May, Idington J.
1913, pointed out some reasons for suspecting the value of -

the Easton agreement as a security, and after getting their
explanations, on the 11th of June, 1913, had sent the fol-
lowing telegram to them,

Toronto, Ont., June 11th, 1913.
D. J. McCallum,

care McCallum & Vannatter,
Saskatoon.

Your letter June 7th received, don't consider property new agreement
good security, don't care to take new agreement unless substantial pay-
ment say twenty-five hundred dollars made on property, please advise.
Hurst balance money due must be paid immediately.

H. Shaw,

and that he had thus distinctly refused to carry out the
alleged arrangement unless so modified as therein required
the respondent failed to bring any action until this one, on
the 17th November, 1917. Four years and a half seems,
under such circumstances, rather a long time to wait be-
fore bringing an action such as this.

Meantime the Easton property was sold for taxes appar-
ently in 1915 and 1916, and Easton had failed entirely to
meet his payments according to the terms of his agreement
in question, and the respondent had failed to meet his
obligations under his covenant in the assignment by him
to Shaw on Easton's default, or to tender Shaw payment
of same.

That presents rather a remarkable case of non-
observance of the rule laid down by Lord Alvanley in Mil-
ward v. Earl Thanet (1), that

a party cannot call for specific performance unless he has shown himself
ready, desirous, prompt and eager

which has in substance remained good law to the present
day.

Then if we try to apply herein common law to this
alleged contract its fraudulent character still remains a
good defence.

(1) 5 Ves. 720n.
53558-8
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1922 And if there were no such defence available damages
SHAW would be the only relief, in which case the duty of the re-

V.
MASSON spondent would have been to minimize the damages by

Idington J. such other steps as available to him in way of reselling the
- thing he alleges he had sold, to say nothing of his express

covenant to pay on Easton's default.
Not the least curious of the many features presented by

this case is the attempt to delete that covenant although
the evidence is that such is the usual form of contracts in
Saskatchewan, in transferring such like securities as the
Easton agreement.

Indeed that was brought home to the respondent, if he
never knew before, by the assignment of his own contract
with Blain by the latter, to which he was a party, and
wherein Blain had to give his covenant to pay on Masson's
default.

The printed forms are identical except for a few im-
material words.

That covenant of the respondent was part of the agree-
ment tendered by his agents McCallum & Vannatter in
execution of the alleged agreement now sued on and is thus
part of the foundation of this action.

Yet the judgment appealed from retains for respondent
the right to insist, in a modified way not clear, on his
peculiar contention when before the Master in Ordinary.

I need not pursue this matter further than to point out
that Shaw uniformly adhered to his imperative condition
that there must be at least $2,500 added to the original
proposal for exchange in order to bring the Easton security
up to the standard of equality he had insisted on in his
telegram giving a conditional assent to the respondent's
proposition.

The correspondence, after his refusal to carry out the
proposal as made by respondent through his agent McCal-
lum & Vannatter, does not seem to me to help or hinder
either party.

It discloses that respondent's said agents hoped to secure
such further payments by Easton as would reduce the
amount of his liability and thereby induce Shaw to look
upon the securities sought to be exchanged as nearly
equivalent in substantial value.
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I am of the opinion that for the foregoing reasons this 1922
appeal should be allowed with costs here and in the appel- SHAW

late division and the judgment of the learned trial judge be MASSON

restored. Duff J.

DUFF J.-The appeal turns upon two telegrams in the
following terms:-

May 6th, 1913.
Hedley Shaw,

c/o Maple Leaf Milling Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Have interviewed Masson, and he wishes to obtain title to Lot 18,
Block 176. To do this he offers agreement for sale covering 50 ft. of good
business property on south side of river sold April 30th to good Eastern
party for $25,000. On this there was a cash payment made of $6,250,
leaving a balance due of $18,750 in three equal payments of six, twelve
and eighteen months with interest at 8 per cent. In addition to this agree-
ment he will pay $5,750 cash. Can recommend security in property offered
and all parties good. This pays 23 per cent deducting any bonus on Octo-
ber payment due by Masson to you. Wire at once if can accept.

D_ J. McCallum.

Toronto, Ont., May 7th, 1913.
D. J. McCallum:-

To-day's value Masson agreement twenty-three thousand, five hun-
dred and fifty, with twelve thousand, two hundred and fifty now due,
balance due in five months. Prefer getting money as can use to good
advantage elsewhere. However, if Masson will pay six thousand and
you say agreement and parties are as good security as agreement giving
up, you may close.

Hedley Shaw.

The authority given to McCallum was an authority to
accept the terms of May 6th. McCallum professed to enter
into an arrangement of a very different character. In fact
he attempted with Masson's approval to use his authority
in a manner which both of them must have known was not
consistent with good faith towards Shaw. Shaw on dis-
covering this was entitled to repudiate the whole thing as
a fraud upon him, which he did. In the circumstances the
agreement was not an enforceable one.

The point chiefly insisted upon was that Shaw could not
retain the moneys paid by Masson and at the same time
repudiate the agreement which McCallum professed to
make with Masson. This argument plainly fails of effect
when the relations between Shaw and Masson are remem-
bered. Masson was the debtor to Shaw who held as
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1922 security a lien upon lands which Masson had purchased
SHAW from him. Masson proposed that Shaw should accept in

V.
MASSON exchange for this security a lien upon other lands and

Duff J. certain additional payments. Shaw consented subject to the
- condition that Masson's debt to him should be reduced by

a named amount. The debt was overdue. The moneys
paid by Masson were paid in performance of his obligation
to Shaw and were applied in reduction of the debt.

Shaw's right to retain the moneys paid was an uncon-
ditional right on two grounds, in the first place, and this
of course is quite conclusive, it was paid in reduction of the
existing debt, in performance of the existing obligation and
not in execution of any fresh obligation to be undertaken
by Masson. In the second place, the common law rule is
quite plain that the general principle solvitur in modo sol-
ventis is subject to an exception in cases in which the
money paid is admitted by the payer to be due. The
authorities are conclusive that a debtor paying an admitted
debt cannot lawfully attach conditions to the payment;
and that the creditor receiving the money does nothing
wrongful in retaining it, although he disregards the con-
ditions. Miller v. Davies referred to by Lord Esher in Day
v. McLea (1) at page 612; Ackroyd v. Smithies (2); Day
v. McLea (1). The retention of the money in such a case
is not a trespass; a count for money had and received
would not lie because the view of the law is that where the
money is admitted to be due there is nothing contra equum
et bonum in retaining it.

The appeal should be allowed and the action dismissed
with costs.

ANGLIN J.-The plaintiff sues for specific performance
of a contract whereby, in consideration of making a cash
payment of $6,000 and transferring to the defendant all
his interest in a sale agreement whereby one Easton had
purchased from him certain property in Saskatoon, the de-
fendant, who had acquired the interest of one Blain, as
vendor, under an agreement for the sale of certain other
property, agreed to convey such latter property to the
plaintiff and to relieve him from liability for payment of

(1) 22 Q.B.D. 610. (2) 54 L.T. 130.
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the purchase price thereof. The plaintiff also claimed that 1922

the contract sued upon should be reformed by the excision SHAW

from it of a personal guarantee by him of the Easton pay- MASSON

ments. The defendant denied the making of the contract Anglin J.
sued on and, by amendment, pleaded that, if given, his
assent thereto had been procured by fraud.

The learned trial judge found that a condition upon
which the defendant had, by his telegram of the 7th of
May, 1913, authorized acceptance of the plaintiff's offer-
namely, that McCallum and Vannatter, agents at Sas-
katoon, should assure him that the Easton agreement and
parties were as good as the Blain agreement and the parties
to it-had not been fulfilled; and he also maintained the
charge of fraud. As stated by Meredith, C.J.O., the de-
fendant

had no knowledge of the true nature of the transaction between the
plaintiff and Easton until it was divulged by the plaintiff in giving his
testimony at the trial.

The action was accordingly dismissed in the trial court.
The Appellate Divisional Court agreed that the fraud

alleged by the defendant had been established. It found,
however, that there had been a binding acceptance of the
plaintiff's proposal and that, inasmuch as the defendant re-
tained and made no offer to refund $5,000 of the $6,000
cash payment which he had received and the Easton pro-
perty had been sold for taxes in the interval, the defendant
was not entitled to rescission of the contract and should
be ordered to carry it out. The reformation asked by
the plaintiff was not granted. Specific execution of the
contract as drawn was accordingly decreed at the instance
of the party held to be chargeable with fraud in procuring
it. Such a result is startling, to say the least.

While disposed to agree with the construction put by the
Appellate Court on the telegram of the 7th of May and to
regard what took place as a fulfilment of any conditions
it imposed, -I am inclined to think that the plaintiff's real
difficulty in regard to the making of the contract sued upon
lies deeper-that it consists in the non-existence of the sub-
ject matter in respect to which the defendant intended to
contract. The proposition made to him and of which
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1922 acceptance was authorized by his telegram of the 7th of
SHAW May was for the transfer to him of an agreement by Easton

V.
MASSON for the purchase of land dated the 30th of April, 1919,
Anglin j. already made. There was in fact no such agreement at

- that time. The plaintiff never contemplated the taking
of an agreement which was yet to be made, and was in fact
made only on the 8th of May.

But the finding of fraud imputable to the plaintiff, con-
firmed by the Appellate Divisional Court, rests upon
evidence quite adequate to ensure its not being disturbed
in this court, and upon that finding this action in my
opinion must fail. It would indeed be an extraordinary
case in which specific execution of a contract so tainted
could be decreed. It may be that as a pre-requisite to
seeking rescission the defendant would have been obliged
to proffer restitution of the money paid him by the plain-
tiff. But fraud is a personal bar to specific performance
which may be set up by a defendant not entitled to rescis-
sion. Fry on Specific Performance (5 ed.) section 749.
The defendant is not seeking the aid of the court either to
obtain rescission or for any other purpose. He is merely
resisting a demand for specific performance. The plaintiff
owed him more than $11,000 upon a contract still in his
hands. I cannot see that the application by the defendant
in reduction of that indebtedness of the $5,000 paid him
precludes his contesting the plaintiff's claim in this action.
I am rather inclined to take the view that commended
itself to Mr. Justice Middleton as to the essence of the
transaction between the parties and the nature and effect
of the fraud perpetrated. But in any aspect of the matter
the plaintiff is not entitled to the relief for which he sues.

There is no counter claim. The judgment must there-
fore be confined to a dismissal of the plaintiff's present
action leaving either party to assert such further rights and
claim such other remedies as he may be advised.

BRODEUR J.-I concur in the result.

MIGNAULT J.-Both the learned trial judge and the
Appellate Divisional Court found that a fraud was com-
mitted by the respondent in representing to the appellant
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that the agreement of sale between the respondent and 1922

Easton was made on April 30, 1913, whereas it had really SHAw

been made on October 30, 1912, and Easton had failed to MASSON

meet the payment on account of capital which became due Mignault J.
on April 30, 1913, to wit, $6,250. Easton had applied for
an extension of time to effect this payment, and McCal-
lum and the respondent conceived the idea of making a
new sale agreement between the respondent and Easton,
dated six months after the real one, in order to induce the
appellant to accept it and to agree to " switch " the Blain
agreement of sale to Masson, which had been transferred
to the appellant, for the Masson agreement of sale to
Easton. I think this fraud has been brought home to the
respondent, whether or 'not McCallum was his agent, for
the learned trial judge believed the statement of Vannatter,
McCallum's partner, that the respondent was aware of the
contents of McCallum's telegram to Shaw of May 6, 1913,
wherein the false and fraudulent representation as to the
date of the Easton agreement was made.

The appellant thus deceived had authorized McCallum
to accept the Easton agreement for the Blain agreement,
subject to the payment by the respondent of $6,000. Mc-
Callum obtained a cheque for $5,200 from the respondent,
and sent to the appellant $5,000 to be credited on the pro-
posed exchange of agreements, retaining $200 for com-
mission. He subsequently collected $1,000 from Easton, to
wit, $750 for interest due Masson and $250 paid by Easton
for a time extension, and this $1,000 he held to be paid to
the appellant when the latter would have signed (which he
never did) a transfer of the land covered by the Blain
agreement.

Notwithstanding that the Appellate Divisional Court
concurred in the trial judge's finding of fraud, it appears
to have looked at the case as if the appellant had asked
for the rescission of the agreement on which the respond-
ent's action was based. And for the reason that the appel-
lant could not obtain rescission without returning the
$5,000 he had received from the respondent, and which he
did not offer to return, and without also returning the land
the respondent had agreed to sell to Easton, and which had
been sold for taxes, the appellate court granted specific
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1922 performance of the agreement between McCallum and re-
SHAW spondent.

V
MASsON The respondent had indeed prayed for the specific per-

Mignault j. formance of this agreement, but the defendant did not
- counterclaim and was content to ask for the dismissal of

the action. There was therefore no demand for rescission,
but only one for specific performance, which was met by
a denial of the alleged agreement. The appellant dis-
covered the fraud only at the trial and amended his state-
ment of defence by setting up that by reason of this fraud
the respondent was not entitled to ask for specific perform-
ance of the agreement.

The question is therefore whether the respondent can
obtain specific performance of an 'agreement procured by
fraud. The only answer in my opinion should be in the
negative. The respondent's action therefore fails. What-
ever other rights the respondent may have in view of the
appropriation of the $5,000 by the appellant for a purpose
other than that for which it was paid to him, it is clear that
he cannot come before the court and ask that it exercise
its equitable jurisdiction by decreeing specific performance
of an agreement tainted by fraud.

I would therefore, with respect, allow the appeal and
restore the judgment of the learned trial judge which dis-
missed the action, leaving to the parties such other
remedies,. if any, to which either of them may be entitled.
The appellant should have his costs here and in the Appel-
late Divisional Court.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Millar, Ferguson & Hunter.

Solicitors for the respondent: Ewart, Scott, Kelley &
Kelley.
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CANADIAN VICKERS, LIMITED, 1922
1APPELLANT;*4

(DEFENDANT) .................... *Nov. 10.
*Nov. 27.

AND

A. G. SMITH (PLAINTIFF) ................ RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL SIDE,

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Negligence-Master and servant-Liability-Machine throwing off steel
particles-Guard-Goggles-Arts. 1053, 1054 C.C.-Art. 1384 C.N.

The respondent, a skilled and experienced workman, employed by the
appellant company, was in charge of a lathe for paring down steel
rods. From the machine, when normally operated, particles of steel
dangerous to the eyes flew in different directions. A steel shaving
having struck respondent's right eye and ruptured the eye-ball, neces-
sitating the extraction of the eye, the respondent brought action for
$5,000 damages.

Held, Davies C.J. dissenting, that as the injury had been caused by a
thing under the appellant's care without human agency intervening,
the case fell within the purview of article 1054 C.C.; the consequent
prima facie liability was defeasible only by the appellant "establishing
that it was unable by reasonable means to prevent the act (le fait)
which had caused the damage "; and, upon the evidence, the appellant
had failed to do so. Quebec R.L.H. & P. Co. v. Vandry ([1920] A.C.
662) and City of Montreal v. Watt & Scott ([1922] 2 A.C. 555)
followed.

Per Davies C.J. dissenting.-The respondent had the onus of affirmatively
establishing that a guard upon the machine was feasible and prac-
ticable having in view the efficiency of the machine and therefore
was a reasonable means of preventing the injury, which he failed to
discharge.

Per Duff J.-Any physical object handled or directed can be a cause of
damage within the meaning of article 1054 C.C.; an automobile,
for example, containing within itself its own forces of propulsion
causing harm by impact is a "thing" causing "damage" within the
meaning of that article.

Per Duff J.-As between the appellant and the respondent, it cannot be
assumed under article 1054 C.C., but must be proved, that the
machine which the respondent was operating was a thing in the care
of the appellant.

Per Brodeur J.-The appellant is also liable under article 1053 C.C.
Judgment of the Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 32 K.B. 443) affirmed,

Davies C.J. dissenting.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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12 APPEAL from a judgment of the Court of King's Bench,
CANADIAN appeal side, province of Quebec (1), affirming the judgment

VLD. of the Superior Court, Martineau J. and maintaining the

SMrTH. respondent's action for $5,000.
- The material facts of the case and the questions in issue

are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg-
ments now reported.

Cook K.C. and Heney for the appellant. The use of
goggles by the appellant's workmen in connection with the
operation in question was impracticable and unnecessary.

In any event, the appellant complied with its legal duty
in regard to goggles by providing the same for the use of
its skilled mechanics who thoroughly understood the char-
acter and dangers of the work in which they were engaged.

No legal duty was placed on the appellant to force its
expert workmen to wear these goggles.

The use of a guard over the cutting tool of the lathe was
impracticable, unnecessary and unknown, and the failure
of the appellant to devise such a guard which nobody else
had devised or used on a machine which had safely been
operated for over three years would not in law constitute
an act of negligence attaching legal responsibility for
injury.

The determining cause of the accident was the fault and
negligence of the respondent himself in placing his head
too close to the machine while the same was in operation
and in not properly attending to his duty.

Ogden K.C. and Popliger for the respondent. Under Art.
1054 C.C., as interpreted by the Privy Council in Quebec
Ry. L.H. & P. Co. v. Vandry (2), it was incumbent upon
the appellant to exculpate itself by affirmative proof that
it could not have prevented the accident, which evidence
had not been made.

THE CHIEF JusTIcE (dissenting).-After reading the
evidence in this case, I am not prepared to hold that the
suggested guard upon the machine which the plaintiff was
operating when he was injured was practicable having

(1) [19221 Q.R. 32 K.B. 443.
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regard to the working efficiency of the machine. There is 1

no evidence which affirmatively establishes that proposition CANADIAN
VICKERB

and it appears to me that the absence of such evidence is LrD.

fatal to the plaintiffs claim. V.
The plaintiff, himself a skilled workman, aged about 28, The Chief

admitted that it was not customary in factories for guards Justice
to be placed on machines of the kind he was operating
when injured. No one else stated that such guards were
customary or known. The machine manufacturers had
never supplied them. The provincial inspectors had never
suggested their use. Neither in Canada nor elsewhere were
they shewn to have been used.

I think the duty of proving that such a guard was feasible
and practicable, having in view the efficiency of the ma-
chine, lay upon the plaintiff, and that the defendants could
not be held liable for such an accident as happened to the
plaintiff unless such evidence was given.

In the late-case of City of Montreal v. Watt & Scott (1),
their Lordships of the Privy Council explained what was
meant by them in the case of the Quebec Railway Light,
Heat & Power Co. v. Vandry (2) as to the proper con-
struction of article 1054 of the Quebec Civil Code, namely,
that the words " unable to prevent the damage " meant
unable by reasonable means to do so and did not denote an absolute
inability.

It becomes then a vital question as to whether the sug-
gested guard, having regard to the necessary efficiency
of the machine being operated, was a reasonable means of
preventing such damage as the plaintiff suffered here. In
other words, was it practicable?

No evidence was given to shew that it was. And the
universal absence of its use anywhere on similar machines
would, it seems to me, lead to the conclusion that it was
not.

As to the conclusion that it was the duty of the defend-
ants to have compelled the workmen to wear goggles, the
learned judge found that their use was impracticable and

(1) [19221 2 A.C. 555. (2) [19201 A.C. 662.
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1922 that no fault could be imputed to the defendants in that
CANADAN regard. I can only say that I agree with him and the
VICKERB

ICr.S, learned dissentient judges of the Court of King's Bench

V.rr on that point.

The Chief For these reasons, I would allow the appeal and dismiss
Justice the action.

IDINGTON J.-For the reasons assigned by the learned
trial judge, and those in appeal agreeing therewith, I would
dismiss this appeal with costs.

DUFF J.-As regards the merits of the appeal as a whole
I do not dissent from the conclusion at which the court has
arrived. There are points, however, of great importance
raised in the course of the discussion and to some extent
considered in the judgments of the Court of King's Bench
which cannot, I think, properly be passed over without an
observation or two.

And first, I am unable to agree with the suggestions
which have been advanced as to the limited scope of Art.
1054. By that article there are three conditions of respon-
sibility. One is that the plaintiff shall have suffered dam-
age, another is that the damage shall have been caused
by a " thing " and the third is that the " thing " causing
the damage shall have been under the care of the defend-
ant or of some person for whose conduct he is responsible
vis & vis the plaintiff. The responsibility is the legal result
of the concurrence of these factors unless the defendant
brings himself within the exculpatory clause by shewing
that the damage could not have been avoided by him
through the use of means which he might reasonably have
been expected to employ.

I confess I am unable to understand the contention that
a physical object handled or directed (as an automobile,
for example), cannot be a cause of damage within the
meaning of Art. 1054. This view seems to me to involve the
assumption that the more complete the control the defend-
ant has over the physical object which is the cause of the
harm the less cogent is the presumption against him of re-
sponsibility. I cannot understand why, for example, an
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automobile containing within itself its own forces of pro- 1922
pulsion causing harm by impact may not be a " thing " CA ni

VICKERS,
causing " damage " within the meaning of Art. 1054.

It is quite true that until recently the courts in France Sm"H
seem to have been committed to the doctrine which limits D

the application of Art. 1384 to cases of damage caused by
the " fait autonome " of the thing. That doctrine appears,
however, to have been discarded and it is worth while I
think to quote in full the note of M. Rend Demogue in
20 Rev. Trim. at p. 734 in the following words:

La Cour de Cassation (ch. civ. 6 nov. 1920, D. 1921. 1. 169) a rendu
un arrUt qui marque une 6tape dans la th6orie de la responsabilit6 du
fait des choses. Un incendie 6clatant dans une gare est aliment6 per des
r6sines qui s'y trouvaient et il gagne des installations voisines. La cour
a d6clar6 " qu'il n'est pas n6cessaire que la chose ait un vice inh6rent
A sa nature susceptible de causer le dommage, I'art. 1384 rattachant la
responsabilit6 h, la garde de Ta chose, non h la chose elle-mame." Aussi
a-t-elle cass6 l'arrit qui, pour refuser d'appliquer Particle 1384, d6clarait
que la cause du dommage doit r6sider dans la chose et que la r6sine
n'avait pu s'enflammer spontandment. Cette solution est en opposi-
tion avec la jurisprudence ant6rieure des cours d'appel (v. Bordeaux, 26
oct. 1909, S. 1914, 2. 214 en note; Paris, 23 mars, 1911, S. 1913, 2. 302),
La port6e de I'arrt actuel est consid6rable. On pourra l'invoquer pour
obtenir indemnit6 si un incendie se communique du mobilier d'une maison
h la maison voisine, si un objet mani6 ou dirig6 cause un dommage. Ce
sera donc Ia cons6cration de cette ide sociale: quiconque a le profit d'une
chose mobilibre doit supporter le dommage qu'elle occasionne. Cette base
donne h cette innovation une chance trbs s6rieuse de se consolider.

L'arr&t pr6cise un autre point. La responsabilit6 de Particle 1384 ne
peut ftre d6truit que par la -preuve d'un cas fortuit ou d'une force
majeure non imputable au d6fendeur. 11 ne suffit pas de prouver que
l'on n'a commis aucune faute ou que la cause du dommage est inconnue.
Ainsi se trouve condamn6e l'opinion d'un arrat ant6rieur qui se contentait
de l'impossibilit6 de d6terminer la cause de l'accident (Req. 30 mars, 1897,
S. 98, 1. 65) Il faut prouver un fait d6termin6: ainsi le terme de pr6somp-
tion de faute parait insuffisante. Il y a une responsabilit6 l6gale ne com-
portant que des causes pr6cises d'exondration. Par RA encore Ia responsa-
bilit6 se trouve 6tendue.

This note by the eminent commentator may well serve
as a warning against the risk of adopting too readily as a
guide for the application of Art. 1054 C.C. the decisions of
the French courts on the subject of responsabilitg.

The note also brings into relief the fact that the develop-
inent of la jurisprudence on this subject in France has
gradually come under the influence of a definite doctrine
of social responsibility, a doctrine on its legal side known
as le risque cri6. It cannot be too rigorously insisted upon
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1922 that the natural meaning of the language of Art. 1054 can-
CAwADIN not properly be expanded in deference to any such doctrine.
VICKERS,

fD.' Art. 1054 lays down a rule of the law and the scope of the

SMITH. rule must be ascertained by the usual means of interpreta-
tion.

Duff J. in
That brings me to a point raised by this appeal in respect

of which there has been no discussion but which I think
it is my duty to mention. And that is the question,
whether or not, as between the appellant company and
Smith, the machine which Smith was operating was a thing
in the care of the appellant company. In France it has
been assumed that in such circumstances the machine was
in the care of the employer, but the assumption rests upon
an application of the doctrine above referred to-the
doctrine that the person who derives the profit from the
operation of a movable thing must incur the loss in-
cidental to the operation of it. That is not an admissible
ground upon which a similar view as to the effect of Art.
1054 can be based.

Whether or not in the particular circumstances of this
case the conclusion that the machine was in the company's
care within the meaning of this article is a point upon
which I express no opinion. We have had no argument
upon it.

ANGLIN J.-In my opinion this case falls within the pur-
view of Art. 1054 C.C. It is a case of damage caused by
a thing under the defendant's care. Not only is all con-
tributory fault on the part of the plaintiff negatived, but
human intervention, either by him or by any other person,
was not a factor in the causation of the injury. Montreal
Tramways Co. v. Frontenac Breweries (1). The plaintiff
was operating the defendant's lathe in the normal way
necessary for the work on which he was engaged: the flying
off of the metal chips was an inevitable consequence of such
operation. As put by Mr. Justice Dorion:-

Si l'action de l'ouvrier n'a t pour rien dans l'accident, c'est done
le fait de Ia machine qui Fa caus6, et il incombe au gardien de Ia chose
de se disculper.

(1) [19211 Q.R. 33 K.B. 160.

[1923]208
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That he can do, as held by their Lordships of the Judicial 1922

Committee in Quebec Railway, Light, Heat and Power Co. CANADIAN

v. Vandry (1) only by LTD.

establishing that he was unable to prevent the act (le fait) which has garr1.
caused the damage

Anglin J.
-which, as their Lordships' later judgment in City of
Montreal v. Watt & Scott (2), explains, implies " unable
by reasonable means."

The burden of establishing this exculpation falls on the
defendant. The learned trial judge found that the plain-
tiff had affirmatively established that the absence of a
guard on the machine constituted fault sufficient to entail
responsibility under Art. 1053 C.C. The majority of the
learned judges of the Court of King's Bench approved of
that finding and also held that failure of the defendant
to insist on the workman operating the machine in question
using goggles amounted to actionable fault. There is
evidence in the record to support both findings. The
efficiency of the precautions which were found to have been
wrongfully omitted is probably established; their prac-
ticability seems to be much more open to question. I am
by no means satisfied that I should have found that it had
been affirmatively established. On the other hand, giving
to the findings made below the weight to which they are
entitled, I am not prepared to say that it is so clearly
proven that the defendant was unable by the use of one
or other of these means-both certainly reasonable in them-
selves if efficient and practicable-to prevent the act (le
fait) that caused the damage for which the plaintiff seeks
to -recover that the judgment in his favour, affirmed on
appeal, should be set aside here.

BRODEUR J.-Que cette cause soit d6cid6e sous l'autorit6
de l'article 1053 ou de l'article 1054 du code civil, je suis
d'opinion que la d6fenderesse, la compagnie Vickers, a
engag6 sa responsabilit6.

Y a-t-il eu faute de la part de la compagnie? Je n'h6site
pas A dire que oui.

(2) [1922] 2 A.C. 555.

S.C.R. 209

(1) [19201 A.C. 662.
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1922 Cette machine h laquelle travaillait Smith 6tait incon-
CANADIAN testablement dangereuse. La preuve a 6t6 contradictoire
VICKERS,

LTD. sur ce point, mais le juge qui pr6sidait au procks a ordonn6

SMT. une expertise; et l'expert, dont la comp6tence ne saurait

Brodeur J. tre mise en doute, vu qu'il est h la tote de 1'6cole technique,
a fait fonctionner cette machine et a rapport6 que dans
sa marche normale elle pouvait causer l'accident dont le
demandeur Smith a td le victime.

Le patron d'un 6tablissement industriel est oblige de
protiger ses ouvriers contre les dangers qui peuvent 6tre la
consequence de leur travail; il doit privoir non-seulement
les causes habituelles mais mime possibles des accidents,
et il doit prendre les mesures propres h les 6carter. Sirey,
1878. 1. 412.

Dans le cas actuel, il est en preuve que cette machine
dont se servait Smith a projet6 de menues parcelles ou
brindilles d'acier qui lui ont atteint l'ceil et qui en ont
n6cessit6 l'ablation.

La compagnie aurait dfi installer un 6cran ou un appareil
qui aurait pu prot6ger l'ouvrier contre ce danger. Elle ne
'a pas fait.

Elle a pr6tendu que l'installation de cet appareil n'aurait
pas permis une production aussi consid6rable. Cette pr6-
tention ne saurait la relever de sa responsabilit6. Est-ce
que la vie ou la sant6 de l'ouvrier ne demande pas une pro-
tection constante de la part de son patron; et ce dernier
a-t-il le droit de sacrifier son ouvrier pour avoir une pro-
duction plus consid6rable? C'est l faire parade d'un
6goisme qui ne saurait avoir grAce devant les tribunaux.
Le patron doit veiller h la sareth de son employ6.

Mais le patron dit: Nous n'avons jamais eu d'accidents
sur cette machine, et 1'6cran qu'on me demande d'installer
n'est en usage dans aucune usine. Sur ce point, il y a con-
flit dans la preuve. Le demandeur a prouve que pour des
machines semblables offrant le mime danger, on se servait
d'une couverture ou d'un 6cran. De plus, il a demand6 de
rouvrir son enquite pour prouver que des machines absolu-
ment semblables 6taient munies de cet appareil protecteur.
Le juge n'a pas cru n6cessaire d'accorder cette demande,
6tant convaincu 6videmment que la preuve 6tait d6ji assez
forte pour donner gain de cause au demandeur.

[1923]210
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Si cette cause doit 6tre d6cid6e sous 1'autorit6 de larticle 1922

1054, si le dommage a 6t6 cause " par une chose qui 6tait CANADIuN
VICKERS

sous la garde " de la compagnie Vickers, il incombait h cette LTD.

dernibre de prouver qu'elle n'a pu empicher le fait qui a S.'-

caus6 le dommage. La pr6somption de faute 6dict6e dans Brodeur J.

ce cas ne peut etre d~truite que par la preuve d'un cas -

fortuit ou de force majeure ou d'une cause 6trangbre qui ne
lui soit pas imputable. Dalloz, 1920.1.169.

La d6fenderesse n'a pas 6t6 en position de ditruire cette
pr6somption de faute qui 6tait 6dict6e contre elle. Elle
a, je crois, mis au dossier tous les faits qu'il lui 6tait possible
d'invoquer. Et cependant, non-seuilement elle n'a pas 6t6
capable de repousser cette pr6somption, mais le poids de la
preuve est plut6t en faveur du demandeur et est L 1'effet
qu'il y a eu n6gligence de la part de la d6fenderesse.

Pour ces raisons, son appel doit 6tre renvoy6 avec d~pens.

MIGNAULT J.-The case established here clearly falls
within Article 1054 of the civil code as construed by the
Judicial Committee in Quebec Railway, Light, Heat &
Power Co. v. Vandry (1), and City of Montreal v. Watt &
Scott (2), being a damage caused by a thing under the
care of the defendant. The lathe which caused the injury
was in perfect order and was operated as it should have been,
the plaintiff being a skilled and experienced workman. In
the proper and normal use of the lathe, particles of steel,
the evidence shews, would fly in all directions from the
eccentric rod which was being pared down, and one of these
particles struck the plaintiff's right eye and it had to be
removed. The damage here was therefore caused by the
thing, to wit the lathe, which the defendant had under
its care, and not by any human agency negligently setting
the thing in motion. See the distinction made by my
brother Anglin in Curley v. Latreille (3), in which I fully
concur.

In the Watt & Scott Case (2), their Lordships explained
the meaning of their decision in the Vandry Case (1), and
these two decisions should be read together. It is there-

(1) 1920 A.C. 662. (2) [19221 2 A.C. 555.
(3) [19201 60 Can. S.C.R 131 at p. 140.

S.C.R. 211
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1922 fore authoritatively determined that article 1054 estab-
CANADIAN lishes, for damages caused by a thing which a person has
VICKERS,

LTD. under his care, a liability which is defeasible only by proof
SmITH. of inability to prevent the damage. Further, in the Watt

Mignault J & Scott Case (1), in addition to the views they had ex-
pressed in the Vandry Case (2), their Lordships stated that
" unable to prevent the damage complained of " means " unable by reason-
able means." It does not denote an absolute inability.

It will be interesting to compare the construction placed
by the Judicial Committee on article 1054 of the Quebec
code with probably the latest pronouncement of the Cour
de Cassation in France as to the effect of article 1384 of
the French code. See Cass. civ., 16th November, 1920,
Dallox, 1920.1.169. with annotation by Mr. R. Savatier.
The first paragraph of article 1384 is construed as establish-
ing a presumption of fault which the defendant can only
rebut
par la preuve d'un cas fortuit ou de force majeure ou d'une cause 6trangbre
qui ne lui soit pas imputable. II ne suffit pas au gardien de prouver qu'il
n'a commis aucune faute, ni que la cause du dommage est demeur6e
inconnue.

The exculpatory paragraph of article 1384 C.N. is by its
terms restricted to the specific cases therein mentioned, In
Quebec, in a matter coming within the first paragraph of
article 1054, it suffices for the defendant to prove that he
was unable, by reasonable means, to prevent the damage
complained of.

Was this defendant unable by reasonable means to pre-
vent the damage complained of? The learned trial judge
thought that the defendant should have placed a guard
over the lathe to prevent the chips from flying in the oper-
ator's face. It is urged that to do so would have been im-
practicable, that it would have interfered with the proper
working of the lathe. I would be very slow to hold that
the person having machinery under his care should resort
to impracticable or unreasonable means to prevent injury
occurring by reason of the normal working of the ma-
chinery. But having carefully read the evidence, I think
it stops short of clearly shewing that it would have been
impracticable to place a guard over this lathe to stop the

(1) [1922] 2 A.C. 555.

[1923]

(2) 119201 A.C. 662.
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flow of clippings. The non-use of goggles was not con- 1922

sidered as a fault by the learned trial judge, and it is un- CANADIAN
VICKERS,

necessary to say whether it would have afforded a reason- LrD.

able means of preventing the injury. In my opinion, the S. "
defendant has not succeeded in placing itself within the -

protection of the exculpatory paragraph of article 1054.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Cook & Magee.

Solicitor for the respondent: G. Popliger.
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1922 C. GROSS (PLAINTIFF) ................. APPELLANT;
*Nov. 13.
*Nov. 27.

AND

H. D. WRIGHT (DEFENDANT) .......... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR BRITISH

COLUMBIA

Contract-Agreement-Breach-Party wall-Narrowing of wall contrary
to agreement-Proper remedy-Injunction-Specific performance.

A party wall agreement between appellant and respondent provided that
respondent might build the wall two feet or more in thickness, half
on each property, the middle line to coincide with the boundary line.
The respondent built a wall the foundation, basement and first
story of which were in accordance with the agreement, but he nar-
rowed the second story by four inches on his own side of the wall,
and the third story by a further four inches, keeping the wall on the
outside (appellant's side) perpendicular. After it had been erected
for some years and formed a wall of respondent's building, the appel-
lant, alleging he had recently discovered the breach of agreement.
sued for a mandatory injunction to compel the respondent to pull
down that part of the wall not erected in compliance with the agree-
ment and for specific performance of same.

Held, that these facts did not constitute merely a breach of contract
for which recovery of damages would be a proper remedy, but a tres-
pass, and that the appropriate remedy is to grant a mandatory injunc-
tion as prayed for by the appellant.

Per Idington J. The appellant has also the right to ask for specific per-
formance of the agreement, and the respondent should be ordered
to rebuild the wall of the same thickness of two feet.

Judgment of the Court of Appeal ([19221 2 W.W.R. 1028) reversed.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of Appeal for
British Columbia (1), reversing the judgment of Clement
J. at the trial and dismissing the plaintiff's action.

The material facts of the case are fully stated in the
above head-note and in the judgments now reported.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.

(1) [1922] 2 W.W.R. 1028.
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Geo. F. Henderson KC. for the appellant.
Gnoss

Eug. Lafleur K.C. for the respondent. V.
WRIGHT.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-For the reasons stated by my Iangton J.
brother Anglin, with which I fully concur and to which I
have nothing useful to add, I would allow this appeal with
costs.

IDINGTON J.-The appellant -owned lot 11, and respond-
ent Wright lot 12, in a certain survey on Hastings street,
one of the best business streets in Vancouver.

The appellant had built on his said lot a frame building
which in the rear part thereof was found to have encroached
upon said lot 12.

In 1908 the said respondent Wright desired to build upon
his said lot 12.

The foregoing circumstances seem to have led to the said
parties entering into an agreement dated 31st January,
1908, whereby appellant, by the first operative clause
thereof, bound himself to remove from the eastern bound-
ary of said lot 11 so much of his said building as should
be necessary in order to enable said respondent Wright
to build the party wall thereinafter provided for at his own
expense as and when required by him for the purpose of
constructing his said building and the proper building and
construction of the said party wall.

The second operative clause reads as follows:-
2. The party of the first part may build a party wall of brick or

other material two feet or more in thickness on any part or the whole
of the boundary line between the said lots Nos. 11 and 12, and under
the sidewalk on Hastings street from the northern boundaries of said
lots, which the party of the second part shall have the right to use as
herein provided, the middle line of which shall coincide with the said
boundary line, and the said party of the first part shall have the right to
enter in and upon said lot No. 11 and build and construct the said wall and
when any portion of the wall so to be built by the party of the first part
shall be used by the party of the second part his heirs or assigns; the
party of the second part, his heirs or assigns, shall forthwith pay to the
party of the first part, his heirs or assigns, one half of the cost price of
the building and construction of the whole thickness of the portion of
such wall so used by the party of the second part, his heirs or assigns,
and in estimating the portion of such wall so used, the cost thereof shall
be estimated on the cost of the whole height of the wall for the width
used from the foundation to the top thereof, and the sum of money to

215S.C.R.
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1922 be paid by the party of the second part, his heirs and assigns, to the

Gaoss party of the first part, his heirs and assigns, shall, until paid, remain a
v. charge upon the said land of the party of the second part, and shall be

WRIGHT. an incumbrance and charge upon said land, being lot No. 11. The party
- Jwall to be constructed by the party of the first part to be approximately

dnton J. as shewn upon the sketched plan annexed to this agreement, subject to
such alterations therein as the party of the first part may see fit from
time to time to make. In case of total destruction of the said party wall
by fire or otherwise this agreement and all covenants and agreements
herein contained shall terminate. And it is agreed that the covenants
herein contained shall run with the land, but no covenant herein con-
tained shall be personally binding on any person except in respect of
breaches during his or their seizin or title to the said lands.

The third operative clause provided that though one
half of the said wall .should be situated upon appellant's
land, it should remain and be the property of respondent
Wright until such time as appellant should use and pay re-
spondent therefor as same would be so used and then the
latter should own that portion of the wall so used and
paid for

but the same shall remain intact and be for the mutual enjoyment and
benefit of both of the parties.

thereto and until then the said respondent Wright in the
meantime should have the use, benefit and enjoyment of
the whole of said wall.

Then followed a clause relative to chimneys, which is
not material for our consideration herein, and a further
clause for reference to arbitration as to value of price men-
tioned above, not important herein.

The 6th clause is as follows:-

6. And it is further agreed that the wall built by virtue of this agree-
ment shall be of good materials and workmanship, and when built shall
be and remain a party wall.

Some few months after these parties had duly signed and
sealed the said agreement the respondent had begun the
building of a four-story brick building on his said lot 12,
using in the foundation of the western wall thereof the
agreed space assigned for such use as a party wall between
him and appellant, the said owner of lot 11.

That foundation was a little over the two feet in thick-
ness named in the agreement. Mr. Watson, the said re-
spondent's architect (whose evidence I take as absolutely
reliable) tells that before beginning the said foundation of

[1923]216
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the said party wall the ground was surveyed by competent 1922
surveyors and the line drawn between the said lots 11 and Gaoss

12, and a pin driven into the ground at the street line in wRIGT .
front to mark and indicate said division line, and such line Idington j.
so determined was rigidly observed in laying the said -

foundation wall, so that one half of it was on the appel-
lant's said land and the other half on the said respondent's
lot.

That wall, in order to conform with the terms of said
agreement, should have been carried up to the top of the
four stories, intended to be and actually built by the said
respondent, in such manner and form that each foot up-
wards should have rested equally on the respective pro-
perties of said parties to said agreement.

Whether it might have been contracted in thickness as
to be less than two feet as it reached the upper stories I
need not say.

The respondent Wright directed the contractor and
architect when reaching the second story so to contract
the thickness of the wall after reaching the top of the
ground floor in height that instead of being two feet or
more in thickness it should be, as it became under his
directions, as testified by Watson the architect, as fol-
lows:-

Q. How was the wall on the right side?-A. It is set back.
Q. Set back on what stories?-A. On the first floor and second floor.

The plans were prepared for a three-story building but we built four
stories.

Q. Both walls in the basement are perpendicular?-A. The basement
and ground floor is perpendicular, 2 feet 1 inch thick. The next floor is
1 foot 9 inches; the wall on the next floor 1 foot 4 inches; the next floor
a brick and a half, 12 inches.

Q. With a little mortar would make it?-A. A brick and a half.

On the western side, being that next and upon appel-
lant's lot 11, the wall is absolutely perpendicular and in
the result in the fourth story rests entirely, or substantially
so, upon appellant's said lot.

The space thus secured by respondent for use on his own
side is said to be the equivalent of a room ten by twelve
feet.

If that had been all that needed to be herein considered
we might let the judgment below stand, but it is very far

S.C.R. 217
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1922 from being the gravest or chief cause of concern to the
GRoss appellant herein. He never discovered the trick thus

WRIGHT. played upon him until ten or twelve years later when he

Idington j. had decided to build upon his lot 11 a brick building which
- for the first time would involve the use of the party wall,

in the sense in which I read it. Then he certainly was
confronted with a number of very serious problems. If
he wished to use the wall to go beyond the second story
he could not do it conformably with the city by-law in that
regard.

The respondent suggests that the thickness of the wall
to conform with the city by-law could be obtained by
adding to that now existent by means of building up inside
and on lot 12 the necessary additional thickness.

The inspector of buildings, called to give evidence on
this suggestion, did not seem disposed to say so or at least
properly refused to pass thereon until such a concrete case
was presented for his consideration.

There is another class of expert evidence on the point
which clearly demonstrates to my mind that the adding of
a new wall to attain the desired thickness would not add
to the strength of the wall because the old wall having been
up so many years had settled, and the new supplemental
wall would settle and not adhere to the old wall.

Hence it seems to me quite impracticable to rely and
act upon the suggestion made and obtain any satisfactory
results.

The learned trial judge acted upon the 'submission
of trespass made by the pleadings and gave nomi-
nal damages, but at the same time granted an in-
junction restraining the respondents from continuing the
said trespass, but allowed two years in which either to
complete the wall in question so as to make it conform
with the said agreement and the said order restraining the
respondents.

He relied upon the case of Stollmeyer v. Petroleum De-
velopment Co. (1), which was a case of nuisance.

The Court of Appeal by a majority reversed the said
judgment; held that substantial damages were the only

(1) [1918] 87 L.J.P.C. 83.

[1923]
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remedy and directed a new trial. Mr. Justice McPhillips 1922

would simply have dismissed the appeal. GRoss

I respectfully submit that specific performance of the WRIGHT.

agreement, which is prayed for by appellant's pleadings, Idington J.
and recognized in the judgment of the learned Chief Jus- -

tice in appeal as a remedy, is -the only appropriate remedy.
The remedy by way of damages, from. any angle I can

look at it, seems entirely inadequate.
They could only be adequate if the appellant should

receive damages equal to the value of the part of lot 11
which respondent Wright has used, and the abandonment
by appellant of his title thereto, and he or his assigns so
driven to build a wall of his, or their, own; and the further
cost of breaking up his building already built two stories
high and using, pursuant to the agreement, the present
wall as a party wall. In short a new agreement being made
damages might suffice.

There is a peculiarity in the agreement which seems, I
respectfully submit, to have been overlooked by the courts
below. It is this: That it is in a sense absolutely unilateral
for it gives no rights to the appellant unless and until the
respondent has exercised the option given by the second
clause of the same which provides that the said respondent
Wright may build a party wall, but nowhere binds him to
do so.

Having done so the agreement has been so far part per-
formed by him that the occupation of the appellant's land
by him, pursuant thereto, enables us to act upon the prin-
ciples relative to specific performance in a way that
absolute justice can be done between the parties which can-
not be effectively obtained in any other way.

The theory of trespass does not fit the actual case as
presented.

The appellant, much less his assignees, cannot, as is
usual in party wall agreements, enter, by virtue of this
peculiar agreement, upon the said land and do anything to
protect his rights in his own property. The agreement, in
effect, forbids that, or any effective remedy except specific
performance.

55476-2
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1922 It was suggested that the appellant having used one

GROSS part of the wall and refusing to pay therefor had disentitled

WRIHT. himself to relief.

Idin J. The respondent never having built even that so far used,
- as his agreement bound him to, is not in a position to set

up such contention, and cannot claim active relief in that

regard, unless and until he has performed his obligations

under the agreement.
It has been suggested also, that as the appellant has

no present intention of building further, he is not injured
and hence has no claim for damages.

Surely that is a most effective answer to the pretention
that damages would be an effective remedy.

It is just by such a mode of reasoning that respondent
would hope to escape paying adequate damages or a court

be disabled from giving what would be adequate relief. So
much would be dependent upon speculative estimates that

appellant is entitled to have the contract specifically per-
formed in a way which would add something tangible and
appreciable to the market value of the remainder of appel-
lant's property.

It is no unusual thing for a man possessed of vacant pro-

perty, adjoining other vacant property on which the owner
desires to build, to enter into an agreement of this kind.
If the party wall that is to be erected on such terms is
completed and the parties have agreed then there is created
an inducement for others seeking for a site to build on to
buy the vacant lot with the right to use said party wall and
build thereon, but exactly what such an asset is worth is
most speculative in its character. When such an agree-
ment is not in fact carried out but the property left by a
trick of respondent in the situation this is, the remedy by
specific performance being applied, adequate compensa-
tion either way may incidentally thereto be given in a way
to do approximate justice between the parties.

The respondent Wright claimed in his evidence the right
to build two storys additional to the four he had built, and
evidenced an intention to do so, but later admitted as fol
lows:-
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Q. Is the interior structure of the first and second stories such that 1922
you could erect two additional stories on your building?-A. What do Gaoss
you mean by first and second? v.

Q. The ground floor and the next floor?-A. It may have to be rein- WRIGHT.

forced from the first story. I n n J
Q. It may have to be reinforced right from the basement?-A. No,

I think not.

I assume that under the agreement he may have the
right to add two stories provided the foundation, and up-
ward, of the party wall is carried up the two feet or more
in thickness.

But his idea of reinforcement by a new wall is entirely
contrary to what the evidence already referred to esta-
blishes, and is impossible unless the wall is demolished
entirely down to the point where -the two feet in thickness
was departed from.

Unless respondents distinctly abandon such right and
intention, and appellant agrees to his doing so, I conclude
that the wall must be demolished down to the part where
the two feet thickness of wall was departed from and the
respondents be ordered to rebuild same of the said thick-
ness of two feet as specified in the agreement and that on
or before the 21st October, 1923, according to the specifica-
tion in the agreement.

And in such event the appellant should pay the respond-
ents then or so soon as determined the half of the cost
price of the construction of the said party wall so far as
used by the appellant up to said date.

If, however, the appellant is content to refrain from in-
sisting upon the terms named in the agreement and satis-
fied with a wall twenty-one inches in width from the point
where the wall was reduced as originally built from two
feet to twenty-one inches in thickness, that then the exist-
ent wall shall be demolished down to that point to the top
of the four existent stories and in accordance with the terms
otherwise specified in said agreement.

In such event as that the wall so carried up will not be in
conformity with the original agreement and the same will
rest upon the land conceded by the appellant in a greater
proportion than upon the respondent's land, due compen-
sation should be made by them for the difference to be

55476-21
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1922 determined by the local registrar of the court or other
Gaoss party those concerned may select in settling the minutes

WRIH. of judgment herein.
t J Such wall of reduced thickness shall be available for the

use of the appellant or his successors in title according to
the terms specified in the agreement as if of the agreed
thickness therein contemplated but subject to the foregoing
reduction as provided for above.

Of course this suggestion adopting with compensation tb
appellant for the use of a greater part of his land than
would be contributed by respondents can only be acted
upon if a twenty-one-inch wall for such a four-story build-
ing as existent, or a six-story building as contemplated by
respondent, can be made conformable with the city by-law
relative to party walls.

Little authority has been cited us by either side but the
only case cited by respondents, Weston v. Arnold (1),
seems so far from touching anything involving the prin-
ciples applicable to this case that one is surprised to find
such a citation supposed to be useful herein.

On the other hand the only case cited by appellant,
Shelfer v. City of London Electric Lighting Co. (2), is in
point as to the question of preferring the application of
the recognized principles of equity jurisprudence relative to
specific performance in lieu of damages.

The paucity of citations of authorities is no doubt owing
to the extraordinary methods the respondent Wright
adopted and pretended to be founded upon a very plain
agreement which he chose to violate, though pretending such
violation was in pursuance of the terms of the agreement,
which gave him contrary to the usual terms of a party wall
agreement, a free hand, except in one plainly specified
option which he chose to exercise in a most unjustifiable
way.

The right to specific performance, so far as the contract
in question is concerned once the respondent actually
accepted and acted upon the contract so as to render it
operative, seems to me elementary law unless so far as met
by the contention that damages are an adequate remedy

(1) [18731 8 Ch. App. 1084.
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if this case can be brought within any such case as the 1

courts have so held as a reason for refusal thereof. Gnoss
V.

The cases on which I rely for the application I am WRIGHT.

making of the law relative to specific performance being Idington J.
granted when damages are an inadequate remedy, are to
be found in Fry on Specific Performance, at p. 26 and fol-
lowing pages, and Dart on Vendors and Purchasers, chap-
ter on Specific Performance and especially at pp. 989 et
seq. of 5th ed. and cases cited therein.

And as to the application of compensation see Fry on
Specific Performance, Part V, c. 3 (6th ed.).

But one case, Powell v. The South Wales Ry. Co. (1) (to
which I am indebted to Dart in Vendors and Purchasers,
cited at p. 990 of the 5th ed. thereof) decided by V. C.
Wood, seems in principle to cover the whole ground herein
both as to the execution of a work, in that case a drain,
and the question of compensation.

I regret that we have not had on this branch of the case
as I have dealt with it, any argument.

I would therefore suggest, if my views are agreed upon
by the majority of the court, that if the parties concerned
cannot agree, the minutes may be spoken to.

I would allow the appeal and decree specific perform-
ance on the foregoing terms, with costs to the appellant
throughout.

DUFF J.-The appellant and the respondent are owners
of adjoining building lots in Vancouver and in 1908 they
entered into an agreement by which, among other things,
the respondent was given the privilege of erecting a wall,
described as a party wall, not less than two feet in thick-
ness upon any part of the whole of the boundary line be-
tween the two lots, the middle line of the wall to coincide
with the boundary line, and the respondent was to have
certain rights in relation to this wall when so constructed.
The respondent proceeded in due time to build a wall
properly placed in conformity with the terms of the agree-
ment, one half on each side of the boundary line and he
proceeded in this way to the height of 12 feet. The
wall was raised to a further height of 36 feet but with

(1) [18551 I Jur. N.S. part 1, 773.
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1922 .the thickness reduced progressively at different stages
Gnoss to 121 inches at the top. The whole of this reduction

WRIGT. of thickness was made on the respondent's side, the
, j. wall on the appellant's side presenting an even surface

- from top to bottom. The appellant having, years after-
wards, discovered what had taken place, the action out of
which this appeal arises was brought. The learned trial
judge granted an injunction directing the demolition of
the wall down to the point at which the dimensions of it
ceased to conform to the specification of the agreement but
stayed the operation of the injunction for two years to
enable the parties to arrange matters. The Court of Appeal
reversed this judgment substituting an inquiry as to
damages. The question on the present appeal is whether
or not the judgment of the trial judge should be restored.

I am unable to agree with the view of the case taken
by the Court of Appeal. That view was that the plaintiff's
sole ground of complaint was that there had been a breach
of contract and that as it was not a case in which the court
would, according to its practice, order the contract to be
specifically executed, the plaintiff's only right was to re-
cover damages. I am unable to agree with this because it
seems to me quite clear that the conduct of the respondent
was tortious. His authority to enter upon the appellant's
land was an authority strictly limited. It was for the pur-
pose of constructing a wall which should be placed half on
his side of the line and half on his neighbour's side. This
term of the agreement as to the situation of the wall is
not a mere incident, it is of the very essence of the licence
granted to the respondent. The moment he began to re-
duce the thickness of the wall on his own side of the line
while maintaining unreduced its thickness on the other side
he became a trespasser. He became a trespasser because
having authority to enter upon his neighbour's property
for a certain purpose he was using it for another purpose
for which he was not authorized to enter.) The principle
is well illustrated in the cases touching abuse of rights of
way. Dovaston v. Payne (1). I may add that treating the
reciprocal rights and duties of the parties to this agree-

(1) 2 H.B1. 527.
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ment as within the domain of contract alone it is quite clear 1922

that the respondent came under an implied undertaking GRoss

not to make that part of the wall resting on the appellant's WRIGHT.

land thicker than the part resting on his own. Duff i.
In these circumstances what is the appropriate remedy? -

Lord Justice Scrutton has recently pointed out in a case
in which the subject of mandatory injunction was a good
deal discussed how difficult it is to discover in the decided
cases any definition enabling one to draw a line exactly
between the conditions in which a mandatory injunction
will be granted and the circumstances in which it will not
be granted. Kennard v. Cory (1). In that case the Court
of Appeal sustained an order made by Mr. Justice Sargant
requiring the defendant to execute certain works in the
nature of repairs. The order was made upon an applica-
tion under leave to apply reserved in the judgment given
at the trial and the case largely turned upon the scope of
the inquiry as to damages which had been granted and
that of the original injunction and leave. The original in-
junction as interpreted by the Court of Appeal was an
exercise of jurisdiction of a somewhat unusual character
and affords a more than ample precedent for the order of
the trial judge in the present litigation.

The circumstances of this case indeed seem to bring it
within the analogy of more than one well marked class of
cases in which the Court of Chancery exercised its juris-
diction by granting specific relief without hesitation. I
must premise before particularizing that it seems quite
clear that the trial judge proceeded on the view that the
appellant remained in ignorance down to the time the
proceedings were taken of the fact that the agreement had
been violated by the respondent. My own conclusion is
that the fact was concealed. The suggestion made by the
respondent himself that although he knew what was being
done he had no design of infringing the appellant's rights
is one that postulates a degree of indifference to the rights
of others which a court of equity could not treat as
innocent.' In such matters standards must be objective
standards.

(1) [1922] 2 Ch. 1 at p. 21.
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1922 The case therefore falls within the class dealing with the
GROss responsibilities of persons who, having obtained an ad-

WRIGHT. vantage on faith of an undertaking to do something for the
Duf j. benefit of another, seek to retain the advantage while

- escaping the obligation through some technical loophole.
Equity has always in such cases insisted upon the per-
formance of the duty where the advantage could not be
surrendered or on the surrender of the advantage where
it would not compel the performance of the duty; and an
excellent illustration is to be found in those cases in which
a railway company having taken lands from a landowner
on terms of performing certain works, the court in depart-
ure of its general practice to refuse orders for the construc-
tion of works has required the railway company to carry
out its undertaking. Wolverhampton and Walsall Ry Co.
v. London and North-Western Ry. Co. (1). The case is
within that principle in its general features for the respond-
ent has taken advantage of an authority conferred upon
him for a strictly defined purpose clandestinely to use it
in violation of the good faith of the agreement. Again
the work complained of was constructed in breach as we
have seen of the explicit terms of the agreement and it is
within the analogy of those cases in which it has been held
that the court will grant a mandatory injunction to restrain
the violation of such an agreement. Morris v. Grant (2);
McManus v. Cooke (3); Manners v. Johnson (4).

The case moreover is within the principle of Goodson v.
Richardson (5). The defendant in that case had without
the consent of the owner of the soil laid certain water
pipes under a highway and Lord' Selborne at p. 224 said:-

I cannot look upon this case otherwise than as a deliberate and un-
lawful invasion by one man of another man's land for the purpose of a
continuing trespass, which is in law a series of trespasses from time to
time, to the gain and profit of the trespasser, without the consent of the
owner of the land; and it appears to me, as such, to be a proper subject
for an injunction.

There can be no distinction in principle between getting
possession clandestinely and getting possession by agree-
ment for a given purpose and then surreptitiously using

(1) [1873] L.R. 16 Eq. 433. (3) [18871 35 Ch. D. 681.
(2) [18751 24 W.R. 55. (4) [18751 1 Ch. D. 673.

(5) [18741 9 Ch. App. 221.
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the possession so acquired for another purpose. There is 1922
no doubt, as laid down by the Lords Justices in Kennard GROSS

v. Cory (1), that the primary point for consideration in WRIGHT.

every case where the question is injunction or no injunction f J
is whether or not the wrong complained of is a wrong " for -

which damages are the proper remedy," to use the phrase
of Lindley L.J. in London & Blackwall Ry. Co. v. Cross
(2), that is to say a complete and adequate remedy; and
I have no doubt that it would have been competent to
the court to direct an inquiry as to damages wide enough
to include damages suffered by reason of diminution of the
value of the appellant's land. See judgment of the Master
of the Rolls in Kennard v. Cory (1) at p. 13, and of War-
rington L.J. at p. 18. But on the other hand as Lord Sel-
borne and the Lords Justices point out in Goodson v. Rich-
ardson (3), a very important element in the value of land
may be the right to exclude a particular trespasser or the
right of the owner to have specific works erected as in the
Wolverhampton Case (4). It is quite clear that the trial
judge did not think that damages ascertained according
to any principle upon which it would be feasible
to assess them would afford an adequate remedy. I am
unable to say that the Court of Appeal disagreed with this
because the Court of Appeal proceeded upon a basis which,
with great respect, as already mentioned, was not, I think,
the right basis. I am unable to say what view the Court
of Appeal would have taken if they had agreed with the
trial judge that the conduct of the respondent amounted
to an actionable wrong. Being myself far from satisfied
that damages would afford adequate reparation, I think the
appeal should be allowed and the judgment of the trial
judge restored.

ANGLIN J.-By an agreement made between the parties
in 1908 the defendant obtained the right to enter upon and
utilize 12 inches of the plaintiff's land for the erection of
a party wall of not less than 24 inches in thickness of which
the centre line should coincide with the boundary line be-
tween their respective properties. The defendant built the

(1) [19221 2 Ch. 1. (3) 9 Ch. App. 221.
(2) [18861 31 Ch. D. 354 at p. (4) L.R. 16 Eq. 433.

369.
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1922 wall. It was in substantial compliance with the agreement as
Guoss to the basement and the first or ground floor story. For the

WRIGHT. second story the wall was only 21 inches in thickness-

Anglin J 12 inches on the plaintiff's land and 9 inches on the defend-
ant's land. For the third story the total thickness was
16- inches of which only 4- inches was on the defendant's
land. For the fourth story the wall had a thickness of
12- inches of which only one-half an inch was on the de-
fendant's land. A fire parapet carried above the roof and
9 inches thick was wholly on the plaintiff's land.

The wall was perpendicular on the outside, or the plain-
tiff's side, and he remained unaware that from the second
story up it did not conform to the contract until shortly
before he brought this action. Nothing amounting to
acquiescence, or even to laches such as might disentitle him
to relief by injunction has been shewn.

Upon the evidence it is reasonably clear that the exist-
ing wall cannot be added to by further construction on the
defendant's property so as materially to strengthen it or
make it at all equivalent to a wall originally built according
to the requirements of the contract. While it seems prob-
able that the wall as constructed would have sufficient
strength to serve as a party wall for a four-story building
of comparatively light construction, such as an office build-
ing, to be erected on the plaintiff's land, it has not been
shewn that under the existing by-laws of Vancouver the
plaintiff would be allowed to utilize it as a party wall for
such a structure. Moreover, it is quite clear that it would
not suffice as a party wall for a warehouse or for any other
building intended to carry a heavy weight, and probably
not for a building of lighter construction of more than four
stories in height. Even if in a position to make some use
of the wall as a party wall the plaintiff would therefore
find himself restricted in the use to be made of his land to
an extent materially greater than would have been the case
had the party wall been built as agreed upon.

The evidence of the architect, Watson, shews that the
departure from the terms of the agreement was decided
upon by the defendant when the plans for his building
were in course of preparation and before work on the party
wall had begun.

[1923]228
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Upon these facts the learned trial judge held that a tres- 1922
pass had been committed on the plaintiff's land by the GRoss

erection of the narrowed wall above the top of the first wzrr.
story, and enjoined the continuance of such trespass, but "An J.
suspended the operation of the injunction for two years -

to enable the defendant to make the wall conform to the
agreement.

The Court of Appeal (Macdonald, C.J.A., Galliher and
Eberts JJ.A., McPhillips, J.A. diss.) being of the opinion
that there had been no trespass but merely a breach of
agreement, and that the wall as erected
is a good and sufficient wall for the purpose for which it was built,
set aside the judgment of the trial court and substituted
for it a judgment awarding the plaintiff such damages (if
any) as he had sustained by the defendant's breach of
contract,
the amount of such damages, if any, to be arrived at by ascertaining the
value to the respondent (plaintiff) of the space the use of which he has
been deprived of by the appellant, Wright, building the said wall
as he did, and a new trial to assess such damages was
directed.

The plaintiff appeals and asks the restoration of the
judgment of the. learned trial judge. There is no cross-
appeal by the defendant, who, on the contrary concedes
that the wall is not built according to the terms of the
agreement and, with a view to escaping an immediate in-
junction, offers either to strengthen it by additional con-
struction on his side, or, if that he not feasible, to rebuild
from the second story up such portion of it as the plaintiff
may desire to use as a party wall whenever he shall be pre-
pared to carry on his building.

With great respect, if damages should be the appropriate
remedy, the measure of them should not be restricted to
the value of the space lost to the plaintiff by the wall
being narrowed wholly on the defendant's side instead of
equally on both sides. In the first place the perpendicular-
ity of the wall on the plaintiff's side was in strict con-
formity with the contract. That caused no loss of space to
which he was entitled under its terms. What should be
allowed as damages would be such sum as would, as nearly
as money compensation could do so, place the plaintiff in
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1922 the same position as he would have held had the wall been
Gnoss erected according to the terms of the contract.

WRIGHT. But is his remedy properly restricted to the recovery of
i j. damages? Is he not entitled to the mandatory injunction

which the learned trial judge granted him?
Whatever might have been the case had the original

entry been lawful-i.e., had the defendant when he began
to build the wall intended to construct it according to the
terms of the agreement and determined to narrow it, as
he did, only while it was in course of construction,-
whether or not upon that state of facts the view taken by
the Court of Appeal, that the cause of action is not for
trespass but only for breach of agreement, or, perhaps
more accurately, for an abuse of licence, would have been
correct, (The Six Carpenters' Case (1); Smith's Leading
Cases, (12 ed. 146, 156) the defendant, having obtained a
licence to enter upon the plaintiff's land only for a defined
purpose, his entry for a different purpose was in my opinion
clearly a trespass, which he continued by erecting the wall
as he did and still continues by maintaining it. The de-
termination to build the wall otherwise than as agreed
upon having been arrived at before the work was begun,
the original entry itself was not authorized by the licence
given by the agreement.

Again, the evidence satisfies me that the departure from
the agreement was intentional and deliberate and was
made for the purpose of securing to the defendant such
additional space as he would thus obtain and probably also
in order to save him a portion of the cost of constructing
a party wall of 24 inches in thickness from top to bottom.
The positive testimony on this point given by the architect,
Watson, should, I think, be accepted rather than the
plaintiff's denial. This case seems to present an instance
of wanton disregard of a plaintiff's rights, and perhaps
also of an attempt to steal a march on him. Colls v.
Home & Colonial Stores, Ltd. (2); Jones v. Tankerville (3).
To quote the language of Lord Selborne L.C. in Goodson v.
Richardson (4):

(1) [18261 8 Co. 146a. (3) [19091 2 Ch. 440 at p. 446.
(2) [19041 A.C. 179, at p. 193. (4) 9 Ch. App. 221, at pp. 224-5.
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I cannot look upon this case otherwise than as a deliberate and un- 1922
lawiul invasion by one man of another man's land for the purpose of a G m
continuing trespass, which is in law a series of trespasses from time to V.
time, to the gain and profit of the trespasser, without the consent of the wRIGHIT.

owner of the land; and it appears to me, as such, to be a proper sub- Aglin j.
ject for an injunction.

The plaintiff has therefore established an invasion of
his legal right not trivial either in its character or in its
consequences-if indeed the latter need be considered in
a case of trespass such as this, Goodson v. Richardson (1).
No doubt, unless under circumstances of peculiar aggrava-
tion, (Kerr on Injunctions, 5th ed., pp. 43-4) the juris-
diction to grant a mandatory injunction, especially where
it involves subjecting the defendant to such serious loss
as the tearing down of the party wall must in this instance
entail, should be exercised with great caution and only if
the remedy by damages is inadequate. Colls v. Home &
Colonial Stores (2). But the jurisdiction itself is un-
doubted even when the injury has been completed before
action is brought, Durell v. Pritchard (3); City of London
Brewery Co. v. Tennant (4), and such an order has more
than once been made. Baxter v. Bower (5); Attorney Gen-
eral v. Parish (6). It seems to be the remedy to which a
plaintiff is entitled where the defendant has deliberately
placed an unauthorized erection on his land. Holmes v. Up-
ton (7).

Here we have a case of wilful trespass involving sub-
stantial injury, adequate compensation for which it is
almost impossible to estimate-so much so that the re-
moval of the wall so far as it is not in compliance with the
agreement appears to be the only remedy by which jus-
tice can be done to the plaintiff. Shelfer v. City of Lon-
don Electric Lighting Co. (8). The court has not the right
to compel the plaintiff to part with his exclusive legal
right over his own land for something different from that
for which he bargained as the consideration for foregoing

(1) 9 Ch. App. 221, at p. 224. (5) [1875] 23 W.R. 805; 44 LJ.
(2) [19041 A.C. 179, at pp. 193, Ch. 625.

212. (6) [1913] 57 Sol. J. 625.
(3) [18661 1 Ch. App. 244. (7) 9 Ch. App. 214n.
(4) [1873] 9 Ch. App. 212, at p. (8) [1895] 1 Ch. 287, at pp. 310-

219. 11, 322.
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1922 it. Cowper v. Laidler (1). That in effect will be done
Gaoss if the mandatory injunction sought be refused. Any

WRIGHT. damages which the plaintiff could reasonably expect to
Agi J. recover would not give him full compensation for the

injury done him should the wall be allowed to remain as
it now stands.

.Under these circumstances, although the expense to
which the defendant will be put may be considerably
greater than any actual benefit the plaintiff may derive,
the plaintiff insisting on the relief of a mandatory in-
junction to restrain continuation of the trespass is in my
opinion entitled to it. Woodhouse v. Newry Navigation
Co. (2).

The defendant at the trial and again in this court
offered, if allowed for the present to retain the wall as it
stands, an undertaking to rebuild it so as to conform to
the contract from the top of the first story upwards when-
ever the plaintiff should determine to carry up the one-
story building now erected on his land. But such an un-
dertaking would not be satisfactory; nor, if put in the form
of a judgment, would it afford the plaintiff adequate relief.
The agreement is registered against his land. He may at
any time desire to sell it and an outstanding question as
to the party wall would probably have an adverse effect,
if not on the prospect of sale itself, at least on the price
obtainable.

The defendant has not so conducted himself as to be an
object of sympathy. If the mandatory injunction to be
granted will entail serious loss to him he has only himself
to thank for the situation in which he is placed. I accept
the view of the late Mr. Justice Clement that a stay of the
operation of the injunction for a period of two years is
reasonable in view of the fact that the plaintiff appears to
have no present intention either of proceeding with his
building or of selling his land.

The appeal should be allowed with costs here and in the
Court of Appeal and the judgment of the trial judge re-
stored, modified, if necessary, so that demolition above the

(1) [1903] 2 Ch. 337 at p. 341. (2) [18981 1 Ir. R. 161, at pp.
173, 174.
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point at which the wall ceases to be not less than 24 inches 1922
in thickness will be directed, as the learned judge no doubt GROSS

intended. wRam.

BRODEUR J.-The parties in this case, who are owners of Anglin J.

adjoining lots, agreed in 1908 that a party wall of at least
two feet in thickness should be built by Wright one-half
on each lot. The first story was built according to the
agreement; but in the upper stories Wright narrowed the
wall on his side and kept it perpendicular on Gross' side.
In that way, Wright gained some space for his own pro-
perty.

Gross, having recently discovered that Wright had not
properly fulfilled the agreement, took the present action
for trespass, for demolition and for specific performance.

The trial judge maintained the action, but the Court of
Appeal decided there was no trespass but simply a breach
of agreement which entitled Gross to damages for the loss
of space occasioned by the wrongful building. Gross
appeals from this judgment.

It is in evidence and it was so found by the trial judge
that the wall as it now exists is of sufficient strength to
carry any structure Gross is ever likely to put on his lot;
and if I could satisfy myself that Wright was in good faith
in constructing the wall as he did and in giving to himself
more roomy space, I would be inclined to leave the wall
as it is upon payment of reasonable indemnity (Delorme v.
Cusson (1) ). But the evidence of Wright's architect shows
that he was instructed to construct the wall as he did in
order that he (Wright) would have more room on the in-
side. Damages could be substituted for a mandatory in-
junction; but where, as Kerr on Injunctions, 5th ed. p. 44
says,

the defendant has been guilty of sharp practice or unfair conduct or has
shewn a desire to steal a march upon the plaintiff,

then the remedy should be by injunction. The courts are
not instituted for legalizing wilful wrongful acts; and, as
it is stated in Shelfer v. City of London (2),

(1) [1897] 28 Can. S.C.R. 66.
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1922 the court has always protested against the notion that it ought to allow
Goss a wrong to continue simply because the wrongdoer is willing and able to

V. pay for the injury he may inflict.
WRIaHT.

Wright, in virtue of his contract with Gross had a
Brodeur J. 6

- licence or authority to enter on his neighbour's property
for a certain purpose; but this did not justify an entry for
another purpose and the doing of acts not authorized by
the license. (Cyc, vol. 38, p. 1061.)

The law is to the effect that if a land is subject to a
certain right, a person who unlawfully uses such land for
any purpose other than that of exercising the right to which
it is subject is a trespasser. (Halsbury, vol. 27, p. 847.)

Applying these principles to the present case, it seems to
me that the action instituted by Gross should be main-
tained, that the defendant should be considered as a tres-
passer and that all the wall which is not in conformity
with the contract should be demolished. I

The appeal should be allowed with costs of this court
and of the Court of Appeal and the judgment of the trial
judge should be restored, with a modification which would
make the formal judgment clearly carry out the decision
of the judge as expressed in his notes.

MIGNAULT J.-In my opinion, in building his wall as he
did, the respondent committed a trespass on the appellant's
land for which the only adequate remedy is an injunction
to the effect indicated in the reasons for judgment of the
learned trial judge. I would allow the appeal with costs
throughout.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: McInnes & Arnold.

Solicitors for the respondent: Gwillim, Crisp & McKay.
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THE MUNICIPALITY OF THE CITY 1922

OF PORT COQUITLAM (DEFENDANT). APPELLANT; *Oct ,12.
Dec. 19.

AND

ROBERT WILSON AND OTHERS (PLAIN- RESPONDENTS.

TIFFS) ....... . . .. . . . .........

THE MUNICIPALITY OF THE CITY
OF PORT COQUITLAM (DEFENDANT). APPELLANT;

AND

WILLIAM ROUTLEY (PLAINTIFF) ....... RESPONDENT.

THE MUNICIPALITY OF THE CITY
OF PORT COQUITLAM (DEFENDANT) . APPELLANT;

AND

DOLSON CRAIG AND OTHER (PLAINTIFFS) RESPONDENTS.

ON APPEAL PER SALTUM FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Negligence-Municipal corporation-Fire originating in fire halt-Damage
to adjoining property-Liability-Presumption of negligence-Onus-
Misdirections of jury-Part of fire hall occupied by fire chief-Breach
of municipal by-law in constructing chimney-Directions at a new
trial in compliance with a judgment of an appellate court not appealed
from-Res judicata or acquiescence.

The appellant municipality owned a wooden building described as a fire
hall, in which a fire broke out which spread and destroyed pro-
perty belonging to the respondents. The appellant, in preparing
rooms for one McK., its chief of police and fire chief, had em-
ployed a plumber and paid the cost of installing a stove pipe,
bought by the appellant, extending from the kitchen stove, which
was the property of McK. The pipe passed through a wooden ceiling,
thence. through an attic and thence out of the building through a
wooden roof. A municipal by-law required that in such a case the
pipe should be "enclosed in brick or tile walls with a space of at
least three inches between the enclosing walls and the smoke pipe
from bottom to top." Non-compliance with this by-law and that
compliance would have prevented the escape of fire were admitted.
Some time before the fire occurred, the stove had been removed by
McK. and another substituted, and one of the sections of the pipe

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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1922 was shortened in a manner which, it was alleged, added to the risk

of fire. The trial judge directed the jury that the fact that a fire
PonT

CoQurriLAm first broke out in appellant's premises was prima facie evidence of
V. negligence and that the onus was on the appellant to acquit itself

WILSON. of liability by showing that the fire began accidentally; but he

refused to direct that the appellant municipality was not liable for

anything resulting from the act of McK. in making the pipe less
safe. The verdict of the jury involved a finding that the fire origin-
ated from cinders or sparks escaping from the stove pipe into the
attic.

Held, Mignault J. dissenting, that the appellant municipality was liable.

Held, also, Mignault J. contra, that there had not been misdirection as
to the appellant's liability for the act of its servant McK. The
appellant being responsible for the setting up in'the first place of the
stove, it was within the normal scope of McK.'s duty as appellant's
servant to take notice of anything calculated 'to make the use of it
a source of danger; McK.'s knowledge of what was done when the
stove was changed was the knowledge of the municipality because
his occupation was their occupation, and therefore McK.'s negligence
was appellant's negligence.

Held, further, that owing to the jury's finding as to the cause of the fire,
in view of the existence of its own by-law and of the fact that the
fire would not have occurred if the by-law had been complied with,
the appellant was prima facie liable for not having taken reasonable
means to prevent harm to its neighbours by the escape of the fire
it had authorized and that the charge of the trial judge, if textually
open to criticism, was in substance unassailable. Mignault J. contra.

Per Idington and Mignault JJ.-The fact that directions given to the
jury conformed to views expressed by the Court of Appeal in setting
aside a former judgment dismissing this action and ordering a new
trial does not prevent their correctness being challenged on appeal
from the judgment based on the verdict at such new trial.

APPEAL per saltum from the judgment of the Supreme
Court of British Columbia maintaining the respondents'
actions.

The material facts of the case and the questions at issue
are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg-
ments now reported.

Farris K.C. for the appellant.

Lafleur K.C. for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-For the reasons stated by my
brother Duff, in which I concur, I would dismiss this appeal
with costs.
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IDINGTON J.-Three actions were brought against appel- 1922

lant for damages alleged to have arisen from a fire origin- PORT
CoQurrLAm

ating in its fire hall, by reason of the negligence of said v.
appellant, its servants or agents, and so spreading there- WILSON.

from as to destroy real and personal property of each of Idington J.

the respective plaintiffs.
An order was made that the first of said actions should

be tried as a test case and the others be stayed meantime,
and I presume abide the result of such trial.

That case was accordingly tried and the verdict of the
jury was for the defendant which upon appeal to the
Court of Appeal for British Columbia was set aside and a
new trial directed.

Upon the second trial which took place before Mr. Jus-
tice Morrison, the verdict of the jury was for the plaintiff
and judgment entered accordingly with a direction that
the damages should be determined by the registrar of the
court.

Judgment was also entered in each of the others of the
three cases in the same terms as in the case so tried.

Thereupon a motion was made before the Court of
Appeal for leave to appeal to this court per saltum and
such leave was given covering all the judgments in each
of the three cases in question.

The objection was taken from the bench in course of the
argument herein that the judgment in the action tried by
granting a new trial overruled the direction of the learned
trial judge on the first trial and as there was no appeal
therefrom to this court it had the effect of creating a res
judicata fatal to this appeal.

I cannot so hold for I think our decision in the cases of
Western Canada Power Co. v. Bergklint (1), Lavin v.
Gaffin (2), and Kinney v. Fisher (3), rather seem to ignore
such a ground, though maintained by my brother Mr. Jus-
tice Duff.

I am on record in the second of these cases, if not all, as
holding that the record of the judgment merely granted
a new trial and did not pretend to definitely decide any
point raised in argument.

(1) 54 Can. S.C.R. 285. (2) 61 Can. S.C.R. 356, at p. 360.
(3) 62 Can. S.C.R. 546 at p. 554.

55476--3-,
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1922 And in the lastly mentioned of these cases I pointed out
PORT . that if the court below had so intended it could have so

COQUrrLAM
v. declared and put upon the party concerned the burden of

WILSON. appealing here before raising it again in the course of the
Idington J. new trial.

I still adhere to that view and in this case more decidedly
so for the reason that Mr. Justice McPhilips, with whom
Mr. Justice Eberts concurred, constituting the majority
deciding, specifically declared that even if he erred in the
view taken by him as to the direction of the trial judge, he
explicitly held and declared that the verdict then in ques-
tion was against the weight of evidence and perverse, and
for that reason there must be a new trial, which left the
whole matter open on the second trial and it was clearly
conducted accordingly.

The material before the court herein upon which the
Court of Appeal gave leave to appeal per saltum here, does
not appear in the printed case before us.

Incidentally to my investigations of the point thus raised
another of more serious import occurred to me as to the
power to make such an order since the recent amendment
to our Act. But as no such point taken in the argument
I do not see that it should now be raised even if worth
arguing.

Counsel before us did not seem to me desirous of taking
the position suggested and above dealt with and I suspected
felt .bound by a possible assent when before the Court
of Appeal to the course of coming here per saltum in hopes
of ending the litigation at less expense.

In argument, however, counsel for appellant seemed
desirous of giving to the charge of Mr. Justice Morrison
the complexion that he was taking the view that he was
bound by everything Mr. Justice McPhillips had said.

A perusal of the charge does not so impress me and I
think it was clearly intended to apply the correct view
of the law and that he succeeded therein.

And if a single sentence therein quoted by counsel for
appellant is capable of the construction that he sought to
place thereon-namely that, if a fire lawfully existing on
the premises spread without any negligence, to the property
of the plaintiff, then the defendant was liable unless and
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until he the defendant established it was accidentally that 1922

it spread. PORT
COQUITLAM

No such construction, I respectfully submit, can fairly v.
be attributed to what the learned trial judge said. wIMSON.

The case was tried throughout, as it was claimed by the Idington J.

pleadings to rest, upon the negligence of the defendant
(now appellant) or that of its servants for whom it must
be held responsible and was so presented to the jury by
the learned trial judge.

The appellant in preparing a place for its fire chief to
live in by day and night, so that he would be close to the
fire engine and other apparatus for extinguishing a fire,
saw fit to use a bare stove pipe, reaching from the kitchen
stove, up through a board floor above, and thence up to
the roof of the attic, and unprotected in any way, such
as directed by its own by-law which was in accord with
common sense and ordinary procedure.

This was done by the tinsmith or plumber, whom the
appellant employed to do the work, and paid therefor.

The by-law in question provided, amongst other things,
as follows: -

Metallic chimneys or smoke pipes shall not be used inside any build-
ing in such a way as to pass through the floors or roof of the same unless
such metallic smoke pipe or chimneys are enclosed in brick or tile walls
with an air space of at least three inches, between the enclosing walls
and the smoke pipe from bottom to top. All outside metallic smoke
stacks to be thoroughly anchored and guyed.

This is the rule which was laid down by appellant for
others to follow and anything short of its observance by
the appellant, unless something equally as safe, was in my
opinion, gross negligence, such as should not, I submit, be
tolerated or palliated by any court of justice, in such a case.
as this.

If the three-inch air space that section provides for
between the metal and the brick or tile walls to enclose it,
had existed, there never would have been that accumula-
tion of soot on the part in question where the fire origin-
ated, and there would have been no fire such as in ques-
tion.

The confusion apt to be created by telling about a new
stove being brought in and substituted by the fire chief
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1922 for the one first placed there, is all beside the question that
PORT was to be tried. He may or may not have made matters

COQUITLAM
V. worse when so substituting one stove for another, but if
- he did he was the servant of the appellant in charge of that

Idington J. place and especially for the purpose of protecting the
respondents and others from fire and his acts of negligence
in that connection are such as his employer, the appellant,
was in law responsible for.

Confusion is again apt to arise from the argument of
counsel for appellant as to the law relevant to actions
founded on a by-law.

It is not necessary to rest on any such right of action,
nor was that contemplated by the learned judge's charge.
The by-law is cogent evidence against appellant of what
kind of care should be taken when a stove pipe is passed
up through an attic board floor and thence to the roof to
prevent such use of a stove pipe unless and until guarded
in some such way as the by-law indicated.

This action is rested in the statement of claim solely
upon negligence.

I am by no means to be taken as holding that it might
not have been rested on that by-law alone for I have not
seen why I should pass an opinion on such an irrelevant
suggestion, though there might have been found serious
objection if that had been the ground taken.

We have not the entire by-law before us as it would
doubtless have been, and should have been, if any such
attempt had been made to enable the court to apply the
law as laid down by Lord Cairns in the leading case of
Atkinson v. Newcastle & Gateshead Waterworks Co. (1),
where he held that it must depend to a great extent on the
purview of the particular statute in question.

The learned judge's charge heard by counsel was objected
to briefly on a single point made by counsel for plaintiff
and that explained without further objection and then
appellant's counsel, he says, handed up some written mem-
orandum not produced, of his objections.

The learned trial judge then took up the three points
so made, point by point, and answered same to the appar-

(1) 2 Ex. D. 441.
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ent satisfaction of the counsel, for nothing more was said 1922
by counsel anent same. If there was error in such explana- PoRT

COQUITLAM
tion it was the duty of counsel to have pointed it out. V.

The second might have been more happily expressed but WLSON.

I can see no likelihood of it in any way having misled the Idington J.

jury.
If he had used the word " evidence " in support of the

cause of action, instead of simply cause of action, when say-
ing he could only repeat his explanation and so expressing
what he said, it would perhaps have been better.

But no one could properly be misled by what was said.
We must bear in mind the charge as a whole and its mean-
ing so read, and credit the jury with common sense.

The third point in explanation was in substance a mode
of putting in plain English which the jury could under-
stand what lawyers and judges, when speaking to each
other, refer to in latin as res ipsa loquitur, a perfectly well
understood principle of law relative to evidence df neg-
ligence.

I see nothing in any of these, or other objections, to
justify setting aside a verdict obtained on very clear
evidence of negligence once the jury had got over the
really difficult part of the case raised on much conflicting
evidence to determine whether the fire originated from
causes internal or external in relation to the fire hall.

Once they decided in favour of the former proposition
the case was a simple one.

And with regard to this finding appellant does not now
complain.

I think therefore the appeal should be dismissed with
costs.

DUFF J.-The argument on this appeal touched upon
heads of the law under which there are points still un-
settled and in respect of which there is room for consider-
able difference of opinion; but the case before us is, I think,
without difficulty once the facts and proceedings are clearly
understood. The appellant municipality had a wooden
building, described as a fire hall, in which a fire broke out
in August, 1920; the fire spread and destroyed some pro-
perty of the respondent. The building was primarily used
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1922 as a place for keeping the fire engine and other apparatus
PORT for fire extinguishment used by the municipality. One

v. McKinley, who was the chief of police and fire chief was
WILSON. in charge of the building for the municipality, occupying
Duff J. with his family certain rooms. In one of these rooms there

was a stove which was the property of McKinley to which
was attached a pipe that passed through a wooden ceiling,
thence through an attic and thence out of the building
through a wooden roof. This pipe was supplied by the
municipality and the municipality paid the expense of
putting it in. Some time before the fire broke out the
stove was removed and another substituted and one of the
sections of the pipe was shortened in a manner which, it
was alleged, added to the risk of fire.

The principal controversy of fact at the trial was whether
the fire which destroyed the building originated from
cinders or sparks escaping from the stove pipe into the
attic or from cinders alighting on the roof emanating from
some source outside the premises.. It is quite clear, I think,
and it was not disputed on the argument that the verdict
of the jury necessarily involved a finding that the fire
originated from the stove.

At the time the stove and the pipe were set up there was
in force a by-law requiring certain precautions to be taken
to reduce the risk of fire from metal stove pipes or chim-
neys passing through a wooden or plaster partition or
roof. The by-law required that in such cases the metal
pipe should be surrounded by a casing of brick and it
was not disputed that if the directions of the by-law had
been complied with the precautions prescribed would have
afforded sufficient protection in the circumstances in which
the fire arose.

The responsibility of the occupier of a building or other
premises for damage caused by a fire lighted there and
escaping was from the earliest times governed by a rigor-
ous rule.

The law imposed (says Mr. Holdsworth, 3 Hist. of English Law at p.
309), a duty upon all householders to keep their fires from damaging
their neighbours. Hence if a fire arose in a house by the act of any of
the servants or guests, and damage was caused to the house of others,
the owner was liable. He could only escape from liability if he could
shew that the fire had originated from the act of a stranger.
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The phrase "act of a stranger" is explained by the 1922

language of the authority cited by Mr. Holdsworth, Y.B. PORT
COQUrTLAM

2 Hy. IV Pasch, pl. 6: v.
Mes si home de hors ma meason encounter ma volunte boute la fewe WILSON.
en le straw de ma meason * * * de ceo jeo ne serra pas tenus de Duff J.
responder a eux.

A stranger is a person who is not one of my household
either as guest or servant and who acts against my will.
Act of God would no doubt also have been an answer.
Tuberville v. Stamp (1), per Holt C.J. Indeed the law on
this head might be considered an application to a special
case of the principle which afterwards came to be recog-
nized as the rule in Rylands v. Fletcher (2). It is true that
the old form of declaration ran quare negligenter custodivit
ignem- suum in clauso suo, but negligenter here does not
mean negligently in the sense of modern law. The import
of it was that the defendant has failed to observe his legal
duty to prevent his fire escaping and damaging others.
Lord Canterbury v. The Queen (3), per Lord Lyndhurst.
The law was changed by the statute of Anne and again
by the statute of 14 Geo. III, c. 27, sec. 86) which no
doubt is in force in British Columbia, and by which it was
provided:
No action, suit, or process whatever, shall be had, maintained or prosecuted
against any person in whose house, chamber, stable, barn or other build-
ing, or on whose estate any fire shall * * * accidentally begin.

There are points still unsettled as to the effect of this
statute. It was held in Filliter v. Phippard (4), that a fire
is not accidental within the statute if it begins through neg-
ligence and it may be taken to be the law that fires inten-
tionally lighted and fires arising through negligence are
outside the statute and that responsibility in respect of
them is governed by the common law. On principle, since
the statute creates an exception to the general rule, the
.onus ought to be. upon the defendant alleging that the
statute applies to shew that the fire did accidentally begin;
but the point is no doubt an arguable one with the weight
of dicta probably in favour of an answer in the opposite
sense,-the view a'ccepted by Macdonald C.J., in this case.

(1) (1697) 1 Salk. 13. (3) 12 L.J. Ch. 281.
(2) L.R. 3 HIL. 330. (4) [18471 11 Q.B. 347.
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1922 It is not necessary I think to pass upon the point for the
PORT purposes of this appeal. Again the judgments of the Lords

CoQurrLAM
v. Justices in the recent case of Mosgrave v. Pandelis (1),

WILSON. suggest some interesting questions; whether, for example,
Duff J. a fire which originated in a coal or cinder escaping from a

domestic stove is, for the purpose of applying the statute,
to be treated as beginning with the lighting of the fire in
the stove or with the fire kindled through the agency of
the escaping fragment. The effect of the statute as con-
structed by Filliter v. Phippard (2) is to impose upon the
occupier of premises in which a fire is lighted at the very
lowest the duty to take all reasonable precautions to pre-
vent the fire getting beyond his own premises and doing
injury to others; and an obligation to take reasonable pre-
cautions in dealing with such a dangerous element as fire is
an obligation to take special care, Ellerman v. Grayson (3).
The dictum of Atkin L.J. was expressly approved in the
House of Lords by the Lord Chancellor as well as by Lords
Finlay and Parmoor. To express this concretely in its
application to the case before us the appellant municipal-
ity owed (at least) an obligation to its neighbours to take
special care that the fire lighted by its servant in the stove
should not, through the emission of cinders or otherwise,
cause a fire to start in some unprotected part of the build-
ing which might spread beyond the premises and expose
the neighbouring property to the risk of injury. If the
view of Sir Henry Duke expressed in Mosgrave v. Pandelis
(2) be the correct view the obligation was higher than this;
it was an obligation to compensate a person suffering dam-
age as the result of the escape of a fire intentionally lighted
by their servant in the stove.

The jury having found that the fire originated through
the escape of burning material from the stove and it being
undisputed that the injurious consequences of the escape
of such material would probably have been avoided if the
precautions prescribed by the by-law had been observed,
it is doubtful indeed whether a verdict in favour of the
municipality by the jury could, given these premises, have
been sustained as a reasonable finding. The municipality

(1) [1919] 2 K.B. 43. (2) 11 Q.B. 347.
(3) [19191 2 K.B. 514.
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by its council had in execution of statutory powers imposed 12

the duty upon the owners of buildings to take the pre- PoR
CoqurrLAt

scribed precautions. In so doing they had formally de- V.
clared not only that these precautions ought reasonably to WILSON.

be expected from owners but that the considerations in Duff J.

favour of the adoption of them were so cogent and so
obvious as to justify the council calling into play its legal
authority in order to make the observance of them legally
obligatory. I am unable to understand by what process the
conclusion could be arrived at that the municipality taking
neither these precautions nor any other precaution in sub-
stitution for them was taking all reasonable means to pre-
vent harm by the escape of the fires it had authorized.

It seems at least to be beyond dispute that when the
learned trial judge told the jury that prima facie the failure
to observe the precautions laid down by the by-law was
negligence he was giving a direction of which the munici-
pality had no ground to complain.

These considerations afford also a complete answer to the
objection that the learned trial judge misdirected the jury
in telling them, as it may be conceded for the purpose of
discussion he did, that the onus was on the municipality
to acquit itself of the responsibility for the fire. I must
observe in passing and I think it is quite clear that the
learned trial judge stated in effect to the jury that they
must first satisfy themselves that the fire originated on
the appellant's premises. Assuming that to be found
against the municipality, a finding involving, of course, the
conclusion that the fire was caused by the escape of burn-
ing matter from the stove, the learned trial judge would
have been quite right in directing the jury on any theory
of the law that on the admitted facts (the existence of the
by-law and the absence of the precautions prescribed by
the by-law) the onus was on the municipality to acquit
itself of responsibility; and even assuming on this point
that the charge is open to some criticism textually it is im-
possible, I think, to assail the substance of it successfully.

Mr. Farris in his able argument dwelt upon the part
played by McKinley, the fire chief, and argued that the
jury should have been directed that the municipality was
not responsible for anything resulting from what McKin-
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1922 ley did in making the pipe less safe when the change of
PORT stoves occurred. I think the trial judge was right in refus-COQUrTLAM
V. ing to give that direction. The responsibility of the munici-

wDson. pality was as occupier of the fire hall. It was admitted that
f .as regards the room in which the stove was McKinley was

in occupation of it as the servant of the municipality as
"fire chief."

That the premises should be sufficiently heated to make
them habitable was a necessary incident of McKinley's
occupation. The municipality was indisputably respons-
ible in fact as well as in law for the setting up in the first
place of a stove with metal pipes. It would be within the
normal scope of McKinley's duty as servant of the munici-
pality to permit the use of the stove for the purpose of
heating the apartment. It would be within the normal
scope of his duties as " fire chief " to take notice of any-
thing calculated to make the use of the stove for heating
purposes a source of danger to the building or the contents
of the building; if he had observed, for example, that
sections of the pipe had become disconnected in such a
way as to constitute a manifest danger when the fire was
lighted; so when the first stove was replaced by the second
if the manipulation of the pipe created a danger or was
likely to create a danger, then it was his duty as caretaker
to see to it that the stove was not thereafter used until the
defect was remedied. This was his duty and his know-
ledge of what was done when the pipes were changed was
the knowledge of the municipality because his occupation
was their occupation. McKinley's negligence therefore in
permitting the stove to be used after the change was made
was the negligence of the municipality.

On the assumption that the relevant fire is the fire that
started in the attic, the question was this, was this fire
ignited by matter escaping from the stove through the neg-
ligence of the municipality, that is to say, through the
negligence of somebody for whom the municipality is re-
sponsible? Now the fire was put in the stove by or by per-
mission of the servant of the municipality who was occupy-
ing the premises for the municipality who was aware of the
ex hypothesi negligent setting up of the pipes which had
taken place some time before. As between the municipal-
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ity and the caretaker, the caretaker was no doubt guilty 1922

of a grave dereliction of duty on this hypothesis in PoRT

lighting a fire in circumstances which exposed the building coVrAn

to the risk of being burned but he was nevertheless about WISON.

the municipality's business and for the negligent conduct Duff J.
of that business it is responsible.

The old authorities lay down in general terms that the
occupier of a house is responsible for fires set by his guests
and by his servants. For example, in the authority cited
above from Mr. Holdsworth's book, vol. III, it is stated at
p. 309:
Si mon servant ou mon hosteller mette un chandel en un pariet, et le
chandel eschiet en le straw, et arde tout ma meason et le meason de mon
vicine auxi, en cest case jeo respondra al mon vicine del damage que il
ad, quod concedebatur per curiam.

And in Crogate v. Morris (1), it is said:
If my friend come and lie in my house and set my neighbour's house on
fire the action lieth against me.

On the other hand it has been laid down that the occupier
is not responsible for the fire brought about by the act of
a servant who is doing something entirely outside his em-
ployment, McKenzie v. McLeod (2); the theory appar-
ently being that the act of the servant in such circumstances
is the act of a " stranger."

But here we have a servant who admittedly as servant
occupies for his master and whose occupation is therefore
his occupation and who moreover as incidental to his
occupation has his master's authority to light fires. An
interesting case having a general similarity to the present
came before the High Court of Australia a year or two ago.
Bugge v. Brown (3). The defendant who was the owner
of grazing land employed a servant who was entitled as
part of his remuneration to be supplied with cooked meat.
On one occasion the servant was supplied with raw meat
with instructions to cook it at a certain house. Notwith-
standing his instructions he lighted a fire in the open and
by his negligence it escaped and damaged the plaintiff's
land. It was held that the defendant was responsible on

(1) 1 Brownl & G. 197.
(3) 26 C.L.R. 110.

(2) 10 Bing. 385.
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1922 the principle that where the act done is one of a class of
PORT acts which in given circumstances would be part of or

COQUrTLAM
cV incidental to the servant's duty the master is responsible

WILSON. unless the servant so acts as to make him a stranger in
Duff J. relation to his master with respect to the act he has com-

mitted so that what he does is the unauthorized act of a
stranger. The same principle was applied in Black v.
Christ Church (1). The present case presents even less
difficulty because of the admission that McKinley's occupa-
tion was the occupation of the municipality.

What I have said is sufficient to dispose of the grounds
upon which the appeal is based and I do not refer to the
other questions discussed on the argument.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

ANGLIN J.-I concur with my brother Duff.

BRODEUR J.-I concur with my brother Duff.

MIGNAULT J. (dissenting).-There are three cases here
which were tried together and consolidated for the pur-
poses of this appeal.

The appellant obtained from the Court of Appeal of
British Columbia special leave to appeal per saltum, under
section 37 of The Supreme Court Act (Canada), from three
judgments of Mr. Justice Morrison giving effect to a gen-
eral verdict of a jury in favour of the respondents in three
actions claiming damages for the destruction of their
buildings and furniture by a fire which started on the appel-
lant's property.

The trial before Mr. Justice Morrison was the second
trial of the respondents' actions. A first trial had taken
place before Mr. Justice Murphy and a jury, and the
verdict being in favour of the present appellant, judgment
was rendered accordingly. The present respondents
appealed from these judgments to the Court of Appeal
on the ground of misdirection to the jury by the trial
judge and also on the ground that the verdict was against
the weight of evidence, and they succeeded in their appeals.
The judgment of the court was rendered by Mr. Justice

(1) [18941 A.C. 48 at p. 55.
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McPhillips, with whom Mr. Justice Eberts concurred, the 1922
Chief Justice dissenting. In his reasons for judgment, Mr. Poue

COQUITLAM
Justice McPhillips found error in the direction given to V.
the jury in that the jury were told that the onus of proving w
negligence was on the plaintiffs and not on the defendant Mignault J.

in whose building the fire originated, and against whom
therefore there was established a prima facie case of neg-
ligence. Mr. Justice McPhillips further expressed the
opinion that in not constructing its chimney in the man-
ner required by its by-law, the defendant committed a
breach of a statutory condition which imported negligence,
and that the trial judge erred on this point in his charge to
the jury. He also said that the defendant was liable for the
condition of the building and for the acts of its servant,
McKinley, in whose premises the fire. originated. The con-
clusion of Mr. Justice McPhillips was that the learned trial
judge had misdirected the jury, but that at all events the
verdict of the jury was against the weight of evidence and
perverse, and he ordered a new trial.

No appeal was taken from the judgment of the Court
of Appeal, but a new trial took place and the learned trial
judge (Mr. Justice Morrison) charged the jury in sub-
stantial compliance with the judgment of the -Court of
Appeal as rendered by Mr. Justice McPhillips, possibly
adding thereto when he told the jury that where a thing is
shewn to be under the management, control or custody of
the defendant or its servants, and the accident is such as
in the ordinary course of things does not happen if those
who have the management use proper care, it affords
reasonable evidence, in the absence of explanation by the
defendant, that the event arose from want of care on the
part of the defendant (see Scott v. London and St. Kather-
ine Docks Co. (1).

The verdict this time having been against the present
appellant, the latter now appeals by leave directly to this,
court and the grounds of its appeal are solely that the
learned trial judge misdirected the jury. The direction
here in question having been given to the jury in sub-
stantial compliance with the judgment of the Court of

(1) 3 H. & C. 596.
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2 Appeal, this appeal really questions the soundness of the
PORT latter judgment from which the appellant did not appeal.

CoqurrLAM
TAM. The question now is whether it should be allowed to do

so.
Mignault J. The respondent objects that there is res judicata against

the appellant; that the direction given to the jury in the
second trial was the proper direction; or at least that the
appellant having acquiesced in the judgment of the Court
of Appeal and taken the chances of a new trial cannot now
complain that the jury were charged in compliance with
that judgment.

I do not think that the doctrine -of res judicata applies
here. What was decided was that the first judge mis-
directed the jury and the first trial was set aside. A second
trial took place and the second judge charged the jury sub-
stantially as the Court of Appeal decided the first judge
should have done. The appellant now claims that the
second judge misdirected the jury. Nothing was deter-
mined, unless it could be said to have been determined in
advance, with respect to the correctness and legality of the
charge to the jury in the second trial, but at the most there
was an expression of opinion as to the proper direction to
give the jury in a case such as that disclosed by the evidence
adduced in the first trial. This does not therefore bring
the matter within the rule of res judicata.

The objection of acquiescence by the appellant, or, more
properly expressed, the objection that the appellant is now
estopped from contending that directions given to the jury
in substantial compliance with the judgment of the Court
of Appeal, are misdirections in law,-is certainly a much
stronger one. I have carefully looked at the cases, but have
failed to find any case where a judgment ordering a new
trial was held to estop a party from afterwards contending
in the new trial that the jury should not be charged as the
appellate court held that the first judge should have
charged them. It may however be noted that Halsbury
(Laws of England) vol. 13 vo. Estoppel, no. 463, says:

Provided a matter in issue is determined with certainty by the judg-
ment, an estoppel may arise where a plea of res judicata could never be
established * * * A party is precluded from contending the contrary
of any precise point which, having been once distinctly put in issue, has
been solemnly found against him.
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But none of the decisions referred to in the notes were 1922
in connection with new trials. There are however two PORT

COQUrrLAM
decisions of this court in which a somewhat similar ques- v.
tion arose in reference to the effect of an order for a new WILSON.

trial. Mignault J.

In Western Canada Power Co. v. Bergklint (1), Mr. Jus-
tice Duff, at p. 299, said:-

There is some authority indicating that where a court of appeal in
granting a new trial decides a substantive question in the litigation, that
question, for the purposes of that litigation, is to be taken to have been
conclusively determined as between the parties. I refer without further
discussion to the observations of Lord Macnaghten in Badar Bee v.
Habib Merican Noordin (2), and to their Lordships' decision in Ram
Kirpal Shukul v. Mussumat Rup Kuari (3), (see especially p. 41 as to
the effect of determinations in interlocutory judgments upon the rights
of parties in the suits in which the judgments are given). It seems
quite clear that for this purpose we are not confined to the formal judg-
ment Kali Krishna Tagore v. Secretary of State for India (4), and Pether-
permal Chetty v. Mumandi Servai (5).

I have carefully examined the cases cited by my learned
brother but in none of them had a new trial been granted,
the question being as to the effect of a former judgment in
proceedings between the same parties.

But in Kinney v. Fisher (6) a new trial of a libel action
had been ordered and all the judges of the appellate court
had expressed the opinion that the letter containing the
alleged libel was written on a privileged occasion. The
head-note of the report of the decision of the appellate
court (7) is misleading, for it assumes that the action was
dismissed. The report itself shows however that the court
was evenly divided, as to the dismissal of the action, and
in the result, which the report does not mention, a new
trial was ordered. At the new trial the action was dis-
missed at the glose of the plaintiff's case and on a second
appeal the appellate court,. again expressing the opinion
that the occasion was privileged, sent the case back for re-
trial on the issue of malice. The defendant then appealed
to this court, but his appeal was dismissed by a majority

(1) 54 Can. S.C.R. 285. (4) 15 Ind. App. 186 at p. 192.
(2) [1909] A.C. 615 at p. 623. (5) 35 Ind. App. 98, at p. 102.
(3) 11 Ind. App. 37, (6) 62 Can. S.C.R. 546.

(7) 53 N.S.R. Ep. 406.
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1922 on the ground that as the first order for a new trial was
PORT - without restriction and the evidence given on the former

COQUITLAM.
V. trial was not before the court, there was no res judicata on

WnLSO. the question of privilege. Mr. Justice Duff dissented from
Mignault J the judgment in this court, relying on the opinion he had

expressed in the Bergklint Case (1).
Kinney v. Fisher (2) would seem therefore to support the

argument that no question of res judicata can arise here,
nor would it leave room for the contention that independ-
ently of res judicata there is ground for estoppel, for the
order for the new trial, in this case 'as in Kinney v.
Fisher (2), was made without restriction. It is proper to
add that here the new trial was ordered not merely because,
in the opinion of the appellate court, the trial judge had
misdirected the jury, but because it was considered that
the verdict was against the weight of evidence. It would
have been, to say the least, very unlikely that this court
would have set aside an order for a new trial under these
circumstances, (Cameron's Practice and cases cited, vol. 1,
p. 197 et seq.), and the failure of the defendant to appeal
from the judgment of the court of appeal does not neces-
sarily shew that it acquiesced in all the reasons for which
a new trial was ordered.

Coming now to the merits of the present appeal, which
is brought here solely on the ground of misdirection by the
learned trial judge, the appellant, in its factum, particular-
izes the alleged misdirections as follows:

1. In directing the jury that there was a. presumption of negligence
against the defendant if the jury found that the fire originated on its
premises.

2. In directing the jury that "where the thing is shown to be under
the management, control or custody of the defendant or its servants
* * * and the accident or incident is such as in the ordinary course
of things does not happen if those who have the manggement use proper
care it affords reasonable evidence in the absence of explanation by the
defendant that the event arose from want of care on the part of the
defendant."

3. In directing the jury in effect that this presumption could only
be rebutted by showing it was " pure accident," namely, that it was due
to " some extraneous circumstance or condition over which the agent or
servant or employee of the municipality had no control."

4. In directing the jury that the municipality was liable for the acts
of its servant (the chief of police) in changing the stoves.

(1) 54 Can. S.C.R. 285.
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5. In directing the jury that the breach of the building by-law was 1922
the breach of a statutory duty prima facie giving a right of action to the PoTEr
person injured. CoqurrLAM

V.

I will deal with each of these alleged misdirections in WILSON.

the order mentioned. Mignault J.

1. Consideration of the first point raises the important
question of the -liability of a person for damage caused
by a fire which originates on his premises.

A short but authoritative statement of the law, before
it was changed by statute, may be found in the judgment
of Lord Tenterden C.J., in Becquet v. MacCarthy (1):

By the law of this country before it was altered by the statute 6 Anne
c. 31, s. 6, if a fire began on a man's own premises, by which those of his
neighbour were injured, the latter, in an action brought for such an injury,
would be bound in the first instance to shew how the fire began, but the
presumption would be (unless it were shewn to have originated from some
external cause) that it arose from the neglect of some person in the house.

The change made by statute (see 14 Geo. III, ch. 78,
sect. 86) was as follows:

. 86. No action, suit or process whatever shall be had, maintained, or
prosecuted against any person in whose house, chamber, stable, barn or
other building, or on whose estate any fire shall * * * accidentally
begin, nor shall any recompense be made by such person, for any damage
suffered thereby, any law, usage or custom to the contrary notwith-
standing.

The object of the statute is to relieve a person from
liability when the fire begins accidentally, and it is of the
nature of an exception to the general rule of liability. It
would seem to follow that the onus of shewing that the
fire did begin accidentally is .on the person who claims
the benefit of the statute in order to escape from the legal
presumption of negligence. In other words, the statute
affords a defence, and it is not for the plaintiff to shew, in
the first instance, that the fire did not begin accidentally;
he can rest on the presumption until the defendant has re-
butted it by shewing that the fire began accidentally.

I think therefore there was no misdirection as to the
first point.

2. The words which the appellant quotes ' from the
learned judge's charge are taken from the judgment of

(1) 2 B. & Ad. 951.
55476-41
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1922 Erle C.J., in Scott v. London & St. Katherine Dock Co.
PORT (1), and are generally considered as expressing the rule

cooerrun
V. res ipsa loquitur. This rule admits of a presumption of

W Ns. negligence similar to the one just adverted to. Inasmuch
Mignault J. as by law the person in whose premises a fire begins is

liable for the damage it causes to neighbouring property
unless he shews that it began accidentally, no prejudice
could be caused by stating to the jury the rule in the terms
of Scott v. London & St. Katherine Dock Co. (1), which
is very largely to the same effect as the other rule. This
ground of alleged misdirection therefore also fails.

3. Taken with the context, I do not think that the few
words quoted by the appellant amount to misdirection.
The learned judge correctly stated that there is a pre-
sumption of negligence against the person on whose
premises a fire originates. He then added that it is for
such person to show that the fire was accidental. The dis-
tinction between " accident " and " pure accident " is per-
haps a difficult one for the jury's understanding. -Never-
theless I do not consider that the jury were misled. The
learned trial judge had previously told them that it was
for the defendant to satisfy them that he was not, as
charged by the plaintiff, negligent in the handling of that
fire. Subject to what I will say on the question whether
the defendant here is liable for the acts of McKinley who
occupied the premises where the fire originated, I think
this objection to the finding of the learned trial judge is
not well taken.

4. The fourth objection is that the learned trial judge
misdirected the jury in telling them that the municipality,
that is to say this defendant, was liable for the acts of its
servant, McKinley, in changing the stoves.

McKinley was an employee of the appellant, being chief
of police and fire chief. With his wife and child, he lived
in rooms at the rear and on the second story of the fire
hall, one of these rooms being the kitchen where the stove
in question was, installed. The free 'occupation of these
rooms as a dwelling was granted by the appellant to
McKinley probably as one of the considerations of his con-

(1) 3 H. & C. 598.
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tract of employment, and this, I think, is the scope of the 192

appellant's admission that as a servant of the appellant PORT
CoQUrrLAM

McKinley was in lawful occupation or possession of the v.
room in which the said stove or range was situate, for the WILsoN.

admission cannot mean that that as a servant of the appel- Mignault J.
lant McKinley kept house for his wife and child in these
rooms. The evidence justifies the conclusion that McKin-
ley was in as full control of these rooms as he would have
been had he rented a house from the appellant. The
municipality had paid for the installation of the stove
pipe, but the stove was furnished by McKinley, *and the
new stove or range put in during the preceding winter,
which necessitated the shortening of the pipe, was paid
for by McKinley, who had no authority from the appel-
lant to effect this change. In respect to this point, there
was a material difference betwden the two trials because
an admission made in the first trial that the appellant had
paid for the erection of the stove and pipe was withdrawn
with the permission of the court in the second trial.

In my opinion, the relation of master and servant be-
tween the appellant and McKinley did not extend to, or
engender liability for, acts performed by the latter in keep-
ing house for himself and his family in his own dwelling,
whether this dwelling was a part of the fire hall or a
separate building belonging to the appellant. In other
words, nothing he did in his own dwelling for the purposes
of housekeeping was in the course of McKinley's employ-
ment as a servant of the appellant. I may add that in the
decisions dealing with the legal presumption of negligence
where a fire is communicated from a building in which it
originates to another building belonging to a different
owner, I have found no case where this presumption was
asserted against the owner or lessor as distinguished from
the occupier or tenant of such a building. It seems to me
that the foundation of the presumption is occupation of
the premises where the fire originates and if, as here, the
owner does not occupy the building or part of building
where the fire took place he would seem to be outside the
rule. But it is probably sufficient to decide here that when
McKinley installed or changed his stove and shortened the
stove pipe, and when he lit the fire, he was not acting in

255S.C.R.
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1922 the course of his employment as a servant of the appel-
POnT lant, and with respect, I think the learned trial judge

v. should have so directed the jury. This objection, there-
WrLsoN. fore, appears to me to be well taken.

Mignault J. 5. The learned trial judge directed the jury as a matter

of law that the non-performaice of the statutory duty
imposed by the building by-law, causing injury to a mem-
ber of the class for whose benefit the by-law was imposed,
prima facie gives a right of action to the person injured.
There might be no quarrel with an abstract proposition
of this kind (Groves v. Wimborne (1)), but the difficulty
is to determine whether the by-law, of which we have only
three extracts, is a by-law of this character. In the absence
of the whole by-law, and in view of what I have said as to
the fourth objection of the appellant, I do not think it
necessary to express any opinion with respect to the direc-
tion of the learned trial judge on this point.

I have however reached the conclusion that there was
material misdirection of the learned trial judge in instruct-
ing the jury that the appellant was, as McKinley's em-
ployer, responsible for the latter's act in changing the stove
or stove pipe, and on that ground I think the verdict can-
not stand.

I would allow the appeal with costs and order a new
trial.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: G. A. King.

Solicitors for the respondents: Bird, McDonald & Co.

(1) [18981 2. Q.B. 402 at p. 407.
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HIS MAJESTY THE KING (DEFENDANT).. APPELLANT; 1922

*Oct. 13,16.

AND Feb. 6.

J. S. ZORNES (SUPPLIANT) .............. RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF ALBERTA

Crown-Liability of-Government Telephone System-Person injured by
driving into loose wire-Negligence of Crown's servants-" The Pub-
lic Utilities Act" (Alta.) S. (1915) c. 6--"Interpretation Act" (Alta.)
S. (1906) c. 8-Alta. S. (1917) c. 8, s. 80.

Section 2 (b) of the Alberta Public Utilities Act provided that "the
expression 'public utility ' means and includes every corporation
* * * "; and in 1917, the following words were added by the legis-
lature (c. 3, s. 30): " also the Alberta Government telephones, now
managed and operated by the Department of Railways and Tele-
phones." Section 31 (2) of the same Act provides that " the public
utility shall be responsible for all unnecessary damage which it causes
in carrying out, maintaining or operating any of its said works."

Held, Davies C.J. and Mignault J. dissenting, that the Crown, as rep-
resented by the Government of Alberta, is liable in damages, upon
proceedings by petition of right, for personal injuries sustained by
reason of the negligence of its servants in allowing a loose wire form-
ing part of the Government Telephone System to fall and lie upon a
public highway.

Judgment of the Appellate Division ([19221 1 W.W.R. 907) affirmed,
Davies C.J. and Mignault J. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1), reversing the judg-
ment of the trial judge, Ives J., and maintaining the re-
spondent's petition of right.

The respondent in his petition alleged that he was
driving over a public highway along which the Crown
through the Minister of the Department of Railways and
Telephones of the Province of Alberta owned and oper-
ated a telephone line subject to the provisions of "The
Public Utilities Act, 1915," c. 6, and that he was injured
by reason of his automobile becoming entangled in a loose

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.

(.1) [19221 1 W.W.R. 907.
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1922 wire which the department, its officers or servants, had
THE KNG negligently, carelessly and illegally allowed to lie upon the

ZORNES. highway. A fiat had been granted by the Attorney-Gen-
eral under " The Alberta Petition of Right Act, 1906, c.
20," but when the case came on for trial and before any
evidence had been taken, the objection raised by counsel
for the Crown that no action could lie for a tort was
sustained, and the action was dismissed with costs. The
Appellate Division reversed this judgment and ordered a
new trial.

Eug. Lafleur K.C..and R. A. Smith for the appellant.

S. R. Wallace and Louis C6tg for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE (dissenting).-I concur with Mr.
Justice Mignault and would allow the appeal.

IDINGTON J.-I am of the opinion that subsection 2 of
section 31 of the Public Utilities Act of Alberta, which reads
as follows

the public utility shall be responsible for all unnecessary damage which
it causes in carrying out, maintaining or operating any of its said works.

means just what it says, and that it was intended to mean
that, and to furnish a remedy for such like incidents as in
question herein, when arising from want of due care and
hence causing unnecessary damage.

I do not see why a remedy for damages arising from want
of due care in the operation of any public utility, should be
something which appellant, in his wide sphere of activities
in Alberta, should be advised against providing, or refused
the consent of the Legislative Assembly therefor.

I therefore assume the needed remedy was furnished in
said language and its obviously legal effect, if to be given
any, is that I have above suggested.

Some effect is usually sought to be given the language
used by the legislature, and I can see nothing more apt
to apply such language to, when found in such relation as
it is, than to furnish the needed remedy I suggest.

I do not see any reason for disturbing the learned trial
judge's findings of fact and, agreeing as I do with the reason-
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ing of Mr. Justice Stuart and Mr. Justice Beck as well as 1922

that of the learned trial judge presented respectively in THE KING
V.

the proceedings below, when finding, in said subsection 2 of ZORNES.
section 31 above quoted, a remedy for what is complained Idingon J
of, I need not say more than I have done, except to add
that I think this appeal should be dismissed with costs.

DUFF J.-This appeal raises a question touching the
effect of section 31 (2) of the Alberta Public Utilities Act:

The public utility shall be responsible for all unnecessary damage
which it causes in carrying out, maintaining or operating any of its
works.

Assuming that " public utility " comprehends the pro-
vince of Alberta (His Majesty the King in right of his
province of Alberta) as owner of the Alberta Government
Telephones, I can only say, with the greatest respect for
other opinions, that this enactment does not (on that
assumption) appear to me to be of doubtful meaning.
" Responsible " in such a context in a statutory enactment
can, I think, be no less comprehensive than " responsible
in damages." There is moreover ample evidence that the
default through which the respondents suffered the damage
complained of was a default in " carrying out, maintaining
or operating " the telephone system.

That being so, it follows, I think-still proceeding upon
the same assumption that " public utility" comprehends
the province in its character as owner of "Government
Telephones "-that petition of right is the appropriate pro-
cedure for asserting the Crown's responsibility. Normally
petition of right does not lie for tort; but that rests upon
the ground that in point of substantive law the Crown is
not liable, that is to say, the Crown owes no duty to the
sufferer to make reparation for the torts of its servants.
Section 31 (2) creates the duty to make reparation with
its correlative right; and ubi jus ibi remedium. One can-
not conceive the legislature vainly creating an unenforce-
able right to recover damages. It is implied that the courts
of the province have jurisdiction to enforce the right and
to do so by the appropriate procedure. The law in such
cases makes the necessary implications to avoid the in-
justice and the scandal of the denial of substantive rights
because of technical defects in procedure.
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1922 The objection that petition of right does not lie for the
THE KING enforcement of statutory rights is without substance. The

zoRnEs. Petition of Rights Act gives jurisdiction to the court to

Duff J award damages and I think that should be construed as
- extending to all cases in which a duty reposes upon the

Crown by law to pay damages.
The critical question, therefore, is this: Does " public

utility" in section 31, ss. 2, bear a sense which imposes
upon the province-the Crown in right of the province-
the responsibility established as against such bodies gen-
erally by the subsection? And this is the point upon which
naturally Mr. Lafleur directed the weight of his argument.
The question subdivides itself into two branches.

The first, is whether " public utility " in this context
and construed with reference to the interpretation section
(section 2, s.s. b) does, upon a fair interpretation of these
provisions, denote among other " corporations, firms and
persons " to which it applies, the province of Alberta in
its character of owner of the " Alberta Government Tele-
phones "; and the second branch of the question is whether,
assuming that to be so, there is here in this provision, when
it is read in light of the Act as a whole, a clear and plain
manifestation of legislative intent to impose such a re-
sponsibility upon the Crown.

These points may be considered in the order in which
I have stated them. Subsection (b) of section 2 must be
quoted in full. These are the words:-

(b) The expression "public utility " means and includes every cor-
poration other than municipal corporations (unless such municipal cor-
poration voluntarily comes under this Act in the manner hereinafter pro-
vided), and every firm, person or -association of persons, the business and
operations whereof are subject to the legislative authority of this pro-
vince, their lessees, trustees, liquidators, or receivers, appointed by any
court that now or hereafter own, operate, manage or control any system,
works, plant or equipment for the conveyance of telegraph or telephone
messages or for the conveyance of travellers or goods over a railway, street
railway or tramway, or for the production, transmission, delivery or fur-
nishing of water, gas, heat, light, or power, either directly or indirectly,
to or from the public; also the Alberta Government telephones, now man-
aged and operated by the Department of Railways and Telephones.

The last clause is due to an enactment of 1917 (section
30 of c. 3 of the statutes of that year). This enactment
simply added the words
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also the Alberta Government Telephones now managed and operated by 1922
the Department of Railways and Telephones. TE KiNG
By a statute of 1906 (the general Interpretation Act) E.

"Alberta Government" means, generally speaking, His -

Majesty in right of the province of Alberta, and the phrase J

" the Alberta Government Telephones " is virtually the
equivalent of " the Telephones of His Majesty in right
of the province." The only admissible view, I think, of
the effect of this enactment of 1917 is that the Provincial
Government Telephone System is added as a concrete addi-
tion to the " systems, works, plants, equipments," com-
prised in the general description immediately preceding. I
think that is the correct reading of the enactment because
the only alternative reading is to treat the enactment as
directing the construction of the phrase "public utility"
wherever it appears in the Act, in such a manner as to
include " the Alberta Government Telephones " as a " pub-
lic utility." This alternative is forbidden, I think, because
as regards a considerable number of the most important
provisions of the statute, the effect of such a substitution
would be to make nonsense of the provision unless we are
to treat the amending enactment as conferring upon the
Government system legal personality, an implication which
I think would not be justified. Section 20, for example,
which defines the jurisdiction of the board uses " Publi,
Utility " in subsections b, c, d, e, f, and g, in a sense neces-
sarily implying in the object denoted by the phrase, a legal
entity, capable of acting juridically, capable of being a
party to legal proceedings, a party to contracts, and gen-
erally of ownership of property and of being the subject
of rights and duties. If the Province as owner of a tele-
phone system falls within the operation of these clauses as
a " public utility " then no difficulty arises in respect of
the application of them. On the other hand, if it is the
system as a system which is brought by the amendment
within the class denoted by " public utility " the alterna-
tives are obvious. Either the system has been endowed
with legal personality in which case the language of the
clauses would be sensible with reference to the system or,
on the other hand, the system is entirely excluded from the
operation of them. To give to the enactment of 1917 such
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1922 a construction as to exclude " the Government telephones"
THE KING from these provisions of the Act, would be to render the

ZORNES. enactment of 1917 largely nugatory and the courts will go
Duff J. very far in supplying omissions in elliptical phraseology

- and in discarding redundancies in order to avoid such a
result. Salmon v. Duncombe (1).

The other alternative, the alternative of implying the
creation of a legal personality must, as I have already said,
also be rejected.

If the enactment is read in the manner which I have
suggested the " corporations, persons and firms " compre-
hended within the class " public utility " are, by this read-
ing, made to include the corporations or persons owning or
operating " the Government telephones," and the words
" Alberta Government " having by statute the significance
above pointed out, no technical or other difficulty arises in
reading the word corporation or the word person as includ-
ing His Majesty in right of the Province. The Crown is
technically a corporation sole, and is of course in the legal
sense a person capable of being a subject of rights and
duties.

There is some ineptitude in the phrasing of the amend-
ment of 1917, but for the reasons I have mentioned the
reading is, I think, amply justified.

I come now to the question upon which the appeal really
turns. Looking at the provisions of the statute as a whole,
is an intention manifested with sufficient clearness to bring
the Provincial Government within the scope of s.s. 2 of
section 31 to satisfy the rule of construction, a rule based
upon good sense and upon inveterate legislative practice
as well as judicial authority, that responsibility is not to
be deemed to be imposed upon the Crown by legislative
enactment, unless the intention to do so has been expressed
in language which is unmistakable? I quite agree that
even though the argument on the exegetical side were more
rigorous than it is, still if from the purview of the statute
as a whole, sufficient evidence of a contrary intention
appeared to create a real doubt as to the effect of the
section when read in light of the other parts of the Act,
the answer to the question just propounded must be in

(1) [18861 11 App. Cas. 627.
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the negative. The question is one by no means free from 1922
difficulty. Mr. Lafleur did, I think, make good his point THE KING

that there are many provisions of the statute, and in par- ZORNES.

ticular those relating to the enforcement of orders of the Duff J.
board for the payment of money and those relating to -

penalties which obviously could not be put into operation
against the Crown.

This is a circumstance of weight which, however, is not
conclusive. The definitions of the interpretation clause are
not applied when such application produces inconsistency
or absurdity and in the sections referred to such would be
the result of the literal application of the definition of pub-
lic utility in its entirety. No such difficulty arises respect-
ing section 31 (2). There is nothing absurd or even start-
ling in bringing the Crown in its character of owner of
such enterprises within the scope of such a provision.

At this point s.s. (a) of section 3 becomes very significant.
The Act is thereby declared to be applicable to " public
utilities " as defined
which are now or may hereafter be owned or operated by or under the
control of the Government of the province.

A statutory corporation, therefore, consisting of members
nominated by the Government, or a joint stock corporation
controlled by the Government through ownership of its
shares, if answering the definition of " public utility " is
not to be excluded from the provisions of the Act, and I
can see no reason why, in such a case, the provisions of
the Act generally (including section 31, subsection 2)
should be held not to be operative. This is evidence, I
think, that the scheme of the Act proceeds upon the policy
that "public utilities" fairly coming within the descrip-
tion furnished by the interpretation section are, except
where the context or the subject matter of the provision
otherwise requires, to be subject to each of the provisions
of the Act. This again throws light upon the enact-
ment of 1917, and I think the proper inference is that the
Government telephones were brought within the orbit of
the system established and that the provisions of the Act
must be held to be operative in relation to the Government
telephones and to the Crown as owner of them according
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1922 to the natural meaning of the words in which they are
THE KING framed with the exception of those provisions in which

ZORNES. some absurdity or inconsistency would thereby be pro-

Duff j. duced.
The appeal should be dismissed.

ANGLIN J.-For the reasons stated by Mr. Justice Stuart
in his opinion of the 22nd June, 1922, I am satisfied that
the finding of the trial court that the injury sustained by *
the plaintiff was due to negligence in the maintaining and
operating of the Government telephone lines cannot be
disturbed. There appears also to have been a breach of the
duty imposed by section 31 (c) of the Public Utilities Act
(1915, c. 6), which prescribes that
all poles shall be as nearly as possible straight and perpendicular.

A consequence of such negligence and breach of statutory
duty was an undue interference with the public right of
travel in contravention of section 31 (a), resulting in the
injury of which the plaintiff complains.

In my opinion, the damage suffered by the plaintiff was
unnecessary damage " caused in maintaining and oper-

ating a work which would have entailed responsibility
under section 31 (2) of the Public Utilities Act on the
public utility controlling it, if a private person, firm or
body corporate. I cannot accede to the view that the
application of section 31 (2) is confined to cases in which
there has been an exercise of statutory powers in excess of
what is reasonably necessary for the accomplishment of
the purpose for which they are conferred. I see no reason
for so restricting the operation of that provision. Though
not required to fix any other " public utility " with respon-
sibility for injuries caused by negligence, it is necessary for
that purpose in the case of Government telephones, and,
for the reasons indicated by Mr. Justice Beck, I think it
should be so applied. Where telephone wires of a public
utility fall because of negligence either in maintaining or
replacing, or in failure to replace in due season the poles
which carry them, or because of a breach of clause (c) of
subsection 1 of section 31, and as a result injury is caused
to persons using a highway, we have a case of damage
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caused in the maintaining or operating of the works of the 1922

telephone system and, in my opinion, the fact that the THE KING

falling of the wires and allowing them to interfere with ZORNES.

traffic on a highway was due to negligence or to breach of AlJ
a statutory duty necessarily implies that the damage there- -

by caused was " unnecessary." If the application of sub-
section 2 should be confined to cases of damage caused by
a breach of one of the clauses of subsection 1 of section 31,
such a case is here presented. There was a breach of clause
(c) which at least contributed to the fall of the pole and
the consequent presence of wires on the highway in contra-
vention of clause (a).

The wording of the concluding clause of the definition
of " public utility " (s. 2 (b))
also the Alberta Government telephones now managed by the Depart-
ment of Railways and Telephones

is no doubt awkward and unsatisfactory. But a perusal
of the Public Utilities Act makes it reasonably cer-
tain that the effect given to those words by Mr. Jus-
tice Stuart in his opinion of the 22nd of February, 1922,
as meaning not telephones operated by the Government,
but the Alberta Government itself and therefore " H.M.
The King in his right as exercised by the province
of Alberta," must be what the legislature meant them
to have. It was never intended, for instance, to create
a liability in rem in the case of the Government Tele-
phone System (s. 31 (2) ). Sections 20 (c) and 40
further indicate the difficulties that would ensue from a
strict construction of the concluding clause of the defini-
tion such. as the appellant contends for. Moreover upon
that construction s. 3 (a) would seem to be quite super-
fluous. Applying s.s. 7 of s. 7 of the Interpretation Act
(c. 3 of 1906) as we should, we have in s. 31 (2) of the
Public Utilities Act an enactment that " H.M. The King
acting for the Province " of Alberta shall be responsible
(i.e. answerable to a person injured whether in body or in
property) for damage caused by the negligent carrying
out, maintaining or operating of (inter alia) the Alberta
Government telephones in my opinion sufficient to over-
come the prerogative exemption of the Crown from lia-
bility for torts of its servants recognized at common law.
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19-92 In the Alberta Petition of Right Act we find provisions
THE KING which, though probably not designed to confer a right to

ZORNEs. recover from the Crown in respect of torts, are quite wide
Anglin j. enough to furnish a procedure by which such a right, when

- otherwise created, may be exercised. As Mr. Justice Beck
points out we have in the Privy Council decisions in Attor-
ney General of the Straits Settlement v. Wemyss (1),
and Farnell v. Bowman (2), the highest authority for the
utilization of the procedure by petition of right to obtain
relief to which the Public Utilities Act confers the right.

I find it unnecessary to express any opinion upon the
question whether a consequence of the Dominion or a
Provincial Government engaging in a commercial enter-
prise is a pro tanto abrogation of the prerogative exemp-
tion from responsibility for tort: The Queen v. McLeod
(3); Farnell v. Bowman (2); Attorney General of Straits
Settlements v. Wemyss (1). The Crown, when empowered
by statute to enter upon an undertaking, does so subject to
the limitations, restrictions and conditions which the legis-
lature has imposed upon the carrying of it out. Attorney
General v. De Keyser's Royal Hotel (4).

The appeal in my opinion fails.

BRODEUR J.-The respondent Zornes has presented a
petition of right claiming that he has suffered damages on
accoudnt of the negligent construction and operation of
the telephone system owned by the Alberta Government.

The latter denies liability on the ground that the King
could not be sued in tort.

That is the issue which is now submitted to our con-
sideration.

As a general proposition, there is no remedy against the
King for compensation in damages; but they can be
obtained from the officer who did the wrong. Canterbury
v. Attorney General (5).

But in many countries and provinces the governments
are in the habit of undertaking works which are usually
performed by private individuals and companies; and it

(1) [18881 13 App. Cas. 192. (3) [18821 8 Can. S.C.R. 1.
(2) [1887] 12 App. Cas. 643. (4) [1920] A.C. 508, at p. 540.

(5) 12 L.J. Ch. 281.
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is then found expedient to provide remedies for injuries 1922

suffered in the course of these works. Attorney General Tns Kno

of Straits Settlement v. Wemyss (1). ZoNes.
The telephone system in Alberta was operated for some .

years by a private company. But the legislature decided -

to acquire this telephone system and to have it operated
by the government; and it was put under the manage-
ment of the Department of Railways and Telephones.

In 1915 the Public Utilities Act was passed and a board
of Public Utility Commissioners was created; and it was
declared that the Alberta Government telephones would
be considered as a " public utility."

Section 31 of the Act provided that any public utility
having for its object the construction, working and main-
taining of the telephone lines should be submitted to the
orders of the Commission and should not interfere with
the public right of travel, that the wires should not be less
than 16 feet above any highway; that all the poles should
be as nearly as possible straight and perpendicular; and
an article was added as subsection 2:
The public utility shall be responsible for all unnecessary damage which
it causes in carrying out, maintaining or operating any of the said works.

It is alleged in the petition of right and found in the
verdict rendered after trial that the Alberta Govern-
ment telephone has been the cause of damage to the
respondent on account of a defective wire which broke
and became loose on the road, and that there were tele-
phone poles down on the road which had caused the acci-
dent in question.

Taking into consideration the general proposition which
I have enunciated above concerning the liability of the
Crown for tort, I am of the view that the provisions of
The Public Utilities Act, and mainly of s. 31, create a lia-
bility affecting the Government and rendering the latter
responsible for the torts which it caused in the carrying
out of its telephone system. If some governments want
to undertake works which are not considered of a govern-
mental purpose, it is no wonder that the legislature
should apply to those governments the same liability which
is- applied to private individuals or companies carrying
on the same works. It is clear to me that the legislature

(1) 13 App. Cas., 192.
55476-5
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1922 of Alberta has imposed upon the government the liability
THE KNG for damages which is now claimed by the respondent.

ZONES. For those reasons the appeal fails and should be dis-
Brodeur J. missed with costs.

MIGNAULT J. (dissenting).-All of the judges of the
court below were of the opinion that the claim of the
respondent against the Crown, being of the nature of an
action in tort, could not be justified under the provisions
of the Alberta Petition of Right Act (c. 20 of the sta-
tutes of 1906). In this I agree. The Petition of Right
Act provides a remedy where liability of the Crown exists
by law and creates no new responsibility. There being no
liability of the Crown for a tort committed by its servants,
and the latter alone being responsible for the consequent
damages, such a tort confers no right of action which can
be asserted against the Crown by means of this remedy.

The majority of the appellate court however considered
that the Alberta Public Utilities Act (c. 6 of the sta-
tutes of 1915) created a liability which could be invoked
against the Crown by petition of right. With this con-
clusion I find myself unable to agree.

It is of course a fundamental principle of law that the
Crown is not bound by a statute unless it be specially
mentioned therein. (Beal, Legal Interpretation, 2nd ed.,
p. 292). And in Alberta the statute of which the object
is to give to the subject a right of action against the
Crown by petition of right, does not include the right to
sue the Crown in tort, and it thus differs from the Exche-
quer Court Act, sec. 20, which expressly confers on the
Exchequer Court jurisdiction to hear and determine,
among other matters, every claim against the Crown
arising out of any death or injury to the person or to
property resulting from the negligence of any officer or
servant of the Crown while acting within the scope of his
duties or employment upon any public work. It would
therefore seem surprising, may I say so with all possible
deference, that the right of an action ex delicto against the
Crown, which the Petition of Right Act does not confer,
should be found in another statute the object of which is
certainly not to enlarge the remedies of the subject against
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the Crown. I will therefore very carefully examine this 1922
statute in order to see whether it is open to the construction THE MNO

which has been placed upon it. ZORNES.

The Alberta Public Utilities Act is a type of statute Mignult j.
which is derived, I believe, from the United States, but -

which has been widely adopted in the different provinces
of Canada. Its object is to deal with certain public ser-
vices in which the community at large has a great interest,
such as transportation, telegraph or telephone lines, and
the furnishing of water, heat, light or power. The statute
defines the words " public utility "-I abbreviate-as
meaning and including corporations, firms, persons or
associations of persons that own, operate or control any
system or works for the conveyance of telegraph or tele-
phone messages, or for the conveyance of travellers or
goods over a railway, street railway or tramway, or for the
production or furnishing of water, gas, heat, light or power
to or for the public. The statute creates a board known
as the Board of Public Utility Commissioners, which has
jurisdiction over these public services or public utilities,
the powers of which utilities are carefully restricted, the
whole for the better protection of the public. It would
certainly seem most unlikely that in such a statute should
be found any interference with, or modification of, the con-
stitutional principle that the King can do no wrong.

But in Alberta, as well as in some of the other provinces,
the provincial government has undertaken to carry on
some of the public services to which I have referred. In
1908 a statute (c. 14) was passed by the Alberta Legis-
lature empowering the Government to purchase, lease,
construct and operate telephone or telegraph systems, and
we, are informed that under this authority the Govern-
mnent took over the Bell long -distance telephone line, so
that, outside some municipal or local lines, the telephone
service of the province is practically controlled and carried
on by the Government.

So when the Public Utilities Act was adopted in 1915
the definition of " public utility " in section 2 was made
to include
also the Alberta Government telephones now managed and operated by
the Department of Railways and Telephones.

55476-51,
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1922 And the argument is that inasmuch as by subsection 7 of
Tim KMoN section 7 of the Interpretation Act (Alberta) c. 3 of the

zORNE8. statutes of 1906 the expression " Government," " govern-

Mignault j. ment of the province " or " Alberta Government " used
- in any Act whenever enacted means His Majesty the King

acting for the province, the words I have quoted from
the definition of "public utility" must be read as if the
definition said " also His Majesty's telephones in Alberta
now managed and operated by the Department of Rail-
ways and Telephones."

It is sometimes fallacious to rely too strongly and with-
out sufficient discrimination on a statutory definition for,
as is expressly stated in section 2, such a definition does
not apply where the context otherwise requires. And
when this Public Utilities Act is carefully read, it becomes
obvious that in many of its sections the expression " pub-
lic utility " cannot be construed as meaning the Alberta
Government telephones, or His Majesty's telephones in
Alberta. I could give a number of instances, but will
mention only a few. Thus sections 33 and 75 refer to
municipal corporations owning or operating any public
utility within the meaning of this Act. This obviously
cannot mean the government telephone system. Sections
51 and following deal with orders made by the Board of
Public Utility Commissioners, which may be orders for
the payment of money to be levied by the sheriff, and
which when registered shall constitute a lien and charge
upon the lands of the party ordered to pay. This clearly
seems inapplicable to government property. Moreover
penalties are provided by sections 80 and following against
persons and public utilities affected by orders of the board,
and it can scarcely have been contemplated that these
penalties could be levied from the Crown by reason of
anything contained in the definition of "public utility"
in the Act.

We now come to section 31 by which it is claimed that
the Crown's liability to answer for the torts of its servants
has been expressly enacted by the legislature. I will
quote the whole section down to and including subsection 2.

In the case of a public utility which has for its object the construc-
tion, working or maintaining of telegraph, telephone or transmission lines,
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or the delivery or sale of water, gas, heat, light or power, the following 1922
conditions shall be fulfilled, over and above those which may be prescribed H'B G
by the board, that is to say:- V.

(a) The public utility shall not interfere with the public right of ZORNES.
travel, or in any way obstruct the entrance to any door or gateway or Mignilt.J.
free access to any building;

(b) The public utility shall not permit any wire to be less than six-
teen feet above such highway or public place, or erect more than one line
of poles along any highway;

(c) All poles shall be as nearly as possible straight and perpendicular;
(d) The public utility shall not unnecessarily cut down or mutilate

any shade, fruit or ornamental tree;
(e) The opening up of any street, square or other public place, for the

erection of poles, or for the carrying of wires underground, shall be sub-
ject to the supervision of such person as the municipal council may
appoint, and such street, square or other public place, shall, without un-
necessary delay, be restored as far as possible to its former condition;

(f) If, in the exercise of the public right of travel, it is necessary
that the said wires or poles be temporarily removed by cutting or other-
wise, the public utility shall, at its own expense, upon reasonable notice
in writing from any person requiring it, remove such wires and poles;
and in default of the public utility so doing such person may. remove
such wires and poles at the expense of the public utility.

(2) The public utility shall be responsible for all unnecessary damage
which it causes in carrying out, maintaining or operating any of its said
works.

This section is in the part of the statute bearing the
title "Restriction on powers of public utilities." Sub-
section 2 assumes that in carrying out, maintaining and
operating any of its works the public utility may cause
some damage or inconvenience, and its responsibility only
begins when the damage caused is "unnecessary," that is
to say in excess of any damage which may be incident to
the carrying out or operation of the work. In so far as
public utilities generally are concerned, no such provision
is required to render them liable for their torts, or for
the negligent exercise of their statutory powers. These
powers are not charters to commit torts, and so, even in
the absence of the subsection, there is no doubt that under
the common law the plaintiff,. in a case like this one, would
have an action against the public utility which the latter
could not defeat by pleading the statute.

The question, however, is whether he has such an action
against the Crown when it operates a public utility, and
whether subsection 2 of section 31 takes away the King's
prerogative of not being liable for the torts of his servants.
Bearing in mind that the prerogatives and rights of the
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1922 Crown are not affected by a statute unless they are
TE Kmo specially mentioned therein, I would not be disposed to

ZoNS. give to s.s. 2-even considering the Alberta Government

Mignault J. Telephones as comprised in the meaning of the term
- " public utility "-the effect of conferring a right of action

ex delicto against the Crown, the more so as this sub-
section in no way refers to claims against the Crown, but
merely, and probably unnecessarily, makes public utilities
generally responsible for unnecessary damage caused by
their operations. This distinguishes this case from the
decisions of the Judicial Committee in Farnell v. Bowman
(1), and Attorney General of the Straits Settlement v.
Wemyss (2), where a statute dealing expressly with claims
against the Crown was construed as giving a right of action
in tort.

It is suggested that when the Crown undertakes a com-
mercial enterprise it should be subject to the same liability
as private individuals. This, however, is a matter of policy
for the consideration of the legislature, for, without appro-
priate legislation, the court is powerless to interfere. In
the court below it was considered that sec. 31 gave a right
of action in tort against the Crown, for the learned judges
recognized that there must be apt legislation to permit of
such action. With regret, for the respondent's claim
seems to be a meritorious one, I am unable to place this
construction upon the statute.

I therefore see no escape from the conclusion that the
appeal should be allowed with costs throughout and the
respondent's action dismissed.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: R. Andrew Smith.

Solicitors for the respondent: Joseph A. Clarke & Co.

(1) 12 App. Cas. 643.
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THE CITY OF MONTREAL (DEFENDANT) .APPELLANT; 1922
*Oct. 26, 27.

AND *Feb. 6.

THE DANIEL J. McANULTY REALTY R
CO. (PLAINTIFF) .................... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL

SIDE, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Expropriation-Subdivision lots-Five lots taken for municipal sewage
plant-Damages to remaining lots-Compensation-Nuisance-Fees of
counsel and expert witnesses-Art. 407, 1589 C.C.-Montreal City
Charter, (Q) 62 V, c. 58, s. 421.

In 1911, the respondent bought a block of land, 347 arpents in superficies,
which it laid out as a residential building subdivision containing about
fifteen streets and over 3,300 lots, which was treated as one holding.
For the benefit of this subdivision the respondent, in contracts of
sale or agreements to purchase lots, imposed conditions prohibiting
uses of the lots which might depreciate adjoining parts of the pro-
perty and, with the exception of one street, restricting the buildings
to be erected thereon to residential buildings constructed at least ten
feet from the front of the lots. During 1912, 1913, and 1914, about
a third of the lots were disposed of subject to these restrictions. In
February, 1916, the city of Montreal gave public notice of the
expropriation of five of these lots required for the construction of an
Imhoff tank, which is a sewage filtration plant. A board of arbitrators
having been named in accordance with the provisions of the city
charter, the respondent claimed before it compensation in respect of,
first: the actual value of the lots taken; and secondly damages aris-
ing from the expropriation because of the consequent reduction in
the selling value of the other lots unsold. The allowance of $896.66
for the value of each of the five lots was not contested; but the
arbitrators having declined to recognize the claim under the second
head and also having refused to allow the respondent what it has
paid for counsel fees and expert witnesses, the respondent brought
action to set aside the award.

Held, that the respondent was entitled, over and above the actual value
of the five lots expropriated, to compensation for consequent deprecia-
tion in the value of its adjacent lands. Although there was as much
connection between the lots taken and those still owned and con-
trolled by the respondent as existed between the lands taken and
those left in the hands of the expropriated owners in the Cowper
Essex Case (14 App. Cas. 153) and the Sisters of Charity Case ([1922]
2 A.C. 315), (the Holditch Case ([19161 1 A.C. 536, being there-
fore quite inapplicable), the decision in the present case should
not rest upon these decisions owing to differences in language

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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1922 between the relevant clauses of the governing statutes. (Brodeur J.,
THE however, expressing no opinion on such differences). The respond-

Crry or ent's right to coinpensation for injurious affection of land must
MONTREAL be decided by applying the principles of the general law of

McAULTY the province of Quebec contained in article 407 C.C. which carries
R&LTY Co. that right unless it is excluded by special laws (Art. 1589 C.C.);

and such right is assumed by Article 421 of the Montreal City
Charter, paragraph 1 of which confers the right to expropriate lands
" required for any municipal purposes whatsoever," paragraph 2
authorizing the arbitrators to take into consideration any increased
value of the lands still remaining with the owner and setting the same
off against the "inconvenience, loss or damages resulting from expro-
priation," and paragraph 3 prescribing the rule or measure by which
indemnity for expropriation is to be ascertained and providing that
the compensation shall include " damages resulting from the expro-
priation."

Held, also, that in view of the provisions of the city charter, s. 436, as
amended by (Q) 4 Edward VII, c. 49, s. 21, the respondent was not
entitled to claim, as part of its compensation, counsel fees and the
costs of expert witnesses.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's Bench,
Appeal side, province of Quebec, affirming the judgment
of the Superior Court and maintaining the respondent's
action.

The material facts of the case and the questions in issue
are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg-
ments now reported.

Chs. Laurendeau K.C. and G. St. Pierre K.C. for the
appellant.

Geo. H. Montgomery K.C. and Paul St.-Germain K.C.
for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I concur with my brother Anglin.

IDINGTON J.-The respondent, as its name implies, be-
ing a company engaged in buying and re-selling at a profit,
if possible, had acquired a large tract of land for the pur-
pose of re-selling subdivisions thereof under a scheme
whereby it was clearly designed to create a residential dis-
trict free from any of the undesirable results likely to flow
from the acquisition by any one of any part thereof, and
using that so acquired for purposes of a character likely
to be obnoxious to others, merely wishing to acquire and
use for purposes of dwelling there.
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Such a scheme is sometimes aided by city by-laws and, 1

short of that, is generally carried out by restrictive co- T "
venants binding him acquiring any part from using that MONTRVAL

he acquires in a way to destroy, or tend to destroy, the McANTVrr
residential character so desired to be created. REALTY CO.

Needless perhaps to say that such a scheme generally Idington J.

enhances the prices at which the lands would be sold in
separate subdivisions and also facilitates the ready sale
thereof.

The respondent had continuously and consistently acted
upon this scheme and secured its due execution by selling
only with such restrictive covenants on the part of each
purchaser of any part of the subdivisions as to secure such'
result.

In course of doing so it had sold over a thousand lots
each and every one of the purchasers being so bound. It
thus became a very valuable asset in connection with the
remaining lots in the way of selling same.

When matters stood in that position the appellant saw
fit to use its powers of expropriation for the purposes of
acquiring five of said subdivisions to be used for the con-
struction of an Imhoff Tank in connection with the city
sewerage and in obedience to the representations of the
Provincial Board of Health and surrounding municipali-
ties against the city's mode of dealing with its sewage.

The Board of Commissioners having charge of the com-
pensation to be awarded the respondent in respect of such
expropriations, by a majority refused to allow anything
to respondent in way of compensation or damages in re-
spect of this invasion of its rights in the premises impair-
ing the efficacy of said scheme and tending to destroy the
selling value of its remaining property.

The respondent then brought this action in the Superior
Court to restrain the homologation of the -award and set
same aside unless and until due consideration given by the
board to the respondent's right in said regard.

There was another but minor item of complaint in regard
to expenses to which I will later refer.

Meantime I wish to deal only with the measure of com-
pensation or damages arising from what I have above
referred to.
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1922 The article 421 of the City Charter, which governs the
T rights of the parties in that regard, is as follows:-

MONTREAL Indemnity, in case of expropriation, shall include the actual value
V.

McANuLTY of the immoveable, part of immoveable or servitude expropriated and
RAwrr Co. the damages resulting fron the expropriation but, when fixing the in-

.demnity to be paid, the commissioners may take into consideration the
Idington J. increased value of the immoveables from which is to be detached the

portion to be expropriated and offset the same by the inconvenience,
loss or damage resulting from the expropriation.

It is to be observed that the language used herein is not
that of the English Lands Clauses Consolidation Act of
1845 which has given rise to so very much litigation to
determine the meaning of the words " injuriously affected."

The words " and the damages resulting from the expro-
priation " are more elastic and comprehensive than in the
said English Act or our own Canadian Railway Act.

If given a rational interpretation the language used in
this article can be made to do justice between the parties
concerned.

The learned trial judge in said action, and the King's
Bench in appeal, have, in my opinion, in this regard, taken
the correct view. From the latter's judgment this appeal
is taken.

The case of Canadian Northern Ontario Railway Com-
pany v. Holditch (1), and in the appeal from our deci-
sion (2), upholding the judgment of this court, is much
relied upon by appellant.

I most respectfully submit that there is no resemblance
in principle between the cases. There the question was
the broad one that if a railway had expropriated a single
or several lots in no way connected with the other lots in
the same survey, or the ownership thereof, the proprietors
of these lots, so expropriated, could not claim anything in
respect of the others.

I may be herein permitted to quote from what I said
in that case. I said at p. 272 of the said reports as fol-
lows:-

The second of these sections, 193, is as follows:
" 193. The notice served upon the party shall contain:
"(a) a description of the lands to be taken, or of the powers intended

to be exercised with regard to any lands therein described; and,

(1) (1914) 50 Can. S.C.R. 265.
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"(b) a declaration of readiness to pay a certain sum or rent as the 1922
case may be, as compensation for such lands or for such damages."

Read this as if both lands and power were combined though appar- Crry op
ently disjoined, and whence can we draw the power of the arbitrators MONTRAL

-to assess and award damages in respect of other lands? Each lot taken ' *
by appellant is an independent, separate and complete property in itself. RALyU Co.
It is easily conceivable that a number of such properties might be so -
united together as to render them one compact whole, but that is not Idington J.
what in fact exists here.

In the Act upon which the Cowper-Essex Case (1) turned, it will be
observed that the injuries to "lands held therewith" and "other lands"
than taken and the "severing" of those from lands taken, are expressly
provided for as subjects of compensation.

I abide by these expressions of opinion and applying
them to the case in hand I do find, as set forth above, a
connection between the ownership of those lots of which
the compensation for, or damages resulting from, the ex-
propriation thereof, has to be determined, and the other
lots yet unsold.

And I may also quote from the opinion of Lord Sumner,
delivering the judgment of the Judicial Committee, as
follows:-

They were sold out and out. No restrictive covenants were taken.
There was no building scheme other than the lay out shown on the regis-
tered plan, and this derived its fixity from the legislation affecting it, and
not from any notice to the purchaser or any private obligation entered
into by him. It is plain that, so far as in them lay, the proprietors of
this building estate had parcelled it out in lots, made an end of its unity
(other than bare unity of ownership) and elected once for all to treat
this multitude of lots as a commodity to trade in.

The basis of a claim to compensation for lands injuriously affected
by severance must be that the lands taken are so connected with or
related to the lands left that the owner of the latter is prejudiced in his
ability to use or dispose of them to advantage by reason of the sever-
ance.

There was one owner of many holdings, but there was not one hold-
ing, nor did his unity of ownership "conduce to the advantage or pro-
tection " of them all as one holding.

This language of Lord Sumner not only makes clearer
than I had what might be such a connecting link between
that expropriated and what remained unexpropriated as
to allow consideration thereof as basis for such like claims
as set up herein.

(1) [1889] 14 App. Cas. 153.
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1922 I cannot see what the question (seriously discussed by
T HEcounsel for appellant herein) of whether or not a servitudeC= OFconefohei)

MONTREAL has been created, has to do with this case.
McANurr The respondent has acquired rights he may enforce and
REALTY Co. protect his purchasers by way of injunction, whether a
Idington J. servitude exists or not.

There is another principle applicable to all such cases
and which needs not to rely upon such narrow distinctions
as may be said to be involved in that view.

It is this, that the compensation must be based on what
the land is worth to him from whom it is taken and thus
include such incidental bases of compensation as may be
here in question by virtue especially of the language in
art. 421 above quoted. And it is very usual in such cases
of most ordinary character to add 10 per cent to the valua-
tion to cover much less important items than respondent
sets up herein and the former has in many cases been
maintained by this court.

This case may not need to be rested at all, from that point
of view, upon the term "damages" alone, or as inter-
preted in other cases depending upon other statutes.

The law and the relevant decisions thereupon may be
found set forth in Cripps on Compensations, at pages 102
et seq. of the 5th edition.

I am suggesting these alternatives not so much that I
feel the judgment below needs them for its support, as
that I see in the results ahead a possible world of litiga-
tion for the parties concerned according to the view taken
of the relevant law upon which the respondent's claim is
rested.

The judgment appealed from is, in my opinion, in this
regard, absolutely correct whichever way we look at it.

The cross-appeal on the other question of costs of pre-
paration and at the trial before the board, I would dis-
pose of by saying that it has been correctly disposed of
by the court below. Possibly if in that court I might not
have given general costs of the appeal when the party
appellant failed in what seemed to me the substantial
grounds of appeal but our jurisprudence is against
meddling with decisions merely as to costs.

[1923]
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I would give no costs of this cross-appeal but I would 1922

dismiss the appeal herein with costs. THE
Crry or

MONTREAL
DUFF J.-This appeal presents a question as to the v.

application of sec. 421 of the Montreal Charter which, so REAT, Co.

far as material, is in the following words:- Duff J.

421. (62 Victoria, chapter 58, as amended by 3 George V, chapter 54,
section 20)-The city of Montreal may hereafter even without any previous
application from the proprietors or other interested parties, but on a
report from the Board of Commissioners, approved by the absolute
majority of the members of the council, acquire by mutual agreement
or by expropriation of any immovable, part of immovable or servitude
situated within the limits of its territory or outside of the same, which
it may require for any municipal purposes whatsoever, including the
opening, widening and extension of its streets through the territory of
another municipality, and, to that end, may acquire the land it may deem
suitable by mutual agreement or by expropriation, by following the pro-
cedure indicated in the charter.

Indemnity, in case of expropriation, shall include the actual value of
the immovable, part of immovable or servitude expropriated and the
damages resulting from the expropriation; but when fixing the indemnity
to be paid, the commissioners may take into consideration the increased
value of the immovables from which is to be detached the portion to be
expropriated and offset the same by the inconvenience, loss or damages
resulting from the expropriation.

The respondent company is the owner of a property
known as " Montreal Park," a property consisting of some
347 acres which was divided into some 3,300 lots and
placed upon the market. Sales ceased about 1914, up to
which time about one-third of the property had been sold.
In February, 1916, the appellant municipality gave public
notice that it would apply for the appointment of com-
missioners to determine the price and indemnity to be
paid for certain immovables which the city proposed,
under section 421 et seq. of its charter to acquire for the
construction of an " Imhoff Tank." The immovables
described included four of the lots forming part of Mont-
real Park and, at a later date, a fifth of these lots was
added. The respondent company claimed. compensation
in respect of first: the value of the lots taken, and 2nd,
damages arising from the expropriation in consequence of
the reduction in the selling value of other lots in Montreal
Park. The arbitrators declined to recognize the claim
under the second head. Mr. Justice Maclennan, of the
Superior Court, whose judgment was affirmed by the
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1922 Court of King's Bench, sustained the claim of the respond-
THE ent holding that damages ought to have been assessed

Crry or
MONTREAL under that head. The corporation appeals. The undis-

Mo'rLTY puted fact is that the market price of some, at all events,
REALTY Co. of the unsold lots of Montreal Park have suffered and will

Duff i. suffer depreciation by reason of the municipal work. And
- the question is whether this loss is something in respect

of which the respondent company is entitled to compen-
sation as comprised within the elements of damage denoted
by the phrase " the damages resulting from expropriation."

Mr. Laurendeau on behalf of the appellant municipal-
ity, contending for a negative answer to this question, puts
his case in this way. Art. 421, he argues, defining the
measure of the compensation the owner of an expropri-
ated immovable is entitled to receive, limits such compen-
sation to the damages arising "from the expropriation "
in addition to the " actual value " of the immovable; and
this does not, he says, include a right to compensation in
respect of the use of the property taken, that is to say, for
damages occasioned by the execution of the municipal
purpose for which it is taken. The execution of the muni-
cipal purpose may or may not involve something which is
an actionable nuisance. If it can be lawfully carried out
by the municipality without calling into play any author-
ity other than that lawfully exercisable by a proprietor,
then the right of the municipality to carry it out is merely
one of its rights as proprietor and in respect of doing so
no compensation is justly payable beyond the actual
market value of the land.

On the other hand, he argues, if the municipality in
order to execute the municipal purpose is obliged to do
something constituting as against its neighbours an action-
able wrong, they have their legal remedies and the expro-
priated owner among them with reference to any injury
he may thereby suffer in relation to the property retained
by him. There is nothing, he argues, in art. 421, abridg-
ing the legal rights of the municipality's neighbours. In
a word, Mr. Laurendeau contends that in the circumstances
of the present case the arbitrators rightly took the view
that the respondent company stands, with respect to the
use to which the property taken is to be put by them, in
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precisely the same position as that of any other neigh- 1922
bouring proprietor, no better, no worse. THE

Crry oF
This contention raises a most important question and MONTREAL

I shall first consider it exclusively with reference to the McANULTY
language of this article 421, read, of course, in the light REALTY CO.

of the Civil Code and of principles which must be taken Dur j.
from authoritative decisions to govern the character of
the right to compensation under the law of Quebec. The
right to compensation is given by art. 407 of the Civil
Code, an article which reproduced art. 545 of the Code
Napol6on which in its terms is merely declaratory of a
settled principle of the ancient law of France. It is in
these words:-

407. No one can be compelled to give up his property except for
public utility and in consideration of a just indemnity previously paid.

Art. 421, then, proceeds upon the fundamental assump-
tion that the expropriated owner is entitled to a "just
indemnity." Now there is one principle of compensation
law affecting the question as to what is comprised in a
just indemnity which is well settled in the Province of
Quebec. It is stated in these words by Lord Buckmaster
in Fraser v. Fraserville (1);

the value to be ascertained is the value to the seller of the property in
its actual condition at the time of expropriation with all its existing
advantages and with all its possibilities, excluding any advantage due to
the carrying out of the scheme for which the property is compulsorily
acquired

The Privy Council was here applying art. 5795 of the
Revised Statutes of Quebec (The Cities and Towns Act)
where the arbitrators are directed to ascertain the

value of the immovable together with whatever goes in compensation
of the value of such immovable;

and he is stating a principle which had been adopted and
acted upon by the Court of King's Bench following the
judgment of the Privy Council in Cedar Rapids Manufac-
turing & Power Co. v. Lacoste (2), in which Lord Dunedin
dealing with a case in which the compensation provisions
of the Dominion Railway Act applied, said:

(2) [19141 A.C. 569, at p. 576.
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1922 The law of Canada as regards the principle upon which compensation for
THEi lands taken is to be awarded

CITY OF
MONTEL (it should be carefully noted that Lord Dunedin's obser-

V. vation is limited to the case in which land is actually
McANuLTT
RaLTY Co. taken)

Duff J. is the same as the law of England * * * * (and he proceeds) the
value to be paid for is the value to the owner * * * * not to the
taker

It seems almost too obvious for remark that if the pub-
lic authority desiring property for a public purpose and
treating with an owner for the purchase of a part of a
property owned by him to be devoted to that purpose, a
consideration of greater or less importance according to
the circumstances entering into the determination of the
price may be the nature of the.purpose for which the part
to be taken is required. If it is to be taken for a gas works,
for example, the owner will naturally require a price which
will, in some degree at all events, compensate him for the
depreciation in value to his other property which remains
in his hands. If he is in a position to dictate terms, nobody
would call it an unreasonable thing that an owner in such
circumstances should exact a price which would fully com-
pensate him for the depreciation in value suffered by the
property retained.

Without analyzing too closely the phrases "actual
value " in art. 421 and " damages resulting from expro-
priation," I cannot escape the conclusion that these words,
read in the light of the article quoted above and of the
principle that the value to be ascertained is the value
" to " the owner, are sufficient to evince an intention to
provide in such circumstances for full compensation; and
it appears to me, moreover, not to be doubtful that such
elements of depreciation as I have indicated, are elements
which enter into the account for the purpose of determin-
ing the amount of such compensation. It is of little
importance whether you bring such elements under the
head of " actual value " as being an indemnity for depriv-
ing the owner of the power which his ownership in itself
confers upon him to prevent the execution of the public
work upon his land, or whether you treat it as falling
under "damages resulting from expropriation."
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It is true that this article itself makes no provision 1922
apparently for compensation to persons whose lands are THE

Crry or
not taken but who nevertheless suffer injury in their MONTREAL

business or property by reason of the execution of a muni- McANVvr
cipal work; but that can afford no sound reason for REALTY Co.

declining to give effect to the principle embodied in the Du J.
article of the code according to the measure defined by the -

article of the charter.
The argument on behalf of the appellant municipality

proceeds indeed upon the postulate that " expropriation "
within the meaning of art. 421 is employed in the restricted
sense of signifying merely the transfer of title from the
proprietor of the immovable to the municipality.

I shall briefly indicate some of the reasons which appear
to me to forbid acceptance of that view. The authority
given is an authority to take for some municipal purpose
and in assessing compensation it must be assumed that
the municipality is not abusing its power, but will devote
the property taken to the purpose for which it is author-
ized to take it. The nature of the project is published to
the world and the mere fact of taking the property for a
given purpose may by reason of the public anticipations
in respect of the nature of the work which is to be carried
out have such an effect in giving character to the locality
as to diminish or enhance the value of adjoining property.
It matters not, as the Law Lords point out in Cowper-
Essex Case (1) that such a result may be due to an unrea-
sonable prejudice against localities subjected to the pre-
sence of such works. Undesirability and consequential.
depreciation of value arising from such circumstances is a
common experience and such depreciation is something
which can be quantitatively estimated. And I can think
of no reason why, being as it is one of the consequences of
the process of "expropriation," using " expropriation " in
the sense of the process of taking the property for the
municipal purpose for which it is required-it should be
excluded from the class of damages falling within the pur-
view of the article. The extent of such depreciation is, of

(1) 14 App. Cas. 153.
55476-6
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1922 course, a question of fact, and as such a question for the
THE arbitrators.

Crry OF
MONTREAL This view is confirmed-it receives indeed the strongest
McAVury confirmation from the proviso in the second paragraph of
REALTY Co. art. 421, authorizing the Commissioners to take into con-

Due j. sideration the increased value of the immovable still
remaining in the possession of the owner resulting from
the expropriation, and setting the same off against the
" inconvenience, loss or damages resulting from expropria-
tion." Expropriation here is evidently not used in the
sense merely of translation of title,-indeed it seems to
include not only the process of expropriation as above
mentioned (the process of taking for a stated municipal
purpose) but apparently the execution of that purpose as
Well.

The appellant municipality invokes as against this view
the law laid down by Lord Sumner in delivering the judg-
ment of the Judicial Committee in Holditch's Case (1).
Before discussing the effect of that judgment I think it is
convenient to consider a little the question how far some
of the principles and specific rules laid down by the courts
in England in the application of statutes relating to com-
pulsory purchase of land are pertinent to questions arising
under art. 421.

At the outset it may be noted that there is an important
distinction to be drawn between the particular rules
deducible from such decisions resting upon special pro-
visions of the English statutes and the reasoning upon
which great judges like Lord Cairns, Lord Watson and
Lord Macnaghten have proceeded in applying general
principles of compensation to particular circumstances.
Whether or not specific rules are binding must depend
upon the provisions of the statute to be construed; but the
reasoning by which these great judges have governed
themselves in the application of general principles to par-
ticular cases, can hardly fail to afford some measure of
guidance in parallel cases where cognate principles come
into operation.

Many years ago the Dominion courts, the courts of
Ontario and the courts of Quebec began to treat the specific

(1) [19161 1 A.C. 536.
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rules laid down with reference to the construction and 1922

effect of statutory provisions such as the proviso to section THE
Crry or

16 of the Railway Clauses Act, 1845, and sections 49 and 63 MONTREAL
V.

of the Lands Clauses Act, 1845, as applicable to the con- McANULTY
struction and application of Canadian statutes dealing with RALTY Co.

the subject of expropriation. This practice rather widely Duff J.

prevailed, but I shall limit myself to a reference to the deci-
sions upon two statutes, viz., the Dominion Railway Act
and the Dominion Expropriation Act; and to the two
propositions established in Hammersmith and City Ry. Co.
v. Brand (1) and The Duke of Buccleuch v. The Metro-
politan Board of Works (2), respectively, viz., 1st: that "in-
jurious affection " caused to land no part of which is taken
for the purpose of a railway arising from the mere use of
the railway as distinguished from the construction of the
work does not give rise to a claim for compensation under
the Railway Clauses Act, 1845, and 2nd: that where
land is taken, a claim for compensation may arise under
secs. 49 and 63 of the Lands Clauses Act, 1845, in respect
of " injurious affection " of the part not taken by reason
not only of the construction, but by reason also of the
anticipated user of the authorized works as well.

These two propositions were long ago held to govern
the application of the compensation clauses of the
Dominion Railway Act notwithstanding the fact that there
were obvious differences in language between those clauses
and the clauses of the English statutes out of which the
rules developed. In Holditch's Case (3) Lord Sumner
refers to this course of decision and observes that the dif-
ferences in language between the compensation clauses of
the Dominion Act and the proviso to sec. 16 of the Rail-
way Clauses Act of 1845 are of no importance. Lord
Dunedin, as I have pointed out, in 1914 in Cedar Rapids
Manufacturing & Power Co. v. Lacoste (4) treated it as
settled that generally speaking the principles governing
the right of compensation under the Dominion Railway
Act were the same as those which were established in Eng-
land under the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act.

(1) [18681 L.R. 4 H.L. 171. (3) [19161 1 A.C. 536, at p. 544.
(2) [18681 L.R. 3 Ex. 306. (4) [19141 A.C. 569.

55476-61,
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1922 As regards the effect of the compensation clauses of the
THE Dominion Railway Act then, the authority of the English

Crry or
MoNTRAL decisions affirmed by these judgments of the Privy Coun-

McANuLTY cil, rests upon a solid foundation, a virtual similarity
RLwrY Co. between the two systems of legislation and a settled course

Duff j. of decision by the courts of this country under which the
English decisions were given effect to as pertinent and
binding.

The other statute to which I shall refer is the Expro-
priation Act, c. 143, R.S.C. That statute assumes a
right to compensation for lands taken and for lands " in-
juriously affected by the construction " of public works
(secs. 22 and 26) and provides a procedure for assessing
such compensation. There is nothing in' this statute
authorizing compensation for " injurious affection " arising
from use as distinguished from construction. There is
nothing, in other words, in the statute itself explicitly
dealing with the case covered by secs. 49 and 63 of the
Lands Clauses Act, 1845, of " injurious affection " of an
owner's land by reason of construction and user of a public
work upon lands formerly held therewith and severed
therefrom. Nevertheless in the case of the Sisters of
Charity of Rockingham v. The King (1), Lord Parmoor,
delivering the judgment of the Judicial Committee, ap-
plied the decisions in England under sections 49 and 63 of
the Lands Clauses Act, 1845, and in particular the decisions
in Cowper-Essex's Case (2) and in the Stockport Case (3),
in order to determine the right of an owner to compensa-
tion in respect of injurious affection arising from the run-
ning of a railway upon a part of the land of the owner
which had been severed from the rest. In that case it had
been explicitly stated by the learned judge of the Exche-
quer Court in delivering judgment and it had been assumed
in all the judgments delivered in this court that the English
decisions might properly be resorted to for determining
the application of the Expropriation Act, and this was
founded upon the circumstance mentioned by the learned
judge of the Exchequer Court and emphasized by Lord
Parmoor, that in a series of cases extending over a number

(1) [1922] 2 A.C. 315. (2) 14 App. Cas. 153.
(3) 33 L.J. (Q.B.) 251.
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of years the decisions in England had been treated as 1922
binding upon the courts in applying the Act. THE

CmT OF
As regards these two statutes then, the Dominion Rail- MONTRE.

way Act and the Dominion Expropriation Act, the law is .A y
settled; but, of course, it does not follow that the decisions REALTY Co.
upon the two English statutes mentioned can be treated as Duf J.
providing a code of rules governing the application of every
expropriation statute passed by a legislature in this coun-
try. In England they would not be regarded as controlling
section 308 of the Public Health Act and in Fletcher v.
Birkenhead Corporation (1) the Court of Appeal declined
to follow the decision in Brand's Case (2) as governing the
construction of sections 6 and 17 of the Waterworks
Clauses Act of 1847. In City of Toronto v. Brown (3), I
had occasion to examine the whole subject for the purpose
of passing upon a contention that section 437 of the On-
tario Municipal Act, requiring municipal councils to make
"due compensation " to the owners of land taken or
" injuriously affected by the exercise of the powers " of a
council, was limited in its application by reference to the
rule laid down as above mentioned in Brand's Case (2);
and the decision of this court was that the plain language
of the Ontario statute giving a right of compensation for
the injurious consequences of the exercise of the powers of
the municipality could not be restricted in its operation by
a reference to a rule derived by the House of Lords' from
the proviso to section 16 of the Railway Clauses Act, 1845.

Coming now to article 421; it is limited, of course, in
its application to cases in which property is taken, but I
can find nothing in the article which requires us in apply-
ing it to enter upon such considerations as necessarily arise
or must be taken into account in applying sections 49 and
63 of the Lands Clauses Act of 1845. There is nothing
here limiting damages arising from expropriation to such
matters as might properly be described as " injurious affec-
tion " of other lands, still less to the " injurious affection "
of lands from which the lands taken are severed or with
which the lands taken have been held, and there is no

(1) [1907] 1 K.B. 205. (2) L.R. 4 H.L. 171.
(3) [19171 55 Can. S.C.R. 153.
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1922 course of decision such as that affecting the construction
THE of the Expropriation Act or of the Railway Act. I think

Crry OF
MONTREAL it is important that one should be cautious in attempting

McANULTY to express an opinion not necessary to the decision in the
REALTY Co. case before one, as to the scope of such general expressions

Duff ,. as are to be found in this article, and I refrain from doing
so, but it follows, I think, from the circumstances just
mentioned that the rule pronounced by the Judicial Com-
mittee in Holditch's Case (1) is not a rule which the courts
are bound to apply in passing upon a claim to compensa-
tion under article 421.

On the other hand, I am bound to say that if one were
entitled to govern oneself by Holditch's Case (1), Cowper-
Essex's Case (2) and the case of the Sisters of Charity (3),
there appears to be abundant evidence of the existence in
relation to Montreal Park of that unity of possession and
control, conducing to the advantage or protection of the
property as one holding, which was held to exist in Cow-
per-Essex's Case (2), and to be absent in Holditch's Case
(1).

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

ANGLIN J.-Are the respondents, from whom five lots
forming part of a residential building subdivision in the
city of Montreal have been expropriated by the appellant
municipality for the construction of a sewage tank, entitled
to compensation for consequent depreciation in the value
of their adjacent lands, which also form part of such build.
ing subdivision? This question is the subject of the main
appeal.

Are the respondents entitled to recover from the munici-
pality their outlay for counsel fees, witness fees, and other
costs incurred in maintaining their claim to compensation
before the Board of Conmissioners-a right accorded them
by the Superior Court but denied them by the Court of
King's Bench? This question is raised by a cross-appeal.

The allowance of $896.66 made to the respondents by the
commissioners for the actual value of each of the five lots
expropriated is not contested.

(1) [19161 1 A.C. 536. (2) 14 App. Cas. 153.
(3) [1922] 2 A.C. 315.
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In disposing of the controversy as to the right of the 1

respondents to compensation for depreciation in the value THE
CrrY OF

of their adjacent property the courts below have treated MoN'TAL

the English decisions on the Lands and Railways Clauses McA ULTY
Consolidation Acts of 1845 (notably the Cowper-Essex Case RnATY Co.

(1) ), and on the Dominion Railway Act, to which the prin- Anglin J.

ciple of those decisions has been held to apply (Holditch v.
Canadian Northern Ry. (2); Sisters of Charity of Rocking-
ham v. The King (3) ), as governing authorities on the con-
struction of the relevant provisions of the charter of the
city of Montreal.

If the principles of those English decisions should be
applied, in my opinion upon the facts in evidence there
was sufficient connection between the lots taken and other
lots in the building subdivision still owned and controlled
by the respondents to bring this case within the authority
of the Cowper-Essex Case (1), and the very recent Sisters
of Charity of Rockingham Case (3), and to render inapplic-
able the decision in the Holditch Case (2).

The lands taken (were) so connected with or related to the lands
left that the owner of the latter is prejudiced in his ability to use or dis-
pose of them to advantage by reason of the severance.

The respondents
retained such control over the development and use alike of the parcels
sold and the parcels unsold as made a real and prejudicial difference
between (their) ability to deal with what remained to (them) after the
compulsory taking of land and (their) ability to deal as a whole with
both it and the land taken before such compulsory taking.

See also Toronto Suburban Railway Co. v. Everson (4)
The freedom of the five lots after their expropriation from

the restrictions, which it was the policy of the owners to im-
pose upon all lots purchased in the building subdivision,
necessarily affects detrimentally the value of some, if not
all, other lots in the subdivision. The public use to which it
is proposed to put the lands so taken, and upon which the
statutory authorization for such taking depends is cal-
culated to cause further depreciation, which, I agree, is
matter that the commissioners must take into account in
determining the compensation to be allowed. To that

(1) 14 App. Cas. 153.
(2) [19161 1 A.C. 536.

(3) [1922] 2 A.C. 315, at p. 322.
(4) [1916] 54 Can. S.C.R., 395.
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1922 extent the views expressed in the Cowper-Essex Case (1)
THE as to what should be included in compensation for injurious

MONTEL affection, especially by Lord Macnaghten, at p. 177, are in

MCANuLT point, if such compensation is recoverable under the pro-
RELTY Co. visions of the Montreal City Charter.

Anglin J. But, with great respect, I am of the opinion that the
English decisions relied upon afford little assistance in
determining the rights of expropriated landowners under
that charter to compensation in respect of injury to
adjacent property held by them. The right to expropriate
lands "required for any municipal purposes whatsoever'"
is conferred on the city of Montreal by paragraph 1 of
article 421 of its charter (62 V., c. 58). The right to com-
pensation or indemnity for such expropriation is given by
article 407 C.C.:

No one can be compelled to give up his property except for public
utility and in consideration of a just indemnity previously paid.

The right to indemnity for expropriation is assumed by
the City Charter, which, by the 3rd paragraph of article 421
(a "special law" within article 1589 C.C.), prescribes the
rule or measure by which such indemnity is to be ascer-
tained-what it is to include-the manner or method of the
expropriation being likewise prescribed by other articles of
section XX of the charter. Paragraph 3 of article 421
reads as follows:

Indemnity, in case of expropriation, shall include the actual value of
the immoveable, part of immoveable or servitude expropriated and the
damages resulting from the expropriation; but, when fixing the indemnity
to be paid, the commissioners may take into consideration the increased
value of the immoveables from which is to be detached the portion to
be expropriated and offset the same by the inconvenience, loss or damages
resulting from the expropriation.

The language of that enactment differs widely from that
of the statutory provisions dealt with in the English cases.
We find nothing in article 421 at all resembling the phrase,
" lands injuriously affected by the execution of the works "
(section 68 of the Lands Clauses Act, 1845), or the phrase
" injuriously affected by the construction thereof " i.e., of
the railway (section 6, Railways Clauses Act, 1845), which
form the basis of the English decisions that injury to the
claimant's property (apart from any particular use to

(1) 14 App. Cas. 153.
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which it may be put or any personal inconvenience suffered 1922

by the owner) must be shewn. Ricket v. Metropolitan THa

Railway Co. (1). Here, in addition to " the actual value " MONTIMAL

of the property taken, paragraph 3 of article 421 provides McAvurr
that the compensation shall include " damages resulting RALTuY Co.
from the expropriation." Anglin J.

Again we find in article 421 of the Montreal Charter
neither such words as " lands held therewith," i.e., with the
lands taken (section 49 of the Lands Clauses Consolida-
tion Act, 1845) nor language such as that contained in
section 63 of that Act-
the damage, if any, to be sustained by the owner of the lands by reason
of the severing of the lands taken from the other lands of such owner.

In the English Lands and Railway Clauses Consolida-
tion Acts lands taken and lands injuriously affected form
the subjects of separate provisions; in the Montreal charter
the value of the property expropriated and " damages re-
sulting from the expropriation " are covered by the same
sentence-uno flatu. By the Montreal charter one of the
city recorders becomes ex-officio president of the board;
the city council nominates two of its assessors as additional
members; and, although their names are to be suggested
by the landowners, the city alone is empowered to apply
for the appointment by the Superior Court of the two other
members required to constitute the board (article 429).
Under the English Acts the landowners may take all the
steps necessary to obtain compensation. But a more radical
difference, I think, exists in regard to the basis of the right
to compensation for what is known in English law as
injurious affection. Whatever may be the case in regard
to the right of the owner under the English common law
to be paid for land taken from him for a public purpose
by due authority of law (Attorney General v. De Keyser's
Royal Hotel (2); Commissioner of Public Works v. Logan
(3); Western Counties Ry. Co. v. Windsor & Annapolis
Ry. Co. (4) ), the right, where it exists, to additional com-
pensation for injurious affection of other land held with that

(1) [18671 L.R. 2 H.L. 175. (3) [1903] A.C. 355, at p. 363.
(2) [1920] A.C. 508. (4) (1882) App. Cas. .178, at p.

189.
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1922 taken, like the more restricted right of a proprietor whose
THE property has been injured by a public undertaking but

Crry oP~
MONTREAL from whom nothing has been taken, is in England purely
MCANULTY statutory.
REATY Co. If persons in the position of the appellants, acting in the execution

Anglin.J. of a public trust and for the public benefit, do an act which they are
authorized by law to do, and do it in a proper manner, although the act
so done works a special injury to a particular individual, the individual
injured cannot maintain an action. He is without remedy unless a remedy
is provided by statute. East Fremantle v. Annois (1).

Article 407 of the Quebec Civil Code is a textual produc-
tion of article 545 of the Code Napoleon (which embodied
and somewhat enlarged the principle of the French con-
stitution of 1791), and expresses a fundamental principle
of the common law of France (Merlin Rep. vbo. Retrait
d'utilit6 publique), which " pourrait m6me 6tre consid6rg
comme un principe de droit public," (Baudry-Lacantinerie
(3 ed.) Des Biens no. 214).

That law prevailed in Lower Canada before the enact-
ment of the Civil Code, Mayor of Montreal v. Drummond
(2). Under article 407 C.C., as under article 595 C.N., the
"just indemnity " to which an expropriated owner is
entitled must cover not merely the intrinsic value of the
portion of that owner's property actually taken but also
that of advantages attached to its possession of which the
expropriation will deprive him (S.36.1.12; S.72.2.25) and
especially any diminution in value of the rest of the pro-
perty not taken. S.36.2.127; S.75.1.428 and n.1.; S.77.1.277.
Although these decisions deal more particularly with the
laws of 1833 and 1841, they merely apply to them a prin-
ciple well recognized, " La jurisprudence et la doctrine sont
fix6es dans ce sens," S.77.1.277, n.3; Picard, Expropriation,
L'indemnit6, pp. 292-3, 299.

"Juste," c'est-i.-dire suffisante pour compenser le prejudice subi par
l'expropri6; autrement, I'expropriation sera une spoliation. Baudry-Lacan-
tinerie, ibid.

It would therefore seem to be unnecessary in Quebec to
look in a statute authorizing expropriation for a special
provision for compensation for injurious affection of land

(1) [1902] A.C. 213, at p. 217. (2) [1876] 1 App. Cas. 384, at p. 403.
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held with that taken. Art. 407 C.C. carries that right unless 1922
it is excluded by the special law (Art. 1589 C.C.). There THE

. Crr-yor
is no similar statutory provision of universal application MONTREAL

in English law. V.
McANuLTY

But quite apart from this important difference the REALTY Co.

whole scheme and arrangement of the indemnity provisions Anglin ..
of the English Lands and Railways Clauses Act of 1845 on -

the one hand and those of Art. 421 (3), etc., of the Mont-
real charter on the other, are so different and the terms
in which they are respectively couched are so unlike that
it would be quite unsafe to treat decisions on the former
as governing the construction of the latter.

In North Shore Ry. Co. v. Pion (1), in dealing with the
Quebec Railway Act of 1880, a statute much more nearly
in pari materia with the English Lands Clauses and Rail-
way Clauses Consolidation Acts than is the Montreal City
Charter, their Lordships of the Judicial Committee said:-

The provisions and structure of that Act are too widely different from
those of the English Lands Clauses and Railway Clauses Consolidation
Acts to enable their Lordships to derive aid from the cases which have
been decided upon those English Acts. In the English Acts special and
separate provision is made for lands not taken, but injuriously affected,
and the procedure for obtaining compensation, applicable both to lands
taken and to lands injuriously affected, is defined so as to enable the
landowner, as well as the company, to take, or cause to be taken, in all
cases the necessary steps for that purpose. But in the Quebec Act of
1880 this is not so.

I am for these reasons, with great respect, of the opinion
that in determining whether under Art. 407 C.C. and par.
3 of Art. 421 of the Montreal Charter the respondents are
entitled to compensation in respect of depreciation in the
value of other lots in the subdivision owned by them due
to the expropriation of the five lots taken by the appellants
for a sewage tank we cannot look for guidance to the Eng-
lish cases so much discussed at bar and relied upon in the
courts below. We have to construe the words " damages
resulting from the expropriation " in the setting in which
they occur in Art. 421, and having regard to the scope and
purpose of that legislation and the general law of the
province of Quebec as to compensation or indemnity in
cases of expropriation.

(1) (1889) 14 App. Cas. 612, at p. 624.
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1922 In Citg de Montr6al v. Robillard (1), the court of
THE Queen's Bench held that " damages resulting from the

Crry or
MONTREAL expropriation" are confined to damages sustained by the
MCANULTY owner whose lands are taken. I see no reason to question
REALTY Co. the soundness of that decision. The terms of Art. 429
Anglin J. -compensation to be paid to the proprietor whose building or land is to

- be expropriated-

seem to confirm this view, which also appears to have
been held by the Judicial Committee in Mayor of Mont-
real v. Drummond (2). On the other hand the damages
to be compensated for must " result from the expropria-
tion." They do not extend to injurious affection " by the
exercise of the (other) powers " conferred by the statute.
(Compare ss. 49 and 63 of the Lands Clauses Consolida-
tion Act, 1845, and ss. 6 and 16 of the Railways Consolida-
tion Act, 1845.) In Robillard's Case (1), however,
although the Court of Queen's Bench expressed the fur-
ther view (p. 303) that the damage to be compensated for
must be
such as is directly connected with the land expropriated,

it added that " other damage caused by the expropriation,"
while restricted to that sustained by the party expropri-
ated, is not limited to the land taken and its actual value
but includes damages caused to his remaining land as, in
their opinion (p. 304), Art. 421 of the Montreal Charter,
is a similar provision to that embodied in the statutes for railway expro-
priation here, under which we held in Wood v. A. & N.W. Ry. Co. (3),
that a party expropriated was entitled not only to the value of his land
taken but to damage caused to his remaining lands by the operation of
the train service.

Without conceding the similarity of paragraph 3 of Art.
421 of the Montreal Charter to the compensation pro-
visions of the Railway Act construed in the Wood Case (1),
and without expressing any view on the question whether
the scope of the words " and damages resulting from the
expropriation " is or is not exhausted thereby, under the
circumstances here in evidence, those words in my opinion
certainly cover such depreciation in value as the taking

(2) [1896] Q.R. 5 Q.B. 292. (2) 1 App. Cas. 384, at p. 405.
(3) [18931 Q.R. 2 Q.B. 335.
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of the five lots for a sewage tank has caused to other lots 1922
comprised in the same subdivision still held by the THE

Crry OF
respondents after the expropriation. That depreciation MONTREAL

was " damage caused by the expropriation," and is McAV.rr

"directly connected with the land expropriated." The REALTY Co.
view that this is the proper construction of par. 3 of Art. Anglin J.
421 is strengthened by its concluding provision that
the Commissioners may take into consideration the increased value of the
immoveable from which is to be detached the portion to be expropriated,
and offset the same by the inconvenience, loss or damage resulting from
the expropriation.

If an increase in the value of adjacent immovables due to
the expropriation is to be taken account of, it would seem
only reasonable that depreciation in the value of the same
immovables likewise caused should form part of the loss
or damages against which such increase in value may be
offset.

Nor is it necessary in my opinion that the restrictive
covenants taken by the respondents from purchasers should
have the effect of subjecting the respective lots sold to a
servitude in favour of the rest of the property comprised
in the subdivision. If such a servitude were created and
some of the lots already sold had been taken by the appel-
lants the respondents might have had a claim for " the
actual value of the * * * servitude expropriated."
What they are claiming for is " damages resulting from the
expropriation " to their remaining property. No question
of servitude is involved. The sole matter to be determined
is whether depreciation in the value of such adjacent land
caused by the expropriation is damage resulting therefrom
within the purview of paragraph 3 of article 421. Undei
the circumstances in evidence I think it is.

Nor is the fact, pressed at bar, that the maintenance of
the proposed sewage tank is likely to be only temporary
now material, if substantial injury has been caused by
taking part of the respondents' land for it. While that fact
may affect the quantum of, it cannot entirely defeat the
right to, compensation. Lingki v. Mayor, etc., of Christ-
Church (1).

(1) [19121 3 K.B. 595.
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1922 In estimating the compensation it must of course be
THE assumed that all proper precautions will be taken to pre-

CrrY OF
MoNTm vent the use and operation of the tank becoming a nuisance

V. to the neighbourhood. While any omission of due care
MCANuLTY t h egbuho.Wieayoiso fdecr

RATY Co. resulting in.injury would probably be actionable, it cannot
Anglin . afford a ground for statutory compensation since it would

be an abuse of the statutory power and without its protec-
tion.

In determining how far, under the Montreal -Charter.
the purposes for which the municipality is expropriating
should be taken into account in estimating " the damage
resulting from the expropriation," I prefer to adopt the
reasoning of Lord Macnaghten in the Cowper-Essex Case
(1), already referred to, and the line of decisions in Bel-
gium mentioned in Picard on Expropriation, L'indemnite
(vol. 1, pp. 293-8), rather than the narrower ideas ex-
pressed in such works as De Lalleau on Expropriation (vol.
1, no. 302), though the latter are no doubt founded on
French jurisprudence. Cr6pon, Code annot6 de 1'Expro.
priation, p. 253, nos. 164, bis., et seq.-s.v. nos. 143 and
152.

For the reasons stated by Martin and Rivard JJ. in the
Court of King's Bench, I am satisfied that the right to
recover counsel fees, witness fees, etc., asserted by the re-
spondents has been expressly taken away by article 436 of
the City Charter, as enacted by 4 Edward VII, c. 49.

Both the appeal and the cross-appeal should be dismissed
with costs.

BRODEUR J.-La premibre question qui nous est soumise
est de savoir si les arbitres auraient dfi indemniser la com-
pagnie McAnulty pour les dommages r6sultant de ce
qu'elle appelle le morcellement de sa proprit6.

La cit6 de Montr6al pretend qu'il n'y a pas de morcelle-
ment de propri6t6 par l'expropriation, qu'elle n'est tenue
de payer que pour les cinq lots expropri6s et que les autres
lots pour lesquels l'expropride r6clame une indemnit6 no
font pas partie de ces cinq lots, qu'ils en ont 6t6 effective-
ment d6tach6s par un cadastre de subdivision qui avait 6t6
fait par 1'expropride plusieurs ann6es auparavant.

(1) 14 App. Cas. 153.
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La compagnie McAnulty pr6tend, au contraire, que tous 1922

ces lots ne forment qu'une seule exploitation qui donne lieu THn
Crry oF

au cas d'expropriation de quelques-uns d'entr'eux A 1'in- MORNTrEE

demnit6 r6sultant du morcellement. McANULT
La preuve constate que tous ces lots de terre formaient RELTY Co.

originairement une ferme en culture, que la compagnie Brodeur J.

McAnulty s'en est port6e acqu6reur en 1911, qu'elle a paye
une partie du prix de vente comptant, que la balance du
montant d'achat est rest6e hypoth6quie sur tout l'immeuble,
que la propri6t6 a 6t6 subdivis6e par la compagnie Mc-
Anulty en plus de trois mille lots A bAtir que ont 6t6 plac6s
en vente sur le march6 sous le nom de " Montreal Park,"
et que l'on dispose de ces lots par promesses de vente qui
contiennent des restrictions quant A la manibre dont ils
devront 6tre construits et exploit6s.

Les commissaires charg6s de fixer l'indemnit6 ont d6cid6
de ne pas accorder de dommages ou d'indemnit6 pour les
autres lots que les cinq qui avaient t6 expropris.

Il me parait bien 6vident que l'expropriation a caus6 des
dommages s6rieux et appriciables aux autres lots. La cons-
truction de cette fosse Imhoff qui a motiv6 l'expropriation
est destin6e A traiter les 6gouts et d6pricie n6cessairement
la valeur des terrains avoisinants.

L'article 407 du Code Civil 6nonce le principe g6n6ral
que nul ne peut 6tre contraint de c6der sa propri6th pour
cause d'utilit6 publique A moins qu'il ne soit justement
indemnis6.

Que doit comprendre l'indemnit6?
La valeur du terrain expropri6 et les dommages acces-

soires r6sultent directement de 1'expropriation; et 1'on
range g6n6ralement dans cette dernibre cat6gorie la
d6pr6ciation provement du morcellement de la propridt6;
l'article 421 de la charte de la Cit6 de Montr6al, sous
laquelle les arbitres proc6daient, 6nonce le mime principe
en disant que l'indemnit6 doit comprendre la valeur r6elle
de l'immeuble ou partie d'immeuble expropri6 " et les
dommages r6sultant de 1'expropriation."

Sommes-nous en pr6sence d'un immeuble exproprie ou
de partie d'un immeuble expropri? En d'autres termes,
ces terrains du " Montreal Park " forment-ils une seule
exploitation? S'ils ne forment qu'une seule exploitation,

S.C.R. 297
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1922 alors l'expropriation des cinq lots en question constituerait
THn un morcellement (severance).

CITy OF
MONTREAL 11 est bien vrai que la subdivision des terrains et leur
McANuLTY cadastrage peut former en soi un morcellement de la pro-
Enu-rY Co. pri6t6 et lui enlever dans certain cas le caractbre d'exploita-
Brodeur J. tion unique. C'est ce qui avait 6t6 dit dans la cause de

Canadian Northern Ry. v. Holditch (1). Mais dans cette
cause de Holditch la subdivision avait eu lieu sans aucune
r6serve, le proprietaire de ces diff6rents lots avait donn6 A
chacun d'eux une existence distincte et s~par6e qui leur
avait fait perdre le caractbre de seule et m~me exploita-
tion. Aussi le Conseil Priv6 (2), appel6 h examiner notre
d6cision, disait par la bouche de Lord Sumner, en discutant
les faits de cette cause de Holditch:

They (the lots) were chiefly distinguished by the numbers assigned
to them and the name of the street on which they fronted. They were
sold out and out. No restrictive covenants were taken. There was no
building scheme, other than the lay-out shown on 'the registered plan,
and this derived its fixity from the legislation affecting it, and not from
any notice to the purchaser or any private obligation entered into by
him. It is plain that, so far as in them lay, the proprietors of this build-
ing estate had parcelled it out in lots, made an end of its unity (other
than bare unity of ownership) and elected once for all to treat this multi.
tude of lots as a commodity to trade in.

A la page 543, Lord Sumner continue en parlant des
terrains Holditch:-

There was one owner of many holdings, but there was not one hold-
ing, nor did his unity of ownership "conduce to the advantage or protec-
tion" of them all as one holding.

Sous quelques rapports, les faits de la cause de Holditch
(2) ressemblent h ceux de la pr6sente cause. Dans les deux
cas, il y a achat de terrains pour op6rations spiculatives et
subdivision des lots; mais les dissemblances se manifestent
quand, dans le cas Holditch, les terrains sont vendus sans
conditions, et qu'il n'y a pas de plan d'ensemble pour la
construction des batisses. Dans le cas de la propri6t6
McAnulty, les terrains sont vendus avec des restrictions,
les bitiments doivent avoir une certaine uniformit6, et le
tout constitue une 6tendue de terre connue sous le nom de
Montreal Park.

(2) [19161 1 App. Cas. 542.(1) 50 Can. S.C.R. 265.
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Il me semble alors que la d6cision Holditch ne peut 1922
pas 6tre. avantageusement invoqu6e par la cit6 de Mont- THE

Crry OF
r6al. Les faits que ont 6t6 prouv6s dans la cause de Cow- MONTREAL

V.per-Essex v. Acton Local Board (1) me paraissent plus McAoury
conforme h ceux que nous constatons dans la pr6sentte REAURY Co.

cause. Brodeur J.
Dans cette cause de Cowper-Essex (1), le propridtaire

conservait sur 'amilioration et l'usage des parties vendues
et non vendues un contr6le tel, qu'il 6prouvait, comme
disait Lord Summer
a real and prejudicial difference between his ability to deal with what
remained to him after the compulsory taking of the land and his ability
to deal as a whole with both it and the land taken before such com-
pulsory taking. I

Pour ces raisons, l'appel doit 6tre renvoy6 avec d6pens.
La somme r~clam6e par la compagnie McAnulty parait

A premire vue tris 6lev6e; mais il ne faut pas oublier que
1es Commissaires ont le droit, en fixant l'indemnit6, de
prendre en consideration la plus-value donn6e au terrain
par l'ouvrage projet6 (art. 421 Charte). Je pr6sume que
cette fosse Imhoff pour la construction de laquelle on a
pris certains lots facilitera 1'6gout de tous les lots pour
lesquels on r6clame des dommages.

Une autre question a 6td soulev6e par un contre-appel,
c'est de savoir si la compagnie McAnulty a droit d'6tre
indemnis~e pour ses d6penses de procureurs et de t6moins.

Cette question avait 6t6 d6cid~e en 1892 dans un sens
favorable a l'indemnitaire dans une cause de Sentenne v.
Citg de Montrial (2). Mais en 1899 la legislature a d6clar6
que la cit6 de Montr6al n'6tait pas tenue de payer aucun
frais de timoins, de st6nographe ou d'avocats dans les pro-
c~dures en expropriation. ' Cette disposition de la loi est
tellement formelle qu'il n'y a pas lieu d'appliquer la d6ci-
sion Sentenne.

Ce contre-appel est done mal fond6 et doit 6tre renvoyd
avec d~pens.

MIGNAULT J.-Two questions are involved under the
appeal and the cross-appeal in this case.

1. Were the expropriation commissioners justified in
(1) 14 App. 153.
55476-7

(2) [1892] Q.R. 2 Q.B. 297.
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refusing compensation for depreciation of the respondent's
--- lots not taken because these lots are distinct and separate

THE~
CI Yop from the expropriated lots and because, in the opinion of

MONTREAL the commissioners, the depreciation would not result from
V.

McANULTY the expropriation, but from the establishment and operation
REALTY Co. of an Imhoff tank on the expropriated lots?
Mignault J. 2. Were the commissioners justified in refusing to com-

prise in the compensation counsel fees and the charges of
the expert witnesses produced by the expropriated party?

These two questions are questions of law and the parties
might have avoided the considerable expense of printing
the voluminous testimony before the commissioners by
agreeing on the statement of facts contained in the judg-
ments and which they do not dispute. This is a remark
that could be repeated in many cases where points of law
alone are involved and where the parties could notably
reduce the cost of the proceedings by sensibly agreeing on
the essential facts.

I will now examine these two questions, the first being
the subject of the appeal, the second of the cross-appeal.

First question. The right of the respondent to damages
for depreciation of its lots which were not taken, turns on
the proper construction of the expropriation provisions of
the Montreal City Charter.

In the two courts below it was apparently considered
that this question involved a choice between the decisions
of the House of Lords and of the Judicial Committee
respectively in Cowper-Essex v. Local Board for Acton (1),
and Holditch v. Canadian Northern Ontario Railway Co.
(2). I do not mean, when I use the word "choice,"that it was
thought that these decisions were in conflict, but merely
that they applied to different circumstances. In the for-
mer case, as well as in the recent case of The Sisters of
Charity of Rockingham v. The King (3), the expropriated
party, a portion of whose land was taken, was held to be
entitled to compensation for the depreciation of the residue,
not taken, of his land due to the anticipated legal use of
works which might be constructed upon the lands taken.
I may perhaps be permitted to add that the judgment in

(1) 14 App. Cas. 153. (2) [1916] 1 A.C. 536.
(3) [1922] 2 A.C. 315.
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the Sisters' Case (1) contains a very useful and compre- 1922
hensive statement of the English case law in matters of THE

CRTY OF
compensation. In the Holditch Case (2) compensation was MONTREAL

V.
refused for injurious affection by noise, smoke or vibration McANuLTY

to lands separate and disjoined from those taken. REALTY Co.

With respect I think that the expropriation provisions Mignault J.

of the Montreal City Charter sufficiently differ from the
enactments considered in the three cases above mentioned
to leave us free to place a construction on these provisions
uncontrolled, I do not say not aided, by the English decis-
ions on The Land Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, The
Railway Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, as well as by
decisions of the Judicial Committee in compensation cases
arising under the Railway Act of Canada.

The expropriation provisions under which the appellant
took the respondent's lands are contained in sections 421
and following of the Montreal City Charter, as enacted by
3 Geo. V, ch. 54, section 20. Section 421 allows the
city to expropriate lands for any municipal purpose, and
paragraph 3 is very explicit as to the indemnity to which
the owner is entitled:

Indemnity, in case of expropriation, shall include the actual value of
the immoveable, part of immoveable or servitude expropriated and the
damages resulting from the expropriation; but, when fixing the indemnity
to be paid, the commissioners may take into consideration the increased
value of the immoveables from which is to be detached the portion to
be expropriated and offset the same by the inconvenience, loss or damages
resulting from the expropriation.

Two elements therefore make up this "indemnity."
1. The actual value of the immovable expropriated, and

there is no dispute as to this value;
2. The damages resulting from the expropriation.
" Damages resulting from the expropriation " is a very

wide and comprehensive term and would include damages
from severance or from injurious affection. It can no
doubt be considered that the law-makers of the province
of Quebec, when enacting expropriation provisions, have
in mind the cardinal principle of Quebec property law, Art.
407 C.C., that
no one can be compelled to give up his property, except for public utility
and in consideration of a just indemnity previously paid.

(1) [19221 2 A.C. 315. . (2) [19161 1 A.C. 536.
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1922 But, standing by itself, paragraph 3 of section 421 amply
TH suffices to determine any question with regard to the re-

Crry OF
MONTREAL spondent's right to compensation, which as stated com-

V. prises, besides the actual value of the immovable, the
REALTY Co. damages resulting from the expropriation.
Mignault j. The facts here, according to the judgment of the learned

- trial judge, are that in 1911 the respondent bought a block
of land, 347 arpents in superficies, which it laid out as a
residential building subdivision containing about 15 streets
and over 3,300 lots, which was treated as one holding. For
the benefit of this subdivision the respondent, in contracts
of sale or agreements to purchase lots, imposed conditions
prohibiting uses of the lots which might deteriorate ad-
joining parts of the property, and restricting, with the
exception of one street, the buildings to be erected there-
on to residential buildings constructed at least 10 feet from
the front of the lots. Whether these restrictions did or
did not constitute real.servitudes appears to me immaterial,
for they undoubtedly gave the respondent a control over
the whole subdivision even after the alienation of some of
the lots. During 1912, 1913 and 1914, about a third of the
lots were disposed of subject to these restrictions. In
February, 1916, the city of Montreal gave public notice of
the expropriation of five of these lots required for the con-
struction of an Imhoff tank, which is a sewage filtration
plant. The learned trial judge found that the fact alone
that the purpose of the expropriation was for the con-
struction and operation of a sewage plant injuriously
affected the remaining lots, diminished their value and
made their sale more difficult, if not impossible, and spe-
cially as regards the lots in the immediate vicinity of the
expropriated property.

With this finding of fact there can be no difficulty in
coming to the conclusion that this depreciation of the
remaining lots is a " damage resulting from the expropria-
tion " and should have been considered by the commission -
ers. I therefore agree with the judgment of the two courts
setting aside the award.

Second question.-Whatever might have been the right
of an expropriated party to claim as damages resulting
from the expropriation, counsel fees and the cost of expert
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witnesses, the Quebec legislature has expressly enacted by 1922

section 436 of the Montreal City Charter, as amended by THE
Crry OF

4 Edward VII, ch. 49, sec. 21, that MONTREAL
V.

the city is not bound to pay the fees of counsel or witnesses or any McANULTY
incidental costs or disbursements, other than those hereinafter mentioned, REALTY CO.
for proceedings before the commissioners or before the courts, either for -

the appointment of commissioners or the homologation of their report Mignault J.

or for the withdrawal on behalf of the person indemnified of the sums
of money deposited in the prothonotary's office.

The commissioners, appointed by the court and by law shall be
entitled to fees as follows:

For appraising vacant immovable property, hearing witnesses,
and making award: for each immovable......... ...... $10 00

For appraising immoveable property, containing buildings, hear-
ing witnesses, and making award: for each immoveable.... 15 00

For appraising tenants' claims: for each award............ 10 00

This enactment is somewhat obscure on account chiefly
of its defective punctuation. The original section 436, as
contained in 62 Vict., ch. 58, clearly stated that no fee for
witnesses, stenographers, advocates or counsel for any
proceedings before the commissioners should be payable
by the city. In the substituted section the legislature was
dealing with both the non-liability of the city for fees of
counsel and witnesses, and with the right of the commis-
sioners to charge certain fees, and, saving the expressly
mentioned costs, it imposes no liability on the city to pay
for fees of counsel or witnesses. I have no hesitation
whatever in adopting on this point the reasoning of the
learned judges of the court of appeal.

For these reasons I would dismiss the appeal and the
cross-appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Jarry, Damphousse, Butler &
St. Pierre.

Solicitors for the respondent: Brown, Montgomery &
McMichael.
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1922 THE CITY OF OTTAWA............... APPELLANT;

*Nov. 7,8. AND

*Feb236. SIR HENRY K. EGAN................ RESPONDENT.

(FOUR APPEALS)

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF ONTARIO

Assessment and taxes-Assessment on income-Industrial company-Dis-
tribution of funds-Assessment for current year-Consideration of
previous year's income-Assessment Act, R.S.O. [19141 c. 195, s. 11 (2).

Section 11 of the Ontario Assessment Act provides for taxes on income
and by subsection 2 " where such income is not a salary or other fixed
amount capable of being estimated for the current year the income
of such person for the purposes of assessment shall be taken to be
not less than the amount of his income during the year ending on
the 31st day of December then last past." In 1921 the shareholders
of an industrial company were assessed in respect of moneys received
from the company in 1920. On appeal it was established that no
similar amounts were paid them in 1921 and the Appellate Division
deducted said amount from the assessable income for that year.

Held, that the income to be taxed is that of the current year; that the
income of the preceding year is only a basis from which to estimate
the former when subsection 2 applies; and that the income to be
assessed for 1921 was properly reduced.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court of Ontario reversing the judgment of the
Ontario Railway and Municipal Board in favour of the
appellant.

The question for decision and the statutory provision
giving rise to it are stated in the above head-note.

Frank B. Proctor for the appellant.
Tilley K.C. and Wentworth Greene K.C. for the respond-

ents.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I am of the opinion that this
appeal should be dismissed with costs. I concur generally
with the reasons stated by Sir Wm. Meredith, the Chief
Justice of Ontario, when delivering the unanimous judg-
ment of the First Divisional Court in favour of the re-
spondents.

I am also in full accord with the reasons for judgment
of my brothers Anglin and Mignault and do not, therefore,
deem it necessary or desirable to repeat these reasons.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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IDINGTON J.-The appellant seeks herein to reverse four 1923

judgments of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court 'THE
Orry op

of Ontario, reversing the judgments of the Ontario Railway OTTAWA
and Municipal Board, which had reversed the judgments EaN.
of the late County Judge of Carletdn, who had allowed the Idington 3.

appeals, respectively taken, by each of the respondents, or
those whom they respectively represented, against their
respective assessments under the Ontario Assessment Act,
by those acting on behalf of appellant.

Each of these appeals depends on the same essentially
relevant facts and law, and hence are consolidated for the
purposes of this appeal.

The respondents, or those they respectively represent,
are pretended to be assessed in respect of income derivable
from rights held by each, or those they respectively re-
present, as shareholders in a company incorporated as The
Hawkesbury Lumber Company, by 52 Vict., c. 98, with
a nominal capital of $200,000.

The power to assess is given by section 11 of the Assess-
ment Act, c. 195 of R.S.C. [1914], which reads as follows:-

11. (1) Subject to the exemptions provided for in sections 5 and
10:-

(a) Every person not liable to business assessment under section 10
shall be assessed in respect of income;

(b) Every person although liable to business assessment under section
10 shall also be assessed in respect of any income not derived from the
business in respect of which he is assessable under that section, and

(c) Every person liable to business assessment under clause (f) of
subsection 1 of section 10 shall also be assessed in respect of the income
derived by him from his business, profession or calling, to the extent to
which such income exceeds the amount of such business assessment.

(2) Where such income is not a salary or other fixed amount capable
of being estimated for the current year, the income of such person for
the purposes of assessment shall be taken to be not less than the amount
of his income during the year ending on the 31st December then last past.
4 Edw. VII, c. 23, s. 11.

Income is defined by section 2, subsection (e) of said Act,
as follows: -

(e) " Income" shall mean the annual profit or gain or gratuity
whether ascertained and capable of computation as being wages, salary,
or other fixed amount or unascertained as being fees or emoluments, or
as being profit from a trade or commercial or financial or other business
or calling directly or indirectly received by a person from any office or
employment, or from any profession or calling, or from any trade, manu-
facture or business, as the case may be; and shall include the interest,
dividends or profits directly or indirectly received from money at interest
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1923 upon any security or without security, or from stocks, or from any other
THE investment, and also profit or gain from any other source.

r"y The dominant member of this definition is that in the
V. words " the annual profit or gain or gratuity " derivablefrom either that ascertained and capable of computation

Idington J. or unascertained from various specified sources which may
not be so.

The appellant's commissioner of assessment having dis-
covered that in December, 1920, the said Hawkesbury
Lumber Company had made a distribution amongst its
shareholders out of some surplus assets accumulated over
so long a period as fifteen years, or more, prior to the end
of the year 1916, and called it a dividend, came to the con-
clusion, somewhat hastily, I respectfully submit, that it
must be considered assessable income of that year, 1920,
and acted accordingly, and directed the several parties
receiving part thereof to be assessed in the assessment roll
of 1921, prepared as the basis of taxation for 1922.

I cannot understand how that which clearly was no part
of " the annual profit or gain " in the year 1920, can be
taken as the measure of what was to determine the assess-
ment for 1921 in default of other means of determining
same.

The word "dividend" used in the latter part of the
definition of income is clearly restricted to dividends or
profits received from money at interest, or other form of
such like character, and in no sense intended as a repetition
of that found as the expression relative to manufacturing
industries such as this lumbering industry or its like.

And when one turns to the charter of the Hawkesbury
Lumber Company which in express terms includes all the
powers given by the Companies' Clauses Act (save and
except section 18 and anything else inconsistent with said
charter) as then in force and so recently enacted, and con-
siders all so invoked, it seems, if possible, more obvious
that dividends such as it was empowered thereby to declare
might well include capital no longer needed as well as
profits.

The dividend now in question might well have been of
that character; especially so when we find that special pro-
vision was made for the private business concerns of several
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of those promoting the company's incorporation becoming 1923
the property of the company. THE

Crry or
It might well be that the assets so acquired might turn OFAWA

out in the course of time to far exceed in value the modest EGAN.
capital stock of the company and produce more capital -

Idington J.
than needed and hence the basis of distribution by way of I

dividends such as the directors were given power to de-
clare.

The rise in value of timber lands, held only by virtue
of mere licence, may also have largely contributed to the
value of the company's assets and have become a subject
of distribution by way of dividend by the year 1916, or
any of the fifteen preceding years. Such increase of value
is not part of what is taxable as income.

In such an elastic and comprehensive charter as this
company had there was ample room for the actual capital-
ization of even more profits as contended for by counsel
for respondent.

But inasmuch as that may not have been declared in z
formal way I may ble permitted to suggest that the fore-
going reasons I have assigned founded on the history of
said company by virtue of its charter and all implied there-
in presents in a more cogent light the insuperable difficulty
of maintaining appellant's pretensions herein.

All I am concerned with is that in any way one can
look at the meaning of the word " dividend " relied upon
by appellant, it does not justify the assumption that the
dividend in December, 1920, was part of the income of the
respondent for that year, and thus a basis within the mean-
ing of subsection 11, subsection (2) above quoted from the
Assessment Act.

There has been, at least ever since A.D. 1853, an income
tax in force in Upper Canada later known as Ontario. It
was included for many years under the term " personal
property " as defined in the several Acts in the earlier years
of said period.

And when, as of necessity, the income of the previous
year had to be taken as basis it was generally referred to
as that for the past year, and in one of the Acts seemed
to refer to it as fixed by the assessment of the past year.

S.C.R.
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1923 It was not until 1904 that income was defined as it is
THE now, as above quoted. I suspect that before and even

Crry oF
OTTAWA since the assessment of income under said Act when a

V.
EN . previous year had to be used as a basis the actual fact was

- got from the previous year's assessment roll.
And I respectfully submit that due insistence on the part

of municipal officers would have brought forward the actual
facts and an honest basis for assessment of respondents,
or those they respectively represent, based on the previous
year, quite within the limits of subsection 2 of section 11,
instead of the adoption of a dividend which was the
accumulation of fifteen years previous to a period three
or four years anterior to the year now in question.

If, however, I am mistaken in my suggestion and the
parties concerned should in face of such insistence as open
to appellant's officers have taken the ground that they were
not bound to submit to such taxation until the money had
been got, then they might have been within their legal
rights. And if a shareholder in an industrial concern is not
liable until paid the part that is paid in and for the last
year previous to the assessment is all that in any court
chould be acted upon.

It is a clear and express principle of law applicable to
the construction of taxing statutes that express language
in same is indispensable.

I would refer to the language of Lord Cairns in Cox v.
Rabbits (1), where he said that
a taxing Act must be construed strictly; you must find fixed words to
impose the tax, and if words are not found which impose the tax it is
not to be imposed.

I think the application of this language of Lord Cairns,
which expresses that which is undoubted law, to the facts
presented by this appeal, should dispose of this appeal, and
observance of which should have averted this appeal from
the Appellate Division.

Can distribution of capital or bequests or heirship in-
heritance which have come in during the year be taxed as
income?

It is not that received but that earned.or gained by indus-
try that alone seems to be taxable, if those items are main-
tainable.

(1) [18701 3 App. Cas. 473 at p. 478.
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There were many other objections submitted in argu- 1923
ment and others again which occur to me as cogent in the TnH

Crry OF
way of appellant, which I have left aside lest the foregoing OTTAWA

reasoning, presenting what seems to me insuperable, might EGAN.
be confused therewith and thereby be impaired. Duff J.

The reference to English decisions on very differently -

framed Acts, as a glance at the Imperial Act of 1918
shews, is rather far fetched.

I hold the appeal should be dismissed with costs through-
out.

DUFF J.-The principle of income assessment and taxa-
tion clearly expressed in the legislation which comes under
consideration on this appeal is that it is the income for the
current year which is assessable. That is impliedly declared
in section 11, subsection 2, expressly declared in section 19
(b) as well as in the form of return prescribed under the
authority of section 18, subsection 1 (a). In certain cir-
cumstances (where the income is not a " fixed amount "
and where it is not "capable of being estimated for the
current year ") the income of the preceding year is made
to furnish the standard or evidence for fixing the minimum
income for the current year, but it is only as evidence (con-
clusive it is true up to a certain point) that the income of
the preceding year becomes relevant to the question of
assessment. Mr. Proctor's principal contention, which he
presented with both force and candour, was that, accord-
ing to the scheme of the legislation, incomes are divided
into two classes, one class being incomes of " fixed amount "
of which salaries and wages are to be taken as the type,
while the other embraces all other descriptions of income.
As regards the first class, the amount being " fixed " at the
critical time, according to Mr. Proctor's suggestion, no
difficulty could arise, but as regards all other descriptions
of income the assessable amount is determined by the in-
come of the previous year. The scheme of the legislation,
as Mr. Proctor thus conceives it, is no doubt a more prac-
ticable and workable scheme than that which in my view
the legislation does in fact embody, but there are fatal
objections to that contention. In the first place the
language of the sections already mentioned is too plain
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1923 to admit of doubt that the income of the preceding year
THE is, as I have already said, to be treated only as evidence

OTTAWA for the purpose of fixing the minimum amount of the

EGAN. assessment; and in the next place this view of the legisla-

Duff J tion is quite incompatible with the language of section 19
(b) which contains not a word about salary or wages and
directs a reference to the income of the previous year when
the income for the current year cannot be estimated.
Section 19 (b) was enacted as an amendment and must be
taken, I think, to govern the construction of section 11,
subsection 2.

The fundamental principle of the statute being that it
is the income of the current year that is to be assessed and
to be estimated, I concur with the view of the Chief Justice
of Ontario that it is not an unreasonable implication that
the assessing authority in determining the assessable
amount in any given case is bound to proceed upon the
facts known to it at the time the question comes up for
determination.

The Ontario Municipal Board was therefore bound in
giving judgment on the municipality's appeal to take into
account the fact then known that no income had been re-
ceived in respect of the shares in question in the year
1921.

This is of course conclusive of the appeal. I express no
opinion upon the other questions argued.

ANGLIN J.-Having regard to the definition of " income
in section 2 (e) of the Assessment Act, to the provisions of
sections 11 and 13, according to which the assessment roll
in respect to income was directed to be prepared (s. 22 (3),
col. 20), and to the declaration required from an income
taxpayer (section 19a) and the note in the form (no. 2)
of return prescribed by section 18, I agree with the
unanimous opinion of the Divisional Court, as stated by
the learned Chief Justice of Ontario, that the assessment
roll in question made in 1921 was an assessment roll for
that calendar year and that the taxable income to be in-
cluded in it was the income of that year.

It may have been legitimate for the assessor when pre-
paring the roll for 1921 to have included in the assessable
income of the several respondents in respect of prospective
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dividends from their holdings in the Hawkesbury Lumber -193
Company amounts equal to the sums received by them 'HE

,Crry o
from that source during the year 1920, if such latter sums OrrAWA

should be regarded as income. Although the respondents, E GAN.
who had knowledge on the subject not available to the Anglin j.
assessor, had made returns of income for 1921 which shewed -

no income to be received from the Hawkesbury Lumber
Company, the assessor may have been within his right in
declining to accept these returns (s. 20 (1)) and in apply-
ing the provisions of s. 11 (2) when preparing the roll. He
did not, necessarily, then know that the respondents would
not receive any income from the Hawkesbury Lumber
Company during the entire year 1921. But, as is pointed
out by the Chief Justice of Ontario, the object of the re-
hearings of assessment appeals provided for by the statute
by the Judge of the County Court, the Ontario Railway
and Municipal Board and the Divisional Court, before
each of which " the whole question of the assessments" may
be re-opened, is that
the accurate amount for which the assessment should be made * * *
may be placed upon the roll by such Judge, Board or Court (s. 82).

As the learned Chief Justice says:
When the appeal was before the Ontario Railway and Municipal

Board the year 1921 had expired, it was demonstrable and was demon-
strated that the income for which it is sought to assess the appellants
was not received in 1921, and in my view it was the province of each
tribunal to which an appeal has been made, to apply the test provided
by section 11 (2), and when the appeal was before the Board, and as it
is now before us, not only was the income of 1921 not incapable of being
estimated but it was actually and definitely ascertained.

I also respectfully agree that it is
open to an appellant at every stage until the final tribunal of appeal (the
Divisional Court) is reached, and indeed before it, to show what the
amount for which he is to be assessed is.

Assuming, therefore, in the appellant's favour, but with-
out so deciding, that the moneys received by the respond-
ents in 1920 from the Hawkesbury Lumber Company were
" income " within the purview of the Assessment Act, they
were income for 1920, not for the current year 1921, in
and for which the roll in question was prepared. It having
been conclusively shewn before the Ontario Railway and
Municipal Board (which heard the appeal on the 23rd of
January, 1922), that the respondents had in fact derived
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1923 no income from that source during the year 1921, I agree
Tian that the assessment roll was properly " corrected " by the

Crry oF'.
OTTAWA Divisional Court and that " the accurate amounts " of the

EaAN. assessable incomes of the respondents were properly in-

Duff J serted therein in lieu of the supposititious amounts which
had been fixed by the assessor acting under s. 11 (2).

It may be that the omission from the Assessment Act
of some provision for a special assessment in any year of
income received after the roll for that year had been com-
pleted, similar to that made by (s. 9 (2)) for the case of
transfer of exempted land, was purely accidental. But it is
no part of the duty of a court to supply such deficiencies
in legislation. What is sometimes called an equitable con-
struction is not admissible in a taxing statute. In order
to justify taxation upon it the subject of assessment must
be brought clearly within the provisions of the Act. Part-
ington v. Attorney General (1); Tennant v. Smith (2);
Attorney General v. Milne (3).

I would for these reasons dismiss this appeal with costs.

BRODEUR J.-The respondents are shareholders in the
Hawkesbury Lumber Company. This company had a
capitalization of $200,000. It was very successful and had
accumulated large surpluses which, after paying some
dividends, were appropriated to capital purposes. It was
found however by the Dominion taxing officer that if the
profits earned previously were not paid out to the share-
holder before the end of 1920 he would have to make a
special levy on these profits. Then the shareholders of
the company decided to make, in December, 1920, the dis-
tribution suggested by this taxing officer. Such a distribu-
tion was called in the resolution of the company a " divi-
dend."

In the year 1921 the shareholders, respondents in this
appeal, made their return to the municipal taxing officer
and did not include therein any reference to the large
"dividend " which they had received in the previous year.

The municipal assessor claims that such an amount
should have been included in that return and that the
respondents should be assessed accordingly.

(1) L.R. 4 H.L. 100 at p. 122. (2) [18921 A.C. 150 at p. 154.
(3) [19141 A.C. 76F at p. 771.
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The respondents, on the other hand, contend that they 1923

cannot be assessed in 1921 for that alleged dividend re- THE
ceived in 1920, and their contention was maintained by the OTTAWA
Appellate Division. EVA.

The Assessment Act provides that every person not EGAN.

liable to business assessment shall be assessed in respect
of his income; and the income is defined by the Act as
meaning the annual profit or gain and includes the divi-
dends or profits received (section 2, paragraph (e) and
section 11, paragraph (a)).

It is also provided in subsection 2 of section 11 that when
the income
is not a salary or other fixed amount capable of being estimated for the
current year, the income of such person for the purposes of assessment
shall be taken to be not less than the amount of his income dcuring the
year ending on the 31st December then last past.

It is pretty evident under these different provisions of
the law that what should be assessed would be the income
of the current year. In the present case the assessment
which is at issue is the assessment for the year 1921. The
taxpayer, in making his return, and the assessor, in making
his assessment roll, should insert therein the amount of
the income which could be estimated.

If, however, the amount cannot be estimated then the
income of the taxpayer for the previous year can be used
as a basis for the fixing of the income.

The whole question is whether the amount of the in-
come could be estimated or not.

It seems to me very clear that the large amount received
in the year 1920 as a "dividend" from the Hawkesbury
Lumber Company could not be estimated as being likely
to be received during the year 1921. Nobody could suggest
such a thing possible that the shareholders of this company
were to receive in 1921 the same amount as was received
by them the year previous. On the other hand, their in-
come could easily be ascertained or estimated, and then
there was no occasion to apply the provision of subsection
2 of section 11.

For these reasons, the appeal fails and should be dis-
missed with costs.

S.C.R.
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1923 MIGNAULT J.-There are four appeals here from the
THE Appellate Divisional Court of Ontario, the question being

of as to the validity of the assessment, under The Assessment
ti.

EaAN. Act (Ontario), of the four respondents for income for the
Brodeurl year 1921, and against which assessment the respondents

appealed.
On the 22nd December, 1920, each of the four respond-

ents received a large sum of money from The Hawkesbury
Lumber Co., being a dividend of 875 per cent which, by
resolution adopted at an extraordinary general meeting of
the shareholders of the company, held on the 15th Decem-
ber, 1920, was declared payable to the shareholders of
record on that day out of an accumulated cash surplus in
the hands of the company. In the return made to the
appellant for purposes of assessment for 1921 the respond-
ents, who had duly paid the tax on their assessed income
for 1920, made no mention of this sum which was received
by them in 1920 and not in 1921; but the assessing author-
ities of the city of Ottawa nevertheless included it in the
income tax assessment for 1921. The respondents un-
successfully appealed to the Court of Revision, but suc-
ceeded in their appeal to the County Court, before the
late Judge Gunn, where .the amount thus added to the
assessment was struck out. The city took an appeal to the
Ontario Railway and Municipal Board which decided in
its favour, this judgment however being reversed by the
Appellate Divisional Court. The city of Ottawa now
appeals to this court.

Income assessment under The Assessment Act is for the
current calendar year, whereas the Dominion income tax
is levied on the income received during the preceding year.
No little of the difficulties of this case come from the very
arduous problem which the legislature endeavoured to
solve when it decided to levy the tax on income not already
received but estimated for the year current at the time of
the assessment.

As defined by section 2, subparagraph (e), " income " is
the annual profit or gain or gratuity, whether ascertained
and capable of computation as being wages, salary, or
other fixed amount, or unascertained as being fees or
emoluments, or as being profits from a trade or commercial
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or financial or other business or calling directly or indirectly 1923

ieceived by the person subject to the tax, and it includes THE
Crry oF

dividends or profits directly or indirectly received from OTTAWA

stocks or from any other investment. EaN.
Subsection 2 of section 11 states that where such income MignIitJ.

is not a salary or other fixed amount capable of being
estimated for the current year, the income of such person
for the purposes of assessment shall be taken to be not less
than the amount of his income during the year ending on
the 31st December then last past.

Section 19a provides that in cities having a population
of not less than 100,000 (which would comprise Ottawa),
every person in receipt of an income liable to assessment
shall within the time fixed by by-law of the council for-
ward to the assessment commissioner a statutory declara-
tion showing his total income from all sources during the
current year and in ascertaining such income subsection 2
of section 11 shall apply. The respondents duly forwarded
this declaration within the time prescribed by a by-law
of the council.

The form of statutory declaration authorized by the Act
contains a note which is to the same effect as subsection 2
of section 11, and it is on this form that the respondents'
declarations were prepared.

Assuming for the moment, but not deciding, that the
amount received by the respondents in December, 1920,
could properly be described as "income," the appellants'
main contentions are based on this subsection. It must
be observed however that it is only when the assessed's
income is not a salary or other fixed amount " capable of
being estimated for the current year," that his income is
taken to be not less than the amount of his income during
the previous calendar year. Inasmuch as the taxation is
imposed upon an income to be received during the year
of assessment, and which must be estimated before it is
actually received, if this income can be estimated sub-
section 2 does not apply. And it does not follow that an
income cannot be " estimated " because it consists in whole
or in part of dividends paid periodically year after year,
for these dividends may well be of a fixed amount which
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1923 is paid at regular intervals, although, of course, on account
THE of unforeseen events, they may vary or even fail to be paid.

CrrY OF
OTTAWA When the respondents made their declarations for 1920,

V.
EGAN. these declarations no doubt contained an estimate of divi-

Mignault J dents to be received from stocks as do their returns for
1921. The 1920 declarations could not estimate extraordin-
ary receipts like the dividend of 875 per cent on the
Hawkesbury Lumber Company's stock declared in Decem-
ber. The declarations for 1921 could however estimate the
respondents' incomes to be received during that year, and
no criticism is made by the appellant as to this estimate,
the claim being that, under subsection 2 of section 11, the
declaration should have included, as income for 1921, a
sum which admittedly was received in 1920 and was not
again received in 1921. The sufficiency of the 1921 declara-
tions is now questioned and not the sufficiency of the
declarations made for 1920, and so far as. any income
really received in 1921 is concerned the declarations for
1921 are not attacked.

It is not claimed that the respondents acted otherwise
than in perfect good faith, or that the dividend of 875 per
cent was declared in December, 1920, with the view to
enable the respondents to escape municipal taxation there-
on. The Hawkesbury Lumber Company had consulted the
commissioner of taxation under the Dominion income tax
law, and was informed by him that if dividends were de-
clared and paid out of surplus before the 31st December,
1920, such dividends would be considered to be non-taxable
in the hands of the shareholders. No inference can be
drawn from this that an attempt was made to evade taxa-
tion under the provincial Act. But the appellant objects
that if this dividend cannot be included in the respondents'
incomes for 1921, the respondents will escape taxation on
the large amount which they received late in December,
1920. And in its factum it says:-

The dividends could not have been charged to income tax upon the
assessment rolls prepared in 1920, for the reason that certain of these
rolls were finally revised prior to the date upon which the dividend was
declared. Others were completed shortly afterwards. The rolls had been
completed by the assessor and had been turned over by him prior to the
30th day of September, 1920.

The assessor had no knowledge which would have enabled him to
enter these amounts upon the assessment rolls under preparation in 1920.
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In no way would he foresee that a dividend of 875 per cent would be 1923
declared towards the end of December, 1920, long after his assessment THE
rolls had gone before the court of revision. Crry oF

It is not suggested that the respondents could have fore- oTTAWA

seen this dividend, when they made their statutory declara- EGAN.

tions in 1920, but really the criticism of the appellant Mignault J.

points to a casus omissus in The Assessment Act, a case
which neither the legislature nor these parties had foreseen,
and it is impossible for the court to add to this taxation
law in order to provide for it. And I also think that sub-
section 2 of section 11 cannot be extended to cover it.

The Assessment Act did not provide for the preparation
of a supplementary roll to include income actually received
after the preparation of the regular roll but not included
therein. Nor did it require a supplementary declaration
from persons receiving unforeseen income after the
preparation of the roll. I have said that it is a very arduous
problem to devise a complete scheme of taxation on income
to be received during the year of assessment, and this case
shews how difficult the problem really is. The legislature
may well provide for such a contingency, but in my opinion
it has not yet done so. I refer of course to the statute as
it stood at the time of these proceedings.

I may complete what I have to say on this branch of the
case by referring to section 118 which provides for the re-
mission or reduction of taxes by the court of revision on
the petition of a person who has inter alia been overcharged
by reason of a gross and manifest error in the roll, or who
has been assessed for income but has not received such in-
come. It does not go any further and does not authorize
the making of a supplementary roll in a case like the one
under consideration.

In my opinion therefore, the appellant's contention
based on subsection 2 of section 11 is unfounded. This sub-
section can be applied to the case of persons having a
fluctuating income which cannot be estimated in advance
and to my mind this is its object and scope.

In view of what I have said it is unnecessary to de-
termine whether the dividends received by the respondents
are properly described as "income" as defined by The
Assessment Act.
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1923 There is the further ground that under sections 82 and
THE 83 of The Assessment Act, on an appeal upon any ground

Crry or
OTTAWA against an assessment, the County Court Judge or the On-

EGAN. tario Railway and Municipal Board or a divisional court
may re-open the whole question of the assessment so that

- Jomissions from, or errors in, the roll may be corrected, and
may determine the accurate amount for which the assess-
ment should be made. The Appellate Court has exercised
this power and I respectfully concur in the reasons given
by the learned Chief Justice of Ontario for exercising it.

In my opinion therefore the appeals fail and should be
dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: Frank B. Proctor.

Solicitors for the respondent: Greene, Hill & Hill.
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RIORDON COMPANY, LIMITED *1923
APPELLANT; Ma.9'0

(PETITIONER) ........................ Mar.,10.
April 3.

AND

JOHN W. DANFORTH COMPANY RESPONDENT.
(RESPONDENT) ....................

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL SIDE,

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC
Practice and procedure-Stay of proceedings-Debtor-Extension of credit

by unsecured creditors-Approval by Bankruptcy Judge-Privileged
claim-Action to enforce-Right of judge to grant stay-C.C. Art.
2013 et seq.---" The Bankruptcy Act," as amended by (D) 11-12 Geo.
V, c. 17, s. 2 (g.g.), 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13 (15), 13a, 42, 45, 46, 51, 62.

The appellant company, being financially embarrassed, but before any
assignment made, submitted to its unsecured creditors a proposal for
an extension of credit of one year, pursuant to section 13 of the
Bankruptcy Act. Such proposal was accepted by the majority of the
unsecured creditors and duly approved by a judge in bankruptcy
according to the provisions of the Act. The respondent, having a
claim against the appellant for work done and materials supplied,
caused to be registered a privilege, under articles 2013 et seq. C.C.,
upon the property on which work had been performed and, within
the delay mentioned in the code, brought action to realize its security.
The appellant then petitioned the court in bankruptcy for a stay of
proceedings in such action until the expiry of the extension of credit.

Held that the judge in bankruptcy had no jurisdiction under the pro-
visions of the Bankruptcy Act to grant such stay.

Per Duff, Anglin and Brodeur JJ.-The court in bankruptcy had no
inherent power to stay action.

Held, also, that the respondent company was a " secured creditor " within
the meaning of section 2, subsection gg. of the Bankruptcy Act.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, Appeal Side, province of Quebec, reversing the
judgment of the court in bankruptcy, Maclennan J. and
dismissing the petition made by the appellant for an order
staying an action instituted by the respondent against the
appellant.

The material facts of the case and the questions at issue
are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg-
ments now reported.

Lafleur K.C. and Montgomery K.C. for the appellant.
The judge in bankruptcy was competent to stay the action
of the respondent, as the Bankruptcy Act does not entirely

*PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
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1923 oust the jurisdiction of the court to restrain proceedings
RaoRDON by a secured creditor, when such court is of the opinion that

Co.
v. the interests of the creditors generally, secured and

DANFORTH
Co. unsecured, would be seriously prejudiced by the continu-

ance of the proceedings.
The respondent was not a " secured creditor " within the

meaning of the relevant sections of the Bankruptcy Act.
Geoffrion K.C. and De Witt K.C. for the respondent.

IDINGTON J.-The respondent having a claim against the
appellant for work done and materials supplied in the erec-
tion of a mill owned by it, registered a lien or privilege in
respect thereof under article 2013 and subsequent articles
of the Civil Code of Quebec.

The appellant became insolvent in 1921 and before any
receiving order or assignment under the Bankruptcy Act,
or its amendments, had been made, applied under said
Act and some of said amendments to its creditors for
an extension of time to pay its debts and was, on the
1st December, 1921, granted same for a year, and after
the said extension was granted the respondent instituted
an action to enforce its said lien or privilege and realize the
security thereby afforded it. That action was on the 2nd
February, 1922, specifically ordered by a learned judge of
the Superior Court to be stayed.

The question raised in this appeal is whether or not the
respondent is, by virtue of said lien or privilege, a secured
creditor within the meaning of the relevant section of said
Bankruptcy Act and its amendments.

The learned judge who granted the order, thus staying
respondent's action, recognized that secured creditors were
expressly excepted from the operation of any such exten-
sion of credit but by a process of reasoning which seeks
to distinguish between such a security as respondent enjoys
under the code and that of other secured creditors, satis-
fied himself that the latter could be protected whilst the
other should not be.

The said learned judge then founds his right to stay upon
section 7, section 13, subsection 15, and subsection 13a
(2).

[1923]
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The Court of King's Bench reversed said judgment and 1923
set aside said stay with costs. BRDON

Co.
The notes of judgment by Mr. Justice Greenshields set v.

forth in such complete and satisfactory manner the various Co.
aspects of the relevant law bearing upon the questions -

Idington J.
raised, that I need not repeat same here for I agree in all
the essential features thereof as did the majority of his
colleagues.

I may, however, remark here concisely that, of the
sections specifically relied upon by the learned judge grant-
ing the stay, section 7 must be read in connection with
section 6; that subsections 15 and 13 cannot justifiably sup-
port the order, and that section 13a makes any such order
as grants an extension of time subject to the rights of
secured creditors to realize upon or otherwise deal with
their securities.

In short, in my view, I respectfully submit that the only
ground which can, at all plausibly, be presented (and that
only at first blush) in support of the said staying order,
is the distinction which the learned judge makes between
the classes of securities business men had long been accus-
tomed to refer to as such and those furnished by the
respective statutes of the several provinces in favour of
those doing work.or supplying material for the purpose of
improving the value of the debtor's property.

Why in reason and common sense those doing so should be
excluded from the benefits given other classes of securities
passes my understanding. They contract with the sup-
posed owner of land on the faith of the legislation which
aims at giving them a lien thereon, to the extent by which
they thereby add to its value. And surely they are quite
as worthy and in need of protection as a mortgagee or other
creditor of that kind. All they get back in way of security
is that which they gave on faith of being secured to the
extent in value which the debtor got. They may have
given much more but only get secured to the extent by
which the debtor is enriched and his unsecured creditors
suffer nothing of which they have a right to complain.

But this need not be elaborated for I submit that the
express language of section 2, subsection (gg) of the Bank-
Juptcy Act, which reads as follows:

57041-1,
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1923 "Secured creditor " means a person holding a mortgage, hypothec, pledge,

RioRDoN charge, lien or privilege on or against the property of the debtor, or any
Co. part thereof, as security for a debt due or accruing due to him from the
V. debtor

^COR seems to answer the distinction made and all implied

Idington J. therein.
Clearly it is for the class of unsecured creditors, who are

all on the same footing and by this legislation are given an
opportunity of coercing a small minority of that class, and
no other, to do what the majority may deem advisable in
the interest of the entire class.

The scope of such legislation and its obvious purpose is
what ought to be looked at and govern us, instead of ignor-
ing all that by following methods akin to splitting hairs
and guessing at the possible meaning of certain words and
thereby doing a palpable injustice.

Why should those who chose to deal blindly, without
security, be entitled to use the property of others to recover
something for themselves?

And, above all, why should they be permitted to impair
and possibly destroy that property of others?

That given as security is pro tanto the property of others
than the debtor or his unsecured creditors.

I think this appeal should be dismissed with costs.

DUFF J.-In the fall of 1921 the appellant company
became financially embarrassed; and on the 11th October
of the same year the company requested Mr. Scott, an
authorized trustee in bankruptcy, to call a meeting of its
creditors to enable it to submit a proposal for an exten-
sion of credit, the proposal being that credit should be
extended up to the 19th of November, 1922.

There was accordingly on the 17th of November, 1921,
a -meeting of the unsecured creditors of the appellant
sufficient in number and as to the amount of their claims
to satisfy the conditions of section 13 of the Bankruptcy
Act, which accepted the proposal. On the 5th December,
1921, approval was given by a judgment of the Judge in
Bankruptcy to this proposal.

It was before the year 1921 that the respondent com-
pany entered into its contract with the appellant company
out of which the respondent company's claim arises. By
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that contract the respondent company undertook to con- 1e2

struct works of a permanent nature on property belong- RionooN
Co.

ing to the appellant company in the province of Quebec. V.
Prior to the proceedings above mentioned the appellant DANI"H

under acticle 2013 (f) C.C. caused to be registered a state- D

ment by which it claimed a privilege upon the property in
respect of the sum of one hundred thousand dollars, the
contract price. Due notice of this claim having been given,
an action was commenced within the period prescribed by
the code against the appellant company, praying a con-
demnation in respect of the personal obligation of the com-
pany and a declaration of the validity of its privilege as
registered and of its right to be paid by preference the
amount of its judgment out of the sale of the property. The
respondent company having disputed the appellant com-
pany's claim by its pleadings, the action was set down for
trial on the 9th of February, 1922.

On the 31st January, 1922, the appellant company peti-
tioned the court in bankruptcy asking for a stay of pro-
ceedings in this action until the 19th November, 1922; on
the 2nd February of the same year the Judge in Bank-
ruptcy granted the stay.

On appeal this order was set aside and the appellant
company by leave given under the Bankruptcy Act now
appeals to this court. There are two questions. The first
of these in their natural order is whether the respondent
company is a secured creditor within the meaning of the
Bankruptcy Act. This is contested by the appellant com-
pany. It is not denied however that the respondent com-
pany would be entitled in liquidation proceedings to a
preference out of the property of the company over and
above creditors possessing no such security as that which
the respondent company possesses, the argument presented
on behalf of the appellant company being that the respond-
ent company, while entitled to priority over the general
body of creditors possessing neither security nor privilege
in the distribution of the proceeds of liquidation, is not
within the scope of the provisions of the Act giving special
rights and a special status to creditors described as
" secured " creditors but that its right is strictly limited to
the right of preferential payment conceded. I may say at
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1923 once that I am unable to accept this view for a number of
R owon reasons.

Co.
First of all the rights of the appellant company under

DANFORTH article 2013 C.C. and the subparagraphs of that article are

Co rights which appear clearly enough to constitute a security
D within the ordinary meaning of the word. It is true that

for the purpose of realizing this security the respondent
company must first obtain judgment against the appellant
company in respect of the appellant company's personal
obligation to pay, but having done that it is entitled to
bring the property subject to the privilege to sale and to
rank upon the proceeds of the sale in priority over other
claimants to the extent, at all events, to which the value
of the property has been enhanced by the execution of the
works giving rise to the obligation. Such rights, I repeat,
seem to me to constitute a security and a creditor possess-
ing such rights is, I think, in the ordinary meaning of the
words a secured creditor. Then if we look at the definition
of secured creditor, which is to be found in s. 2, s.s. (gg), we
find that " secured creditor " is defined as meaning a per-
son holding any of a number of things, among which is a
privilege on or against the property of the debtor or any part thereof

as "security for" his debt. I concur with the view
expressed by Mr. Justice Greenshields in the court below
that "hypothec" and "privilege" have been brought
within the scope of the definition for the purpose of includ-
ing therein securities characteristic of the law of the pro-
vince of Quebec; and prima facie at all events it seems to
me that privilege in this definition must include every
privilege given by the law of Quebec which is of such a
character that it can properly be said to be held " as
security for " a debt.

There seems to me to be great force also in Mr.
Geoffrion's contention that there is no provision in the Act
if the holder of such a privilege be not a " secured creditor "
for the recognition of the security. Section 51 seems to
provide for the distribution of the property of the bank-
rupt among his creditors pari passu, due provision having
been made pursuant to the provisions of the Act for secured
creditors.
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I have not failed to consider and weigh the arguments 1923
presented by Mr. Lafleur and Mr. Montgomery based upon RIORDONCo.
the suggestion that a privilege of this character cannot be V.

D %NFORTH
given effect to in a practical way under the provisions of Co.
the Act relating to secured creditors. One must admit that D

Duff J.
difficulties are likely to arise, but precisely the same diffi- -

culties would arise in dealing with a claim under the
Mechanics Lien Act in force in the various provinces by
which the holder of a mechanic's lien is entitled to priority
over a prior mortgagee in respect of the plus value arising
from the work or the materials supplied upon which the
lien is founded. My conclusion is that on this point the
appellants fail.

The next question is whether, assuming the respondent
company to be a secured creditor within the meaning of the
Act in respect of the privilege mentioned, the Judge in
Bankruptcy had jurisdiction to make the order which he
did make granting a stay of proceedings. The jurisdiction,
if it existed, must have arisen from the express provision
of s.s. (1) of sec. 13a or from the inherent powers of the
Bankruptcy Court. As to s.s. (1) of s. 13a, that subsection
appears very clearly (whatever may be said with regard
to s. 7) to limit the express authority to grant a stay to
the period during which the creditors are considering the
proposal " made or to be made." I must say it seems
impossible to escape this construction of s.s. (1). At the
expiration of that period, that is to say after an order has
been made approving the proposal and the acceptance of
it, then a stay automatically takes place except in the case
of proceedings by secured creditors to assert their rights.
Assuming there may be grounds for doubt as to the con-
struction of s. 7, we are not concerned with that section,
and I cannot think that any real doubt can exist that the
jurisdiction given by s.s. (1) of s. 13a is limited in the man-
ner I have stated.

The only remaining point is whether the jurisdiction to
make the order can properly be ascribed to the inherent
powers of the Bankruptcy Court. I think Mr. Geoffrion's
contention on that point is sound, namely, that the Bank-
ruptcy Judge was not professing to exercise any inherent
power of the Court of Bankruptcy to control its proceed-
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192 ings but was professing to act under the powers explicitly
REiRDON conferred upon him by the statute, but there is another

objection, and although it may be strictly unnecessary to
DANFORTH deal with the point, I think it is better to do so. In myCo.

f J opinion the jurisdiction must be taken to be defined by s.s.
- (1) of s. 13a in respect of the subject matter with which

that subsection deals and consequently the Court of Bank-
ruptcy possesses no authority under the circumstances in
which the subsection comes into play to grant a stay of
proceedings which is not compatible with the exercise by
secured creditors of their rights " to realize or otherwise
deal with their securities."

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

ANGLIN J.-In this case no receiving order has been pro-
nounced nor has any assignment been made or petition in
bankruptcy presented. What has occurred is that the
appellant company, desiring to make a proposal to its
creditors for an extension of time for payment of its debts,
had a meeting of such creditors convened by an authorized
trustee; the proposal submitted was accepted by the pre-
scribed majority of the creditors; and on the report of the
authorized trustee, the extension so agreed to was approved
by the Court in Bankruptcy. All this was done under the
authority of s. 13 of the Bankruptcy Act.

The respondent is admittedly a privileged creditor under
the provisions of articles 2013 C.C. et seq., and is proceed-
ing by action to realize its security. Invoking as the
authority for doing so ss. 7, 13 (15) and 13a (2), Mr. Jus-
tice Maclennan, sitting as Judge in Bankruptcy, on the
application of the appellant made an order staying that
action. The Court of King's Bench (Greenshields, Flynn,
Tellier and Bernier JJ., Guerin J., dissenting), reversed that
order, and from its judgment the present appeal is brought
by leave under s. 74 (3) granted by my brother Duff.

The staying of proceedings by creditors for the purpose
of facilitating, or aiding to make effective, an extension
proposed or approved is dealt with specifically by section
13a enacted in 1921 (c. 17, s. 14). I am accordingly of the
opinion that, notwithstanding the provisions of ss. 15 of
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s. 13, s. 7 cannot be invoked to support the order made 1923
by the learned Judge in Bankruptcy. Subsection (1) of s. RiORDON

7 applies only " after the presentation of a bankruptcy V.
petition," and s.s. (2) only " on the making of a receiving oTH
order." --order."Anglin J.

Subsection (1) of s. 13a, as the side note indicates, deals
only with the staying of proceedings
pending consideration of proposal of a composition, extension or scheme
of arrangement.

It provides for the case of intended efforts to effect an
extension being imperilled and for a stay until action is
taken by the court on the trustee's report. The learned
Judge in Bankruptcy evidently realized the inapplicability
of this subsection, as he invokes only subsection (2), which
applies " on the making * * * of an order approving
a proposal of a composition, extension or scheme of arrange-
ment." But ss. (2) does not provide for any action by the
Bankruptcy Court. By it such proceedings as fall within its
scope are automatically stayed upon the order approving
of an extension being made. Moreover, the operation of
the subsection is expressly declared to be " subject to the
rights of secured creditors to realize or otherwise deal with
their securities."

By statutory definition, " a person holding * * * a
lien or privilege on or against the property of the debtor,
or any part thereof, as security for a debt due or accruing
due from the debtor " is a " secured creditor." The respond-
ent is such a person. I am quite unable to appreciate the
grounds on which it sought to restrict the term " secured
creditor " thus defined to a person holding physical pos-
session of the property which forms his security, or some
estate in it, such as the mortgagee under the English system
enjoys. The privileged creditor under the law of Quebec
occupies much the same position as the lien-holder in the
English law. Both are alike covered by the definition. On
this aspect of the case I concur in the views expressed by
Mr. Justice Greenshields. The respondent, in my opinion,
is a " secured creditor " within the meaning of that term
in ss. (2) of s. 13a of the Bankruptcy Act. On that ground,
and also because it does not contemplate a stay by action
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1923 of the court, that subsection does not support the order of
RIORDON the learned Judge in Bankruptcy.

Co.
co. But it is said the court must have inherent discretionary

DANFOTH jurisdiction to stay this action. No doubt the SuperiorCo.stySpro
AnglinJ. Court in which the action was brought has such a dis-

cretionary power under some circumstances, but I would
question the existence of such inherent power in the Judge
in Bankruptcy over the proceedings in any other court, or
in the court of which he is a member which for this pur-
pose may be regarded as another court, even if the explicit
provisions of the Bankruptcy Act dealing with the subject
of staying proceedings do not imply its exclusion. More-
over, no such inherent discretionary jurisdiction was exer-
cised. If it exists for any purpose I am not satisfied that
it would justify the making of the order which the appel-
lant seeks against the respondent, who is merely exercising
his legal right to realize on his security and is in nowise
abusing the process of the court in seeking to enforce that
right. The extension was sought on the footing that it
should " not bind or affect secured creditors," and the order
of approval expressly provides that the extension
is approved subject to the rights of secured creditors to deal with their
securities according to law.

I am for these reasons of the opinion that the judgment
appealed from was right and should be maintained.

BRODEUR J.-I concur with my brother Duff.

MIGNAULT J.-The question here is whether the court
can stay an action by a creditor of an insolvent debtor
who has obtained an extension of time under section 13
and 13a of The Bankruptcy Act, when such creditor
asserts a privilege or lien against the whole or part of the
debtor's property.

The respondent had taken an action against the appel-
lant claiming $100,720.50, and alleging that it was entitled
to a builder's privilege on the appellant's mill at Temiska-
ming, Que., for, we were informed, plumbing work and
supplies. The appellant had obtained, under sections 13
and 13a of the Bankruptcy Act, an extension of time from
its creditors and on its application the Superior Court sit-
ting in bankruptcy (Maclennan J.) stayed the respond-
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ent's action. This judgment was reversed by the Court 1923
of King's Bench, Mr. Justice Guerin dissenting, and the RIORDON

Co.
appellant now appeals with special leave to this court. .

The question submitted is a most important one, and if DANJORTH

the judgment appealed from is right the respondent's Mignault J.
action could not be stayed even if a receiving order or an -

authorized assignment had been made, the provisions of
the Act as to the staying of such an action being practi-
cally to the same effect in all these cases.

In reversing the judgment of the Superior Court, the
Court of King's Bench refused to follow a previous decision
of its own court, differently composed, in a case of La Com-
pagnie du Boulevard Pie IX v. Damphousse (1). Perhaps I
may be permitted to say with great respect that the incon-
venience of a court thus disregarding its own judgment in
a previous case is too obvious for discussion. However,
the Damphousse Case (1) is not binding on us and the
effect of our judgment, if it be followed as it should be, will
be to put an end to any confusion or uncertainty which may
arise.

The respondent claims to be a " secured creditor " under
subsection gg of section 2 of the Act which is as follows:-

(gg) " secured creditor " means a person holding a mortgage, hypothec,
pledge, charge, lien or privilege on or against the property of the debtor,
or any part thereof, as security for a debt due or accruing due to him
from the debtor.

The respondent contends that this definition is wide
enough to include such a claim as it asserts on the appel-
lant's mill for work done thereon. It has undoubtedly a
privilege under Quebec law, but this privilege is only on
the increased value given to the property by reason of the
work done or materials supplied, to be established after a
judicial sale of the property and a relative valuation of
the property and the work done (Arts. 2013, 2013b C.C.).
To give effect to this privilege the property will have to
be sold.

Before dealing with the statutory definition of the term
"secured creditor," it will be useful to consider several
other provisions of the Act.

To rank against the estate of an insolvent debtor claims
must be proved, hence the term "provable debts" which

(1) 67 D.L.R. 385.
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1923 is found in several sections of the Act. The mode of prov-
RIORDON ing debts is described in section 45, and in section 46 thereCo.

V. are elaborate provisions as to the proof of debts and
DANFoRTH valuation of securities by secured creditors. Briefly, the

Co.

Mgnault J. secured creditor may realize his security and prove for the
balance due him, or he may surrender his security and
prove for his whole debt, or he may in a statutory declara-
tion place a value on his security, and the trustee then
can redeem the security at its assessed value or require
that the property comprised in the security be sold. The
creditor may require the trustee to elect whether he will
redeem the security or require it to be realized, failing
which the equity of redemption or any other interest in
the property comprised in the security vests in the
creditor and his debt is reduced by the amount at which
the security was valued. When the secured creditor does
not comply with section 46, he is excluded from all share
in any dividend.

Section 51 deals with the priority of claims on the estate,
the general order being: 1, the fees and expenses of the
trustee; 2, the costs of the execution creditor, including
sheriff's fees and disbursements; 3, wages, salaries, com-
missions or compensation of clerks, servants, travelling
salesmen, labourers or workmen. Debts proved in bank-
ruptcy or under any assignment are paid pari passu. Sec-
tion 52 states that the right of the landlord to distrain or
realize his rent shall cease after the receiving order or
assignment, but the landlord has the right to be paid by
preference an amount not exceeding the value of the dis-
trainable assets and not exceeding three months' rent. I
may add that, for the purpose of voting at meetings of
creditors, a secured creditor, unless he surrenders his
security, must state in his proof the particulars of his
security, its date and its value, and can vote only in re-
spect of the balance due him. He is not entitled to vote
until he has proved his claim and valued his security
(section 42).

We now come to sections 6 and 7, dealing with the effect
of a receiving order, which are important in connection
with the question at issue.
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Section 6, subsection 1, states that on the making of a 1923

receiving order the trustee is constituted receiver of the RIORDON
Co.

property of the debtor, and thereafter, except as directed v.
by the Act, no creditor to whom the debtor is indebted in DCo.

respect of a debt provable in bankruptcy has any remedy iaJ.
against the property and person of the debtor in respect of .
the debt, or shall commence any action or other legal pro-
ceeding without leave of the court. It adds this proviso:-

But this section shall not affect the power of any secured creditor to
realize or otherwise deal with his security in the same manner as he would
have been entitled to realize or deal with it if this section had not been
passed.

Section 7 enacts that the court may, after presentation
of a bankruptcy petition against a debtor, order that any
action, execution or other proceeding against the person
or property of the debtor, pending in any court other than
the court having jurisdiction in bankruptcy, shall stand
stayed until the last mentioned court shall otherwise
order; and the court in which any such proceedings are
pending may likewise, on proof that a bankruptcy peti-
tion has been presented against the debtor, stay such pro-
ceedings until the first mentioned court shall otherwise
order.

Subsection 2 of section 7 is as follows:-
(2) On the making of a receiving order, every such action, execution

or other proceeding for the recovery of a debt provable in bankruptcy
shall, subject to the provisions of the next preceding section as to the
rights of secured creditors, stand stayed unless and until the court shall,
on such terms as it may think just, otherwise order.

Sections 9 and 10 deal with the authorized assignment,
the latter section stating that its effect is to vest in the
trustee, subject to the rights of secured creditors, all the
property of the assignor at the time of the assignment.

Section 11 contains general provisions relating to re-
ceiving orders and authorized assignments and directs
(subsection 1) that they shall take precedence over,
(a) all attachments of debts by way of garnishment, unless the debt has
been actually paid over; and
(b) all other attachments, executions or other process against property,
except such thereof as having been completely executed by payment to
the execution or other creditor, and except also the rights of a secured
creditor under section six of this Act.

(This last exception was added by the 1921 amendment.)
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1923 I may note briefly that subsection 3 of section 11 directs
RIORDON the sheriff or other officer of the court having seized pro-Co.

v. perty of the debtor under execution, attachment or other
DANFORTH*

Co., process, upon receiving a copy of an assignment or receiv-

Mignault J. ing order, to forthwith deliver to the trustee all the pro-
perty of the execution debtor in his hands, upon payment
of his fees and charges and the costs of the execution
creditor. And subsection 10 states that after its registra-
tion the receiving order or the assignment shall have pre-
cedence over all certificates of judgment, judgments oper-
ating as hypothecs, executions and attachments against
land, within the registration office or district or county,
subject to a lien for the costs of registration and sheriff's
fees.

Section 13 deals with compositions, extensions of time
and schemes of arrangement of the insolvent debtor's
affairs, which when approved by the court are binding on
all the creditors. Section 13a is important in view of this
controversy, but is very unskilfully drafted. I will cite it in
full:-

13a. (1) The court, at any time after a debtor has required an author-
ized trustee to convene a meeting of creditors to consider a proposal of
a composition, extension or scheme of arrangement, may, on the ex parte
application of the trustee and his affidavit disclosing the circumstances
and stating his belief that the success of the intended efforts to bring into
effect a composition, extension of time for payment, or scheme of arrange-
ment of the debtor's affairs and obligations will be imperilled unless,
pending consideration by the creditors of the proposal made or to be made
the existing conditions as to litigation of claims against the debtor is pre-
served, order that any action, execution or other proceeding against the
person or property of the debtor pending in any court other than the
court having jurisdiction in bankruptcy shall stand stayed until the last-
mentioned court, upon or before report inade of the result of the dealings
between the debtor and his creditors, shall otherwise order, whereupon
such action, execution or other proceeding shall stand stayed accordingly;
and the court in which any such proceedings are pending may likewise,
on like application and proof, stay such proceedings until the court having
jurisdiction in bankruptcy shall otherwise order.

(2) On the making of an authorized assignment or an order approving
a proposal of a composition, extension or scheme of arrangement
every such action, execution or other proceeding for the recovery
of a debt provable in authorized assignment or composition, extension
or scheme of arrangement, proceedings under this Act shall, sub-
ject to the rights of secured creditors to realize or otherwise deal with
their securities stand stayed unless and until the court shall, on such terms
as it may think just, otherwise order.
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The reservation in subsection 2 of section 13a is prac- 1923

tically in the same terms, as to the right or power of RIoRDoN
Co.

secured creditors to realize or otherwise deal with their V.
securities, as the proviso of section 6, subsection 1. DANF0RTHCo.

Coming back now to the definition of "secured creditor" J

in section 2, subsection gg, it is certainly wide enough to -

comprise a builder who, under articles 2013 and 2013f C.C.,
has acquired, and has taken an action to enforce, a privi-
lege on the immovable on which he performed work.
The taking of such an action within six months is neces-
sary for the preservation of the privilege.

The respondent being therefore a " secured creditor,"
can his action be stayed?

The general scheme of the Bankruptcy Act appears to
be that secured creditors are considered as creditors of the
insolvent debtor, for all purposes such as proving claims,
voting at meetings of creditors and receiving dividends,
only after deducting the value of their security. They
may keep their security and remain entirely outside the
bankruptcy proceedings. Under section 46 they may sur-
render their security and prove their debt for the whole,
or realize it and prove for the balance, if any, of their debt;
they have the further option of valuing their security
which the trustee may redeem at its valuation or require
it to be offered for sale, and the secured creditors rank only
for the balance. Where they have done none of these
things they are excluded from all share in any dividend.
The case of the landlord is a special one and is dealt with
in section 52.

While there may no doubt be difficulties caused by
some provisions of the Act such as the offering for sale,
under section 46, of a privilege like that asserted by the
respondent, I think that it follows, from what I have
described as the general scheme of the Act, that the secured
creditor (I do not refer to the landlord) should not be
impeded in his attempt to realize his security. Our Act
appears even more emphatic in this respect than the Eng-
lish Act, for while the proviso of section 6 copies verbatim
subsection 2 of section 7 of the latter Act, subsection 2 of
section 7 of the Canadian Act is not found in section 9 of
the English Act, and sections 13 and 13a of our Act are
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1923 not in the English Bankruptcy Act, nor in the English
RIORDON Deeds of Arrangement Act, 1914.

Co.
V.' It may be that by asserting certain general privileges

DANFoRTH under the Quebec law, which apply to the whole of theCo.
Mignault J personal or real property of the debtor (arts. 1993, 1994,

i J2009 C.C.), creditors may cause some embarrassment in
the administration of the Bankruptcy law, but these privi-
leges are generally for small amounts and could be re-
deemed by the trustee. And, if necessary, Parliament can
provide for the difficulty by an amendment of the Act.

I would therefore not disturb the judgment appealed
from and would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.
Solicitors for the appellant: Lafleur, Macdougall, Mac-

farlane & Barclay.
Solicitors for the respondent: De Witt & Howard.
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THE W. MALCOLM MACKAY COM-1 1923
CO - APPELLANT; *PANY (PLAINTIFF) ................. f *Mar. 6,7.

*Apr. 3.
AND

THE BRITISH AMERICA ASSUR- RESPONDENT.

ANCE COMPANY (DEFENDANT) .... E

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPEAL DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF NEW BRUNSWICK

Insurance, fire-Lumber-Statutory conditions-Variation-condition or
description-Inspection of lumber-Knowledge of insurer-Estoppel.

A policy insuring lumber against loss or damage by fire contained the
following clause: "Warranted by the insured that a clear space of
300 feet shall be maintained between the property hereby insured and
any standing wood, brush or forest and any sawmill or other special
hazard."

Held, that this clause was not merely descriptive of the property but was
a condition of the contract of insurance and void as not being in the
form required for an addition to, or variation of, the statutory con-
ditions contained in the Fire Insurance Policies Act of New -Bruns-
wick (3 Geo. V, ch. 26.) Curtis's & Harvey v. North British and
Mercantile Ins. Co. ([19211 1 A.C. 303), and Guimond v. Fidelity-
Phenix (47 Can. SC.R. 216) dist.

Prior to the issue of the policy an expert in that class of insurance in the
insurer's employ examined the lumber and the locality in which it
was piled and reported to the insurer that none of it was within 300
feet of standing wood, brush or forest. On the trial of the action on
the policy the jury found that some of it was within that distance
at the time of the inspection but none was so placed afterwards.

Held, that the policy was issued and accepted in the belief that the inspec-
tion truly represented the fact and the insurer was estopped from
maintaining the contrary.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appeal Division of the
Supreme Court of New Brunswick affirming the judgment
on the trial in favour of the defendants.

Two questions for decision were presented on the ap-
peal. The first was whether the clause in the policy set
out in the head-note was a condition or merely descrip-
tive of the property. The other depended on the following
facts.

No written application for the policy was presented.
The insured applied to the head agents in St. John, who
sent one Heine, considered an expert, to view the property.
Heine reported to his employer that he had paced the dis-

*PRtESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Bordeur and Mianault JJ.

57041-2
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1923 tance between the lumber to be insured and the nearest
W. MLCOLM woods and found it to be more than 300 feet; that some
MACKAY CO.

v. brush between the lumber and the woods had been burnt
BRMTS31

AMERICA over and was not dangerous; and recommended the risk
ASSURANCE to the company. On the trial of the action the jury found

Co. that when Heine saw it the lumber was less than 300 feet
from the brush and none had been placed within that dis-
tance after the inspection.

The Appeal Division held that the clause respecting the
position of the lumber was not a condition and that the
insurer could rely on the jury's findings as to such posi-
tion. The second question was, therefore: Was the de-
fendant estopped from claiming that there was a breach
of the warranty?

Baxter K.C. and F. R. Taylor K.C. for the appellant.
The clause warranting the continuance of the position of
the lumber is a condition and void for want of proper form.
See Wanless v. Lancashire Ins. Co. (1). The Curtis's &
Harvey Co. v. North British and Mercantile Ins. Co. (2) is
clearly distinguishable.

The defendant company is affected with the knowledge
and bound by the acts of its agent Heine. City of London
Fire Ins. Co. v. Smith (3). We rely on the rule laid down
in Carr v. London and North Western Ry. Co. (4).

Teed K.C. for the respondent. The warranty clause is
not a condition but a description of the nature of the risk.
See Great Northern Co. v. Alliance Ins. Co. (5).

As to estoppel see Guimond v. Fidelity Phcenix Ins. Co.
(6), Lockharts v. Bernard Rosen & Co. (7).

IDINGTON J.-The appellant brought this action against
the respondent upon two policies of insurance dated 11th
April, 1921, and on lumber piled at Burton, Sunbury
County, New Brunswick.

The E. C. Atkinson Lumber Company having cut
said lumber off lands owned by its said co-appellant which

(1) [1896] 23 Ont. App. R. 224. (5) 25 Ont. App. R. 393.
(2) [1921] 1 A.C. 303. (6) 41 N.B. Rep. 145; 47 Can.
(3) 15 Can. S.C.R. 69. S.C.R. 216, at p. 229.
(4) [18751 L.R. 10 C.P. 307 at p.

317. (7) [1922] 1 Ch. 433.
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had also made advances to said operator the loss, if any, 1923
was made payable to said company so advancing. W. MALCOLM

MACKAY CO.
The Atkinson Company carried on its business at Fred- V.

erickton, N.B., and applied to an insurance agent there BMTaS

for the needed insurance but he was not able to fix the ASSURANCE
Co.

rate or rates of premium at the place where the lumber -

was piled; he, therefore, turned the business over to the Idington J.

general agents of the respondent at St. John, N.B. They
in turn sent R. W. Heine, a regular salaried man engaged
to see after their outside work, to inspect the risk and fix
the premium to be paid. He did so and upon his report
the respondent through its said general agents determined
the whole business, issued the policies and were paid the
rates so fixed.

The lumber having been consumed by fire in the follow-
ing July the respondent on notice and inspection by some-
one else, set up as a pretext for non-payment, that in and
by a term of each of the said policies the assured had war-
ranted a clear space of 300 feet between the property so
insured and any standing wood, brush or forest, etc.

The appellant, therefore, brought this action which
was tried with a jury to whom were submitted several
questions answered by them.

The learned trial judge thereupon directed a judgment
to be entered dismissing said action. From that judgment
an appeal was taken to the Appeal Division for New Bruns-
wick and that court dismissed the said appeal.

Of the several questions raised herein, the most import-
ant, in a general sense, is that which must turn upon the
determination of whether or not the warranty above re-
ferred to was in law a condition which is required by the
New Brunswick Fire Insurance Policies Act, 3 Geo. V,
c. 26, to conform therewith. By section 3 thereof con-
ditions set forth in the first schedule to the Act are made
part of every contract of fire insurance, and required to
be printed on every such policy with the heading " Statutory Conditions "
and no stipulation to the contrary, or providing for any variation, addi-
tion or omission, shall be binding on the assured, unless evidenced in the
manner prescribed in this Act in that behalf.

That is followed by section 4, reading as follows:-
4. If the insurer desires to vary the said conditions or to omit any

of them, or to add new conditions, there shall be added on the instrument
57041-21
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1923 of contract containing the printed statutory conditions, words to the effect

W. COLM set out in the second schedule, printed in conspicuous type, and in ink
MACKAY Co. of a different colour, and with the heading, " Variations in Conditions";

BrRITsi and section 5, reading as follows:-
AMERICA 5. No such variation, addition or omission shall, unless the same is

ASSURANCE distinctly indicated and set forth in the manner hereinbefore mentioned
CO. or to the like effect, be valid and binding on the assured; and no questions

Idington J. shall be considered as to whether any such variation, addition or omission
- is, under the circumstances, just and reasonable; but on the contrary the

policy shall, as against the insurer, be subject to the statutory conditions
only, unless the variations, additions or omissions are distinctly indicated
and set forth in the manner or to the effect aforesaid; provided, it shall
be optional with the insurers to pay or allow claims which are void under
the third, the fifth, or ninth statutory conditions, in case the said insurers
think fit to waive the objections mentioned in the said conditions.

The warranty in question seems to have varied in one
of the policies by reason of something which transpired
between their date of 11th April, 1921, and the 1st June,
1921.

There was no stress laid in argument by either side on
that circumstance.

I therefore assume that the form of the condition now
in question reads as it seems from the beginning to have
read in policy no. 33704, and is as follows:-

Warranted by the assured that a continuous clear space of 300 feet
shall hereafter be maintained between the property hereby insured and
any standing wood, brush or forest and any saw-mill or other special
hazard.

which raises the next question argued as to its being a con-
dition within the meaning of the said above quoted sec-
tions of the Act, and applies to both policies though the
word " hereafter " does not appear in the amended form
of the other policy.

The Appeal Division below held that the said warranty
was merely descriptive of the risk or, as it is put by the
judgment of Mr. Justice Barry, speaking for that court,
" to speak more accurately descriptive of the location of
the risk " and hence not a condition within the meaning
of the above quoted sections of the Act requiring such
condition to be set forth in accordance therewith.

There is no pretence that if it is to be treated as such a
condition that said requirements were complied with.

In the argument before us the case of The London Assur-
ance Co. v. The Great Northern Transit Co. (1), was relied

(1) [18991 29 Can. S.C.R. 577.
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upon by respondent's counsel as maintaining the ground 1

taken below as to the warranty being merely descriptive of W. MALCOLM
MACKAY CO.

the risk. v.
BrtrrisHI cannot see much resemblance between what was AMERICA

involved in that case and is in this. ABSURANCE
Co.

That decision, of course, in a case exactly like what was -

presented therein, must bind us, but, I submit, is not to be Idington J.

extended to, or cover, what in fact seems to be a condition
within the meaning of the sections now in question; nor
are we bound by the mere dicta assigned as reasons, or
beyond the exact point decided.

In that case judicial opinion seems to have been much
divided in the Ontario courts. The learned trial judge (the
late Mr. Justice Armour) seems to have held in favour
of the plaintiff, and the Court of Appeal seems to have
been equally divided.

Of those in said Court of Appeal holding with the insur-
ance company's contention, the late Chief Justice Burton
spoke as follows:-

But it is said that the clause " whilst running on the inland lakes
rivers and canals during the season of navigation," if of any force in limit-
ing or restricting the general nature of the insurance, is of force only as
a condition in respect of the user of the vessel, and is not binding, not
having been indorsed upon the policy in compliance with the provisions
of the Ontario Insurance Act, as being a variation of, or an addition to,
the statutory conditions. I am unable to agree in that contention. I
could well understand that if this had been an insurance on this vessel
or on a house generally, and the insurers had afterwards relied on a con-
dition to the effect that if the house should be unoccupied or vacant for
a certain number of days the risk should cease, that being a variation of
the statutory conditions could not be resorted to unless the requirements
of the statute had been complied with. But that is not this case; the
policy describes and defines accurately and distinctly the precise risk
they are willing to undertake, and the locality and user or occupation of
the vessel form part of the definition of this risk; it is not the insurance
of the vessel generally for a certain time, but it is for the insurance of her
so long as she remains in a certain locality, and so long as during the
summer she was in actual service and during the winter was tied up in a
place of safety. The existence of these things formed part of the risk
and was a condition precedent to the risk attaching or any liability on
the part of the insurers.

The distinction that the learned judge so made applies
here, I submit, and in effect presents us with a view of the
case in hand as beingalmost identical in principle with
what we have to deal with.

I adopt that as distinguishing that case from this.
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1923 Moreover there are a number of the statutory conditions
W. MALCOLM such as appear in the 10th and 11th numbers thereof,
MACKAY CO. which, to my mind, are very illuminative of the principles

"""" governing the action of the legislature in imposing these
ASURANCE conditions as part of every fire insurance contract.

Co. From these I submit we must be guided as to the nature
Idington J. of the conditions which are to fall within the variations

or additions or omissions which an insurance company is
imperatively required to set forth as prescribed and in
default are to be held null and void.

Clearly it is the measure of the hazard which is involved
that must determine whether or not anything touching
that can be by the insurer imposed unless by adopting the
prescribed mode of doing so.

Curiously enough the respondent by the adoption of its
third variation in conditions, which reads as follows

3. If any building herein described be or become vacant or unoccupied,
and so remain for the space of thirty consecutive days, or being a manu-
factory, shall cease to be operated for that length of time, this policy
shall be void, unless notice of such vacancy or non-occupatiop has been
given to the insurer, and such vacancy or non-occupation has been con-
sented to in writing by the insurer,

seems to have observed that principle.
I cannot, in principle, distinguish between the increase of

hazard involved in these changes in mode of use or con-
dition and thus provided for, and that provided for by the
warranty in question herein. Nor can I do so as between
either and any of the tenth and eleventh of the statutory
conditions.

If respondent succeed in imposing such a warranty as in
question herein without observing the statutory require-
ments for validating it, I submit it will have gone a long
way towards repealing what has proved to be a most excel-
lent piece of Ontario legislation which was the work of a
highly qualified commission intended and destined to put
the insurance business on a higher level of honest dealing
than it had been some years previously to its adoption by
the Ontario legislature where it originated.

Indeed, I am forcibly reminded, by the respondent's con-
tention herein of the undesirable, conditions of the fire
insurance business and its prolific source of litigation in
that province for many years prior to said enactment.
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Turning to the continuation of the story of how this 1923
insurance here in question was brought about, the Mr. W. MALCOLM

MACKAY CO.
Heine, who inspected and reported as above related, in his v.
evidence tells us that on that occasion he had not trusted AMERICA
to memory of what respondent required in such cases, but AssuRANCE

Co.
read from a book he had with him and measured accord- .
ingly by pacing from where part of the lumber to be Iiington J.

insured was piled to the nearest trees or bushes, and found
they were three hundred feet from the lumber then piled by
appellant, the E. C. Atkinson Lumber Company.

The jury, however, on the evidence of other witnesses,
found that of the lumber so piled some was within three
hundred feet of standing wood, brush or forest.

The jury also found that none of it was so placed within
three hundred feet of any standing wood, brush or forest
after the said inspection by Heine, upon which, and his
report thereof, the rate of insurance was fixed and the
policies were issued accordingly to appellants.

No application in writing was made by the appellants or
either of them.

They acted in paying the rates demanded upon such
basis as was solely fixed by respondent or its general agents,
and accepted the policies proffered in accordance therewith
and pursuant thereto.

The explanation of the difference between Heine's
finding and that of other witnesses would seem to be that
the alleged wood or forest had in a previous year been
overrun by fire and so burnt over that for at least the dis-
tance he paced, what remained after said fire could no
longer be properly considered as a fire hazard within said
warranty.

No one seems to impute dishonesty to Heine. At best
he would, from respondent's point of view, seem to have
made an error of judgment. It is, I submit, easy to con-
ceive how different minds under such circumstances might
arrive at a different judgment as to where the line ought
to be drawn in such a case.

These facts supply additional strength to the argument
in favour of the appellant's contention that the warranty
in question should be held to be a condition within the
meaning of the said section above cited of the statute
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1923 requiring it to be set forth as a variation, addition or
W. MALCOLM omission, in the manner prescribed and, default that
MACKAY CO.

V. having been done, treated as null.
BarTsH Neither the case above cited nor the case of Curtis's &
AMERICA

AssuRANCE Harvey, Limited, v. North British & Mercantile Ins. Co.
Co.Co (1), when closely examined, seems to me to help any one

Idington J. in this case. The facts there in question are entirely dif-
ferent from those here in question.

I am so decidedly of the opinion, upon all the foregoing
considerations, that this appeal should be allowed that I
do not feel disposed to enter elaborately into the other
grounds referred to in the course of the argument.

The case of Guimond v. Fidelity-Phenix Ins. Co. (2),
so much relied upon below and cited here, does not seem
to me worthy of much consideration herein. It was decided
before the New Brunswick Legislature had passed the Act
above referred to and as I thought, in course of taking
part in deciding it, raised only one point necessary for con-
sideration and that did not suggest any possibility of
making its decision turn upon any such considerations as
are arguable herein.

The appellants' counsel in argument stoutly contended
that the policies sued upon were not only as usual liable
to the application of the doctrine of contra proferentem
but also under the peculiar circumstances above related so
directly the product of its own efforts to induce through
its agents the appellants to accept same, that the respond-
ent is estopped from setting up the final determination of
fact which in truth had nothing to do with the fire or the
cause thereof and at best was a mere technical defence of
which it in the last analysis was the sole creator.

The case of Carr v. London & South Western Ry. Co.
(3) is relied upon by appellants' counsel as presenting, by
Brett J., a correct statement of the doctrine of estoppel
in the following quotation:-

And another proposition is that if a man, whatever his real meaning
may be, so conducts himself that a reasonable man would take his con-
duct to mean a certain representation of facts, and that it was a true
representation, and that the latter was intended to act upon it in a par-
ticular way, and he with such belief does act in that way to his damage,
the first is estopped from denying that the facts were as represented.

(1) [19211 1 A.C. 303. (2) 47 Can. S.C.R. 216.
(3) L.R. 10 C.P. 307, at p. 317.
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And as to the misdescription they rely upon In re 1923
Universal Non-Tariff Fire Ins. Co. (1), which I am in- W. MALCOLM

MACKAY CO.cined to think is with numerous other cases cited in line v.
therewith as to the relation of the party in question acting B"

and causing the error being so far an agent of the com- AssuRANcE

pany as to bind it under the peculiar circumstances and Co.
at all events estop it from setting up such error. *ff J.

I incline to think the appellants are entitled to succeed
on one or other of those aspects of the case as well as the
chief ground above dealt with as against the pretensions
of respondent.

I would allow the appeal with costs throughout and
direct judgment to be entered for the amount of damages
assessed at $5,361.71 as of the date of the trial with costs.

DUFF J.-Ss. 4 and 5 of the Fire Insurance Policies Act,
New Brunswick (3 Geo. V, ch. 26), are in the following
words:-

4. If the insurer desires to vary the said conditions or to omit any
of them, or to add new conditions, there shall be added on the instru-
ment of contract containing the printed statutory conditions, words to
the effect set out in the second schedule, printed in conspicuous type, and
in ink of a different colour, and with the heading, "Variations in Con-
ditions."

5. No such variation, addition or omission shall, unless the same is
distinctly indicated and set forth in the manner hereinbefore mentioned
or to the like effect, be valid and binding on the assured.

The policies sued upon contain a clause requiring the
maintenance of a space of 300 feet between the lumber
insured and any standing wood, brush or forest. In policy
no. 33704 the clause is as follows:-

Warranted by the assured that a clear space of 300 feet shall be main-
tained between the property hereby insured and any standing wood, brush
or forest and any saw-mill or other special hazard.

In policy no. 33705 the word "hereafter" is found
between " shall " and " be ". In other respects the two
clauses do not materially differ.

It does not seem to admit of a doubt that if this clause
is a " condition " within the meaning of ss. 4 and 5, then
the insertion of it is an attempt to add a " new " condition
or to vary a statutory condition within the meaning of that
section and consequently not " binding upon the assured "
and not " valid ", because it is not set out in the manner
prescribed by the statute.

(1) [18751 L.R. 19 Eq. 485.
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1923 It is convenient first to discuss the effect of the clause.
W. MALCOLi The property insured is described as "lumber, piled andMACKAY CO.

V. lying along the line of the Canadian National Railway at
"o Burton, Sunbury County, New Brunswick." The descrip-

AssuRNcE tion embraces, I think, any lumber of the insured company
C--- so situated, and the clause in question cannot, I think, be

Duff J. read as importing merely a qualification of this description.
I think it is a warranty against the presence of any of the
lumber of the insured company within the prohibited space.

The warranty literally read seems to come into opera-
tion concurrently with the conclusion of the contract.
There is an obvious difference between a warranty as to the
existence of a state of facts, upon the faith of which a con-
tract is concluded, and a warranty that such a state of
facts shall exist from and after the conclusion of the
contract. Here the meaning is that from the moment
the contract is concluded the " clear space of 300 feet "
shall be maintained. Such a clause introduced by the
word " warranted," is in the nature of a condition pre-
cedent of the company's liability, as has been decided in
numerous cases. (Newcastle Fire Ins. Co. v. Macmorran
(1); Barnard v. Faber (2); Ellinger v. Mutual Life Ins.
Co. (3); Camors v. Union Marine Ins. Co. (4) ).

The warranty is therefore strictly a condition falling,
prima facie, within the provisions of ss. 4 and 5 of the
statute as being either an attempt to vary one of the statu-
tory conditions or an attempt to add a " new " condition.

The circumstances of the case are clearly distinguish-
able from those of the case of Curtis & Harvey, which
Their Lordships of the Judicial Committee had before them
in 1921. (Curtis's & Harvey, Limited v. North British &
Mercantile Ins. Co. (5) ). That was a case which arose out
of a claim made under a policy of insurance which, on the
face of it, was an insurance against fire, but which contained
two clauses dealing with the subject of the perils insured
against. One was clause 11, a statutory condition, provid-
ing that the company should not be liable for explosions of
any kind unless fire should ensue, and then for loss or dam-

(1) 3 Dow 255, at page 262. (3) (1905] 1 K.B. 31.
(2) [1893] 1 Q.B. 340. (4) 81 Am. St. R. 128.

(5) [19211 1 A.C. 303.
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age by fire only; and the other a clause in these words: 1923

"Warranted free of claim for loss or damage caused by W. MALCOLM
.,MACKAY CO.

explosion of any of the materials used on the premises." V.
The Supreme Court of Canada had in Hobbs v. Guardian B"" i

Fire and Life Ins. Co. (1) held that clause 11 did apply to ASSURANCE

explosions resulting from fire; in other words that, notwith- Co.
standing clause 11, the policy was a policy of insurance Duff J.

against loss caused by fire, including loss resulting from
explosions due to fire. Their Lordships held that the war-
ranty clause had, according to its terms, the effect of exclud-
ing explosions from the perils insured against, and Lord
Dunedin, in delivering the judgment of Their Lordships at
page 312, said that
any other stipulation or covenant which may define or limit the risk can
also receive effect in so far as it does not contradict the statutory con-
ditions, which are paramount.

It must be remembered that Their Lordships were dealing
with a clause defining and limiting the risk in the sense of
limiting the perils insured against. One of the so-called
conditions of the policy dealt with this same subject, and
in so far as the clause was a variation of the condition
(that is in so far as it dealt with explosions resulting from
fire) the statute applied. In so far as it was not a varia-
tion of the condition but an independent stipulation defin-
ing and limiting the risk in that sense (that is in so far as
it related to explosions not arising from fire) it was treated
by Their Lordships as valid, obviously because it was not
a " condition " to which the statute applied.

The clause now before us does not define or limit the risk
in the view I take of it either as being merely a description
of the property insured or in the sense of defining or limit-
ing the perils insured against, as in the case of Curtis &
Harvey. Strictly limiting its legal effect to the scope of its
terms, it is not, in my judgment, other than a " condition "
within the meaning of the statute.

The respondent company argues, however, that the war-
ranty, and especially by force of the word " maintained "
implies the affirmation of an existing state of facts corre-
sponding to the state of facts warranted. It is clear enough,
of course, that strict and literal compliance with the war-
ranty would in a practical sense be impossible unless the

(1) 12 Can. S.C.R. 631.
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1923 state of facts which the policy warrants shall be maintained
W. MALCOLM was in existence at the moment the policy came into force.
MACKAY CO. But it does not follow at all, I think, that an affirmation

BRrSiH of the existence of this state of facts as the basis of the
AMERICA

AssuANcE contract is included within the scope of the warranty as
Co. defined by the terms in which it is expressed. To the argu-

Df J ment that it is implied, there are, I think, two answers:
First, if I am right in my conclusion that the condition
imported by the warranty as expressed is inoperative by
force of the provisions of the statute, then I do not think
that you can consistently with the statute imply from it a
condition or a term not expressed even though such an
implication might be found there if the clause were truly
a part of the contract.

In the next place, as I have already intimated, assum-
ing the warranty by its express terms involved an affirma-
tion as to the existing state of facts, it would still be
something more than a description of the property and
would import a condition precedent of the company's
liability-a " condition " to which the statute would
apply.

There is another point. The policy on the contention
raised by the respondent company, which succeeded in the
courts below (as to the effect of the words " standing wood,
brush or forest ") was sterile from the commencement.
The respondent company, through Heine, their agent, had
full knowledge of the actual facts, and the acceptance of
the construction of the words mentioned now advanced
by them necessarily involves the proposition that they re-
ceived a premium for and delivered a policy to the insured
which, constructively at all events, they knew to be in-
operative. It is impossible, I think, to ascribe to the
parties an intention to deliver and to accept an in-
operative policy, and I think it is a very arguable proposi-
tion that the case can be brought within the principle laid
down in "The Moorcock " (1); Hamlyn v. Wood (2);
and by Lord Watson in Dahl v. Nelson (3). Certainly if
the matter had been mentioned it is impossible to suppose
the parties subscribing to a contract which in the existing

(1) [1889] 14 P.D. 64, at page 68. (2) [1891] 2 Q.B. 488 at page 491.
(3) 6 App. Cas. 38, at page 59.
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state of facts which the parties contemplated as continuing 1923

to exist could impose no liability on the company, and I W. MALCOLM
MACKAY CO.

think, as I say, it could be argued with a great deal of V.
BarrisHforce that a term should be implied by which the words AMERICA

mentioned should be read as excluding anything found ASsURANCE
Co.

within 300 feet of the lumber as situated at the time of C
Heine's inspection. Moreover, the respondent company -

-being as to this matter spondentes peritiam artis-were
fully aware, through Heine, that the Atkinson company
believed, as a consequence of Heine's conduct, the facts as
they existed to constitute a sufficient compliance with the
warranty as understood by the respondent company. It is
open to question, I think, whether the respondent company
is at liberty now to put forward another construction of the
warranty with the effect of obliterating the only considera-
tion which the insured company was receiving for the
premium it paid.

The appeal should be allowed.

ANGLIN J.-The plaintiffs sue upon two policies to re-
cover insurance for a quantity of lumber destroyed by
fire. The sole defence to the claim is non-fulfilment of
the following term of the policies:-

Warranted by the assured that a continuous clear space of 300 feet
shall (hereafter) be maintained between the lumber hereby insured and
any standing wood, brush or forest or any saw-mill or other special hazard.

This clause is found in a typewritten slip attached to each
of the two policies. so placed that it is separated from the
description of the property insured and of its location by
intervening provisions. The word " hereafter " is omit-
ted from one of the clauses. There is no suggestion of
proximity to a saw-mill or special hazard other than stand-
ing wood, brush or forest.

The action was tried with a jury, which found that at
the time of the fire and at the date of an inspection by
one Heine, a salaried representative of the general agents
of the defendant company, made immediately before the
risk was taken, the lumber or some of it was within 300
feet of standing wood, brush or forest and that none of it
had been so placed after the agent's inspection. These
findings of fact are accepted.

S.C.R. 347
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1923 The material circumstances of the application for the
W. MALCOLM insurance and of the inspection of the risk by Heine are
MACKAY CO..

V. stated by Mr. Justice Barry, who delivered the decision of
BRrS the Appeal Division of the Supreme Court of New Bruns-AMERICA

ASSURANCE wick confirming the judgment of the trial judge (Chand-
Co.

Anglin J. ler J.), dismissing the action. The appellants have
expressly accepted that statement of fact as accurate, and
the respondent does not seriously challenge it. Its cor-
rectness should, I think, be assumed.

It is quite clear that when Heine visited Burton Station
to inspect the risk he had abundant opportunity of ascer-
taining the precise surroundings of the lumber then piled
and that he was fully satisfied that every part of it was
more than 300 feet from the nearest standing wood, brush
or forest. He so reported to the respondent company by
letter, and highly recommended the risk. There is no
suggestion of collusion between Heine and the assured or
of any lack of good faith on the part of either. If the
finding of the jury is right, as must now be assumed,
Heine simply made a mistake, probably in his apprecia-
tion of a bush hazard. The insurer in issuing and the in-
sured in accepting the policies both proceeded on the
assumption that the surroundings of the lumber at that
time were in fact as they appeared to, and were reported
by, Heine, whose business it was to inspect proposed risks
for the purpose of passing upon their desirability for, and
fixing the rates to be charged for them by, the companies
represented by his employers as general agents.

For the appellants it is contended that the clauses in-
voked against them are indirect attempts to add a condition
to the terms of the policies and, as such, ineffectual for
non-compliance with the requirement as to form prescribed
for variations of, or additions to, the statutory conditions
by the New Brunswick Insurance Act (3 Geo. V, c. 26);
for the respondent it is urged that the clauses in question
are descriptive or limitative of the risk assumed and not
within the purview of the statutory provisions dealing with
variations of, or additions to, statutory conditions. If so,
urge the appellants, the respondent is estopped by what
took place in regard to, and consequent upon, the inspec-
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tion by Heine from relying upon the facts found by the 1923

jury as a defence. W. MALCOLM
MACKAY CO.

I find difficulty in regarding a provision warranting that V.
a certain state of affairs, impliedly existing, " shall be main- .ABMRc
tained " as merely descriptive. The word " warranty " AssumNca

followed by the verb in the future tense seems inapt to -

express description of a risk presently assumed. While the
present existence of the conditions to be maintained is no
doubt implied, in the sense that unless they exist the war-
ranty is incapable of literal fulfilment, there is no con-
tractual guarantee of their present existence. It therefore
seems more in accord with the language used to treat the
warranty as affecting only the state of affairs to be main-
tained during the future continuance of the risk. So viewed
it seems to me to be not descriptive, but in reality to import
a condition that the assured shall so keep the insured lum-
ber that no part of it will in the future and during the con-
tinuance of the risk, be within 300 feet of any standing
wood, brush or forest.

On the other hand if, notwithstanding the use of the
future tense, the clause is in se susceptible of a construc-
tion importing a guarantee of the present existence of the
state of affairs warranted, as well as its continuance during
the term of the policies, I should regard it as so equivocal
that resort can properly be had to evidence of the circum-
stances under which the policies were issued to aid in deter-
mining the sense in which it should be taken to have been
intended. To these circumstances I have already suffi-
ciently adverted. Of the existing situs of the lumber and
its surroundings the insurance company must be deemed,
as between it and the insured, to have had, through Heine,
full notice. Bawden v. London, Edinburgh and Glasgow
Ins Co. (1); Holdsworth v. Lancashire and Yorkshire Ins.
Co. (2). Heine, representing the general agents, was satis-
fied from his inspection that, if the conditions existing when
the policies issued should be maintained, the warranty
would be fulfilled. The application for the insurance pro-
ceeded on that footing. No guarantee as to the present
existence of such condition was therefore required, and the
insured had no reason to expect that it would be asked.

(1) [1892] 2 Q.B. 534. (2) [19071 23 Times L.R. 521.

i
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1923 Only a warranty against altering existing conditions so as
W. MALCOLM to impinge upon the 300 feet clear space would be looked
MACKAY CO.

V. for. The bringing into the Burton Station piling ground
BRITISH
AMERICA of other lumber then piled elsewhere was immediately con-

ASSURANCE templated. Hence the importance of stipulating that the
Co.
-. existing satisfactory state of affairs should not be prejudici-

Angli J. ally affected by the placing of such additional lumber when
brought in-that the " clear space of 300 feet shall be main-
tained." That, and that alone, would, under the circum-
stances, appear to have been what might reasonably be
expected to be made the subject of warranty by the insured
against the proximity of such hazard. Giving due weight
to the rule, contra proferentem, I am not at all certain that
its scope should not be so restricted.

But the language used covers not only undue proximity
owing to changes to be made in, or additions to, the piles
of lumber, which the jury has clearly negatived, but also
the maintaining of such undue proximity if it should
already exist. In whichever way it is read, however, the
clause in question involves a stipulation that the risk shall
not attach if the warranty is not fulfilled, and it is in my
opinion either a variation of statutory condition No. 3 or
a new condition added to the statutory conditions, and in
either view falls within the provision prescribing that it
must be placed under a stated heading and in ink of a colour
different from that in which the body of the policy is
printed--conditions admittedly not complied with.

The case is distinguishable from Curtis's & Harvey (Can-
ada) Limited v. North British & Mercantile Ins. Co. (1),
in that we have here a clause by which it is intended to
impose a condition upon the risk attaching or continuing,
whereas the clause under consideration in the Curtis's &
Harvey Case (1) qualified and restricted, not the circum-
stances in which the risk should attach or continue, but the
peril insured against. The latter clause, in so far as it was
not in conflict therewith, was held not to be in the nature of
a variation or addition to the statuory conditions, but
" another stipulation or covenant which defined or limited
the risk " (the word " risk " being obviously used here in
the sense of " peril "), insured against.

(1) [1921] 1 A.C. 303.
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On the other hand if I should be wrong in regarding the 1923
clauses under consideration as attempts to vary or add to W. MALCOLM

the statutory conditions-if, as the respondent contends, MACKAY CO.

they should be deemed merely descriptive of the risk as- BrriSH
AMERICA

sumed-I am satisfied that, in view of the inspection made AsavANcs

by Heine, of his report, on the faith of which both parties
acted, and of the fact that the clauses relied upon were Angln J.-

prepared by the company itself, for it, after loss, to dis-
pute the existence, at the time the policies were issued, of
the facts necessary to meet the requirements of those
clauses, is inequitable and should not be tolerated by the
court. The insured in accepting the policies with the war-
ranty against proximity of bush hazard relied, as they
were entitled to do (Joel v. Law Union and Crown Ins.
Co.) (1), upon the skill and judgment of Heine as to what
constituted " standing wood, brush or forest " within the
meaning of the warranty clause, which he says he explained
and interpreted to Atkinson (representing the insured) at
the time of the inspection. He had been sent by the
respondents' general agents to make -the inspection for the
very purpose of ascertaining to what hazard from the in-
surer's point of view the lumber was exposed. As put by
Ritchie C.J., in Hastings Mutual Fire Ins. Co. v. Shan-
non (2),
who but the company is to be responsible for his (Heine's) not making a
more accurate examination?-

I would add-or for any lack of skill on his part in failing
to recognize a bush hazard which he must have seen, if it
in fact existed, as the jury has found. Ritchie C.J. further
said in the Shannon Case (2), at page 408:-

So long ago as 1815 Lord Eldon, in the House of Lords, recognized
that while it is a first principle of the law of insurance that, in the case
of warranty, the thing must be exactly as it is represented to be, it would
be an effectual answer, even in the case of a warranty, that the insured
were misled by the insurers or their agents. Newcastle Fire Ins. Co. v.
Macmoran (3).

See also Quinlan v. Union Fire Ins. Co. (4); Prairie City
Oil Co. v. Standard Mutual Fire Ins. Co. (5); Mahomed
v. Anchor Fire and Marine Ins. Co. (6); In re Universal

(1) [1908] 2 K.B. 863, 891. (4) [18831 8 Ont. App. R. 376.
(2) 2 Can. S.C.R. 394, at p. (5) [1910] 44 Can. S.C.R. 40.

407. (6) [1913] 48 Can. S.C.R. 546.
(3) 3 Dow 255.

57041-3
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1923 Non-Tariff Fire Ins. Co. (1); Benson v. Ottawa Agri-
W. MALCOLM cultural Ins. Co. (2)

.ACKAY CO. In Guimond v. Fidelity-Phoenix Ins. Co. (3), there was
ARsimu no inspection of the risk by any one on behalf of the in-

ASSURANCE surers. The existence or non-existence of the thing war-
Co. ranted not to exist-a railway passing within 200 feet of

Anglin J. the insured lumber-was in no wise a matter of opinion
or a subject as to which reliance would be placed on in-
spection by an expert. There was no room for the sug-
gestion that the insured had been misled by any person
acting for the insurers.

I would for these reasons, with .respect, allow this ap-
peal and direct that judgment be entered for the plaintiffs
(appellants) for the amount of their claim with costs
throughout.

BRODEUR J.-I would allow this appeal on the ground
that the insurance company knew through its agent Heine
the exact location of the lumber insured.

The three hundred.feet clause stipulated in the policy
had been the subject of a special investigation on the part
of the agent. An application had been made for insurance
to the general New Brunswick agents of the respondent
company. They sent up this man Heine to examine the
locus and he was of opinion that there was no risk from
small brush which had been burned about a year before,
and he so advised the company before the policy was
issued. All the facts and circumstances surrounding the
risk were well known to the company, and it fixed the
premium according to the view expressed by Heine.
Whether or not there was a brush risk, the insurance com-
pany was willing to insure, as in fact was done with regard
to some other lumber for the benefit of the appellant com-
pany which was in a brush risk. All the difference was in
the percentage of premium asked for. After having had
the ground thoroughly examined by the representative
and after having had a report from the latter that in the
case in question there was no brush risk and after having
then charged a premium of 21 per cent instead of 5 per

(1) L.R. 19 Eq. 485, 495. (2) 42 U.C.Q.B. 282.
(3) 47 Can. S.C.R. 216.
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cent, can this insurance company be permitted now to 1923
claim that it is not liable if a loss subsequently occurs? W. MALOLM

MACKAY CO.
The courts below have relied on the case of Guimond v. v.

Fidelity-Phoenix Ins. Co. (1). When this latter case was BAMRmIC

decided, there was no statute in New Brunswick provid- ABSURNCE

ing for statutory conditions while now there is such a
statute which might oblige us to construe differently cer- Brodeur J.

tain provisions of the policy now under consideration. We
came to the conclusion in the Guimond Case (1) that the
persons to whom the insured applied for insurance were
not the agents of the insurer. In this case, there is not the
least doubt that Heine was the representative and agent
of the insurer.

The following cases are authority for the proposition
that in the present case the insurance company should be
declared liable. National Benefit Life Assur. Co. v. McCoy
(2); Kline Brothers v. Dominion Fire Ins. Co. (3); In re
Universal Non-Tariff Fire Ins. Co. (4). I may also refer
to Halsbury, vol. 17, age 534, where it is said:-

If the agent of the insurance office takes upon himself the respon-
sibility of surveying and describing the property, any misdescription by
him of the property cannot be imputed to the assured and if the property
is consequently misdescribed in the policy the instrument, if necessary,
may be rectified.

In view of my conclusion on the above point, it is not
necessary for me to consider whether the 300 feet clause
was a condition to the terms of the policy in issue and
whether the statutory conditions of the Fire Policies Act
of New Brunswick should apply.
* The appeal should be allowed with costs throughout
and judgment should be rendered for the plaintiff for the
amount of the loss which was fixed by agreement at the
sum of $5,361.71.

MIGNAULT J.-I think that what has been termed the
warranty clause is a condition of the policies and not a
description of the risk insured against. Being a condition,
it is governed by the New Brunswick Fire Insurance
Policies Act (3 Geo. V, ch. 26). Section 4 of the statute

(1) 47 Can. S.C.R. 216. (3) 119121 47 Can. S.C.R. 252.
(2) [19181 57 Can. S.C.R. 29, (4) L.R. 19 Eq. 485.

fit p. 34.
57041-3A
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1923 contains an imperative rule, which must be observed by
W. MALCOLM the insurer who desires to vary the statutory conditions,
MACKAY CO.

VY. or to omit any of them, or to add new conditions, and
BRfIsH requires that such conditions be printed in conspicuous
AMERICA

AssURANCE type, and in ink of a different colour and with the heading
CO. " Variations in Conditions." The sanction of this rule is

Mignault J that, unless the condition is distinctly indicated as above
mentioned, or to the like effect, it is not valid and binding
on the assured. The insurer here did not comply with this
rule. My learned colleagues have to my mind successfully
distinguished this case from the Curtis's & Harvey Case
(1), and I need not repeat what they have said. On this
point the judgment appealed from cannot be sustained.

The respondent's agent, Heine, having inspected this
risk, measured the distance between the lumber and the
nearest bush, and reported that there was a clear space of
300 feet between the lumber and any standing wood, brush
or forest, and the so-called warranty clause having been
inserted in the policies on Heine's representations, I would
think that the respondent should not now be allowed to
dispute liability on the ground that the facts so repre-
sented were not true. No change in the situation of the
lumber was made by the appellant who throughout acted
in good faith, relying on Heine's representations. There
is, therefore, much more here than mere knowledge by the
insured of the situation of the property, and this dis-
tinguishes this case from Guimond v. Fidelity-Phoenix Ins.
Co. (2).

The first ground of appeal, however, suffices to dispose
of the case in favour of the appellant.

I would allow the appeal with costs and give judgment
to the appellant for the amount of the verdict with interest
and costs throughout.

Appeal allowed with costs.
Solicitor for the appellant: Fred R. Taylor.
Solicitors for the respondent: Teed & Teed.

(2) 47 Can. S.C.R. 216.
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THE CITY OF MONTREAL (DEFENDANT) . APPELLANT; 1923

AND *Feb. 19.

T. LESAGE (PLAINTIFF) ................. .RESPONDENT. *April 3.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL SIDE,
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Municipal corporation-Negligence-Water pipes-Damages to property-
Onus-Art. 1054 C.C.

Upon an action brought by the owner of an immovable for damages
caused by flooding due to the bursting of water pipes, a municipal
corporation is liable under article 1054 C.C., unless it establishes that
it was " unable by reasonable means to prevent the act (le fait)
which caused the damage." Quebec R.L.H. & P. Co. v. Vandry
([1920] A.C. 662) and The City of Montreal v. Watt & Scott ([19221
2 A.C. 555) followed; and in order to bring itself within the exculpatory
clause of article 1054 C.C., it is not sufficient for the appellant to
prove that the cause of the bursting is unknown.

Judgment of the Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 33 K.B. 458) affirmed.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, Appeal Side, province of Quebec (1), affirming the
judgment of the Superior Court, Lafontaine J. and main-
taining the respondent's action.

The material facts of the case and the questions at issue
are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg-
ments now reported.

Chs. Laurendeau K.C. and G. St. Pierre K.C. for the
appellant. The appellant, to be relieved from liability, was
not obliged to prove fortuitous event, vis major or fault of
the respondent, but it was sufficient to prove that it had
acted with reasonable care and had adopted reasonable
means to prevent the accident. The cause of the accident
cannot be explained; all possible causes were examined
and discussed by expert witnesses who testified that the
accident is not attributable to any of them.

Paul Rainville K.C. for the respondent. Under article
1054 C.C., the appellant is responsible for the damages
caused to the respondent by a thing which was under its
care and control.

IDINGTON J.-The respondent sued the appellant for
damages to his buildings on the corner of Cadieux and De-

*PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) [19221 Q.R. 33 K.B. 458.
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1923 Montigny streets in said city, on the 25th April, 1919, by
CrIy OP reason of the water pipes used by appellant on DeMontigny

MOMREAL
v. street in front of respondent's said building having burst

LESAE. and through the rupture so produced poured millions of
Idington J. gallons of water upon said buildings or the ground adjacent

to the foundation thereof.
The learned trial judge maintained the respondent's

claim and assessed the damages at $3,000.
The Court of King's Bench unanimously upheld the

said judgment. Each of the five members thereof who
heard said appeal gave written reasons in support of their
said judgment founding the action upon the obligations
resting upon appellant by virtue of Art. 1054 of the Civil
Code.

The appellant's counsel admitted in answer to a ques-
tion I put to him that he did not deny that the burden of
rebutting a presumption created by the relevant law and
fact against the appellant rested upon it.

I fail to see how that can be held to have been discharged
by the evidence upon which he relied.

I do not propose going into a detailed account thereof
and of the evidence adduced by the respondent.

I have considered same and the arguments adduced by
counsel on each side resting respectively upon that class
of evidence given on behalf of their respective clients.

If as the witnesses for appellant pretend that they can-
not account for the repeated bursting of parts of said pipe
and. we are asked to allow this appeal because the appel-
lant's employees cannot find anything to account for such
bursting, I respectfully submit that they have not duly
investigated the possible causes.

One of these witnesses admitted there had been water
pipes in the city which lasted for forty years without burst-
ing. No attempt was made to compare such enduring
water pipes with those in question and to learn how it came
about that the one set lasted so well and so long without
bursting and this later structure had a dozen ruptures
within ten years.

Is it conceivable that such a state of things is to con-
tinue and owners of property to suffer loss at such a rate

[1923]356
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because appellant's employees will not listen to what others 1923
say and are blind to what experience demonstrates? Crry oF

MONTREAL
Such a case as appellant sets up does not present any- V.

thing upon which we should say that it had discharged the LESAGE.

burden cast upon it by law. Idington J.
Nor do I find any error in the law as presented by the

several judges below.
The question of damages, concurrently agreed upon by

both courts, is one with which we should not interfere in
such a case.

I am of the opinion that this appeal should be dismissed
with costs.

DUFF J.-I concur with Mr. Justice Brodeur.

ANGLIN J.-The impression left on my mind by a study
of the somewhat voluminous record in this case cannot be
better expressed than in the sentence in which the lamented
Chief Justice Lamothe stated his conclusion:

La preuve, telle que faite, ne nous permet pas de dire que le fait
d6terminant des dommages, causa causans, n'aurait pu Atre empich6.

Having regard to the history of the conduit-twelve
breaks, many of them serious, within ten years in the other
two sections-I am not so clearly convinced that the defend-
ants were unable by any reasonable means to prevent the
act (le fait) which caused the damage to the plaintiff's
property (City of Montreal v. Watt & Scott (1) ), that I
would feel justified in reversing the judgment of the
Superior Court unanimously affirmed by the Court of
King's Bench, notwithstanding the fact that a majority of
the learned judges of the latter court appear to have pro-
ceeded on a view of the effect of the judgment of the
Judicial Committee in Quebec Ry. L.H. & P. Co. v. Vandry
(2), which must, in the light of the " addition " made to
it in the later judgment in City of Montreal v. Watt and
Scott (1), now be deemed somewhat exaggerated.

While proof of fault dans locum injuriae is certainly
lacking, the burden thrown on the defendants by the Van-
dry decision (2) of bringing themselves within the excul-
patory clause of article 1054 C.C., even as tempered by the
" addition " made by their Lordships in the Watt and Scott

(1) [1922] 2 A.C. 555.
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1923 Case (1), remains so onerous that I am not satisfied it has
Crry OF been discharged. That burden is, of course, enormously

MONTREAL
v. increased where, as here, the cause of the accident is

LESAGE. unknown.
Anglin J. It would require a very strong case indeed to justify

interference with the assessment of the plaintiff's damages,
unanimously confirmed by the Court of King's Bench.
Such a case has not been made out.

The appeal in my opinion fails.

BRODEUR J.-L'article 1054 du Code Civil, apr~s avoir
6nonc6 le principe qu'une personne est responsable du dom-
mage caus6 par la faute de ceux dont elle a le contr8le,
ajoute qu'elle est aussi responsable du dommage caus6 " par
les choses qu'elle a sous sa garde."

L'article 6numbre ensuite quels sont ceux qui sont sous
contr8le au sens de cet article, et ajoute:

La responsabilit6 ci-dessus a lieu seulement lorsque la personne qui
y est assujettie ne peut prouver qu'elle n'a pu empicher le fait qui a
caus4 le dommage.

Le dommage caus6 par une chose n'a pas donn6 lieu
d'abord dans notre jurisprudence A l'application du prin-
cipe que celui qui en avait la garde pouvait 6carter la
responsabilit6 en prouvant qu'il n'avait pu emp&cher le
fait qui avait caus6 ce dommage. Mais la thiorie du risque
professionnel, qui a td favoris6 par certains auteurs, et
surtout par Saleilles, h la fin du sidcle dernier et au com-
mencement de celui-ci, a donn6 lieu h une certaine in-
d6cision dans la jurisprudence frangaise et dans la n~tre.
Cette cour, dans cette c6l6bre cause de Shawinigan Carbide
Co. v. Doucet (1), a 6t6 6galement divis6e sur la question
de savoir s'il y avait pr6somption de faute contre le pro-
pri6taire dans le cas ot le dommage 6tait cause par sa chose.
Cette opinion de la cour supreme a 6t6 savanment exami-
n6e dans la Revue Trimestrielle du Droit Civil, Vol. 10
(1911), page 23.

En 1915, cette question de la responsibilit4 fut discut6e
devant nous dans cette c6l6bre cause de Vandry v. Quebec
Ry. L.H. & P. Co. (2), et 1A encore nous voyons une grande
divergence d'opinion.

(1) [1909] 42 Can. S.C.R. 281.
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En 1918, la mime question a 6t6 soulevie de nouveau 1923
devant nous dans une cause de Norcross v. Gohier (1), et crry oF

MONTREALnous avons d6cid6 que le dommage caus6 par une chose V.
cr6e contre le propri6taire une prisomption de faute qu'il "^"'
est tenu de repousser. Brodeur J.

En 1920, le Conseil Priv6 a tranch cette question d'onus
probandi en d6cidant dans la cause ci-dessus mentionn6 de
Vandry v. Quebec Ry. L.H. & P. Co. (2),
that a person capable of discerning right from wrong is responsible, with-
out proof of negligence, for damage caused by things which he has under
his care, unless he establishes that he was unable to prevent the event
which caused the damage.

Et dans une cause encore plus r~cente, d6cid6e par le
conseil priv6, savoir celle de City of Montreal v. Watt &
Scott (3), le conseil priv6 a maintenu le principe qu'il avait
6nonc6 dans la cause de Vandry (2), en y ajoutant cepen-
dant ceci:-

In their Lordships' views " unable to prevent the damage complained
of " means: " unable by reasonable means." It does not denote an
absolute inability.

Je n'ai pas besoin de faire une revue de la jurisprudence
et de la doctrine en France sur cette question de la res-
ponsabilit6 de la chose et sur l'onus probandi; mais nous
constatons qu'il y eut 1I aussi pendant un grand nombre
d'ann6es une grande incertitude. Dalloz, 1897.1.433; Le
centenaire du code civil p. 33; Dalloz, 1900.2.289; Dalloz,
1904.2.257; Dalloz, 1905.2.417; Dalloz, 1906.2.249; Dalloz,
1908.1.217; Dalloz, 1909.1.73 (note de Planiol); Dalloz,
1910.1.17 (note de Desmain); Dalloz, 1913.1.427; Dalloz,
1914.1.303; Laurent, vol. 20, no. 475; Planiol, vol. 2, no.
930; Saleilles, Revue de Jurisprudence, 1911; Colin & Capi-
tant, vol. 2, p. 291.

Le principe est maintenant parfaitement bien 6tabli tant
dans notre jurisprudence que dans la jurisprudence fran-
gaise que le dommage caus6 par le fait des choses qu'on a
sous sa garde 6tablit une prisomption de faute.

Il s'agit maintenant de savoir quelle preuve est exig6e
pour faire disparaitre cette prisomption de faute.

D'abord, quelle est la faute dont le d6biteur doit 6tre
tenu responsable? La doctrine enseigne que la faute la

(1) [19181 56 Can. S.C.R. 415. (2) [19201 A.C. 662.
(3) [19221 2 A.C. 555.
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1923 plus ligbre suffirait pour faire rejeter l'excuse d'impossi-
crry OF bilit6 6nonc6e. La loi ne peut balancer entre celui qui a

MONrREAL
V. commis une faute mime l6gbre et celui qui a souffert sans

LESAGE. en avoir commis aucune. Quiconque suivant la doctrine a
Brodeur J. caus6 ou occasionn6 du dommage doit le r6parer. Toullier,

vol. 11 no. 264; Laurent, vol. 20, no. 475.
On enseigne g6ndralement en France que l'excuse d'im-

possibilit6 peut s'appliquer dans le cas oi' il y a eu cas
fortuit, force majeure, ou faute de la victime.

Le Conseil Priv6, dans la cause de La Citg de Montr6al v.
Watt & Scott (1), aprbs avoir d6clar6 que le d6biteur, pour
s'exon6rer, doit montrer d'une manibre raisonnable qu'il
n'a pu empicher le fait qui a caus6 le dommage, ajoute que
le cas fortuit et la force majeure pourraient en cons6quence
produire cette exoneration.

Je considbre que si le d6biteur n'apporte pas une preuve
formelle et d6cisive, s'il se contente de prouver qu'il ne con-
naft pas la cause de l'accident, il ne d6truit pas la pr6somp-
tion de faute 6dict6e contre lui.

Dans le cas actuel, la cit6 de Montr6al a tent6 de prouver
qu'elle ne connaissait pas la cause de l'accident. Mais en
mime temps il est d6montr6 que les conduites d'eau qui se
sont bris6es et qui ont caus6 les dommages n'6taient pas
placbes assez profond6ment dans la terre et qu'elles 6taient
soumises A 1'action de la gel6e, pour partie du moins, la
partie sup6rieure 6tant en contact avec la terre gel~e pen-
dant que la partie inf6rieure reposait sur une couche plus
chaude. II pouvait se produire alors une diff6rence de dila-
tation qui a pu affaiblir la conduite et occasionner la rup-
ture. Cela est d'autant plus possible que plusieurs ruptures
ont eu lieu dans ces dernibres annies et qu'elles se sont
toutes produites, & l'exception d'une, A l'6poque oit la terre
gelait ou digelait.

De plus, on n'a pas suivi les devis. Ces devis avaient 6t6
faits avec beaucoup de soin par les officiers techniques de
la cit6 de Montrial. Pourquoi ne pas avoir pourvu alors

ce que ces sp&cifications soient en tous points observ6es?
Maintenant plusieurs accidents semblables se sont pro-

duits et je ne vois pas que la cit6 ait pris des mesures 6ner-

(1) [1922] 2 A.C. 555.
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giques pour tAcher de pr6venir ces accidents dans l'avenir. 1923

II parait 6galement que des conduites avec un diambtre Crry oF
MONTREAL

aussi consid6rable que celui dont on s'est servi offrent une V.
source de dangers plus consid6rables. LESAGE.

Pour ces raisons, je considbre que la cit6 de Montr6al n'a Brodeur J.

pas 6tabli qu'elle n'a pas pu empicher le fait qui a engag6
sa responsabilit6. En consequence le jugement qui l'a con-
damn6e doit 6tre maintenu et l'appel doit 6tre renvoy6 avec
d6pens.

MIGNAULT J.-The Court of King's Bench in deciding
this case followed the decision of the Privy Council in
Quebec Railway, Light, Heat & Power Co. v. Vandry (1),
the majority of the learned judges being of the opinion
that under that decision, where damage is caused by a
thing under the care of the defendant, the latter cannot
claim the benefit of the exculpatory paragraph of Art.
1054 of the Quebec Civil Code unless he shews that the
act (le fait) which caused the damage amounted to a cas
fortuit or force majeure. Since the judgment of the Court
of King's Bench was rendered, their Lordships of the
Judicial Committee in City of Montreal v.- Watt & Scott,
Limited (2), explained the meaning of their decision in the
Vandry Case (1), and said at p. 563:-

The only addition to the views expressed in Vandry's Case (1), which
was not necessary there but is necessary here, is that in their Lordships'
view " unable to prevent the damage complained of " means " unable by
reasonable means." It does not denote an absolute inability. If, there-
fore, the storm in question could be described as a cas fortuit or force
majeure, and if the appellants had shewn that they had constructed the
sewer of a size sufficient to meet all reasonable expectations there would,
in their Lordships' view, have been a case where the exculpatory para-
graph would have applied.

While the reference to the storm there in question might
appear to give some support to the opinion expressed in
the court below that the defendant cannot claim the benefit
of the exculpatory paragraph of article 1054 C.C. unless he
shews that the act which caused the damage can be
described as a cas fortuit or force majeure, it seems to me
that the language of their Lordships should not be so con-
strued. For were the defendant constrained to go the
length. of proving that the accident which caused the dam-

(1) [1920] A.C. 662. (2) [19221 2 A.C. 555.
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1923 age was a cas fortuit or the result of force majeure, he would
Crry OF be obliged to establish " an absolute inability " to prevent

MoNrREAL.
.A the damage complained of, and their Lordships are very

LESAGE. careful to state that " unable to prevent the damage " does
Mignault J. not denote such an inability, but means " unable by reason-

able means," which of course excludes the idea of irresistible
force as a necessary element of exculpation. It follows that
I cannot agree with the view expressed by the majority of
the learned judges of the Court of King's Bench that the
defendant here was obliged to shew that the damage was
caused by a cas fortuit or resulted from force majeure.

Nevertheless the question remains whether the city of
Montreal has established that it could not, by reasonable
means, prevent the bursting of the pipe which caused the
damage complained of. It is certainly no defence to say
that the cause of the bursting is unknown.

Under all the circumstances it can reasonably be inferred
that there was a flaw in the pipe which burst, for of course
the bursting was not without a cause. This pipe formed
part of a water distribution system carrying the water
by means of a thirty-inch main pipe which extended some
18,000 feet from Aqueduct street to DeLorimier avenue.
It was manufactured by the Canada Iron Corporation,
Limited, of Three Rivers, in 1910 and was laid down in
that year. This distribution system had three distinct
sections however, manufactured under separate contracts,
and in the section where the accident occurred this was the
first case of the bursting of a pipe. There were, it is true,
blow-outs in the other sections, but as they may have hap-
pened through causes that are not disclosed I do not think
that they should be considered here. So we have the mere
fact of this accident, without any similar occurrence in this
section to indicate a weakness in the pipes:

That the appellant was at considerable pains to secure
proper pipes for its water distribution system is shewn by
the following " considrant " of the learned trial judge:

Consid6rant que si dans la confection des conduites dont la d6fende-
resse s'est servie, et dans le choix des mat~riaux employ6s, ainsi que dans
la confection des travaux d'installation et le posage des divers tuyaux
servant A conduire l'eau, dont 'un s'est bris6, la cit4 de Montr6al parait,
suivant la preuve, avoir mis tout le soin et pris toutes les pricautions
que la science, I'art et 1'expirience peuvent sugg~rer en semblable cas,
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et si avant de s'en servir, les divers tuyaux dont 'ensemble forme l'une 1923
des conduites principales du systine d'aquedue de la d6fenderesse, out C O

t6 soumis A de s6rieuses exp6riences qui ont demontr6 qu'ils pouvaient MONTREAL
8tre employds avec s~curit6, tout de m~me la d6fenderesse n'en a pas moins V.
pris un risque en employant des tuyaux qui A cause de leur diam~tre LESAGE.

consid~rable ou pour des causes inconnues pr~sentaient certain danger Mignault J.
suivant la science et 1'expdrience.

The learned trial judge had in a preceding " consid6rant,"
placed the liability of the appellant upon article 1054 C.C.,
but perhaps as to this " considerant," I may say that in my
opinion the mere use of a thirty-inch pipe, which was no
doubt necessary to carry a sufficient supply of water in a
city of the size of Montreal, does not appear to be a safe
ground for a judgment condemning the city to pay dam-
ages when, as the learned trial judge finds, the civic author-
ities took all the precautions which science, art and experi-
ence could suggest, and when the pipes were submitted to
serious tests showing that they could be used with safety.
But the weakness of the appellant's case under article 1054
C.C. is that, in relation to the accident which caused the
damage, its evidence, apart from proof of the precautions
to which I have referred, is chiefly of a negative character,
the attempt being to shew that the accident could not be
explained. What was neccessary was to prove that the
accident could not have been prevented by reasonable
means. And to my mind, after carefully reading the appel-
lant's evidence, one fact stands out as a possible cause of
the bursting. The pipe in question was placed in a trench
and was covered only by two feet four inches of earth and
asphalt paving. Frost, it is shewn, extends much deeper
than that, and in winter the top of the pipe was in frozen
earth, while the bottom was probably below the line of
frost, thus causing a tension which tended to weaken the
pipes. Accidents did not take place for several years, but
as time went on and the pipe was winter after winter
exposed to these strains, its force of resistance was no doubt
decreased. In cross-examination, Mr. Vanier, the appel-
lant's principal expert witness, admits the possibility of
an accident under these circumstances. I will quote a short
passage from his testimony:

Q. Mais est-ce que, sous I'influence du froid et sous 1'influence de la
chaleur, lors du d6gel, ce tuyau n'6tait pas soumis A une dilatation, A une
contraction h chaque changement de saison?
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1923 R. C'est comme tous les tuyaux d'aqueduc, c'est justement ce point-lb,

CITY OF que je touchais tout h Pheure, ces cas des diff6rences de temp6rature iL
MONTREAL l'interieur et h 1'extbrieur du tuyau, qui peuvent avoir une influence sur

V. la fonte.
LESAGE. Q. Et 6tant donn6 que dans tous les tuyaux il y aurait ou peut y

Mignault j. avoir des " cooling strains," est-ce que ce ne serait pas de nature A
- soumettre ces tuyaux & une tension telle que le tuyau, & un certain mo-

ment, devient trop faible pour r6sister 6 la pression de l'eau int6rieure?
R. C'est possible thdoriquement, c'est possible, mais ce n'est pas

d6montr6.

It is not sufficient to say " ga n'est pas demontr6," for
the respondent did not have to explain the bursting, the
burden being on the appellant to shew that it could not
have prevented it. And here is an admitted possible cause
of the accident which the appellant has not excluded by the
evidence which it adduced, as the quotation from Mr.
Vanier's testimony shews.

There is no doubt that article 1054 C.C. as now construed
imposes a very serious responsibility on municipal corpora-
tions which in the interest of their citizens have installed
public services. But this is really a question of policy for
the consideration of the legislature, for the law, however
rigorous it may seem, must be applied to public bodies as
well as to private individuals. I therefore think that the
evidence adduced by the appellant does not entitle it to
claim the benefit of the exculpatory paragraph of article
1054.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.
Solicitors for the appellant: Jarry, Damphouse, Butler &

St. Pierre.
Solicitors for the respondent: Rainville & Rainville.
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LONDON GUARANTEE AND ACCI- 1923

DENT COMPANY (DEFENDANT).... APPELLANT; *Mar. 1.

AND 
*Apr. 3.

J. F. SOWARDS (PLAINTIFF) ............ .RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ONTARIO

Insurance, accident-Automobile---Collision with other automobile, vehicle
or object-Contact with highway-Excessive speed-Motor vehicles
Act, R.S.O. [19141 c. 207; 7 Geo. V, c. 49, s. 14 (0).

An automobile was insured against loss or damage by " being in accidental
collision * * * with any other automobile, vehicle or object."

Held, reversing the Judgment of the Appellate Division (52 Ont. L.R. 39)
that the automobile, coming into contact with the earth by being
capsized after striking a rut in the road, was not in " collision " within
the meaning of that term in the policy.

Effect of speed beyond the legal rate, the car not being driven by the
insured, discussed.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appellate Division of
the Supreme Court of Ontario (1) reversing the judgment
on the trial in favour of the defendant company.

The material facts are sufficiently indicated in the above
head-note.

Grant K.C. and Swabey for the appellant. The word
"object " in the clause describing the risk insured should
be construed as something of the nature of " other auto-
mobile " and " vehicle." See Hals. Laws of England, vol. 7,
page 516, par. 1038.

No authority can be found for saying that an upset
results in a collision. In the United States there is author-
ity to the contrary. Bell v. American Ins. Co. (2); Stuht
v. United States Fidelity and Guarantee Co. (3).

If the car was driven at an illegal rate of speed the
plaintiff cannot recover. O'Hearn v. Yorkshire Ins. Co.
(4).

D. L. McCarthy K.C. and Rigney K.C. for the respond-
ent referred to Berry on Automobiles (3 ed.), page 1518,
Huddy (6 ed.), 1038.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.

(1) 52 Ont. L.R. 39. (3) 154 Pac. Rep. 137.
(2) 181 N.W. Rep. 733; 57 Ins. (4) 51 Ont. L.R. 130.

L.J. 546.
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1923 THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I concur in allowing this appeal.
LONDON I would restore the judgment of the trial judge dismissing

GUARANTEE
AND the action with costs.

AcCIDENT
Co. IDINGTON J.-The respondent as owner of an automo-
V.

sowAnAs. bile having had it insured by the appellant against
- J being in accidental collision, during the period insured, with any other

Idington J automobile, vehicle or object, excluding (1) loss or damage from fire
or theft, however caused; (2) loss or damage to any tire due to puncture,
cut, gash, blowout or other ordinary tire trouble; and excluding in any event
loss or damage to any tire unless caused in an accidental collision which
also causes other loss or damage to the insured automobile
brought this action thereon to recover damages for alleged
losses within the meaning thereof.

The automobile in question was in charge of the respond-
ent's son and driven by him when the accident in ques-
tion took place, on the road from Odessa to Kingston
early in the morning of 4th May, 1921.

He was accompanied by a single companion. They are
the only witnesses having a direct personal knowledge of
the accident.

The son, after telling the story of his drive, states the
accident as follows:-

Q. You speak of there being a culvert?-A. Yes.
Q. Describe the culvert, please?-A. The culvert was slightly raised

off the road.
Q. What is your idea of slightly?-A. Up like that.
Q. How high?-A. I suppose it would be eighteen inches, twelve or

eighteen inches.
Q. Do you mean the ground or top would be eighteen inches from

the level of the road?-A. Yes.
Q. Do you know how the road was approaching the culvert and just

over it when you left it?-A. All I know when I went over I struck and
the wheel went out of my hand.

Q. A hole?-A. The wheel went out of my hand.
Q. How do you mean?-A. The wheel hit the hole and swerved out.
Q. Is that what caused the car-continue now as minutely as you

can as to what happened; you say you went over the culvert and struck
a hole?-A. Yes.

Q. Then what happened?-A. The front wheel of the car left the
road and went down in the ditch and I put on a little more speed to try
and climb to the top of the road; I couldn't make it and she slid and went
over upside down.

Q. Do I understand one wheel of the car adhered to the surface or
top of the road and the other wheel was down in the ditch?-A. The
front and back wheels were down in the ditch and the other two wheels
were down on the road.

Q. Would that be the right wheel down in the ditch?-A. Yes, the
right wheel was in the ditch and the left on the road.

[19231366
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Q. You told me about doing something?-A. I turned the wheel, put 1923
on a little more speed to try and climb to the level of the road. LONDON

Q. Tried to get back on the road?-A. The back wheel slewed and GUARANTEE

she turned over. AND

It is claimed that this incident which was followed as ACoENT
result of said effort at recovery by a turning over of the V.
car to its left side and being pressed a bit further onward S
on that side, was a collision within the meaning of the Idington J.

above quoted insurance.
The learned trial judge held that this striking of the

earth was not a collision within said insurance any more
than, if the car had been struck by an aerolite or if some-
one fired a rifle ball through the tire, the car would be in
a collision.

The Divisional Court of Appeal for Ontario reversed
this finding and held it was a collision within the meaning
of said insurance as above expressed.

We have had that question fully argued out. And less
fully another I am presently about to refer to.

In this connection we have had pressed upon us as usual
in such like cases, the application of the ejusdem generis
rule. I

I prefer wherever possible in regard to the application
of said rule to adopt the mode of thought given expres-
sion to by the late Lord Macnaghten in the case of Thames
& Mersey Marine Ins. Co. v. Hamilton, Fraser & Co. (1),
as follows:-

Your Lordships were asked to draw the line and to give an exact
and authoritative definition of the meaning of the expression "perils of
the sea" in connection with the general words. For my part I decline
to attempt any such task. I do not think it is possible to frame a defini-
tion which would include every case proper to be included, and no other.
I think that each case must be considered with reference to its own cir-
cumstances and that the circumstances of each case must be looked at
in a broad common sense view and not by the light of strained analogies
and fanciful resemblances.

Applying that to the facts in question as above related
I fail to see herein how the rough treatment even a driver
gets by running into a rut on the road, which was (save
rate of speed and want of care) the sole originating cause
of all else that happened and is herein in question, can be

(1) 12 App. Cas. 484, at page 502.
57041-4
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1923 classed under the term collision as used in above quoted
LONDON insurance.

GUARANTEE
AND With great respect I cannot see the necessity for elabor-

ACcoNT ating further this branch of the case.
so The clause read in the light of common sense should

WARDS, not, and I respectfully submit never was intended by the
Idington J.- contracting parties to, indemnify an owner for damages

flowing from such a cause.
The learned trial judge, besides holding that the case

as presented did not fall within the meaning of the insur-
ance clause relied upon, found as a fact that the appel-
lant's son was, at the time in question, driving at a rate
of speed which exceeded that of the twenty-five miles an
hour limit allowed by the Motor Vehicles Act 9 Geo. V,
c. 57, sec. 3.

Upon that ground also he rested his judgment.
A perusal of the entire evidence leads me to agree with

this finding .of the learned trial judge; and at all events
in face of the peculiar nature of much of said evidence the
finding of the learned trial judge I respectfully submit
should not have been disturbed.

And thereupon I am strongly of the impression that in
law an insurance company cannot legally insure the owner
of an automobile against anything arising out of driving
at a prohibited rate of speed.

The cases cited by the learned trial judge and others
cited by counsel do not (though some of them are illumi-
native of the law involved) by any means finally and con-
clusively dispose of this question in the way I should like
to see it settled.

To illustrate my way of looking at it I would refer to
the case of Webster v. De Tastet (1), and the remarks in
regard thereto in Pollock on Contracts, page 306, and the
reason given for the decision. Yet the Merchant Shipping
Act of 1854 had apparently eliminated the said reason.

Although the said case seems to have been given due
weight in the case of -Cohen v. Kittell (2), many years
after said Act, yet under the legislation here in question
that may not help.

(2) [18891 22 Q.B.D. 680.

[1923]
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In a somewhat analogous manner we are met with the a2
peculiar provision which has resulted from the several LONDON

GUARANTEE
amendments to section 19 of the Motor Vehicles Act AND

which, before these amendments, read as follows:- ACo.cNT
19. The owner of a motor vehicle shall be responsible for any viola- v.

tion of this Act or of any regulation prescribed by the Lieutenant-Gov- SOWARDs.
ernor in Council. Idigton J.

The first two lines continue the same throughout all the -

amendments.
What does this section mean? To whom is the owner

responsible? Is he to indemnify him who has been penal-
ized? Or him who has suffered injury? If not something
like that is it to be interpreted as rendering the owner
liable to be convicted? If so why is it not so expressed as
plainly as in section 28 of the same Act?

The persistent observance of the same expression in the
several amendments in later sessions, suggests something
possibly different from the intention of imposing liability
to a conviction for the like penalty imposed upon him
actually committing the offence.

If the latter meaning it would not be as clear as the
case of Coppen v. Moore (1), relied upon by the respond-
ents, for the Act there in question expressly declared that
the owner, subject to certain limitations, would be guilty
of the offence there in question.

I incline to the opinion that whichever of the two mean-
ings I have suggested as applicable to the responsibility
of the owner under said section may be the correct one,
that it would be against public policy for the appellant
to attempt to insure against the risk of speed, beyond the
statutory limitations, and hence void if so interpreted.

Yet as there is a decided difference arguable and in the
one view possibly the result I incline to not maintainable
and the distinction was not grappled with in argument, I
prefer resting my opinion on the merits of this appeal
upon the first ground taken alone.

Indeed there may, as happened in the Merchants Ship-
ping Act, be some legislative amendment which has
escaped my attention.

I submit that the Act now in question may well be
amended so as to render the question beyond dispute.

(1) [18981 2 K.B. 306.
57041--41
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1923 I would allow this appeal with costs here and in the
LONDON Court of Appeal and restore the judgment of the learned

GUARANTEE
AND trial judge.

AcCIDNT
Co. DUFF J.-
V.

SowARD8. The risk insured against is the risk of loss
Duff j by being in accidental collision * * * with any other automobile,

- vehicle or object.

The respondent's automobile capsized and was damaged
in consequence. The appeal turns upon the point (sub-
ject to another element in the case which I shall presently
discuss) whether or not what happened falls within the
words describing the risk. In other words, whether in the
circumstances it can be fairly affirmed that the automo-
bile was " in accidental collision " with an " other auto-
mobile, vehicle or object," within the meaning of the
policy.

I am not disposed to agree that the word " object " can
be limited in deference to noscitur a sociis or to the prin-
ciple of ejusdem generis to the degree for which Mr. Grant
contends. I am inclined to think that the broader idea,
that of " conveyance," must be ascribed to " vehicle " in
this connection, and that so read it would express every-
thing falling within the word " automobile." In all the
instances put, there is conveyance; in the case of the loco-
motive stone crusher, for example, there is conveyance of
the mass of the locomotive. Nevertheless I am not dis-
posed to disagree with the view of the learned trial judge
that some significance must be attached to the words
" automobile " and " vehicle," and that the presence of
these words limits the scope of the word " object "
-at least sufficiently to exclude from the class of perils
insured against, impact of the body of the motor upon
the earth resulting from collapse or capsize. I agree
also with the learned trial judge that " collision " is not a
word which anybody would be likely to use in this con-
text to describe impact upon the earth involved in col-
lapse or capsize. I think, moreover, that it is not a mean-
ing which anybody receiving a policy of insurance would
on reading the policy be likely, without a good deal of
reflection and analysis, to ascribe to the word " collision."
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I have considered carefully the judgment delivered in 1923
the Appellate Division, and while I agree that there are dif- QLNDON

GUARANTEE
ficulties in drawing an abstract line between cases in AND

respect of which good reasons might be given for bringing Co.
them within the language of the policy, and cases which V.
ought to be excluded, I must say with the most unaffected -

respect that I think the cases mentioned, capsize and col- Duff J.

lapse and consequential impact upon the earth of the body
of the car, very clearly fall on the other side of the line.

It appears that after the capsize of the car it came into
violent contact with a boulder, and I was disposed to
think on the argument that sufficient attention had not
been paid to the question whether the damage to the car
was in part due to this impact. The learned trial judge,
however, has found, and I think not without good warrant
on the evidence, that the damage was entirely due to what
occurred before the collision with the boulder.

This is sufficient to dispose of the appeal, but I cannot take
leave of the appeal without expressing my opinion in con-
currence with the view of the Appellate Division that there
is nothing in the common law and nothing in the Ontario
statute relied upon which disqualifies the owner of an
automobile or other vehicle or the owner of a ship from
contracting for indemnity for loss arising from accidents
due to the negligence (in which he is not personally impli-
cated) of his servants or his licensees. The principle in-
voked by the learned trial judge under which he held the
plaintiff to be disqualified, was discussed in Weld-Blundell
v. Stephens (1), and the following passage from the judg-
ment of Kennedy J. in Burrows v. Rhodes (2), was ap-
proved by Lord Wrenbury at p. 998 and adopted by him
as a correct statement of the law upon the point:-

It has, I think long been settled law that if an act is manifestly unlaw-
ful, or the doer of it knows it to be unlawful, as constituting either a
civil wrong or a criminal offence, he cannot maintain an action for con-
tribution or for indemnity against the liability which results to him there-
from. An express promise of indemnity to him for the commission of
such an act is void.

I agree with the Appellate Division that the circum-
stances of this case do not bring it within that principle.

(2) [18991 1 Q.B. 816, at p.-828.
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1923 ANGLIN J.-The material facts of this case appear in
LONDON the reports of it in the provincial courts, 52 Ont. L.R. 39;

GUARANTEE
AND 22 Ont. W.N. 513.

AccmENT In order to recover the plaintiff was obliged to establish
Co.
V. that the damage sued for was sustained by his automobile

SOWARDS. by being in accidental collision with any (some) other automobile,
Anglin j. vehicle or object.

- The policy so limits the risk.
The insurance company was relieved of liability by the

learned trial judge on three distinct grounds-that no col-
lision had taken place; that, if there had been a " collision "
it was not with an " object " within the meaning of that
word in the relevant clause of the policy; that the auto-
mobile was driven at an illegal rate of speed and liability
under the policy therefore did not arise.

The Appellate Divisional Court held a contrary opinion
on all three grounds.
. I am, with respect, unable to regard the impact of an

overturned car with the highway on which it was being
driven as a " being in collision " within the meaning of
the clause of the policy above in part quoted. However
comprehensive the meaning to be given to the word
" object " it is quite certain that the coming together of
the automobile and the highway, due to the upsetting of
the former, was not an event which anybody would dream
of describing as a " collision." That word, in my opinion,
is used in the policy in the sense in which it is ordinarily
employed. Injury to the car sustained by its overturning
owing to some defect in the road-bed was a risk which it
was not intended to cover.

But a witness, Wilson, who saw the overturned auto-
mobile after the accident, deposes that, while sliding along
the roadside ditch after overturning, it had come into con-
tact with a large stone; and it is urged that that was a
collision. Assuming the fact to be established, I very
much doubt whether it was a collision within the meaning
of the policy. But it is unnecessary to determine that
question. The learned trial judge, expressly basing his
finding on the credibility of the evidence, says:-

Practically all the damage was caused at once when the car landed
on its right side, and nothing which took place subsequently was of any
consequence.
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The only evidence in the record on the point is to that 1923

effect. It was given by the driver of the car. It has been GONDON
GUARANTEE

urged that his physical condition immediately after the AND
. . ACCIDENT

accident was such that he was incapable of forming any Co.
opinion on such a matter. However that may be and how- So WARDS,

ever likely it may seem that some appreciable part of the -

injury to the car is ascribable to its violent impact with Anglin J.

the stone, there is no evidence to that effect such as might
easily have been obtained from the witness, Wilson, or
from others who examined the car after the accident, if its
appearance warranted such an inference. It must not be
forgotten that the burden of proving that the injuries for
which he claims damages were caused by his automobile
" being in accidental collision " rested on the plaintiff.
That burden he has not discharged. Upon the record be-
fore us I find it impossible to say that the learned trial
judge was clearly wrong in finding, as the plaintiff's son

.deposed, that
practically all the damage was caused at once when the car landed on its
right side.

It is not necessary to pass upon the effect on the plain-
tiff's right to recover of the illegal speed at which his car
was being driven as disclosed by the evidence. I venture
to suggest, however, that an explicit provision in the
Motor Vehicles Act, barring the recovery by an automo-
bile owner or driver of insurance for injury either to the
car owned or driven by him or to the persons or property
of others, to the causing of which the driving of the car at
an illegal rate of speed while under the control of such
owner or of any person in his service or with his privity
had contributed, would not only be commendable on
grounds of public policy, but would also be conducive to
better observance of the speed laws, which are now so
frequently and flagrantly violated.

I would allow the appeal with costs in this court and in
the Appellate Divisional Court and restore the judgment
of the learned trial judge dismissing the action.

BRODEUR J.-The plaintiff Sowards had insured his au-
tomobile with the appellant company and it was stipu-
lated in the policy that there would be indemnity for
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1923 damage in an "accidental collision * * * with any
LONDON other automobile, vehicle or object."

GUARANTEE
AND On the 4th of May, 1921, this automobile struck a hole
CcNT or rather a rut in the road and the machine was upset on
V. its right side and went down in the ditch.

S Was this an accidental collision which entitled the in-
BrodeurJ. sured to claim indemnity?

Collision in such a policy means the act of two vehicles
coming together or of the insured automobile running
against or coming into violent contact with some other
object. Lepman v. Employers' Liability (1). The driving
of an automobile into a hole is not such a collision with
an object as is contemplated by the parties to an insur-
ance policy containing a collision clause. Dougherty v.
Ins. Co. (2).

Accidental collision with the surface of the roadbed in
being turned over was not and could not be contemplated
by the policy. The collision with another automobile or
object could not be considered as covering the case of a
turning over. The upsetting and the collision present dif-
ferent aspects and the parties would not intend insurance
against upsetting when they have provided collision in-
surance. Bell v. American Ins. Co. (3).

It is contended, however, by the plaintiff that when the
automobile was upset, one of the wheels struck a stone
which turned the automobile over to its left side. That
would bring us to consider whether the collision with a
stone in the highway would be covered by the policy. I
would be inclined to think so, because policies of the nature
of the one under consideration permit recovery for in-
juries occasioned .by a collision with either a moving or a
stationary body. Cantwell v. General Accident Insurance
Corp. (4). But the trial judge, on conflicting evidence, has
found that practically all the damage had been caused previ-
ously, when the car was upset for the first time. In view
of this finding, it is not necessary then to decide the ques-
tion whether a stone in a highway would be considered as
one of the objects mentioned in the policy.

(1) 170 Ill. App. 379.
(2) 38 Pa. Co. Ct. 119.

(3) 181 N.W. Rep. 733.
(4) 205 Ill. App. 335.
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I have come to the conclusion that the accident alleged 1923
by the plaintiff did not result in a collision, and it is, there- LONDON

.GUARANTEB
fore, useless to consider the other questions raised on this AND

appeal." ACCDENT
Co.

I am of the opinion that the judgment of the Appellate V.
Division, which maintained the action of the insured, is ARDS.

not well founded. Brodeur J.

The appeal should be allowed with costs throughout
and the plaintiff's action should be dismissed.

MIGNAULT J.-The collision clause in the insurance
policy relied on by the respondent is in the following
terms:-

In consideration of ninety-eight dollars (898.00) premium, this policy
also covers, subject to its other conditions, damage to the automobile and/
or equipment herein described, in excess of twenty-five dollars (625.00)
(each accident being deemed a separate claim and said sum being deducted
from the amount of each claim when determined) by being in accidental col-
hsion during the period insured with any other automobile, vehicle or
object, excluding (1) loss or damage from fire or theft, however caused;
(2) loss or damage to any tire due to puncture, cut, gash, blowout or
other ordinary tire trouble, and excluding in any event loss or damage
to any tire unless caused in an accidental collision which also causes other
loss or damage to the insured automobile.

The learned trial judge found that
practically all the damage was caused at once when the car landed on
its right side and nothing which took place subsequently is of any con-
sequence.

Mr. Justice Ferguson of the Appellate Division, with
whom the other learned judges agreed, expressed the opinion
that the collision was with the highway, and also that the
surface of the highwak was " an object " within the mean-
ing of the policy.

Even granting that in the clause insuring the automo-
bile against damage
by being in accidental collision * * * with any other automobile,
vehicle or object,

the words "or object" are not to be construed according
to the rule n6scitur a sociis, still I cannot bring myself to
believe that what the parties meant was to treat as a col-
lision the overturning of the car. The car was necessarily
in contact with the highway all the time and if it over-
turned or upset, bringing its side, instead of its wheels, in
contact with the roadway, that certainly was not a col-
lision within the meaning of the policy.
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1923 IMy opinion therefore is that the respondent is not en-
LONDON titled to recover from the appellant under the collision

GUARANTEE
AND clause of its insurance policy the damages caused by the

ACcoE. upsetting of the car.
V. I would allow the appeal with costs here and in the

80WARS. Appellate Division and restore the judgment of the learned
Mignault J. trial judge.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Clarke, Swabey & McLean.

Solicitor for the respondent: T. J. Rigney.
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CONTROVERTED ELECTION FOR THE ELECTORAL DISTRICT OF 1923

MOOSE JAW *Feb. 6,7.
*Feb. 20.

R. M. JOHNSON (RESPONDENT) ........... .APPELLANT; -

AND

H. YAKE AND OTHERS (PETITIONERS) ...... .RESPONDENTS.

Election law-Candidate-Official agent-Corrupt and illegal practices-
Election expenses-Payment-Untrue return-False declaration-
"Dominion Controverted Elections Act," R.S.C. [19061, c. 7, s. 61 as
amended by [1921] (D.) c. 7, s. 9, and s. 56 as amended by [19911
(D.) c. 7, s. 7.-" Dominion Elections Act," [19201 (D.) s. 46, es.
78 (3) (7), (9) and s. 79 (1) (3), (9).

The appellant, being a candidate at a federal election, appointed one
McR. as his official agent. An association, organized for the purpose
of financing his candidature, received moneys which were deposited in
a bank account under the control of its president and secretary.
Certain election expenses were paid by cheques issued by the
association without the knowledge of McR. The agent, with
the approval of the appellant, declared in his return that he
had authorized these payments. Two accounts, one of $20 for
lunches supplied to the scrutineers and another for $68 for the
services of a band on the night of the election day were sent to the
agent and paid by him before his return was filed, but were not
included in it. The appellant, pursuant to section 79 (3) of "The
Dominion Elections Act," transmitted to the returning officer a sworn
declaration that to the best of his knowledge and belief the return
of election expenses made by his agent was correct.

Held that the appellant and his official agent were guilty of corrupt and
illegal practices within the meaning of " The Dominion Elections Act,"
[1920] c. 46, section 78 (3) enacting that the payment of all election
expenses should be made " by " or " through " the official agent and
section 79 (1), (3), (9) declaring to be a "corrupt practice " any untrue
return or false declaration knowingly made by a candidate or his
agent. Consequently the election is void: " The Dominion Contro-
verted Elections Act," R.S.C. [1906], c. 7, s. 51 as amended by [1921]
c, 7, s. 4 and s. 55 as amended by [1921] c. 7, s. 9.

Held, also, that on the present appeal from a judgment merely declaring
the election void, it was no part of the duty of this court to decide
whether or not the parties in fault were liable to the penalties and dis-
qualifications provided by " The Dominion Elections Act."

Held, further, that upon the evidence the appellant was not entitled
to the benefit of the relief clause (" The Dominion Controverted
Elections Act," R.S.C. [19061, c. 7, s. 56 (a) as amended by [19211
c. 7, s. 7) which provides for cases where the corrupt act of the parties
arises through inadvertence, accidental miscalculation or other similar
causes.

Judgment of the Election Court (11922] 3 W.W.R. 328) affirmed.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and
Mignault JJ.
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1923 APPEAL from the judgment of Embury and Mackenzie
MOOSE JAW JJ. (1), sitting as trial judges under the provisions of the
ELECTION

CASE "Dominion Controverted Elections Act," R.S.C. [1906],
JOHNSO

on chapter 7, in the matter of the controverted election of a
YAKS member for the Electoral District of Moose Jaw in the

House of Commons of Canada, rendered on the 6th of
October, 1922, maintaining the respondents' petition with
costs and declaring void the election of the appellant.

The material facts of the case and the questions in issue
are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg-
ments now reported.

A. B. Hudson K.C. for the appellant.-The trial judges
had no jurisdiction to hear and decide the petition, as they
were judges of the Court of King's Bench, not of the Court
of Appeal nor of the Supreme Court.-The judgment is
based solely on a finding that the appellant and his official
agent were guilty of a corrupt practice in making a false
return of election expenses, and a petition under " The
Dominion Controverted Elections Act " is not authorized
in respect of such matter.-The declaration of expenses was
in fact true.-The payment of accounts by the officers of
the association were authorized by section 10 of " The
Dominion Elections Act."-The payments made for
lunches and band were not election expenses.-The evid-
ence is not sufficiently clear against the appellant and
his agent to justify a finding of a lack of good faith, and
relief should have been given under the provisions of
section 56 (a) of the statute of Canada [1921] c. 7, in view
of the very large majority of the appellant and the fact
that no money was spent for corrupt purposes.

W. N. Tilley K.C. for the respondent.-The reprisement
of " The Dominion Elections Act " with regard to the pay-
ment of election expenses through the official agent is
absolute.-The payment of the accounts for lunches and
band should have been included in the return filed by the
agent.-The declarations transmitted by the appellant and
his agent were false. The appellant and his agent having
been found guilty of acts amounting to " corrupt practices,"
the election must be declared void.

(1) [1922] 3 W.W.R. 328.
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THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-For the reasons stated by Mr. 1923
Justice Anglin, which I have carefully read, and in which MOOSE JAW

ELECTION
I fully concur, I am of the opinion that this appeal should CASH
be dismissed with costs. Jom.on

My learned brother has covered every point raised in YAKB

this appeal so fully and satisfactorily that I cannot see any The Chief
Justicegood reason for repeating his reasons.

DUFF J.-The return of the appellant as member for
Moose Jaw was impeached by allegations of illegal and cor-
rupt practices within the meaning of sections 51 and 55 of
" The Controverted Elections Act " under two heads.
Under these heads it was alleged 1st, that the agents of
the appellant were guilty of illegal practices in paying elec-
tion expenses otherwise than through the official agent in
violation of the prohibition enacted by section 78 sub-
section 3 of " The Dominion Elections Act ", 2nd, that the
appellant personally and his official agent were guilty of
corrupt practices within the meaning of section 79 sub-
section 9 of the same statute in making a false return of
election expenses.

I shall deal with the findings upon these charges seriatim.
As to the 1st charge, the trial judge found categorically that
certain payments enumerated in the report were made by
agents of the appellant otherwise than "by" nor "through"
the official agent within the meaning of subsection 3 of
section 78 of " The Dominion Elections Act."

The funds on which the appellant was at liberty to draw
for election expenses were in part in the hands of an asso-
ciation known as " The New National Policy Political
Association "; an association organized in part at least for
the purpose of financing the canvas of the Progressive
Party under whose auspices the respondent was conduct-
ing his candidature. The association had a central com-
mittee in Regina and a local committee in each electoral
district. The Moose Jaw local committee of which one
Thomas Teare was president and one Devlin was secretary,
received in due course from the central committee moneys
for the purpose of defraying the expenses of the Moose
Jaw election these moneys being deposited in a bank
account under the control of Teare and Devlin. The offi-
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12 cial agent, MeRitchie, had no authority in relation to this
MOOSE JAW fund and none over Teare or Devlin. On the 28th of
ELECTION

CASH November, about a week after the official nomination day
JoNSON and a week before election day, there was a meeting of the

YAKE local committee at Moose Jaw at which Teare and Devlin
Duff J. and one Salsbury were present with the appellant himself.

Certain accounts were produced by Salsbury and approved
by all present and cheques were accordingly drawn and
signed by Teare and Devlin for the payment of them.
Teare and Devlin acted without consulting the official
agent and without his knowledge or authority direct or in-
direct. These bills were, the trial judges found, paid irregu-
larly, that is to say otherwise than through the official
agent and in violation of subsection 4 of section 78 of "The
Dominion Elections Act." It is not disputed that they
were paid and paid by means of cheques drawn as just
mentioned by Teare and Devlin; but it is argued by Mr.
Hudson that the petitioners failed to prove that the cheques
were not delivered to the payees " by or through " the
agency of MeRitchie.

It is undeniable, I think, that where a charge is made
the proof of which may entail consequences of a penal
nature under " The Dominion Elections Act " or " The Con-
troverted Elections Act," a finding in the affirmative should
only ensue on the production of evidence which is conclusive.
I think Mr. Hudson does not over-emphasize the point
when he argues that the trial judges before finding that
such a charge has been established ought to be satisfied
beyond reasonable doubt.

I am unable, however, to conclude that this general
principle was disregarded by the trial judges. The evidence
of Teare and Devlin touching the conversations with the
appellant after the election upon the subject of these bills
taken together with the respondent's declaration might, I
think-if the trial judges accepted, as apparently they did,
the evidence of Teare and Devlin as truly relating the in-
cidents of that conversation-not improperly be considered
by them to leave no substantial question that the cheques
signed by Teare and Devlin had not passed through the
hands of the official agent. I think, moreover, that the
circumstance that MNIcRitchie was not called by the appel-
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lant was a circumstance which they might properly regard 1
as lending some weight in favour of this conclusion. The MOOSE JAW

ELECTION
principle upon which the failure to call a witness may be CASE

considered to be a fact weighing in the scale against a JoNSON

party to litigation rests in the first place upon a presump- YAKE

tion of that party's probable knowledge of what testimony Duff J.
the witness would be likely to give. I think in all the cir-
cumstances and especially having regard to the incidents
placed in evidence connected with the redaction of the
declaration of expenses that the trial judges did not err in
acting upon the presumption that the appellant would
probably know the nature of the testimony his official
agent would give if he were called as a witness or in infer-
ring that he refrained from calling him because he or his
advisers did not think McRitchie's testimony would
heighten the prospects of a favourable issue.

Under the second head the appellant and his official
agent were charged with the corrupt practice of making
false declarations respecting election expenses. The
declaration of the official agent is said to be false in two
particulars, (a) in alleging that certain sums were paid
in liquidation of election expenses under the authority of
the official agent which in fact were paid without such
authority, and (b) in omitting from the statement of ex-
penses set forth in the declaration two specified sums which
should have been included therein.

To begin with (a). The declaration which was the joint
production of the official agent and the appellant, acknow-
ledges the disbursement of the sum of $1,351.05 described as
a sum expended "by paying bills authorized by myself and
by cash direct." The list of bills making up this aggregate
almost in its entirety consists of those sums paid by the
cheques signed by Teare and Devlin already referred to.
The charge is that the words just quoted necessarily imply
an affirmation that these bills were either incurred by the
authority of McRitchie or paid by his authority; and that
affirmation is alleged to be contrary to the fact and to have
been known to be so both by the appellant and by Mc-
Ritchie. In respect of this charge the finding of the trial
judges is against the appellant.
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1923 The official agent, it appears, had long after the pay-
MOOSE JAW ment of these bills by Teare and Devlin and after the elec-ELECTION

CASE tiOn indorsed them with his initials with the professed
Jan.SoN object of signifying his assent to them. This was done

YAKE with the knowledge of the appellant but Mr. McRitchie's
Duf J. approval was not communicated to either Devlin or Teare

or to the payees.
Subsection 9 of section 79 comes into play, I think, when

two conditions occur. There must first be a " false declara-
tion " respecting election expenses and by that I think is
meant a declaration contrary to the fact, and in the second
place it must be known that the declaration is contrary to
the fact. And the first question which arises at this point
is, was there a false declaration-was there an affirmation
conveyed by these words which was contrary to the fact?
The words do seem very clearly to convey an affirmation
either that the bills paid had been authorized by the offi-
cial agent or that the payment of them had been author-
ized by him. Now I do not think that such a statement
would necessarily involve an affirmation of antecedent
authority. In considering for our present purpose this
question whether the affirmation was or was not contrary
to the fact, we must, I think, do so without regard to any
of the provisions of " The Dominion Elections Act " and I
agree that " authorized " does not necessarily mean ante-
cedently " authorized." But it does nevertheless imply
something at least amounting to an adoption of what was
done, an adoption in the sense of making the act " author-
ized " the official agent's own act and the assumption of
responsibility for it. It requires very little argument I
think to demonstrate that the indorsement by the agent
of his approval on the bills long after the business was
closed, long after the bills had been not only incurred but
paid and paid by people over whom the official agent had
no authority and out of funds over which he had no con-
trol and without the knowledge of those who had paid
them, could not without abuse of language be described as
an act authorizing either the bills or the payment of them.

The words quoted then do involve an affirmation con-
trary to the fact. Is it shewn that the appellant knew it
was contrary to the fact?
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The trial judges have taken the view that this form of 1923

language was deliberately adopted by the appellant and his Mooss JAw
. ELECTlON

official agent acting in concert, with the object of making CMsB
it appear that the payments had been made "by or JoNSON

through " the official agent in conformity with the law; YAKB

and that in doing this they both intended to give a false Duff J.

colour to the transaction referred to and particularized in
the declaration.

There is some evidence that in framing this part of the
declaration the appellant consulted his solicitor and it
appears from Devlin's evidence that he told Devlin that
this part of the declaration received the form it did in con-
sequence of his solicitor's advice I do not doubt that if it
had appeared to the trial judges that the appellant and his
agent, being desirous of honestly complying with the
law, had acted in this matter in conformity with legal
advice given to them as to the requirements of the law
they would under this head have acquitted the appellant
of the charge of bad faith.

But the question of bad faith or its opposite was in the
circumstances largely a question of credibility and I am
unable to discover any ground upon which the finding of
the learned trial judges could properly be reversed. There
is nothing to indicate that they misconstrued the statute
or misapprehended the evidence or that they misdirected
themselves in any way; while on the other hand there is
a circumstance which in considering this branch of the case
they could not very well leave out of account, and that is
the circumstance that the appellant's solicitor was not
called as a witness to support the suggestion that this form
of the declaration was prompted by legal advice. The
gravity of the charge of bad faith must have been appar-
ent from the outset to the appellant and to his legal ad-
visers and, valuable no doubt as the services of the solicitor
at the trial would appear to them to be, the trial judges
would, I think, be justified in attaching in this connection
no little importance to the circumstances that the testi-
mony of the solicitor himself was not placed before them.

The charge founded upon alleged omissions from the
declaration by the candidate and the official agent respect-

57041-5
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1923 ing election expenses was held to be established by the
MOOSE AW learned trial judges who rejected the plea of the appellant
EuceroN

CASE that the items to which this charge relates were omitted
JoNSON under the belief that they were not election expenses within

YAKE the meaning of the Act. One of these payments was a pay-
Due J. ment for sandwiches provided for scrutineers on election

day and the other for the services of the band of the Great
War Veterans' Association for performing in celebration of
the appellant's victory on the night of the election. If this
charge had stood alone it may be that, having regard to the
facts deposed to and in view of the absence of a visible
motive for putting forward a misleading statement in re-
spect of these payments, the learned trial judges would
have been disposed to consider that these omissions had
occurred innocently. But the trial judges would no doubt,
as they were entitled to do, examine the question in light
of the existing intention to mislead they held to be estab-
lished respecting the statement already discussed touching
the payments by Teare and Devlin. Here again I can dis-
cover no ground upon which this court would be justified
in dissenting from the finding of the primary tribunal.

As respects this charge it must further be observed that
these payments were made by the official agent, that they
were not included in any statement of personal expenses
sent to him by the candidate as required by subsection 14
of section 78; that, in the declaration of the official agent
in relation to election expenses it is virtually affirmed that
no personal expenses of the candidate were paid by the
agent; and it is difficult therefore to accept the appellant's
explanation of these items on the ground that he considered
them to be personal expenses.

I may add, however, that I can find no evidence in sup-
port of the finding that these payments were made in
breach of the provisions of subsection 9 of section 78 requir-
ing all expenses to be paid within 50 days after the day
on which the candidate was declared elected.

With respect to the point raised touching the jurisdic-
tion of the learned trial judges, I think it is sufficient to say
that in my judgment, subsection 2 of section 14 of c. 25
of the statute of 1916 very clearly applies and that it is
a complete answer to the objection.
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Such being my views as to the findings of the primary 1923

tribunal it becomes necessary to refer to two contentions Mooss JAw

touching the legal effect of these findings advanced by Mr. CEAM

Hudson. The first concerns the effect of section 51 of " The JoVNon

Controverted Elections Act " (as amended by 11-12 Geo. YAKEz

V, c. 7, sec. 4), which is in these words:- Duf j.
51. If it is found by the report of the trial judges that any corrupt

practice has been committed by a candidate at an election, or by his
agent, whether with or without the actual knowledge and consent of such
candidate, or that any illegal practice has been committed by a candidate
or by his official agent or by any other agent of the candidate with the
actual knowledge and consent of the candidate, the election of such can-
didate, if he has been elected, shall be void.

It is argued that the corrupt practices found and reported
by the trial judges both took effect with the making of the
declarations of election expenses on February 15th, 1922,
two months after the return of the appellant as elected
(December 15th, 1921), and it is said to follow that they
were not " committed * * * at an election" within
the meaning of section 51 because by force of section 2 (d)
the " election " must be considered to come to an end with
the making of the last mentioned return. I assume the
effect of the statutory provisions mentioned to be that the
" election " must be considered to have terminated on the
date mentioned.

It is clear, I think, that the words " at an election" are
not adverbial words qualifying "committed " but that as
Mr. Tilley contended the words "candidate at an election "
together constitute a single substantive description of the
candidate, and the condition under which section 51 be-
comes operative is that the corrupt practice or illegal
practice shall have been committed by the candidate or
agent as the case may be, as candidate or agent. The same
observation applies to section 55. It is plain that the duty
of making a declaration under section 79 is a duty imposed
on the candidate and agent as such and that a false declara-
tion within the meaning of subsection 9 is deemed to be a
corrupt practice committed by the candidate or agent as
such. Moreover the illegal practice found to have been
committed by Teare and Devlin with the assent of the
appellant was indubitably committed by them during elec-
tion as the agents of the appellant who just as unquestion-
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1923 ably gave his " sanction " to what they did. Subsection
MOOSE JAW 11 of section 78 cannot therefore apply and the necessary

CASE consequence is that the learned trial judges rightly held
JoNSON the election to be void.

V
YAKE There is no formal declaration by the trial judges in

Duff J. their judgments or in their report as to the disqualification
of the appellant or his official agent. Their judgment does
include the determination of issues raised by charges relat-
ing to corrupt practices and illegal practices and their re-
port to the speaker declares the appellant and the official
agent to have been guilty of corrupt practices in making
false declarations respecting election expenses. The effect
of their judgment and report as touching the disqualifica-
tion of the persons whose conduct was in question is a mat-
ter which may be decided if and when the point arises
by the application of the relevant statutory law to the
facts as found. Mr. Hudson raises a question as to the
effect of section 87 of the Dominion Elections Act and
argues that, as regards the corrupt practices reported, since
the declaration of election expenses was not made until
long after the election had terminated, subsection 2 of sec-
tion 87 does not come into operation, as it only applies
where a corrupt practice or illegal practice is reported to
the speaker as having been committed " at an election ";
and since (such is the contention) subsection (c) of section
87 has no application to a finding or decision given upon
the trial of an election petition.

I will not say that there is not here a contention as to the
construction and effect of section 87 which though technical
is nevertheless legitimate and is at least susceptible of
plausible statement. And it is quite clear that as regards
the corrupt practices reported they did not occur " during"
the " election " or " at " the " election " if these phrases are
to receive an interpretation derived from section 2 sub-
section (d) of " The Dominion Elections Act." I express,
however, no opinion whatever upon Mr. Hudson's argu-
ment. Neither the judgment of the trial judges nor the
report to the speaker declares in terms that a corrupt prac-
tice was committed by the appellant or the official agent
either " at " or " during " the " election," and if and when
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any question arises as to the disqualification of the appel- 1

lant by reason of the judgment and report he will have the MOOSE JAW
ELECTION

benefit of the full weight (if any) which his argument may CASE

be found to possess. .JoNSON
In my opinion this is not a case in which any relief can YAKE

be granted under section 56 (a) of " The Controverted Duff J.
Elections Act."

The finding of the learned judges that the payments to
the Paris Cafe and the Great War Veterans Association
Band were made after the expiration of 50 days after the
declaration of the result of the election should be set aside
but subject to that the appeal should be dismissed with
costs.

ANGLIN J.-Robert Milton Johnson, returned as having
been elected to the House of Commons for the electoral
district of Moose Jaw at the general election held on the
6th of December, 1921, appeals from the decision of an
Election Court (Embury and Mackenzie JJ.) finding that
he and his official agent had both been guilty of illegal and
corrupt practices and declaring his election consequently
void. The grounds of appeal are:

(a) that the Election Court as constituted was without
jurisdiction;

(b) that the corrupt practices found are not proper sub-
jects of a petition under " The Controverted Elections
Act ";

(c) that the evidence does not support the findings
made; and

(d) that the acts found, so far as the evidence supports
them, are not valid grounds for avoiding the election.

(a) The jurisdiction vested in the Supreme Court of Sas-
katchewan by " The Dominion Controverted Elections
Act " (R.S.C., 1906, c. 7, s. 2 (viii) ), as amended by the
statutes of 1915, c. 13, s. 1, is transferred to the judges of
the Court of Appeal and of the Court of the King's Bench
for Saskatchewan by c. 25, s. 1, s.s. 2 of the statutes of 1916.
The judges who constituted the Election Court were judges
of the Court of King's Bench of Saskatchewan duly nom-
inated under s. 4 of that statute, and as such had jurisdic-
tion to try this election petition.
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1923 (b) Section 11 of " The Controverted Elections Act " of
MOOBE AW 1906 (R.S.C., c. 7) was repealed and a section to replace it

ECSN enacted by c. 13, s. 4, of the statutes of 1915. Under this
JOHNSON substituted section the unlawful or corrupt acts charged

YAKE may properly form the subject of an election petition.

Ain J. (c) The learned trial judges expressly avowed their con-

fidence in the testimony of the two chief witnesses for the

petitioners, Teare and Devlin, and quite as explicitly indi-
cated their disbelief of that given by the appellant when
in conflict with it. Upon that basis they have found and
certified that the appellant was guilty of corrupt or illegal
practices in authorizing the payment of certain of his elec-
tion expenses otherwise than by or through his official agent
in contravention of s. 78 (3) of " The Dominion Elections
Act "; in causing an untrue return to be made by his
official agent (importing the authorization by such agent
of the payments so made) in contravention of s. 79 (1) of
the said Act; in knowingly making a false declaration of
the correctness of the said return in contravention of s. 79
(3) of the same statute; in causing the omission from his
official agent's said return of two items of election expenses
payment of which was made by him through such agent;
and in knowingly making a false declaration that the total
amount paid by him to his official agent was $677, whereas
(including the said two items) he actually paid to his said
agent the sum of $765. The learned judges also found and
certified that the official agent, one Frank McRitchie, had
been a party to, and was therefore likewise guilty of, the
above corrupt or illegal practices.

A study of the evidence does not enable me to say that
the appreciation of the credibility of the respective wit-
nesses by the learned trial judges should not be accepted;
neither does it disclose any ground which would justify a
reversal of the findings of fact set out in their certificate.

Counsel for the appellant urged that one of the two items
above mentioned as having been paid through the official
agent and omitted from his return-$68 for the services of
a band on the evening of polling day-should not properly
be classed as an election expense. The statute (s. 79 (1)
(a) ) expressly requires that the official agent's return
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shall contain detailed statements of " all payments made 192

by the official agent." I can see no justification for omit- MOOSE JAW
ELECTION

ting this item from the official agent's return of " election CASE

expenses." The evidence rather indicates that it was so o o
omitted deliberately and because in the opinion of the can- YAKE

didate and some of his friends it was thought advisable to Anglin J.
conceal it.

I am of the opinion that it is not possible upon the record
before us to set aside any of the findings made by the
learned trial judges except that contained in their " deter-
mination," but not in their certificate, that the Paris Caf6
account and the Pearce Band account were paid more than
fifty days after the respondent was declared elected con-
trary to s. 78 (9) of the statute. The evidence does not
appear clearly to support that finding.

(d) That the findings so made justified the " determina-
tion " that the election of the appellant was void I think
admits of no doubt. The acts found to have been com-
mitted are declared to be, some of them illegal practices
(" Dominion Elections Act," s. 78 (4) (7) ), and others cor-
rupt practices (" Dominion Elections Act," s. 79 (9);
" Controverted Elections Act," s. 2 (f). Those acts having
been committed by " a candidate at an election " who has
been declared elected, and also by his official agent, s. 51
of " The Controverted Elections Act," (1921, c. 7, s. 4),
clearly voids the election. Parliament in its wisdom and
after long experience has attached that consequence to cor-
rupt practices and illegal acts such as the appellant and
his official agent are found to have committed. We have
no discretion in the matter. Our plain duty is to admin-
ister the law as we find it.

Counsel for the appellant pressed for a declaration that
his client is not subject to the personal disqualification pro-
vided for by sections 39 (a) and 87 of the Elections Act.
But that question is really not before us. The learned
judges of the Election Court have not certified to such dis-
qualification. They have found certain facts and have deter-
mined that upon the facts so found the appellant's elec-
tion is void and they have certified these findings as
required by the Controverted Elections Act, s. 68. On the
present appeal from the judgment of the Election Court
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1923 it is not part of our duty, as I understand it, and it would
MOOSE JAW therefore be an impertinence, to express an opinion whether

En the findings so made and certified entail disqualification of
JoN.SON the appellant. While that may follow as a consequence,

YAKE it is not so held in the judgment of the Election Court.

Anglin j. Upon the correctness of that judgment-and upon that

- only-are we called upon to pass.
I would for these reasons dismiss this appeal with costs.
BRODEUR J.-The first question we have to decide is

whether the judges of the Court of King's Bench of Sas-
katchewan have jurisdiction to try Dominion election peti-
tions.

By virtue of the provisions of " The Dominion Contro-
verted Elections Act," as amended in 1915, the court which
had jurisdiction over such election petitions was the
Supreme Court of the province.

In the same year, 1915, the legislature of the province
passed an Act providing for the abolition upon proclama-
tion of its Supreme Court and for the creation, also upon
proclamation, of a new court of original jurisdiction to be
called the Court of King's Bench.

The proclamation provided by the provincial Act having
been issued the Supreme Court, which had jurisdiction
over election petitions, was abolished, and the Court of
King's Bench was established.

The judges who tried this case are judges of this Court
of King's Bench, and it is contended by the appellant that
they had no jurisdiction.

I would have been inclined to agree with the appellant
on this point if it were not for the Dominion statute passed
in 1916 which declared (ch. 25, sect. 14, s.s. 2), that if under
any statute of Canada jurisdiction is given to the
Supreme Court of Saskatchewan this jurisdiction can be
exercised by the Court of King's Bench.

This federal legislation of 1916 removes all doubts as to
the question of jurisdiction. Under " The Dominion Con-
troverted Elections Act," the judges of the Supreme Court
of Saskatchewan had exclusive jurisdiction to try petitions
concerning elections held for the Dominion Parliament in
that province. But this jurisdiction, by virtue of the Act
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of 1916, can now be exercised by the judges of the Court of 1923

King's Bench. MOOSE JAW
. EuCIN

The most important point in this case is whether the CASE
appellant Johnson has been properly found guilty of a cor- JoHNSon

rupt practice which rendered his election void- YAKE

It is alleged that he has made a false return of his elec- Brodeur J.
tion expenses.

The evidence shows that a Mr. McRitchie had been
appointed by the candidate Johnson as his official agent,
that on the 28th of November, 1921, between the nomina-
tion and the polling day, cheques were issued by the Moose
Jaw Constituency Committee of the Progressive party for
the payment of certain election expenses to the amount of
$1,351.05 which had been incurred by Mr. Johnson; that
the cheques were paid without the knowledge of the official
agent; that the officers of the committee having discovered
that they had acted illegally in not having these payments
made by the official agent (as provided by sec. 78 (3),
" Dominion Elections Act ") notified Mr. Johnson of their
mistake; and that the agent, on the advice of the candidate,
declared in his return of expenses that these payments of
$1,351.05 had been authorized by him.

It is in evidence also that two other bills were sent to
the agent, one of $20 claimed by the Paris Caf6 for lunches
supplied to the scrutineers of Mr. Johnson, and the other
of $68 for the services of a band on the night of the elec-
tion, and that these two bills, though received before the
return of the election expenses, were not mentioned in it.

It is contended by the appellant that these two bills were
not election expenses.

These bills having been paid by the official agent, I can-
not very easily follow the argument that they were not
election expenses. These scrutineers, to whom lunches had
been supplied, were doing some work for the benefit of the
appellant's election. In fact, this item was not included
because he feared that these lunches could not be con-
sidered as legitimate expenses. I would not say that they
were or were not legitimate election expenses-we are not
called upon to decide that-but they have been incurred
in connection with the election and it was the imperative
duty of the agent and of the candidate to mention them
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1923 in the return (sect. 79 s.s. 1-3 of " The Dominion Elections
MOOSE JAW Act ".)
ELECTION 

CASE It cannot be disputed also that the services of a band on
JoHNSON the night of an election are expenses incurred in connec-

V.

YAK tion with the election.
Brodeur J. The failure of the agent and of the candidate to include

in their return these two bills for the payment of which
money had been supplied by the candidate himself render
them guilty of corrupt practices under sect. 79, ss. 9, which
says:

If a candidate or official agent knowingly makes a false declaration
respecting election expenses, he is guilty of a corrupt practice.

As to the declaration in the return that the payment of
$1,351.05 made by the Progressive Committee of Moose
Jaw was made with the authorization of McRitchie, I am
obliged to declare that it is not a true declaration.

The return of election expenses must give to the public
a full and complete disclosure of all expenses and claims
made by or to a candidate in connection with the election.
Parliament requires by its legislation that the public
should know exactly what has been received and expended
in each constituency. The return should mirror the man-
ner in which the electoral compaign has been conducted.
If illegal acts have been committed so much the worse for
the candidate. Of course, errors and omissions might occur,
but then the courts are authorized to be lenient and not
to condemn for trivial things (1921, ch. 7, s. 7.)

In this case I would have been for my part willing to
exercise my discretion in favour of the appellant if he had
declared the facts as they had occurred. It was evidently
a mistake which was made by the officers of the Moose Jaw
Committee when they issued cheques for these bills; but
they were under the impression that being an incorporated
association for political purposes they could pay legitimate
election expenses (article 10, " Dominion Elections Act ".)
They had not thought of the fact that their powers were
restricted to contributions for election purposes and that
expenses incurred in a constituency should be paid by the
official agent (section 78, subsection 3). If the agent or
candidate had reported in his statement the facts as they
really occurred, then the appellant could have invoked
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the application of the statute of 1921; but no, they tried 1923
to prove that these payments had been authorized by the MooSE AW

official agent when the evidence shows that he knew of CASE

them only long after. I admit the law is very severe; but JoOSON
if the agents or the candidates are candid and truthful and YAKE
if the election has been carried out honestly there is no Brodeur J.
fear; the courts will not condemn for trivial things omitted. -

These returns of expenses must be certified under oath
and the agent and the candidate should always respect the
sanctity of the oath.

For these reasons the finding of the trial judges that the
appellant was guilty of corrupt practices is right and their
report should be confirmed with costs.

MIGNAULT J.-The election petition of the respondents
complaining of the return of the appellant as a member
elected to represent the electoral district of Moose Jaw,
Saskatchewan, in the House of Commons of Canada, was
tried before the Honourable Mr. Justice Embury and the
Honourable Mr. Justice Mackenzie, two of the justices of
the Court of King's Bench for the province of Saskatche-
wan. The question. of their jurisdiction to try this peti-
tion was raised before them, but the objection was finally
rejected and the trial proceeded to judgment.

The petition having been maintained the appellant now
appeals to this court and again raises the question of the
jurisdiction of the learned trial judges. In my opinion,
whatever doubts may have been created by the language of
the provincial statute under the terms of which the Court
of King's Bench replaced the Supreme Court of the pro-
vince, no possible question as to the jurisdiction of the
learned judges to try this petition can arise in view of the
unequivocal enactment of subsection 2 of section 14 of
chapter 25 of the Statutes of Canada for 1916 " The Judges
Act." I would therefore dismiss this objection as un-
founded.

On the merits I am of opinion that the judgment
is well founded and that the appeal should be dismissed.
Notwithstanding. Mr. Hudson's very able argument I must
hold that the appellant, as found by the learned trial
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12 judges, made a false declaration of expenses within the
MOOSE JAW meaning of the " Dominion Elections Act."
EuECTION

CASE Mr. Hudson argued that the words contained in the
JaN"soN declaration of expenses

V.
YAKE by paying bills authorized by myself and by cash directly

Migault j were not false because the appellant's official agent,
McRitchie, authorized the payment of these accounts which
were paid by cheques issued directly to the payees by Teare
and Devlin. McRitchie was not called at the trial, so Mr.
Hudson could not go further than to contend that the
declaration of expenses shows that McRitchie had author-
ized these payments. However, when they issued their
cheques Teare and Devlin, respectively the president and
secretary-treasurer of the incorporated association which
furnished funds for the appellant's election expenses, did
not even know McRitchie. And what the statute requires
is that election expenses be paid " by and through " the
official agent. The payments here were made by and
through an association whose cheques were issued and made
payable directly to the creditor-, of the accounts, and not
by and through the official agent. If the words I have
quoted from the declaration of expenses imply that these
payments were made by and through McRitchie, they are
false, and if they mean that McRitchie merely authorized
the payment made with these cheques they are equally
untrue, for McRitchie was not present at the meeting of
the 28th November, 1921, when the payments were author-
ized and the cheques signed. The appellant said that Mc-
Ritchie initialled the vouchere on the 28th January, the day
he prepared the return of expenses, but this does not show
that he authorized the payments when they were made,
much less that these payments were made by or through
him. It is difficult to escape the conclusion that the
peculiar wording of the declaration was suggested by the
desire to cover up something or to conceal the real truth.
My opinion is that it was a false declaration.

Moreover the payment of two accounts, those for the
band on the night of the election and for the luncheons
furnished to the scrutineers in the polling stations, is not
mentioned in the declaration of expenses. As a matter of
fact, these accounts, which were for election expenses,
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especially the account for luncheons, were paid after the 1

preparation of the return of election expenses by the appel- MOOSE JAW
ELECTION

lant and McRitchie, but before it was sworn to, and appear CASE

to have been paid with moneys furnished by the former to JoInsON

the latter. This payment, the trial judges say, was made YAKE

more than fifty days after the day the appellant was de- Mignault J.

clared elected, and they add that it was thus an illegal
practice of the appellant and his official agent under subsec-
tion 9 of section 78 of "The Dominion Elections Act." The
evidence is not clear as to the date when the band account
and the account for luncheons were paid. As to the former
account, the appellant says it was paid by cheque dated
January 31st and passed through the bank on February 7th.
The account for luncheons was apparently paid in money,
the appellant having furnished $10 on two different
occasions to his official agent for that purpose.

By knowingly making a false declaration respecting elec-
tion expenses, the appellant and McRitchie were guilty of
a " corrupt practice " (" Dominion Elections Act," section
79, subsection 9) and, under section 51 of " The Dominion
Controverted Elections Act," the election is void. The com-
mission of an illegal practice by the candidate or his official
agent entails the same consequence. The appellant was
certainly " a candidate at an election " within the meaning
of section 51.

The appellant asked that he be given the benefit of
section 56a of " The Dominion Controverted Elections
Act " which permits the Court or the trial judges to relieve
the candidate or the official agent from the consequence of
an illegal practice, where the commission of the illegal
practice did not arise from any want of good faith. This
application was refused by the learned trial judges who in
their reasons for judgment said:-

We do not see that we can extend the benefit of this section to the
respondent (now the appellant) in the present circumstances, primarily
because we do not think that he has satisfied the onus cast upon him
of proving his good faith.

This declaration of the learned trial judges places the
appellant in a most disadvantageous position when he
again before this court applies to be given the benefit of
section 56a. And I cannot see my way to grant his applica-
tion.
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1923 The learned counsel of both the appellant and the
MOOSE AW respondents appeared to be of the opinion that the result
ELECTON

CASE of the judgment of the trial court would be the disqualifica-
JOHNSon tion of the appellant and his official agent. Mr. Tilley for

YAKE the respondents very chivalrously did not insist on this per-
Mignault J. sonal disqualification, being satisfied with the avoidance of

the election. But if personal disqualification be the legal
effect of finding the appellant and McRitchie guilty of a
corrupt practice under " The Dominion Elections Act,"
section 39, the court would be powerless to interfere. Dis-
qualification is not declared in terms in the judgment
appealed from, and I express no opinion on the question
whether it was incurred. The matter rests on the proper
construction and effect of section 39.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.
Solicitor for the appellant: C. E. Gregory.

Solicitor for the respondents: J. W. Corman.
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THE GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC RAIL A N>APPELLANT; ' .
WAY COMPANY (DEFENDANT)...... *Feb. 7,8.

AND 
*April 3.

F. J. EARL (PLAINTIFF) ................ RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ALBERTA

Negligence-Railways-Accident-Level crossing-Switching operations-
Breach of order of Railway Commissioners-Contributory negligence-
Defence available.

In an action for damages brought by a person struck by a moving train
when using a level crossing on a highway, the trial judge found that
the railway company, in causing one of its switching trains to pass
over the crossing, had acted in contravention of an order of the Board
of Railway Commissioners; but he also found the injured person guilty
of contributory negligence.

Held, Brodeur J. dissenting, that the railway company was not liable; its
disregard of the board's order did not preclude its setting up as a
defence the contributory negligence of the respondent, and it was not
proved that the railway company's servants by the exercise of ordin-
ary care and caution could have avoided the consequences of the
respondent's negligence.

Judgment of the Appellate Division ([1922] 3 W.W.R. 406) reversed,
Brodeur J. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1), affirming the judg-
ment of the trial judge, Harvey C. J. (2), and maintain-
ing the respondent's action.

The material facts of the case and the questions in issue
are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg-
ment now reported.

Maclean K.C. for the appellant. The train movement
was not one impliedly prohibited by the order of the Board
of Railway Commissioners. Even if the train had no right
to cross the highway at the time, or if there should have
been a watchman stationed on the crossing, the respond-
ent, after knowing that the train did intend to cross, pro-
ceeded recklessly and carelessly into a dangerous place
and should be held the author of his misfortune; and the
judgment should have given effect to the respondent's
negligence.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and
Mignault JJ.
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1923 Ford K.C. for the respondent. The respondent was
GRAND not guilty of contributory negligence, and the railway

TRUNK PAC.
Ry. Co. company acted illegally and in contravention of the order

V. of the Board of Railway Commissioners.
EARL.

Duff J. The CHIEF JUSTICE.-I would allow this appeal with
costs throughout concurring in the reasons therefor stated
by my brothers Anglin and Mignault.

DUFF J.-The appellate company was disobeying the
enactments of the order of the Railway Commission as to
the hours within which shunting might be carried on in
the locality where the accident occurred, and in requiring
the presence of a watchman. I do not think it follows,
however, that the company's cars were such an unlaw-
ful (i.e. destitute of statutory authority) obstruction of the
street traffic as to constitute what should be described as in
point of law a nuisance, nor do I think the rule in Rylands
v. Fletcher (1) comes into play; otherwise I should have
thought it necessary to consider carefully the question
whether the doctrine of contributory negligence applied. I
think the charge against the company must be based upon
the proposition that they were improperly and in violation
of the order working their railway. Section 345 of the Rail-
way Act has not been construed as enacting that a railway
company should be responsible for all damages resulting in
part through the negligence of the victim and in part
through such disobedience. It is settled that in those
provinces in which the doctrine of contributory negligence
is part of the law, as a general rule it must be applied for
the purpose of determining whether an injury arising
wholly or in part from a contravention by a railway com-
pany of the provisions of The Railway Act or of an order
made under the authority of the Act respecting the manage-
ment of its trains is actionable. The Grand Trunk Ry. Co.
v. McAlpine (2); Canadian Pacific Ry. Co. v. Smith (3).
This is one of those cases that sometimes cause one to
turn a rather wistful eye to jurisdictions in which where
injury results from the combined negligence or miscon-
duct of the plaintiff and the defendant, the burden of the

(1) [1868] L.R. 3 H.L. 330. (2) [1913] A.C. 838.
(3) [19211 62 Can. S.C.R. 134.
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loss can be equitably distributed. But where the English 1923

doctrine of contributory negligence reigns, a tribunal GRAND
TRUNK PAC.assessing damages in such circumstances must find the Ry. Co.

defendant responsible for the whole of the loss or for none. EA.
The House of Lords unanimously affirmed the view -

expressed by the Lord Chancellor in Admiralty Commis-
sioners v. SS. Volute (1), that the question of contributory
negligence should be dealt with somewhat broadly and
upon common-sense principles, as a jury would probably
deal with it. The general rule has usually been put in
accordance with this sentence from the judgment of Lind-
ley L.J., in " The Bernina " (2):

I take it to be settled that an action at common law by A against
B for injury directly caused to A by the want of care of A and B will not
lie.

(Dowell v. General Steam Navigation Co. (3); Walton v.
The London, Brighton and South Coast Ry. Co. (4); The
Bernina (2) ). As Lord Sumner said, in his judgment in
Weld-Blundell v. Stephens (5):

Direct cause excludes what is indirect, conveys the essential dis-
tinction, which causa causans and causa sine qua non rather cumbrously
indicate, and is consistent with the possibility of the concurrence of more
direct causes than one, operating at the same time and leading to a com-
mon result.

The rule thus broadly stated must be supplemented, of
course, by the judgment of Lord Penzance in Radley v.
London & North Western Ry. Co. (6) as interpreted in
British Columbia Electric Ry. Co. v. Loach (7); but I can-
not help thinking that there has been a tendency to over-
refinement in the application of the law which has led to a
good deal of confusion and uncertainty.

With the greatest respect for the courts below, my con-
clusion is that this case comes within the class of cases
envisaged by Lord Cairns in Dublin, Wicklow & Wexford
Ry. Co. v. Slattery (8). I repeat the sentence, which has
many times been approved and applied, e.g., in Grand

(1) [19221 1 A.C. 129, at p. 144. (5) [1920] A.C. 956, at p. 984.
(2) [1886] 12 P.D. 58, at p. 88. (6) [1876] 1 App. Cas. 754.
(3) [18551 5 E. & B. 195, at p. (7) [19161 1 A.C. 719.

205. (8) [18781 3 App. Cas. 1155, at
(4) [18661 H. & R. 424. p. 1166.
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1923 Trunk Ry. Co. v. McAlpine (1), and Canadian Pacific Ry.
GRAND Co. v. Frichette (2), by the Judicial Committee; and in

Ri e. C The Canadian Pacific Ry. Co. v. Smith (3).
V. If a railway train, which ought to whistle when passing through a

EARL. station, were to pass through without whistling and a man were, in broad
]uff j. daylight, without anything in the structure of the line or otherwise to

- obstruct his view, to cross in front of the advancing train and be killed,
I should think the judge ought to tell the jury that it was the folly and
recklessness of the man and not the carelessness of the company which
caused his death.

The violation of the restriction as to hours may be left
out of account, obviously. As to the watchman, I doubt
very much indeed if the facts would justify a finding that
the presence of a watchman would probably have saved
the respondent. At all events I am quite clear that the
object of having a watchman is to warn people that they
are in presence of a railway and that the tracks are in use,
to call their attention to the risks in order to give them an
opportunity of exercising that prudence which people usu-
ally display in such circumstances; and not at all to pro-
tect people by forcible means from the consequences of
their own folly and recklessness in refusing to take warn-
ing and observe the usual precautions in the presence of
such risks.

The respondent's miscalculation (I assume there was a
miscalculation) is, I think, of no importance. His fault
was in his heedless inattention to the risks of a situation
which would have awakened the attention and the care
of any ordinarily careful person. Miscalculation was in-
excusable in the circumstances.

To distinguish this case from the hypothetical case put
by Lord Cairns or from the case of Canadian Pacific Ry.
Co. v. Smith (4), or, indeed, from a number of other
authorities which could be named would, I think, with the
greatest respect, be approaching perilously near to fritter-
ing away the substance of the doctrine which it is the duty
of the court to apply; and unless the language of the rule
that a plaintiff cannot recover when carelessness is in part
the " direct" cause of the accident is to be interpreted
with no regard whatever to the meaning of the words em-

(1) [19131 A.C. 838. (2) [1915] A.C. 871, at pp. 879
and 888.

(3) 62 Can. S.C.R. 134.
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ployed, I cannot understand an affirmation that the 1923
respondent is not within it. The case is not at all like GRAND

TRuNK PAc.
Slattery's Case (1) in the view Lord Cairns took of it (as Ry. Co.
well as Lord Penzance), namely, that notwithstanding the EARL.
plaintiff's want of due care and attention in the presence

Duff J.of a railway, the blowing of a whistle might (in the opinion
of the jury) have awakened his attention to the fact that
a train was approaching; nor like the Ottawa Electric Ry.
Co. v. Booth (2), where the driver of one street car, meet-
ing and passing another which was stopping to enable
passengers to alight, proceeded without sounding his bell
in order to give warning to passengers who most probably
would be passing around the rear of the other car, oblivi-
ous of the peril arising from the fact that they were about
to encounter a car moving on another track. Nor is it
like Long v. Toronto Ry. Co. (3), where the driver of the
car saw a pedestrian, evidently in a state of abstraction,
about to pass in front of his car and negligently failed to
take in due time proper measures to avoid him; nor has it
any resemblance to Loach's Case (4).

The appeal should be allowed and the action dismissed
with costs.

ANGLIN J.-The defendant railway company appeals
from the judgment of the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court of Alberta affirming the judgment of Har-
vey C. J. awarding the plaintiff $3,850 as damages for
personal injuries sustained at a level crossing in the City
of Edmonton.

By an order of the Board of Railway Commissioners the
defendant company was required to carry out its switch-
ing movements over the crossing in question between the
hours of 1 o'clock and 2.30 o'clock p.m., and the hours of
9 o'clock p.m. and 6 o'clock a.m., and to keep a watchman
on duty to protect the crossing during the periods when
switching operations should be carried on. The plaintiff
was injured by an engine engaged in switching operations
at 6.30 o'clock p.m. on the 5th July, 1921. No watchman
was on duty at the time. I am satisfied that the defend-

(1) 3 App. Cas. 1155. (3) [19141 50 San. S.C.R. 224.
(2) [19201 63 Can. S.C.R. 444. (4) [19161 1 A.C. 719.
57041-6-
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1923 ant's train which injured the plaintiff was unlawfully pass-
GRAND ing over the crossing and that liability for the injury done

TRUNK PAC.
Ry. Co. him would therefore be clear if contributory negligence,

V. of which he has been found guilty, had not deprived him
i .of the right to recover.

I cannot, however, accede to the suggestion that section
310 (1) of the Railway Act (1919, c. 68) required
that a person should be stationed on the tender of the
engine to warn persons crossing or about to cross the
railway. That provision applies only to " any train not
headed by an engine." The train in question was so
headed, although the engine was moving reversely.

For the plaintiff it is urged that he was not guilty of
contributory negligence; that, if he was, the defendant
could nevertheless by the exercise of reasonable care have
avoided the consequences of his negligence and that con-
tributory negligence is not available as a defence to a
claim for injury caused by a defendant when acting in
violation of a statutory prohibition.

The learned judge found the plaintiff guilty of contribu-
tory negligence in not taking reasonable care to avoid
placing himself in the way of the train which he admitted
he knew was about to pass over the crossing. After a
careful study of the evidence I am satisfied that this find-
ing must stand. The learned Chief Justice, however, held
that the defendant was nevertheless liable on the ground
that
a watchman standing to guard the track and warn approaching passengers,
if properly performing his duties, would almost certainly have observed
and warned the plaintiff in time to prevent the accident.

With very great respect I cannot accept that finding,
notwithstanding the approval of it by the Appellate Divi-
sion. It is, I fear, purely a conjecture that a watchman
could have effected what the fireman shouting from the
approaching engine failed to accomplish. The plaintiff
was either so intent on guiding his bicycle or so absent-
minded that he failed to heed the fireman's warning. It
seems to me to be more than probable that a watchman's
flagging or shouting would have been likewise unheeded.

The plaintiff's negligence continued up to the moment
of the impact; so much so that at the trial he could not
himself say whether the train hit him or he hit the train
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It is a fair conclusion from the evidence that, after the 1923

likelihood of his putting himself in danger was or should GRAND
TRUNKPAC.have been apparent to employees of the defendant, they Ry. Co.

could not have avoided the consequence of his rashness EV.
and that they had not incapacitated themselves from doing Angli J
so by anything they had done or omitted to do, except A
engaging in the illegal switching operation. This case in
my opinion does not fall within the principle of the deci-
sion in British Columbia Electric Ry. Co. v. Loach (1).

The negligent running into danger of the unfortunate
plaintiff, if not the sole proximate cause of his being in-
jured, was at least a contributing cause quite as proximate
and immediate as the breach of the order of the board
by the defendants. Indeed I might, if necessary, require
to consider carefully whether the unlawful conduct of the
defendant was not merely a condition of the accident
rather than a cause of it in the legal sense. The injury to
the plaintiff can scarcely be attributed to the unlawful
quality of the defendant's act in carrying on switching
operations during prohibited hours. But see Admiralty
Commissioners v. SS. Volute (2). If the unlawful switching
should be regarded as a contributing cause, the accident
was the result of the joint fault of the defendant and the
plaintiff; without the negligence of the latter operating as
a causa causans it could not have happened. There is
therefore no cause of action. Wakelin v. London & South
Western Ry. Co. (3) per Brett M.R.

Nor does the fact that the plaintiffs were using the high-
way crossing in violation of a statutory prohibition exclude
the defence of contributory negligence. That question has
been before the English and the Ontario courts several
times and, with the possible exception of a dissenting judg-
ment by Meredith C.J. C.P., in Godfrey v. Cooper (4),
cited by Mr. Ford, judicial opinion has been uniform in
this sense.

In the case referred to, Riddell J. and Middleton J.,
with whom Latchford J. concurred, cite with approval
Walton v. Vanguard Motor Bus Co. (5), where Lord Alver-

(1) [19161 1 A.C. 719. (3) [1896] 1 Q.B. 189 N.
(2) [1922] 1 A.C. 129, at p. 144. (4) [1920] 46 Ont. L.R. 565.

(5) [1908) 25 Times L.R. 14.
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1923 stone C.J., dealing with a case in which a lamp standard
GRAND unlawfully placed on a footpath had been negligently run

TRUNK PAC.
Ry. Co. against and damaged by the defendants, said:

V. The defendants were not entitled to raise the point that the lamp-
EAnL. post was an object they were entitled to knock down without being held

Anglin J. liable for negligence.

In Deyo v. Kingston & Pembroke Ry. Co. (1), this ques-
tion was squarely presented for decision. The defendants,
in violation of a prohibitive section of the Railway Act,
were using freight cars of a height which did not allow an
open and clear headway of 7 feet between the top of the
cars and the bottom of the lower beams of a bridge over
the railway. A brakesman, who was on the top of a moving
freight car contrary to a rule of the defendant company,
was killed by coming in contact with this overhead bridge.
An action brought by his representative failed. Osler J.A.,
delivering the judgment of the Court of Appeal, said:

There remains the question whether the violation of the statutory
duty of the defendants under the other section was the proximate cause
of the death of the deceased; or whether this must not be said to have
been wholly owing to his own unfortunate neglect of the rules of the
company. I feel compelled to say, that on this ground the defence has
been made out and that the action must fail. Even to an action founded on
the breach of a statutory duty contributory negligence may be a defence,
as we constantly see in actions arising under the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act or the Factory Act. Groves v. Wimborne (2). A fortiori, it
must be an answer to such an action that the injury was caused by the
deceased's own act or omission; that it was caused by or could not have
happened but for the servant's direct disobedience of some order or rule
of his employers, intended though that may have been to prevent accidents
arising from the continued failure of the latter to perform their statutory
duty.

In Groves v. Wimborne (2) it was held that the defence
of common employment is not available to a master where
breach of an absolute duty imposed on him by statute has
caused injury to his servant. Vaughan-Williams L.J., in
his judgment in the Court of Appeal said, at p. 419:

No one would contend, if there were contributory negligence, that
such negligence on the part of the plaintiff would not be an answer to
a claim by him for damages in respect of an injury occasioned through
the neglect of his master to perform the absolute statutory duty. It
would be an answer for the reason that in fact the damage to the plaintiff
would not be caused by the failure of the master to perform the absolute
statutory duty, because it would not have happened but for that and
something else, namely, the contributory negligence of the plaintiff.

(1) [19041 8 Ont. L.R. 588.
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In Blenkinsop v. Ogden (1), Kennedy J., sitting in a 1923

Divisional Court, said that GRAND
TRUNK PAC.

In an action by an injured person for damages his own contributory Ry. Co.
negligence would be an answer upon the ground that the immediate and v.
direct cause of the mischief would be his own conduct and not the EARL.
occupier's neglect to fence. Anglin J.

Iles v. Abercarn Welsh Flannel Co. (2) was also a case
of injury through a breach of statutory duty to fence off
machinery. A Divisional Court (Mathew and A. L. Smith
JJ.) dismissed an appeal by the defendants holding that
there was no evidence of contributory negligence, but
intimated that the holding of the county court judge, that the defend-
ants, having been guilty of a breach of a statutory duty, could not set
up a defence of contributory negligence by the plaintiff, was wrong.

In Britton v. Great Western Cotton Co. (3), another
case of unfenced machinery, the unsuccessful defence was
based on " volenti non fit injuria." Channel B., *in the
course of his judgment, expressed his agreement with the
distinction drawn between a statutory and common law
liability,
not by any means questioning the proposition, however, that in either
case contributory negligence on the part of the person injured would afford
a defence;

and Piggott B. said:
It seems that even although there may be a statutory duty, imposed

on the employer, the workman must still be careful of his own safety. In
this case there is nothing to shew that the deceased knowingly incurred
the danger, or was guilty of any want of care, and the defendants, there-
fore, ought to bear the consequences of their own clear neglect of duty.

In Kelly v. Glebe Sugar Refining Co. (4) Lord Adam,
in delivering the unanimous judgment of the First Division
of the Court of Sessions, treated contributory negligence as
a defence that would have been available if established.

In Caswell v. Worth (5), a plea admitting that a shaft,
in which the plaintiff was injured, was not fenced as
required by the Factory Act, but alleging as contributory
negligence that the plaintiff had himself set the machinery
in motion contrary to an express order, was sustained on
demurrer by a court consisting of Lord Campbell C.J.,
Coleridge, Wightman and Crompton JJ.

(1) [18981 1 Q.B. 783. (3) [1872] L.R. 7 Ex. 130.
(2) [1886] 2 Times L.R. 547. (4) [18931 30 Sc. L. Rep. 758.

(5) [1856] 5 E. & B. 849.
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1923 The weight of American authority is to the same effect.
GRAND The cases will be found noted in 29 Cyc., p. 508, under the

TRUNK PAC.
Ry. Co. text:

V. Contributory negligence will defeat recovery, even though the negli-
E-n. gent act consisted in the violation of a statute or ordinance, and though

Anglin J. such violation is held to be negligence per se.

A very recent American decision to that effect is, Ebling v.
Nielsen et at (1).

Although none of the cases I have cited is binding on
this court, the weight of judicial opinion which they present
cannot be disregarded. So long as we are governed by the
English doctrine of contributory negligence no sound
reason can in my opinion be advanced for holding that
defence inadmissible where the defendant's fault consists
in the violation of a statutory duty. On the other hand,
the present case illustrates the harshness of the rule by
which, where there is common fault contributing to cause
injury to a plaintiff, he is deprived of all redress and the
defendant entirely relieved, although the culpability of the
former may be comparatively slight and that of the latter
distinctly gross. The doctrine of the civil law that in such
circumstances the damages should be divided in propor-
tion to the degree of culpability commends itself to my
judgment as much more equitable.

The appeal must in my opinion be allowed and the action
dismissed. The appellant is entitled to its costs through-
out, should it see fit to exact them.

BRODEUR J. (dissenting).-This is a railway accident at a
level crossing at Edmonton. There are no less than six
tracks crossing the street; some are main tracks and some
are used for switching operations. The latter should be
used according to the order of the Railway Board during
the night only and during one hour of day-time. How-
ever the appellant company disregarded this order of the
Railway Board and during the prohibited time was having
a reversed engine with a few cars passing on the switching
tracks and had no flagman and nobody on the tender to
give warning. Earl, who was on a bicycle, saw the train;
but having the impression that it would continue across the
street in the direction in which it was proceeding when he

(1) [1920] 186 Pac. Rep. 887.
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saw it, he tried to reach a track on which he did not expect 1923

that the car would pass; but he came into collision with it GRAND

and was hurt. RY. Co.

His action is to recover damages resulting from his dis- EV.

ability, which was estimated at 35 per cent. Brodeur J.
The courts below maintained his action for $3,850. The -

railway company is appealing; and Earl asks by a cross-
appeal that the damages be increased to $5,993.61.

It is pretty evident that this level crossing is a very
dangerous one. It is at a place where there is a very heavy
traffic and it is no wonder that the company, when it
applied for a level crossing, was ordered by the Railway
Board not to carry out any switching operations during the
day, except for one hour and a half, and that a signal man
be provided to watch the crossing.

However the company completely disregarded this order
and was carrying out shunting operations at a prohibited
hour without having a flagman to give warning to the
public. Besides, in the evidence given by the engineer of
the train, it is admitted that a man on the front of the
tender would have had a better chance of warning a victim
than a man in the cab.

The finding on the facts was on the whole in favour of
the plaintiff and is to the effect that he did not go on the
track deliberately.

But, besides that, the defendant company had no right
to be on this street at this hour of the day when the accident
occurred. It deliberately violated the law as laid down by
the Railway Board and it should not be entitled to avail
itself of the error of judgment which might have been com-
mitted by a person who had a right to be there.

For these reasons, the appeal should be dismissed with
costs.

As to the cross-appeal, we do not interfere in this court
with the amount of damages granted by the courts below
except in very exceptional circumstances which I do not
see in the present case.

The cross-appeal should be also dismissed with costs.

MIGNAULT J.-Questions involving the application of the
rule of contributory negligence are of much nicety and con-
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1923 siderable difficulty and it is not easy to frame a satisfactory
GRAND formula which can be applied in the almost infinite variety

TRUNK PAC
Ry. Co. of circumstances where the rule is invoked. (See the article

V. of Lord Justice O'Connor in The Quarterly Review, vol.
EARL.

Mignault J 38, p. 17.) If I may say so, the doctrine of the civil law,
M Jin force in the province of Quebec and also adopted in

admiralty matters, is much more equitable, for where there
is common fault the liability of each party is measured by
his degree of culpability. This prevents the negligent
defendant from entirely escaping punishment because the
plaintiff, in a greater or less degree, has contributed by his
negligence to the accident. However this is a matter for
the consideration of the law-maker, for the courts are
obliged to apply the law however harsh it may seem.

Save some statements by two or three witnesses to which
apparently the learned trial judge gave no weight, there
is no dispute as to the material facts. The respondent is
a stenographer and book-keeper, and at half-past six of
the evening of July 5, 1921, in bright daylight, was riding
a bicycle north on 96th Street in the city of Edmonton,
approaching the crossing of 105th Avenue, which runs east
and west, while the direction of 96th Street is north and
south. The centre portion only of 96th Street is paved.
The tracks of the appellant's railway cross 96th Street on
the level almost at its intersection with 105th Avenue and
thence proceed in a northeasterly direction. To the west
of 96th Street and at a distance of about one hundred yards
are the freight sheds of the appellant. As the respondent
approached the crossing, he saw a train of ten loaded freight
cars headed by an engine placed reversely, that is to say
tender in front, moving in an easterly direction from the
freight sheds towards the crossing of 96th Street, and he
says he assumed that it would cross the latter street and
intended to wait until it had passed. He had all the more
reason for waiting because he saw another train approach-
ing the crossing from the east. He had been riding along
the paved strip, but as he came near the crossing a motor
car in front of him stopped at the tracks, and then backed
a few feet, and the respondent left the paved strip and
crossed diagonally and in a northeasterly direction over a
somewhat muddy portion of the street, for it had been
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raining, no doubt intending to go on to the sidewalk and 1923

wait there. This brought him to the right and to the east GRAND
TRUNK PAC.

of the motor car, which had its top up and may have R,. Co.
obstructed his view of the freight train approaching from EVL.

the west, the more so as the diagonal direction he was M

following towards the sidewalk possibly caused him to turn J

his back to the train. The muddy condition of the road-
way he was thus crossing diagonally must have absorbed
all his attention, for when he reached the sidewalk he was
on the railway track and was struck while still on his
bicycle by the tender of the engine and very seriously
injured. The train that struck him was shunting and
moving at about five miles an hour, the engine's bell con-
stantly ringing. It was stopped within about forty feet.

An important point to be considered is that under an
order of the Board of Railway Commissioners of June,
1914, the appellant was authorized to construct, maintain
and operate ladder tracks across Kinistine Avenue (now
96th Street), but switching movements were authorized
only between the hours of 1 and 2.30 p.m. and between 9
p.m. and 6 a.m. and a watchman was ordered to be pro-
vided, at the expense of the appellant, to protect the
crossing during the periods that switching operations
were being carried on. There was no watchman at
the crossing when the accident happened and the shunt-
ing itself was at an unauthorized and impliedly prohibited
time.

The learned trial judge, speaking of the respondent's
conduct, said:-

I can see no explanation of his conduct consistent with reasonable
care and I think he was guilty of negligence in riding on to the track
blindly in this way knowing as he did that a train was approaching the
crossing.

Notwithstanding this finding of contributory negligence
on the part of the respondent, the learned trial judge never-
theless condemned the appellant on the ground that it
should have had a watchman at the crossing, who, had he
been there, might have warned the respondent of his
danger. This reason, with deference, appears to me unsatis-
factory, for the watchman, to be of any use, would have had
to be stationed between the tracks to stop traffic on both
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1923 sides of the crossing, and therefore at some distance from
GRAND the point where the respondent was struck. It further

TRUNK PAC.
Ry. Co. seems entirely a matter of conjecture whether a warning

V. from a watchman so placed would have prevented the
EARL.

Mignault J respondent from going on to the track, for the fireman of
M Jthe approaching engine, when not further away than the

watchman would have been, loudly shouted to him to stop
and the warning was unheard or unheeded by the respond-
ent.

In the appellate court, Mr. Justice Stuart was of
opinion that while the reasons of the learned trial judge
were quite sufficient, they were not nearly as strong as they
might have been. In his opinion, the appellant's train was
crossing the highway illegally, and in so crossing struck the
respondent who had the right to be there, and he felt great
reluctance under these circumstances in going very far
with any doctrine of contributory negligence. Mr. Justice
Beck and Mr. Justice Clark adopted the reasons of the trial
judge.

A point urged by the respondent is that the appellant
should have placed a man on the foremost part of the ten-
der to warn persons on the highway. This turns on the
proper construction of section 310 of The Railway Act of
1919, and inasmuch as the train was headed by an engine,
although the engine was moving tender first, I do not think
the section applies. Any possible warning that could have
been given by a man so placed was in fact shouted to the
respondent by the fireman of the engine, but to no effect.

As the failure to have a watchman at the crossing or a
man on the foremost part of the tender does not afford a
satisfactory basis for the judgment rendered against the
appellant, there only remains the question whether, assum-
ing the appellant violated a statutory prohibition in carry-
ing on shunting operations at an unauthorized hour, it can
escape liability by reason of the contributory negligence of
the respondent. In other words, is the contributory negli-
gence of the plaintiff a valid defence where the injury was
caused by the defendant in the course of the performance
of an illegal act?

I do not think the defence of contributory negligence is
excluded in a case like this one. It is true that proof of the
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breach of a statutory prohibition or of a statutory duty 1923

relieves the plaintiff from the necessity of alleging or prov- GRAND
TRUNK PAC.

ing negligence. But it is not enough to find that the Ry. Co.
defendant was negligent, for, if the plaintiff was himself EVL.
guilty of negligence which caused the accident or which -

contributed thereto, he cannot recover damages from the
defendant, unless, in the language of Lord Atkinson in
Grand Trunk Railway Co. v. McAlpine (1),
it be shewn that the defendant could by the exercise of ordinary care and
caution on his part have avoided the consequences of the plaintiff's negli-
gence.

There only remains the question whether the appellant's
servants by the exercise of ordinary care and caution could
have avoided the consequences of the respondent's negli-
gence?

The fireman of the engine was riding on the south side
or on that side which gave him a view of anything
approaching the track from the south. He says he was
looking to the east, that is to say in the direction the train
was moving.

As I have stated, the respondent passed to the right of
the motor car which had stopped on the paved portion of
the street and which was between him and the train, his
attention apparently being entirely directed towards the
muddy road he was crossing in his effort to reach the side-
walk. I will quote from the fireman's testimony with whose
evidence, as well as with that of the engineer, the learned
trial judge stated he was particularly impressed:-

Q. If you can tell me, as near as possible, whereabouts was your cab
when you first saw the plaintiff?-A. Pretty nearly the west side of the
crossing.

Q. And where was the plaintiff when you first saw him?-A. He came
from around that first automobile. There were two automobiles; one was
on the paved road a little way back from the track, and the other one
was on the side, that is the west side of the street, but he came from this
first one and tried to make across the tracks.

Q. He was going north?-A. He was going north.
Q. And east of the far auto?-A. Yes.
Q. And you first saw him when?-A. He was pretty close to the track.
Q. About how far from the track?-A. About ten feet.
Q. What did you do?-A. Well, my impression was he seemed to

hesitate. I thought he was going to wait until the train went by and when
I saw that he wasn't, he was going on the track, and then headed straight

(1) [19131 A.C. 838, at pp. 845, 846.
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1923 down the track between the rails, his bicycle was wobbling around, he
GRAND seemed to me like he was nervous, and as soon as I saw that I hollered.

TRUNK PAC. Q. How far was he from the track when you hollered?-A. He must
Ry. Co. have been about five feet. I knew he was going to head right on to the

V. track, and I hollered and tried to attract his attention.EARL.
- Q. How loudly did you holler?-A. Just about as loud as I could

Mignault J. leaning out of the window and hollering.
- Q. And did you do anything about notifying the engineer?-A. Yes,

sir, I turned to the engineer and told him to hold her.
Q. And did he hold her? Yes, and applied the emergency brake

and reversed the engine.
Q. And where did the engine stop?-A. The engine moved to just over

the east side of the crossing, the tender just over the east side of the
crossing.

I think the fireman was entitled to assume, when he first
saw the respondent, that the latter would not attempt to
cross the track which would have been an act of madness
with the train so close. But when he realized that the
respondent was not going to wait, he shouted out to him,
and the engineer says the shout could be heard a block.
Did this shout come too late to permit the respondent to
stop his bicycle, or should the fireman have shouted a
second or two sooner, for it was a matter of seconds? The
respondent's act, in riding blindly on to the track, knowing
that a train was approaching the crossing, had created a
situation of great danger, and when the fireman realized the
danger he shouted to respondent. The latter may have
been then so close to the track that he could not stop, or
he may have been unnerved by the sudden realization of
the danger, at all events he became the victim of the situa-
tion his negligence had created. Even if the fireman did
not do everything that could have been done in this emer-
gency-and it is easier to criticise after the event than to
take the proper course during an emergency-still the
respondent's own act was the cause of his misfortune. I
think the language of Lord Birkenhead in the recent case
of Admiralty Commissioners v. SS. Volute (1), a marine
collision case and therefore one for contribution, may very
properly be cited here as descriptive of the situation created
by the respondent's negligence:

I think that the question of contributory negligence must be dealt
with somewhat broadly and upon common sense principles as a jury would
probably deal with it. And while no doubt, where a clear line can be

(1) [19221 1 A.C. 129, at p. 144.
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Irawn, the subsequent negligence is the only one to look to, there are 1923
cases in which the two acts come so closely together, and the second act GRAND
of negligence is so much mixed up with the state of things brought about TRUNx PAC.
by the first act, that the party secondly negligent, while not held free from Ry. Co.
blame under the Bywell Castle rule, might, on the other hand, invoke the V.
prior negligence as being part of the cause of the collision so as to make EARL.

it a case of contribution. Mignault J.
Unfortunately for the respondent, this is not a case of

contribution, and his negligence disentitled him to succeed
in his action against the appellant. It is with regret that
I come to this conclusion, but after the most serious and
anxious consideration I can see no help for it.

With great respect therefore I differ from the judgments
below and would allow the appeal and dismiss the respond-
ent's action with costs throughout.

Appeal allowed with costs.
Cross-appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Short, Cross, Maclean &
McBride.

Solicitors for the respondent: Howatt & Howatt.
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1923 THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY OF
*Feb 23. GENTLEMEN ADVENTURERS OF APPELLANT;
*April 3. ENGLAND (DEFENDANT) ............

AND

W. VAILLANCOURT (PLAINTIFF) ...... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL

SIDE, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC
Negligence-Master and servant-Assault by employee-Liability of

employer-Arts. 1058, 1054 C.C.
The appellant company, known as the Hudson's Bay Company, main-

tained a trading post in the far northern part of the province of Que-
bec. The post was in charge of one Wilson as manager, with two
other employees of the appellant under his control, the respondent as
general helper and his mother as housekeeper, all three living together.
One morning, at 6.30, Wilson came out of his room half naked and
drunk, to inquire about some noise heard in the upper part of the
building. The respondent, coming down, saw Wilson and, knowing
his mother was near, told him to kindly go back to his room and
get dressed. A few minutes later, the respondent being in the kitchen,
Wilson went there and shot at him, injuring his leg so severely that
it had to be amputated.

Held, Duff and Anglin JJ. dissenting, that the appellant company was
liable under article 1054 C.C., as the damages were caused by Wilson
"in the performance of the work for which (he) was employed."

Per Idington and Brodeur JJ.-Upon the evidence, the appellant com-
pany is also responsible under article 1053 C.C.

Judgment of the Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 34 K.B. 207) affirmed, Duff
and Anglin JJ. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, appeal side, Province of Quebec (1), affirming the
judgment of the Superior Court, Sir F. Lemieux C. J., (2),
and maintaining the respondent's action for $13,000.

The material facts of the case and the questions in issue
are fully stated in the above head-note and in this judg-
ment now reported.

Lafleur K.C. and Holden K.C. for the appellant. The
act of Wilson was not done in the performance of the
work for which he was employed (article 1054 C.C.); the
wrong done was merely a wicked act; the master is not
responsible even if that act had been done while the ser-
vant who did the act was occupied in work for his master.
The respondent's injury was not caused by any act, imprud-

*PREENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) [1922] Q.R. 34 K.B. 207. (2) [1922] Q.R. 60, S.C. 457.
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ence, neglect or want of skill on the part of the appel- 1923

lant, under article 1053 C.C.-Central Vermont Ry. Go. v. 'im
GovaaNont

Bain (1); Curley v. Latreille (2); Halparin v. Bulling aD

(3); Sheehan v. Bank of Ottawa (4); Roth v. Canadian COMPANY

Pacific Ry. Co. (5); Fiol v. Lombard (6). GEwiMEN

Alleyn Taschereau K.C. for the respondent. The ap- of ENaiOLN
pellant company is liable under articles 1053 and 1054 VA. N

C.C. . r.
IDINGTON J.-I agree entirely with the appreciation of Idingtn J.

Mr. Justice Guerin, presiding in the court appealed from,
of the learned trial judge's opinion judgment in regard to
the facts and the relevant law.

The like view of the law and facts has been taken by
four out of five of those who heard the case in appeal. I
concur with the majority. I cannot see anything useful
to be served by repeating any of said arguments.

I may be permitted, however, to ask if a local trader
had come into the appellant's shop and, in course of deal-
ing with the agent Wilson when drunk, had been shot
down by him because they disagreed as to prices, could it
be held that the appellant would not be liable? I, of
course, do not include in this illustration the cotiseqtiences
of an accepted challenge to go outside and fight it out.

I cannot distinguish such a case as I put from the mode
of discipline the drunken agent in charge of the premises
and all therein, including respondent, sought to apply to
his subordinate.

I would dismiss this appeal with costs.

DUFF J. (dissenting).-The first question we have to
consider turns upon the effect of a clause of Article 1054
of the Civil Code, which is in the following words:-

Les maitres et les commettants Masters and employers are re-
sont responsables du dommage *sponsible for the damage caused by
caus6 par leurs domestiques et their servants and workmen in the
ouvriers, dans 1'ex6cution des fone- performance of the work for which
tions auxquelles ces derniers sont they are employed.
employ6s.

(1) [19181 Q.R. 28 K.B. 45, at p. (4) [1921] Q.R. 59 S.C. 555, at p.
47. 559.

(2) [1920] 60 Can. S.C.R. 131. (5) [1905] 4 Can. Ry. Cas. 238.
(3) [19141 50 Can. S.C.R. 471, at (6) Journal du Palais, 1875, p.

p. 474. 210.
57041-7
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1923 There does not appear to be any necessary inconsistency
THE between the French text and the English text. They are

GOVERNOR
CO AD to be read together, and (if interpretation be necessary)
coMPANY each as explanatory of the other. City of Montreal v.OF

GENTLEMEN Watt & Scott Ltd. (1). I doubt myself if exposition could
ADVENTURERS
OF ENGLAND make the meaning of the language used in either text

VAn LAN- plainer than it is. Le fait dommageable must be some-
coURT. thing done in the execution of the servant's functions as
Du J. servant or in the performance of his work as servant. If

the thing done belongs to the kind of work which the ser-
vant is employed to perform or the class of things falling
within l'exdcution des fonctions, then by the plain words
of the text responsibility rests upon the employer. Whether
that is so or not in a particular case must, I think, always
be in substance a question of fact, and although in cases
lying near the border line decisions on analogous states of
fact may be valuable as illustrations, it is not, I think, the
rule itself being clear, a proper use of authority to refer
to such decisions for the purpose of narrowing or enlarging
the limits of the rule.

I am emphasizing this because in cases arising under
these paragraphs, as in other cases under Article 1054 C.C.,
counsel are accustomed to fortify their arguments by
copious references to decisions of the French courts, many
of which appear to be of little value either as illustrations
of the application of the text or otherwise. In France the
doctrine has been widely accepted and has more than once
been affirmed by the highest tribunal that the employer is
responsible for acts done by his employee d l'occasion of
his service. It cannot be insisted upon too strongly that
an act done by an employee & l'occasion of his service may
or may not be one for which the employer is responsible
under Article 1054 C.C., depending in every case upon the
answer to the question: " Was the act done in the execu-
tion of the employee's service or in the performance of the
work for which he was employed?" An illustration of
cases requiring an affirmative answer is one decided in
1847, Dalloz 4. 423, in which a builder's workman, smok-
ing while at work, set fire to a building. Precisely the same

(1) [1922] 2 A.C. 556, at p. 562.

[1923J
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case, that is to say the same in all its essential elements, was 1923

decided in the opposite sense in Williams v. Jones (1). But THE
GOVERNOR

in Williams v. Jones (1) Blackburn J., dissented on the AND

ground that in the circumstances the act of smoking by COMPANY

the employee while engaged in the duties of his employ- GENTLEMEN
ADVENTURERS

ment, the circumstances being such that by smoking when OF ENGLAND

so engaged the property where he was working was ex- VALLN-
posed to the risk of fire, constituted negligence in the coumR.
performance of his duties. Blackburn J.'s difference Duff J.
with his colleagues " was as to the proper inference -

as from the facts " and his is the view which in a
similar case would probably now be accepted. Jefferson
v. Derbyshire (2). On the other hand, if the act of the
servant causing the injury complained of is an act having
no relation to the duties of his employment as, for example,
where two servants momentarily discontinue their work
to engage in some sort of a frolic, then, although it might
not improperly be said that the injurious act is something
done a l'occasion of their employment, it would appear to
be an abuse of language to describe it as done dans l'ex6cu-
tion des fonctions or in the performance of the work for
which they were employed.

Such cases are no doubt near the line, and the nearer
the line one gets the greater the room of course for dif-
ference of opinion as to the application of the words of the
text. But in substance the solution of the point involves
nothing more than an accurate appreciation of the facts
in their relation to the rule. There seems to be an increas-
ing tendency in France (see Planiol, Revue Critique de
Legislation, vol. 38, pp. 298, 301) to refer the paragraph
under discussion as well as the opening paragraph of
Article 1384 C.N. to a doctrine of social responsibility,
according to which the risk of injury arising from the
prosecution of an enterprise, whether through the negli-
gence of servants or caused by things employed in the en-
terprise, should fall upon the entrepreneur or proprietor be-
cause he enjoys the profits arising from it. I do not think
considerations derived from this mode of reasoning can
legitimately be applied in controlling the interpretation or
the application of the text now under consideration.

(1) 3 H. & C., 256. (2) [19211 2 Q.B. 281, at p. 290.

57041-8
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1923 With great respect for those from whom I have the mis-
THE fortune to differ in opinion as to the result of this appeal,GOVERNOR
AND I cannot persuade myself that the circumstances in this

cOMPANY case bring it anywhere near the boundary line which limits
GENTLEMEN the application of the text. It is quite true that where a
ADVENTURERS
OF ENGLAND general authority is confided to a manager to be exercised

V. in a rather remote region with which communication isVAILLAN-
COURT. somewhat infrequent, and resources are placed at his dis-
Dua J. posal such as those of which Wilson had command, con-

siderable latitude may be permissible in the interpretation
of the authority vested in him. But making full allow-
ance for this, I can find no fact pointing to the existence
of an authority vested in Wilson to exercise discipline over
his subordinates by the administration of corporal punish-
ment. There is no trace of such authority, either absolute
or conditional. Treating, therefore, Wilson's expressions
while engaged in beating the respondent, as serious evi-
dence of the existence of a belief that he was invested with
authority to do what he was doing in the name of the
company and in the company's interest, the existence of
such a belief is wholly irrelevant in the absence of some
fact to show that it was founded on some action of the
company naturally calculated to give rise to it.

But in truth the evidence makes it abundantly clear, as
it seems to me, that Wilson's act was the act of a man
crazed by drink, prompted merely by drunken frenzy-an
act which, I repeat, with the greatest possible respect, can-
not in my judgment be brought within the rule of the text
under the most liberal interpretation possible.

Mr. Lafleur did not dispute that a case might conceiv-
ably be made out under Article 1053 C.C. if it could be
shewn that the appellant company in selecting Wilson or
in supervising his activities had failed to exercise due care
with regard to the safety of the subordinates placed under
his control. It is not necessary, in the view I take of this
case, to attempt to indicate what ought to be regarded as
a test of due care in this connection. It is sufficient to say
that in order to establish a case under this head it would
be necessary to produce some fact either actually known
to the company or which the company ought to have
known at least suggesting that by the employment of Wil-

418 [1923]
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son the personal safety of his fellow employees, subject to 1
his orders, might be exposed to some extraordinary risk. I Tin

GOVERNOR
think the evidence does not disclose any such fact. AND

The appeal, in my opinion, should be allowed and the COMPANY

action dismissed. GENTLEMEN
ADVENTURERS

ANGLIN J. (dissenting).-It is quite unnecessary to re- or ENGLAND

peat the facts of this case already detailed in the very VAHLAN-

carefully prepared judgment of the learned Chief Justice -

of the Superior Court (1), the judgments delivered in the Anglin J.

Court of King's Bench (2), and the opinions prepared by
other members of this court.

With very great respect for the learned .judges who hold
the contrary view, I am of the opinion that this appeal
should be allowed and the action dismissed.

It is sought to hold the defendant company responsible
either under Article 1054 C.C. or under Article 1053 C.C.

In so far as the claim rests on the relationship of master
and servant existing between the defendant company and
Wilson, who shot the plaintiff, the liability imposed by
the last paragraph of Article 1054 C.C. is, I think, as
exclusive as it is, within the limits which it prescribes,
absolute. Mass6 et Verge sur Zachariae, par. 628 (2); 20
Laurent, no. 583; 31 Dem. 611-2; Sourdat, Resp. 4 id.t.12,
no. 888). That liability arises from fault of the servant
causing damage quite independently of any fault on the
part of the master. In dealing with this aspect of the case
we must therefore put aside as irrelevant and immaterial
alleged lack of care in the choice of the servant or in the
exercise of control or supervision of his activities. Those
considerations have to do only with fault of the master
and, while they might import liability under Article 1053
C.C., they are entirely foreign to the case so far as it rests
on Article 1054 C.C. The only qualification or condition
which the law attaches to the vicarious responsibility of
the master is that the damages for which it is sought to
hold him liable shall have been caused by the servant " in
the performance of the work for which he is employed."
But the fulfilment of that condition is de rigueur, this
vicarious responsibility being de droit itroit. (Dem. no.

(1) Q.R. 60 S.C. 457.
57041-82

(2) Q.R. 34 K.B. 207.
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1923 617). In determining whether there is liability under
TE Article 1054 C.C., I agree with Mr. Justice Tellier:-

GovERNOR II faut r6pondre oui, si ces dommages oat 6t6 causks dans l'ex6cution
COMPANY des fonctions auxquelles le dit Wilson 6tait employ6; dans le cas contraire,

OF il faut r6pondre non.
GENTLEMEN
AENTuR But I cannot assent to the view of that learned judge,
OF ENGLAND shared by the other members of the Court of King's Bench
VAILLAN- (except Mr. Justice Howard) and by the learned Chief

COURT. Justice of the Superior Court, that the damage for which
Anglin J. the plaintiff claims was caused by Wilson " dans l'execu-

tion des fonctions auxquelles it 6tait employ6." I had
occasion to consider carefully the scope and import of that
much-discussed phrase (S. 92.1.569, n. 1 & 2) in Curley
v. Latreille, (1) and I have had no reason to change the
views there expressed.

I fully agree that the duties of Wilson at Weymon-
tachingue included the upkeep and management of the
residence and the control of the plaintiff as a servant, as
well as the conduct of the defendant company's business.
His authority over the plaintiff would probably have war-
ranted reprimand and possibly dismissal for insubordina-
tion or insolence.

There can be no doubt also that although the particular
act which causes damage may be unauthorized or even a
distinctly forbidden or criminal act, if it be done in the
performance of the work for which the servant is em-
ployed it will render the master liable for resultant in-
jury. But when he took his gun and went to the kitchen
and shot the plaintiff, Wilson was not performing any
work or discharging any function within the scope of his
employment as post-manager. He was not doing any-
thing appertaining to the work for which he was employed.
Under no circumstances could a sane man believe that his
duty or his authority would extend to the doing of such a
purely wanton act. And it is by the view which a reason-
able man should take that what is included in the work
or functions for which a servant is employed and the
scope of the authority which his duties carry must be de-
termined, and not by any crazy notion that may enter the
servant's mind if mentally deranged or crazed with drink.

(1) 60 Can. S.C.R. 131.

420 [19231
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The reasonable inference from the circumstances in evi- 1923

dence in my opinion is that Wilson was actuated by re- THs

sentment for what, in his drunken frenzy, he imagined to AEN

be an insult at the hands of the plaintiff. Temporarily C"
insane though he was, the belief that he conceived that GENTLEMEN

.ADVENTURESwhen he shot the plaintiff he was engaged in discharging op ENGLAND

his duty to the company or in exercising any authority V
given him for the management of the household or the coura.
control of the servants, if material, is, in my opinion, not Angh j.
warranted. Wholly disconnected with any work for which -

he was employed by the defendant company, not commit-
ted by him " comme tel en sa qualitg de prgposg," Wilson's
act was not merely un abus de son autoritg, it was some-
thing wholly en dehors de ses fonctions. Fiol v Lom-
bard (1); Central Vermont Ry. Co. v. Bain (2); Antoine
v. Goudal (3); Mignault, Droit Civil, p. 337; 31 Dem. no.
617; 20 Laurent no. 582; 11 Toullier no. 282.

As to liability under Article 1053 C.C., the evidence does
not satisfy me that a case of actionable fault on the part
of Youngman (whom I regard as the alter ego of the de-
fendant company) either in the selection or in the super-
vision of Wilson as post manager has been shown, or that
causative connection between any such alleged fault and
the shooting of the plaintiff was sufficiently direct to en-
tail liability of the company. Youngman seems to have
taken reasonable care in the selection of Wilson and I am
not satisfied that a case of negligence in his supervision
has been made out. The fact that although the plaintiff
and his mother, who now denounce Wilson's conduct and
habits so vigorously, lived for two years and a half with
him at the company's post, yet made no complaint to
Youngman or to the company about him, I regard as most
significant. But though Youngman should be found to
have been somewhat remiss in his supervision, I am not
satisfied that it can be said that an attempt by Wilson to
commit murder was a consequence which he should have
anticipated might ensue as the result of leaving the latter in
control of the post. In lege causa proxima, non remota,
spectatur.

(1) S. 1875.2.36. (2) Q.R. 28 K.B. 45, at p. 47.
O S. 1904.2.298.

S.C.R.
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1923 BRODEUR J.-Je ne pourrais mieux faire que de concourir
THE dans l'opinion si admirable de l'honorable juge-en-chef

GOVERNOR
AND Lemieux (1). 11 a exprim6 dans une forme impeccable les

COFANY faits qui ont donn6 lieu h la r6clamation du demandeur Vail-
GENTLEMEN laincourt et les principes de droit qu'il a invoqus& h 'appui
ADVENTURERS
OF ENGLAND de son jugement sont absolument inattaquables. 11s sont

VAILLAN- en tout conformes h ce que nous enseignent la doctrine et la
COURT. jurisprudence frangaises.

Brodeur J. Ce jugement a 6t6 confirm6 par la cour d'appel.
La question qui se pr6sente est de savoir si la compagnie

d6fenderesse est responsable des blessures infligies par son
pr6pos6 Wilson au demandeur Vaillancourt.

Je suis d'opinion que la compagnie a engag6 sa responsa-
bilit6

1. par la faute et l'imprudence qu'elle a commises en
mettant ce nomm6 Wilson en charge du poste de Weymon-
tachingue (art. 1053 C.C.)

2. par le fait que ce dommage aurait 6t6 cause par son
mandataire dans l'exercice de ses fonctions (art. 1054 C.C.
et art. 1731 C.C.)

D'abord la compagnie est-elle en faute et a-t-elle engag6
sa responsabilit6 sous les dispositions de 1'article 1053 C.C.?

Sur ce point il n'est pas n6cessaire que je discute la
preuve. 11 s'agit, apris tout, d'une question de fait. Et
comme les cours infirieures ont toutes deux d~clar6 que
la faute de la compagnie 6tait prouvie, je ne crois pas qu'il
soit utile d'ajouter quoi que ce soit a ce qui a 6t6 si bien
dit par 1'honorable juge-en-chef Lemieux en Cour Sup6-
rieure. II a eu 1'avantage de voir et d'entendre les t6moins,
et il est 6vident qu'il n'a pas 6t6 favorablement impres-
sionn6 par les t6moignages de la d6fense sur ce point.

Je suis 6galement d'opinion que la compagnie a engag6
sa responsabilit6 parce que le dommage dont se plaint Vail-
lancourt a 6t6 caus6 par Wilson, le pr6pos6 de la d6fende-
resse, dans l'exercice de ses fonctions.

Quelles 6taient les fonctions de Wilson?
La compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson avait originairement

des pouvoirs bien 6tendus dans les r6gions du nord pour y
faire le commerce des pelleteries. Elle y exercait des fonc-

(1) Q.R. 60 S.C. 457.
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tions judiciaires et administratives et m~me l6gislatives 1923
(Encyclopedia Britannica, vo. Hudson's Bay Company). THz
Elle jouissait naturellement d'un trbs grand prestige aupris GOVRNOR
des tribus indiennes de ces r6gions. Lorsqu'en 1869, elle a COMPANY

abandonn6 une partie de ses priviliges au gouvernement GENTLEMEN
ADVENTURERSdu Canada, elle a cependant stipul6 la conservation de ses OF ENGLAND

postes. Elle posside dans les r6gibns du nord de Qu6bec VAIL AN-

un de ces postes, app6l6 Weymontachingue, qui 6tait sous couRT.

la g6rance du nomm6 Wilson qui en avait le supreme coM- Brodeur J.
mandement et qui avait sous son contr8le le demandeur
Vaillancourt comme homme de peine, et sa mere, comme
cuisiniere.

Ce contr6le qu'il avait sur Vaillancourt et sa mire 6tait
de tous les instants. 11 vivait sous le mame toit qu'eux,
dans une maison appartenant A la compagnie. Un matin.
Vaillancourt, aprbs avoir soign6 les animaux du poste, 6tait
all6 A sa chambre, qui 6tait A l'6tage sup6rieur du poste,
pour s'habiller plus chaudement et aller travailler ensuite
dans la fort quand il s'entendit interpeller par Wilson. II
descendit alors et constata que Wilson 6tait en boisson et
presque compl~tement nu. Mfi par des notions 616mentaires
de vertu et de d6cence, Vaillancourt lui mit tranquillement
la main sur 1'6paule et lui conseilla d'aller s'habiller. Wil-
son, croyant 6videmment que ces conseils de son subalterne
constituaient un m6pris de son autorit6 et de son prestige,
prend un fusil qui se trouvait A sa portie et tire sur Vaillan-
court A bout portant et le blesse gravement A la jambe. De
peine et de misbre, Vaillancourt a pu se trainer dehors sur
son autre jambe et aller se coucher sur 1'herbe. Sa mire
et les sauvages qui 6taient dans le voisinage se sont port6s
A son secours. Cela n'a pas empich6 Wilson de le frapper
A coups de canne et de dire alors:
Les officiers de la Baie d'Hudson ont le droit de tuer, et puis ils sont
prot~g6s.

Voilh comment Wilson voulait affirmer son prestige et
celui de la compagnie en prdsence des pauvres sauvages
et de ceux qui l'entouraient.

Ces paroles de Wilson ddmontrent bien qu'en tentant
de tuer Vaillancourt il faisait un acte qu'il croyait n6ces-
saire pour la paix et la tranquillit6 de ces r6gions. C'6tait
6videmment pour lui un acte d'autorit6 devenu d6sirable

S.C.R. 423
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1923 pour le prestige de la compagnie qu'il repr6sentait. 11
THE s'est 6videmment m6pris sur le caractbre de ses fonctions

GOVERNOR
AND en ayant recours & la force brutale pour r6primer tout

COMPANY abus qui aurait pu se produire. S'il y avait quelque doute
GENTLEMEN au sujet de l'importance qu'il attachait a ses fonctions et
ADVENTURERS
OF ENGLAND sur la manidre dont elles devaient 6tre remplies, on pour-

V. rait r6f6rer h cet incident d6voil6 par la preuve oit unVAILLAN-
coUr. commergant aurait tent6 un jour d'acheter des pelleteries

Brodeur j. de la tribu sauvage qu'il y avait l et de faire concurrence
par 1h mime A la compagnie de la baie d'Hudson. Wilson
le chassa de lI en essayant de d6charger son fusil sur lui.
Dans une autre occasion, il aurait fait feu sur un jeune
sauvage. Ces circonstances d6montrent 6videmment que
Wilson se croyait oblig6 dans l'int6r~t de la compagnie
qu'il reprisentait d'user d'armes A feu pour affirmer son
autorit6.

C'est ce que les cours inf6rieures ont trouv6 comme
question de fait. Devons-nous rejeter cette d6cision? Je
ne le crois pas.

Nous n'avons qu'd consulter la doctrine et la jurispru-
dence frangaises pour nous convaincre qu'au point de vue
16gal la conduite de Wilson a engag6 la responsabilit6 de
la compagnie.

Voici, par exemple, ce que disent Mass6 et Verge sur
Zachariae qui sont cit6s dans la Bibiothbque du Code Civil
de DeLorimier sous 1'article 1054 C.C.:-

En principe (disent-ils) la responsabilit6 des mattres et des commet-
tants 1 '6gard du dommage caus6 par les domestiques ou prdpos~s n'est
pas limit6e au cas oht les actes dommageables rentraient dans les termes
du mandat ou de la fonction: pour que le maitre ou le commettant soient
responsables, il suffit que les actes dommageables du domestique ou du
prdpos6 se rattachent a l'objet de leur mandat et qu'ils aient lieu a l'occa-
sion de son exicution * * * La responsabilit6 des maitres et corn-
niettants est tellement 6tendue qu'elle s'applique mime aux dilits et aux
crimes commis par les domestiques on prdposes dams l'exercice de leurs
fonctions, dilits ou crimes pour lesquels ils n'auraient pu recevoir aucun
mandat.

-Cette responsabilit6 est 6videmment bien 6tendue, mais
elle vient de cette consid6ration que les maitres ou les
commettants ont A se reprocher d'avoir donni leur con-
fiance h des hommes michants, maladroits ou imprudents.

Pothier nous enseigne (Obligations, no. 121) que les
matitres sont responsables des dilits de leurs serviteurs
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m~me dans le cas of2 il n'aurait pas 6t6 en leur pouvoir d'empicher le d6lit 1923
* * * ce qui a 6t6 6tabli pour rendre les maitres attentifs A ne se servir
que de bons domestiques. GOVERNOR

Voilh oii nos codificateurs se sont inspirds pour 6crire CoANY
Particle 1054 C.C. OF

GENTLEMEN
Les termes de Particle 1054 C.C. sont g6ndraux et la ADVENTURERS

responsabilit6 du maitre qu'ils 6dictent ne souffre d'excep- OF ENGLAND

tion que dans le cas oil le fait reproch6 ne se rattache pas VAILLAN-
COURT.

au contrat de louage de services. Le pr6pos6 qui accom- rouRJ

plit mal les instructions de son maitre ou qui accompagne Brodeur J.

l'accomplissement de son mandat d'agissements inutiles
ou 6trangers donne lieu A la responsabilit6 civile de son
maitre. La loi veut que le maitre subisse la cons6quence
du choix et de l'emploi d'un prdpos6 incapable et coupable.

Les expressions que nous retrouvons dans Particle 1054
"dans les fonctions auxquelles ils sont employds" ne signi-
fient pas que les faits h raison desquels les maitres et com-
metants peuvent 6tre d6claris civilement responsables doi-
vent constituer l'exercice m~me des fonctions des domesti-
ques ou des pr6pos6s. La condition exig6e par la loi se ren-
contre lorsque les faits dommageables ont 6 accomplis soit
dans 'exercice de ces fonctions, soit m~me A l'occasion de cet
exercice et alors m~me que le dommage r6sulte d'un abus
des dites fonctions. Beaudry Lacantinerie, vol. 4 Obliga-
tions, no. 2914; Dalloz, 1908.1.351; Demolombe, vol. 31,
no. 641; Laurent, vol. 20, no. 506; Revue Trimestrielle,
1917, p. 134; Revue Trimestrielle, 1906, p. 673.

Si c'est au cours de son travail, dans 1'6tablissement m~me
du patron que 1'acte dommageable est commis par le prb-
pos6, peu importe qu'il y ait non pas exercice normal mais
abusif des fonctions.

Dans le cas oit un ouvrier interrompt son travail et joue
avec un de ses compagnons en se servant d'une canne-fusil
lui appartenant et blesse ce compagnon, la chambre crimi-
nelle de la Cour de Cassation a vu lh un cas d'application
de l'article 1384 du Code Napol6on correspondant h noire
article 1054 C.C. (Dalloz 1919.1.8.)

Cette solution est absolument analogue A celle donn6e
sous la loi des accidents du travail par la chambre civile
oii l'on a consid6r6 comme survenu ' 1'occasion du travail
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1923 tout accident arriv6 au temps et au lieu du travail. Sirey,
THE 1912.1.323; Sirey, 1912.1.335; Sirey, 1913.1.313.

GOVERNOR
AND L'appelante a cit6 A 1'appui de ses pr6tentions une cause

C"ANY de Fiol c. Lombard jug~e en 1875 et rapport6e dans le
OF

GENTLEMEN Journal du Palais, p. 210.
ADVENTURERS
OF ENGLAND Je ne crois pas que cette d6cision puisse s'appliquer aux

V. faits de la pr6sente cause. Le tribunal, dans cette cause
VARLLAN-

CoUrT. de Fiol, a trouv6 comme question de fait que le fait dom-
Brodeur J. mageable ne s'6tait pas produit dans les fonctions aux-

Mignault J. quelles leurs domestiques 6taient employ6s. L'accident
- serait survenu h la suite de dissentiments entre eux. 11

n'y avait pas, comme dans la pr~sente cause, le fait que
le pr6pos6 a cru n6cessaire d'avoir recours ' la force brutale
pour accomplir les fonctions qui lui avaient 6t6 confi6es.

D'ailleurs cette decision de Fiol a 6t6 rendue en 1875
et elle a 6t6 virtuellement ignor6e dans les d6cisions plus
r6centes que j'ai cit6es plus haut.

Pour toutes ces raisons, l'appel doit 6tre renvoye avec
d6pens.

MIGNAULT J.-Dans cette cause tris difficile on a invoqu6
h, la fois l'article 1053 et l'article 1054 du code civil pour
rendre l'appelante responsable de l'acte de son pr6pos6
Wilson, qui en 6tat d'ivresse, a bless6 1'intim6 d'un coup
de fusil n6cessitant l'amputation de sa jambe.

La port6e de l'article 1053 C.C. est tris g6n6rale. La
faute la plus 16gire engage la responsabilit6 de toute per-
sonne capable de discerner le bien du mal, mais h une con-
dition essentielle cependant, c'est que cette faute ait caus6
le dommage dont on se plaint. Si cette relation directe
entre la faute et le dommage manque, l'article 1053 C.C.
est sans application possible. Cet article me parait donc
hors de cause ici car la faute qui a occasionn6 le dommage
n'est pas la faute de 1'appelante, mais celle de son prepos6
Wilson.

Sauf en ce qui concerne le dommage caus6 par une chose
dont rdpond celui qui a cette chose sous sa garde, l'article
1054 C.C. s'occupe des cas oii on est responsable de la faute
d'autrui, comme le sont les matres et commettants du dom-
mage caus6 par leurs domestiques et ouvriers dans l'ex6cu-
tion des fonctions auxquelles ces derniers sont employ6s.
Comme l'6nonciation d'une rigle g6nrale, et abstraction
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faite de quelques lois particulibres qui peuvent 6tendre 1923

cette responsabilit6, je suis d'avis que Particle 1054 C.C. 'THS
. . GOVERNOR

pose les seuls cas oil 1'on soit civilement responsable de la AND

faute d'autrui. C'est done le seul article qui puisse s'appli- COMPANY

quer dans l'espice. GENTLEMEN
ADVENTURERS

Dans Curley v. Latreille (1), aprbs avoir rapport6 cer- OF ENGLAND

taines solutions de la jurisprudence frangaise et fait observer VAILIAN-

que la responsabilit6 de la faute d'autrui est de droit strict, cOURT.
je me suis exprim6 comme suit sur la port6e de l'article Mignault J.
1054 C.C., avec le plein concours de mon honorable colligue,
M. le juge Anglin:-

Etant donn6 que P'interpritation stricte s'impose en cette matibre, je
ne puis me convamcre que le texte de notre article nous autorise A accueil-
lir toutes les solutions que je viens d'indiquer. Ainsi, dans la pro-
vince de Quebec le maitre et le commettant sont responsables du
dommage caus6 par leurs domestiques et ouvriers dans l'exdcution des
fonctions auxquelles ces derniers sont employds, ou, pour citer la version
anglaise de Particle 1054 C.C. "in the performance of the work for which
they are employed." Ceci me parait clairement exclure la responsabilit4
du maitre pour un fait accompli par le domestique ou ouvrier A l'occasion
seulement de ses fonctions, si on ne peut dire que ce fait s'est produit
dans I'ex6cution de ses fonctions. II peut souvent Stre difficile de d6ter-
miner si le fait dommageable est accompli dans 1'exercice des fonctions
ou seulement & leur occasion, mais, s'il appert r6ellement que ce fait n'a
pas 6td accompli dans l'ex6cution des fonctions du domestique ou ouvrier,
nous nous trouvons en dehors de notre texte. L'abus des fonctions, si le
fait incrimin6 s'est produit dans 1'ex6cution de ces fonctions, entre au
contraire dans ce texte et entraine la responsabilit6 du maitre.

Je suis encore du mime avis, et il ne me semble pas
inutile de le dire encore A raison de certaines solutions de
la jurisprudence frangaise qu'on a invoqu6es pour donner
A Particle 1054 C.C., quant h la responsabilit6 des maitres
et commettants, une interpr6tation extensive qu'il ne com-
porte pas dans mon opinion. Il faut bien reconnaitre que
la jurisprudence frangaise a pris depuis quelques ann6es
une orientation qui 1'6carte de plus en plus de la doctrine
traditionnelle. Elle admet de nouvelles th6ories en matibre
de responsabilit6 civile, comme l'abus du droit, 1'enrichis-
sement sans cause et la responsabilit6 des irresponsables,
enfants en bas ^ge et insensis (Planiol t.2, no. 878). On
peut mime dire qu'elle tend A faire abstraction de la faute
et A la remplacer par la conception du risque. Mais
n'oublions pas que nous avons un code dont le texte doit
nous servir de r6gle, et que si les opinions des auteurs et

(1) 60 Can. S.C.R. 131, at p. 175.
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1923 les decisions de la jurisprudence frangaise ne peuvent se
THE concilier avec ce texte, c'est le texte et non pas ces opinions

GOVERNOR
AND et ces d6cisions que nous devons suivre. Je ne serais cer-

COMPANY tainement pas partisan d'une interpr6tation de notre codeOF
GENTLEMEN qui en ferait pr6valoir la lettre sur l'esprit, mais quand le
ADVENTURERS

OF ENGLAND texte est clair et sans 6quivoque on n'a pas besoin de
V . chercher ailleurs.
COURT. Les faits de la cause peuvent 6tre relat6s bribvement.

Mignault J. Wilson, depuis 1916, 6tait g6rant du poste de traite de
1'appelante h Weymonttachingue et 1'intim6 y 6tait em-
ploy6 comme homme de peine. Le matin du 11 octobre
1920, vers 6 h. 15, l'intim6 qui occupait une chambre au
deuxibme 6tage, descendit pour soigner le cheval et les
volailles, et remonta ensuite A sa chambre. Wilson 6tait
au premier 6tage et, entendant du bruit en haut, il
demanda qui 6tait l1. L'intim6 r6pondit que c'6tait lui et
ensuite descendit l'escalier. En passant devant la cham-
bre de Wilson, il rencontra celui-ci v~tu seulement d'une
chemise et visiblement sous 1'influence de la boisson. Wil-
son lui dit: " Je suis saofil encore ce matin." L'intim6 lui
posa la main sur 1'6paule en lui disant: " M. Wilson, si
vous 6tes saofil, entrez dans votre chambre et mettez vos
vetements; il n'est pas convenable de sortir comme vous
6tes." L'intim6 se rendit alors h la cuisine et chaussait ses
bottes de travail, lorsque Wilson est arriv4 avec une cara-
bine et a tird presqu'A bout portant sur l'intim6 qu'il
atteignit A la jambe. L'intim6 s'enfuit au dehors oit Wil-
son le rejoignit et le frappa plusieurs fois avec une canne,
lui disant que les officiers de la compagnie de la Baie
d'Hudson avaient le droit de tuer et qu'ils 6taient prot~gs.
Comme r6sultat de cet assaut, 'intim6 eut la jambe cass6e
et on dut plus tard la lui amputer. II tient I'appelante
civilement responsable du d6lit de Wilson.

Wilson, je l'ai dit, 6tait g6rant du poste et 6tait charg6
d'y faire pour I'appelante la traite des pelleteries avec les
chasseurs et trappeurs qui 6taient surtout des sauvages.
Il y tenait 6galement un magasin g6n6ral oii les sauvages
et les chasseurs achetaient les provisions et autres mar-
chandises dont ils avaient besoin. Le personnel du poste
se composait de l'intim6, homme de peine, et de sa m~re,
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servante, nomm6s par Wilson mais pay6s par l'appelante, 1923
tous les deux soumis h 1'autorit 6 de Wilson. THE

GOVERNOR
Il s'agit de d6terminer dans ces circonstances si Wilson AND

6tait dans 'ex~cution de ses fonctions quand il a bless6 COMPANY
OF

l'intim6. Il est 6vident que Wilson ne conduisait pas alorS GENTLEMEN
ADVENTURERS

le commerce que lui avait confi6 l'appelante, et de ce chef OF ENGLAND

le d6lit commis par lui 6tait entibrement en dehors de ses VAILLAN-
fonctions comme g6rant de ce commerce. Mais en rap- coURT.
port avec cette g6rance il avait, je 1'ai dit, autorit6 sur Mignault J.

l'intim6 et sa mere, 6galement employ6s de l'appelante,
qui 6taient tenus d'ob6ir A ses ordres 16gitimes. Et la
question est de savoir s'il exergait cette autorit6, tout en
1'exergant mal, lorsqu'il a bless6 l'intim6. L'honorable
juge Tellier, en cour d'appel, pose la question de responsa-
bilit6 uniquement sous 1'article 1054 C.C., et il dit, parlant
de Wilson:-

S'il traitait bien les clients au comptoir, et le demandeur h sa r6sidence,
il remplissait convenablement ses fonctions; s'il les maltraitait, il man-
quait A ses devoirs, il abusait de son autorit6. Dans un cas comme dans
l'autre, il 6tait dans l'exercice de ses fonctions.

Il ne me paraft pas douteux que le maitre ne peut se
soustraire h sa responsabilit6 pour les actes de son pr6pose
sous pr6texte que le pr6pos6 s'est rendu coupable d'un crime
pour lequel aucun mandat ne lui avait 6t6 donn6, s'il est
constat4 que ce crime a 6t6 commis dans 1'exercice des fonc-
tions du pr6pos6. II s'agit ici, en effet, de la responsabilit6
d~coulant des d6lits comme des quasi-d6lits des pr6posis.
Cela ne souffre aucun doute en doctrine et en jurisprudence.
Comp. Pothier, Obligations no. 121, et la note sous Paris,
15 mai 1851, Dalloz, 1852.2.241.

Mais il est 6galement certain que le maitre n'est pas
responsable du d6lit ou crime dont son pr6pos6 s'est rendu
coupable en dehors de ses fonctions. Il y un assez grand
nombre de d6cisions dans ce sens. Voy. Cassation, 5 juin
1861; Dalloz, 1861.1.439; Cassation, 3 mars 1884; Sirey,
1885.1.21; Paris, 19 mai 1874; Dalloz, 1874.2.214; Douai, 14
f6vrier 1894; Sirey, 1894.1.161; Douai, 24 f6vrier 1902 et
12 janvier 1903; Sirey, 1904.2.298.

Dans ces espices, on ne trouve pas la particularit 6 que
pr6sente la cause qui nous est soumise, c'est-h-dire la subor-
dination entre la victime et le pr6pos6 qui a commis le
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1923 dilit, le maitre commun ayant plac6 cette victime sous les
THE ordres de ce pr6pos6. Le poste confi6 & Wilson se trouvait

GOVERNOR
AND dans un endroit desert, et Wilson avait le contrble du per-

COAY sonnel du poste un peu comme le capitaine d'un navire a
GENTLEMEN le contr8le de 1'6quipage. Or il ne manque pas d'arr~ts oil
ADVENTURERS

OF ENGLAND on a condamn6 1'armateur a raison de mauvais traitements
VAILLAN- infligis aux matelots par les officiers du navire dans 1'exer-

COURT. cice de leurs fonctions.
Mignault j. Ainsi on a rendu le propri6taire d'un navire responsable

- du d6lit de coups et blessures commis sur la personne d'un
matelot par le maitre d'6quipage dans 1'exercice de ses
fonctions (Sirey, 1864.2.99); ou d'un crime dont le capi-
taine s'6tait rendu coupable au pr6judice d'un des hommes
de l'6quipage (Fuzier-Herman, vo. Armateur, no. 109) ou
encore des suites des punitions ill6gales et des mauvais
traitements infligds ou des blessures occasionnies h un
mousse ou a tout autre homme de l'6quipage par un officier
du bord dans 1'exercice de ses fonctions. (idem, ib. no.
110.)

Si Wilson maltraitait le personnel du poste qui 6tait
soumis a ses ordres, il est indiscutable qu'il abusait de
l'autorit6 que l'appelante lui avait confi6e A 1'6gard de ce
personnel, et cet abus donnerait lieu A la responsabilit6
d6cr6t6e par Particle 1054 C.C. Jusqu'ici il n'y a pas de
difficult6 car 1'abus de la fonction, bien que ce soit un abus
du mandat que le pr6pos6 tient de son commettant, engage
cependant la responsibilit6 de ce dernier.

Il est assez difficile d'expliquer 1'assaut brutal et meurtrier
commis par Wilson sur la personne de 1'intim6, A moins d'y
avoir un abus d'autorit6. La preuve constate que jusqu'au
jour de 1'assaut les rapports entre Wilson et l'intim6 6taient
excellents et qu'il n'y a jamais eu de querelle entre eux.
Wilson ne pouvait done avoir un motif de vengeance par-
ticulibre h satisfaire contre 1'intim6. Cependant ce matin-
lA Wilson 6tait ivre et l'intim6, son homme de peine, s'6tait
permis de lui faire la remarque que j'ai rapport~e plus haut.
Wilson voulait-il le punir du manque de respect que com-
portait cette remarque et surtout du fait qu'il lui avait
mis la main sur 1'6paule pour le faire rentrer dans sa
chambre et s'habiller? En 1'absence de tout autre explica-
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tion possible, on peut bien le croire. Mais il est 6vident 1923

que dans ce cas il y a eu abus de 1'autorit6 qu'avait Wilson THE
GOVERNOR

sur l'intim6, car alors qu'il pouvait rdprimer 1'injure ou le AND

manque de respect par des r6montrances ou autres moyens COMPANY
0F

raisonnables, il ne pouvait se porter & des voies de fait sur GENTLEMEN
. ADVENTURERS

la personne de son serviteur. L'assaut qu'il a commlS o ENGLAND

6tait donc un flagrant abus de son autorit6. V.LLN-

Si je croyais qu'il n'y avait eu dans l'espbce qu'une que- couRT.
relle ou une vengeance particulibre 'a raison de dissenti- Mignault J.
ments antirieurs entre ces deux hommes, j'h6siterais beau-
coup a dire que Wilson agissait dans 1'exercice de ses fonc-
tions comme chef du personnel du poste de traite quand il a
assailli l'intim6. Mais cet 616ment, ou cette explication
de la conduite de Wilson, manque absolument. Il ne reste
que l'explication que Wilson a voulu punir un manque de
respect de son serviteur h son 6gard, et alors il exergait,
mais il exergait abusivement, l'autorit6 qu'il tenait de
l'appelante sur son serviteur. L'6tat d'esprit de Wilson,
surtout ivre comme il 6tait, peut n'8tre pas un indice bien
sfir pour d6terminer s'il exergait ses fonctions de maitre de
l'intim6, mais 1'ivresse ne peut certainement excuser les
mauvais traitements qu'un maitre inflige h son serviteur,
et dans toutes les circonstances de la cause, mime en ne
tenant pas compte de ce que Wilson, dans son 6tat d'ivresse,
a pu s'imaginer, 1'acte lui-m~me, tout d6raisonnable et
criminel qu'il 6tait, A difaut d'autre explication possible,
6tait un acte d'autorit6, et les paroles de Wilson que 1in-
tim6 rapporte le d6montrent.

Apris une longue et s6rieuse 6tude de la cause, je suis
donc d'avis que Wilson a abus6 de son autorit6 sur I'intimi
et partant que Particle 1054 C.C., s'applique. Je crois que
cette conclusion est conforme h la justice, et j'aurais beau-
coup regrett6 d'avoir h dire, dans les circonstances que
l'intim6 n'a d'autre remade qu'un recours illusoire contre
un g6rant insolvable. II a fiddlement servi 1'appelante et
son pr6pos6 Wilson, et la brutalit6 de ce dernier, dans
1'exercice de 1'autorit6 que 1'appelante lui avait confide, a
rendu l'intim6 infirme pour la vie. D'ailleurs 1'appelante
n'a pas 6t6 sans avertissements quant au caractbre dan-
gereux de Wilson, comme le d6montra le t6moignage du
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1923 nomm6 Potts. Elle devait choisir ses g6rants avec soin
THE et les surveiller efficacement, et c'est h raison de ce devoir

GOVERNOR
AND du maitre que l'article 1054 C.C. le rend responsable du

COMPANY donmage caus6 par ses pr6pos6s dans 1'exercice de leurs
GENTLDMEN fonctions, sans qu'il puisse se disculper en pr6tendant qu'il

ADVENRURERS
F ENGLAND ne pouvait empicher le fait qui a caus6 le dommage. Cette

A responsabilit6, dit Pothier (Obligations No. 121), a 6t6
VAILLAN -

COURT. 6tablie
Mignault j. pour rendre les mattres attentifs A ne se servir que de bons domestiques.

- Le r6sultat de ce procks ne peut done manquer de pro-
duire de bons effets.

Je renverrais 'appel avec d6pens.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Meredith, Holden, Hague,
Shaughnessy & Heward.

Solicitor for the respondent: Alleyn Taschereau.
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FIDELE MONDOR AND OTHERS (PLAIN- 1923
APPELLANTS;' -

TIFFS) .............................. *Feb. 12.

AND *May 1.

WILLIAM A. WILLITS AND OTHERS R D

(DEFENDANTS) ....................... R

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR MANITOBA

Contract-Pulpwood-Agreement by employer for re-sale-Knowledge of
contractor-Measure of damages-Monies retained until completion.

W. entered into a contract to supply a paper company with 3,000 to 5,000
cords of pulpwood at eight dollars per cord with permission to continue
cutting on the same terms up to a specific date. W. had previously
made a contract with M. who agreed to deliver 4,000 cords to be cut
on the limits of the Paper Co. at six dollars. M. was informed of the
first-mentioned contract though not of all its terms. At the end of
the season M. was more than 1,400 cords short of the quantity he
agreed to deliver.

Held affirming the judgment of the Court of Appeal (32 Man. R. 383)
that as no default by W. was proved he is entitled to recover from
M. damages for non-performance by the latter of his contract to
deliver 4,000 cords and the measure of those damages is the profit
he would have made under his contract with the paper company.

Held also, Brodeur J. dissenting, that W. can recover the drawback from
the price of the wood actually delivered withheld by the paper com-
pany because of failure to deliver the whole 3,000 cords contracted for.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for
Manitoba (1), reversing the judgment at the trial in favour
of the plaintiffs.

The material facts are stated in the above head-note.
Holland for the appellants.
Hudson K.C. for the respondents.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-At the close of the argument in
this case I entertained a great deal of doubt and have since
then given the judgments below and the evidence much
consideration. I am unable to reach the conclusion that
the judgments appealed from are so clearly wrong that the
appeal should be allowed. Although I still entertain some
doubts, I would concur in dismissing the appeal with costs.

DUFF J.-The appeal should be dismissed. I concur
with the judgment of Mr. Justice Cameron and have very
little indeed to add to it.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and
Mignault JJ.

(1) 32 Man. R. 383.
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1923 It is made clear, I think, to a demonstration that the
MONDOR appellants realized that they were taking a subcontract
wnx.rrs. from the respondent to " cut, haul and deliver " pulpwood

Duff J. from the timber concessions of the Dryden Paper Mill
- which the respondents as principal contractors had already

contracted to, or were about to contract to " cut, haul and
deliver " for the Dryden Paper Mill. The Court of Appeaf
rightly took the view that in these circumstances the appel-
lants must have realized that failure on their part to per-
form their subcontract would probably involve the respond-
ents in consequential disadvantages by way of penalties
or liability to pay damages for breach of their contract as
well as occasioning loss of profits whatever the amount
of them might be which they would naturally expect to
arise from the performance of their contract. It seems

* rather naive to appeal to a court of justice to act upon the
assumption that the appellants believed the respondents
to have undertaken responsibility towards the Dryden
Paper Mill in respect of the cut of this pulpwood gratuit-
ously with no expectation of making a profit.

The responsibility of the appellants for the damages
claimed seems to follow very clearly. If authority be
needed it will be found in Cory v. Thames Iron Works
Co. (1).

ANGLIN J.-The appellants failed to satisfy me that they
had made out a case entitling them to damages from the
defendants for breach of an undertaking to furnish assist-
ance in carrying out their contract. The clause on which
they relied is far from being definite; the construction of
the word " otherwise " in it is by no means certain; whether
it covered the procuring of men for the lumber camps I
regard as at least debatable. But, if it did, the evidence
of refusal or neglect by the defendants to render such
assistance as could reasonably be expected from them is
not at all convincing. The appeal on this branch of the
case in my opinion cannot succeed.

The question raised as to the measure of damages on
the counterclaim requires more consideration. Two items
of damage have been allowed, $2 per cord profit lost to

(1) [1868] L.R. 3 Q.B. 181.
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defendants on 1,405.6 cords of pulpwood which the plain- 1923

tiffs failed to deliver at C.P.R. Spur Mile 24.4 for the Dry- Mounon

den Paper Company, Limited, as contracted for, and w rrLITB.
twenty cents per cord on 2,594.4 cords of pulpwood so A

delivered by the plaintiffs. For pulpwood-not less than
3,000 cords and up to 5,000-to be delivered to the Dryden
Paper Company, Limited, at the spur, the defendants were
entitled under their contract with it to receive $8 per cord,
and they were to pay to the plaintiffs for pulpwood so
delivered by them as subcontractors $6 per cord, the latter
having agreed to take out and deliver at C.P.R. Spur Mile
24.4 for the Dryden Paper Company on the defendants'
account 4,000 cords. Each of the contracts contained a
provision in these terms:

Payment will be made on the 15th of each month for all wood thus
received before the first of the month. Ten per cent of the value of the
wood received will be retained by the parties of the first part until this
contract has been completed.

Twenty cents per cord was the difference in the draw-
backs under these stipulations in the respective contracts.

The case appears to have been treated in the Manitoba
courts as one of breach of contract for the sale and delivery
of goods. With great respect, the contracts were rather
for work and labour to be performed. The limits from
which, and from which only, the pulpwood was to be cut
belonged to the Dryden Paper Company. That company
was providing for the cutting of pulpwood-its property-
on its own limits, and for the transfer of it, when cut, to
cars on which it would be taken to its mills. The defend-
ants having contracted to perform these services employed
the plaintiffs to do the work for them.

The evidence leaves no room for doubt that the plaintiffs
knew that they were subcontractors for the defendants
and that the defendants would make a profit on the work
they undertook to do. It is also, I think, a fair inference
that they were aware that, except in regard to the price
to be paid, the defendants' contract with the Dryden Com-
pany was in terms similar to those in their own subcontract,
including the provision for drawback. Contracts and sub-
contracts in terms identical, except as to price, are such
a common feature of the timber-cutting industry in Canada
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1923 that it is reasonable to infer that knowledge of the fact
MONP0R that they were subcontractors carried to the plaintiffs the

V.
WILLITS. information that, except as to price, the terms of the
Angli j. defendants contract with the Dryden Paper Company were

- the same as the terms which they had accepted.
On that basis the plaintiffs are, in my opinion, liable to

the defendants for whatever loss they, as reasonable men,
should have expected the latter would sustain as a result
of their failure to cut and deliver a substantial part of the
4,000 cords of pulpwood for which they had contracted.
The loss oi profit of $2 per cord on 1,405 cords not delivered,
clearly was of that character. In that respect, while the
case is one of breach of contract for services to be ren-
dered, I agree that the measure of damages is similar to
that for breach of contract for the sale and delivery of
goods not procurable in the market (Borries v. Hutchin-
son (1) ), where a resale had been communicated to the
original vendor when he made his contract.
I Elbinger Actien-Gesellchaft v. Armstrong (2), and Grd-
bert-Borgnis v. Nugent (3), cited by Mr. Justice Cameron,
seem to shew that knowledge by the plaintiffs of the exist-
ence of the principal contract with the defendants, though
its precise provisions as to price and drawback had not
been communicated, would suffice to support the claim for
damages based on loss of profits and of drawback which
could not be recovered. As in the case of goods not pro-
curable in the market, the respondents could earn the
money payable under their contract with the Paper Com-
pany only by delivering the very pulpwood they had con-
tracted to cut and deliver. They could not require the
Dryden Paper Company to take any other pulpwood in
substitution therefor; neither was that company obliged
upon non-delivery to go into the market for other pulp-
wood in order to mitigate any damages for which the
defendants might be liable to it. Its only obligation was
to accept and pay for the delivery of its own pulpwood cut
an its own limits.

The pltintiffs, however, contest their liability to com-
pensate the defendants for the drawback withheld from

(1) [1865] 18 C.B. N.S. 445. (2) [1874] L.R. 9 Q.B. 473.
(3) [18851 15 Q.B.D. 85.
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them by the Dryden Paper Company asserting that, under I923
the terms of its contract with the defendants, that com- MOMDOR

pany is not entitled to keep such retention money. They WILrrs.
contend that this money was held by the Paper Company Anglin J.
merely as a guarantee fund to protect it against damages -

by reason of the non-fulfilment of the defendants' con-
tract, and that only to the extent to which such damages
can be established is it entitled to withhold payment of
that fund from the defendants. No evidence of damages
sustained by the Dryden Paper Company having been
given, the plaintiffs maintain that, for aught that is shewn
to the contrary, the defendants could recover the whole
sum retained and that they (the plaintiffs) are therefore
not chargeable with any part of it.

I respectfully agree with the view taken by the majority
of the learned judges of the Manitoba Court of Appeal that
on a proper construction of the clause of the contract
between the Dryden Paper Company and the defendants,
which has been quoted above, payment of the ten per cent
withheld could be enforced by the latter only on the com-
plete performance of its contract to deliver at least 3,000
cords of pulpwood. The contract does not provide merely
for retention money to serve as a fund to be drawn upon
either to complete the contractors' work left unfinished,
or to compensate for damages occasioned by their default.
Completion of the contract is, I think, made a condition
precedent to any right on the part of the contractors to
receive the ten per cent retained. The contractors must
fulfil that condition before they are entitled to any part
of that sum. The contract in effect was that, if at least
3,000 cords of pulpwood should be delivered, the price
payable to the defendants should be $8.00 per cord; if only
part of that quantity should be delivered, the price should
be $7.20 per cord. Such was the bargain the parties
chose to make, and it was competent for them to
make it. I see nothing in the contract to warrant treat-
ing the eighty cents a cord withheld as merely a guar-
antee fund against possible loss to the Dryden Com-
pany-nothing to entitle the defendants to payment
of any part of the money so retained until the con-
dition under which the Dryden Company had agreed to
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pay it, viz., completion of delivery to it of 3,000 cords of
MiONOR pulpwood-had been fulfilled.
WaMrrs. The defendants have voluntarily given the plaintiffs
Angn J. credit for the ten per cent drawback likewise retained by

- them under the corresponding provision of their contract
with the plaintiffs. We are not called upon to express an
opinion upon the question whether they were obliged to
do so.

The appeal, in my opinion, fails.

BRODEUR J.-This case turns mostly upon the amount of
damages to which the respondents would be entitled.

The facts having a bearing on the issue are the follow-
ing:-

In the fall of 1920, the respondent Willits entered into
negotiations with the Dryden Paper Company and he
offered to cut, during the ensuing winter 2,000 to 4,000
cords of pulpwood on the timber limits of the company,
at a price of $8 per cord. The company would not at first
accept his offer unless he would make it 4,000 cords. But
Willets having declared that he did not feel in a position
to cut such a large quantity his offer was accepted and
it was agreed that a formal contract would be prepared and
signed.

On the 23rd of December, the contract was signed and
by it Willits agreed specifically to cut and deliver 3,000
cords before the end of the logging season, with a proviso
that he could deliver a larger quantity. It was stipulated
that the payment would be made each month for the quan-
tity then delivered and that 10 per cent should be retained
by the company until completion of the contract.

At the same time Willits was negotiating with the appel-
lants, Mondor et al., and induced them to enter into an
independent contract with him to cut and deliver 4,000
cords of the same pulpwood, at $6 per cord, on the Dryden
Paper limits. The appellants were made aware that Wil-
lits had a contract with the Dryden Company to cut pulp-
wood, but they were not informed as to its quantity, its
price and its conditions.

Mondor and his associates went to work and did their
best to carry out their contract and they cut 2,594 cords
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in spite of the fact, as found by the trial judge, that the 1923

snow in the forest, while of sufficient depth, was soft and MONDOR

wet, that their workmen could not be induced to remain wLvrrrs.
long at their unpleasant task, that they had to work under Brodeur J.
adverse conditions, and that they did all they could to -

carry out the contract in full.
The appellants having sued Willits for a balance of

$3,119.40 claimed to be due under their contract with him,
the defendant Willits made a counter claim in damages for
$2,811.20, representing a profit of $2 per cord on the cords
not delivered, and for $518.80 representing the loss of the
sum retained by the Dryden Company, being the 10 per
cent above mentioned.

The counter claim was dismissed in the Superior Court
but it was maintained in the Court of Appeal. Mr. Jus-
tice Prendergast dissented in the Court of Appeal as to
the damages for retention money paid by Willits. I am
disposed to agree with him.

Some other questions were discussed by the appellants
which of course we have to consider.

It is contended first by the appellants that the respond-
ents were bound to assist the appellants in the securing of
men, and they rely in that respect on the clause of the
contract which stipulated that
every possible assistance will be given to the parties of the second part
(Mondor, Coutur and Leonard) in locating roads, procuring and removing
cars and otherwise to enable them to carry out the terms of this agree-
ment.

It seems to me that the clause would not justify such
a construction, though Willits in his evidence states that
he was willing to assist the appellants in the procuring of
axemen. But there is no doubt that Willits was bound to
assist in the location of roads, and he has not proved that
he has done anything to carry out this obligation.
This work of locating the roads seems to have been done
exclusively by the appellants. This failure on the part of
the respondents to fulfil their obligation of giving assistance
must have, however, a bearing on the amount of the dam-
ages claimed from the appellants for their own breach.

A question has been raised* also by the appellants as to
the quantity of pulpwood that Willits was bound to deliver
to the Dryden Company. The quantity contracted for by
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1923 Willits was 3,000 cords with an option to increase it. But
MONDOR in that regard I am led to inquire how it is that on the
WILLrrS. 23rd December Willits wanted to take a firm contract with

Brodeur J. the Dryden Company for 3,000 cords only, when ten days
- before he was inducing Mondor and his associates to deliver

4,000 cords. He had a great deal of experience with those
contracts and he must have felt that a contract of four
thousand cords could not be fulfilled during the time speci-
fled and that is the reason why he would not oblige him-
self to deliver that quantity to the Dryden Company,
though he bound others less experienced.

This circumstance also should not be forgotten when we
come to assess the damages for breach.

The measure of damages, as laid down in the leading
case of Hadley v. Baxendale (1), should be such as may
fairly and reasonably be considered either as arising natur-
ally, according to the usual course of things, from a breach
of contract or such as may reasonably be supposed to have
been in the contemplation of both parties, at the time they
made the contract, as the probable result of the breach.

When Willits made his contract with Mondor et al., he
should have disclosed to them (if he wanted to have the
right to claim all the damages which he now claims) the
whole nature and the extent of his own contract with the
Dryden Company.

The fact that the appellants, Mondor et al, knew of the
existence of the Dryden contract is not sufficient to with-
draw the case from the application of the rule laid down
in Hadley v. Baxendale (1). This special circumstance of
a main contract with the Dryden Company is a fact of
course which should be considered in assessing the damages,
but it does not alter the rule that the damages which the
party ought to receive in respect of the breach should be
such as may be fairly and reasonably considered or may
reasonably be supposed to have been in the contemplation
of both parties at the time they made their contract.

We have no right to assume in assessing the damages
that a profit as large as two dollars per cord was in the
contemplation of both parties. It looks to me pretty

(1) 9 Ex. 341.
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evident that Mondor et al would not have made this 1923
contract if they nad been apprised by Willits of the price lorNon
he was going to receive. We should then consider what WLLITS.

would be a reasonable assessment of damages in these Brodeur J.
circumstances.

The court below has given the full profits which Willits
would have made not only on 3,000 cords but on 4,000
cords; and besides they have granted the damages which
the Dryden Company claimed from Willits.

I hesitate a great deal in confirming the part of this
judgment concerning the profits Willits was to make,
because he should have disclosed his exorbitant profit.

Halsbury, vol. 10, page 315, no. 581, says:
If a buyer or consignee has at the date of the contract entered into

a subcontract, its terms, so far as they affect the principal contract, are
special circumstances of which notice must be given in order that damages
may be recovered in respect thereof. In order to fix the seller or carrier
who has delayed or refused delivery with liability for damages incurred
by the buyer or consignee by reason of his inability to fulfil the subsidiary
contract, it is not enough that it is made known that the goods are
intended for resale, neither, on the other hand, is it necessary that the
terms of the subcontract should be completely disclosed. Liability is
incurred in respect of so much of the terms of the subcontract as is com-
municated.

I cannot concur however in the judgment below con-
cerning the damages which Willits had to pay to the Dry-
den Company for retention money, and I rely in that
respect on Borries v. Hutchinson (1) decided in 1865, which
presents facts almost similar to this case. The defendant
Hutchison had contracted to sell to Borries a commodity
not ordinarily procurable on the market. At the time of
entering into the contract Hutchison was aware that Bor-
ries was purchasing this commodity for a foreign cor-
respondent. Later on he learned that the goods were
designed for St. Petersburg and had been sold at an ad-
vanced price. The goods were not delivered at the time
stipulated to the St. Petersburg merchant. It was conceded
that Borries was entitled to recover the profit which he
would have made on the transaction and that he could
also recover the excess of freight and insurance resulting
from a rise in the freight rates between the time of the con-
tract and the time of the delivery; but the court held that

(1) 18 C.B.N.S. 445.
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1923 the original vendor was not chargeable with the damages
MONDOR that Borries had paid to his purchaser, these damages
WiLerrs. being too remote.

Brodeur J. Applying the principle of the decision to the present
case, I say that it may be conceded, though with a great
deal of doubt, that Willits is entitled to his loss of profit
of $2 per cord but that he could not be entitled to recover
the damages which he paid to the Dryden Paper Co.

I am fortified in this conclusion by the fact that Willits
himself was to help in the locating of the roads and that he
has done nothing to fulfil this obligation and also by the
fact that he induced the appellants to contract for 4,000
cords of wood when he knew himself that they were unable
to cut as much and when he would not himself contract
with the Dryden Company for such a quantity.

The damages to which the respondents are entitled on
their counterclaim are $2,811.20 being $2 per cord on the
quantity not delivered. They have already in their hands
a sum of $1,556.64 of retention money. The latter should
be deducted from the $2,811.20.

The appeal should be allowed with costs and the judg-
ment on the counter claim should be reduced to $1,254.56.

MIGNAULT J.-Had the appellants fulfilled their contract
with the respondents to cut, haul and deliver 4,000 cords of
pulpwood at $6 per cord, the respondent-who had con-
tracted to cut, haul and deliver at least 3,000 cords, and
had received permission to increase this amount to 5,000
cords, as found by the trial judge and the Court of Appeal,
for the Dryden Paper Company, Limited, at $8 per cord-
would have made a profit of $2 per cord, or in all $8,000.
The appellants cut and delivered only 2,594.4 cords, leaving
a deficiency of 1,405.6 cords. They sue the respondents
for the April and last deliveries, to wit 532 cords (com-
prised in the 2,594.4 cords) at $6 per cord, deducting how-
ever 10 per cent (or sixty cents per cord) under the fol-
lowing clause of their contract.

Payments will be made on the 15th of each month for all wood thus
received before the first of the month. Ten per cent of the value of the
wood received will be retained by the parties of the first part (the
respondents) until this contract has been completed.

[19231442
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The respondents admit that this amount is due, but by
their counterclaim demand $3,330 for loss of profits and
other damages. Their contract with the Dryden company
had an identical clause as to the retention of ten per cent
(or eighty cents per cord) from payments until completion
of the contract, and the amount of their counterclaim is
calculated as follows:-
Loss of profits on the deficiency of 1405.6 cords............ $2,811 20
Loss of 20 cents per cord, being the difference between 80

cents retained by the Dryden Co. and 60 cents retained by
the respondents, on the quantity delivered, 2594.4 cords.... 518 80

Total ........................................ $3,330 00

The counterclaim alone is in question on this appeal.
I will test the respondents' claim against the appellants

by another mode of calculation.
Total profit had the appellants' contract

been fulfilled ..................... $8,000 00
Cr.

Received from the Dryden Company on
the portion of the price representing
the respondents' profit of $2 per cord,
after deduction of 80 cents per cord,
on the quantity delivered, 2,594.4
cords, to wit: $1.20 per cord......$. 3,113 28

Retained from the appellants and also
deducted by the latter in their claim
for the 532 cords unpaid, 60 cents per
cord, on 2,594.4 cords............. 1,556 64 4,669 92

Net loss of profits............. $3,330 08

There is a difference of eight cents between this net loss
of profits and the respondents' figures, which is explained
by the fact that the respondents neglected the decimal 4
in calculating the 20 cents per cord on the quantity
delivered, 2,594.4 cords.

The learned trial judge stated that a settlement in full
was made between the respondents and the Dryden Com-
pany on the basis of the retention by the latter of the 80
cents per cord deducted by it under the clause of its con-

1923
MONDOR

V.
WILLrrs.

Mignault J.
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1923 tract to which I have referred. Not having completed
MONDOR their contract I cannot see how the respondents could have
WILLrrs. recovered this retention money from the Dryden Com-

Mignault J. pany and I look on it as a loss occasioned by the breach
- of the appellants' contract. The appellants knew that the

respondents had a contract for this wood with the Dryden
Company and the retention clause is not an unusual clause
in contracts of this kind.

I cannot appreciate for what reason Mr. Justice Pren-
dergast, at the end of his dissenting judgment, stated
that the respondents were allowed on their counterclaim
$1,237.44 in addition to the $3,330 granted to them. In
their factum, the appellants state that this is an error of the
learned judge, and that the figure intended is $1,556.64
instead of $1,237.44, being the 60 cents per cord retained
from the appellant on their contract price. The calcula-
tion I have made shews that this full amount is credited
to the appellants and the $3,330.08 is the net balance.

In my opinion the contention of the appellants under the
clause obliging the respondents to render them assistance
is unfounded. This was the opinion of all the judges of the
Court of Appeal.

The respondents occupy the rather fortunate position
of middlemen who get their full profit on a contract the
execution of which they had passed on to the appellants,
while the latter were charged with the entire risk and must
bear the whole loss incurred by reason of the non-fulfilment
of this contract. The liability of the respondents towards
the Dryden Company would have been fully discharged
had the appellants delivered to the company 3,000 cords,
the minimum quantity which the appellants contracted to
cut for the latter, and then the only claim of the respond-
ents would have been for loss of profits on 1,000 cords,
which they had the privilege of cutting for the company,
but which they had not bound themselves to deliver. The
misfortune of the appellants is that they fell materially
short of the minimum quantity which the Dryden Com-
pany was entitled to demand from the respondents, thus
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giving the former the right to keep the retention money. 192
And for this reason there is no escape from the conclusion MONDOR

V.
that the respondents' counterclaim is well founded. WILLITS.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs. Mignault J.
Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellants: Bonnar, Hollands & Philp.
Solicitor for the respondents: William Manahan.
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1923 GEORGE H. CROSBY (DEFENDANT) ....... APPELLANT;

*Feb. 13. AND
*May 1.

a 1CHARLES 0. PRESCOTT, EXECUTOR

AND ADMINISTRATOR OF MARY LOUISE

CROSBY AND GEORGE A. CAMPBELL RESPONDENTS.

(PLAINTIFFS).......................

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR MANITOBA

Right of action-Foreign administration-Promissory notes-Situs-Action
in Manitoba-Ancillary probate-Private international law.

C., domiciled in Massachusetts, died there leaving among the assets of
her estate promissory notes payable to her order but not indorsed.
The maker lived in Manitoba. The Probate Court of Massachusetts
appointed P. administrator of C's. estate.

Held, affirming the judgment of the Court of Appeal (32 Man. R. 108)
that the situs of the notes was in Massachusetts they being trans-
ferable by acts done solely there, and the administrator or his trans-
feree alone could sue on them.

Held also, that the administrator could maintain an action against the
maker in the Manitoba courts without taking out ancillary administra-
tion in that province.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for
Manitoba (1) reversing the judgment at the trial (2) in
favour of the defendant.

The facts of the case are sufficiently stated in the head-
note. The only question for decision on the appeal is
whether or not the administrator with the will annexed,
appointed by a Probate Court in Massachusetts, must take
out administration in Manitoba also to enable him to sue
the maker there of promissory notes in his possession as
administrator.

The trial judge held that the action could not be main-
tained but his judgment was reversed by the Court of
Appeal.

Hudson K.C. for the appellants. The foreign admin-
istrator cannot maintain this action. Williams on
Executors (11 ed.) 264; Enohin v. Wiley (3).

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies CJ. and Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and
Mignault JJ.

(1) 32 Man. R. 108; 68 D.L.R. (2) [19211 3 W.W.R. 746.
250.

(3) 10 H.L. Cas. 1.
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Simple contract debts are assets where the debtor is 1923

found. A promissory note is merely evidence of title and CosBT

does not change the character of the debt. Attorney Gen- PRE OTT

eral v. Bouwens (1); Commissioner of Stamps v. Hope
(2).

Browns v. Browns (3) relied on by the Court of Appeal
is distinguishable. The debtor in that case resided in the
foreign state at the time of the creditor's death.

Hollands for the respondents.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I do not consider it useful for me
to add anything to what has already been said by the
learned Chief Justice of Manitoba and by the late Mr. Jus-
tice Cameron in whose reasons for the judgment of the
Appellate Court I concur. Ancillary administration from
the Surrogate Court of Manitoba was, under the circum-
stances, unnecessary to enable the plaintiff to maintain
his action.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

DuFF J.-The action which has given rise to this appeal
was brought upon three promissory notes made by the
appellant, payable to the order of Marie Louise Crosby.
The appellant, at the time the notes were given, resided
in Manitoba, and the payee in Massachusetts. Mrs. Crosby
died in 1918 in Massachusetts, and the respondent, Pres-
cott, became in due course, by a grant of letters of admin-
istration with will annexed in Massachusetts, administrator
there of her estate. As in my opinion the claim of the
administrator is the only one requiring consideration, I
shall make no reference to the circumstances upon which
the alternative claim of the respondent Campbell is based.
The promissory notes sued upon, being then past due and
unpaid, came into the possession of the respondent Pres-
cott as such administrator in the ordinary course of admin-
istration in Massachusetts. No grant of letters of admin-
istration, ancillary or otherwise, was ever received by the
respondent from Manitoba.

The appellant contends that in the absence of such a
grant the respondent has no status to maintain an action

(1) 4 M. & W. 171. (2) [1891) A.C. 476.
(3) 15 Alta. L.R. 77.
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1923 in Manitoba upon debts due by a person residing therein
CROsBY to the testator. The point is an important one, and it is

PRESCOTT impossible, I think, to say that there is any actual decision
D j. which concludes the matter. I have come to the conclusion,

- however, that the facts of the case bring it within the prin-
ciple upon which the Court of Appeal based its judgment.
It is, of course, a perfectly well settled doctrine of English
law that simple contract obligations due to the deceased
by a debtor residing in England are deemed for the pur-
poses of administration and collection to have a situs within
the jurisdiction where the debtor resides, and consequently
no action can be maintained in England to enforce such
obligations against a debtor residing there by a foreign
administrator who is not clothed with authority to admin-
ister the assets of the deceased in England by an English
grant. Commissioner of Stamps v. Hope (1). The old
form of declaration in debt was debit et debinet (2 Saund.
117b.); and the presumption was not an unnatural one
that the assets to satisfy the debt would be found in the
jurisdiction where the debtor had his domicile.

The Court of Appeal in Manitoba has held, rightly as I
think, that there is an exception to this rule in the case of
negotiable instruments; and that, as regards these, if they
are reduced into possession by a foreign administrator
within the territory from which he has received his grant
and where they were at the time of the death of the cred-
itor, it is competent to him to enforce them by action in the
English courts, even in the absence of an English grant.
This exception is said to be based upon the circumstance
that the debt evidenced by such an instrument being trans-
ferable by delivery, is capable of being reduced into pos-
session by means of acquiring possession of the instrument
itself, and that such an instrument having been reduced
into possession by the administrator in the lawful execution
of his authority as such in the jurisdiction from which he
derived his grant, his title to the debt due upon it is as
good as his title to corporeal chattels reduced into pos-
session in similar circumstances.

It is not open to doubt that a debt due to a deceased
foreign creditor by an English debtor may be subject to

(1) [1891] A.C. 476.
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be reduced into possession by the administrator of the 1923

foreign creditor within the foreign jurisdiction in such a CuoseY
way as to entitle him to enforce it in England without an PRS"COFr

English grant. Mr. Westlake gives an example of such DuflJ.
a debt having been so reduced into possession by the re- -

covery of judgment for it in a foreign jurisdiction, and the
authorities referred to by him on page 127, Vanquelin v.
Bouard (1); Re Macnichol (2); support his proposition
that in such a case the judgment creditor may enforce his
judgment by action in England without obtaining an Eng-
lish grant. It is beyond question also that the debts due
upon negotiable instruments held in England at the time
of his death by a creditor dying abroad are English assets
in respect of which probate duty is payable; Attorney Gen-
eral v. Bouwens (3); Winans v. Attorney General (4); and
this on the ground that such instruments are of a chattel
nature capable of being transferred in England and " sold
for money " in England. In like manner the foreign admin-
istrator may transfer and give a good title to the debt due
by an English debtor upon a negotiable instrument coming
into his hands as such administrator, and the transferee
could, of course, maintain an action upon the debt so trans-
ferred to him. I think Story's proposition (Conflict of
Laws, par. 517) follows from this, viz., that a foreign
administrator who reduces such a negotiable security into
possession is entitled to sue the debtor upon it in any other
jurisdiction where he may be found, without obtaining a
grant from that jurisdiction. Mr. Westlake sums up the
matter in a passage at page 126, Private International Law,
which in my opinion states the true rule. It is in the fol-
lowing words:-

96. But to the rule in par. 95a the debts due on negotiable instru-
ments are an exception, because they can be sufficiently reduced into
possession by means of the paper which represents them. They are in
fact in the nature of corporeal chattels. Hence the negotiable instru-
ments of a deceased person, and his bonds or certificates payable to bearer,
belong to the heir or administrator who first obtains possession of them
within the territory from the law or jurisdiction of which he derives his
title or his grant. He can indorse them if they were payable to the
deceased's order, and he or his indorsee can sue on them in any other
jurisdiction without any other grant.

(1) [18631 15 C.B.N.S. 341. (3) 4 M. & W., 171.
(2) [18741 L.R. 19 Eq. 81. (4) [1910] A.C. 27.
58434-2
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1923 There are two points, however, raised by Mr. Hudson in
CROSBY his argument, which require special consideration. The first

V.
PRESCOTT is based upon the fact that the promissory notes sued upon,
Duff j being payable to the order of the testator, were not indorsed

- by the respondent, and consequently they never were in a
state in which they were transferable by delivery alone.
Therefore it is said that the administration never acquired a
title to these negotiable instruments which enabled him to
sue in any character other than that of administrator of the
testator's estate, and that this character he does not bear
outside the jurisdiction from which he received his grant.

The passage in Story no doubt contemplates instru-
ments transferable by delivery; that is to say, instruments
payable to bearer or instruments which, if payable to order,
have been indorsed by the payee; and no case has been
referred to, I think, in which the foreign administrator was
suing in his own name upon a non-indorsed instrument
payable to his testator's order.

In principle, however, the right of the foreign admin-
istrator to sue appears to depend upon the fact that the
instrument has been reduced into possession, and through
it the debt due under it. The debt due under a promissory
note payable to the testator's order is sufficiently reduced
into the administrator's possession for the relevant purpose
if the administrator, within the jurisdiction from which he,
receives his grant, gets possession of it and indorses it in
blank, for the reason that his power of disposition of the
debt by delivery of the instrument is as complete as if it
were a movable chattel. Can it then be said that the
administrator, having the note in his possession and having
power by the manual act of putting his name on the back
of it to put it into a state for immediate transfer by
delivery, has not by the fact itself of acquiring such con-
trol, sufficiently taken possession of the instrument, and
with it the debt, within the meaning of the rule? His
power over the instrument and over the debt is complete
and this, I think, does constitute such possession. To hold
otherwise would appear to involve the introduction of a
distinction based upon form and technicality rather than
upon principle or substance.

450 [1923]
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The other point requiring notice is that the promissory 1923
notes now in question having been overdue at the tes- CROSBY

tator's death are not within the rule enunciated by Story PR EBco

and Mr. Westlake. It is true that overdue promissory Duff J.
notes are not instruments fully negotiable in the sense.in -

which notes still current are; that is to say, they are not
part of the currency of the country to which title may be
acquired by a bona fide taker for value from a person who
has no title. Nevertheless such instruments, though over-
due, are transferable by delivery, and such delivery has the
effect of transferring not only the document, but the debt as
well, and in that respect the resemblance to corporeal mov-
ables is complete; and accordingly I think the circumstance
of their being overdue does not take them out of the rule.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

ANGLIN J.-The plaintiff, Prescott, though described as
an executor and administrator of the estate of Mary Louise
Crosby (he is in fact administrator cum test. annex.), in
reality brings thisoaction in his own right and personal
capacity as the holder of the notes sued upon. His title
to them was perfected under the law of Massachusetts and
the letters of administration granted him by the Probate
Court of the county of Middlesex in that State, where the
testatrix resided and the notes were at the time of her
death. In my opinion he did not require ancillary admin-
istration from the Manitoba Surrogate Court having juris-
diction where the defendant resided in order to maintain
this action. I cannot usefully add to the reasons for so
holding assigned by the Chief Justice of Manitoba and the
late Mr. Justice Cameron.

BRODEUR J.-I concur in the result.

MIGNAULT J.-The action of the respondent Prescott is
on three promissory notes dated and signed by the appel-
lant at Elkhorn, Manitoba, and payable to the order of
Miss Mary Louise Crosby, a resident of the state of Massa-
chusetts. Two of these notes, for $2,700 and $686.44,
respectively, indicate no place of payment; the third, for
$289, was made payable at Westford, Mass. Mary Louise
Crosby died in Massachusetts not having indorsed the

58434-2'
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1923 notes, and left a will bequeathing her entire estate to her
CROSBY sisters, Annie (Mrs. Campbell) and Lavinia (Mrs. Wight-

PRS man). These two sisters however predeceased Miss Crosby,
Mignault j. the former leaving a will devising a house and contents to

- her two sisters and bequeathing all her money to her sons,
George Campbell and Llewellyn Campbell. The latter died
in Saskatchewan and left a will which gave a legacy of
$1,000 to a Mrs. Labossibre, and the rest of his estate to
his brother George Campbell. Miss Crosby had confided
these notes to the respondent Prescott for safekeeping, in
Westford, Massachusetts, where she lived with Prescott and
his mother as their housekeeper, and after her death Pres-
cott was named, by the Massachusetts court, administrator
with will annexed of her estate. In this action the re-
spondent Prescott described himself as executor and admin-
istrator of the estate of Mary Louise Crosby. George
Campbell was joined as plaintiff and alleged that an equit-
able assignment of the notes had been made to him, and
also claimed that under his mother's and his brother's
wills he was entitled thereto. The notes had merely been
sent to him unindorsed and I will dispose at once of his
contention that an equitable assignment of the notes was
made to him by saying that in my opinion it is not borne
out by the facts. Nor do I think he can assert his claim,
if he has one, to Miss Crosby's estate in this action. The
action must therefore be dealt with on the basis that Pres-
cott is the only competent plaintiff.

The question raised by the plea of the appellant, who
has always resided in Manitoba, is whether the Massa-
chusetts administrator can take this action against him
without obtaining letters of administration in Manitoba.

Perhaps the point would be better stated thus:-
Was the situs of these notes in Massachusetts at Miss

Crosby's death, and if so, could the Massachusetts admin-
istrator, on the strength of his nomination as such by the
local court, sue the appellant on the notes without being
appointed administrator in Manitoba?.

Was the situs of these notes in Massachusetts at the time
of Miss Crosby's death?

The question of the situation of property usually does
not admit of much discussion. If the property consists of

[1923]
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real estate or corporeal movables, it has a local situation 1923
which is apparent to any one. And if under certaiji CoSnY

statutes, by reason of the language used, a fictional situa- PRES' o0
tion is given to property notwithstanding its real situation, Mignault J.
it is obvious that these fictions cannot be extended to any -

case other than the one provided for. There is no neces-
sity to refer here to the maxim mobilia sequuntur perso-
nam, which is by no means of general application, except to
observe that the deceased was domiciled where these notes
were locally situate when she died.

But there is a real difficulty when the property consists
of debts or generally of choses in action. As to this species
of property, the general rule is that it must be held to be
situate where resides the debtor or other person against
whom the claim exists. (Dicey, Conflict of Laws, 3rd ed.,
p. 342.) In other words, simple contract debts (which
expression excludes debts created by deed or judgment
debts) have no local situation other than the residence of
the debtor where the assets to satisfy them would probably
be. Rex v. Lovitt (1).

Does this rule apply to negotiable instruments such as
bills of exchange, promissory notes, etc., which are locally
situate at the place where the deceased resided at his death?
In Attorney General v. Bouwens (2), which has been since
recognized as a leading authority and on which reliance
was placed by both the majority and the minority judges
in the court below, it was held that the English probate
duty was payable in respect of bonds of foreign govern-
ments, of which a testator dying in England was the holder
at the time of his death, and which had come to the hands
of his executor in England, such bonds being marketable
securities within the kingdom, saleable and transferable by
delivery only, and it not being necessary to do any act out
of the kingdom in order to render the transfer of them
valid.

In this case, the bonds or securities had been issued
respectively by the Russian, the Danish and the Dutch
Governments, dividends on the two former being paid by
an agent in London, and on the latter in Amsterdam. Lord

(1) [1912] A.C. 212, at p. 218.
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1923 Abinger, speaking for the court, distinguished the case from
CO61sY two prior decisions, Attorney General v. Dimond (1), and

PREScoTr Attorney General v. Hope (2), dealing with French rentes

Mignault j. and American stock, which could only be transferred in
- France and the United States, respectively.

The question in the Bouwens Case (3) was whether the
defendant was liable for probate duty in respect of these
securities, and it thus involved the question of the situs
of the securities. This situs was to be determined accord-
ing to the practice, so far as it has not been changed, of the
ecclesiastical tribunals which formerly had jurisdiction in
these matters, and Lord Abinger, after citing the rules that
had been thus laid down, said (page 192):-

These distinctions being well established, it seems to follow that no
ordinary in England could perform any act of administration within his
diocese, with respect to debts due from persons resident abroad, or with
respect to shares or interests in foreign funds payable abroad, and in-
capable of being transferred here; and therefore no duty would be pay-
able on the probate or letters of administration in respect of such effects.
But, on the other hand, it is clear that the ordinary could administer all
chattels within his jurisdiction; and if an instrument is created of a
chattel nature, capable of being transferred by acts done here, and sold
for money here, there is no reason why the ordinary or his appointee
should not administer that species of property. Such an instrument is
in effect a saleable chattel, and follows the nature of other chattels as to
the jurisdiction to grant probate.

Further Lord Abinger said (pages 192, 193)
Let us suppose the case of a person dying abroad, all whose property

in England consists of foreign bills of exchange, payable to order, which
bills of exchange are well known to be the subject of commerce, and to
be usually sold on the Royal Exchange. The only act of administration
which his administrator could perform here would be to sell the bills and
apply the money to the payment of his debts. In order to make titles
to the bills to the vendee, he must have letters of administration; in
order to sue in trover for them, if they are improperly withheld from
him, he must have letters of administration (for even if there were a
foreign administration, it is an established rule that an administration is
necessary in the country where the suit is instituted (Story on Conflict of
Laws, 421): and that these letters of administration must be stamped with
a duty according to the saleable value of the bills, the case of Hunt v.
Stevens (4), is an express authority.

The importance of this decision is that it considers as
situate (and therefore subject to probate duty) within
England, foreign securities capable of being transferred or

(1) 1 C. & J. 356.
(2) 1 C.M. & R. 530.
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sold in England, without it being necessary to do any act 1923

out of the kingdom to render the transfer valid. And the CRosey
converse of the case supposed by Lord Abinger-a testator PRESCoTr
dying in England possessed of- foreign securities capable of Mignault J.
being sold and transferred there-is equally a case where -

the English probate duty would be payable, for it is the
precise case passed upon by the Exchequer of Pleas in the
Bouwens Case (1). See also Winans v. The Attorney Gen-
eral (2).

I may refer again to Dicey, at page 344, who states as
follows the effect of the Bouwens Case (1).

When bonds, again, or other securities, e.g., bills of exchange, forming
part of the property of a deceased person, are in fact in England and are
marketable securities in England, saleable and transferable there by
delivery only, without its being necessary to do any act out of England
in order to render the transfer valid, not only the bonds or bills them-
selves, but also, what is a different matter, the debts or money due upon
such bonds or bills, are to be held situate in England, and this though
the debts or money are owing from foreigners out of England.

The following species of property have been held to be
subject to probate duty in England, because they were cor-
sidered to be situate there:-

Certificates of shares in a foreign company'made out in
the name of the shareholder, having indorsed thereon a
form of transfer and power of attorney in blank, Stern v.
The Queen (3); it would appear that on some of these
certificates the form of transfer had been signed by the per-
son named as owner of the shares, and in others it had
not: -

Certificates of shares in foreign railway companies,
Goods of Agnese (4):-

Shares of mining companies in South Africa, when there
was in London a duplicate register where the shares could
be transferred. In re Clark, McKecknie v. Clark (5).

Returning to the Bouwens Case (1) each of the parties
here rely on it as an authority which supports his conten-
tions. I think it may be taken to establish that inasmuch
as notes such as Miss Crosby possessed in Massachusetts
were marketable securities there and could be sold and
transferred without it being necessary to do any act outside

(1) 4 M. & W. 172. (3) [1896] 1 Q.B. 211.
(2) [1910] A.C. 27. (4) [1900] 1 P. 60.

(5) [19041 1 Ch. 294.
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1923 of Massachusetts to render the transfer valid, these notes
CROSBY are to be held situate in Massachusetts, although the

PREScorr monies thereunder were payable by a person domiciled else-

mignault J. where. At least one of the* notes was payable in Massa-
- chusetts.

The only difficulty is that these notes had not been in-
dorsed by Miss Crosby. But this difficulty is apparent
only, for the respondent as administrator could indorse
these notes in blank and then transfer them by delivery.
He could also sue on the notes himself without indorsing
them. As far as any act was required in order to sell or
transfer these notes, such act could be performed in Massa-
chusetts.

I think, therefore, that the situs of these notes, which are
negotiable securities, was, under the authorities I have
referred to, in Massachusetts at Miss Crosby's death.

This point being determined, it is difficult to appreciate
why letters of administration should be taken out in Mani-
toba in respect of personal property situate in Massachus-
etts and in the possession there of the Massachusetts
administrator.

Indeed it appears clear that the court in Manitoba would
not have jurisdiction to make a grant of administration
when no property of the deceased is situate in that pro-
vince. Tucker, in Goods of (1), and Williams on Exec-
utors, 11th ed. vol. 1, p. 340. See also Manitoba Surrogate
Court Act (R.S.M. ch. 47, sec. 19). And on the ques-
tion whether in such a case the foreign administrator
can sue before the courts of the country where the
debtor is domiciled, in recovery of debts situate in
the country where the deceased was domiciled, I may
refer to Westlake, Private International Law, 5th ed.,
at page 132, who says that debts due on negotiable
securities are an exception to the rule governing simple
contract debts, because they can be sufficiently reduced into
possession by means of the paper which represents them.
And he adds, basing his opinion on Attorney General v.
Bouwens (2):

(1) 3 Sw. & Tr. 585.
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They are in fact in the nature of corporeal chattels. Hence the 1923
negotiable instruments of a deceased person, and his bonds or certificates
payable to bearer, belong to the heir or administrator who first obtains v.
possession of them within the territory from the law or jurisdiction PRESCOTT

of which he derives his title or his grant. He can indorse them if they Mignault J.
were payable to the deceased's order, and he or his indorsee can sue on
them in any other jurisdiction without any other grant.

Westlake further refers to Story, Conflict of Laws, 8th ed.,
par. 517, page 736, who supports his view in these terms:-

The like principle will apply where an executor or administrator, in
virtue of an administration abroad, becomes there possessed of negotiable
notes belonging to the deceased, which are payable to bearer; for then he
becomes the legal owner and bearer by virtue of his administration, and
may sue thereon in his own name; and he need not take out letters of
administration in the state where the debtor resides, in order to maintain
a suit against him. And for a like reason it would seem that negotiable
paper of the deceased, payable to order, actually held and indorsed by a
foreign executor or administrator in the foreign country, who is capable
there of passing the legal title by such indorsement, would confer a complete
legal title on the indorsee, so that he ought to be treated in every other
country as the legal indorsee, and allowed to sue thereon accordingly, in
the same manner that he would be if it were a transfer of any personal
goods or merchandise of the deceased, situate in such foreign country.

I think these authorities shew that no grant of letters of
administration in the state or country where the debtor is
sued is necessary, when the foreign administrator became
legal owner and holder of negotiable securities by virtue
of his appointment as administrator of the deceased's estate
in the state or country where the deceased was domiciled,
and when the negotiable securities were in the deceased's
possession at his death. It does not seem to me to matter
whether notes or bills to order had or had not been indorsed
by the deceased, for if they had not, the administrator
could indorse them, and inasmuch as he himself sues on
them indorsation is unnecessary. The respondent here
describes himself as " executor and administrator of the
estate of Mary Louise Crosby." He was not executor, but
only administrator with will annexed. I regard, however,
these words as being merely descriptive and not as preclud-
ing the contention that the respondent is the legal owner
and holder of the notes.

I may add that I am generally in accord with the opinions
expressed by Chief Justice Perdue and the late Mr. Jus-
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1923 tice Cameron in this case. See also the judgment of Chief
CROSBY Justice Harvey of Alberta in Browns v. Browns (1).

PRUsCT veI would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Mignault J. Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Hudson, Ormond, Spice &
Symington.

Solicitors for the respondents: Bonnar, Hollands & Philp.

(1) 15 Alta. L.R. 77.
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W. H. LAMER ET AL (PLAINTIFFS) ......... .APPELLANTS; 1923

AND *Feb. 19,20.

T. BEAUDOIN (DEFENDANT) ............ .RESPONDENT. *May 1.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL SIDE,
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Contract-Sale-Maple sugar-Warranty as to quality-Delivery-Pay-
ment by sight draft attached to bill of lading-Part of shipment not
of quality specified-Right to recover price of sale-Articles 1048,
1063, 1478, 1492, 1526 C.C.

On the 27th May, 1920, the appellants agreed to buy from the respondent
" 30,000 pounds of pure maple sugar * * * guaranteed free of burnt
and soft sugar * * * to be packed in good clean bags." On the
8th of June, the appellants ordered and received a shipment of 10,066
pounds and paid for it by accepting a sight draft attached to the
bill of lading. Fifty-four pounds having been found below the guar-
anteed quality, the respondent on being notified reimbursed a sum
representing their value. On the 31st of July, the appellants sent
another order for 10,000 pounds and paid for them in like manner
without having had the opportunity to inspect the goods. On the
16th August, they transferred the sugar to their warehouse in Montreal
and then began to empty the bags. Out of the first 24 bags, the
appellants found that between 30 and 40 per cent of the shipment.
were not of the quality guaranteed and complained to the respond-
ent. The latter arrived in Montreal on the 20th of August, did
not agree with appellants' finding and offered to replace any small
quantity of sugar which according to him might be burnt or soft.
The parties not being able to effect a settlement, the appellants on
the 23rd of August took an action to resiliate the whole contract and
to be reimbursed the amount of the draft paid for the second ship-
ment, not having then received a letter sent on the same day by the
respondent, in which he offered to replace any part found unsatis-
factory in the 70 bags left unemptied. The respondent, with his
defence, made a tender of $80 representing the value of the sugar
which was not, according to him, of standard quality.

Held, Idington J. dissenting, that the appellants had the right to reject
the second shipment of sugar and to recover the price paid for it.

Per Duff and Brodeur JJ.-As the words " guaranteed free of burnt and
soft sugar " are words describing the sugar sold, the goods contracted
for have not been delivered. (Articles 1063, 1473 C.C.)

Per Mignault J.-Since these words constitute a warranty of quality relief
must be given to the appellants under article 1526 C.C., as the defect
in the goods was latent for the appellants who were obliged to
make payment before it could be discerned by inspection. Duff and
Brodeur JJ. contra.

Per Anglin J.-Whether the words "guaranteed free of burnt and soft sugar"
should be regarded as words of description or as a warranty of quality,
the appellants are entitled to recover the price paid for the second
shipment.

*PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
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1923 Per Anglin and Mignault JJ.-Relief under article 1526 C.C. is not con-

LAMER fined to cases of legal warranty, but it extends to breaches of con-
V. ventional warranty.

BBAUDOIN Per Duff and Brodeur JJ.-The appellants' action can also be maintained
under the provisions of article 1048 C.C., as they paid the price of sale
believing themselves by error to be debtors.

Per Idington J. dissenting-The appellants' action was premature as, the
time of delivery having been extended by mutual agreement, the
respondent under the circumstances of this case had the right to have
an opportunity of replacing the goods not up to the standard in the
same method adopted on the first shipment.

APPEAL from a judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, appeal side, province of Quebec, reversing the judg-
ment of the Superior Court and dismissing the appellants'
action.

Monty K.C. for the appellants.
Dorais K.C. and Beaudoin for the respondent.

IDINGTON J. (dissenting)-The appellants and respond-
ent entered into the following contract:-

Montreal, May 27, 1920.
I, T. Beaudoin, of Broughton Station, Quebec, party of the first part,

hereby sell and agree to deliver to Canada Produce Company, 171 St.
Paul Street, East, Montreal, Quebec, party of the second part, thirty
thousand pounds (30,000 lbs.) of pure maple sugar, made during the year
1920, and guaranteed free of burnt and soft sugar, sugar to be packed in
good clean bags, about 100 lbs. to be placed in each bag. Delivery to be
made by the seller within ten days (10) from this date. Seller to place
the sugar on board car free of expense to the buyer. Buyer to pay the
seller twenty-six cents (26c.) per pound f.o.b. car, bags free, and it is fur-
ther understood that the buyer will have a representative on the ground
at the time the car is loaded and will pay cash or accepted check on
completion of loading of goods on car.

T. BEAUDOIN,
CANADA PRODUCE COMPANY,

Per W. H. Lamer.

The market price was thereafter in a falling condition
for said class of goods.

Instead of calling for delivery thereof within the ten
days from said date the appellants waited until reminded
of their obligation by respondent and, nearly a month
later, requested the latter to send a shipment of almost a
third of the quantity named, and he did so.

Upon that occasion the respondent called the appellants'
attention to the condition of the contract requiring them
to have a representative present at the shipment and their
reply was that they would not, but trusted to the integrity

[1923]
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of the respondent to see that the quality of the goods was 1923
all right. LAMER

The required shipment was made by respondent accord- BEAUDOIN

ingly and he made a draft for the price therefor which was Idigto ..
duly honoured.

But on the inspection at Montreal the appellants rejected
and set aside for respondent a small quantity, as not up
to the mark, in regard to quality and notified the respond-
ent thereof, and sent him the rejected parcel for which he,
later on, sent in return the amount of the price therefor
and the expenses.

A continued reminder from time to time by the respond-
ent as to the need of arranging for shipment of the balance
induced the appellants to send an order for shipment of
about another third of the whole quantity bought but not
until the 31st of July, 1920.

On this occasion both parties seemed to assume that the
same method would be observed as on the previous occasion
and no representative was sent by appellants to inspect at
the point of shipment.

The respondent therefore on getting the order therefor
shipped according to the order and drew at sight on appel-
lant for the price thereof, and they accepted and paid the
draft and proceeded to unload the goods which were packed
in bags. They emptied then twenty-four of the ninety-four
bags in the consignment into barrels in which they intended
shipping same to a customer in the United States and then,
pretending that the goods were not up to the required
standard, phoned respondent of their complaint.

He came to Montreal and, on the 20th of August, 1920,
discussed the matter with appellants but they could not
agree.

The respondent then proposed that they follow out the
same course of dealing as on the previous occasion and set
aside such part as found below the standard, and he would
make good any such deficiency.

The appellants would not assent to continue said mode
of dealing unless the respondent would also agree to
abandon the balance of the contract, which he declined to
do.
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1923 He returned home and wrote fully and clearly his pro-
LAMER position apparently to put beyond doubt or dispute that he

BEAUDOIN was acting in accord with the method adopted on the first

Idington J. shipment as a substitution for the inspection at place of
- shipment as provided in the contract.

The appellants were apparently so determined to get rid
of the contract that they instituted this action, on the 23rd
of August, 1920, to annul the whole contract and to be
reimbursed the amount of the draft they had paid for the
second shipment.

The learned trial judge refused to annul the contract
but allowed a recovery for the amount of the said draft.

On appeal by respondent therefrom the Court of King's
Bench unanimously reversed said judgment with costs.

I agree so entirely in the main with the reasons of the

several learned judges writing same that I do not require
to set them forth afresh herein, but desire in addition there-
to, to express as clearly as I can a few considerations arising
out of the foregoing facts.

The time for delivery had clearly been so extended, by
mutual agreement, evidenced by the conduct of the parties,
that even if by mistake some of the goods were not up to
the standard, that did not entitle the appellants to act in
the abrupt manner they did in bringing this action as if
all right to rectify said mistake, if any, had ended.

I respectfully submit that the utmost they would be
entitled to, under such circumstances, would be either to
follow out the method adopted on the first shipment and,
by mutual courtesy, assented to, of rejecting and setting
aside all these goods not up to the standard, notifying the
vendor thereof, and accepting those up to the required
standard, and giving a reasonable time for due rectifica-
tion thereof.

Or they might, if that method is not to be accepted as a
complete substitution of the provision in the contract, insist
upon being notified at once of the time when a shipment
would be made and be ready to inspect at the place of
shipment as provided therein.

The evidence shews the respondent had at his place of
business where that would have taken place, if insisted
upon, an ample supply of such goods of the required
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quality, so as to meet effectually the most rigid inspection 1923
if that course had been adopted. LAMER

I am not to be understood as implying that such was BEADoi

the proper course to have been adopted but it clearly was Idington J.
the only thing open to appellants if they cannot be hold
as having assented in a binding manner to the course of
dealing pursued on the first shipment.

In my opinion that substituted mode of dealing had
become binding upon both parties by their course of con-
duct and was that which should have been followed as the
respondent proposed.

It is idle to argue as done herein, that the respondent
would only abide by such rejection as he approved of.

There is no foundation for it in fact, unless the insinua-
tion of one of the appellants in his evidence.

The proper thing to have done was to follow that course
as part of the bargain thus mutually amended and then,
if respondent set up any such pretension on the rejected
goods being set aside, the true position in regard to the
facts would have been disclosed. And if unjustifiable
rejections made or dispute anent same have risen, that issue
of fact could have been tried out.

Just a word or two as to the actual quality of the goods.
I am quite satisfied that there was no thirty or forty per
cent of inferior quality. How did respondent, on the re-
sale of the goods, after he had bought them in at the auction
directed by the court, manage in such a depressed market
to get twenty-two cents a pound for goods sold in a high
market at only twenty-six cents a pound?

The fact is that the examination by all the alleged
experts was of the most casual character of less than half.
And all seem to have taken no. 1 sugar as the test whereas
the contract does not specify any such standard but merely
made in 1920, free from burnt and soft sugar. One if not
two of them never saw a single one of the twenty-four bags
passed into barrels before the appellants found any to
reject, and the presumption that they were up to the mark
is strengthened. How can appellants pretend to reject
them?

The appellants argue the case as if the bargain was made
to fit a special client of theirs, or a special market. It is
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1923 nothing of that sort, but the open market in Montreal, or
LAMER in Beauce, that has to be considered. I think the former

V. where the contract was made.

Idi nago T Coming to that phase of the matter there is only about
- four hundred dollars involved herein if the results had been

looked at, as in the last analysis they may have to be.
And thus costs, many times that, have to be squandered

in wretched litigation, purely begotten of an attempt by
appellants unfairly trying to get rid of a' contract instead
of to get justice done.

I think the judgment appealed from is right and that this
appeal should be dismissed with costs.

DUFF J.-I concur with my brother Brodeur.

ANGLIN J.-The material facts in this case are fully
stated in the opinion of my brother Mignault.

I agree with him that having regard to the acts and con-
duct of the parties the August delivery of 10,061 pounds of
maple sugar may be treated as a separate and distinct
transaction. I understand that my brother Brodeur is of
the same opinion.

The sugar was sold as
pure maple sugar * * * guaranteed free of burnt and soft sugar.

The evidence is that the shipment did not answer that
description. It contained from thirty to forty per cent of
soft or burnt sugar hopelessly mixed in with the remaining
sixty to seventy per cent of sugar of the quality contracted
for.

The plaintiffs paid for the whole shipment $2,679.84 by
accepting a sight draft attached to the bill of lading before
they had an opportunity to inspect the goods. Although
inspection at the place of shipment (Broughton Station)
had been originally contemplated, I agree that this term
of the contract had been varied and inspection at the
plaintiffs' warehouse in Montreal, necessarily after pay-
ment, substituted by tacit consent of the parties, accept-
ance of the sugar as fulfilling the requirements of the con-
tract being postponed until after such inspection.

That the plaintiffs had the right to reject this shipment
and to demand recoupment of the money paid for it, with
respect, I think admits of no doubt. If the words " guar-
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anteed free of burnt and soft sugar " are regarded as words 1923

of description, as my brother Brodeur seems to think they L AMR

should be, the goods contracted for have not been delivered. BMuDom

If, on the other hand, as my brother Mignault seems to Anglin j.
think the more correct view, those words should be regarded
as a warranty of quality, I see no good reason why relief
under article 1526 C.C. or relief analogous thereto should
not be given. It is true that that article is found under
the heading "Warranty against latent defects." But the
defect in the goods was latent for the purchasers when
they were obliged to make payment. It could be discerned
only on inspection. Appreciation of its full extent required
the opening and examination of many bags-24 out of 94
were in fact emptied and examined before the purchasers
became fully convinced of the impracticability of handling
the sugar in their business. The defect was not apparent
and was not something which the buyers might have known
for themselves (article 1523 C.C.) when they were obliged
to make payment. Although the term " latent " is usually
applied to defects not discoverable by ordinary inspection,
where, as here, opportunity for inspection and the con-
sequent right of rejection are postponed until after pay-
ment, I would place the buyers in the same position for
the purpose of the remedy afforded by article 1526 C.C.
as if the defects discovered on inspection made in due
season had been latent defects in the ordinary sense. They
were in fact not discernible by any inspection which the
purchasers could have made before payment. I do not
assent to the view that relief under article 1526 C.C. is
confined to cases of legal warranty. It extends in my
opinion likewise to breaches of conventional warranties.

But whether viewed as a case of non-delivery of goods
contracted for, or as one of breach of warranty rendering
the goods unfit for the use for which they were intended
or so diminishing their usefulness that the buyers would
not have bought them if they had known their quality, the
right to return the goods and recover the price paid for
them is the same.

For the reasons indicated by my brothers Brodeur and
Mignault, I agree that the measure of relief that should
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1923 now be accorded to the plaintiffs must be restricted to the
LAMER recovery of the $2,679.74 paid the defendant for the August

BEAUDOIN shipment.

Anglin J. BRODEUR J.-Le d6fendeur Beaudoin aurait le 27 mai

1920 vendu aux appelants 30,000 livres de sucre d'4rable
pur "guaranteed free of burnt and soft sugar". Ce sucre
devait Stre livri franco ' bord dans dix jours k la gare de
Broughton, et les acheteurs devaient y avoir un repr6-
sentant pour en recevoir livraison et y faire le paiement.

Le 8 juin les acheteurs ont demand6 A Beaudoin de
leur envoyer A Montrial 10,000 livres de sucre seulement.
Ce dernier s'est rendu A leur demande; et comme ils n'a-
vaient personne A la gare 'a Broughton pour recevoir ces
dix mille livres de sucre et pour les payer, il fit sur eux une
traite A vue qu'il attacha au connaissement.

Les marchandises furent reques et accepties et la traite
payee.

A plusieurs reprises apris ce premier envoi, Beaudoin,
le vendeur, demanda aux appelants, ses acheteurs, de
prendre livraison de la balance de sucre mentionni au con-
trat; mais ils n'6taient 6videmment pas anxieux de prendre
livraison. La preuve 6tablit qu'un fichissement dans le
prix s'6tait produit; et alors il n'est pas 6tonnant que ces
acheteurs ne fussent pas empress6s de prendre livraison
d'une marchandise qui ne pourrait pas 6tre revendue avec
le profit qu'ils espiraient. Cependant le 16 aofit les appe-
lants demandaient livraison de dix mille livres. Beaudoin
s'est encore rendu h leur demande; et comme ses acheteurs
n'avaient pas de reprisentant A la gare de chargement, il
tira une traite sur eux pour la quantith livrie, soit $2,615.-
86, qu'il attacha au connaissement. Les acheteurs ne pou-
vaient donc pas prendre possession du sucre sans payer
cette traite et ils firent le paiement de la somme r6clam6e.

Mais, aprbs 'avoir transport6 dans leur magasin et apris
1'avoir exanin6, ils trouv6rent que le sucre n'6tait pas con-
forme au contrat, qu'il y en avait du brile et du mou. Alors
ils avertirent immidiatement 1'acheteur qui se rendit '
Montr6al pour discuter cette question avec eux. 11 y eut
alors des nigociations qui ne produisirent aucun r6sultat.
De fait, les acheteurs auraient t6 pr~ts h garder tout le
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sucre ni mou ni brill6 si le vendeur voulait les lib6rer de 1923

I'obligation de prendre livraison des 10,000 livres qui res- LAMER

taient sur le contrat. Mais on parut incapable de s'enten- BEAUDOIN

dre mme sur la quantit6 qui n'6tait pas conforme au Brodeur J.
contrat.

Alors les acheteurs, Lamer et al., ont institu6 peu de
jours apris la pr6sente action pour se faire rembourser de la
somme de $2,615.86 et des frais de transport qu'ils avaient
pay6s; et ils ont demand6, en outre, l'annulation du con-
trat du 27 mai 1920.

Beaudoin a reconnu qu'il y avait une petite quantit6
de sucre de la valeur de $30.00 qui n'6tait pas conforme
au contrat, et il a d6pos6 en cour cette somme. II
maintient que le reste de son sucre est conforme it la qua-
lit6 stipul6e au contrat et il offre aussi par son plaidoyer
de remplacer le mauvais sucre par une marchandise de
bonne qualit6.

Le point principal qui parait avoir fait l'objet de 1'en-
quote a 6t6 de savoir si la marchandise livr6e 6tait de la
qualit6 stipul~e au contrat.

La preuve a constat6 qu'il y avait de 30 A 40% de mau-
vais sucre et que le bon 6tait m6lang6 avec le mauvais.

La Cour Sup6rieure a condamn6 le difendeur h rem-
bourser la somme pay6e, mais il n'est nullement question
dans le jugement de la demande en risiliation du contrat
du 27 mai 1920. Dans le resume des plaidoiries fait par
le juge il n'en est pas fait mention, et le dispositif du juge-
ment ne contient qu'une condamnation de payer la som-
me reclam6e. Dans l'un des consid6rants le juge a cepen-
dant d~clar6 que 'action 6tait bien fondie. Voilh tout ce
qu'il y a qui pourrait porter sur cette demande resolu-
toire.

La Cour du Bane du Roi a renvers6 le jugement de la
Cour Sup6rieure et a maintenu le plaidoyer et a renvoy6
Faction.

La v6ritable question 'a d6cider, suivant moi, est de sa-
voir si ce sucre est conforme au contrat.

La Cour Supbrieure, apres avoir entendu les timoins
sur une preuve contradictoire, a trouv4 que ce sucre 6tait
dans une tr~s forte proportion, soit 30 h 407, inf6rieur &
la qualit6 convenue. Ce point n'est pas formellement
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1923 confirm6 dans le jugement de la Cour du Banc du Roi;
LAMER mais les honorables juges qui ont 6crit pour conclure au

BEAUDOIN maintien de 1'appel reconnaissent que la marchandise

Brodeur J. n'6tait pas toute de la qualit6 stipul6e au contrat.
- On parait se baser en appel sur les n6gociations qui ont

eu lieu entre les parties apris l'arriv6e des marchandises
h Montrial et on donne m~me dans l'un des considirants
un r6sum6 des offres qui ont 6t6 faites de part et d'autres.
On peut difficilement baser un jugement sur des proposi-
tions qui n'ont pas pris la forme d'une convention entre
les parties, et nous avons alors A examiner les droits des
parties suivant la convention qui avait 6t6 faite entre eux
le 27 mai 1920.

Par cette convention le d6fendeur Beaudoin devait li-
vrer du sucre dur et non brfil6. A-t-il rempli son obliga-
tion? Evidemment non. Alors a-t-il le droit de garder
l'argent que les demandeurs ont t6 oblig6s de lui payer
pour prendre possession des marchandises, et ce avant de
pouvoir les examiner? Certainement non. IL offre par
son plaidoyer de rembourser $30.00 pour le mauvais sucre.
Ces offres sont certainement insuffisantes lorsque la preuve
constate qu'une quantit6 de 30 h 40o, soit une valeur de
plus de mille dollars, n'est pas de la qualit6 stipul6e.

La Cour du Banc du Roi aurait dfi, meme si ses pr6-
misses 6taient fond6es, donner au moins jugement aux
demandeurs pour ces $1,000.00 et plus. Le d6fendeur
Beaudoin n'avait pas le droit de garder cette somme qui
repr6sentait une marchandise absolument inf6rieure A la
qualit6 stipul6e. Mais les acheteurs ne pouvaient pas 8tre
tenus de garder les 60 ou 70o de bonnes marchandises
parce qu'elles 6taient toutes m816es avec les mauvaises et
que le triage devenait une operation dispendieuse et dif-
ficile.

Dans les circonstances, les offres faites par le d6fendeur
sont insuffisantes et doivent Stre rejet6es. II aurait dia
simplement rembourser h ses vendeurs la somme qu'il
avait eue ill6galement d'eux et reprendre tout son sucre.

Mais malheureusement pour lui il n'a pas pris cette
position. II a pr6f6r6 suivre les demandeurs sur le ter-
rain oii ils avaient plac6 le litige. II a voulu 6tablir que le
sucre 6tait de la qualit6 voulue. Et comme il n'a pas p
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r6ussir A d6montrer que cette pritention 6tait bien fond6e, 1928

son plaidoyer devrait 6tre renvoye. LAMER

On a invoqu6 en Cour du Banc du Roi et devant cette BEAUDOIN

cour les articles 1517, 1526 et 1530 C.C. comme d6termi- Brodeur J.
nant le droit que les parties pouvaient invoquer. Je ne -
crois pas, pour ma part, que ces articles s'appliquent au
present litige, vu qu'ils ont trait A la garantie contre l'6vic-
tion et contre les d6fauts cachs, et il n'y a pas d'6viction
ici, et les difauts dont on se plaint ne sont pas cach6s.
Fuzier Herman, vo. Vices Redhibitoires, no 1; Pothier,
Vente no 202; Merlin, R6pertoire, vo. R~hibitoire, p. 287.
Lachute Shuttle Co. v. Frothingham & Workman, Ltd. (1).

On s'est demand6 si le vendeur qui a livrd une mar-
chandise inf6rieure au contrat pouvait valablement offrir
de la remplacer. Il n'est pas n6cessaire de decider ce point
dans la pr6sente cause; mais on peut consulter sur cette
question Guillouard, Vente, no 41.

Le d~fendeur avait vendu du sucre d'6rable dur et non
brfl6. II 6tait oblig6 en vertu des articles 1063, 1473 et
1492 CC. de d6livrer A ses acheteurs 1'article qu'il avait
vendu. II a 6t6 d~cid6 en France que:

La d4ivrance de la chose vendue doit avoir pour objet la chose mime
qui a t6 vendue, le vendeur ne peut substituer h ce qui a fait la matibre
du contrat une autre chose qui lui ressemble. Cette obligation de la part
du vendeur s'entend des choses de quantit6 telles que denrdes ou mar-
chandises, et I'acqu~reur a le droit de refuser la livraison si la qualitd des
choses livrdes ou des conditions d'ex~cution ne sont pas conformes h Ia
convention.

Beaudoin a livrd un autre article que celui vendu et a
forc6 l'acheteur cependant de payer avant de pouvoir 1'ex-
aminer. Alors le paiement a 6t6 fait sans cause; et, com-
me dit Pothier, Vente, n' 186:
L'acheteur ne s'6tant oblig6 de payer et n'ayant effectivement pay6 ce
prix qu'en consdquence de ce que le vendeur promettait de lui faire avoir
la chose vendue, le vendeur n'ayant pas accompli sa promesse la cause
pour laquelle l'acheteur a pay6 le prix ne subsiste plus.

Le contrat sans consid6ration, dit 1'article 989 C.C., est
sans effet.

Ou encore, on peut dire que le paiement a 6t6 fait par
les acheteurs dans la conviction que les marchandises li-
vr6es 4taient conformes au contrat. Il y a eu erreur de
leur part A ce sujet. Alors on pourrait 6galement invo-

(1) [19121 Q.R. 22 K.B. 1.
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1923 quer 1'article 1048 C.C. qui donne droit de r6p6tition h
LAMER celui qui paie une dette s'en croyant erronement d~biteur.

BEAUDOIN Les demandeurs avaient-ils le droit de demander la

Brodeur J. r6siliation du contrat du 27 mai 1920; et s'ils avaient ce
- droit, est-ce qu'ils peuvent maintenant le r6clamer devant

cette cour, quand en Cour Sup6rieure il ne leur a pas 6t6
formellement accord6 et qu'ils n'ont pas fait appel de ce
jugement.

Il me paraft certain que la Cour Sup6rieure n'a pas
jug6 A propos d'accorder cette partie de la demande. La
resolution d'un contrat ne peut se faire que par un juge-
ment du tribunal. Il est de jurisprudence, ainsi que l'a
jug6 la Cour de Revision dans la cause de Kaine v. Mi-
chaud, (1) que les termes suivants de l'article 1065 C.C.
" dans les cas qui le permettent " indiquent que la r6solu-
tion ne sera prononc6e que dans certaines circonstances et
pour des motifs qui paraitront justes et raisonnables aux
tribunaux.

La meme cour, dans une cause de Marleau v. Shapiro,
(2) a d6cid6 que l'on doit exercer ce droit de resolution
avec une extreme prudence. En supposant donc que les
demandeurs auraient eu le droit de demander la r6solution
de tout le contrat du 27 mai 1920, ce qui -dans les circons-
tances particulibres de cette cause n'aurait pas dG Atre
accord6, je suis d'opinion que les demandeurs ont virtuelle-
ment abandonni cette partie de leur demande en accep-
tant le jugement qui a t6 rendu par la Cour Sup6rieure.

Pour ces raisons la vente du 27 mai 1920 ne devrait pas
Atre rdsolue, mais l'appel devrait 6tre maintenu avec d6-
pens de cette cour et de la Cour du Banc du Roi, et les
demandeurs devraient avoir jugement pour $2,679.74.

MIGNAULT J.-Le 27 mai 1920 les parties ont fait le con-
trat suivant:

Montreal, May 27, 1920.
I, T. Beaudoin, of Broughton Station, Quebec, party of the first part,

hereby sell and agree to deliver to Canada Produce Company, 171 St.
Paul Street, East, Montreal, Quebec, party of the second part, thirty
thousand pounds (30,000 lbs.) of pure maple sugar, made during the
year 1920, and guaranteed free of burnt and soft sugar, sugar to be packed
in good clean bags, about 100 lbs. to be placed in each bag. Delivery to
be made by the seller within ten days (10) from this date. Seller to place

(2) [19201 Q.R. 59 S.C. 359.
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the sugar on board car free of expense to the buyer. Buyer to pay the 1923
seller twenty-six cents (26c.) per pound f.o.b. car, bags free, and it is LAMER
further understood that the buyer will have a representative on the ground V.
at the time the car is loaded and will pay cash or accepted check on BEAUDOIN
completion of loading of goods on car.

T. BEAUDOIN, Mignault J.

CANADA PRODUCF COMPANY,
Per W. H. Lamer.

Les agissements des parties ont apport6 quelques modi-
fications A ce contrat. La livraison du sucre n'a pas 6t
faite dans les dix jours, et l'intim6 alla A Montr6al au
commencement de juin s'enquirir pourquoi les appellants
ne se mettaient pas en mesure d'en prendre d6livrance, et
on lui rdpondit qu'il recevrait sous peu un ordre d'exp6di-
tion. Effectivement les appelants lui til6phonbrent d'en-
voyer le tiers du sucre et l'intim6 leur en envoya 10,066
livres le 8 juin avec une traite h vue que les appelants
paybrent. 11 se trouva que 54 livres sur les 10,066 ne r6-
pondaient pas & la garantie, et I'intim6 en ayant 6t6 averti
remboursa aux appelants le prix du sucre rejet6, $14.04.
Lors de cette exp6dition, les appelants ne se firent pas re-
pr6senter au lieu du chargement comme il avait 6t6 con-
venu et l'intim6 envoya sa traite A Montrial avec le con-
naissement. La non-pr6sence d'un repr6sentant des
acheteurs au lieu du chargement, le paiement A Montrial
A 1'arrivie des marchandises, et la livraison des 30,000 livres
par parties au lieu de la faire en une fois, sont des modifi-
cations que le vendeur et les acheteurs, d'un accord au
moins tacite, paraissent avoir faites au contrat.
. Les instructions des appelants pour l'envoi du restant du
sucre se firent attendre. L'intim6 leur 6crivit le 7 juillet,
les pressant de prendre livraison du sucre, et ceux-ci, en
r6ponse, promirent de lui envoyer une commande sous peu,
ce qu'ils ne firent que le 31 juillet, et cette fois encore ils
ne demand~rent que 10,000 livres. Ce sucre, 10,061 livres,
fuf exp6did le 8 aofit avec un traite h vue, et encore une
fois les appelants ne se firent pas repr6senter au charge-
ment. Ce fut un malheur pour l'intim6 de n'avoir pas
insist6 sur cette stipulation du contrat, car alors la qualiti
du sucre aurait 6t6 contr814e au moment qu'on le chargeait
sur les wagons, tout le sucre aurait 6t6 pay6 aprbs que ce
chargement eit t6 complit6, et les difficult6s qui sont
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1923 survenues auraient 6t6 6vities. Mais h ce changement des
LAMER conventions l'intim6 ne fit dans le temps aucune objec-

V.
BEAUDOIN tion.

Mignault J. A l'arrivie du chargement h Montrial les appellants pay6-
rent la traite qui l'accompagnait, soit $2,615.86, prirent
livraison du sucre le 16 aofit et le transportbrent h leur
entrep6t. Le sucre devait 6tre envoy6 par eux A des clients
des Etats-Unis auxquels ils l'avaient vendu, et les appe-
lants commencrent A vider les sacs et h charger le sucre
dans des barils. C'est alors qu'ils trouv6rent, m8l6e au sucre
de qualit6 acceptable, une forte proportion de sucre mou ou
brfil6. Ils ont ainsi vid6 vingt-quatre sacs, et voyant que
le bon sucre 6tait m6lang6 avec le mauvais dans les sacs
qu'ils avaient vid6s, ils s'en sont plaints imm6diatement h
1'intim6 par t6l6phone. Celui-ci promit de venir & Mont-
real examiner le sucre et n'y arriva que le 20 aofit. Les
parties ne s'entendirent pas sur la quantit6 de sucre brfdl
ou mou, l'intim6 pr6tendant que cette quantit6 6tait peu
consid6rable, les appelants qu'elle 6quivalait h 35 ' 40
pour cent du total. Il y eut propositions et contre-propo-
sitions; les appelants voulaient faire annuler le reste du
contrat; I'intim6 consentait A remplacer le sucre qu'il esti-
merait 6tre d6fectueux, et encore h l'enquite il disait que
c'6tait peu de chose. Bref on ne s'entendit pas. Le 23
aofit les appelants prirent cette action, et le m~me jour
1'intim6 leur 6crivit de mettre de c8t6 le sucre inf6rieur,
promettant de le remplacer par du bon. L'honorable juge
Guerin a trouv6 que les appelants ont agi avec trop de
pr6cipitation en prenant leur action du 23 aofit, mais, com-
me cette action 6tait ridhibitoire, il efit probablement t6
p~rilleux de trop attendre.

C'est sur cette pr6tention de l'intim6 qu'il avait le droit
de remplacer le sucre d6fectueux que le d6bat s'est engag6
devant les tribunaux. Les appelants concluaient A l'annu-
lation de tout le contrat, ce qui 6tait impossible, car une
partie du contrat avait 6t6 ex~cut6e d'un commun accord,
et il restait encore prbs de 10,000 livres h exp6dier. Les
pritentions des parties sont donc en pr6sence et il faut
trancher le d6bat entre elles. J'ajoute qu'en admettant que
les appelants ont trop demand6 en concluant A 'annula-
tion du contrat entier, rien n'empiche. s'ils ont de s6rieux
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motifs de se plaindre du deuxibme envoi, de leur accorder 1923

une partie seulement des conclusions de leur action. LAMER

Le juge de premibre instance a trouv6 qu'il y avait dans BEAwDOIN

ce sucre, au dire d'experts comp6tents et d6sint6ress6s, de Mignault J.
trente A quarante pour cent de sucre mou ou brfil. J'ac-
cepte cette constatation de fait qui parait 6galement avoir
eu l'assentiment de l'honorable juge Guerin en cour du
Banc du Roi.

11 ne reste qu'A appliquer A l'esphoe les principes du
droit. Les parties ayant consenti A faire des livraisons
distinctes et s6par6es de ce qui d'apris le contrat devait
6tre livr6 en bloc, je crois qu'on peut, dans la d6cision de
cette cause, envisager la deuxibme exp6dition du sucre, en
tout 10,061 livres, comme si elle et 6t0 une vente dis-
tincte. Vu ce consentement des parties, cette deuxibme
expedition est certainement une chose ind6pendante du
premier envoi qui a 6t0 accept6 et de l'envoi qui restait A
faire. Voy. Baudry-Lacantinerie, Vente, n' 440, dernier
alinia et renvois. Voy. aussi Sirey, 1870. 1. 265, et la note
oii il est dit que chaque livraison de marchandises vendues
au poids, au compte ou A la mesure constitue en quelque
sorte une vente distincte, et que l'acheteur doit pouvoir
demander la r6siliation de l'une sans demander celle de
l'autre.

Cela 6tant, comme il y a eu violation de la garantie
stipul~e au contrat, I'appelant peut invoquer Particle 1526
C.C. qui dit:

L'acheteur a le choix de rendre la chose et de se faire restituer le prix,
ou de garder la chose et se faire rendre une partie du prix suivant 6valua-
tion.

N'oublions pas que nous sommes en presence ici d'une
garantie conventionnelle. Il n'est pas seulement question
de la description de la chose vendue, mais de la garantie
que le sucre vendu serait exempt de sucre mou ou brfdl.
La presence de sucre mou ou brfil6 dans la proportion
considerable que constate la preuve est un vice r6dhibi-
toire, et les acheteurs, en vertu de Particle 1526 C.C., qui
s'applique A la garantie conventionnelle comme A la garan-
tie 16gale, avaient le choix ou bien de rendre le sucre qui
leur avait t exp6did par ce deuxibme envoi, et de se faire
restituer le prix qu'ils avaient pay6, ou bien de le garder
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1923 et. de se faire rendre une partie du prix suivant 6valuation.
LAMER 1s ont choisi le premier parti, et ont exerc6 laction r6idhi-

V.
BEaUDo N bitoire au lieu de Faction quanti minoris. C'6tait leur

Mignault J. droit, et il ne reste qu'A appliquer Particle 1526 C.C. dans
- la mesure qu'il peut 6tre appliqu6 dans l'esphce.

Le vendeur pouvait-il empicher cette action en offrant
de remplacer le sucre d6fectueux? A plusieurs reprises,
j'ai demand6 aux avocats de l'intim6 de me citer des auto-
rit6s reconnaissant ce droit au vendeur. Ils n'ont pu le
faire. Dans mon opinion, le vendeur n'a pas ce droit qui,
s'il pouvait 6tre r6clam6, rendrait le plus souvent l'article
1526 C.C. sans application possible. Du reste, I'existence
du vice r6dhibitoire donne h l'acheteur le droit de rejeter la
marchandise et de se faire restituer le prix, et il n'aurait
pas ce droit si le vendeur pouvait, sans le consentement
de 1'acheteur, remplacer la marchandise affect~e de ce vice.
Je ne crois pas qu'on puisse invoquer A l'encontre de cette
solution les articles 1517 et 1518 C.C. que l'honorable juge
Guerin cite. Ces articles, du reste, s'appliquent a la garan-
tie contre l'6viction et non A la garantie contre les vices
de la chose vendue. Le code traite s6par6ment de ces deux
garanties.

J'accepte sans r6serve les consid~rants suivants du
jugement de la cour du Banc du Roi.

Consid6rant que ce premier envoi 6tant accept6 et pay6, le contrat
en son entier ne pouvait plus 6tre annul6;

Consid~rant que quant au premier envoi de 10,066 livres, les parties
se sont fait justice & elles-mames, et que quant aux 10,000 livres qui n'ont
pas encore t livrdes, cette cour n'a aucun ordre & donner, et qu'il ne
s'agit que de d6cider quant aux 10,000 livres comprises dans le deuxibme
envoi.

Il est clair que tout le contrat ne peut tre annul6 et
qu'on ne peut en rien affecter les droits et obligations des
parties quant au sucre qui restait h livrer pour completer
le contrat.

Mais il n'en reste pas moms vrai qu'on peut, dans les
circonstances, envisager le deuxibme envoi sipar6ment, et
c'est bien ce que la cour du Banc du Roi parait avoir fait
elle-m~me.

Avec beaucoup de respect, il me semble que la conclu-
sion qui d6coulait logiquement des consid6rants dans leur
ensemble du jugement a quo, c'est que les acheteurs avaient
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le droit de rejeter le deuxibme envoi et de se faire remet- 1923

tre le prix qu'ils avaient pay6. LAMER

C'est tout ce que je leur accorderais. Je ne r6tablirais BEAUDOIN

pas le premier jugement tel que rendu, car i1 peut preter Mignault J.
A l'interpr6tation qu'il annule implicitement le contrat,
car il d6clare Faction des appelants bien fond6e. Je don-
nerais jugement aux appelants contre 1'intim6 pour $2,-
679.74, chiffre accord6 par le premier juge, avec int6rit A
compter de la demande en justice, d6clarant que le deuxi6-
me envoi du sucre n'6tait pas conforme A la garantie con-
ventionnelle qui avait 6t6 donn6e aux appelants et que
ceux-ci 6taient bien fond6s A le refuser. Je riserverais aux
parties tous les droits que comporte le contrat, surtout
pour le sucre qui restait A livrer pour compl6ter la quantit6
vendue.

Pendant l'instance, le sucre a 6t6 vendu sous 1'autorit6
de la cour et on nous informe que le prix est consign6 en
cour. L'intim6 en payant le montant du jugement de cette
cour aura le droit de retirer cette somme.

Je maintiendrais done l'appel avec les d6pens de.toutes
les cours en faveur des appelants contre l'intimi.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellants: Monty, Durauleau, Ross &
Angers.

Solicitor for the respondent: R. Beaudoin.
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1923 LUDGER LAROCHE AND UXOR (PLAIN-
*Fe , 22APPELLANTS
*Fpb.i 212. TIFFS) ..........................
*April 11.

AND

THE WAYAGAMACK PULP AND RESPONDENT.
PAPER CO., LTD. (DEFENDANT) .....

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL SIDE,

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Workmen's Compensation Act-Claim by ascendant-" Principal support"
Interpretation-Art. 1058 et seq. C.C.-RS.Q. (1909), 8. 7323, as
amended by 8 Geo. V, c. 71, 8. 8 and 9 Geo. V, c. 69, a. 1.

Section 7323, R.S.Q. (1909) " Workmen's Compensation Act," as amended
by 9 Geo. V, c. 69, s. 1, provides that "when the accident causes
death, the compensation (mentioned in the section) shall be payable
* * * (c) to ascendants of whom the deceased was the principal
support (principal soutien) at the time of the accident."

Held that, in order to determine whether the victim was in fact the prin-
cipal support of the ascendant, the personal earnings or other income
of the latter must be taken into consideration. It must be found that
more than fifty per cent of the total subsistence of the ascendant came
from the victim. It is not sufficient for the ascendant merely to show
that the contribution made by the victim to the ascendant's support
exceeded that received from other members of the family.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, Appeal Side, province of Quebec (1) reversing the
judgment of the Superior Court, district of Three Rivers
and dismissing the appellant's action.

The appellants brought action under the Workmen's
Compensation Act on account of the death of their unmar-
ried son by reason of and in the course of his work for the
respondent.

A. Chase-Casgrain K.C. and Robichon for the appellants.
De Witt K.C. for the respondent.

IDINGTON J.-The appellants sued respondent claiming
that, under the provisions of the article 7321 and sub-
sequent articles of the Revised Statutes of Quebec as
amended especially in respect of article 7323, first by 8 Geo.
V, cap. 71, sec. 3, and then by 9 Geo. V, cap. 69, sec. 1, they
were entitled to recover damages from respondent in whose
services one of their sons had accidentally met his death.

The learned trial judge allowed the claim holding that
as said deceased son had been at the time of his death con-

*PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
(1) [19231 Q.R. 34 K.B. 461.
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tributing more substantially than any of his numerous 1923
brothers and sisters to the support of the appellants, his LAROCHE

and their father and mother, living upon a farm upon which wAYAQA-

they had brought up a large family, they were entitled to MAC" P1LP
& APER

recover on the basis furnished by the Act for the case of Co., LTD.

loss of their principal support. Idington J.
The Court of King's Bench reversed this judgment

holding that as the evidence did not demonstrate that the
contributions by deceased to the support of the appellants,
his father and mother, were more than they derived from
the said farm, it could not be said that his annual contribu-
tions were, in the language of the said amendment, their
" principal support."

The whole difficulty turns upon the peculiar language of
the said amendments, and others, which result in the article
reading as follows:-

When the accident causes death, the compensation shall consist of a
sum equal to four times the average yearly wages of the deceased at the
time of the accident, and shall in no case, except in the case mentioned
in article 7325, be less than fifteen hundred dollars (81,500) or more than
three thousand dollars (83,000.)

There shall further be paid a sum of not more than fifty dollars ($50)
for medical and funeral expenses.

The compensation shall be payable as follows:-
(a) To the surviving consort not divorced nor separated from bed

and board at the time of his death, provided the accident took place after
the marriage;

(b) To the legitimate children, or to the illegitimate children acknow-
ledged before the accident, to assist them to provide for themselves until
they reach the full age of sixteen years, or more if they are invalids;

(c) To ascendants to whom the deceased was the principal support at
the time of the accident.

The article as it first stood used the words " only sup-
port " and by the last amendment substituted therefor the
words " principal support."

I think the construction of the Court of King's Bench
is correct. Indeed I am quite unable to follow the over
refinement which produces the result of ignoring entirely
the support which the resources of the father or mother,
or both, may produce so long as the deceased has con-
tributed more than any others of their family.

To follow out such a construction logically, there could
be nothing recovered in the case of death of a son who con-
tributed equally with others of the family, or less than any
other surviving member.
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1923 Such and many other peculiar results might flow from
LAROCHE our reversal of the judgment appealed from.

V.
WAYAGA- Nor do I think this a case for a new trial.

ILPAM I respectfully submit an amendment by the legislature
Co., LTD. seems possibly desirable.

Idington J. I would dismiss the appeal but, in view of the conflicting
decisions preceding this litigation relevant to the correct
interpretation and construction of such a peculiar Act,
without costs of this appeal here.

DUFF J.-The question is whether the condition that the
deceased shall have been (within the meaning of article
7232 (c) as amended by 9 Geo. V, cap. 69, s. 1) the " prin-
cipal support " of the appellants at the time of the accident,
has been fulfilled. The only question of law involved is
the question whether in passing upon the right of the
appellants to claim compensation under paragraph (c) as
amended one is entitled to exclude from consideration all
measure of support due to the exertions of the appellants
themselves.

This question should in my opinion be answered in the
negative. An answer in the affirmative would necessarily,
as it seems to me, rest upon some modification of the lan-
guage which the legislature has selected to express its
meaning.

The appeal should be dismissed without costs.

ANGLIN J.-I entirely agree with the construction placed
by Mr. Justice Rivard, speaking for the Court of King's
Bench, on the words " principal support " (principal sou-
tien) in clause (c) of article 3 of the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act as amended (9 George V, c. 69). With great
respect for the learned judges who have expressed a con-
trary view, I can find no justification for excluding the per-
sonal earnings or other income of the ascendant when con-
sidering what constitutes his support. Where his subsist-
ence and that of his dependents is chiefly derived from that
source it cannot, in my opinion, properly be said that
assistance from a descendant, though substantial and in
excess of any other contribution from an outside source,
forms his " principal support." In order to bring a case
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within clause (c), other requirements being met, more than I
fifty per cent, of the subsistence of the claimant must have LAIOCn.

come from the deceased workman. WArAGA-
MACK PULiPCounsel for the appellant urged that the evidence war-& PAM

rants such a finding of fact, or, if not, that a new trial Co., LTD.
should be granted to permit of further proof on that issue, Anglin J.
inasmuch as counsel at the trial, relying on the decision of
the Court of Review in Lake Megantic Pulp Company v.
Martin (1), since confirmed on appeal, proceeded on the
assumption that he was obliged only to show that the con-
tribution made by the deceased workman to the plaintiffs
support exceeded what he received from any other outside
source. A very recent decision of the Court of King's
Bench (Greenshields, Allard and Letourneau JJ.) in
Fraser-Brace Shipyard Limited v. Mercier, not yet reported,
fully supports that view.

The evidence sufficiently establishes the value of the con-
tribution made by the deceased towards the support of his
parents. In my opinion, however, it also makes it reason-
ably certain that that contribution fell considerably short
of fifty per cent of the total cost of their subsistence. I am
accordingly of the opinion that a new trial should not be
granted.

Having regard to the marked conflict of judicial opinion
in Quebec and to the fact that we are overruling the most
recent pronouncement of the Court of King's Bench on the
meaning of " principal support " in the Fraser-Brace Case
above noted, we shall, I think,.be justified, notwithstanding
our general rule to the contrary, in relieving the appellant
from payment of the respondent's costs of this appeal.

BRODEUR J.-Il se pr6sente dans cette cause une ques-
tion qui a donn6 lieu A beaucoup de divergence d'opinion
dans la jurisprudence. Il s'agit de savoir la port6e des mots
" principal soutien " que nous trouvons dans la loi des
accidents du travail, A Particle 7323 tel qu'amend6 des
Statuts Refondus de Quebec.

Nous avons a d6cider si le pore et la mbre qui ont des
moyens personnels et qui en retirent la plus grande partie
de leur subsistance ont droit A une indemnit6 si leur fils

(1) (1921] Q.R. 50 S.C. 281.
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1923 qui les aidait tout particulibrement est victime d'un acci-
LAROCHE dent qui a cause sa mort.

V.
WAYACA- Les appelants soutiennent l'affirmative et citent au sou-

MACK PULP
& PAPER tien de leur opinion: Lake Megantic Pulp Co. v. Martel
Co., LTD. (1); Fraser-Brace Shipyards v. Mercier, jug6e en d6cembre

Brodeur J. dernier par la Cour du Banc du Roi.
L'intime soutient la n6gative et nous r6f~re aux causes

suivantes: Lamontagne v. Quebec Railway Co. (2); Thom-
son v. Kearney (3); Price Bros. v. St. Louis (4); Montreal
Public Service Corporation v. Picard (5).

II est assez important de noter que la cour de Banc du
Roi, A quelques semaines de distance, ait rendu des d6cis-
ions absolument contraires. II est vrai qu'elle 6tait diff6-
rement constitu6e; mais tout de meme cette divergence
d'opinion constitue pour le justiciable un 6tat d'incertitude
peu enviable.

Ainsi dans la pr6sente cause la cour du Banc du Roi
si~geant A Qu6bec et compos6e des honorables juges Martin,
Dorion et Rivard d6cidait que l'on devait prendre en con-
sid6ration les ressources des ascendants pour d6terminer si
leur fils qui 6tait d6c6d6 6tait leur principal soutien.

Dans la cause de Fraser-Brace Shipyards v. Mercier la
mme cour du Banc du Roi si6geant & Montreal et com-
pos6e des honorables juges Greenshields, Allard et L6tour-
neau d6cidait absolument le contraire quelques semaines
plus tard.

Ces decisions absolument contradictoires devront n6ces-
sairement inciter tous ceux qui s'intiressent A la bonne
administration de la justice, A 6tudier les rem~des qui
doivent 6tre apportis pour prevenir la r6pitition d'un tel
6tat de choses.

Il est bon tout d'abord de remarquer que cette loi des
accidents du travail est consid6r6e dans les statuts refondus
comme 6tant une matibre en rapport avec le code civil; et
on y indique formellement dans l'en-tate qu'elle a trait aux
" dommages A la personne " qui se retrouvent dans les
articles 1053 et suivants du code.

(1) Q.R. 60 S.C. 281. (3) [1915] Q.R. 25 K.B. 220.
(2) [19141 50 Can. S.C.R. 423. (4) [19171 Q.R. 27 K.B. 174.

(5) [1917] Q.R. 27 K.B. 188.
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Il est par consequent d6sirable, en 6tudiant cette loi des 1923

accidents du travail, de ne pas perdre cela de vue. LAROcHE

Ces articles 1053 et suivants du code civil 6noncent wAYAGA-

g6ndralement que toute personne est responsable du dom- MACK PULP

mage caus6 par sa faute, et h 1'article 1056 on donne au Co.,LTD.

pare et h la m~re un droit d'action en dommages contre Brodeur J.
celui qui aurait caus6 le dichs de leur fils.

Pour r6ussir dans leur reclamation, le phre et la mire
devaient prouver la faute de celui qu'ils poursuivaient, et
le tribunal leur accordait les dommages quie le dicks de la
victime leur causait.

Mais cette faute 6tait d'ordinaire bien difficile h 6tablir et
dans bien de cas le dommage caus6 n'6tait pas r6pare, vu
l'impossibilit6 ohi se trouvaient les demandeurs de prouver
la faute ou la n6gligence du d6fendeur. Par contre si la
faute 6tait prouvie, le d6fendeur 6tait condamn6 h payer
des dommages tris 6lev6s.

Alors, apris de longues et patientes recherches et apris
la nomination de commissions d'6tudes, il a t6 d~cid6 de
crier ce que j'appellerai le risque professionnel en adop-
tant, en 1909, la loi des accidents du travail qui se trouve
maintenant aux articles 7321 et suivants des statuts re-
fondus. La responsabilit6 6tait cr46e dans certains cas sans
que la victime ffit oblig6e de prouver n6gligence. Mais,
par contre, l'indemnit6 6tait fix6e A l'avance suivant le
salaire gagn6. C'6tait un compromis bien desirable pour
tous.

Dans cette loi, on a d6crit6 que la femme et les enfants
auraient droit A une indemniti dans le cas oa le mari ou le
phre mourrait h la suite de l'accident et on les a d6sign6s h
peu pris dans les mimes termes que ceux port6s dans
l'article 1056 du code civil. Mais pour les ascendants on a
agi un peu diffiremment. L'article 1056 les d~signait
g6n6ralement. Ainsi 1'article disait:-

Dans les cas oit la partie contre qui le d6lit ou le quasi-d61it a t6
commis d6chde en cons6quence sans avoir obtenu indemnit6 ou satisfac-
tion, son conjoint, ses pere, mere, et enfants * * * ont droit de pour-
suivre celui qui en est I'auteur ou ses repr6sentants pour les dommages-
int~rAts r6sultant de tel d6cs.

D'aprbs les dispositions de cet article il avait d'abord 6t6
d~cid6 que le conjoint, le phre, la m~re et les enfants avaient

58434-4
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1923 le droit d'obtenir une certaine somme d'argent par voie de
LAROCHE consolation et de soulagement (solatium) Labelle v. Cit6

WAYACA- de Montrial (1); mais cette opinion fut plus tard ren-
MACK PULP urm

& PAPER versee par la cour suprme; Canadian Pacific Railway Co.
Co., LTD. v. Robinson (2); Jeannotte v. Couillard (3). Les dom-

Brodeur J. mages que pouvaient alors r6clamer le pare et la mre

devaient repr6senter la perte morale ou matirielle qu'ils

6prouvaient par la mort de leur fils. Tellier v. Cit6 de St.
Henri (4).

Tel 6tait 1'6tat de la jurisprudence lorsque la 16gislature
est intervenue et a adopt6 la loi des accidents du travail, et
elle a d6crit6 que le phre et la mbre ne pourraient r~clamer
en vertu de cette loi que lorsque le d6funt 6tait leur unique
soutien.

En 1919, 6videmment par suite des jugements qui
avaient 6t6 rendus en 1917 dans les causes de Montreal
Public Service Corporation v. Picard (2) et de Price
Brothers v. St. Louis (6), la l6gislature de Quebec a rem-
plac6 les mots " unique soutien " par " principal soutien."

La 16gislature n'a pas voulu maintenir la responsabilit6
g6ndrale qui existait en vertu de l'article 1056 du code;
mais elle a simplement d6clar6 que les ascendants auraient
droit A une indernnit6 dans le cas oi leur fils serait leur
principal soutien. S'il n'6tait pas leur principal soutien, alors
les ascendants retombaient sous les dispositions de la loi
commune qui leur permettaient de r~clamer s'il y avait eu
n6gligence de la part des d6fendeurs et s'ils avaient
6prouv6 des dommages. Lamontagne v. Qu6bec Railway
(7).

Cette diff6rence dans le texte entre les dispositions du
code civil et la loi des accidents du travail au sujet de la
r6clamation du phre et de la m~re d6montre d'une manibre
bien claire l'intention du 16gislateur. II ne voulait donner
6videmment un droit d'action au pare et h la mare que dans
le cas oii leur fils serait leur unique ou leur principal sou-
tien. Si toutefois le fils ne r6unissait pas cette qualit6, si les
parents avaient des ressources en dehors du support que

(1) 7 ML.R. 468. (4) [19011 7 Rev. de Jur. 108.
(2) [1887] 14 Can. S.C.R. 105. (5) Q.R. 27 KB. 188.
(3) [1894] Q.R. 3 Q.B. 461. (6) Q.R. 27 K.B. 174.

(7) 50 Can. S.C.R. 423.
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pouvait leur donner leur fils, je considere que dans ce cas 1

le l6gislateur a d~crit6 que les ascendants n'avaient pas le LAnocpp

droit d'action sous la loi des accidents du travail. WAYAGA'-

M. Robichon, dans son excellent plaidoyer, a insist6 beau- MACK PLP

coup sur le fait que cette interpr6tation allait priver les Co., LTD.

ascendants de tout recours s'ils se trouvaient dans le besoin. Brodpr J.

C'est 1 une erreur. Les ascendants ont toujours leur
recours en vertu de la loi commune, c'est A dire que s'ils
peuvent 6tablir la faute de la d6fenderesse et s'ils peuvent
6tablir en m~me temps, comme ils 'ont fait d'ailleurs, que
la perte de leur fils repr6sente pour eux des dommages assez
consid6rables, ils ne sont pas jet6s sur le pav6, mais leur
droit d'action en vertu de l'article 1056 n'a pas 6t6 aboli mais
subsiste encore.

Pour ces raisons, je suis d'opinion que, les ressources
personnelles que poss6dait l'ascendant 6tant suffisamment
6lev6es pour constituer son principal revenu, il n'a pas droit
de prendre une action sous la loi des accidents du travail.

L'appel doit 6tre renvoy6, mais vu les d6cisions diffI-
rentes en cour du Banc du Roi et vu qu'il 6tait dans l'intir~t
public de faire d6terminer d6finitivement par cette cour
l'interpr6tation de cette loi, je ne pourrai consid~rer l'appe-
lant comme un plaideur t6m6raire et je ne le condamnerais
pas aux frais.

MIGNAULT J.-Sous la loi des accidents du travail de
Quebec (art. 7321 et suiv. S.R.Q.) lorsque 1'accident cause
la mort de la victime, l'indemnit4 est payable aux personnes
suivantes (art. 7323):

(a) au conjoint survivant, non divorc6 ni spard de corps au moment
du d6chs, pourvu que l'accident ait eu lieu aprbs le marriage.

(b) Aux enfants 16gitimes ou aux enfants naturels reconnus avant
I'accident, de manibre A aider A pourvoir A leurs besoins jusqu' I'fige de
seize ans r~volus ou plus s'ils sont invalides.

(c) Aux ascendants dont le ddfunt 6tait le principal soutien au
moment de l'accident.

IL s'agit d'interpr6ter le paragraphe (c) qui, avant 1919,
donnait une part d'indemnit6 aux ascendants dont le d6funt
6tait l'unique soutien. L'amendement de 1919 (9 Geo. V,
ch. 69) remplaga 'expression " l'unique " par les mots " le
principal " am6liorant ainsi la condition de l'ascendant qui,

58434-42
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1923 avant 1919, n'avait droit ' partager dans l'indemnit6 que
LAROCHE iorsqu'il avait perdu, dans le difunt, son unique soutien.
WAYAGA- La question d'interpr6tation des mots " le principal sou-
& PAPE" tien," qui pour la premibre fois se pose devant cette cour,
Co., ITD. a divis6 jusqu'ici les juges de la province de Qu6bec. Le

Mignault J. jugement de la cour sup6rieure dans cette cause a adopt6
l'interpr6tation de la cour de revision, dans Lake Megantic
Pulp Co. Ltd. v. Martel (1), dont 1'arrit a t confirm6 par
la cour du Banc du Roi oii si6geaient les honorables juges
Guerin, Allard et Howard, ce dernier dissident. Et la
mime cour du Banc du Roi (Greenshields, Allard et L6-
tourneau JJ.) a tout ricemment interpr6t6 dans le mime
sens l'expression " le principal soutien " dans la cause de
Fraser-Brace Shipyards Ltd. v. Mercier, non encore rap-
port6e. Cela n'a pas emp~ch6 la cour du Banc du Roi,
compos6e cette fois des honorables juges Martin, Dorion et
Rivard, d'adopter la solution contraire dans la cause qui
nous est maintenant dif6rde. Cette contrari6t6 de juge-
ments et surtout la circonstance assez extraordinaire qu'une
meme cour en arrive a des d6cisions diamitralement
oppos6es d6montrent bien 1'importance de cette question
d'interpr6tation et la nicessit6 qu'il y a de mettre un terme
aux incertitudes de la jurisprudence par une d6cision qui
ne donnera lieu A aucune 6quivoque. Et pour que notre
jugement ait ce caractbre d6cisif, j'ajoute qu'apris une
sbrieuse 6tude de la question je concours pleinement dans
le jugement que l'honorable juge Rivard a prononc6 au
nom de la cour d'appel dans la pr6sente cause.

Si j'ajoute quelques observations h ce que je viens de
dire c'est parce que je trouve, dans les jugements des hono-
rables juges qui ont si~g6 dans la cause de Fraser-Brace
Shipyards v. Mercier, et dont copie a t produite devant
nous lors de l'audition de cette cause, une expression concise
du raisonnement sur lequel s'appuie l'interpr6tation de
'article 7323 que je me trouve oblig6 de rejeter.

Ainsi l'honorable juge Greenshields dit:-
There were other descendants who contributed to respondents' sup-

port. The proof establishes that the deceased was able and did, as a
matter of fact, contribute himself to supply the existing need of respond-
ent. As is stated in the proof, he acted as the father of the family. Apart

(1) Q.R. 60 S.C. 281.
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entirely from his monetary contributions, he aided in many ways of equal, 1923
if not greater, importance. Of all those who might be called upon to con-
tribute to the support of respondent, he was the principal or chief. For v.
that reason I have no hesitation in holding that he was respondent's prin- WAYAGA-

cipal support, within the meaning of the statute. MCE UP
I wish to make my holding upon the point as clear as possible. In Co., LTD.

interpreting the meaning of the words " principal support " under the Act, -

we have not to make a comparison between the earnings of the ascendant Mignault J.
claiming and the contribution made, in his lifetime, by a deceased. When -

it is established that the ascendant claiming is in need, the determina-
tion as to who is the 'principal support " must be made among those who
are supporting or supplying that need, and in doing so the ascendant
claiming is excluded from the number.

At the risk of repetition, I again say that if there are several who
aid in supplying the need of an ascendant, the one who is best able to
and does supply the greatest part or affords the greatest aid is, within
the true construction of the statute, the " principal support."

L'honorable juge Allard se contente de renvoyer pour ses
motifs A son jugement dans Lake Megantic Pulp Co., Ltd.
v. Martel (1).

De son c6t6, I'honorable juge L6tourneau exprime son
opinion avec une grande precision dans le passage suivant:

Quand une fois il est admis qu'un ascendant est dans le besoin, et que,
dans ce besoin, il est effectivement aid6 par son fils, il faut dire que ee
fils est un soutien; il sera le principal, si, de plusieurs qui aident alors, il
est celui qui contribue le plus. En parlant de ces soutiens qui peuvent
ainsi et A d6gr6s diff~rents aider un ascendant, la loi n'a pu vouloir, sous
ce titre, comprendre 1'ascendant lui-mame. Cette disposition de la loi
suppose deux parties et la relation qui doit s'6tablir entre ces deux parties;
I'ascendant pour recevoir, parce qu'il ascendant; les descendants pour 6tre
consid6r6s comme les soutiens, et l'un deux, le "principal soutien."

Interpr6ter Ia loi comme le suggbre l'appelante 6quivaudrait A dire
que le "principal soutien " est celui qui fournit & l'ascendant Ia majeure
partie de ses ressources.. Je ne puis croire que si le 16gislateur efit ainsi
voulu 6veiller I'id6e de la chose, au lieu de I'id6e de quelqu'un qui devait
la fournir, il n'eit pas trouv6 une expression autre que celle qu'll' a
employ6e. Les mots " principal soutien " d6signent quelqu'un plut6t que
quelque chose, et strement, dans tous les cas, plut~t ceux qui donnent
que ceux qui regoivent.

Avec beaucoup de d6fdrence, il m'est impossible d'adopter
1'interpr6tation des honorables juges dont je viens de citer
l'opinion. On remarquera que des trois cat6gories de per-
sonnes qu'6numbre Particle 7323, le droit des deux pre-
mibres, le conjoint survivant et les enfants de moins de
seize ans ou invalides, est absolu, tandis que le droit des
ascendants est conditionnel. Avant l'amendement de cet
article la condition 6tait que le d6funt efit 6t6 l'unique sou-

(1) Q.R. 60 S.C. 281.
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1923 tien de l'ascendant, ce qui supposait que l'ascendant d6-
LAROCiE pendait entibrement des secours qu'il recevait du difunt.
WAYACA- Depuis l'amendement, il suffit, et c'est la condition du droit

MACK P"' de l'ascendant A une part de l'indemnit6, que le d6funt ait& PAPERI
Co., IT. t le principal soutien de l'ascendant. Les honorable juges

Mignault J. qui ont d6cid6 la cause de Fraser-Brace Shipyards, Ltd. v.
Mercier supposent que plusieurs personnes, y compris le
d6funt, ont contribu6 au soutien de l'ascendant et que la
contribution du d6funt 6tait plus forte que celle des autres.
Si telle 6tait la pens~e du l6gislateur, comment applique-
rait-on l'article 7323 au cas oii l'ascendant n'aurait eu
qu'un seul descendant ou contributaire ou un seul soutien?
Car alors aucun concours de contributaires n'aurait exist6
et on ne pourrait dire, si on n'envisageait que celui qui
apportait des secours h l'ascendant, que le d6funt 6tait
son principal soutien. Mais si le 1gislateur, comme je le
crois, a 6gard aux moyens de subsistance de l'ascendant-
et il est naturel de s'occuper de ces moyens ou de la chose,
pour employer I'expression de 1'honorable juge L6tourneau,
afin que l'ascendant ne soit pas laiss6 dans le dinfiment-
le d6funt aura t6 le principal soutien de l'ascendant s'il
lui avait fourni la majeure partie de ses moyens de sub-
sistance. Avec cette interpr6tation on peut dire que la
pens~e du l6gislateur porte tant sur la chose que sur les
personnes qui fournissent cette chose, et notre article
s'applique que l'ascendant ait eu un seul ou plusieurs
soutiens. Dire done que le d6funt 6tait le principal sou-
tien de l'ascendant c'est dire que celui-ci 6tait principale-
ment soutenu par le d6funt. Pour cette raison, il me parait
impossible de faire abstraction des ressources de l'ascen-
dant, et toute la question est de savoir si le difunt fournis-
sait ' l'ascendant la principale partie de ces ressources, et
si oui, il en aura 6t6 le principal soutien.

Je crois done que la d6cision dans Fraser-Brace Shipyards
v. Mercier n'a pas donna aux mots " le principal soutien "
leur v6ritable sens. Pour la mime raison, tant sur le fait
que le droit, je suis d'avis que le jugement dont est appel
est bien fonda.

Je renverrais l'appel, mais vu l'incertitude qui a regn6 sur
cette question d'interpritation, je ne voudrais pas punir
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i'appelant d'avoir port6 cette cause devant nous, ce qui 1

d'ailleurs 6tait d'int6r~t g6n6ral pour mettre un terme h un LAROCHE

conflit de jurisprudence. Je n'accorderais done aucuns frais WAYAGA-
MACK PULP

a l'intim6 contre 1'appelant devant cette cour. & PAPER

Appeal dismissed without costs. Co., LTD.

Mignault J.
Solicitors for the appellants: Robichon & Methot.

Solicitors for the respondent: De Witt & Howard.
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ROBERT HOOD AND OTHERS (PLAINTIFFS) .APPELLANTS;

*Feb. 15.
*May 1. AND

A. C. CALDWELL AND OTHERS (DEFEND- I RESPONDENTS.
ANTS) ............................. f

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME
COURT OF ONTARIO

Action-Laches-Acquiescence-Company-Purchase from promoters-
Consideration-Payment for services-Resolution of directors.

An action was brought by individual shareholders against a joint stock
company and its president for recission of an agreement to purchase
the assets of the business formerly carried on by the president (pro-
moter), worth some $1,500, for 500 shares of the common stock (par
value $50,000) of which 200 were to be held in trust and given to
purchasers of the preferred; also to have struck from the minutes a
resolution of the board of directors providing payments to the presi-
dent for future services as manager and a return of the money
received by him pursuant to said resolution.

Held, affirming the judgment of the Appellate Division (50 Ont. L.R. 387)
Duff and Brodeur JJ. dissenting as to the first-mentioned cause of
action, that whether or not the proceedings of the company are open
to attack no fraud was proved and the plaintiffs are debarred, by
laches and acquiescence in all that was done for several years, from
maintaining the action.

Per Duff J.-It is clear that the 500 shares were alloted to the vendors of
the assets at a discount and the allotment was ultra vires. The agree-
ment should, therefore, be set aside.

Per Anglin J.-The appellants, suing as individuals, cannot have such
allotment set aside. Fullerton v. Crawford (50 Can. S.C.R. 1314)
referred to.

Held also, Anglin and Mignault JJ. dissenting, that the respondents should
not be given the costs of this appeal or of any proceedings below.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court of Ontario (1) affirming the judgment at
the trial in favour of the defendants.

The material facts are stated in the head-note.
Woods K.C. and Counsell K.C. for the appellants.

Acquiescence is not a bar to shareholders not fully aware
of the matters complained of; Denman v. Clover Bar Coal
Co. (2) at pages 326 and 329; nor in delay prior to dis-
covery of fraud. Farrel v. Manchester (3).

McClemont for the respondents.

*PRESENT :-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and
Mignault JJ.

(1) 50 Ont. L.R. 387. (2) 48 Can. S.C.R. 318.
(3) 40 Can. S.C.R. 339.
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THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-On the ground solely that the 1923
plaintiffs in this case had by their laches and acquiescence HOOD

debarred themselves from the relief prayed for in this cALDWELL

action, as found by the trial judge and confirmed by a The Chief
majority of the Court of Appeal, I am of the opinion that Justice
this appeal should be dismissed, but without costs of appeal
here, or in the trial court, or in the Divisional Court of
Appeal, as on the merits apart from the acquiescence I
would have allowed the appeal. In his judgment the trial
judge stated that in his opinion the action was not one in
which costs should be allowed.

DUFF J. (dissenting).-I concur in the view of Mr. Jus-
tice Ferguson that the agreement of the 8th March, 1912,
by which the company professed to purchase the good will
and assets of the Caldwell Company for five hundred fully
paid-up shares, was ultra vires. I concur in his view that
under the Ontario Act it is beyond the power of a company
to allot fully paid-up shares at a discount. This, of course,
does not necessarily mean that shares must be paid for to
the amount of their nominal value in actual cash. It was
long ago settled that shares might validly be paid for in
" meal or malt," and where there is a real agreement by
which the company agrees to accept in exchange for shares
property which is treated as having a value equivalent to
the amount of the shares, and where this agreement is
made in circumstances in which the transaction itself is
presumptive evidence of the value of the consideration,
then the court will not inquire into that value, and the
transaction is unimpeachable on the ground solely that the
consideration appears to be inadequate.

But it does not follow that in no case will the court set
aside an agreement on the ground that it is a virtual
attempt to sell its shares at a discount. If it is established
by the circumstances that the agreement is a mere sham-
a mere fagade to hide the real object of the donee of the
shares and of the persons representing the company to do
an ultra vires act, namely, to allot shares as fully paid-up
which have not been paid for at all, or only paid for in part
-then the court will treat the transaction in law as being

S.C.R. 49
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1923 what it is in fact. In In re Wragge (1) Vaughan Williams
HOOD L.J. points out that in such circumstances the court will

CALDWELL not limit itself to the question whether or not there is " no
Duff j. consideration whatever," but with regard either to the

- whole of the consideration or to any part of it will give

effect to its conclusion that the whole or the part is a sham;
that in respect to the whole or part " the transaction is a

colourable one." As Lord Watson said, in Ooregum v.
Roper (2):
The court would doubtless refuse effect to a colourable transaction

entered into for the purpose or with the obvious result of enabling the
company to issue its shares at a discount.

The judgment of Lindley L.J. in In re Wragge (1) at pages
830-2, is to the same effect.

Now the case under consideration was one of those cases
which have often been before the courts, such, for example,
as Erlanger v. New Sombrero (3), in which promoters who
own property get up a company to take the property and
allot qualifying shares to themselves and nominees who are
entirely under their control and appoint a board of direct-
ors entirely under their control, and then go through the
form of an agreement between themselves and the com-
pany, taking the share capital of the company in con-
sideration of the transfer of the property. In the economic
sense, such a transaction is not a sale. It is not a trans-
action having any significance whatever as to the value of
the property transferred. The price is fixed by the fiat of
the vendors, and therefore the considerations which have
led the courts to hold that where there is a real sale entered
into between promoters and persons acting independently
of them for the company, the price paid in shares is pre-
sumptive evidence of the value of the property which, in
the absence of fraud or some kind of unfair dealing, the
courts will not go behind, have no sort of application what-
ever. If in such circumstances it is made plain that the so-
called consideration is merely nominal or patently derisory,
I think the court should not be slow to draw the proper con-
clusion and to press that conclusion to its logical result.

(1) [18971 1 Ch. 796 at 814. (2) [18921 A.C. 125, at page 136.
(3) 3 App. Cas. 1218, at page 1286.
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I will not review thefacts which have been fully reviewed 1923
in the judgments below, but I have no hesitation in con- HOOD

cluding that the agreement had to use Lord Watson's CALDWELL

language, Duff J.
the obvious result of enabling the company to issue its shares at a dis-
count;

and moreover that it was entered into for that purpose and.
that it comes within the class of " colourable transactions"
to which the court ought not to give effect.

What, then, should be the result? The agreement is one
to which effect should not be given, and I agree with Fer-
guson J., that in the circumstances the allotment must be
set aside, subject, however, to this qualification; the per-
sons who acquired these shares subsequently, whether by
purchase from Caldwell and Nicholson or as bonus shares,
may have acquired them in such circumstances that the
company, on the principle of Burkinshaw v. Nicolls (1);
Parberry's Case (2); Bloomenthal v. Ford (3); is estopped
from denying that the shares were fully paid-up and con-
sequently that the allotment was lawful.

The next question which arises concerns the moneys
received by Caldwell under his agreement of the 4th May,
1915. The general principle of law is that directors being
trustees of their powers for the shareholders are incapaci-
tated from retaining as against the company any profit
arising from a contract made between themselves and the
body of directors of which they are members, unless the
company knows and assents.. Imperial Mercantile Credit
Association v. Coleman (4); James v. Eve (5), Gluckstein
v. Barnes (6); Boston Deep Sea Fishing Company v. Ansell
(7); Fullerton v. Crawford (8). The only provision of the
Ontario Companies Act which appear in any way to affect
this principle is section 92, which provides that no by-law
for the payment of the president or any director shall be
valid or acted upon unless passed at a general meeting or,
if passed by the directors, until the same has been con-
firmed at a general meeting. This provision is negatively

(1) 2 App. Cas. 1004. (5) L.R. 6 H.L. 335, at page 348.
(2) [1896] 1 Ch. 100. (6) [19001 A.C. 240.
(3) [1897] A.C. 156. (7) 39 Ch. D. 339.
(4) [1871] 6 Ch. App. 558, at (8) [19191 59 Can. S.C.R. 314.

page 566. at page 330.

S.C.R. 491
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19 expressed, but it no doubt implies authority in the share-
How holders and directors to pass a by-law having the object

CALDWELL and effect indicated, provided the prescribed procedure is

Duff J. followed. It may be open to question, I think, whether
- or not this enactment does authorize such a by-law as by-

law 15, which extends to profits made by any director in
connection with any contracts made between him and the
company. Assuming the arrangements of the 4th May,
1915, to come within section 92, then my conclusion is that
the conditions of that section have not been fulfilled. By-
law 15 professes to delegate to the directors the duty of
exercising the authority reposed in the shareholders by
section 92. I mean that by-law 15 does not in itself author-
ize the payment of the president or any director. It is not
a " by-law for " such payment. In passing it the share-
holders cannot be held either to have passed such a by-law
or to have confirmed such a by-law; they have merely
professed to delegate to the directors the authority to act
in a certain way.

On the other hand if the arrangement falls outside of
section 92, the question arises whether this by-law con-
stitutes a sufficient assent by the company to the retention
by a director of profits received from a contract made
between himself and the company through the agency of
the directors alone. That is a point which would, I think,
require a somewhat careful examination of the provisions
of the Ontario Companies Act respecting the authority of
shareholders in ordinary general meetings; and without
suggesting that the by-law was not competently enacted
at the meeting of the 8th April, 1912, I prefer to express
no opinion upon the point, in the absence of any argument
upon it.

It is unnecessary to say more as to the validity of the
arrangement of the 4th of May, 1915, because I am con-
vinced that the view which was taken by the learned trial
judge and by the majority of the judges of the Court of
Appeal that there was, in fact, such acquiescence in the
arrangement made by the directors with Caldwell as to
amount to an assent by the company to that arrangement,
is a view which has so much support in the evidence that

[1923]492
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it would be quite out of the question for this court to 1923
decline to act upon it. HOOD

An observation is necessary upon the head-note in Ful- CALDWELL

lerton v. Crawford (1). It is made to appear thereby that Due j.
the court held that the payment to Doran in respect of
commission was a lawful payment, and it is made also to
appear that this court affirmed certain Ontario decisions as
concerns section 92 of the Ontario Companies Act. In
point of fact, of the three members of the court who ex-
pressed an opinion as to the legality of the payment to
Doran, two, the Chief Justice and myself, held it to be
wrongful and recoverable back. Two members of the court,
Mr. Justice Idington and Mr. Justice Brodeur, held that
Crawford was disentitled by his conduct to impeach the
validity of the arrangement with Doran and expressed no
opinion upon the point aforementioned, upon which the
head-note represents the court as giving a decision.

ANGLIN J.-Two distinct claims are made in this action,
first, the setting aside of an agreement whereby the defend-
ants Caldwell and Nicholson (The Caldwell Orchard Com-
pany) sold their business to their co-defendant, The Went-
worth Orchard Company, of which they were promoters,
for the entire common stock of that company, having a par
value of $50,000, and secondly, the repayment by the
defendant Caldwell to the Wentworth Orchard Company
of $18,700, paid to him as compensation for services as its
manager.

On both branches of the case the learned trial judge
found the plaintiffs debarred from relief by laches and
acquiescence, and in that conclusion, affirmed by a majority
of the learned Appellate judges, I agree, and would con-
sequently dismiss this appeal with costs.

As to the claim for repayment by Caldwell, the trial
judge, in my opinion, properly found that the resolution
providing for his remuneration as manager was passed by
the directors. I agree with the learned Chief Justice of
Ontario, and Magee and Ferguson JJ.A. that the by-law
of the 8th April, 1912, confirmed by the shareholders, was
a sufficient compliance with section 92 of the Ontario Com-

(1) 59 Can. S.C.R. 314.
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1923 panies' Act, if indeed that provision applies to services not
HOOD rendered qua president or director and usually performed

CALDWELL by a salaried employee. I had occasion to discuss this
Angl j. aspect of the matter in Fullerton v. Crawford (1). I also

-- agree that a repetition of the directors' resolution in each
subsequent year was not necessary. The company would
appear to have had in the increased volume of its busi-
ness and the maintenance of its profit-earning character,
at least a fair return for this expenditure. There is no
suggestion of fraud or impropriety connected with it. This
branch of the appeal, in my opinion, fails.

I am disposed to agree with most of what has been said
by Mr. Justice Hodgins and Mr. Justice Ferguson in criti-
cising the inadequacy of the consideration for the allotment
to the defendants Caldwell and Nicholson of the 500 shares
of common stock received by them. But whether or not
the company or its creditors may be entitled to some other
relief in respect of the allotment of this $50,000 of stock,
rescission in this action of the agreement under which
Caldwell and Nicholson acquired that stock is, I think, not
possible. There is no suggestion that the business taken
over should be restored to its vendors. On the contrary,
the plaintiffs, who are at present a minority of the share-
holders of the company, seek to have Caldwell's and
Nicholson's holdings wiped out so that as holders of the
preference stock thus left in a majority they may them-
selves control the company and the business which it
acquired from Caldwell and Nicholson. They offer to
relinquish a small amount of common stock received by
them from Caldwell and Nicholson as a bonus on the
acquisition of their preference shares, but they make no
offer to repay dividends received on that stock. They sue
as individual shareholders. They do not claim on behalf
of the company or of all its shareholders other than the two
individual defendants.

The appeal on this branch, in my opinion, also fails.

BRODEUR J. (dissenting).-The present action is in-
stituted by the shareholders of a company for the purpose
of setting aside the purchase of the business of Caldwell &

(1) 59 Can. S.C.R. 314, at pages 346-7.
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Nicholson, and for the repayment by Caldwell of $18,700 1923

given to him as manager without the sanction of the share- HooD
V.

holders. It was dismissed by the courts below. CALDWELL

It is pretty evident to me that Caldwell & Nicholson con- Brdeur J.
ceived the idea of forming a joint stock company to take -

over a dying business which had no value, to keep the
control of this company without putting in money and to
induce some inexperienced people to subscribe stock in that
enterprise. It is a fraudulent venture which was ultra vires.

Caldwell and Nicholson, who were in control of the new
company, voted to themselves 50,000 of common stock for
the price of a few barrels and ladders which had practically
no value.

I entirely agree with the view expressed by Mr. Justice
Ferguson in the dissenting opinion which he gave in the
Appellate Division, and I could not add anything to what
he said. For the reasons he gave, I would allow this appeal
with costs of this court and of the courts below.

MIGNAULT J.-For the reasons stated by the learned
Chief Justice of Ontario, in which I express my respectful
concurrence, I would dismiss this appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.
Solicitors for the appellants: Bruce & Counsell.
Solicitors for the respondents: McClemont & Dynes.

59623-1
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1923 THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY APPELLANT
OF THREE RIVERS (DEFENDANT).. .

*Feb. 22,23. AND
*May 1.

- THE SUN TRUST COMPANY, LIM-
RESPONDENT.ITED (PLAINTIFF) ................ .

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL SIDE,
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Suretyship-Bond issue-Acceleration clause-Default by principal debtor
-Liability of guarantor-Art. 1092, 1985 CC.

The city appellant, authorized by by-law to guarantee and indorse a bond
issue of S100,000 to be put out by the Three Rivers Shipyards, Lim-
ited, entered into a trust deed in favour of the respondent as
trustee for the bondholders. The bonds were made redeemable and
payable in annual instalments on the 1st September from 1919 to
1927, the first -to be $12,000 and the others $11,000 each, bearing interest
payable semi-annually. They were so described in the by-law. By
clause 8 of the trust deed, it was stipulated that the total amount of
the bond issue then remaining unpaid and interest thereon would be-
come immediately exigible, at the option of the trustee, upon default
by the Three Rivers Shipyards Company to pay the bonds or the
interest coupons at their respective dates of maturity (" & leurs
6ch6ances respectives "). Such default also gave the right to the trus-
tee, under clause 9, to enter into possession of the properties, rights,
revenues and franchises of the company and it was further stipulated
that the city might prevent the operation of that clause by itself pay-
ing the bonds or interest coupons due. By clause 18, which contained
the terms of the guarantee given by the city, upon failure by the com-
pany to perform the conditions, charges and obligations imposed on
it by the trust deed, the city obliged itself to pay the bonds
and the interest coupons at their respective dates of maturity
("b, leurs &ch~ances respectives"). Clause 19 also created in favour of
the city a hypothee upon the lands and a charge upon the movables
of the company for the total amount of the debenture issue, which
were made exigible upon default of payment of interest. The first in-
stalment of $12,000 and the interest due on the 1st of March, 1920, was
paid by the Three Rivers Shipyards, Limited, but the company made
default in the instalment of $11,000 due on the 1st of September,
1920, and also in the interest then due on the unredeemed bonds. The
respondent then sued the city for the whole amount of the un-
redeemed bonds and the interest due.

Held, Anglin and Mignault JJ. dissenting, that the respondent, in view of
the default of the Three Rivers Shipyards, Limited, had the right to
claim from the city immediate payment of the whole capital amount
outstanding of the bond issue, with the interest then due, as the
acceleration clause 8, stipulated against the company as principal
debtor, was binding also on the city, its surety.

Per Anglin and Mignault JJ. dissenting.-The obligation of the city was
merely to pay the bonds and interest coupons at their respective dates
of maturity (" A leurs 6ch6ances respectives ").

Judgment of the Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 34 K.B. 351) affirmed, Ang-
lin and Mignault JJ. dissenting.

*PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
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APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's I92

Bench, appeal side, province of Quebec (1) affirming the THE CITY
OF THREE

judgment of the Superior Court, district of Three Rivers, RIVERS
V.Duplessis J. and maintaining the respondent's action. THE Su

The material facts of the case and the questions at issue TavSr CO.

are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg-
ments now reported.

Lafleur K.C. for the appellant.-Under article 1935 C.C.,
suretyship is not presumed; it must be expressed and can-
not be extended beyond the limits within which it is con-
tracted. The extent of the guarantee given by the city is
clearly set forth in the terms of clause 18 of the trust deed
taken in conjunction with the terms of the by-law.

The words " respective due dates " can only be applied to
each date in so far as the city is concerned. This interpre-
tation is made still clearer by the terms of clause 9 of the
trust deed.

Fortin K.C. and Perron K.C. for the respondent.-The
city appellant is bound toward the respondent in exactly
the same manner as the Three Rivers Shipyards, Limited.

The appellant is more than a surety or guarantor, it is
an indorser.

The meaning of the words "h leurs 6chiances respectives"
is when the bonds become due and exigible for any cause
whatsoever.

IDINGTON J.-For the several reasons assigned by the
learned trial judge and respectively assigned by the major-
ity of the learned judges in the Court of King's Bench in
support of the judgment herein appealed from I am of the
opinion that this appeal should be dismissed with costs.

DUFF J.-I have reached the same conclusion as the
Court of King's Bench. The obligation under article 18
is
. d~faut par la compagnie d'accomplir les conditions, charges et obliga-

tions auxquelles elle est tenue vis-A-vis d'eux (d6tenteurs des obligations)
et tel que convenu dans le pr6sent acte de fiducie, A effectuer le paiement
des obligations et des coupons d'int~rit & leurs chdances respectives.

Articles 8 and 19 set forth some of the most important
of these conditions, article 8 being the ordinary accelera-

(1) [19221 Q.R. 34 K.B. 351.
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1923 tion clause making the principal exigible on non-payment
THE CiY of interest; and article 19 among other things creates in
op THRE

RIVERs favour of the municipality a hypotheque upon the lands

THE SUN and a charge upon the movables of the debtor for the total
TRUST Co. amount of the debenture issue (3100,000), which is also

Duff j. made exigible upon such default.
The natural reading of the words " h leurs 6chiances

respectives " construed in the light of these cognate pro-
visions seems to me to be that which the court below has
given them. It is upon failure of the debtor to fulfil the
conditions of the agreement, that the municipality guaran-
tees payment of principal and interest at " leurs 6chiances
respectives "; and on the default which happened, which
brought the guarantee into operation, the principal by the
terms of article 8 was not only to become due, and did
become due to the creditor, but under article 19 the pay-
ment of it was to become and did become enforceable at
the instance of the guarantor. The instrument provides
for acceleration not only in favour of the creditor, but in
favour of the guarantor also.

Consider the effect of the construction advanced by the
appellants. The guarantor may, on default in respect of
interest, enforce his hypothec for the principal in the
usual way by obtaining judgment and proceeding to execu-
tion while under that construction he all the while is under
no personal obligation to pay until the date of maturity
named in the debentures. It seems a more convincing
reading of the instrument to regard the right of the surety
under the conditions making the municipality's hypothec
enforceable upon default in respect of interest as the
natural correlative of its responsibility for payment of the
principal in accordance with the terms of article 8.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

ANGLIN J. (dissenting).-Although the weight of modern
French opinion may be to the contrary (vide 13 Baudry-
Lacantinerie, 1040; 2 Planiol, 2339), on the authority of
Pothier (Obligations, nos. 371 and 404) I shall assume
that, unless relieved by the terms of the contractual pro-
vision evidencing its character and extent (clause 18), the
obligation of the appellant would be, upon default of the
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principal debtor, to meet whatever liability it had under- 23

taken, including that of payment in full before maturity, THE rry

consequent upon such default. I therefore proceed at RIvERS
V.once to consider the meaning and effect of clause 18 of the T SUN

contract, having in mind that, while the obligation of a Tave Co.

surety cannot exceed, it may fall short of, and be subject Anglin J.
to conditions less onerous than, that of the principal
debtor. Article 1933 C.C.

Under clause 18 the liability of the surety arises only
upon the principal debtor making default in carrying out
the terms of its contract. Clause 8 of the contract upon
such default occurring renders the whole debt then remain-
ing unpaid and interest thereon immediately exigible from
the principal debtor, if the trustee should deem it advis-
able to demand it. Yet, although the debt should thus
become payable by the principal debtor in one sum and
immediately, the consequent liability undertaken by the
surety is expressed in clause 18 as follows:
a effectuer le paiement des obligations et des coupons d'intirgt a leure
6chiances respectives.

In other words, although the principal debtor (inter alia)
on his making default in payment, is penalized by losing
the privilege of deferring payment of the bonds and in-
terest coupons until their respective dates of maturity
(the term), the surety contracts that on such default
occurring it will make payment of the bonds and interest
coupons, not at once and en bloc, but only at the
respective dates on which they fall due (A leurs 6ch6ances
respectives). I cannot reconcile this explicit provision of
the contract with an obligation of the surety to pay in one
sum and immediately on demand of the trustee, the whole
debt, both principal and interest; nor does it seem proper
to give to the phrase, " a leurs 6chgances respectives," one
meaning in clauses 8 and 9 and another and a different
meaning in clause 18, especially if to do so might extend
the burden of the surety " beyond the limits within which
it was contracted." (Article 1935 C.C.)

The contractual acceleration clause, applying as it does
to breach of any condition or obligation to which the prin-
cipal debtor is subject under the terms of the trust deed,
is much more onerous than the stipulation for forfeiture
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12 of term (acceleration) which article 1092 C.C. would
THE CITY import. Indeed it would seem that the obligation of the
oF THREE

RIVERS surety was explicitly restricted as it is by clause 18 to pay-

THE SUN ment of the bonds and interest coupons at their respective
TRUST CO. due dates, notwithstanding the consequence of acceleration
Anglin i. which the contract provided that default should entail

upon the principal debtor, in order to make it clear that
the surety should not be subject either to the forfeiture of
term imposed by article 1092 C.C. or to the more onerous
provision for the like forfeiture accepted by the principal
debtor in clause 8 of the contract and to which, as surety
in omnem causam, a general or indefinite guarantee might
have exposed it. Pothier, Obligations, no. 404.

Nothing in the indorsenient of the bonds imposes any
greater obligation than that evidenced by clause 18 of the
trust deed, since by the indorsement itself the trust deed
is declared to be the governing instrument.

On the other hand measuring the obligation of the city
by the terms of the by-law no. 335-the sole authority for
its assumption-its liability is restricted to guaranteeing
payment of debentures,
dont le terme de remboursement sera par series de deux & dix ans de la
date oit la citg donnera cette garantie,

with interest payable semi-annually. There is nothing
whatever in the by-law to authorize subjecting the city to
the penalty of the acceleration clause which the plaintiffs
seek to impose upon it as surety because the debtor
accepted it for itself. The contract evidenced by clause
18 of the trust deed should be construed in the light of the
by-law under the authority of which it was executed by
the civic officials. Whatever might be said of their right
to commit the city as surety to an obligation or guarantee
of an indebtedness left subject to the application of article
1092 C.C., there could be no justification for their com-
mitting it to an undertaking involving the wider accelera-
tion proyision embodied in clause 8 of the trust deed. It
is a reasonable inference from the terms of clause 18 that
it was inserted to preclude any contention that the city was
so bound. The terms of the by-law therefore afford a
strong argument for giving to clause 18 the construction
above indicated.
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I would for these reasons allow this appeal with costs 1923

here and in the Court of King's Bench and would reduce THE C1TY

the judgment against the defendant to a sum equal to the RIVERs

amount of the bonds and interest coupons which had, THE SUN
according to their respective dates of maturity, fallen due TaUST Co.

before this action was begun, with interest thereon up to Anglin J.

that time. The plaintiff should have its costs down to and
inclusive of judgment in the Superior Court.

BRODEUR J.-La principale question qui nous a t6
soumise est de savoir si la d6ch6ance du terme qui a frapp6
le d~biteur principal s'6tend a la caution.

La compagnie " The Three Rivers Shipyards, Limited,"
a, en vertu d'un acte de fiducie en date du 22 septembre
1917, 6mis des obligations au montant de $100,000 qui
6taient payables comme suit: $12,000 en 1919 et ensuite
$11,000 par annie jusqu'en 1927 avec intir~ts.

II 6tait en outre stipul6 h 1'articl4 8 de cet acte que, si la
fiduciaire, la compagnie Sun Trust, le jugeait convenable,
le montant total de 1'4mission ou telle partie d'icelle restant
alors due deviendrait exigible dans aucun des cas suivants:

(a) Si la compagnie ne paie pas les obligations ou les coupons
d'int6r~ts h leurs 6ch~ances respectives.

(b) Si la garantie prdsentement donn6e est diminude pour aucune
cause ou raison quelconque.

(c) Si aucune des conditions et obligations auxquelles la compagnie
peut 8tre tenue par les pr6sentes ne sont pas rigoureusement remplies.

La cit6 de Trois-Rivibres a dans le mime acte, par la
clause 18, cautionn6 dans les termes suivants:

18. Et pour assurer plus amplement le paiement des dites obligations
et de leurs coupons d'int6rats, Ia ville ddclare par les pr6sentes garantir
le paiement des obligations 6mises par la compagnie comme susdit jusqu'5.
concurrence de la somme globale de cent mille piastres ($100,000) en
principal avec en plus les intdrits, la ville s'obligeant vis-h-vis du fiduciaire
pour le compte et le bin6fice des ddtenteurs de ces obligations et de ces
coupons, & d6faut par la compagnie d'accomplir les conditions, charges et
obligations auxquelles elle est tenue vis-h-vis d'eux et tel que convenu
dans le pr6sent acte de fiducie, A effectuer le paiement des obligations et
des coupons d'intir~t A leurs 6chiances respectives.

La compagnie " The Three Rivers Shipyards, Limited,"
n'a pu en 1920 payer les int6rits et le capital alors dus et
elle a 6t6 mise en liquidation.

La fiduciaire, la compagnie intim6e The Sun Trust, pour-
suit la cite de Trois-Rivibres pour r6clamer le paiement de
la somme totale qui est due en vertu des obligations. La
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1923 cit6 plaide que la fiduciaire est incomp6tente pour exercer
THE CITY cette action et que la dich6ance du terme que le d6biteur
OF THREE

RIVERS principal a encourue ne saurait I'affecter comme caution.

THE UN Nous allons d'abord examiner ce dernier point.
TRUSr Co. Qu'est-ce qu'un cautionnement? C'est un contrat par
Brodeur J. lequel quelqu'un s'oblige pour un d6biteur envers le

creancier A lui payer ce que ce d6biteur lui doit en acc6dant
a son obligation.

Dans le cas actuel, la compagnie Three Rivers Shipyards
s'est oblig6e de payer $100,000 par versements annuels de
1919 h 1927; mais il est stipul6 dans 1'acte que si elle fait
d6faut d'effectuer ces versements ou si elle diminue ses
garanties, alors le cr6ancier a droit de se faire payer en
entier et le d6biteur principal perd le b6n6fice du terme qui
a t6 stipuld.

La cit6 de Trois-Rivibres cautionne les obligations du
d6biteur principal. Quelle est 1'6tendue de ce cautionne-
ment? Pothier, qui est toujours un guide bien sfir dans
1'6tude de questions comme celle-ci, nous dit au no 371 de
son admirable Trait6 des Obligations que
si le cautionnement n'exprime rien, on y doit sous-entendre le terme ou
la condition exprimes dans I'obligation principale.

I exprime la mime opinion avec encore plus de force au
no. 404 du m~me trait6 quand il dit:

Lorsque les termes du cautionnement sont g6n6raux et indifinis, le fid6-
jusseur est cens6 s'6tre obligi a toutes les obligations du principal d6biteur
r~sultantes du contrat auquel il a acc6d6; il est cens4 l'avoir cautionn6
in omnem causam.

Voilh qui est clair et bien pricis; la caution doit remplir
toutes les obligations du d6biteur principal in omnem
causam, suivant les termes et les conditions du contrat
originaire.

Tout le monde admet que la Three Rivers Shipyards,
Limited, doit maintenant la balance de ses obligations
sous les dispositions de la clause 86me du contrat. En
est-il de m~me de sa caution, la cit6 de Trois-Rivibres? En
principe g6n6ral, il n'y a pas de doute, car la caution assume
toutes les obligations du d6biteur principal. Mais on dit:
" La cit6 ne s'est pas oblig6e au mgme d6gr6 que le d6-
biteur principal et la d6ch6ance du terme originairement
stipul6 que le d6biteur principal avait acceptie ne frappe
pas la caution." La caution aurait certainement pu for-
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mellement d6clarer que cette d6ch6ance ne la lierait pas. 1923
Mais elle ne l'a pas fait. Les mots " 6ch6ances respectives " THE CITY

OF THREE
sur lesquels elle se base h 1'appui de sa pr6tention couvrent RIVERS
non-seulement les 6chiances originairement stipuldes, mais THE SUN
aussi l'6ch6ance globale et conditionnelle qui est men- TRUST Co.

tionn6e dans le contrat, si le d6biteur principal fait d6faut Brodeur J.
dans 1'ex~cution de ses obligation.

Pour soustraire la caution h 1'accomplissement de toutes
les stipulations de la convention principale, il aurait fallu
une disposition plus formelle et plus explicite que celle qui
est invoqu6e.

On a cit6 h ce sujet l'opinion d'auteurs modernes, comme
Demolombe, Guillouard, Planiol, Duranton et Pardessus,
et un jugement de la cour de Cassation, 1891-1-5, ?
l'appui de la thise soutenue par l'appelante que si le
d6biteur principal est en faillite et qu'il soit h cause de cela
dichu du bin6fice du terme, cette dich6ance ne rejaillit
pas sur la caution.

Mais il ne faut pas oublier que ces auteurs ont 6crit sous
un systime de droit contenant une disposition sp&ciale
dans le Code de Commerce qui a n6cessairement influ6
sur leur d6cision. Cette opinion est d'ailleurs combattue
et victori'eusement suivant moi, par d'autres auteurs
modernes dont les 6crits font, grande autoriti, savoir:
Aubry & Rau, t6me 4, art. 303, note 18; Laurent, vol. 17,
n' 213; Hue, vol. 7, n* 289; Larombibre, art. 1188.

Ne vaut-il pas mieux suivre l'opinion exprime par
Pothier et que j'ai cit6e plus haut? II 6crivait sous le droit
coutumier. II n'y avait pas alors dans le droit frangais
cette disposition du Code de Commerce. Pothier 6tait sous
ce rapport dans la m~me position que nous sommes dans
Quebec.

11 est bon de remarquer aussi que ce point ne parait
n'avoir 6t6 soulev6 qu'en Cour du Banc du Roi.

Pour toutes ces raisons, le jugement qui a d6clar6 que
la cit6 de Trois-Rivibres 6tait oblig6e de payer maintenant
le montant global des obligations est bien fond6.

On a aussi pr6tendu que la fiduciaire n'avait pas droit
de poursuite. Les cours inf6rieures ont 6t6 unanimes sur
ce point, et il n'a pas 6t6 discut6 devant cette cour. Je
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1923 vois d'ailleurs que la cause de Porteous v. Reynar (1), a
THE Crry formellement d6cid6 que l'article du code qu'on a invoqu6
OF THREE

RIVERS ne s'applique pas aux fiduciaires
V. in whom the subject of the trust has been vested in property and pos-

THE SUN
TRUsT Co. session for the benefit of third parties and who have duties to perform in

- the protection or realization of the trust estate.
Brodeur J. L'appel devrait 6tre renvoy6 avec d6pens.

MIGNAvLT J. (dissenting).-The whole question here is
whether under the contract whereby the appellant guar-
anteed in favour of the respondent the ten-year bond issue
of The Three Rivers Shipyards Limited, the respondent can,
in view of the default of the latter company, claim from
the appellant the immediate payment of the whole capital
amount outstanding of the said bond issue? In other
words, is the acceleration clause stipulated by the respond-
ent against The Three Rivers Shipyards, Limited, in case
of the default of the latter, binding on the appellant, its
surety?

This acceleration clause (clause 8 of the contract) is as
follows:

Nonobstant le terme accord6 pour le paiement de chacune des obliga-
tions, le montant total de la dite 6mission de cent mille piastres (8100,000)
ou telle partie d'icelle restant alors due, deviendra exigible, si le fiduciaire
le juge convenable, dans aucun des cas suivants, savoir:

(a) Si la compagnie ne paie pas les obligations ou les coupons d'int6-
rats & leurs 4ch6ances respectives.

(b) Si la garantie pr6sentement donn6e est diminude par aucune cause
ou raison quelconque.

(c) Si aucune des conditions et obligations auxquelles la compagnie
peut 6tre tenue par les prdsentes ne sont pas rigoureusement remplies.

The default of the company to pay the bonds and in-
terest coupons " A leurs 6ch6ances respectives " also gives
the right to the trustee (respondent), under clause 9 of
the contract, to enter into possession of the properties,
rights, revenues and franchises of the company, after 30
days' notice to the company and to the city, and it is stipu-
lated that the city
pourra alors 6viter I'effet de cette clause en effectuant le paiement des
obligations ou coupons 6chus.

I desire to note, before going further, that the words " a
leurs 6chiances respectives " which are found in clauses 8
and 9, undoubtedly refer to the date of maturity mentioned

(1) [1887] 13 App. Cas. 120.
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in each bond and in each interest coupon, and not to any 1923

acceleration of such date of maturity. And it is significant THE CrrY
. OF THREE

that the city can prevent the entry into possession of the RIVERS

trustee on the default of the company by paying only the THE SUN
overdue bonds or interest coupons. TRUST Co.

The obligation of the city appellant to guarantee the Mignault J.
bond issue is expressed as follows in clause 18 of the con-
tract:

Et pour assurer plus amplement le paiement des dites obligations et de
leurs coupons d'intir~ts, la ville d6clare par les pr6sentes garantir le paiement
des obligations 6mises par la compagnie comme susdit jusqu'h concurrence
de la somme globale de cent mille piastres ($100,000) en principal avec en
plus les int6r8ts, la ville s'obligeant vis-.-vis du fiduciaire pour le compte
et le bindfice des d6tenteurs de ces obligations et de ces coupons, &
d~faut par la compagnie d'accomplir les conditions, charges et obligations
auxquelles elle est tenue vis-h-vis d'eux et tel que convenu dans le pr&-
sent acte de fiducie, h. effectuer le paiement des obligations et des coupons
d'int6r~t h leurs 6chiances respectives.

This obligation of the appellant is subsidiary to that of
the company, arising only on the default of the latter to
fulfil the conditions, charges and obligations to which it is
held towards the bondholders, and is to pay the bonds and
interest coupons " a leurs 6ch6ances respectives."

Here again, as in clauses 8 and 9, the words " h leurs
4ch6ances respectives " refer in my opinion to the date of
maturity mentioned in each bond and in each interest
coupon, and not to any accelerated maturity of the same.
It is very important to note that the parties in clause 18
contemplate the default of the company referred to in
clause 8, and that in that event the obligation of the city,
on the contract of suretyship, is only to pay the bonds
and coupons at their respective dates of maturity.

I merely mention clause 21 relied on by the respondent
to show that I have not overlooked it. It declares the
obligation of the city absolute towards the bondholders,
notwithstanding certain conditions stipulated by it with
regard to the company, but this obligation of the city is
that created by clause 18 which I have cited.

On the construction of the contract, my opinion is there-
fore that the default of the company to pay the bonds and
interest coupons at their maturity, while it renders the
whole capital amount due as regards the company, only
makes the city liable to pay the bonds and interest coupons
as they respectively mature.
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1923 Mr. Fortin on behalf of the respondent cited Pothier,
THE CITY Obligations, no. 371, paragraph 2, where he says:-
or THREE

RIVERS Observez que si le cautionnement n'exprime rien, on y doit sous-
v. entendre le terme ou la condition exprim6e dans l'obligation principale,

THE SUN de mgme qu'il est d6cid6 en la loi, 61 if. eod. tit. que le lieu du paiement
TRUsT Co. exprim6 dans I'obligation principale, est sous-entendu dans le cautionne-

Mignault j. ment.

- And the contention was that if the suretyship deed be
silent or even equivocal as to the term within which the
surety must pay, this term must be held to be the same
as that applicable to the principal debtor.

The argument would be well worthy of consideration
were the contract in question silent or even equivocal as
to the term of payment applicable to the surety, or in
Pothier's words, si le cauttonnement n'exprimait rien. But,

* on the contrary, clause 18 is very clear, and I do not see
how the intention of the city to be liable for the bonds and
coupons only when they respectively mature, could be bet-
ter expressed.

I have referred only to the contract, for I regard the
question at issue as involving merely the proper construc-
tion of the instrument signed by the parties. It is there-
fore useless to mention any article of the civil code, such
as Art. 1092, which, according to weighty modern French
authorities, and some decisions of our courts (see Beau-
champ, Code Civil Annotg, article 1092, no. 12), does not
apply to the surety. The parties here have made their own
contract and determined the effect of the debtor's default
on the obligation of the surety. There remains nothing to
do but to give effect to their expressed intention.

I would allow the appeal with costs against the respond-
ent here and in the appellate court. There should be judg-
ment for the respondent against the appellant only for
the bonds and coupons which had reached their respective
dates of maturity when this action was taken. The appel-
lant should pay the respondents' costs in the Superior
Court, for it wrongly asked for the entire dismissal of the
respondent's action.

Appeal dismissed with costs.
Solicitor for the appellant: George Mgthot.
Solicitors for the respondent: Perron, Taschereau, Rinfret,

Vallie & Genest.
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THE STEAMER MAPLEHURST * 261 APPELLANT; O .

(DEFENDANT) .................... *Nov. 27.

AND

GEORGE HALL COAL COMPANY OF RESPONDENT.

CANADA (PLAINTIFF) .............

CANADA STEAMSHIP LINES, LIM- A
ITED (PLAINTIFF) .................

AND

THE TUG MARGARET HACKETT R N
(DEFENDANT) ...................... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE EXCHEQUER COURT OF CANADA, QUEBEC
ADMIRALTY DISTRICT

Admiralty law-Collision-Vessel having barge in tow-Absence of regu-
lation lights-Possibility of avoiding accident-Liability of both ves-
sels.

The lake steamer Maplehurst, having in tow the barge Brookdale,
both the property of the Canada Steamship Lines, Ltd., left the city
of Montreal for the city of Quebec on the evening of July 15, 1920.
The Maplehurst was not equipped for towing as she did not have
the regulation towing lights required by article 3 of the "Regulations
for preventing collisions." The barge Brookdale had the regula-
tion red and green side lights. While the Maplehurst was pro-
ceeding down the channel through Lake St. Peter, a collision occurred
between the Brookdale and the tug Margaret Hackett upbound
with a barge in tow, both the property of the George Hall Coal Com-
pany of Canada. As a result of the collision, the tug foundered and
the barge Brookdale sustained damages. The plaintiffs, as their
respective owners, sued for damages, each imputing fault and blame
to the other. The trial judge held that the officers of the Maplehurst
had been guilty of negligence which was a direct and efficient cause
of the collision; and he also found that the accident could have
been avoided by the exercise of skill and promptitude on the part
of those in charge of the tug Margaret Hackett. The owners of the
Maplehurst were condemned to pay three-quarters of the loss suffered
by the owners of the tug Margaret Hackett and the latter were held
answerable for one-quarter of the damages sustained by the barge
Brookdale.

Held that the Maplehurst had by her negligence contributed to the col-
lision to the extent to which the trial judge found her owners answer-
able. Mignault J. dubitante.

Per Duff J.-Where the negligence of the plaintiff and the negligence of
the defendant are in sequence, the question whether the collision
could " have been avoided by the exercise of ordinary care and skill
on the part of the defendant," depends upon the circumstances; and

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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1923 the conduct of the plaintiff may have been such in its bearing and

SS. Maple- effect upon the conduct of the defendant as to form a very important
hurst element in the determination of that question.
V. Per Anglin J.-The fault of the officers of the Maplehurst continued

HALL COAL operative until the collision was, if not inevitable, only to be avoided

by great skill and extraordinary alertness on the part of those in
charge of the Margaret Hackett.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Exchequer Court
of Canada, Quebec Admiralty District (1), in two actions
which both resulted from the same collision, Maclennan
J., local judge in admiralty at Montreal, holding the
steamer Maplehurst to blame to the extent of three-
quarters and the tug Margaret Hackett to the extent of
one-quarter.

The material facts of the case and the questions at issue
are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg-
ments now reported.

Towers K.C. for the appellants. The failure of the
Maplehurst to carry regulation towing lights (if so found
upon the evidence) has not primarily led or caused or con-
tributed to the collision. The fault of the mate of the
Margaret Hackett was the sole effective cause of the col-
lision, as, by the exercise of reasonable care, he could have
avoided the consequences of the negligent act of the Maple-
hurst.

Holden K.C. for the respondents. If any fault was com-
mitted by those in charge of the Margaret Hackett, it was
not the direct cause of the accident, but followed upon
and was the result of the much greater fault committed
by the steamer Maplehurst.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-NOtwithstanding the able argu-
ment at bar of Mr. Towers K.C., for the appellant, I, after
careful consideration of all the evidence in this case, have
reached the firm conclusion that this appeal fails and that
the judgment appealed from should be confirmed.

I have had the advantage of reading the reasons of my
brother Anglin and I find that he has lucidly expressed the
conclusions I myself had reached. It is unnecessary for me
to repeat these reasons in which I fully concur.

I would only add that it is of the greatest importance, in
my opinion, that the courts should not minimize or seek

(1) To be reported in [1923] Ex. C.R.
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to excuse the necessity of vessels traversing Canada's great 1923
waterway between Montreal and the gulf strictly obeying ss. Maple-

hurst
the regulations prescribed in that behalf. In this case it V.
appears clearly to me that the Maplehurst failed to com- Co.
ply with the regulation as to lights to be carried by a steamer T
with a tow in the waters in question, and that this failure Justice.
was a direct and efficient cause of the collision between
the Hackett and the Maplehurst's tow, the Brookdale. The
absence of regulation lights resulted, as my brother Anglin
says, in leading the Margaret Hackett " into a veritable
trap." The latter's mate who was also steersman at the
time, was no doubt also to blame in not acting with suffi-
cient promptitude by starboarding his helm as he possibly
should have done immediately he discovered that he had
been misled by the Maplehurst's lights into the trap in
which he found himself.

But I cannot think that his failure then to act with
sufficient promptitude should be held to have been the sole
and effective cause of the collision.

Both vessels were to blame, the Maplehurst chiefly, and
I do not think the apportionment of the damages between
them made by the trial judge should be interfered with.

IDINCTON J.-The deliberate violation of article 3 of the
relevant regulations which should have governed those in
charge of the Maplehurst and which required two lights to
be used, in the way specified by any steam vessel when
towing another vessel, as a means of warning others con-
cerned, was the primary negligence leading to what ensued
and is now complained of.

To my mind it was a most gross defiance of the law to
put up a coal oil lamp as the mate, so to speak, of an elec-
tric light when the article required that " each of these
lights shall be of the same construction and character,"
etc.

This defiance of the law was deliberate when ample time
could be got for consideration and proper action.

It seems to me that complaint of another who had only
a few minutes to rectify the mistake into which those in
charge of her were led, comes with a bad grace from appel-
lant under such circumstances.
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1923 But the court below has properly dealt therewith by its
SS. Maple- distribution of the damages.

hrst I would dismiss this appeal with costs.
HALL COAL

Co. DUFF J.-A question arises on this appeal which is by
Idington . no means free from difficulty but on the whole I think the

- balance inclines in favour of the view at which the learned
trial judge arrived. The facts are dealt with by the learned
judge in a manner which leaves nothing to be desired.
There is ample evidence to support his finding that the
lights carried by the Maplehurst were not those prescribed
by the regulations for a steamer engaged in a towage ser-
vice and that these lights were misleading and calculated
to throw the navigators of other craft off their guard and
to lead them to govern themselves on the assumption that
the Maplehurst had not another vessel in tow. On the
other hand the learned trial judge in effect finds, with
ample warrant, I think, from the evidence, -that, on the
assumption upon which the mate of the Margaret Hackett
says he acted, namely, that the Brookdale was a vessel
under sail, it was a negligent thing for him with another
craft in tow to attempt to cross in front of the Brookdale
and moreover there seems to be ample evidence to warrant
the finding that at the last moment the collision could
have been avoided if the mate of the Margaret Hackett
realizing that the Brookdale was a tow attached to the
Maplehurst had signalled his tow and passed the Brook-
dale starboard to starboard.

This being the state of facts the question raised by the
appeal is the question whether the Margaret Hackett was
solely to blame for the collision or whether the negligence
of the Maplehurst in displaying misleading lights was neg-
ligence so contributing to the collision as to cast upon her
a share of the loss.

The question can be put in another form, thus: Was the
negligence of the Maplehurst in part the direct cause of the
collision? The question is sometimes a very difficult one
and where, as in this case, the negligence of the plaintiff
and the negligence of the defendant are in sequence then
the question arises whether the collision could " have been
avoided by the exercise of ordinary care and skill on the
part of the defendant" to quote from the judgment of
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Lord Campbell in Dowell v. General Steam Navigation Co. 1923

(1) in a passage cited with approval by the Lord Chan- SS. Maple-
hurst

cellor in Admiralty Commissioners v. SS. Volute (2). V.
HALL Co~AWhat is " ordinary care and skill " depends, I think, upon Co.

the circumstances and the conduct of the plaintiff may Duff J.
have been such in its bearing and effect upon the conduct -

of the defendant as to form a very important element in
the determination of that question. Here the learned trial
judge has found that the negligence of the Maplehurst
threw the Margaret Hackett off her guard and was one of
the determining factors in inducing her mate to take the
course he did take, perhaps the predominant factor. It is
quite true that a time did arrive before the collision when
the mate of the Margaret Hackett realized his mistake and
realized that the Brookdale instead of being a sailing vessel
was a tow attached to the Maplehurst and the learned trial
judge has found that by exercise of proper skill at the
moment the accident could have been avoided. On the
other hand the officer of the Margaret Hackett was placed
in a somewhat difficult position and his failure to act
with promptitude and clearsightedness was probably due
to the fact that he found himself suddenly confronted with
an unexpected state of affairs involving a present obvious
danger. The precise point for consideration is indicated
by the judgment of the Lord Chancellor already men-
tioned and especially in the following passage at p. 144:-

Upon the whole I think that the question of contributory negligence
must be dealt with somewhat broadly and upon common-sense principles
as a jury would probably deal with it. And while, no doubt, where a
clear line can be drawn, the subsequent negligence is the only one to look
to, there are cases in which the two acts come so closely together, and
the second act of negligence is so much mixed up with the state of things
brought about by the first act, that the party secondly negligent, while

not held free from blame under the Bywell Castle rule, might, on the other
hand, invoke the prior negligence as being part of the cause of the col-
lision so as to make it a case of contribution.

I am not prepared to dissent from the conclusion that
"in the ordinary plain common sense of this business "
the Maplehurst did by her negligence contribute to the col-
lision in the sense which required the learned trial judge
to pronounce her to be partly to blame.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.
(1) 5 E. & B. 195 at p. 205. (2) [1922] 1 A.C. 129 at p. 139.
59623-2
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1923 ANGLIN J.-As I read the opinion of the learned trial
sS. Maple- judge, apart from any question of burden of proof, he found

hurst
V. that it was established by the evidence that the officers

HALL of the Maplehurst had been guilty of negligence which was
Ani a direct and efficient cause of the collision between her tow,

the Brookdale, and the tug Margaret Hackett. The neg-
ligence consisted in not carrying the towing light prescribed
by article 3 of the " Regulations for preventing collisions."
The mate in charge of the Margaret Hackett was led into a
veritable trap. Nevertheless he was held blameworthy for
having attempted to cross the channel between the Maple-
hurst and her tow, even on the assumption that the latter
was a sailing vessel not in tow, and also because when he
realized this mistake, while at a distance of about one hun-
dred feet from the Brookdale, he could still have averted
the collision by a proper manoeuvre. There being no cross-
appeal this condemnation of the owners of the Margaret
Hackett must stand.

The appellant contends, however, that the fault of the
mate of the Margaret Hackett was the sole effective cause
of the collision-that by the exercise of reasonable care he
could have avoided the consequences of the negligent
omission to exhibit a proper towing light on the Maple-
hurst.

Consideration of the evidence has convinced me that the
conclusion of the learned trial judge was right-that the
fault of the officers of the Maplehurst continued operative
until the collision was, if not inevitable, only to be avoided
by great skill and extraordinary alertness on the part of
those in charge of the Margaret Hackett. For their failure
to exercise the requisite skill and to act with the necessary
promptitude, the owners of the Margaret Hackett have
been held answerable for one-quarter of the damages sus-
tained by the Brookdale, in addition to bearing one-quarter
of their own loss. The Maplehurst on the other hand has
been condemned to pay three-quarters of the loss suffered
by the owners of the Margaret Hackett.

Agreeing, as I do, with the view of the learned trial judge
that the officers of the Maplehurst were gravely to blame
and the owners of the Margaret Hackett not having
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appealed, I should be loath to interfere with the apportion- 1923
ment of the damages even if I regarded it as not quite satis- SS. Maple-

factory. But, with Mr. Justice Maclennan, I consider the hurst

officers of the Maplehurst as much more blameworthy for He Co
the collision than those in charge of the Margaret Hackett.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs. J

BRODEUR J.-The evidence shews that the collision in
question in this case is due largely, if not entirely, to the
negligence of the appellants for not having a proper tow
light on the mast head of the Maplehurst.

If such a light had been shewn, the pilot of the respond-
ents would never have tried to cross to the north side of
the channel in front of the barge in tow. The trial judge
has found that the two vessels were at fault and there is
no appeal on the part of the respondents against this part
of the judgment which found them guilty of contributory
negligence.

It has been contended before us by the appellants that
the tug, in acting with reasonable care, could have avoided
the accident even if the Maplehurst had not the proper tow
light.

I am unable to agree with this contention. When the
pilot of the tug Margaret Hackett saw the light of the boat
in tow, he thought it was a sailing vessel because he never
expected to find there a boat in tow, and he was certainly
well advised, under the impression that he had, to go on
and to cross on the north side of the channel. When he
discovered that the boat was not a sailing vessel and was
in tow, it was too late to avoid the collision.

For these reasons, the appeal fails and should be dis-
missed with costs.

MIGNAULT J.-I find myself in much doubt whether the
collision in question in these two appeals was not solely
caused by the imprudence of the mate, who was navigat-
ing the Margaret Hackett at the time of the accident, in
attempting with his tow to cross between the Maplehurst
and the latter's tow. The excuse given by the mate was
that not having seen proper towing lights on the Maple-
hurst, he thought her tow was a sailing vessel, and judged

59623-21
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1923 that he could get safely by, although his own towing line
ss. Maple- was 500 feet long. The learned trial judge did not hear the

hurst witnesses himself but the evidence taken before the wreck
HLL COAL

Co commissioner was by consent of the parties tendered as

Mignault J evidence in the two cases. This is unsatisfactory, and I
M Jcannot entirely escape from the suspicion that the mate

of the Margaret Hackett, when he says he thought the
Maplehurst's tow was a sailing vessel, was testifying as to
the state of his mind at the time of the accident with the
advantage of subsequent reflection. I would not suggest
for a moment that he was not in perfect good faith but
evidence of this character is not very reliable, for persons
who have contributed to an accident are apt, often un-
consciously, to offer excuses or explanations which really
were not present in their minds at the time when the
accident was brought about, especially where their imprud-
ence, as here, was admittedly one of the causes of the acci-
dent. I will not, however, dissent from the judgment about
to be rendered, but my concurrence therein is not without
considerable doubt.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellants: Barnard & McKeown.
Solicitors for the respondents: Meredith. Holden, Hague,

Shaughnessy & Heward.
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ST. PAUL LUMBER COMPANY, LIM- teAPPELLANT; 9
ITED (PLAINTIFF) ................. . *Feb. 9, 12.

AND *May 1.

BRITISH CROWN ASSURANCE COR- RESPONDENT.

PORATION, LIMITED (DEFENDANT) E

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF ALBERTA

Insurance-Fire-Description of insured property-Warranty-Statutory
conditions-Agency-Non-disclosure.

To the face of a policy of fire insurance on sawn lumber there was
attached a sheet of paper typewritten in black and containing the
following provision: "It is understood and agreed that this insur-
ance also covers loss or damage arising from or traceable to prairie
fires, It being warranted by the assured that the several locations
named herein on which lumber is piled shall be entirely surrounded
by ploughed ground and in no way exposed to bush hazard." The
policy was indorsed with the statutory conditions in compliance with
"The Alberta Insurance Act." In an action on the policy,

Held, Davies C.J. dissenting, that, as against the appellant, the warranty
as to the character of the surroundings of the property insured is
restricted in its application to the risk from prairie fires and cannot
be regarded as part of the description of that property for the gen-
eral purposes of the policy.

Held also, Davies C.J. dissenting, that upon the evidence no misrepresen-
tation by the assured, or by any one in a position to bind him, had
been shewn and that he or his representative had disclosed all
material facts of which they had knowledge bearing on the risk.

Judgment of the Appellate Division ([19221 1 W.W.R. 1048) reversed,
Davies C.J. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1) reversing the judg-
ment of Walsh J. and dismissing the appellant's action.

The material facts of the case and the questions at issue
are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg-
ments now reported.

Woods K.C. for the appellant.
Savary K.C. for the respondent.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE (dissenting).-I think this appeal

should be dismissed with costs. I concur in the reasons
for the judgment of the Appellate Division delivered by
Mr. Justice Hyndman and concurred in by Chief Justice
Scott, which clearly express my own views.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and
Mignault JJ.

(1) [19221 1 W.W.R. 1048.
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1923 DUFF J.-After a careful consideration of the judgments
ST. PAUL delivered in the Appellate Division I am still of the opinion
LUMBER

Co. that the judgment of Mr. Justice Walsh was right and that

BRITISH the reasons assigned by him for the conclusion at which
CROWN he arrived are sound reasons.

AssUR. COR-
PORATION. I agree with him that the typewritten warranty relates

Duff J only to "loss or damage arising from or traceable to
prairie fires."

I agree that Lebel was not the agent of the appellants
and that jhe appellant company merely took over the
application made to the London & Lancashire Company
and acted upon it as if it had been made to themselves
through Lebel and the inspector Hahn. As to non-dis-
closure, I think the view of the learned trial judge is the
reasonable practical view and that it would be putting the
obligation of the applicants for insurance on too high a
level to hold that Meunier was under a duty to disclose
as a circumstance material to the risk the fact that
in the river-bed below the bench on which the lumber was
piled there were some willow bushes which at the time of
the application were largely immersed in the waters of the
river.

The appeal should, I think, be allowed and the judg-
ment of Mr. Justice Walsh restored.

ANGLIN J.-I am, with respect, of the opinion that this
appeal should be allowed and the judgment of Mr. Justice
Walsh restored.

Upon the question of construction I am satisfied that as
against the appellant the warranty as to the character of
the surroundings of the property insured is restricted in
its application to the risk from prairie fire and cannot be
regarded as part of the description of that property for
the general purposes of the policy. The reasons for so
holding are stated by Mr. Justice Walsh.

No misrepresentation by the assured or by any one in
position to bind him has been shown.

Neither was there any concealment of, or failure on the
part of the assured to communicate, circumstances material
to the risk such as would avoid the policy under the first
statutory condition. Upon the evidence it has not been
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established that Lebel acted as agent for the insured and 1923

there is nothing to warrant the suggestion that Hahn, the Sr.PAuL

inspector of the London & Lancashire Ins. Co., occupied Co.
that position. The insured appears to have made full dis- BaRIsir
closure to Lebel when he applied to him orally as local CROWN

Assun. COR-
agent for the London & Lancashire, from which he then PORATION.

sought insurance. The transfer of the appellant's oral g J.
application from that company to the respondent com-
pany, which eventually took the risk, was arranged by Mr.
Hahn without any participation by the appellant,-indeed,
so far as appears, without his knowledge. Any mistake
made by Mr. Hahn in describing the situs of the property
when arranging such transfer, does not, in my opinion,
suffice to avoid the policy as against the appellant.

BRODEUR J.-This is an appeal concerning a fire insur-
ance policy on cut timber. The insurers, after having
described in the policy three lots of timber situated at dif-
ferent places, added the following provision which was
typewritten:

It is understood and agreed that this insurance also covers loss or
damage arising from or traceable to prairie fires, It being warranted by
the assured that the several locations named herein on which lumber is
piled shall be entirely surrounded by ploughed ground and in no way
exposed to bush hazard.

The case turns largely on the construction of this pro-
vision. The insurance company contends that it is a con-
dition precedent and that the facts not being as warranted
the policy never attached. On the other hand, the insured
claims that such a clause would extend only to damage
traceable to prairie fire.

The judges in the courts below are equally divided on
this point. The appellate division, by a majority of one,
reversed the decision of the trial judge and came to the
conclusion that this clause should be considered as a
description of the property insured.

This policy is issued under the statutory conditions of the
province of Alberta.

The clause in question is not artistically drawn but it
means, according to my mind, that the risk covers also
a loss arising out of a prairie fire, but provided that in such
.a case the pile of lumber should be surrounded by ploughed
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1923 ground. If there were a serious doubt as to the construc-
ST. PAUL tion of this clause, it should be interpreted against the in-
LUMBER

Co. surance company, since it was drafted, inserted in the
BR.IS policy and stipulated by the company itself.
CROWN It is contended also by the insurance company that no

AssUR. CoR-
PORATION. liability attaches because a circumstance which was

Brodeur J. material was not disclosed, such circumstance being that
- the lumber was situate in a clearing in the bush and

exposed to bush hazard.
A great deal has been said in connection with this about

some willow brush that had grown in the river on the bank
of which was piled the lumber insured.

This willow brush being at some period of the year
entirely covered by the waters of the river its green
and moist condition for the part which emerged from the
water during the balance of the year could not constitute
a serious source of danger. The brush or bush to which
reference is made in a correspondence and about which in-
quiries were made had reference to the slashings or under-
brush resulting from the cutting of the timber. This had
been removed and the pile of lumber was on clear ground
and was not exposed to risk arising out of this heavy under-
brush which might be a great source of danger.

It was suggested also that this bush would include the
standing timber.

I think that the circumstances disclosed show that a
bush of heavy timber could not be considered as constitut-
ing a material fact to be disclosed and that the parties
fully understood that the validity of the policy would not
be affected by the fact that there was in the vicinity some
standing timber.

I have then come to the conclusion that the plaintiff
company has a right to recover under the policy of insur-
ance in question.

The appeal should be allowed with costs of this court
and of the court below and the judgment of the trial judge
restored.

MIGNAULT J.-The action of the appellant is to recover
on an insurance policy issued by the respondent covering,
inter alia,
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150,000 feet of sawn lumber piled on bank of river on section 3, township 1923
63, range 10, west of the 4th meridian, province of Alberta. AUL

It is contested on three grounds:- LUMBER

1. There was in the policy a special warranty that the .
several locations therein named on which lumber was BRrmsH

CROWN
piled, should be entirely surrounded by ploughed ground Assun. Con-

and in no way exposed to bush hazard, and the lumber PORAON.

destroyed did not conform to this warranty. Mignault J.
2. It was represented by the insured and his agents that

the lumber would be under some kind of supervision,
ploughed around and in no way exposed to bush hazard.

3. By the conditions of the policy it was the duty of the
insured to disclose any circumstance material to enable the
insurer to judge of the risk it undertook, and the insured
did not disclose the fact that the lumber in question was
entirely surrounded by bush and underbrush and was
exposed to the risk of bush fire.

Thefirst point involves the construction of the follow-
ing typewritten clause contained in the policy:-

It is understood and agreed that this insurance also covers loss or
damage arising from or traceable to prairie fires, It being warranted by
the assured that the several locations named herein, on which lumber is
piled shall be entirely surrounded by ploughed ground and in no way
exposed to bush hazard.

In my opinion, the warranty here is restricted to the
insurance against loss or damage arising from or traceable
to prairie fires. It is not a general warranty. I think the
words " It being warranted," etc., cannot be severed from
the words which precede. The punctuation shews that
although the word "It" begins with a capital "I," the
warranty is really a part of the whole clause. If severed,
it would not form a complete sentence, while, if taken with
the preceding words, the sentence is a perfect one, and the
idea expressed is quite conceivable, for a strip of ploughed
ground around the lumber would be a great protection in
case of a prairie fire. The insurer, when stipulating a
warranty applicable, as he now contends, to the whole risk,
should have made it perfectly clear that it did so apply,
and I would not detach the warranty clause from its con-
text to give it a greater effect than it has when read in this
context. On this point, for the fire here did not arise from
a prairie fire, I am in full agreement with the learned trial
judge.
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1923 On the second point, the contention is that the appellant
ST. PAUL is bound by the statement of Mr. Hahn, the inspector of
LUMBER

Co. the London & Lancashire Fire Insurance Co. (which
V

BRis company found itself unable to insure the lumber and
CROWN passed on the risk to the respondent), who in his letter to

AssuR. Con-
PORATION. Mr. Dunham, the agent for the respondent company, said

Mignault J. that he had arranged with Mr. Lebel that
- all this lumber was to be under some kind of supervision, ploughed

around, and in no way exposed to bush hazard.

This involves a question of agency, and the claim of the
respondent is that Mr. Lebel was the appellant's agent for
this insurance. Mr. Lebel is a solicitor and incidentally
an agent of the London & Lancashire Fire Insurance Co.,
Mr. Hahn's company. He explains that he never acted as
solicitor for the appellant. He had written to Mr. Meunier
of the appellant company claiming from the latter a certain
amount for a client of his, and as Meunier could not pay
he then suggested to him that the lumber should. be in-
sured in order to protect his client, to which suggestion
Meunier acquiesced. This certainly does not make Lebel
the appellant's agent, the more so as, to Meunier's know-
ledge, in addition to being a solicitor he was an insurance
agent. And in his letter to Mr. Hahn, with reference to
the insurance of the lumber in question, Lebel merely said
that it was piled on the bank of a river, on the timber limit
of the owner. Without questioning the sincerity of Mr.
Hahn's statement to Mr. Dunham, I do not think that the
appellant is bound by its terms. The respondent could
have incorporated this statement in its policy, and not
having done so the appellant cannot be bound by Mr.
Hahn's representations.

On the third point, I think that Mr. Meunier fairly dis-
closed all the circumstances connected with the risk. The
lumber was on the bank of a river, this bank being some
ten feet above a flat through which the river flowed, and
the lumber was about fifty feet from the river, on a clear-
ing made by the appellant. There was timber around the
clearing and on the flat there were willows which, when
seen after the fire, were ten or fifteen feet high. But the
insurance was effected in the early spring when the water
was high and the willows, much smaller then, were covered
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by water. I do not think that the appellant's represent- 1

atives failed to disclose any material fact of which they ST.PAUL
LUMBER9

had knowledge bearing on the risk. On the contrary, they Co.
Vi.

appear to have acted in good faith and to have described BRmISH
the situation of the lumber as it then was. The willows CROWN

AssUR. COR-
certainly grew during the summer, but even if the risk PORATION.

thereby became greater I do not think that the appellant Mignault j.
can be taxed with misrepresentation or failure to disclose
material facts. On this point also I am against the re-
spondent.

With great deference therefore, I would allow the appeal
and restore the judgment of the learned trial judge with
costs here and in the Appellate Court.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Woods, Sherry, Collisson &
Field.

Solicitors for the respondent: Savary, Fenerty & Chad-
wick.
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HENRY McCLELAN AND OTHERS

*Feb. 27,28. APPELLANTS;
*May 19. (DEFENDANTS) .....................

AND

LEVI DOWNEY (PLAINTIFF) ............ RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPEAL DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF NEW BRUNSWICK

Statute-Statutory powers-Commissioners of sewers-Constitution of
board-Refusal to act or resignation-Rate-Majority.

In Albert County, N.B., under the Act respecting Sewers and Marsh
Lands, the parish of Hopewell is divided into districts each of which
may elect a commissioner, all the persons so elected to be " Com-
missioners of Sewers" for the parish. Section 8 of the Act provides that
"if the proprietors of any district fail to elect a commissioner, the
remaining commissioners shall act and shall be "the Commissioners
of Sewers." By section 18 "no rate shall be made without the con-
sent of a majority of the commissioners; but one commissioner so
elected may superintend work in progress and employ workmen for
that purpose." Three commissioners were elected for the parish,
one of whom refused to act and another tendered his resignation
which was accepted by the third. Work having been done on the
marsh lands the single commissioner made a rate for payment of
the cost by the several districts. In an action for moneys due in
respect to such work,-

Held, reversing the judgment of the Appeal Division (45 N.B. Rep. 90),
Idington and Brodeur JJ. dissenting, that the one commissioner,
though constituting the board for other purposes, had no authority to
make such rate as he could not be a majority of the commissioners
which was necessary under section 18 to do so.

Per Anglin J. It is doubtful that the third commissioner had authority
to accept the resignation of his colleague and if not there were two
on the board and the rate was not made by a majority.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appeal Division of the
Supreme Court of New Brunswick (1) affirming the judg-
ment at the trial in favour of the respondent.

In applying the provisions of the Act R.S.N.B. [1903]
ch. 159 "An Act respecting Sewers and Marsh Lands"
to the conditions existing in Albert County as disclosed
in the above head-note Mr. Justice White who tried the
case decided all the material issues in favour of the
respondent and his judgment was affirmed by the Appeal
Division (1) Crockett J. dissenting. Only one of these

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Anglin, Brodeur and
Mignault JJ.

(1) 45. N.B. Rep. 90.
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issues was dealt with by the Supreme Court of Canada 1919
on this appeal, namely, whether or not the sole Com- McCEUsN

missioner of Sewers who remained in office after one of Dowmy.
the three elected had refused to act and another had ten-
dered his resignation which was accepted, could fix a rate
for payment by the districts of the parish of the cost of
work done by the board.

Mr. Justice Crockett based his dissent from the judg-
ment of the Appeal Division on the incapacity of the
sole remaining commissioner to make the rate notwith-
standing the fact that it was done in obedience to a writ
of mandamus ordering the " Commissioners of Sewers " to
levy the assessment. The majority of the judges in the
Supreme Court of Canada, in reversing the judgment
appealed against, contented themselves with adopting the
reasoning of this dissenting opinion, Mr. Justice Anglin
adding the view ascribed to him in the head-note. The
appeal was allowed with costs.

J. B. M. Baxter K.C. appeared for the appellants and
Teed K.C. for the respondent.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellants: M. B. Dixon.
Solicitors for the respondent: M. & J. Teed.

62064-1
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192 THE ROYAL BANK OF CANADA......APPELLANT;
AND

THE TOWN OF GLACE BAY............RESPONDENT.
ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA

Assessment and taxes-Bank-Net annual income or profit-Municipal
assessment-Business done in municipality-Assessment Act, 9-? Geo.
V, c. 5-Validating Act-Pending cases-Right of appeal.

By the Nova Scotia Assessment Act a bank doing business in any mum-
cipality may be taxed on the "net annual income or profit" derived
from such business. In 1921 the branch of the Royal Bank at Glace
Bay received a large sum on deposit by its customers which was
remitted to the head office of the bank in Montreal and merged in
the general funds there. Without regard to any use made of this
money by the head office the branch was credited with interest at
four per cent on the amount.

Held, per Idington, Anglin and Mignault JJ., Davies CJ. and Duff and
Brodeur JJ. contra, affirming the judgment of the Supreme Court of
Nova Scotia (56 N.S. Rep. 120), that the sum so credited, less the
amount of any loss incurred in the other operations of the branch,
constitutes the " net annual income or profit " of the bank derived
from its business in Glace Bay which was liable to taxation.

Held, per Idington and Brodeur JJ., Anglin J. contra, that an Act of the
legislature validating the assessment roll for 1921 and omitting the
provision in former Acts of the kind that it would not apply to pend-
ing cases, takes away the bank's right to appeal in this case which
was pending when the Act came into force.

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of Nova
Scotia (1) reversing the judgment of the County Court
Judge in favour of the appellant in proceedings to set aside
an assessment on the net income or profit of the bank
derived from its business in Glace Bay in the year 1921.

The essential facts of the case are stated in the above
head-note.

Jenks K.C. and J McG. Stewart for the appellant. The
bank earned no income or profit in its business at Glace
Bay during the year 1921. Such profit, if any, was earned
in Montreal. See Sulley v. Attorney General (2); Grainger
v. Gough (3).

Commissioners of Taxation v. Kirk (3) can be dis-
tinguished. In that case it was proved that profit was

PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies CJ. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.

(1) 56 NS. Rep. 120.
(2) 5 H. & N. 711.

(3) [18961 A.C. 325.
(4) [1900] A.C. 588.
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made from business partly done in New South Wales. 1923
Here no such profit has been or could be proved. ROAL

BANK OF
C. B. Smith K.C. and McArthur for the respondent. The CANADA

legislation, by omitting from the Act validating the assess- TOWN OF
ment roll of 1922 the usual provision that it would not GLAcE BAY.

apply to cases pending intended that it should so apply
and the right of appeal in this case is taken away. See Reg.
v. Price (1) per Cockburn C.J. at page 416.

The earnings from the deposits is derived from the
business done in Glace Bay; Commissioner of Taxes v. Kirk
(2); and the four per cent credited to the bank represents
the profit.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-The substantial question to be
determined in this appeal is the proper construction of sec-
tion 4 of the First Schedule of the Assessment Act, 1918
(chapter 5, Acts of 1918) of Nova Scotia which reads as

follows:
All banks and public or private banking companies and agencies of

such banks and banking companies doing business within any incorpor-
ated town or municipality shall each be rated as holding one hundred
dollars of personal property for every twenty dollars of net annual in-
come or profit derived from the business done by them in the town or
municipality where the same is assessed; provided, however, that the
amount payable on account of such rating shall not be less than one hun-
dred and fifty dollars.

The facts as I gather them from the case in appeal and
the argument of counsel at bar are that the Royal Bank
of Canada, having its head office at Montreal, maintains
a branch in the town of Glace Bay, an incorporated town
under the provisions of the " Town Incorporation Act "
(1918 Acts of Nova Scotia, c. 4). This bank receives

deposits, lends money and carries on the usual business
of a branch bank. In the year 1921 the average daily
excess of deposits over loans amounted to $727,000. The
surplus of moneys so deposited and not required for the
branch's purposes in Glace Bay were remitted to the head
office of the bank in Montreal and there merged with
similar remittances from other branches and with the gen-
eral assets of the bank, and the fund so formed was lent
or invested or otherwise dealt with by the head office of

(1) L.R. 6 Q.B. 411. (2) [1900] A.C. 588.
62064-11
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1923 the bank in various places at varying rates of interest. No
RoYA part of this fund was lent or invested in the town of Glace

BANK OF
CANADA Bay during the year; nor had the Glace Bay branch any

V.
ToWN OF record or information as to the lending or other dealing

GLAcS BAY. with this fund. Leaving out of account the interest or in-
The Chief come earned on the said central fund or on the monies

Justice. remitted by the Glace Bay branch to head office there was
a deficit of approximately $26,000 on the operations of the
Glace Bay branch for the year 1921.

When preparing the assessment rates for the year 1922
the assessors of the town of Glace Bay assessed the bank
in respect of "income" for $12,000. On appeal by the
bank to the Assessment Appeal Court for the town of Glace
Bay this assessment was confirmed. On appeal to the
County Court for the district the appeal of the bank was
allowed. From this decision the town of Glace Bay appealed
to the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia in banco, and the lat-
ter court allowed the appeal.

The appellants here contend that the judgment below is
wrong because the agency of the Royal Bank of Canada
at Glace Bay did not derive any " net income or profit "
from its business done in the town of Glace Bay; and
because the income or profit, if any, in respect of deposits
made in the town of Glace Bay and remitted by the Glace
Bay branch to head office was derived where the monies
were loaned or invested. (Such income or profit, if made
at places in Nova Scotia where the Royal Bank maintained
branches would be assessed there by the local municipal-
ities.)

My construction of the above quoted section 4, is that
such section authorizes the assessment of banks and
agencies doing business in any incorporated town or muni-
cipality of Nova Scotia only, as expressed, on the " net
annual income or profit " derived by them from the busi-
ness done by them in the town or municipality making the
assessment. The mere receipt of deposits in Glace Bay and
their transmission to a head office for investment elsewhere
than in Glace Bay would not of itself make the bank liable
to the local municipality. Such liability could only arise
under the section quoted in towns and municipalities in
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1ova Scotia where a bank had loaned or invested its money 12

and derived income or profit therefrom. BAL

In other words the mere taking in and remitting of CANADA

deposits by a branch to a head office, which is only an in- TowN OF

cidental step toward realizing income or profit, is not of GLACE BAY.

itself sufficient to authorize an assessment under the section The Chief

quoted. The intention of that section is, I think, simply Justice.

and solely to authorize assessment upon income or profits
derived by a bank from the business done by it in the town
or municipality. Such income or profits cannot be said to
be so derived except from loans or investments made in the
town or municipality. If it were otherwise a bank might
be taxed at its branch which received the deposits and also
at each branch in the province through which loans or in-
vestments were made and income or profit derived there-
from. I cannot think the latter is the proper construction
of this section.

For these reasons I would allow the appeal.

IDINGTON J.-I would dismiss this appeal with costs for
the reason that the income of the appellant at its Glace
Bay agency is exactly what the appellant has quite pro-
perly determined is the proper measure of its profits derived
by carrying on the agency at Glace Bay.

The head office, in the language of its accountant at

Glace Bay, is a borrower from that agency, as shewn by the
following extract from his evidence:

Q. What did you do with it?-A. We had it in Glace Bay on deposit
and it was controlled by our head office.

Q. What did you do with it?-A. It was transferred to head office.
Q. Any entry in the books about that?-A. No, there is no actual

entry, they borrow the money from us.
Q. What do they pay?-A. The head office records only would show.
Q. You say they borrow that money from you, what do they pay?-

A. They don't pay anything direct.
Q. In this statement where you showed a loss of $25,000 you showed

no earnings for this $727,000?-A. No.
Q. You lent that to your head office for nothing?-A. Yes, the records

are all kept at head office, that is in regard to loans of money.
Q. In other words you took $727,200 of the savings of the people in

Glace Bay and transferred it to head office and lent it to them for noth-
ing and then you say that you operated at a loss?-A. We did.

Q. Who pays your salaries?-A. Head office, at the end of the year
it is debited to head office.
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1923 Q. But don't they in any way give you credit for that $727,200?-A

ROA At the head office in Montreal at the end of every year they make up a

BANK OF general balance sheet for every branch.
CANADA Q. Have you got that?-A. They don't furnish us with a statement.

v. We figure it up roughly.
TOWN OF

GLcE BAY. All the arguments dependent on the ultimate result of

Idington j. such borrowing are beside the question.
- If the appellant keeps track properly of such borrowings

it will only be chargeable elsewhere with the earnings
made on due allowance being made for the interest it has
to pay depositors at Glace Bay. And on that basis its
losses will be chargeable. also and thus things be evened
up. If what the banks have long estimated as profits from
carrying on agencies as the business basis reason for carry-
ing them on is adhered to and observed everywhere as it
should be, justice will be done all around and no evil results
arise. The admissions made seem to cover the whole
ground if we have regard to what the parties concerned
have to deal with and mean by the language used. I do
not think we should attempt to impose upon business men
our ideas of what income may mean; they clearly have
another well founded in long practice. The mode of arriv-
ing at the basis for taxing personal property is certainly
novel.

I do not think any reference should have been directed
and that the $12,000 result arrived at by the respondent's
Court of Revision is correct.

The confirming legislation by the legislature, according
to my view, should have been held effective unless there
is a blunder therein, as Mr. Jenks submits, by using the
term municipalities in one Act cited.

But there is another Act, passed in April, 1922, which
seems to fit the case.

The judgment appealed from should be modified by
striking out the reference and restoring the assessment.

DUFF J.-I think the appellant bank's contention should
be sustained.

It is, perhaps, convenient to consider the enactment from
the point of view of its application to the case of a branch
deriving profit directly through lending the funds of the
bank. It seems a reasonable application of the enactment
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to hold that the profits derived from such loans made by 1923

the branch and received by the branch are profits derived norA
directly from the business of the branch and assessable CANADA

accordingly. T .
TowN or

It is argued, however, that such a profit is the result of GLCEc BAY.

a series of operations beginning with the deposit or other Duff j.
borrowing and ending with the payment by the person to
whom the loan has been made, and it is said that in order
to ascertain the profits derived from the business of the
branch it is necessary to decompose this profit derived from
the whole series of operations, ascribing to each operation
which forms a term in the series that part of the profit
which ought justly to be apportioned to it. It is conceiv-
able, no doubt, that a legislature might embark upon the
design of taxing branch banks upon such a system. The
probability, however, of such a plan commending itself to
practical legislators seems to be rather remote and a con-
sideration of the practical difficulties in the way of putting
such a system into operation, coupled with the absence of
any provision in this statute for machinery by which the
necessary information could be collected, convinces me that
a construction of the statute which would necessitate the
ascertainment of the assessable profit by such a process
would not give effect to the intention of the legislature.

Stress was naturally placed upon the circumstance that
a book-keeping credit is allowed to the branch by the head
office in respect of loans. This, it was argued, constitutes
sufficient evidence that to the extent of this credit at least
the bank is receiving profit from the business of the branch
in question.

But the real question is not a question to be solved by
evidence of that character. The Act applies not only to the
appellant bank and to the particular banks mentioned in
the evidence, but to all banks and banking corporations
doing business in Nova Scotia, and the primary question is
whether the statute contemplates a process of dividing the
whole ultimate profit received by a given branch by ascer-
taining parts of it which should be considered to be sever-
ally derived from the different operations in the whole
profit-earning series; and for the determination of that
question the credits relied upon do not assist us.
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1923 The respondents relied largely upon Commissioners of
ROYAL Taxation v. Kirk (1). That case, in my opinion, has no

BANK OF
CANADA bearing upon the present question. There the real point

ToWN oF was whether the ore was income derived or arising or accru-
GLACE BAY. ing from mines held under lease from the Crown or from

Duff J. " some other source " in New South Wales. There was no
- ~difficulty in ascertaining the value of the merchantable ore

shipped from the colony to the smelter, and no practical
reason such as exists in this case forbidding the adoption
of the construction which their Lordships of the Judicial
Committee ascribed to the statute they were called upon
to apply.

I should like to express my appreciation of the ability
with which the appeal was argued on both sides.

The appeal should be allowed and the judgment of. the
County Court judge restored.

ANGLIN J.-This is an appeal from the judgment of the
Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, allowing an appeal from
the judgment of the judge of the County Court for Dis-
trict No. 7, whereby he set aside an assessment of the
appellant for the year 1922 for $12,000 of personal pro-
perty made under section 4 of the first schedule of the Nova
Scotia Assessment Act of 1918, c. 5. That section reads
as follows: -

All banks and public or private banking companies, and agencies of
such banks and banking companies, doing business within any incorpor-
ated town or municipality, shall each be rated as holding one hundred
dollars of personal property for every twenty dollars of net annual income
or profit derived from the business done by them in the town or munici-
pality where same is assessed; provided, however, that the amount pay-
able on account of such rating shall not be less than one hundred and
fifty dollars.

The assessment of $12,000 is based on a net income or
profit of $2,400 derived during the year 1921 by the bank
from business done by its branch agency in the town of
Glace Bay. The principal question on the appeal is
whether the bank has shown that it did not derive such
an income from its business done at Glace Bay, a sub-
sidiary question being whether legislation, passed in 1922
(c. 35, s. 2) after the assessment had been upheld by the

(1) [19001 A.C. 588.
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Assessment Appeal Court, and after notice but before 1923

hearing of the further appeal by the bank to the County ROYAL
BANK OF

Court judge, validating and confirming the assessment roll CANADA

for 1922, precluded further prosecution of such pending TOWN OF

appeal. GLAcE BAY.

During the year 1921 the average daily excess of Anglin J.
deposits with the Glace Bay branch over loans made
through it was approximately $727,000. That amount was
transmitted to the head office at Montreal to be used in
the appellant's banking business. It is admitted that, in-
cluding as an item of expense interest payable to deposit-
ors, the cost of operating the branch at Glace Bay for 1921
exceeded profits received by it during that year by the sum
of $25,938.86. In arriving at this figure no account is taken
of any part of the bank's earnings from the $727,000 de-
posits transmitted from the Glace Bay branch. It is also
admitted that in preparing an annual return made to head
office, known as " The Value of the Branch Return," the
bank officials in charge of the Glace Bay branch took credit
for a sum equal to 4 per cent on the $727,000 average excess
of deposits transmitted by it during 1921 to head office,
amounting approximately to $29,000. This was estimated
to be the value to the bank of the work done by the Glace
Bay branch office in getting in and forwarding the deposits.
It is in evidence that a branch with large deposits and
small loans is a very valuable branch. There is no evidence
in the record that the getting in and forwarding of $727,000
of deposits for use in the general banking business of the
bank was worth less to it than the $29,000 for which credit
was so claimed in " The Value of the Branch Return."

Assuming therefore, as I think we may as against the
bank, that the $29,000 for which credit was thus taken
represents the proportion of the earnings made by the bank
in 1921 through the use of the $727,000 fairly attributable
to the business of getting in the deposits making up that
sum and of transmitting them to head office-processes
which formed a material part of what had to be done by
the bank in earning whatever profits it made by the hand-
ling of the $727,000-it would seem to be a legitimate con-
clusion that the net income or profits derived from busi-
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1923 ness done by the appellant in the town of Glace Bay in
ROYAL 1921 was at least $3,000-$29,000 less $25,938.86.

BANx OF
CANADA The learned County Court judge was of the opinion that

TowN oF it was not possible upon the evidence to find that any net
GLACE BAY. profit or income had been derived by the bank from the

Anglin J. business done by it at Glace Bay, since the particular money
transmitted from that branch could not be traced so as to
ascertain whether the use made of it by the bank had re-
sulted in its earning any definite amount of profit. He
accordingly reduced the assessment of $12,000 so that the
amount payable on account of the rating under the first
schedule of section 4 (c. 5, 1918) would not exceed the sum
of $150, as prescribed by the statute. Mr. Justice Russell
in the court in banco expressed a similar view. Mr. Justice
Mellish, however, with whom Mr. Justice Chisholm con-
curred, thought that profits derived or losses suffered from
deposits having been made at Glace Bay which were trans-
mitted to head office must be taken into account in deter-
mining the annual profits of the business done there by the
appellant bank and then an accounting would be necessary
to ascertain the amount of such profits, if any. The case
was accordingly remitted to the judge of the County Court
for that purpose.

I agree with the learned County Court judge and the
majority of the learned judges in the Supreme Court in
banco that the passing of the statute validating and con-
firming the assessment rolls for 1922 did not prevent the
prosecution of the appeal then pending. I should require
a very clear expression of intention to determine rights
presently pending before the courts-to supersede the pro-
vision conferring a right of appeal which the appellant
was actually in the course of exercising.

On the merits I regard this case as not distinguishable
in principle from that before the Judicial Committee in
Commissioners of Taxation v. Kirk (1). Here, as there,
part of the processes by which the income or profit made
(out of the $727,000) was earned-part of the business
from which that income or profit was derived-was carried
on within the territory for which the assessment was levied.

(1) [1900] A.C. 588.
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Adapting the language of Lord Davey in Kirk's Case (1) %
(p. 592): ROYAL

BANK OF
At first sight it seems startling that the ultimate result in the. form CANADA

of profit of business carried on in the municipality is not to some extent v.
taxable * * * So far as relates to the processes of getting the deposits TOWN oF
and forwarding them to head office the income was earned and the profits GLAcE BAY.

were arising and accruing in Glace Bay. Anglin J.
In Kirk's Case (1) ore was extracted and treated in New -

South Wales. It was then shipped abroad and sold abroad,
the profits, of course, coming from the price obtained on
such foreign sale. The question before the court was
whether the respondent had any income taxable in New
South Wales under the Land and Income Tax Assessment
Act of 1895. By section 15 of that Act a tax was imposed
on all incomes (1) arising or accruing to any person from
any profession, trade, employment or vocation carried on
in New South Wales; (3) derived from lands of the Crown
held under lease or license; (4) arising or accruing to any
person from any kind of property (except certain land),
or from any other source whatever. Section 27 provided for
the deduction of losses, outgoings and expenses. It was
held that the respondent had some income taxable in New
South Wales, (a) in respect to the process of extracting the
ore as a step in the production of income arising from
Crown lands held under lease (s. 3); (b) in respect of the
treating or manufacturing process as a step likewise so pro-
ductive and, if not within the meaning of the word " trade "
in subsection 1, as certainly included in the words " any
other source whatever " in subsection 4. Here the pro-
cesses of getting in the deposits and forwarding them to
head office similarly conduced to the earning of the income
or profit ultimately resulting to the bank from the use of
the money.

But it is urged that the $727,000 having been blended
with other moneys of the bank to form a common loaning
fund it is not possible to tell what part of the earnings of
that fund were derived from the use made of that particu-
lar money. It is doubtless true that the precise money
sent in from Glace Bay cannot be followed and the par-
ticular investments of it traced. But the bank's annual
earnings from its loaning fund are known and what pro-

(1) [19001 A.C. 588
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12 portion of them was fairly attributable to the use of the
ROYAL Glace Bay deposits as part of that fund is readily determin-

BANK OF
CANADA able. The bank is in a position to say what the taking in

To o Oon deposit and the handing over of the $727,000 by the
GLACE BAY. Glace Bay branch was worth to it by ascertaining to what

Anglin J. percentage of the total loaning fund employed by it (of
which the $727,000 formed part) its profits therefrom for
the year amounted and apportioning, as its experience
enables it to do, the percentage so earned between the
branch obtaining and forwarding the money and the
branches which subsequently dealt with it. On that
basis it was apparently satisfied to allow what in
current commercial language is termed a "spread" of 1
per cent over the cost of the money, i.e., the 3 per cent
interest paid to depositors, and therefore to credit the
branch bank with 4 per cent on the total average daily
balance in hand representing deposits received from it.

It is further urged, however, that it is not possible to
apportion the earnings of the $727,000 so as to know with
any degree of certainty what proportion of them should
be ascribed to the business done at Glace Bay. A sufficient
answer seems to be that the bank has not found that
obstacle insuperable. It has been able to estimate the pro-
portion which would be so allowed and has fixed the amount
at $29,000. It cannot reasonably complain if its estimate
is adopted by the municipal assessor. The evidence as a
whole does not impeach the accuracy of this estimate; on
the contrary, it rather upholds its fairness and moderation.
Expert bankers must be able to ascertain with at least
approximate precision what the collection and forwarding
of deposits by a branch is worth to a bank. They must,
and they do, arrive at a conclusion on these matters, satis-
factory to themselves at least, in order to determine as a
matter of practical business the value of a branch office
at which the deposits largely exceed the amounts loaned.
As already stated, upon the evidence such branches are
very valuable to the banks operating them. In the present
instance on the basis of $29,000 credit taken by the Glace
Bay branch in respect of $727,000 deposits " loaned " by
it to head office, the net earnings, income or profits of
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the branch for 1921 exceeded $3,000. The impeached assess- 1923

ment is based on an income or profit of $2,400. This mar- ROYAL
. BANK OF

gin of over 25 per cent would seem to be sufficient to cover CANADA
V.any possible adverse inaccuracy in the bank's estimate. ToWN OF

With respect, therefore, I think a reference back to the GLACE BAY.

County Court judge for the purpose of an accounting is Anglin J.

unnecessary. The assessment should simply be restored -

to the figure at which it stood before the appeal to the
County Court judge. With this modification the appeal
should be dismissed with costs.

BRODEUR J.-This appeal is concerning the assessment of
the income or business of the appellant, the Royal Bank.
The law of Nova Scotia as passed in 1918 provides that the
banks doing business in a town shall
be rated as holding one hundred dollars of personal property for every
twenty dollars of net annual income or profit derived from the business
done* by them in the town or municipality where same is assessed.

The question which has been raised is whether the de-
posits which have not been utilized in the branch of the
Royal Bank at Glace Bay but which have been transferred
at the head office at Montreal should be considered in de-
termining the profit made in the town of Glace Bay.

By virtue of the legislation of 1918, the bank was assessed
upon the assessment roll for the year 1922 at a rate of
$12,000 for its income and business. An appeal from that
assessment was made to the assessment appeal court on
the 28th of February, 1922, and was dismissed. On the
21st of March, 1922, an appeal was made to the County
Court by the bank from the decision of the Assessment
Appeal Court, and on the 23rd of June, 1922, the County
Court judge heard the parties, and he rendered his decision
on the 12th of October, 1922, allowing the appeal and
quashing the assessment.

It should be here mentioned that when this assessment
was before the County Court, viz., on the 13th of April,
1922, the legislature of Nova Scotia passed chapter 5 of
the acts of 1922 declaring in section 2 that
the assessment rolls for the present year and the revisers' lists of electors
completed this year are hereby legalized and confirmed.

It is now contended by the town of Glace Bay that the
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1923 assessment complained of by the Royal Bank cannot be
ROYAL disturbed and has been legalized and confirmed.

BANK OF
CANADA A similar statute has been passed for years by the legis-

V. lature of Nova Scotia. It is evidently intended to prevent

GLAcE BAY. actions instituted against the assessment rolls from being
Brodeur J. a serious obstacle to the good administration of the munici-

pality.
It is certainly a very wise provision and permits the

municipalities to carry on their business in a regular way.
They can with such legislation go on with the fixing of the
rate of local taxation and with the collection of their taxes.

It has been argued that this confirming statute covered
only the irregularities of procedure in making the assess-
ment roll and would not confirm some substantial injustice.
If some provisions of the Assessment Act, viz., sections 61
and 171 did not already declare that all defects and errors
or irregularities on the part of the municipal authorities
are cured, this contention that the law did not refer to
illegalities or substantial injustices would have a great
deal of strength. But if the legislature has thought fit, as it
has done, to pass the confirming legislation in question,
we must give it some meaning and some effect, as the In-
terpretation Act of Nova Scotia says that every enactment
shall be deemed remedial (ch. 1, R.S.N.S. [1900] s. 23, s.s.
2).

In former enactments of this legislation by the legis-
lature a provision was inserted in order to exempt pend-
ing cases from the. application of the law. But in this
year, 1922, which is under consideration, no such reserva-
tion was made and we must then read the statute as having
a general application.

The assessment roll having been declared valid by the
legislature, I am bound with regret (for I am convinced
that the assessment of the bank was not legal) to maintain
the decision of the Supreme Court en banc with costs
throughout and to declare that the assessment roll has been
legalized and confirmed.

MIGNAULT J.-This is an appeal by special leave of the
Supreme Court of Nova Scotia against a judgment of that
court reversing the judgment of the County Court for Dis-
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trict No. 7, which had set aside the respondent's assessment 1919
of the branch of the appellant bank at Glace Bay, N.S., at Rorn

BANK OF
$12,000 for net income during 1921. CANADA

V.The assessment was made under the Nova Scotia Assess- TOWN OF
ment Act (ch. 5 of 1918), section 4 of which reads as fol- GLACE BAY.

lows: Mignault J.
4. All banks and public or private banking companies, and agencies

of such banks and banking companies, doing business within any incor-
porated town or municipality, shall each be rated as holding one hundred
dollars of personal property for every twenty dollars of net annual income
or profit derived from the business done by them in the town or munici-
pality where same is assessed; provided, however, that the amount pay-
able on account of such rating shall not be less than one hundred and fifty
dollars.

As shown here, the bank is rated as holding $100 of per-
sonal property for every $20 of net annual profit or income
derived from its business in the assessing municipality, so
that a rating of $12,000 is based on an annual net income
of $2,400.

The contention of the appellant is that in 1921 its busi-
ness at Glace Bay was conducted at a loss. The accountant
states that its total deficit was $25,938.86, but although
he charges to expenses interest on deposits amounting to
$22,206.63, he admits of no revenue from a sum exceeding
$700,000 deposited with the bank and which he says was
used and controlled by the head office.

In the admissions signed by the solicitors of both parties
it is however stated that the average daily deposits of the
bank at Glace Bay during 1921, exceeded the average daily
loans and money required for operating expenses by ap-
proximately $726,200 and that this surplus of deposits was
transferred to the head office of the bank at Montreal; that
the head office credited the Glace Bay branch in its annual
return known as " the value of the branch return " with
interest at 4 per cent on the sum so transferred, viz.,
approximately $29,000 for the year 1921. The accountant
of the branch in his testimony said that the head office bor-
rowed this surplus of deposits from the branch office.

It appears to me that when the branch bank charged in
its expenses $22,206.63 for interest on deposits it should
have treated as revenue the 4 per cent credited to it by the
head office. The latter invested, no doubt at profit, the
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1923 amount it thus borrowed from the branch office, and its
ROYAL credit of 4 per cent shews that it considered that this per-

BAN K OF
CANAD centage represented the share of the branch in this profit.

V. oAdding $29,000 to the receipts of the branch office would
TOWN OF

GLACE BAY. more than justify the rating of $12,000 complained of.
Mignault j. In view of the admissions of the parties I think the

cases cited by Mr. Jenks are without application. It is
also unnecessary to determine under these circumstances
whether the confirmation by the legislature, by chapter 5
of the Acts of 1922 of the assessment rolls of the year took
away the appellant's right to complain of the assessment.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs, but would modify
the judgment appealed from by striking out the provision
for a reference back to the County Court judge. I find in
the record all the evidence necessary to sustain the assess-
ment which should therefore be confirmed.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: Colin Mackenzie.
Solicitor for the respondent: D. A. Cameron.
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THE SECURITY EXPORT COMPANY ... APPELLANT; 1923

AND

THE HONOURABLE J. E. HETH-
ERINGTON, PROVINCIAL SECRE- RESPONDENT.

TARY-TREASURER OF THE PRO-R
VINCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK ... ).

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPEAL DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF NEW BRUNSWICK

Certiorari-Collection of tax-Distress-Secretary-Treasurer of Province
-Judicial or ministerial Act-Tax on liquor for export-Direct or
indirect taxation-BN.A. Act s. 92 (2)-12 Geo. V, c. 8 (N.B.), Liquor
Exporters' Taxation Act.

By section 3 of the Liquor Exporters' Taxation Act of New Brunswick
(12 Geo. V, c. 3), every person who has liquor for export from the
province shall pay to the Crown a tax thereon at a specified rate
and, by section 4, within a specified time; by section 6 in default of
payment the amount of the tax may be levied by distress under a
warrant signed by the Provincial Secretary-Treasurer, or (section 7)
the Secretary-Treasurer may bring an action to recover it; and sec-
tion 9 authorizes the Lieutenazt*Governor in Council to make regu-
lations for, inter alia, " the fixing and determining of the amount of
the said tax." In a case of distress under these provisions it was not
shown how the amount had been determined.

Held, Anglin and Mignault JJ. dissenting, that the act of the Secretary-
Treasurer in signing the warrant is judicial and not ministerial merely
and that certiorari will lie to bring the proceedings before the
Supreme Court of the province for review.

Held also, Anglin and Mignault JJ. expressing no opinion, that the imposi-
tion of a tax on liquor kept for export is indirect taxation and ultra
vires of the provincial legislature.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appeal Division of the
Supreme Court of New Brunswick quashing a writ of
certiorari obtained by the appellant to have the proceed-
ings on distress of its goods reviewed.

Two questions were raised on the appeal, namely,
whether or not certiorari lies under the circumstances set
out in the head-note and secondly, whether or not the
Liquor Exporters' Taxation Act of New Brunswick was
intra vires of the legislature of the province. The Appeal
Division held that certiorari does not lie in such a case
which made unnecessary any decision as to the validity
of the Act.

*PRESENT:-Tdington, Duff, Anglin. Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
62064-2
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1923 Geoffrion K.C. and Fred. R. Taylor K.C. for the appel-
THE lant. The Secretary-Treasurer in signing the distress war-

SECURITY
SECURITY rant performs a judicial act.

EXPORT CO. For the contrary proposition the respondent and Mr.
HETHERING- Justice White in the Appeal Division rely on Ex parte

TON.
TON Taunton (1). That case merely decides that the issuing

of a distress warrant under 43 Eliz., c. 2, is a ministerial act
but is no authority on its issue under other conditions.
A much earlier case Harper v. Carr (2), not referred to in
Ex parte Taunton (1), was such a case. There the issue of
the warrant was held to be judicial.

In Painter v. Liverpool Gas Light Co. (3) the issue of a
warrant without first hearing the parties was held to be
illegal. This is one test of the ministerial or judicial char-
acter of the act. Another test is given in Staverton v. Ash-
burton (4) where Wightman J. said: " Were not the jus-
tices under the statute 43 Eliz., c. 2, entitled to withhold
their assent if they thought fit? That is the test as to
whether the act is ministerial or judicial." This test was
adopted by Allen C.J. in The Queen v. Simpson (5) at
page 474.

The modern judicial tendency is towards giving to the
term " judicial act " a very broad scope " including many
acts that would not ordinarily be termed judicial." Per
Fletcher-Moulton L.J. in Rex v. Woodhouse (6).

The tax on liquor held for export is indirect taxation
and the act imposing it is ultra vires. See Bank of
Toronto v. Lambe (7); Attorney General for Quebec v.
Queen Ins. Co. (8).

Byrne K.C., Attorney-General of New Brunswick for the
respondent. The court below in quashing the writ exer-
cised a discretion which should not be interfered with on
appeal. Moreover the judgment appealed from is not final
and this court has no jurisdiction. Faucher v. Compagnie
du St. Louis (9).

(1) 1 Dowl. 54. (5) 20 N.B. Rep. 472.
(2) 7 T.R. 270. (6) [1906] 2 K.B. 501.
(3) 3 Ad. & El. 433. (7) 12 App. Cas. 575.
(4) 4 E. &. B. 526. (8) 3 App. Cas. 1090.

(9) 63 Can. S.C.R. 580.
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As to the character of the Provincial Secretary's act we 1923
rely on the opinion of Mr. Justice White. And see also THE

SECURITY
The Queen v. Shurman (1). ExroBT Co.

The validity of the Liquor Exporters' Taxation Act in V
HETHERING-

question in proceedings is pending in the Supreme Court of TON.

New Brunswick. Idington J.

IDINGTON J.-The Chief Justice of the province of New
Brunswick granted, on the application of the appellant, on
the 31st of August last, an order absolute for the issue of
a writ of certiorari directed to the respondent, and a rule
nisi to quash a distress warrant which he had, in his quality
of Provincial Secretary-Treasurer pretending to act under
the Liquor Exporters' Taxation Act, being 12 Geo. V, c.
3 of the said province, issued against the goods of appel-
lant directing the sheriff of the city and county of St. John,
in said province, to levy thereon the sum of $62,042.

The return of the said respondent to the said writ was
as follows:-

I, J. E. Hetherington, Provincial Secretary-Treasurer of the province
of New Brunswick, do hereby certify that before the coming of the writ
of our said Lord the King to me directed and to this schedule annexed,
I did, as Provincial Secretary-Treasurer of the province of New Bruns-
wick, on the 10th day of August, A.D. 1922, sign and issue a distress
warrant, and on the 12th day of August, A.D. 1922, deliver the said distress
warrant to Amon A. Wilson, Esq., which distress warrant is in the words
and figures fdilowing:

"Amon A. Wilson, Esq.,
High Sheriff of the city and county of St. John.

Sir: Under and by virtue of section 6 of the Act of Assembly 12
George V, chapter 3, cited as "The Liquor Exporters Taxation Act,"
default having been made by the Security Export Company, Limited, of
the tax imposed upon it by the said act within the time limited for pay-
ment. Therefore, I do hereby authorize and require you the said Sheriff
to distrain the goods and chattels of the Security Export Company, Lim-
ited, wherever found within the province of New Brunswick and levy
by distress upon the goods and chattels of the said Security Export Com-
pany, Limited, the sum of sixty-two thousand and forty-two dollars,
being the amount of the tax due to the Crown for use of His Majesty
in right of the province of New Brunswick by the said Security Export
Company, Limited, upon forty-nine thousand six hundred and forty-two
gallons of liquor, which the said Security Export Company, Limited, owns,
now has, keeps or has property rights in, within the province of New
Brunswick for export to a place outside of the province of New Bruns-
wick, and you the said Sheriff shall levy the said sum of sixty-two thou-

(1) [18981 1 Q.B. 578.
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1923 sand and forty-two dollars aforesaid and all costs of sale of the goods

THE and chattels of the said Security Export Company, Limited, or so much
SECURrY thereof as may be necessary to satisfy the said tax and the costs of the

ExPoRT Co. said distress.
V. Dated this 10th day of August, A.D. 1922.

HETHERING-
ToN. J. E. HETHERINGTON,

Idington J. Provincial Secretary-Treasurer,
of the province of New Brunswick."

That the said warrant of distress is now, I verily believe, in the pos-
session of the said Amos A. Wilson, Esq., High Sheriff of the city and
.county of St. John, aforesaid, and was so in his possession at the time
of the receipt of the said writ by me, and I have not now, nor did I have
at the time, nor at any time since the receipt of the said writ, the said
distress warrant in my custody or keeping.

And this is my return to the said writ.
* Dated this 9th day of September, A.D. 1922.

J. E. HETHERINGTON,
Provincial Secretary-Treasurer

of the province of New Brunswick.

The said writ was granted by the said Chief Justice upon
the following grounds:-

1. That the Provincial Secretary-Treasurer has no jurisdiction to issue
the distress warrant or execution whereon the levy was made on the
goods of the Security Export Company, Limited.

2. That the Liquor Exporters' Taxation Act is ultra vires of the
Legislature of the province of New Brunswick and in violation of the
British North America Act.

3. That the document in this case purporting to be a distress war-
rant is irregduar in that it is not a formal warrant directing the Sheriff
to levy the said tax with costs, but merely a letter of direction to the
Sheriff to levy the said tax.

The appellant being, as seems to be admitted, lawfully
engaged in the export of liquor, in course of such business
stored in the King's bonded warehouse in St. John about
49,642 gallons of liquor for export to places outside the said
province, upon which said Sheriff, on the 14th of August,
1922, levied by virtue of the said distress warrant.

The Appeal Division of the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick having heard the questions raised upon the
return of said rule nisi according to the practice provided
by the Judicature Act, 1909, and order 62 thereunder, dis-
charged said rule nisi, holding that the act of respondent in
issuing said warrant was a mere ministerial act and in no
sense a judicial act.

The court in so holding seems to rely upon section 9 of
the said Act, which provides as follows:-
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9. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, notwithstanding any- 1923
thing contained in this Act, and in so far as it is within the jurisdiction -
of the province so to do, make regulations, and the same repeal and SECURITY
amend from time to time, regarding the premises and kind of premises Exror Co.
in which iquor shall be kept for export purposes, inspection of the said V.
premises and the liquor kept therein, the kind and quality of liquor so TON.
kept, the marking and labelling of packages for exportation, the fixing -
and determining of the amount of the said tax, the cost to be allowed Idington J.
to the Sheriff executing any warrant of distress, the providing for the -
registration of all persons, firms, associations, companies and corporations
carrying on a liquor export business or having liquor stored for export,
and the returns to be made by them or their agents of liquor received,
sold, exported and on hand, and generally all such matters and things
incidental to or in any way connected with the liquor export business
and the method and manner of conducting the same.

(1) Such regulations, or such parts thereof as the Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor in Council shall determine, shall be published in the Royal Gazette,
and, when so published, shall have the same force and effect as if incor-
porated as provisions of this Act, and the violation of or failure to com-
ply with any such regulations shall constitute an offence and subject the
offender thereof to the penalty hereinafter mentioned.

Counsel for appellant herein in the course of his argu-
ment produced a -copy of the publication of such regula-
tions; stated that same were published in the local Royal
Gazette of the 7th of June, 1922, and that no others ever
had been published; and submitted, as I think correctly,
that the court could take judicial notice thereof.

The Attorney-General for New Brunswick, who appeared
as counsel for respondent herein, neither pretended to deny
said statements nor to challenge said submission.

He suggested mildly that the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council could legally alter same from time to time as to
each parcel of goods happening to come into store for ex-
portation, and vary the tax as advised, without publica-
lion in the Royal Gazette.

I cannot assent thereto as a correct interpretation and
construction of the Act, or of said section.

On the contrary I hold that until publication in the
Royal Gazette such changes of regulations could have no
legal effect.

I have taken the liberty of reading the said publication
therein and cannot find, either that it changes the rate of
taxation, or pretends to assign to any one the determina-
tion of the amount due by any exporter in respect thereof.
It provides for the appointments of an inspector and assist-
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1923 ant to give certain receipts and in many ways check export-
THE ers thereby from infringing the law. In course thereof he-

SECURrrY
ExpoRT Co. is to keep books and do many things, but, not in a single
THING- sentence nor altogether, is he assigned the duty of declar-

TON. ing anything due upon or in request of which a warrant
Idington J. of distress may be issued.

- The fair inference to be drawn from sections 4, 6 and 7,
which read as follows,-

4. The tax imposed by this Act in respect of all liquor had or kept
as aforesaid at the time of the passing of this Act shall be paid to the
Provincial Secretary-Treasurer within one month from the date at which
said Act shall come into force, and on all liquor subsequently acquired,
kept, sdld or shipped as aforesaid, said tax shall be paid to the Provincial
Secretary-Treasurer within fifteen days from the date when such liquor
is acquired, kept, sold or shipped.

6. In default of payment within the time limited of any tax by this
Act imposed, the same may be levied, with costs, by distress upon the
goods and chattels, wherever found, of the person, firm, association, com-
pany or corporation liable therefor, under a warrant signed by the Pro-
vincial Secretary-Treasurer, directed to the Sheriff of any county, and
the sheriff to whom the same is directed shall levY the tax and all costs,
by sale of the goods and chattels of the person, firm, association, company
or corporation in default, or so much thereof as may be necessary to
6atisfy the tax and the costs of said distress.

7. Any tax imposed by this Act may, at the option of the Provincial
Secretary-Treasurer, be recovered by and in the name of the Provincial
Secretary-Treasurer, by action in any court of competent jurisdiction,
coupled with the preamble reciting that the purpose of the
Act was to assign to a department of the Government the
control of liquor export business, is that the respondent, or
he filling that office which he then filled, should decide and
determine what the amount demanded should be, and,
incidentally thereto, should decide when to issue a war-
rant of distress. In course of doing so he certainly
would require to have the evidence before him to enable
him to so determine and ought to act judicially in regard
thereto, and he has not pretended, in his reply, above
quoted, aught else, or that any one else had so decided or
had the duty to decide. I infer that he might use the in-
spector's books and other material, as well as the bank
account of his own department and record of his receipts
thereby, as proper means of determining what was due
from any exporter. Evidently the respondent's was the
department to which the control as recited was intended
to be assigned.
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I am for these reasons, as well as from the bare act of 1923

deciding the truth of what is recited by him in the war- TEm

rant, of the opinion that he was not in what he did or ExporT Co.

should have done, limited to discharging mere ministerial MEREG-

functions. TON.

I therefore cannot agree with the court below in hold- Idington J.
ing otherwise.

After reading many of the cases cited in argument and
many more, I am inclined to agree with Mr. Justice White
that it is almost impossible to reconcile all the cases in
question, but much of the apparent conflict is due to many
changes in the law governing certiorari.

And much, of all that, is cleared up-by the reasoning in
the modern cases to which I will presently refer, or cite.

Meantime I may point out that the learned justice
speaking for the court seems to rest the decision of the
court now appealed from, almost entirely upon the author-
ity of the case of Ex parte Taunton (1), arising out of and
resting upon what 43 Elizabeth, c. 2, section 4, provided
ior in regard to two Justices of the Peace issuing a distress
warrant to levy the amount assessed and declared due, by
the mode described in a full and amply detailed manner
in previous sections of the Act.

Judgment had thereby been definitely declared and the
amount due clearly ascertained. How that furnishes any
analogy for what we have herein to deal with, I respect-
fully submit, passes my understanding. At best it was the
decision of a judge in the Practice Court. Here we have
no such declaration of any finding of the amount due
except in this warrant of distress issued by the respondent
and presumably determined by him on such material as
he was ex parte furnished with. It seemingly combines
judgment and warrant of distress in one document.

It seems rather an irregular method but that is what is
complained of.

The case of The Overseers of Staverton v. The Overseers
of Ashburton (2), is also referred to by Mr. Justice White,
as if it turned upon the same section of said Act of Eliza-
beth, which it does not, as Ex parte Taunton (1). Instead
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192 it turned upon section 5, which deals with an entirely
THE different subject matter, relative to the question of

SECURITY
EXPORT Co. &pprenticeship. The judgment therein is, however, very

IETHERINO- valuable for our purpose, inasmuch as it has to deal with
TON. the distinctions between what is the discharge of a judicial

Idington J. duty and a ministerial duty.
It was attempted therein in appeal to uphold the judg-

ment of a court appealed from that the mere assent of two
justices was a ministerial act and could not be held or
called the discharge of a judicial duty.

The contention there seemed quite as plausible as that
which respondent herein so successfully set up below. It
was overruled therein and the court appealed from re-
versed and seems to point our duty to do likewise herein.

It also upheld the decision in the case of The King v.
Hamstall Ridware (1), which had turned upon a like nar-
row distinction between what was a judicial, though con-
tended to have been only a ministerial duty.

The counsel for appellant calls attention to the follow-
ing note on page 21 of Paley on Summary Convictions,
8th ed.,

In general the issuing of a warrant of distress or commitment is a
judicial act as the party against whom it is sought shoutd have an oppor-
tunity of showing that he has obeyed the order or conviction which the
warrant is intended to enforce.

Of those cited by Paley counsel for appellant selects Rex
v. Benn (2); Harper v. Carr (3); Painter v. Liverpool Gas
Co. (4), and Hammond v. Bendyshe (5).

Numerous others are cited by Paley in said note but
rone, though distinguishing many from those just cited,
which seem to help respondent herein.

The cases cited by either side herein have all been fully
considered save a number of American decisions and others
that would not bind us. I find that the American cases
cited for the most part rest on local statutes.

The sole question that has given me most trouble was
that which the court below proceeded upon. And upon
that the only case respondent's counsel cites which, if still

(1) [1789] 3 T.R. 380. (3) 7 T.R. 270.
(2) 6 T.R. 198. (4) [18311 3 Ad. & E. 433.

(5) [1849] 13 Q.3. 869.
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law, could bind us, is the case of Reg. v. Sharman; 1923
Ex parte Denton (1), which as counsel for appellant points THE

SECURITY
out, was expressly overruled by The King v. Woodhouse EXPORT CO.

(2). And I find that this latter was in turn reversed by HET HERING-

the House of Lords in Leeds Corporation v. Ryder (3). TON.

What is the result in neat law? I find much to interest as Idington J.
well as help in the reasoning of many judges, but noth-
ing decisive of the case in hand.

I am quite satisfied on the foregoing cases and many
others I have looked at that the act of the respondent was
judicial and not ministerial and that certiorari would lie
herein.

As an illustration of how wide the range of the authority
cf the court given the jurisdiction to issue a writ of cer-
tiorari extends, I may refer to the case of Reg. v. Coles (4).

Counsel for respondent argued that this writ of certiorari
in question herein was against the Crown.

I fail to see how on the facts I have dealt with.
It certainly is against a servant of the Crown and so

is every other directed to a justice of the peace, or to the
Quarter Sessions, or any other inferior jurisdiction.

The Attorney-General on behalf of the respondent
seemed to hint or suggest that the Lieutenant-Governor
in Council in fact had directed all that was done herein.

I hope not. But if so, such fact was not proven or relied
on in any way in the return made by the respondent, who
responded as if he and his department were in control as
much as any justice of the peace or other officer subject
to the supervision of the court having the powers implied
in its power to issue a writ of certiorari.

I come now to the question of the validity of the legisla-
tion.

The Provincial Legislature, according to my reading of
the British North America Act, never had the power to
impose either import or export duties except under and
by virtue of a special reservation relative to timber and
lumber, provided for by section 124 of the Act in favour
of New Brunswick. That demonstrates how completely

(1) [18981 1 Q.B. 578. (3) [19071 A.C. 420.
(2) [19081 2 K.B. 501. (4) 8 Q.B. 75, in 1844.
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1923 all concerned in framing the Act looked upon other export
THE duties as without foundation, within the B.N.A. Act.

SECURITY
EXPORT Co. The exceptional privilege was cancelled by an agreement

HETHERING- between New Brunswick and the Dominion at a price of
TON. $150,000 a year, as evidenced by the Dominion Statute

Idington j. 36 Vict., c. 41.
In the Attorney General's factum herein for respondent

he makes no allusion to the contention set up, as the second
of the grounds upon which the Chief Justice had ordered
the issue of the writ and rule nisi, namely the invalidity
of the said legislation in question herein by reason of its
being ultra vires.

Yet he sets up as a reason in said factum that there is
some other litigation pending which would decide the ques-
tion of ultra vires.

Numerous cases can be found where parties have ex-
hibited the like perversity of pursuing two different paths
to find the law, when the shortest would have sufficed.

Sometimes the pursuer of both remedies found one had
been taken away by legislation, but in other cases he found
both had been left open, and that is so in this case, because
the legislature failed to take away the writ of certiorari,
though evidently quite willing to go very far.

The appellant's counsel relies upon our decision in
Martinello v. McCormick (1), which, if we had in this
record evidence of what is meant by the King's shop, where
the liquor was stored, might in itself be conclusive against
respondent.

Many other reasons might be assigned to shew how com-
pletely ultra vires this legislation is which seems to be quite
regardless of the limits of power existent in the legis-
lature.

I am of the opinion that this appeal should succeed and
the appeal be allowed with costs here and in the Appeal
Division below; the warrant quashed, and the course made
clear, according to local practice, for pursuing any other
remedies those concerned have resorted to or may desire to
pursue.

(1) 59 Can. S.C.R. 394.
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There is some question raised in my mind as to the effect 3
of recent legislation taking away the right of appeal in THE

SEcuarry
cases of certiorari and making the amount involved the EXPORT Co.

V.
only test unless where leave of appeal given. IHERIN

Having considered the question and seeing no point TON.

made of it by respondent, I conclude that, the amount Duff J.
involved far exceeding the $2,000 limit, the appeal lies.

No leave to appeal here appears in the record and I
assume therefore no leave asked for.

DUFF J.-The statute under which the Secretary-Treas-
urer proceeded is entitled " The Liquor Exporters' Taxa-
tion Act," and the relevant enactments provide that (sec-
tion 3) any person
who now has or keeps or has property rights in * * * liquors for export
to any place outside the said province or who in the said province sells
or ships liquors to be delivered at any place outside the said province

shall pay to the Crown a specified tax, calculated accord-
ing to the quantity of liquor
now or hereafter had or kept within the province * * * or sold or
shipped * * * for delivery outside

of the province; (section 4),
the tax * * * in respect of all liquor had or kept * * * at the
time of the passing of this Act shall be paid * * * within one month

from the coming in force of the Act,
and on all liquor subsequently acquired, kept, sold or shipped as afore-
said

within fifteen days
from the date when such liquor is acquired, kept, sold or shipped;

the tax is to be a first lien and charge upon all the property
in the province of any person liable to pay it; and by sec-
tion 6, in default of payment within the time limited, the
tax may be levied by distress upon the goods of the person
liable
under a warrant signed by the Provincial Secretary-Treasurer, directed to
the Sheriff of any county, and the Sheriff * * * shall levy the tax
and all costs by sale of the goods * * * of the person in default.

I think it is quite clear that there is no duty and no
authority to adjudicate in the sense of giving a binding
decision as to the conditions under which the statute
authorizes the issue of a warrant.

The general rule touching the office of the writ of cer-
tiorari is usually expressed by saying that it lies to remove
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1923 acts of inferior courts and judicial acts of bodies possessing
THE statutory jurisdiction, but it does not lie to remove acts

SECURITY
ExPoRT Co. which are merely ministerial. Obviously the application

HETHERING- of the rule turns upon the scope of the words " judicial"
TON, and " ministerial." In applying the rule in particular cases,

Duff J. some judges have found the criteria of removability by
developing the scope of " judicial" used in this sense, and
others by considering the scope of "ministerial." What is
"judicial" is not, for the purposes of the rule, " minis-
terial "; what is " ministerial " is not, for the purposes of
the rule, " judicial."

As White J., who delivered the judgment of the New
Brunswick Court of Appeal, observes, it is, perhaps, im-
possible to reconcile all the cases, but fortunately the sub-
ject has been discussed in modern times in judgments
which have illuminated it, from which, I think, a criterion
may be adduced which is sufficient to determine the ques-
tion arising on this appeal.

In a case of prohibition Reg. v. Local Government Board
(1), Brett L.J. (Lord Esher) said:

Whenever the legislature entrusts to any body of persons, other than
the Superior Courts, the power of imposing an obligation on individuals,
the courts ought to exercise as widely as they can the power of control-
ling those bodies of persons, if those -persons admittedly attempt to exer-
cise powers beyond the powers given to them by Act of Parliament.

And May C.J., said, in The Queen v. Corporation of Dub-
lin (2):

For the purpose of this question, a judicial act seems to be an act
done by competent authority upon consideration of facts and circum-
stances, and imposing liability or affecting the rights of others.

The judgment containing the most valuable exposition
of the subject is that of Fletcher Moulton L.J., (as he then
was) in Rex v. Woodhouse (3). The Lord Justice there
points out that while certiorari is often said to be applic-
able only to " judicial acts," the cases by which this limita-
tion is supposed to be established shew that the words
" judicial act " must be taken in a very wide sense, includ-
ing many acts that would not ordinarily be termed
"judici'," and his conclusion is this:

(1) [1882] 10 Q.B.D. 309 at p. (2) [18781 2 L.R. Ir. 371, at p.
321. 377.

(3) [1906] 2 K3. 535
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The true view of the limitation would seem to be that the terra 1923
"judicial act " is used in contrast with purely ministerial acts * * * in '

short, there must be the exercise of some right or duty to decide in order to SECURITY
provide scope for a writ of certiorari at common law. EXPoRT Co.

There is no conflict, I think, between this modern state- HETHERING-
ment of the rule and that cited by Mr. Taylor from Rex v. TON

Glamorganshire (1): Duff J.

This court will examine the proceedings of all jurisdictions erected
by Act of Parliament and if they under pretence of such Act proceed to
encroach jurisdiction to themselves greater than the Act warrants, this
court will send a certiorari to them to have their proceedings returned
here to the end that this court may see that they keep themselves within
their jurisdiction and if they exceed it to restrain them, and the examina-
tion of such matters is more proper for this court.

My conclusion is that the issuing of a warrant of distress
by the Secretary-Treasurer in exercise of the author-
ity given by the Act or in assumed exercise of such author-
ity is not an act which can be described as merely minis-
terial. Assuming the conditions of authority to be fulfilled,
he has the right and duty to decide, and the statute leaves
it to his discretion, whether taxes shall be collected by
means of distress or not, and the effect of his decision, the
formal expression of which is the issue of the warrant, is
that, always assuming the conditions of authority to exist,
the person liable to pay the tax becomes subject to the
additional liability to have his goods distrained and sold
for the payment of what is due without previous judicial
ascertainment of it. He is no mere passive instrument of
the law. The liability to distress is a liability resulting
from the determination of the Secretary-Treasurer that a
distress warrant shall issue.

A question which will require discussion, namely,
whether there is anything in the statute itself, in the terms
in which the authority is given, in the special nature of
the subject matter with which the statute deals, showing
that the authority given the Secretary-Treasurer ought not
to be regarded as judicial for our present purpose, may
conveniently be postponed for a brief examination of the
grounds on which the court below proceeded in holding
that the warrant of the Secretary-Treasurer is not remov-
able by certiorari. The Appeal Division followed the

(1) 1 L. Raym. p. 580.
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previous decision of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick
THE in The Queen v. Simpson (1), in which a County Treas-

SECURITY
ExPORT Co. urer's warrant for the collection of taxes was under con-

HETHERIN- sideration, which proceeded largely on the authority of the
TON. decision in Ex parte Taunton (2), in which it was held

Duff J. that a warrant issued by justices for the collection of a
poor-rate under the statute of Elizabeth was not remov-
able. Ex parte Taunton (2) has never been expressly over-
ruled, and no case has been referred to in which such a
warrant has been held to be removable, and, moreover, no
decision was cited that is necessarily inconsistent with it;
and I have been unable to find any such decision prior, at
least, to the year 1910. There are, moreover, decisions
and weighty dicta which lend it support. In The Queen v.
Webber (3), Ridley J., and Darling J., both express the
opinion that the distress warrant in question in that case
was a merely ministerial act. The passage cited above
from the judgment of May C.J., is preceded by this sen-
tence:

It is established that the writ of certiorari does not lie to remove an
order merely ministerial, such as a warrant.

This judgment of May C.J., had the approval of Lord
Fitzgerald at the time, and the sentence I have just quoted,
together with the passage quoted before, are reproduced
with approval in the judgment of Palles C.B. in Reg. v.
Local Government Board the Wexford Case (4), which had
the concurrence of Walker L.J., and Holmes L.J.; and
Fletcher Moulton L.J., at p. 535 of the judgment already
referred to, observes that
the process of certiorari does not apply * * * to the issue of a war-
rant to enforce a poor-rate.

An early case, Rex v. Lediard (5), in which a warrant
issued under the authority of statute was held not to be
removable, on the ground that the issuing of it was a min-
isterial act merely, was followed in a subsequent case, Rex
v. Lloyd (6).

(1) 20 N.B. Rep. 472. (4) (19021 2 Ir. 349.
(2) 1 Dowi. 54. (5) Sayer 6.
(3) [18991 16 Times L.R. p. 1. (6) Cald. 309.
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Mr. Taylor vigorously assailed the judgment in Ex parte 1923
Taunton (1), but I do not think it is necessary to decide, THE

SEcUtrry
for the purposes of this appeal, whether or not the ques- EXPORT Co.

tion, if it had arisen in more recent times as touching a HETHERING-

warrant for collection of a poor-rate, would have been the TON.

same. What we are really concerned about is whether or Duff J.

not the decision in Ex parte Taunton (1) and other cog-
nate decisions and the dicta to which I have referred fur-
nish any rule or principle for our guidance in relation to
the question now before us.

There is a most important distinction between the act
of magistrates in issuing a warrant for- the collection of a
poor-rate and the act of the Secretary-Treasurer in issuing
a warrant for the collection of the liquor tax. The juris-
diction of justices in proceedings for the recovery of a
poor-rate under the Act of Elizabeth was a very peculiar
one. It is quite true that it was the duty of the justices
not to issue a warrant without calling upon the party whose
goods it was proposed to distrain to shew cause against it;
that is decided in a number of cases cited by Mr. Taylor,
most of which will be found at pp. 21-22 of Paley's Sum-
mary Convictions. It is sufficient to refer to two of them:
Rex v. Benn (2); Harper v. Carr (3). But while it was
the duty of the justices to hear what the party affected
had to say for the purpose of shewing that the rate was not
a valid rate, as, for example, that though rated as an
occupier, he was not an occupier, or that the land was out-
side the territorial jurisdiction of the rating authority, or
that he was not liable to pay because he had already paid,
the decision of the justices upon these points, as Parke B.,
points out in Newbould v. Coltman (4), was not a judicial
decision, the inquiry into these matters not being a judicial
inquiry, in the sense that their decision upon it was bind-
ing upon anybody and a party whose goods were distrained
being consequently entitled afterwards to raise in an action
the very matters which he had brought before the justices
in answer to the summons, if it appeared either that the
rate was an invalid rate or that the plaintiff was not liable

(1) 1 Dowl. 54.
(2) 6 T.R. 198.

(3) 7 T.R. 271.
(4) [18511 6 Ex. 189, at page 199.
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12 to pay. Another striking feature of this proceeding was
THE that if it appeared that the magistrates had jurisdiction,

SECURITY
ExpoRT Co. mandamus would lie to compel them to issue the warrant.

ThuHERINa- The Queen v. Bradshaw (1); Church Wardens of Birming-
TON. ham v. Shaw (2); Reg. v. Marsham (3). 'In Bradshaw's

Duff J. Case (1) and Marsham's Case (3) it was laid down in terms
that the duty of the magistrates, their jurisdiction being un-
questioned, was purely ministerial and having regard to the
practice and the course of decision it is indisputable that, as-
suming the conditions of authority to exist, the magistrates
in issuing such a warrant had no discretion, had no author-
ity or duty to decide, and were mere passive instruments of
the law; while any inquiry they might make as to the con-
ditions of authority was not a judicial inquiry, and any con-
clusion they might reach had not the conclusive quality
which is the attribute of a judicial decision. There is, indeed,
a decision of a Divisional Court in the year 1910 (Lord
Alverstone L.C.J., Channel and Coleridge JJ.) which sug-
gests that the modern tendency is to regard as judicial for
the relevant purpose the issue of such a warrant on the
ground, perhaps, that the duty of the magistrates to inquire
into the question of non-payment of the rate, for example,
is a circumstance which marks the proceeding a judicial
one. In the case referred to, The King v. Doherty (4),
the application was to remove a warrant of commitment
under a conviction which had adjudged that the defendant
should be committed in default of payment of a fine, arid
in default of sufficient distress the fine, unknown to the
defendant, had in fact been paid, and that circumstance
not having been brought to the attention of the magis-
trate, a warrant of commitment had issued. The warrant
was removed and quashed, Lord Alverstone observing,
it is now too late for this court to hold that a warrant of commitment
is not a judicial act.

It would not be easy to distinguish between a warrant
of commitment under this conviction and a warrant of dis-
tress under the same conviction; nor, perhaps, is it easy
to find a distinction between such a warrant of distress and
a warrant of distress to enforce a poor-rate. The judg-

(1) [18601 29 LJ. M.C. ,176.
(2) [1849] 10 Q.B. at page 831.

(3) [1922] 50 L.T., 142.
(4) [19101 74 J.P. 304.
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ment illustrates, I think, a modern tendency to enlarge the 1923

scope of certiorari. See the observations of Vaughan Wil- THE
SECURITY

liams L.J., in Reg. v. Nicholson (1). Exponw Co.

It is useful, I think, to contrast the act of magistrates ET RNG-

issuing a warrant for the collection of a poor-rate and the TON.

act of magistrates in assenting to the indenture of pauper Duff J.
apprentices under the Statute of Elizabeth. In Staver v.
Ashburton (2) this latter act was held to be a judicial act.
Wightman J., in the course of the argument, suggested that
the true test for distinguishing between judicial acts and
merely ministerial acts was to be found in the answer to
the inquiry whether or not mandamus would lie. If the
magistrates, assuming, of course, the conditions of their
authority to exist, were entitled to withhold their hand or
to act in their discretion, then mandamus would not lie,
and the act would not be said to be ministerial merely.

These considerations convince me that Ex parte Taun-
ton (3) and decisions like it do not afford a satisfactory
guide for passing upon the point now before us. But an-
other important question remains, and that is whether the
act of the Secretary-Treasurer is an act which for the want
of a better term I shall describe as " administrative " and
outside the scope of certiorari. The authority given by
the Act is not an authority conferred upon the Crown; it
is given to the Secretary-Treasurer by his title of office,
and, moreover, when the tax is sued for the action is to be
brought in the name of the Secretary-Treasurer. I think it
is clear that the Secretary-Treasurer acts in exercise of an
authority given to him as Secretary-Treasurer by the
statute. There are two decisions to which I think reference
should be made in this connection. The first is the case
of Degge v. Hitchcock (4), a decision of the Supreme Court
of the United States. The question was whether certiorari
would lie to bring up a " fraud order " made by the Post-
master General in effect prohibiting the persons against
whom it was directed from using the mails. It was held that
this order was not removable on two grounds: first, that as
regards the conditions of the Postmaster General's author-

(1) [18991 2 Q.B. 455. (3) 1 Dowl. 54.
(2) 4 E. & B. 526. (4) 229 U.S.R. 162.
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12 ity or any suggestion of arbitrary and therefore un-
THE authorized exercise of statutory power, no decision of the

SECURITY
ExponT Co. Postmaster General on such points could be con-

HETHERING- clusive, and that the parties affected might resort to equit-
TON. able process for the purpose of correcting any excess of

Duf T jurisdiction or abuse of authority, and assuming jurisdic-
tion to exist, the authority of the Postmaster General was
held primarily intended to be exercised for the protection
of the public, and therefore falling within a 'class of acts
in exercise of governmental functions which under the
description " administrative " had been held to be outside
the scope of the remedy invoked. The other case is a
decision of the High Court of Australia in The King v.
Arndel (1). The question arose there in relation to an
order made by the Postmaster General similar to that
which came before the Supreme Court of the United States
eight years later in the case just referred to. The opinion
which prevailed as expressed in the judgment of Griffith
C.J., at page 572, was that the order was not judicial in its
character because, having regard to the nature of the sub-
ject with which the legislature was dealing and to the terms
in which the authority was conferred, he drew the infer-
ence that the legislature contemplated the exercise of a
duty in circumstances of emergency, and consequently
without notice to the parties who might be affected. He
drew the conclusion from this that the authority given by
the statute could not consistently with the terms and the
object of the statute be treated as " judicial " for the pur-
pose of certiorari proceedings.

It is not without interest to observe, as appears from the
report of Degge v. Hitchcock (2), that in exercising a juris-
diction of the same type the Postmaster General of the
United States would be amenable to restraint by equitable
process for arbitrary exercise of his jurisdiction and that,
in fact, the practice in respect of such orders in the United
States appears to be that they are only made there after
an investigation in which the parties affected are heard.

I have considered it right to refer to these decisions, but
the analogy between the questions presented for decision

(1) 3 C.L.R. 557. (2) 229 U.S.R. 162.
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in these cases and the questions now before us is not suf- 119M

ficiently close to enable us to derive much instruction from THE
SECURITY

them. There is a wide difference between the authority ExoRir Co.
of the Postmaster General to regulate the business of his HET WO-
department by orders made for the protection of the pub- TON.

lic against fraud and immorality and the jurisdiction of Duff J.
the head of a department to collect a debt due to the
Crown by summary process in the absence of any judicial
determination of liability. Administrative the act is, per-
haps, in some sense, but its predominant characteristic is
that it is an extraordinary remedy for the collection of a
civil debt. Urgent, no doubt, this summary process might
be in an easily conceivable emergency, but I am by no
means prepared to hold that under the authority of this
statute the Secretary-Treasurer is entitled to disregard the
principle which was held to govern magistrates in issuing
a warrant under the statute of Elizabeth and to require
them first to give the person affected an opportunity to
question his liability.

The statute cannot contemplate the issue of the warrant
without inquiry by the Secretary-Treasurer into the facts;
an inquiry which, though not judicial in the sense that his
decision is binding, is judicial in the sense that it aims at
ascertaining the facts with a view to a possible proceeding
in the nature of an execution, the issue of which execu-
tion rests in his discretion. Even assuming the facts ascer-
tained by the Secretary-Treasurer in such a manner as to
establish to his own satisfaction the existence of authority
he might well in any given case conceive it to be his duty,
in view of possible dispute, not to proceed breve manu.

On the merits, the question to be dealt with is whether
the legislation in question, the Liquor Exporters' Taxation
Act, is an enactment which the province had authority to
pass in execution of its power to legislate in relation to the
subject of " direct taxation within the province " under
.item (2) of section 92. The statute professes to impose a
tax on everybody who has in the province liquor for export
and upon everybody in the province who sells or ships
liquor to be delivered at any place outside the province.

It is perhaps worth while to emphasize the point that
62064-3-
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12 the sole question we have to consider is whether the legis-
THE lation can be supported as legislation under item (2), and

SECURITY
ExPoRT Co. if it properly falls within item (2) then it is clearly within

HETHERING- the power of the province to enact. There is here no
TON. ground for suggesting, as was held in Wharton's case, that

Duff J. under the guise of imposing a tax for the purpose of rais-
ing a revenue the province is really attempting to enact
legislation upon a subject outside of its legislative jurisdic-
tion-the regulation of trade and commerce, for example.
There is not the slightest ground for suggesting that the
statute is anything other than it professes to be, namely,
a taxing statute, a statute passed with the object of rais-
ing a revenue for the public purposes of the province by
imposing duties upon the export of liquor and upon the
sale of liquor for export.

It seems very clear, however, that the tax imposed is one
which cannot be brought within the category of " direct
taxation." Postponing for a moment any reference to the
decisions upon the construction of this phrase as used in
the British North America Act, it may be well to note that
so far as one is aware there is no principle of classification
of taxes as " direct " and " indirect " that has found accept-
ance among economists or practical financiers according to
which such a tax as that in question would not fall within
the class of indirect taxes. A tax on commodities, such as
a customs duty, an excise duty, is mentioned by Mill as a
typical indirect tax. In the Oxford Dictionary one finds
the statement that a direct tax is
one levied immediately upon the persons who are to bear the burden,
as opposed to indirect taxes levied upon commodities, of which the price
is thereby increased so that the persons on whom the incidence ultimately
falls pay indirectly a proportion of taxation indluded in the price of the
article.

The principle of distinction adopted, according to Pro-
fessor Bastable, by " practical financiers," which regards
those taxes as direct that are levied on " permanent and
recurrent occasions " and those as indirect which are levied
upon " occasional and particular events " would equally
exclude this tax from the class of direct taxes. If, there-
fore, the question how arose for the first time one must,
I think, have been driven to the conclusion that whether

[19231
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the phrase " direct taxation " was to be read according to 13

the sense which would be ascribed to the words by econom- THE
SECURrrY

ists or by practical financiers or in popular use, the tax ExPoRT Co.

under discussion does not fall within it. [ETHEREG-

The phrase " direct taxation " has, however, received a TON.

construction in a series of cases beginning with The Attor- Duff J.

ney General v. The Queen Ins. Co. (1), and coming down to
Alleyn v. Barthe (2), and in effect it has been authoritat-
ively held that the definition of " direct tax " given by
John Stuart Mill as one which " is demanded from the very
person who it is intended or desired should pay it," is to
be taken as giving the sense in which the words are used
in the B.N.A. Act because, to quote the judgment of Lord
Hodhouse in Bank of Toronto v. Lambe (3), this defini-
tion has appeared to the judges who have been called upon
to construe the words
to embody with sufficient accuracy * * * an understanding of the
most obvious indicia of direct and indirect taxation which is a common
understanding, and is likely to have been present in the minds of those
who passed the Federation Act.

It was urged before us with a good deal of vigour by the
Attorney General of New Brunswick that the legislature
of New Brunswick was concerned only with the persons
on whom the tax was levied; and indeed that the problem
of determining the incidence of such a tax is one involved
in so much obscurity that it cannot be assumed that the
legislature acted upon any view of it, or with any view
other than that of collecting the tax from the persons who
by the statute are made liable to pay it.

I think it may well be doubted whether the legislature
of New 13runswick was in the least concerned with the
point of the ultimate incidence of the tax, but this is by
no means conclusive and is of little if any relevancy to the
question now raised before this court, whether or not the
legislature had legislative authority to create the tax. For
the purpose of applying the definition of Mill in order to
decide questions arising under item (2) of section 92,. one
must assume that the legislature imposing the tax contem-
plates the normal effect of such a tax imposed in the exist-

(1) 3 App. Cas. 1090. (2) [19221 1 A.C. 215.
(3) 12 App. Cas. 575.
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1923 ing circumstances, and the question one must ask oneself is
THE whether, in view of the normal effect and tendency of a

SECURITY
EXPORT Co. given tax, it may be affirmed that the tax is demanded from

HETHRIN- the very persons who are ultimately to bear the burden of
TON. it. Normally, every addition to the cost of supply inevit-

Duff J. ably tends to increase the supply price-the price that is
to say, which is sufficient to call forth the exertions neces-
sary for producing the given quantity-and thus has a ten-
dency to raise the market price. If the market price falls
below this point permanently, then the given source of
supply will inevitably be cut off. For the purpose of de-
termining the cost of supply from a given source, there is
no difference between the case of manufacture, the cost of
transport, or a toll as a customs duty which must be paid
in order to get the goods to market, and the seller who has
to pay these things will require, if he can, the reimburse-
ment of them in addition to his profit. No distinction of
substance in this respect can be drawn between what is
commonly known as a sales tax, a custom duty, an excise
duty and the duties imposed by the statute now under con-
sideration. The market price is a product of variable
factors, and in particular circumstances may be such that
goods are sold at a loss, but whether they are sold at a loss
or at a profit, as a rule taxes on manufactured commodities
which can be indefinitely reproduced enter into the factors
determining the price at which the commodities are sold
just as the cost of manufacture and the cost of transport
do, and in the same degree.

It is therefore impossible to affirm that such a tax as
this, which the taxpayer will certainly add to the price of
his commodity if he can, is intended to be borne by the
very persons from whom it is demanded.

ANGLIN J. (dissenting).-The purpose of these proceed-
ings was to bring before the Supreme Court of New Bruns-
wick a distress warrant issued by the Provincial Secretary-
Treasurer under section 6 of "The Liquor Exporters' Taxa-
tion Act" of that province (1922, c. 3). This warrant was
directed to the sheriff of the City and County of St. John to
levy the amount of a tax imposed by section 3 of that statute
on the appellant. The right to issue the warrant is chal-
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lenged not because the terms of the statute did not author- 1923

ize the imposition of the tax, nor because there is any ques- TEI
SECURITY

tion as to its amount, or as to the existence of the con- ExPoRT Co.
V.ditions on which liability to pay it arises under the statute EETH WG-

(all these matters are covered by the provisions of sub- ToN.

sections 3, 4, 8 and 9), nor because there had not been Anglin J.
default in payment, but solely on the ground that the
statute itself was ultra vires of the Provincial Legislature
in that the tax thereby imposed is not " direct taxation."
While the Provincial Secretary must satisfy himself that
the tax, in respect of which he proposes to issue his war-
rant, is due and that the person whose goods are to be dis-
trained is in default, he is not empowered to adjudicate
upon those matters. He is merely authorized to provide
for the collection of a tax actually in arrear by means of
a distress warrant-and this is not without significance.
Newbould v. Coltman (1).

Inasmuch as other means of effectually raising the ques-
tion of the validity of the statute are available--we were
told that it is presently in issue in an action in the Chan-
cery Division of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick
brought by the present appellant for equitable relief, and
the right so to raise it was not questioned-and the act
which it is sought to review is that of an executive officer
of a provincial government (Rex v. Arndel (2) ), I gravely
doubt the propriety of resort being had to the extraordin-
ary remedy of certiorari and am disposed to think the court
below would have exercised a sound discretion had it set
aside the writ accordingly. Degge v. Hitchcock (3).

But I am also of the opinion that the writ was properly
set aside by the Appeal Division of the Supreme Court of
New Brunswick on the ground that the act of the Pro-
vincial Secretary-Treasurer in issuing a distress warrant
under section 6 of the " Liquor Exporters' Taxation Act "
was a purely ministerial and not a judicial act. No doubt
the phrase " judicial act " must be taken in a very wide
sense and includes many acts not ordinarily termed judicial
and of bodies not ordinarily considered to be courts. But

(1) 6 Ex. 189, 199-201. (2) 3 C.L.R. 557, 571-2.
(3) 229 US.R. 162, 171-2.
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1923 I do not regard the making out and delivery of a distress
THE warrant which a statute provides may be issued upon

SECURITY
ExPoRT Co. default in making payment of a tax by it ordained as such

HTHERING- an act. The case of the issuing of a warrant to enforce
TON. a poor rate is clearly analogous, and to that Fletcher-

AnglinJ. Moulton L.J., said in Rex v. Woodhouse (1):
the process of certiorari does not apply * * * even though the rate
is one which could itself be questioned by certiorari.

The issuing of such a warrant in the opinion of the Lord
Justice is an instance of a " purely ministerial act." Indeed
it is given as a typical example of such acts in most of the
authorities; Short and Mellor's Crown Practice (2 ed.), p.
42; 10 Hals. L. of E., p. 172. The issue of a warrant to
the sheriff by the secretary of a county under section 86
of " The Act Respecting Rates and Taxes " (C.S.N.B., c.
170) to levy the amount of rates is a similar act. Another
analogous act or series of acts is what occurs upon the sign-
ing of judgment and the issue of execution thereon by the
clerk of a court under statutory provisions or rules of court
authorizing him to do so upon default of appearance by
the defendant to a writ of summons. In both these cases
the default, including all the circumstances requisite to put
the person against whom the process is to issue in mora,
must be made to appear to the official by the prescribed
proof. But his act is none the less simply ministerial. He
is only required to satisfy himself that the conditions under
which he is empowered to act have been shewn to exist.
His conclusion that they do in fact exist binds nobody

For other instances in which the issue of process under
circumstances not dissimilar has, on the ground that the
act is simply ministerial, been held not to be a proper sub-
ject for certiorari reference may be made to Rex v. Lediard
(2), cited with approval in Rex v. Pryse-Lloyd (3); Ex
parte Taunton (4); The Queen v. Overseers of Salford (5);
Rex v. Marsham (6); The Queen v. Webber (7). The
issue of a warrant of commitment for non-payment of a
fine and costs has been regarded as an act of a different

(1) [19061 2 K.B. 501, at p. 535. (4) 1 Dowl. 54.
(2) Sayer 6. (5) [1852] 18 Q.B. 687.
(3) Cald. 309. (6) 50 L.T. 142.

(7) 16 Times L.R. 1
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character involving the exercise of judicial functions; Rex 2 39
v. Doherty (1). THE

ScURITrrY
It is urged that the Provincial Secretary-Treasurer acted EXPoRT Co.

V.
judicially in issuing the distress warrant in question because HuIHERING-

the statute gives him an option to withhold it and to resort TON.

to an action to enforce payment of the overdue tax (section Anglin J.
7). But such an exercise of judgment and discretion did
not give to his decision to issue the warrant a judicial char-
acter. The People ex rel. Corwin v. Walter (2). It is the
duty of the Provincial Secretary when satisfied that the tax
is in arrear to take one or other of the means directed by
the statute to recover it. The liability of the appellant was
in no sense imposed by the Provincial Secretary's deter-
mination to issue the warrant; it arose under the statute.
The existence of the right to issue the warrant no doubt
depended upon a contingency and, as an executive officer,
the Provincial Secretary had to determine whether or not
the contingency had happened. But, notwithstanding the
necessity for such determination, the exercise of the power
remained a ministerial act. The Queen v. Dublin (3); Reg.
(Wexford C.C.) v. Local Government Board (4); Rex v.
Kerry County Council (5). The Provincial Secretary's
determination does not bind. The happening of the contingency may be
questioned in an action brought to try the validity of the act done under
the alleged exercise of the power. ([1902] 2 Ir. R. 374.)

Nor were the rights of the appellant affected by the action
of the respondent per se. The only right involved in what
he did was his own right as an executive officer of the
Crown to choose as between the two remedies available
under the statute; one or the other it was his duty to take.
In making the choice he may have been influenced by con-
siderations of policy and expediency to which effect quite
properly would be given in discharging such an adminis-
trative duty, but which may not be fit grounds for judicial
action. Having said that
certiorari is the process by which the High Court controls the exer-
cise of jurisdiction by inferior courts. For our purpose "judicial " must
include juridical,

(1) 74 J.P. 304. (3) 2 L.R. Ir. 371, 376.
(2) 68 N.Y. 403, 410. (4) [1902] 2 Ir. 349, 373-4, 383-4.

(5) [19051 2 Ir. 299, 303.
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1923 Fitzgibbon L.J. (1), after quoting the words of Brett L.J.
THE in The Queen v. Local Government Board (2)-an applica-

SECURITY

EXPORTCO. tion for prohibition,-
*. wherever the legislature entrusts to any body of persons other than the

HaETHERING-
TON. Superior Courts the power of imposing an obligation upon individuals,
- the courts ought to exercise as widely as they can the power of controlling

Anglin J. those bodies of persons if those persons admittedly attempt to exercise
powers beyond the powers given them by Act of Parliament,

and the definition of a " judicial act " given by May C.J.
in the Dublin case (supra),-
an act done by a competent authority upon the consideration of facts
and circumstances, and imposing liability or affecting the rights of others,

proceeds:
These statements have been criticized but, as applied to the cases

under consideration, I respectfully venture to say that they appear to me
to be right. They were made in cases where the acts considered were
done in the exercise, or assumed exercise, of judicial, as distinguished
from any other authority. Ministerial and administrative acts may be
done by courts as well as by others; they may involve consideration of
facts and circumstances; they may impose liabilities and may effect
rights; and yet such acts may not be controlled by certiorari. There-
fore, the statements which I have quoted must be confined to acts involv-
ing the exercise, or assumed exercise, of some jurisdiction.

There was in this case no exercise, or assumed exercise, of
jurisdiction in the sense in which the Lord Justice uses
that term.

I am, for these reasons, of the opinion that it was pro-
perly held by the Supreme Court of New Brunswick that
the remedy of certiorari is not available and that this
appeal should, accordingly, be dismissed.

BRODEUR J.-A preliminary question has been raised as
to whether the act of the Secretary-Treasurer of the pro-
vince of New Brunswick, the Honourable Mr. Hethering-
ton, in issuing the warrant of distress is purely ministerial
and not judicial.

The court below held that he acted ministerially and that
consequently the writ of certiorari does not lie.

To decide this question we have to consider the legisla-
tion passed by the legislature of New Brunswick in 1922
and called " The Liquor Exporters' Taxation Act."

By this Act, section 3, a tax of $1.25 a gallon is imposed
on a person or company having in the province liquors for
export to any place outside the province. The tax has to

(2) [18821 10 Q.B.D. 309, at p. 321.
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be paid within a certain delay (section 4); and if there is 1

default of payment within this delay, the tax may be levied SECTRB
by distress upon the goods of the person liable under a ExPORT Co.
warrant signed by the Provincial Secretary-Treasurer HETHEING-
directed to the sheriff (section 6), or the Secretary-Treas- TON.

urer may at his option take an action in his name before Anglin J.

a court of competent jurisdiction to recover the amount of
the tax (section 7). By section 9 the Lieutenant-Governor
in Council is authorized to make regulations as to the
premises in which liquor shall be kept for export, as to its
inspection, its kind and quality and marking, as to the
registration of all firms and persons carrying out the busi-
ness and as to " the fixing and determining .of the amount
of the said tax."

We have nothing before us shewing how the amount of
the tax mentioned in the distress warrant has been deter-
mined. The Secretary-Treasurer has not thought advis-
able to submit the question to the courts as he had the
option to do under section 7 of the Act; he has preferred
to proceed against the appellant company by distress war-
rant.

Before issuing this distress warrant the Secretary-Treas-
urer had to satisfy himself that the appellant company had
in its possession a certain quantity of liquor, that it had
property rights in the liquor kept, that it was liable for the
tax claimed, that there had been a demand for payment and
default on the part of the debtor and that the law which
he had as a Minister of the Crown to carry out was within
the competency of the legislature.

All these questions could have been submitted at his
discretion to the courts of the land to be determined but
he has preferred to proceed by distress warrant, and it can-
not be seriously contended for one moment that he did not
then himself determine those questions of fact and of law
before taking such a serious step as to levy the tax by dis-
tress upon the goods of the person liable. All those cir-
cumstances shew that he could not issue the warrant with-
out determining those different questions. He has, upon
consideration of facts and circumstances, imposed a liabil-
ity and has affected the rights of the appellant company
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1923 and consequently has made a judicial determination. The
THE Queen v. Corporation of Dublin (1).SECURITY

EXPORT Co. Anybody who possesses authority from the legislature to

HETHER NG- perform judicial acts constitutes a court so as to be amen-
TON. able to the writ of certiorari (Rex v. Woodhouse (2) ). It

Anglin J. has been in England a question whether certiorari lies as
to the licensing justices. Reg. v. Sharman (3), and Reg.
v. Bowman (4), are authority for the proposition that the
licensing justices under the law as it existed before the
licensing Act of 1904 were acting in an administrative
capacity and that certiorari would not lie. But in the case
of Rex v. Woodhouse (2), these decisions of In re Sharman
(3) and In re Bowman (4) were not followed; and it was
decided that the acts of the licensing justices were judicial
acts and that certiorari lies in -respect of them.

I was inclined to think at first that the acts of members
of an executive council in a province were not amenable
before the courts by way of certiorari; but in the very
recent cases of The Board of Education v. Rice (5), and
of Local Government Board v. Arlidge (6) it was decided
that in a question which was the subject of an appeal to
those departments, though it should not be considered as
being tried, an opportunity should be given to the parties
in the controversy to be heard; and if the boards failed in
that duty their orders might be subject of certiorari. See
also The Queen v. Local Government Board (7).

It seems to me that the decision of the Provincial Secre-
tary-Treasurer of New Brunswick in issuing the warrant
in question may be considered as a judicial act subject to
review by certiorari.

As to the issuing of warrants, it has been decided that
they are not judicial acts in the following old cases: a war-
rant to apprehend an offender Rex v. Lloyd (8); Rex v.
Lediard (9); a warrant to levy a poor-rate Ex parte Taun-
ton (10); a warrant for the maintenance of order Rex v.
Webber (11). But we find also that the following warrants

(1) 2 L.R. Ir. 371. (6) (19151 A.C. 120.
(2) [19061 2 K.B. 501. (7) [1902] 2 Ir. 349.
(3) [1898] 1 Q.B. 578. (8) Cald. 309.
(4) [18981 1 Q.B. 663. (9) Sayer 6.
(5) [19111 A.C. 179. (10) 1 Dowl. 54.

(11) 16 Times L.R. 1.
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have been held judicial acts; a search warrant under 48-49 1923
V, ch. 69, which relates to the protection of women and THE

SECURITY
girls Hope v. Evered (1); a warrant of arrest under the EXPORT CO.
same act Lea v. Charrington (2). EE

It has been decided in England, in a case almost similar TON.

to this one, that the certificate given by commissioners of Anglin J.
income tax authorizing repayment of sums paid in respect
of income tax may be removed by certiorari in order to be
quashed. Rex v. City of London Commissioners of Income
Tax (3).

For these reasons, I consider that the writ of certiorari
would lie.

We have then to decide the main issue which has been
raised by the appellant company as to whether this legisla-
tion imposing a duty on liquor to be exported is ultra vires.
On this point I need not repeat what has been so well said
by my brother Duff, in whose view I concur, that this tax
is ultra vires.

For these reasons the appeal should be allowed with costs
of this court and of the court below.

MIGNAULT J. (dissenting) .- While at common law cer-
tiorari lies only to review proceedings of a judicial or quasi-
judicial nature, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to
define with absolute precision what are judicial or quasi-
judicial acts (Corpus Juris. Certiorari, no. 68, vol. 11, p.
121). There is no doubt the term "judicial'" or " quasi-
judicial " is here used in a very wide sense, but on the other
hand if the act be a.purely ministerial one, certiorari cer-
tainly does not lie. As said by Fletcher-Moulton L.J., in
Rex v. Woodhouse (4):

The true view of the limitation would seem to be that the term
"judicial act " is used in contrast with purely ministerial acts. To these
latter the process of certiorari does not apply, as for instance to the issue
of a warrant to enforce a rate, even though the rate is one which could
itself be questioned by certiorari. In short, there must be the exercise
of some right or duty to decide in order to provide scope for a writ of
certiorari at common law.

The instance suggested by Fletcher-Moulton L.J., the
issue of a warrant to enforce a rate where certiorari does

(1) 17 Q.B.D. 338.
(2) 23 Q.B.D. 45.

(3) 91 L.T. 94.
(4) [1906] 2 K.B. 501, at p. 535.
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1923 not lie, although the rate itself could be questioned by that
THE process, is most pertinent in the present case, for here the

SECURrrY
ExponT Co. act attacked is a distress warrant to enforce a tax, and it is

V. hard to distinguish this case from the instance suggested
HEMMEING-hadtditnusthscsfrmteisacsugtd

TON. by the learned judge.
Mignault J. There are no doubt cases under statutes requiring the

assent of two justices for the issue of a warrant, where the
giving of this assent, when there was no inquiry and
judicial act preliminary to the assent of the justices, was
held to be a judicial act. The King v. Inhabitants of Ham-
stall Hidware (1); Overseers of Staverton v. Overseers of
Ashburton (2); Harper v. Carr (3). But such cases are
clearly distinguishable from the one under consideration,
the statute here giving the respondent no discretion to re-
fuse to collect the tax when the contingency provided for
has happened.

This appears to me the deciding factor in this case as to
the possibility of attacking by certiorari the distress war-
rant issued by the respondent. Section 6 of 12 Geo. V, ch.
3 (New Brunswick) states that in default of payment
within the time limited (by the statute) of any tax by the
Act imposed, the same may be levied under a warrant
signed by the Provincial-Treasurer directed to the sheriff.
Section 7, it is true, gives the Secretary-Treasurer the
option of taking an action to recover the tax in any court
of competent jurisdiction. But he must do one thing or
the other, issue the warrant or take action before the courts,
and in so doing his act is of a purely ministerial and admin-
istrative character and in no wise a judicial one. He does
not determine the liability of the taxpayer, he decides
nothing, he merely issues a warrant or takes an action to
recover a tax imposed by the statute. Should he institute
an action to collect the tax it would not be contended that
his act was a judicial one. And if that be so, the mere
signing of a warrant under which the sheriff proceeds to
levy the tax, which decides no question of liability but only
puts the machinery of the law into motion, is surely not
a judicial act.

(1) 3 T.R. 380.
(3) 7 T.R. 270.

(2) 4 E. & B. 526.
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On this ground, I think the appeal fails. The substantial 19
question of the validity of this statute, which cannot be SECTY

determined upon these proceedings, is, I understand, in EXPORT Co.
issue before the New Brunswick courts in another action. EET MG-
This lessens the regret that I would otherwise feel to have Tow.

to dispose of this case on the rather technical ground that Mignault J.
the appellant misconceived its remedy when it attacked
the distress warrant by certiorari. There does not appear,
however, any possibility of avoiding the conclusion that
this is not a case for certiorari.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: Fred. R. Taylor.
Solicitor for the respondent: H. C. Ramsey.
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1923 HOME APPLIANCES MANUFACTUR-
ING COMPANY (PETITIONER) ....... 

AND

THE ONEIDA COMMUNITY (OBJECT-. RESPONDENT.
ING PARTY) ....................

ON APPEAL FROM THE EXCHEQUER COURT OF CANADA
Trade-mark-Refusal to register-General trade-mark-Application to

register for use as to goods not manufactured by holder-" Calculated
to deceive or mislead the public."

A manufacturing company had registered the word " Community " as a
general trade-mark descriptive of the goods which it made and an-
other company applied to have the same word registered as a specific
trade-mark to be used in connection with the sale of washing ma-
chines which were not made by the former company.

Held, affirming the judgment of the Exchequer Court ([19231 Ex. C.R.
44) Duff J. dissenting, that such use of the word "Community" as
a specific trade-mark was calculated to " deceive or mislead the pub-
lie " and its registration was properly rejected.

Per Brodeur J., Duff J. contra. A general trade-mark protects the regis-
tered owner not only in respect to goods which it makes but also
as to those which it is authorized to make by its charter.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Exchequer Court
of Canada (1) refusing to overrule the refusal of the Min-
ister of Agriculture to register the word " Community " as
a specific trade-mark descriptive of the washing machines
manufactured by the appellant company.

The Oneida Community does a very large manufactur-
ing business in connection with which it has registered the
word " Community " as its general trade-mark. The Home
Appliance Co. applied for registration of the same word as
a specific trade-mark to designate the electrical washing
machines which it makes and which have never been made
by the Oneida Community though it could do so under
its charter. The application of the Home Appliance Co.
was refused and such refusal was confirmed by the judg-
ment of the Exchequer Court (1). The Home Appliance
Co. appealed from this judgment to the Supreme Court of
Canada.

PRESENT:--Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.

(1) [1923] Ex. C.R. 44.

[19231
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R. S. Smart for the appellant. A general trade-mark 192

only protects the owner in regard to goods which use and HOME
APPLANCES

mode of dealing have rendered definite. Edwards v. Den- Mea. Co.

wis (1). And see In re Vulcan Trade-Mark (2). THE ONEIDA

The goods designated by the specific trade-mark applied ComMUNrry
for cannot possibly be mistaken for those of the respond- The Chief

ent and therefore are not calculated to mislead or deceive Justice

the public. Payton & Co. v. Snelling, Lampard & Co. (3);
Lambert Pharmacal Co. v. J. Palmer & Sons (4).

W. L. Scott K.C. for the respondent. The word " Com-
munity " has become so identified with respondent's goods
that any use of it by other manufacturers is calculated to
deceive. See In re Gutta Percha and Rubber Company's
Application (5); Aunt Jemima Mills Co. v. Rigney & Co.
(6).

Where there is a doubt as to whether or not the registra-.
lion will cause confusion it should be refused. Eno v.
Dunn (7); E. Z. Waist Co. v. Reliance Mfg. Co. (8).

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I am of the opinion that this
appeal should be dismissed with costs.

I would do so on the ground that the Minister having
exercised his discretion and having properly, under the
circumstances, refused the appellant's application for the
registration of the word " Community " as a specific trade-
mark, on the ground that its use by the appellant was cal-
culated to deceive or mislead the public and this having
been confirmed by the Exchequer Court to which an appeal
had been taken, this court should not now interfere.

Everything that could have been said for the appeal was
well said by Mr. Smart, for the appellant.

IDINGTON J.-The appellant made an application, to the
Commissioner of Patents, to have registered under the pro-
vision of the " Trade-Mark and Design Act," a specific
trade-mark consisting of the word " Community " which

(1) 30 Ch. D. 454. (5) 26 Cut. P.R. 428.
(2) 15 Ex. C.R. 265; 57 Can. (6) 247 Fed. R. 407.

S.C.R. 411. (7) 15 App. Cas. 252.
(3) 17 Cut. P.R. 628. (8) 286 Fed. R. 461.
(4) Q.R. 21 K.B. 451.

62064-4
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1923 the respondent had previously, many years before, adopted
HOME as its general trade-mark and had obtained the registra-

APPLIANCES
MC. Co. tion thereof under said Act.

THE NI The minister in charge of the department having to con-
COMMUNITY sider such application, acting under the powers conferred
Idington J. upon him by said Act, refused said application of the

appellant.
The question raised herein is whether the said minister

acted within his powers, under section 11 of said Act,
R.S.C., chapter 71, which reads as follows:-

11. The Minister may refuse to register any trade-mark,-
(a) if he is not satisfied that the applicant is undoubtedly entitled to

the exclusive use of such trade-mark;
(b) if the trade-mark proposed for registration is identical with, or

resembles, a trade-mark already registered;
(c) if it appears that the trade-mark is calculated to deceive or mis-

lead the public;
(d) if the trade-mark contains any immorality or scandalous figure;
(e) if the so-called trade-mark does not contain the essentials neces-

sary to constitute a trade-mark, properly speaking.

There is ample authority, in my opinion, for the min-
ister, within the said first three subsections which I quote,
upon the relevant evidence presented herein, to reject said
application.

The appellant appealed by way of petition to the late
Sir Walter Cassels, the President or Judge of the Exche-
quer Court of Canada, to overrule the said decision of the
Minister. He refused to do so, and dismissed the applica-
tion with costs.

There happen to have been two cases in which the min-
ister, at the respective times there in question, was over-
ruled, and in one of them, In re Vulcan Trade-Mark (1),
the question so raised was brought before this court. See
(2), in which the jurisdiction of the court below was in
question.

We upheld the jurisdiction and agreed in the result the
court below had reached.

That case does not seem to me to have any resemblance
to this. The petitioner there had, in fact, long used a
specific trade-mark which it was contended was being in-
fringed, and seemed likely to be liable to suffer an injustice
unless the registration of it was permitted.

572 [1923]
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The numerous cases cited, and questions raised, by the 1923
appellant therein seem to me almost all beside the ques- HomE

tion involved herein which is simply whether or not the MFG.Co.
minister's power has been exceeded. TE EITHE ONEIDA

The impropriety of adopting respondent's name and gen- CommuNrry

eral trade-mark for its own purpose is to me quite sufficient Idington J.
ground for the minister's refusal.

Then there are others who had adopted the word " Com-
munity " as part of the corporate name.

The confusion liable to be created by a new company
coming in and obtaining the use of such name as
Community, even as a specific trade-mark, is one of the
many things the minister, in order to protect the public
as well as the parties so concerned, is not only entitled, but
also bound, I submit, to consider.

The appellant's persistence suggests something, not its
own, is to be gained at the expense of others if we should
unhappily give it what it asks for, and make of the court
below and this court such superintendents of the minister
as never was, I imagine, within the contemplation of
Parliament.

I think this appeal should be dismissed with costs.

DUFF J. (dissenting).-This appeal, in my opinion,
should be allowed. There is no ground, I think, on which
it can properly be held that the use of the word " Com-
munity " by the appellant is calculated to mislead the pub-
lic into thinking that the appellants' washing machines are
the products of the respondents' manufactory. The re-
spondents have, in point of fact, confined their trade in
Canada to animal traps, silverware, cut glass and fruits.
The evidence adduced by the respondents is worthless, and
there are no facts from which I feel entitled to concur in
an inference that such will be the effect of the use of the
word " Community " by the appellants.

I am unable to agree with the learned trial judge that
the registration of a general trade-mark gives a right to ex-
clude others from the use of it as a specific trade-mark in
connection with any goods of any description that a cor-
poration, being the registered holder of it, is entitled to
manufacture or sell under its constitution. That, I think,
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1923 is not consistent with the description given by statute of
HOME a general trade-mark (section 4 (a) ), which shews, I think,APPLIANCES

MFG. Co. very plainly that it was only intended to protect the use
V of it by the registered proprietor in connection with some

THE ONEIDA o tb h eitrdporeo ncneto ihsm
commui'rry. class of commodities in which the proprietor deals at the

Duff J. critical moment when the question arises. I adopt the
view advanced by Mr. Smart in his able argument that
the protection accorded by the statute to the proprietor of
a general trade-mark does not affect the use of it by others
as a specific trade-mark in connection with the sale of
articles not within the scope of the trade, business, occupa-
tion or calling carried on by him at the time when any
question of infringement or proprietorship arises. I have
no hesitation in holding that the use of the word " Com-
munity " by the appellants as descriptive of their washing
machines would not have been at the date of their applica-
tion an infringement of the respondents' trade-mark.

Much was made upon the argument of a supposed exer-
cise of discretion by the Minister. The conclusion to which
I have come is that there was no exercise of discretion by
the minister. I am convinced that in this case the minister
has, in accordance with the usual practice, dismissed the
appellants' application for the sole reason that the word
" Community " appears on the register as the respondents'
general trade-mark.

The appeal should, in my opinion, be allowed with costs.

ANGLIN J.-By section 11 (c) of The Trade-Mark and
Designs Act (R.S.C. c. 71) the minister is empowered
to refuse to register any trade-mark * * * if it appears that the trade-
mark is calculated to deceive or mislead the public.

By section 42 the Exchequer Court is given jurisdiction
to order the entry of a rejected trade-mark
on information * * * of any person aggrieved by any omission with-
out sufficient cause to make (such) entry in the register of trade-marks.

In the case at bar the minister refused the appellant's
application to register the word " Community " as a trade-
mark for washing machines. The respondent already had
that word registered as its general trade-mark-" destined
to be (its) sign in trade" (subsection 4 (a) and 16), but
had never applied it to washing machines. We are not
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informed as to the grounds on which the Minister pro- 1923

ceeded. HOME
APPLIANCES

The late President of the Exchequer Court in dismiss- mea.co.
V.ing the appellant's petition or information, preferred under THE ONEIDA

section 42, after referring to the extended business of the COMmuNIrY
respondent, the fact that it is a well known trading com- Anglin J.
pany and the enormous sums spent by it in advertising,
said:-

There is no reason why the petitioner should have adopted this par-
ticular name for its trade-mark. It appears as if the object of the peti-
tioner was to gain some benefit from the market created by the objector's
company at enormous expense.

There was in the circumstances before the learned judge,
apart from any evidence of dubious admissibility, quite
enough in my opinion to justify the inference that the
trade-mark which the appellant seeks to have registered
"is calculated to deceive or mislead the public."

It would I think be unwarrantable on the record before
us to find that the appellant was " aggrieved by an omis-
sion without sufficient cause to make (the) entry " which
it sought.

The appeal fails and should be dismissed with costs.
BRODEUR J.-The respondent company, the Oneida Com-

munity, is a large manufacturing company incorporated
under the laws of the State of New York and carries on
a hardware business.

In 1908, it had the word "Community" registered in
Canada as a general trade-mark. The goods which it has
manufactured and sold since have borne this trade-mark.

The appellant company, which is manufacturing wash-
ing machines, applied for the registration of the same
word " Community " as a trade-mark for its washing
machines. The application was refused, on account of the
existence on the register of the respondents' general trade-
mark, under the provisions of section 11 of the Trade-Mark
and Design Act.

This section 11 provides that
the Minister may refuse to register any trade-mark (a) if he is not satis-
fied that the applicant is undoubtedly entitled to the exclusive use of
such trade-mark, (b) if the trade-mark proposed for registration is iden-
tical with or resembles a trade-mark already registered, (c) if it appears
that the trade-mark is calculated to deceive or mislead the public.
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1923 The powers and discretion of the Minister are very wide
HOME under this section. The trade-mark legislation protects

APPLIANCEs
MFG. CO. the trader who has established a reputation from the un-

V. fair competition of other persons who might sell their
THE ONEIDA fi optto fohrproswomgtsl hi

ComMUNrry goods in such a guise that the purchaser would think that

Brodeur J. they were his. It constitutes for its owner a statutory
monopoly.

The goods of the respondent company command in the
city of Winnipeg, where the appellant has established
lately its business, a very high reputation and their per
capita sales in that city are larger than in any other city,
Canadian or American.

It is true that to-day the Oneida Company does not
manufacture washing machines; but under their charter
they are authorized to manufacture machinery generally
and their corporate powers would not prevent them from
dealing with this class of goods.

A general trade-mark which is used by a manufacturer
or a dealer gives him the exclusive use of the mark not
only as respects articles which he is actually manufactur-
ing but also concerning articles which he has the right to
manufacture. The rights arising out of the possession of
a registered trade-mark are not limited to the exact kind
of goods for which the mark has been used and may depend
on the circumstance that the goods in question are sold
by the same class of persons. Kerly, Trade-Marks, 4th ed.,
p. 34.

The word which constitutes his trade-mark should not
be used by others and the minister has not only the power
but it was his duty to avoid any confusion which would
necessarily result from the use of this same word as a
trade-mark by some other manufacturers. Besides, the
minister has exercised a discretion with which I would not
like to interfere. The discretion which entitles the min-
ister to refuse to register marks on the ground of similarity
to other marks should be exercised even where the owners
of the latter have consented. In re Dewhurst's Application
for a Trade-Mark (1).
. For these reasons the appeal should be dismissed with
costs.

(1) [1896] 13 Cut. P.C. 288.
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MIGNAULT J.-With some doubt I have come to the con- 1923

clusion not to interfere with the judgment of the late HOME
APPLIANCEB

President of the Exchequer Court. I am not clear that MFa. Co.

section 11 of the Trade-Mark and Design Act confers on THE ONEIDA
the minister a discretion which should not be reviewed by commumnY
the court except where a case of abuse of discretion is made Mignault J.
out. But here the specific trade-mark " Community " in
connection with washing machines could well be said to be
" calculated to deceive or mislead the public." It further
seems probable that the application for the registration
of this specific trade-mark was prompted by the desire to
profit by the reputation which the respondent had created
for its trade-mark as applied to goods put by it on the
market. And no doubt purchasers of the appellant's goods
ander such a name might be induced to believe that they
were buying the respondent's goods.

I do not mean to hold that by registering a general trade-
mark a person can monopolize the use of the mark for any
purpose whatsoever. The judgment here can rest on the
zimple ground that the specific trade-mark which the
appellant sought to have registered was objectionable
under section 11.

I would therefore dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Fetherstonhaugh & Co.
Solicitors for the respondent: Ewart, Scott, Kelley &

Kelley.

66263-1
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1923 H. W. SMITH AND OTHERS (DEFENDANTS)-APPELLANTS;

*May 18. AND
*Ju5 J. W. LEVESQUE ES-QUAL (PLAINTIFF) .... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL SIDE,

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Constitutional law-Succession duty-Bank stock-Company shares-
Head office-Situs of property-" Succession Duty Act," R.S.Q. (1909),
Arts 1375 and 1376, as amended by 4 Geo. V, c. 9-Art. 6 C.C.

The respondent, acting on behalf of the province of Quebec, claimed from
the appellants, executors of the estate of the late W. Smith, domiciled
at his death in Halifax, succession duties on the following: first on
2,076 shares of the Royal Bank of Canada having its head office in
Montreal but having established at Halifax a local registry under
section 43 of the "Bank Act"; and secondly on 100 shares of the
Montreal Trust Company, incorporated by the Quebec Legislature
and 175 shares of the Abbey Fruit Salts Company incorporated under
a Dominion charter, both having their head offices in Montreal.

Held that the executors were not liable to pay succession duty on the
shares first mentioned which have already been declared by a judg-
ment of this court to be situate in the province of Nova Scotia.
Smith v. The Provincial Treasurer for the Province of Nova Scotia
(58 Can. S.C.R. 570).

As to the shares secondly described, this court was equally divided:
Davies C.J. and Idington and Anglin JJ. holding that these shares
were not liable to Quebec succession duty as they were not "actually
situate within the province." Duff, Brodeur and Mignault JJ. contra.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, appeal side, province of Quebec (1), affirming the
judgment of the Superior Court at Montreal, and main-
taining the respondent's action.

. The material facts of the case are fully stated in the
above head-note and in the judgments now reported.

E. L. Newcombe K.C. and Hague K.C. for the appellants.
The late W. Smith being domiciled at the time of his death
in Nova Scotia, all these shares must be deemed to have
their situs there: mobilia sequuntur personam.

These shares are not "actually situate within the pro-
vince of Quebec," within the meaning of section 92 of the
B.N.A. Act and of sections 1375 and 1376 of the Quebec
" Succession Duty Act," or within the limits of the con-
stitutional powers of that province.

These shares do not fall within the scope of the word
" property " as used in Art. 1375 and therefore do not come

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies CJ. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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within the operation of the taxing clauses under which the 1923
province claims. Art. 1376 enacts what the word " pro- smurH

V.perty " includes. As the shares in question are intangible LESQUE.
property, they are therefore not, and cannot be " actually The Chief
situate " within the province. The effect of Art. 1376 is Justice
to exclude all property not comprised within the description
given by that article from the operation of Art. 1375.

As to the shares of the Royal Bank of Canada, this court
has already held that they were situate in the province of
Nova Scotia. Smith v. The Provincial Treasurer of Nova
Scotia (1).

Aimg Geoffrion K.C. for the respondent. The shares are
" situate within the province " of Quebec. Generally speak-
ing, the head-office of a company is the place where its
property and the shares in it of the particular holders are
situated. Attorney-General v. Higgins (2); Attorney-
General v. Sudeley (3).

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I concur with my brother Anglin's
reasons for allowing this appeal and dismissing the action
in this case.

I desire it to be understood that I do not in any way
modify or alter my reasons for judgment in the case of
Smith v. The Provincial Treasurer for the Province of Nova
Scotia (1), where I stated at page 576
that the domicile of the decedent would be the test in Canada of the
right to levy succession duties upon his personal property wherever it
might be locally or physically situate and that such taxation could only be
levied by the province of the domicile.

IDINGTON J.-The late Wiley Smith, long domiciled
before and at the time of death, in Halifax, died there in-
testate on the 28th February, 1916.

Letters of administration were shortly thereafter duly
granted to the appellants by the probate court of the pro-
bate district of the County of Halifax.

Among the assets of the estate so transmitted were 2,076
shares of the Royal Bank of Canada; 100 shares of the
Montreal Trust Company and 175 shares of the Abbey
Fruit Salts Company.

(1) [19191 58 Can. S.C.R. 570. (2) [18571 2 H. & N. 339.
(3) [1896] 1 Q.B. 354.
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1923 A question was raised in the case of Smith v. The Pro-
Surra vincial Treasurer for the Province of Nova Scotia (1), as to

V.
LEVESQUE. the liability of the appellants on behalf of the estate to

Idington J. pay succession duties claimed by said Provincial Treasurer,
and this court, Mignault J. dissenting, held that the appel-
lants were liable.

Notwithstanding that judgment (4th Feb. 1919) and
payment of the amount so held due, the respondent on
behalf of the Government of Quebec sued herein, in Decem-
ber, 1919, to recover succession duties claimed to be due the
province of Quebec under and by virtue of articles 1375
and 1376 of the R.S.Q., 1919, as amended by 4 Geo. V, c.
9, which reads as follows:-

1375. All property, movable or immovable, the ownership, usufruct or
enjoyment whereof is transmitted owing to death, shall be liable to the
following taxes calculated upon the value of the property transmitted,
after deducting debts and charges existing at the time of the death.

1376. The word "property" within the meaning of this section in-
cludes all property, movable or immovable, actually situate within the
province, and all debts which were owing to the deceased at the time of
his death, or are payable by reason of his death, and which are either
payable in the province or are due by the debtor domiciled therein; the
whole whether the deceased at the time of his death had his domicile
within or without the province, or whether the transmission takes place
within or without the province.

I adhere to my opinion as expressed in pages 576 to 582
of said report of said case and need not repeat same here,
but refer thereto for my reasons relative to that item of the
claims herein.

The Montreal Trust Company originated in an Act of'the
Quebec legislature incorporating its predecessor, whose name
and charter by many amendments were changed into that
name it now bears, and range of action it now enjoys.

So far as I can discover there is nothing in that legisla-
tion or some of the articles of the " Quebec Companies Act "
made by such legislation applicable to it, that would re-
quire for the transfer of its shares any ancillary probate or
letters of administration or anything equivalent thereto, in
order to enable the appellants (of whom that very Trust
Company seems to be one) to dispose of said shares.

Indeed (if counsel understood my question put during
the argument herein, and I their reply), there is nothing

(1) 58 Can. S.C.R. 570.
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of that kind in question herein as to either of the companies 1 1923

referred to and concerned in this case. / Smrr
V.

The Abbey Fruit Salts Company is admitted to LEsQUE.

have been incorporated under the Dominion " Companies I n -
Act." There certainly is nothing in its charter either re- J
quiring or entitling it to require ancillary probate or let-
ters of administration before assenting to transfer of its
shares by the executors or administrators of any estate
embracing such shares.

I assume, therefore, that there is no need for appellants
to seek anything in way of Quebec governmental author-
ity to complete their title or enable them to dispose of
said shares. Lovitt v. The King (1), and in appeal Rex v.
Lovitt (2), turned upon that test, and nothing else, raising,
of course, the constitutional question.

The property therein was thus essentially of that kind to
which the maxim mobilia sequuntur personam is applic-
able.

And the case of Lambe v. Manuel (3) governs all that
in my view is necessarily applicable to resolve this case.
True the Quebec Act has been revised since, but so far as
it contravenes that decision in principle is ultra vires.

If I had to depend only upon the question of the in-
terpretation or construction of the above quoted sections
of the Act, which taken literally is, in some of the terms
of the second section, so absolutely ultra vires that I am
surprised to find its literal reading contended for, I should
be inclined to adopt Mr. Newcombe's argument as to its
meaning, but I do not find that necessary in my view.

The adoption of what the respondent's counsel contends
for herein, in relation to each item in question, would ren-
der this the most important case we have heard for many
years; if we only use a very little common knowledge and
recognize the fact that Montreal and Toronto are the head-
quarters of banking, of railway and other commercial
enterprises that reap from all Canada, and in order to do
so are dependent on the legislative and judicial protection
of their manifold interests furnished by and at the expense
of many provinces other than. Quebec or Ontario.

(1) [19091 43 Can. S.C.R. 106. (2) [1912] A.C. 212.
(3) [19031 A.C. 68.
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1923 I wish always, in anything we have to decide, and
smrrH especially the interpretation and construction of the B.N.A.

V.
LEVESQUE. Act, to look ahead and see where the decision we may
Idington j. reach would land the powers that be in the practical re-

- sults. Over refinement of words leads in such case, if ever,
to undesirable results.

Are we to conclude that such a result as double taxation
is inevitable? That is, above all things, to be avoided, and
certainly not invited.

I would allow this appeal with costs throughout and dis-
miss respondent's action.

DUFF J.-In the previous case of Smith v. The Provincial
Treasurer for Nova Scotia (1), the majority of the court
proceeded upon the ground that the bank shares being by
law transferable in Nova Scotia, they had a local situation
there, and as we are bound by that decision, the appeal
must obviously, as to these shares, be allowed.

Mr. Newcombe now raises for the first time a question
as touching the other assets in Quebec, namely, the shares
in the Montreal Trust Company and the Abbey Fruit
Salts Company-the first being a Quebec company, the
second being a Dominion company, and both having their
head offices in Montreal.

The application of the Quebec statute does not appear
to have been challenged in the courts below in respect of
the shares in these companies except upon the ground that
being intangible property they could only have a local
situation in the place of the domicile of the debtor-a con-
tention whichwould appear to be disposed of by the decis-
ion of the Judicial Committee in Rex v. Lovitt (2).

The point now raised by Mr. Newcombe which, as I say,
is an entirely new one, is that these shares do not fall
within the scope of the word " property " as used in article
1375, and therefore do not come within the operation of the
taxing clauses under which the province claims. By article
1376 it is enacted:

The word "property" within the meaning of this section includes all
property, movable or immovable, actually situate within the province,
and all debts which were owing to the deceased at the time of his death,

(1) 58 Can. S.C.R. 570.
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or were payable by reason of his death, and which are either payable in 1923
the province, or are due by a debtor domiciled therein; the whole whether Sm H
the deceased at the time of his death had his domicile within or without v.
the province, or whether the transmission takes place within or without LEVESQUE.

the province; D
and Mr. Newcombe's argument is that as the shares in -

question are intangible property, they are therefore not,
and cannot be " actually situate " within the province, and
that the effect of article 1376 is to exclude all property not
comprised within the descriptions given by that article
from the operation of article 1375.

It will be more convenient first of all, I think, to con-
sider the general scope of the section in which Art. 1376
appears-c. 9 of 4 Geo. V. Chapters 9 and 10 of the
statutes of that year were passed, as is well known, in
consequence of the decision in Cotton v. The King (1).
The second of these statutes deals with the subject of
succession duties upon transmissions within the province
in consequence of the death of persons domiciled therein,
of movable property having a "local situation" outside
the province and duties are thereby imposed upon such
transmissions. By chapter 9, all property, movable or
immovable, "actually situate" within the province, and
debts owing to the deceased, either payable in the province
or due by a debtor domiciled within the province which is
transmitted owing to death, wherever the deceased was
domiciled and wherever the transmission takes place, is
subject to the duties provided for. Prima facie, Art. 1375
seems to proceed upon the assumption that the whole
estate comes under the operation of that section; that is
to say, the whole estate within the province. Where the
estate is partly in and -partly out of the province, the
" whole estate " appears to be assumed by Article 1377 to be
divided into two parts-that part which is " actually
situated " without the province, and that part which is
" actually situated " within. Article 1382 again seems to
proceed upon the assumption that shares and bonds of
incorporated companies and individual interests in part-
nerships having their chief places of business within the
province are subject to the operation of the Act.

(1) [19141 A.C. 176.
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1923 The two statutes, chapters 9 and 10, are complementary
SMIra to one another, and they appear to be designed to tax in

LEVESQUE. the one case transmissions taking place within the prov-
DuffJ ince of property having a " local situation " outside the
- province, where the deceased had his domicile in the

province; and in the other to tax property transmitted
irrespective of the domicile of the deceased and irrespective
of the question whether the transmission takes place
within the province or without the province where the
property is " actually situated," to use the words of
Article 1876, " within the province."

The effect of Mr. Newcombe's contention is that from
this latter class of property all intangible property is
excluded, with the exception of debts which are specially
mentioned; and in particular, all shares in joint stock
companies and in partnerships, even where the company
or partnership carries on business exclusively within the
province. Admittedly this class of property is taxed where
it has a "local situation" outside the province and the
transmission takes place within the province on the death
of a person domiciled therein, and, as I have already men-
tioned, Article 1382 seems to proceed upon the assump-
tion that such property comes within the operation of
chapter 9.

Mr. Newcombe's argument proceeds, broadly, upon two
lines: first, the phrase " actually situated," he says, in
itself has no application to intangible property; and
second, he argues that the special mention of debts in
Article 1376 and the use of the phrase " locally situated "
in chapter 10, which admittedly may apply to intangible
property, afford presumptive evidence that in Article 1376
the legislature was deliberately employing a phrase of less
comprehensive import.

I think Mr. Geoffrion's contention is sound that the
special mention of debts in Article 1376 has little or no
significance. The statute is there giving the indicia of the
classes of debts governed by the Act; and in fixing these
indicia neither the common law rule nor the civil law rule
is adopted in its entirety; and that, I think, sufficiently
accounts for the special mention of debts.

[1923]
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I have been unable to come to the conclusion that 1923
" actually situate" in Articles 1376 and 1377 differs in SmrrH
meaning in any presently material respect from the phrase LEVESQUE.

"locally situate" in Article 1387 (b). They are both, I D
think, used as Mr. Dicey uses the latter (Conflict of Laws, -

3 ed., note (p), p. 340) in contrast with " constructively
or fictitiously situate in the country where the deceased
dies domiciled, in accordance with the principle mobilia
sequuntur personam." " Actual," no doubt, is a word con-
stantly used by English lawyers in contrast with " con-
structive " or " fictitious," and the argument is that
" actually " here is used in contradistinction to what does
not physically exist but is only deemed to exist for juridi-
cal purposes.

The fallacy, I think, lies in construing these words with-
out regard to the sense they commonly bear in legal dis-
cussion and exposition in connection with the subject of
succession duties, with which this legislation deals.
" Locally situate " is a phrase which has been in constant
use in the sense ascribed to it by Mr. Dicey at the place
mentioned; that is to say, as indicating a situation not
ascribed to property in obedience to the theory that
movables have a situs at the domicile of their owner.
" Local situation " is hardly a phrase which anybody but
a lawyer would be likely to apply to an incorporeal right
such as a debt. Lawyers employ it, not for the purpose
of indicating that debt has in fact a location in any abso-
lute sense, but that it may have certain attributes of local-
ity which determine its situs for legal purposes, which situs
is determined from the attributes of the debt itself, inde-
pendently altogether of the domicile of its owner and of
the fiction mobilia sequuntur personam. The use of the
phrase " actually situa'te " is not so common, but it would,
perhaps, be difficult to give a good reason why, for the
purpose of excluding the fiction mobilia sequuntur per-
sonam, " actual " would not be as appropriate an adjective
as " local ".

One may advert, perhaps, for a moment to the circum-
stance that the situs ascribed to intangible property for the
purpose of determining the authority of the exputor to deal
with it, for example, is not, strictly speaking, a fictitious

S.C.R. 585
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1923 situs. The authority of the ordinary, as the Chief Baron
SMrrH points out in The Attorney General v. Bouwens (1), over

V.
LEVEsQUE. the effects of the deceased rested upon the circumstance

Duff J. that these effects were so situate that " he could have dis-
- posed of them in pios usus." At p. 192 he points out that

the ordinary could administer all chattels within his juris-
diction, and if an instrument was created of a chattel
nature, capable of being transferred by acts done within his
jurisdiction and " sold for money " there, there was no
reason why the ordinary or his appointee should not admin-
ister that species of property. And the Chief Baron's
judgment, I think, points to the essential element in deter-
mining situs in the case of intangible chattels for the pur-
pose of probate jurisdiction as
the circumstance that the subjects in question could be effectively dealt
with within the jurisdiction,

to quote Mr. Dicey's words, at p. 342. I repeat that
such a situs cannot in my opinion be described as a
"fictitious" situs. This view of the effect of these words
is not without support from very high authority. There
is, for example, the well-known judgment delivered by
Sir Arthur Hobhouse on behalf of the Judicial Com-
mittee in Blackwood v. The Queen (2). The controversy
had arisen out of the contention that all movables of the
deceased, which included in part, at least, intangible pro-
perty, should be considered to have a situs in the Colony
of Victoria, where the deceased was domiciled, the estate
contending that the enactment there under consideration
applied only to such property as had an actual situation
in the colony. Sir Arthur Hobhouse, at p. 91, says that
the question was whether
all moveable assets belonging to the deceased, wherever actually situate,

should be brought into account by the executor or only so
much as came under his control by authority of the probate.
The phrase " actually situate " is here used in contrast to a
situs ascribed to movables in obedience to the maxim
mobilia sequuntur personam. Similar language is used
more than once in the judgment of the Judicial Committee

(1) [18381 4 M. & W., 171. at p. 191. (2) [1882] 8 App. Cas. 82.
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in Rex v. Lovitt (1). At p. 218 the phrase " actual situs " 923

(the property in question was a bank deposit) is used as 8MITH
V.

an equivalent of " situate ". At p. 220 this sentence is LEVESQUE.

employed to state the contention there advanced: Df J.
The defendants, however, contended that the situation of the property is -

to be determined not by its actual locality, but according to the prin-
ciple expressed in the maxim mobilia sequuntur personam.

On the same page the phrase " actual situation " is used
in the same sense. Mr. Geoffrion has called attention to
the circumstance that in the judgments of this court in The
King v. Cotton (2) the word actual is employed for the
same purpose more than once in the judgments of different
members of the court.

By Art. 6 of the Civil Code the rule that personal pro-
perty is governed by the law of the owner's domicile is
formally adopted as part of the law of Quebec. That rule
has been so commonly stated in the form that personal pro-
perty is deemed to be situate wherever the owner is domi-
ciled, that it is not surprising to find in this legislation
phrases obviously used with the object of excluding that
fiction in determining situs. Nor do I think it is surprising
to find the phrase " actually situated," which has been so
frequently used in authoritative judgments dealing with
the very subject with which the legislature was concerned
in a sense including intangible property to which the law
ascribes a situs by virtue of some quality inherent in the
property itself and having no relation to the domicile of
the owner.

The appeal should, as regards these shares, be dismissed
but the appellant is entitled to the costs of appeal.

ANGLIN J.-In Smith v. Provincial Treasurer of Nova
Scotia (3), in which the Attorney General of Quebec inter-
vened, a majority of this court held that the situs of the
2,000 shares in the Royal Bank, in respect of which the
Province of Quebe now claims succession duty, was at
Halifax, N.S., where a local registry had been established
under s. 43 of the " Bank Act," and not at Montreal, where
the head office of the bank is located. We are bound by that
decision and cannot entertain the respondent's contention

(1) [1912] A.C. 212. (2) [1911] 45 Can. S.C.R. 469.
(3) 58 Can. S.C.R. 570.
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1923 that those shares were " actually situate within the Pro-
Smrr vince " of Quebec. Article 1376 (4 Geo. V, c. 9),

LEVESQUE. The position is different as to the other stocks in respect

Anglin J. of which succession duty is claimed viz., 100 shares in the
- Montreal Trust Company and 175 shares in the Abbey

Fruit Salts Company. Both these companies have
head offices in Montreal and shares in them are trans-
ferrable there only. Nevertheless the attribution of a situs
to such shares at Montreal is purely fictitious. They were
the property of a decedent domiciled without the province.
In order that they should be liable to Quebec succession
duty they must have been " actually situate within the
Province." Notwithstanding Mr. Geoffrion's ingenious
suggestion, based on The King v. Lovitt (1), that we should
construe the word " actually " as intended merely to exclude
the fictitious situs of personal property dependent on the
application of the rule mobilia sequuntur personam, I am
of the opinion that we are not justified in giving to that
word any other than its ordinary connotation, especially
where to do so would have the effect of extending the scope
of a statute imposing taxation.

Actual situs is ordinarily used in contradistinction to ficti-
tious or notional or ideal situs on whatever basis the latter
may be attributed to property and whether such property
possesses some other physical situs or is without any such
situs. Indeed actual situs and physical situs seem to be
almost interchangeable terms, both implying, to use the
language of Mr. Dicey (Conf. of L. 2 ed. p. 71) " real local
situation "-the occupation of a definite space. I am unable
to place on the words " actually situate ", r6ellement situ6,
in Art. 1376 any other construction. The phrase, " actually
situate " in Art. 1376 (4 Geo. V., c. 9) seems to be used in
contradistinction to the phrase " locally situate " employed
in Art. 1378 (b), (4 Geo. V., c. 10) and to imply a greater
restriction, as might be expected in a provision covering
non-residents as well as residents.

I have not overlooked the use of the word "includes"
rather than the word " means " in Art. 1376, but in dealing
with a taxing statute I am not disposed on that account to

(1) [1912] A.C. 212. *
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treat the definition of " property " in that article as other 1923

than exhaustive. SmrrH

It follows that the appeal should be allowed and the LEVESQUE.
action dismissed. The appellant is entitled to her costs. Anglin J.

BRODEUR J.-I concur with my brother Duff.

MIGNAULT J.-The respondent, acting on behalf of the
Crown in right of the Province of Quebec, claims from the
appellants, administrators of the estate of the late Wiley
Smith, domiciled at his death in Halifax, Nova Scotia,
succession duties on the following movable property.

1. 2,076 shares of The Royal Bank of Canada, the head
office of which is in Montreal;

2. 100 shares of The Montreal Trust Company, a cor-
poration incorporated by the Quebec Legislature, with
head office in Montreal;

3. 175 shares of Abbey Fruit Salts Co., Limited, a com-
pany incorporated under a Dominion charter, the head
office of which is also in Montreal.

As to the 2,076 shares of The Royal Bank of Canada, a
majority of this court distinctly held in Smith v. The
Provincial Treasurer of Nova Scotia (T) that these shares
were situate, at Wiley Smith's death, in Nova Scotia, at
the branch registry office of the bank in Halifax. While
I did not concur in that holding, I am, of course, bound by
it. As a consequence, the appeal must succeed as to these
shares on which, on account of their situation, the Province
of Quebec could not impose a succession duty where the
succession devolved outside of the province.

I will therefore consider the merits of the appeal merely
as to the shares of the Montreal Trust Company and of
Abbey Fruit Salts Co., Limited. It was held by both courts
below that these shares were situate at the head office of
these companies and therefore within the Province of Que-
bec.

As Wiley Smith died in Nova Scotia, the right of the
Province of Quebec to impose succession duties on these
shares depends on their being " within the province" in
the meaning both of sect. 92, s.s. 2, of the British North

(1) 58 Can. S.C.R. 570.
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1923 America Act and of the Quebec statute, 4 Geo. V, c. 9, Arts.
SMrrH 1375 and 1376.

V.
LEVEsQUE. Chapters 9 and 10 of 4 Geo. V contain the law concern-

Mignault j. ing succession duties of the Province of Quebec. They
- add two new sections-sections XX and XXa-to chap-

ter 5 of Title 4 of the Revised Statutes. The scheme of
section XX is to tax property actually situate within the
province transmitted by the death of a person domiciled
within or without the province, and of section XXa to tax
the transmission by death within the province of property
locally situate outside of the province. If the shares in
question can be taxed it is only under the provisions of
section XX.

Article 1375 of section XX renders all property, movable
or immovable, the ownership, usufruct or enjoyment
whereof is transmitted owing to death, liable for succes-
sion duties. And the word " property " is defined as fol-
lows by Article 1376:-

1376. The word "property" within the meaning of this section in-
cludes all property, movable or immovable, actually situate within the
province and all debts which were owing to the deceased at the time of
his death, or payable by reason of his death, and which are either payable
in the. province, or are due by a debtor domiciled therein; the whole,
whether the deceased at the time of his death had his domicile within or
without the province or whether the transmission takes place within or
without the province.

Mr. Newcombe on behalf of the appellants contended
that, with the exception of " debts " which are specially
referred to, intangible property, such as the shares in ques-
tion, is incapable of actual situation anywhere, and there-
fore is not comprised in the definition of the word " pro-
perty." This would entail the consequence that these
shares are not within the meaning of the taxing provision,
Article 1375.

If " actually situate " means " physically situate," of
course intangible or incorporeal property cannot have
such a situation. But if " actually " is used to exclude a
fictitious or notional situation, such as one derived from
the rule " mobilia sequuntur personam,"-and this seems
to result from the French version of Article 1376, which
uses the words " rdellement situ6," thus denoting the real
as opposed to the fictitious or notional situation-I do not
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think that Article 1376 should be so construed as to leave 1923

out of the contemplation of this statute the whole class of SMrrH
V.intangible property, debts only excepted as being expressly LEVESQUE.

-mentioned, for the sole reason that such property cannot Migault J.
have an " actual " situation. That certainly was not the
intention of the legislature as is shewn by Article 1382,
which requires from every corporation, company or firm
having its chief office in the province a notice of any
interest, shares, stock or bonds possessed therein by any
person dying outside of the province.

Moreover it has always been considered that intangible
property can have an actual or real situation at least for
the purpose of probate duties. The shares in question
could be transferred only at the head office of these two
companies, so any sale of the shares, to be effective as
against the companies, would have to be perfected by a
transfer of the shares at the head office in Montreal. In
England, and for the purpose of probate duty, these shares,
I think, would be considered as having an actual situation
if there were a register in England where sales or transfers
could be registered. Of course, this is a succession and not
a probate duty, but if these shares can have an actual
situation for the purpose of a probate duty, I fail to see
why they cannot have one for a succession duty, or a
legacy duty to which the taxes imposed by chapter XX
bear a very close resemblance. On this question, I may
perhaps be permitted to refer generally to the authorities
cited in my judgment in Crosby v. Prescott (1).

I do not think that a different situation can be ascribed
to these shares under the Quebec civil code. Article 6, in
the case of movables, admits of the rule mobilia sequuntur
personam except, inter alia, where the rights of the Crown
are involved, when the Quebec law applies. And it would
seem to follow that shares in Quebec companies, which are
movable by determination of law (article 387 C.C.), being
subject to Quebec law when the question involved relates
to the rights of the Crown, should also be held to be actu-
ally situate in the province of Quebec by the laws of which
they are governed. I cannot conceive of a company having

(1) [1923] S.C.R. 446 at pages 452 et seq.
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1923 an actual situs at its head office and its shares having no
SMrr real situs anywhere. And if the shares, for instance, of theV.

LEVEsQUE. Montreal Trust Company, incorporated under a Quebec
Mignault j. charter, are not in Quebec, it would be difficult to say

- where they really are.
The words " actual situs " have been used by the Judicial

Committee in respect of intangible property. See for ex-
ample Rex v. Lovitt (1). In Cotton v. The King (2) we
find several times, in connection with bonds, debentures,
shares, etc., the expression " locally situate " which is also
used in 4 Geo. V (Que.) c. 10, article 1387b. If Mr. New-
combe's contention is well founded, shares, bonds or de-
bentures could have no local situation. So I venture to
think that the legislature uses these expressions in the
sense in which they are used in these cases, as indicating
that this species of property can have an actual or local
situation which I would place at the head office of the com-
pany.

The affidavit of the appellants, which is the respondent's
exhibit no. 1, expressly refers to the shares of the Royal
Bank of Canada, the Montreal Trust Company, and
Abbey Fruit Salts Co. as being
that portion of the estate which was situate in the province of Quebec on
the day of the death of the deceased.

The appellants, of course, may not be bound by their
admission on what is really a question of law, but I may
perhaps refer to it as shewing how novel Mr. Newcombe's
construction really is.

I therefore think that this very ingenious contention can-
not be upheld, and, in my opinion, the shares of the Mont-
real Trust company and of Abbey Fruit Salts Co. were
actually situate in the province of Quebec and therefore
subject to the duty claimed.

Being, however, bound by the decision of this court in
Smith v. Provincial Treasurer (3), I would allow the appeal
as to the 2,076 shares of the Royal Bank of Canada, and the
amount by which the judgment should be reduced can
easily be determined by the parties, and if not it can be

(1) [1912] A.C. 212 at p. 218.
(3) 58 Can. S.C.R. 570.

(2) [19141 A.C. 176.
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spoken to. I would give the appellants their costs in this 1
court and would not interfere with the disposition of costs SMITH

in the court below. LEVESQUE.

Appeal allowed with costs. Mignault J.
Solicitors for the appellants: Meredith, Holden, Hague,

Shaughnessy & Heward.

Solicitor for the respondent: Charles Lanct6t.
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*1923 J. G. REID, H. H. FISHER AND A. B. APPELLANTS;

May 1,2. CAMPBELL (DEFENDANTS) ......... A
June 15. AND

GEORGE LINNELL (PLAINTIFF) .......... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR BRITISH

COLUMBIA

Negligence-Excavation in adjoining land up to border line-Person fall-
ing into from his own land-Absence of warning or protection-
Liability.

The appellant Reid, intending to build upon his lot no. 17, let a contract
to the appellant Campbell who in turn let the work of excavation to
the appellant Fisher. The respondent was a sub-lessee of certain
premises situate on the adjoining lot no. 18. The excavation was
made at the back of buildings already existing, up to the lane and
extended to the border line of the two lots; but it was not shored
up and was left without fence, or railing, or warning lights. The
respondent, while passing at night through the yard back of his house,
fell into the excavation, of which he was not aware, was injured
and sued the appellants for damages. The action was tried as one
of negligence and was submitted as such to the jury who brought in
a general verdict for the respondent.

Held, Davies C.J. dissenting, that the appellants were liable.
Per Duff J.-Having regard to the course of the trial, it is not open to the

appellants now to ask for a new trial, and they could only succeed in
the appeal by shewing that the evidence adduced is sufficiently com-
plete and conclusive as to negative the appellant's liability. The fact
that the fence on the dividing line between the two properties was
removed is in itself a complete answer to the appellant's contention
that what was done by them was done solely in the ordinary exer-
cise of the proprietor's rights in respect of his own land.

Per Anglin and Mignault JJ.-Although there was no absolute duty to
guard independent of negligence, the exercise by the appellants of
their rights to excavate entailed an obligation to do for the protec-
tion of those who they knew might be expected to make use of the
adjoining yard what a prudent and reasonable man would regard as
requisite, or usually sufficient, to prevent a person using ordinary
care from falling into the excavation while moving about the yard
as was customary; and the verdict of the jury implies both the exist-
ence of this duty and the omission to discharge it, constituting action-
able negligence.

Per Brodeur and Mignault JJ.-The contract between the appellant Reid
and his contractors provided specifically for lights and railings in order
to avoid accidents, thus showing that this was a reasonable precaution
that should have been taken, and their failure to provide same renders
them liable.

PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies CJ. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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Per Davies C.J. (dissenting) .- The excavation was made by the appellant 1923
Reid, or with his authority, on his own land, in the exercise of his I
rights to the ordinary enjoyment of his land; and there was no v.
evidence of negligence which could justify the verdict of the jury. LINNELL.

Judgment of the Court of Appeal ([1923] 1 W.W.R. 900) affirmed, Davies
C.J. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of Appeal for
British Columbia (1), affirming the judgment of Morrison
J, with a jury and maintaining the respondent's action.

The material facts of the case are stated in the above
head-note and in the judgments now reported. As already
said, the case was tried as an action brought upon a charge
of negligence and was submitted to the jury as such by the
trial judge, both in his charge and in the specific questions
framed by him, with the expressed approval of the counsel.
The jury, ignoring the above specific questions, brought in
a general verdict for the respondent, awarding him $5,000.
Upon appeal to the Court of Appeal and to this court, the
appellants raised a contention not urged at the trial, that
the respondent must fail because the acts complained of
were acts done without negligence by the appellant Reid or
by his authority on his own land in exercise of his rights as
proprietor and in the ordinary enjoyment of his property.
The respondent's reply was first, that the making of the
excavation had the effect of depriving the adjoining land
of its natural support, and no other support having been
substituted, the excavation itself was a contravention of
that adjoining proprietor's right to lateral support for his
land, and second, that the excavation, although done- on
appellant Reid's own land, constituted a danger in the
absence of a protection or warning to persons who might,
without knowledge of its existence, be in the vicinity after
dark, and that these circumstances imposed upon the
appellants a duty to provide such protection or warning.
The court expressed no opinion on the first ground raised
by the respondent.

L. G. McPhillips K.C. for the appellants.
H. R. Bray for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE (dissenting).-This is an appeal by
the defendants from the judgment of the Court of Appeal

(1) [1923] 1 W.W.R. 900.
CC263-2 "
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1923 of British Columbia dismissing by an equal division of the
REID court an appeal by the defendants from the judgment of Mr.

LINNELL. Justice Morrison in the Supreme Court of British Columbia,

The Chief whereby the learned trial judge (after the jury had brought
Justice. in a general verdict for the plaintiff respondent for $5,000,

but did not answer the special questions the learned judge
had put to them, as was their right under the law of
British Columbia), pronounced judgment for that amQunt
with costs.

The action was brought to recover damages for injuries
which the respondent alleged he suffered by falling into a
pit or excavation in the lot immediately adjoining the lot
of which he was a part sub-lessee by reason of the excava-
tion not having been shored up and being left without fence
or railing or warning lights.

I have carefully read and considered the evidence and
judgments and have reached the conclusion that the appeal
should be allowed.

I am so fully satisfied with the reasons for their judg-
ment of Martin and McPhillips JJ. in the Court of Appeal,
that I have really nothing useful to add to them.

The quotations made by them from the decisions of the
learned judges who determined, in the English courts, the
many cases cited, and especially the decision of the House
of Lords in Dalton v. Angus (1) clearly established to my
amind the right of the defendants to excavate up to the
limits of the boundary line (provided such excavation was
done without negligence) the cellar into which the plaintiff
fell and negative the obligations which the plaintiff claimed
were attached to that right of either shoring up the adjoin-
ing land or of fencing off the same or of keeping the same
lighted during the hours of darkness.

I am quite unable to find any evidence of negligence on
the part of the defendants in carrying out their legal right
to make the excavation-they did which could justify the
verdict of the jury.

The attempt to apply the law which governs relating
to excavations alongside a public road or private way
for the protection of those using those roads or ways should
not prevail, in this case, where there was no such road or
way but a simple boundary line between two lots.

(1) [18811 6 App. Cas. 740.
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IDINGTON J.-The appellant Reid was the owner of a lot 1923

numbered 17, lying alongside of another lot, numbered 18, REM

and, intending to build upon his said lot 17, let a contract LINNELL.
therefor to his co-appellant, Campbell, who in turn let the
work of excavation to the other co-appellant Fisher.

The said lot 18 had erected upon it a large building when
one Mrs. Roberts, three years previous to the incidents in
question herein, had become the tenant of said lot 18 and
the erections thereon and so continued at the time of the
occurrences in question herein.

She lived therein and had sub-let different parts of said
building respectively to a number of different tenants, of
whom respondent was one, and a social club was another,
besides others.

The said building fronted on a leading street and in its
rear there was, between it and a lane running past the rear
end of both lots, a vacant space of about twenty-five feet
wide by twenty-eight feet in length, which was used by
tradesmen and others serving those in the building and also
by the tenants and numerous members of said club, as
occasion might require either for ingress or egress or to
serve their purpose in any way such as might happen to be
respectively needed by them or their guests or visitors.

One use therefor was found by respondent in depositing
his garbage in a tin can placed in that vacant space close to
the lane but even by cars which served the business of those
those like him in occupation of the said building had similar
tin cans to receive their respective accumulations of
garbage.

In short the said vacant rear space was used not only as
a pathway in from the lane and out from the building to
the lane and even by cars which served the business of those
having dealings with any one in said building.

The appellants' work of excavation on lot 18 was begun
on the 7th February, 1922, and by the night of the 10th
of said month had reached at the line between said lots at
the rear part thereof, a depth of five or six feet.

That night was dark and stormy, when respondent went
out shortly after six, when he had got done with his day's
work carrying his refuse to deposit it in his garbage can,
whilst on his way to thA lane in rear. to avail himself of an

S.C.R. 597
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1923 offer made by a friend to carry him home in his (the
REm friend's) car.

LiNNELL. From his room in the building he had no chance of seeing

Idington J. what was going on in the way of the excavation in question
and was absolutely ignorant of what had been done in
regard thereto.

To proceed from his room on said errand it was necessary
to descend a stairway. When he reached the foot of the
stairs he of necessity had to turn a step or two to his can,
which took him close to said excavation. The next turn
was to the left and thence to the lane. He had not gone
another step, he thinks, until the earth at the edge of the
excavation gave way and he fell down into same and broke
his leg and suffered other grievous injuries.

This action was brought to recover damages suffered as
result of said fall.

There is no pretence that any notice was given by the
way of lights or otherwise or any protection by railing, or
in any way.

There had been a fence there according to the evidence of
Mrs. Roberts and that, she says, was removed by those en-
gaged in the work of excavation.

This is denied in such a peculiar way that I would not be
surprised to learn that the jury accepted Mrs. Robert's
version as they had a perfect right to do.

A perusal of the entire evidence, I think, leaves that
course clearly open to them and leaves a very decided im-
pression on my mind that there was something there or
thereabouts to keep strangers coming from lot 17 off the
rear end of lot 18.

The whole question of fact was left to the jury by the
learned trial judge in a fair charge of which no complaint
was made at the time of the trial, and which ended by sub-
mitting to them for their answers the following questions:

1. Did the defendants do anything which persons of ordinary care
and skill would not have done under the circumstances?

2. Have they omitted to do anything which persons of ordinary care
and skill under the circumstances would have done?

3. Did the plaintiff do anything which a person of ordinary care
would not have done under the circumstances?

4. Did he omit to do anything which a person of ordinary care would
have done under the circumstances and thereby contribute to the acci-
dent?
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The jury did not answer these questions. 1923
In British Columbia they are not bound to, and are so REM

told by the learned trial judges. LINNELL.
Nevertheless the consideration of such questions helps Idingt, J.

I think, so long as not confusing by number or frame I
thereof, to keep the minds of jurors concentrated on the
proper issues.

The counsel for appellants at the trial expressly declared
himself as well satisfied with the questions.

The jury found a verdict for plaintiffs (now respondents)
and assessed the damages at $5,000, for which the learned
judge entered judgment.

The Court of Appeal was equally divided.
This appeal raises the question whether or not appellants

in excavating up to the line of the division between lots 17
and 18, or either of them, owed, under such circumstances
as in question herein, any duty to others entitled to walk
on the rear part of said lot 18.

It has been argued on their behalf herein that no duty
exists under such circumstances to any one save those using
a public highway.

That seems to me rather a startling proposition. Nor do
I find it maintained by the cases cited in support of it.

The fundamental principle upon which the cases holding
that those passing along a highway are entitled to recover
by reason of the owner of adjacent land having, either by
excavation or by structural erection on his land, created a
source of danger to such persons as used the highway, is
that they having an absolute right to be where they are,
the land owner must not, in the use of his land, disregard
their right to pass in safety.

It does not follow, that the principle upon which those
cases so rest is exclusively confined to highways. It is no
doubt most frequently resorted to in cases of injury arising
out of the use of a highway. And it has been extended by
statutes in England relative thereto and they are substi-
tuted as the basis of most actions there. And penalties in
most of said statutes are imposed for the purpose of deter-
ing such plain and unjustifiable use of one's land. But in
no case has the legislation obliterated the original common
law principle.
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1923 I need not elaborate the development of the law, or set
REE forth each case more or less applicable. The facts in this

V.
InN'ELr. case as above set forth entitled the respondent to use as a

Idinn J means of exit from his place of business the rear part of the
lot 18, and to assume that it was in the same safe condition
as it had been for years before the appellants swept away
the railing or guard Mrs. Roberts testified to as existent,
and made the excavation thereby a double source of danger.

In the case of Clayards v. Dethick and Davis (1), the
defendants in constructing a trench across the private
entrance of plaintiff to his stable, had as absolute a right
to excavate as appellants had herein but, by reason of
neglecting to take due care of the plaintiff's rights in the
premises, were held liable to damages arising therefrom.

In the case of Bower v. Peate (2), Chief Justice Cock-
burn sets forth the principle which must govern the acts
of adjoining proprietors as follows:-

The answer to the defendant's contention may, however, as it appears
to us, be placed on a broader ground, namely, that a man who orders a
work to be executed, from which, in the natural course of things, injurious
consequences to his neighbour must be expected to arise, unless means
are adopted by which such consequences may be prevented, is bound to
see to the doing of that which is necessary to prevent the mischief, and
cannot relieve himself of his responsibility by employing some one else-
whether it be the contractor employed to do the work from which the
danger arises or some independent person-to do what is necessary to
prevent the act he had ordered to be done from becoming wrongful. There
is an obvious difference between committing work to a contractor to be
executed from which, if properly done, no injurious consequences can
arise, and handing over to him work to be done from which mischievous
consequences will arise unless preventive measures are adopted. While
it may be just to hold the party authorizing the work in the former case
exempt from liability for injury, resulting from negligence which he had
no reason to anticipate, there is, on the other hand, good ground for hold-
ing him liable for injury caused by an act certain to be attended with
injurious consequences if such consequences are not in fact prevented, no
matter through whose default the omission to take the necessary measures
for such prevention may arise.

This exposition on the following pages demonstrates
what is correct law to apply.

In the case of Hughes v. Percival (3), Lord Blackburn
suggests how and in what respect that expression of the
principle might in some cases, but not affecting what we
have to deal with herein, be too broad.

(1) [1848] 12 Q.B. 439. (2) [1876] 1 Q.B. 321, at p. 326.
(3) [18831 8 App. Cas. 443.
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That case and the cases of Pickard v. Smith (1); Corby 1923

v. Hill (2); Lynch v. Nurdin (3); and Kimber v. Gas, Light REM

and Coke Company (4), and authorities cited in each, LiaNuSL.

all illustrate the law applicable herein in its different Idinon J.
aspects, and some of them show how the owner is deprived -

herein of the claim he makes to be distinguished from his
co-appellants herein.

It may be noted here that when letting his contract to
Campbell he had a different conception of the law from
what his counsel sets up herein for that contract expressly
provided for guards and lights to prevent just such accidents
as in question herein, yet never were provided and I infer
he must have known so.

The appellants' counsel's complaint of the changing the
basis of action from nuisance to negligence as if important,
tempts me to quote from Stroude's Judicial Dictionary the
following early definition of " nuisance ":-

" Nusauns " is where any man levieth any wall, or stoppeth any
water, or doth any thing upon his owne ground, to the unlawful hurt or
annoyance of his neighbour (Terms de la Ley: Vf, Cowel: Jacob).

What follows may be usefully studied by any one feeling
he has a similar ground of complaint as made herein.

I think this appeal should be dismised with costs through-
out.

DUFF J.-This appeal presents some curious features.
The grounds upon which the appeal is based are grounds
which were not even suggested at the trial, although in the
main I think, open on the pleadings. They were raised in
Court of Appeal, and upon them the judges of that court
were equally divided.

The action was tried as an action brought upon a charge
of negligence, was treated by all parties at the trial as such,
was submitted to the jury as such by the learned trial
judge, both in his charge and in the specific questions
framed by him; and the course of the trial judge in the
submission of the case to the jury was not only not objected
to, but was expressly approved by counsel, counsel for
Reid, speaking in presence of all counsel engaged, saying
to the judge,

(1) [18611 10 C.B. (N.S.) 470; (3) [18411 1 Q.B. 29, at p. 37;
142 Eng. Rep. 535. 113 Eng. Rep. 1041.

(2) [18581 4 C.B. (N.S.) 556; (4) [1918] 1 K.B. 439.
140 Eng. ReD. 1209.
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1923 we are really satisfied with the questions you have put.

R~iD In these circumstances the appellants are, I think, clearly
V.

LINNELL. disqualified from asking for a new trial. It is a sound rule

Duff J. and a necessary rule that if a party at the trial deliberately
elects to fight his case upon a given issue on which he is
beaten, he cannot afterwards claim a new trial on the
ground that the case really turned upon another issue.

This is not a case to which the enactment of s. 55 of the
Supreme Court Act would apply, that a party's right to
have the issues of fact submitted to the jury is a right which
may be "enforced by appeal" notwithstanding any failure to
take exception at the trial. In Scott v. The Fernie Lumber
Co. (1), a decision pronounced in 1904, it was held by the
full court that this enactment, which was then s. 66 of the
Supreme Court Act, of 1904, had not wholly rep5ealed the
rule that a litigant is bound by the way in which he con-
ducts his case at the trial, and that nothing in the section
should be taken to give a right to a new trial in cases where
counsel have expressly agreed upon the issues to be sub-
mitted to the jury or where the issues as submitted, have
been accepted by all parties, as the only issues upon which
the jury is to pass. Since that decision, s. 66 has been re-
enacted at least once without alteration, and as far as I am
aware the principle laid down in Scott v. The Fernie Lum-
ber Co. (1) has been acted upon by the British Columbia
courts down to the present time. (See the judgment of
McDonald C.J., in National Pole Co. v. Thurlow Logging

Co.
This, however, by no means concludes the matter.

Though a new trial should not be accorded the appellants
for the purpose of raising issues which they elected not to
raise before the jury, it would, I think, be going too far if
the facts in evidence entitled the defendants to have the
action dismissed on the ground that there is no right in law
upon the facts admitted or found by the jury or incontest-
ably established, (and by that I mean established by evi-
dence of so complete and conclusive a character as would
have justified a judgment for the defendants in face of a
finding against the defendants by the jury) to deny
them, notwithstanding what occurred at the trial, on appeal
the right to have the action dismissed.

(1) [19041 11 B.C.R. 91.
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Accordingly I think the principal contention of the 1923

appellants' counsel was open to him upon appeal in British REID
1).

Columbia and is open here, that contention being that the LINNELL.
plaintiff must fail because the acts complained of are con- Duff J.
clusively shewn to have been acts done by the defendant -

Reid or by the authority of the defendant Reid on his own
land in exercise of his rights as proprietor and in the ordin-
ary enjoyment of his property, and that contention I pro-
ceed to examine.

I premise that in my opinion it is not open to serious
dispute that there was evidence from which a jury might
properly find that, in the absence of a light or some other
means of warning or a protecting barrier, the excavation
constituted a danger exposing the owner of the adjoining
property and persons using the adjoining property as the
owner's tenants and licencees, without negligence, to the
risk of serious injury, and in effect the jury has found that;
and that there was evidence from which a jury might find
that persons who, like the plaintiff, were entitled to use the
adjoining property as tenants or licencees of the owner,
were likely in the ordinary course to be sufficiently near the
excavation to make that excavation, in the absence of any
warning or protection, a real danger to them while in the
exercise of their rights.

Is it an answer to the prima facie case thus established
that the excavation was made by Reid or with his authority
on his own land and in the exercise of his right to the
ordinary enjoyment of that land?

The respondent's reply first, that the making of the
excavation had the effect of depriving the adjoining land
of its natural support, and no other support having been
substituted, the excavation itself was a contravention of
the adjoining proprietor's right to lateral support for his
land; and secondly, that the acts of Reid and his contractor
and workmen were not acts done in the ordinary enjoy-
ment of Reid's rights as proprietor, but that in the special
circumstances of the case the excavation, although done on
Reid's own land, obviously constituted a danger in the
absence of a protection or warning to persons who might,
without knowledge of its existence, be in the vicinity of it
after dark, and that these circumstances imposed upon those
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1923 who were responsible for the excavation a duty to provide
REm such protectibn or such warning.

V.
LiNNELL. Upon the first point I do not think it is necessary to pass.
Duf . I cannot refrain from observing, however, that in the

- extreme form in which the point was presented by counsel
for the appellants I can find very little in any of the
authorities cited to give countenance to it. Counsel con-
tended that the presence of the owner in person would
amount to the imposition of an " artificial " weight upon the
land in respect of which his right to lateral support from his
neighbour's land would cease to be operative.

Consider the case of the surface owner and subjacent pro-
prietor where the right of support is of the same character.
The surface owner is entitled to the support of the surface
in its natural state, on the ground, as Lord Campbell said
in Humphries v. Brogden (1), that otherwise the surface
property could not be " securely enjoyed as property "; a
reason which would seem to be broad enough at least to
extend to the case in which the owner is in person upon the
land doing some necessary act for the assertion or protection
of his rights. I can at all events entertain little doubt that
Lord Selborne, in Dalton v. Angus (2), in speaking of
" that which is artificially imposed upon the land ", which
"does not itself.. .. .. exist" ex jure naturae, was not
thinking of the person of the owner. I think it is un-
necessary, however, to pass upon this point; and I shall
assume that the plaintiff was not entitled to recover on the
ground that the acts of the defendants did constitute a
violation of the adjoining proprietor's. right of lateral
support.

The ground on which I think the appeal should be dis-
missed is this: A jury under a proper direction might have
found that the situation, created by the excavation in the
place in which it was, constituted, for the reasons above
mentioned, in the absence of protection or warning, a
danger to persons who might be present in the vicinity of it
in the ordinary enjoyment without negligence of their right
to be there under the authority of the owner of the adjoin-
ing property, and the circumstances under which the situ-
ation was created as disclosed by the evidence gave rise to

(1) [18501 12 QB. 739, at pp. 744-5. (2) 6 ApD. Cas. 740. at p. 792.
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a duty on the part of those concerned to provide such pro- 1923
tection or warning. REID

A fact of cardinal importance was deposed to by Mrs. LmNNELL.
Roberts, the plaintiff's landlady, namely, that there was a ___

fence between her property and Reid's, and that this fence -

was taken down in course of the execution of the work
complained of without her permission, with a promise to
replace it that was never carried out. This evidence of Mrs.
Roberts was not contradicted, and there was no cross-
examination upon it. It was argued by Mr. McPhillips
that it must be left out of consideration. But it is
impossible to ignore it for the simple reason that, as I have
mentioned already, the defendants are only (if at all)
entitled to have the action dismissed upon the ground that
from the evidence as it stands the only proper conclusion
is that the plaintiff has no cause of action.

It is a reasonable assumption that the fence was where it
ought to have been, namely, on the line between the two
properties, and that fact is fatal to the contention that the
appellants in creating the situation out of which the action
arose were strictly limiting themselves to acts done in the
ordinary enjoyment of Reid's proprietary rights.

There is indeed much force in the argument advanced
on behalf of the respondents that even in the absence of the
fence the law would have imposed upon the defendants the
duty of taking proper measures to protect Mrs. Roberts and
her tenants and licensees from the danger created by the
existence of the excavation on the principle that there is a
duty to give warning of dangers one creates which are not
discernible by reasonable care by people whom one knows,
or with reasonable care ought to know, may lawfully be in
the vicinity of the danger so created.

I respectfully concur in the opinion expressed by
Scrutton, L.J. in Kimber's Case (1). I think there is much
to be said for the view that the principle of the highway
cases (Hadley v. Taylor (2),for example) is properly appli-
cable. A hole placed near the highway, if so near to the
highway that a person lawfully using the highway and
using it with ordinary caution, accidentally slipping, might
fall into it, constitutes a nuisance to the highway and an

(1) [19181 1 K.B. 439, at pp. 446-7.
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1923 actionable nuisance at the suit of a person injured by reason
REm of its existence there. That is to say, the rights of the

LiNNELL. owner of land adjoining a highway are qualified by this,

Duff J that he must not in the ordinary use of his land create
- a danger of such a character, and it is one of. those cases

to which Lord Campbell referred in Humphries v. Brogden
in these words:

The books of reports abound with decisions restraining a man's acts
upon and with his own property where the necessary or probable con-
sequence of such acts is to do damage to others.
Why is the principle not applicable to qualify in like
manner the rights of a proprietor of land whose property
adjoins a private way? The decision in Corby v. Hill (1),
(and particularly the judgment of Mr. Justice Willes), sug-
gests that as regards the duty of persons engaged in a law-
ful work upon a way who creates a situation which in the
absence of warning or protection is dangerous to persons
using the way in a reasonable manner, there is no distinction
between a public way and a private way; in both cases
there is the duty to provide protection and warning imposed
upon the person who creates the danger. Why should any
distinction exist between a public way and a private way in
respect of a danger created upon adjoining property? And
if the duty arise in such circumstances is it not a duty
resting upon principle, and is the principle not equally
applicable where the dangerous condition of affairs arises
from acts which are done by a proprietor upon his own land
but immediately adjoining a place on his neighbour's pro-
perty that is in common use and which may expose to risk
of injury persons using it without negligence and without
warning?

I put the example on the argument of a foot path between
the gate and the door of the owner of one of two adjoining
houses and an excavation created without warning in mid-
winter immediately adjoining the footway by his neighbour.
Can there be any distinction in principle between the case
of the messenger boy who, after dark, slips and falls into
the excavation, and the wayfarer who in like circumstances
suffers a like mishap in passing along the public road? I
can perceive no sound distinction between the two cases. I
do not overlook the passage from the judgment of Lord

(1) 4 C.B. N.S. 556, at p. 567.
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Penzance in the case of Dalton v. Angus (1) cited by Mr. 1923
Justice Galliher, in which Lord Penzance says that if not REw
bound by authority, he would have considered it no unrea- LINER.

sonable application of principle to hold that an owner of Duff J.
land, if he desires to excavate it and does so in a quarter ad- -

joining his neighbour's property, should be obliged to take
measures to prevent the excavation resulting disastrously to
his neighbour. The proposition suggested thus broadly can-
not, of course, now be maintained consistently with the
settled doctrines of the English law, but I think there is
much to be said for the view that it would be no unreason-
able application of the principle of Hadley v. Taylor (2)
and like cases to hold that the appellants were under an
obligation to Mrs. Roberts and her tenants and licensees to
give warning of the excavation made on their own property.
However that may be, it is, as I think, beyond dispute that
the act of the defendants in removing the fence imposed
upon them an obligation to provide something which would
be an effective substitute.

I think the appeal should be dismissed.

ANGLIN J.-The plaintiff was tenant of part of a
messuage on lot 18 and enjoyed, in common with other
occupants of that lot, rights of user of a yard on the rear
part of the lot, which abutted on a lane. The defendant,
Reid, owned the adjoining lot, 17; his co-defendants were
a contractor and sub-contractor, the latter of whom made
an excavation for a building to be erected by the former for
Reid on the rear of his lot. This excavation extended to
the boundary between lots 17 and 18 and along the yard on
lot 18.

On a dark night in February, the plaintiff, while lawfully
passing through the yard, to reach his automobile, in which
he intended to leave the premises via the lane, fell into the
excavation on lot 17 and was seriously injured. A jury
awarded him $5,000 damages and the judgment entered on
that verdict against the three defendants was sustained as
the result of an equal division in the Court of Appeal. The
dissenting judges, Martin and McPhillips JJ. A. dealt with
the case as one depending entirely on an alleged breach by

(1) 6 App. Cas. 740.
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1923 the defendants of their duty to the owner and occupants
REM of lot 18 not to deprive that lot of such lateral support as

V.
LINNELL. was necessary to sustain it in its natural state, which in

Anglin J. their opinion meant without the addition of any super-
- incumbent weight-even that of a person lawfully walking

upon it. They were of the opinion that since breach of the
duty so defined had not been shown and the defendants
owed no other duty to the plaintiff he could not recover.

Galliher J. was of the opinion that, assuming that the
earth near the edge of lot 18 had slipped under the plain-
tiff's weight as he deposed and as the jury was entitled to
find it did, there had been such an interference with lateral
support as would entail liability. Eberts J. concurred in
dismissing the appeal.

Although otherwise presented in the pleadings, the case
was submitted to the jury solely as one of negligence. As
they were entitled to do under the law of British Columbia,
they brought in a general verdict, ignoring certain specific
questions put to them by the learned trial judge. While
the verdict imports such findings as are necessary to support
a judgment based on negligence, it leaves us in the highly
unsatisfactory position of not knowing what views the jury
took on several questions of fact which were distinctly in
issue. For instance, whether the plaintiff's fall was due to
the earth on lot 18 near the edge of the excavation giving
way under his weight or to his inadvertently, but not negli-
gently, stepping over the boundary and into the hole, as the
evidence that the bank or side of the excavation was found
intact on the following morning suggests; and whether the
defendants had removed a fence between the two proper-
ties, are matters of importance. But, inasmuch as the
verdict may have been based on the view that the defend-
ants owed to the plaintiff a duty either to warn him of the
existence of the excavation or to guard him as one of the
lawful users of lot 18 against the danger of falling into it by
erecting barriers or placing warning lights, we would not, I
think, be justified in assuming either that the plaintiff's
fall was in fact attributable to a withdrawal of whatever
lateral support the defendants were legally bound to leave,
or that a trap had been created by the removal of a fence

[1923]608
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on the presence of which, as marking the boundary of lot 1923
18, the plaintiff had been wont and was entitled to rely.

We must, however, assume that the jury found some REID

breach of duty amounting to actionable negligence on the LINNELL.

part of the defendants and that they negatived contributory Agf j
negligence on the part of the plaintiff, probably accepting
his story that he was wholly ignorant of the existence of the
excavation.

Counsel for the defendants frankly conceded the hope-
lessness of attempting to re-open the issue of contributory
negligence, but he insisted that there was no evidence on
which the jury could properly have found negligence on the
part of the defendants, maintaining that their only duty
was not to take away such lateral support as the law re-
quired them to leave for lot 18; that that would not include
support for the land. plus the weight of a person walking
upon it; and that in any event, there was no finding that
subsidence of the earth on lot 18 was the cause of the
plaintiff's fall. With the contention last stated I am dis-
posed to agree and consequently am not prepared to uphold
the judgment in so far as it rests on deprivation of lateral
support.

Having regard to the evidence of the known user of the
yard by the occupants of lot 18 and by persons having busi-
ness with them, and especially to the fact that the defend-
ant Reid deposed that it was used as a back entrance to
the buildings on lot 18-a trades entrance-the jury, in my
opinion, was entitled to find that it was incumbent on the
defendants in the exercise of ordinary prudence to make
reasonable provision for safeguarding a person lawfully
using the yard on lot 18, as the plaintiff did, against the
obvious danger of falling into the excavation which they
had made immediately adjoining it by taking some means
for that purpose such as the erection of a barrier or the
placing of danger lights or other reasonably efficient means
of protection or warning. In this view it is immaterial
whether the plaintiff's fall was due to the earth along the
edge giving way under his weight or to his having acci-
dently over-stepped the boundary line.

There was in this case no absolute duty to guard inde-
pendently of negligence, such as exists where an excavation

66263-3
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1923 is adjacent to a highway and the maintenance of it unpro-
REID tected is unlawful, a nuisance and indictable. Hardcastle

V.
NNELL. v. South Yorkshire Railway Co. (1); Beven on Negligence,

Anglin j. p. 360. But the right of the defendants to excavate as they
- did, like other rights of using property, was subject to the

qualification implied in the maxim sic utere tuo ut alienum
non laedas. Their right to excavate as they did is unques-
tioned; but the exercise of that right entailed an obligation
to do for the protection of those who they knew might be
expected to make use of the adjoining yard what a prudent
and reasonable man would regard as requisite, or usually
sufficient, to prevent a person using ordinary care from f all-
ing into the excavation while moving about the yard as was
customary.

Although neither of them is upon its facts at all directly
in point, in two cases I find expressions of judicial opinion
which indicate this duty. In re Williams v. Groucott (2),
Blackburn J. said:

Looking at the general rule of law that a man is bound to use his
property so as not to injure his neighbour, it seems to me that when a
party alters things from their normal condition so as to render them
dangerous to already acquired rights, the law casts on him the obliga-
tion of fencing the danger, in order that it shall not be injurious to those
rights.

In Hawken v. Shearer (3), Mathew J. said:
It appears to me that the true principle has been well laid down in

Groucott v. Williams, which is this, that where an alteration has been
made in the normal state of things, calculated to cause injury to a neigh-
bour, an obligation is cast upon the person who makes such an alteration
to protect his neighbour from injury.

And Cave J. said:
A man may dig a pit in the middle of his own field, and leave it

unfenced, but if he does so at the side of the road he must fence it and
if he alters an existing state of things whereby he makes a highway dan-
gerous, he is liable for any accident occasioned by such alteration. No
doubt there are certain limitations to this general principle * * * But
it equally applies to the case of an adjoining owner.

The same principle underlies statements of the Lords
Justices in the recent case of Kimber v. Gas, Light and Coke
Co. (4). Bankes L.J. said (page 445),

If a person creates a dangerous condition of things (something in
the nature of a concealed trap), whether in a public highway, or on his

(1) [18591 4 H. & N. 67, at p. 74. (3) [18871 56 L.J. Q.B. 284, at p.
(2) [1863] 4 B. & S. 149, at p. 286.

157. (4) [1918] 1 K.B. 439.
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own premises, or on those of another, and he sees some other person who 1923
to his knowledge is unaware of the existence of the danger lawfully expos- REM
ing himself or about to expose himself to the danger which he has created, v.
he is under a duty to give such person a warning. There may be cases LINELL.
in which the duty exists though actual knowledge of the danger may not Anglin J.
be brought home to the person charged with negligence * * * The
duty arises quite independently of the occupation of the premises. It
does not arise out of any invitation or licence. It is not a case of mere
omission. The duty arises out of the combination of all the circum-

.stances.

Scrutton L.J. said (p. 446),
It is clear that persons lawfully doing work which interferes with a

public right, as contractors opening the highway, must use reasonable care
not to injure persons lawfully using the highway, which would include
taking reasonable precautions to warn such. persons of dangers created
by the contractor which the passer-by could not with reasonable care dis-
cover. But it is said the case is different when the work is done on private
premises in which the contractor has no proprietary or possessory interest
and on which he is only a licensee of the owner. The contractor's duty
it was said was only, not actively and negligently to injure other persons
on the premises, as by carelessly dropping hammers on their heads, and
included no duty to warn them of dangers, even hidden ones, which- the
contractor's work had created * * * There are of course cases where
there is moral culpability, but no legal liability. A sees B, a blind man,
walking along a highway straight into a pond and gives him no warning,
A is not legally liable for he is under no legal duty to B. But if A has
himself made the hole in the highway, he is under legal liability at once:
Penny v. Wimbledon Urban Council (1). Pcannot see that it makes any
difference that B is a person lawfully on private premises where A has
made the hole or that A is under a duty as to his acts towards B such as
not to hit him with his tools, different from his duty to warn B of dangers
A has created which are not discernable by reasonable care on the part
of B. It is A's duty to carry on his work with due precautions for the
safety of those whom he knows, or ought reasonably to know, may be
lawfully in the vicinity of his work; and the most obvious precaution
would be to warn B, who is going towards the hidden danger A has
created.

See also 21 Hals. L. of E. pars. 888 and 896.
There was in my opinion evidence on which it was com-

petent for the jury to find that the defendants owed to the
plaintiff the duty of safeguarding him against, or at least
of taking reasonable means to warn him of the existence of,
the danger they had created. Failure to discharge that
duty, if it existed, is not questioned. The verdict of the
jury implies both the existence of the duty and the omis-
sion to discharge it, constituting actionable negligence.

The case is not one of so-called casual or collateral negli-

(1) [18991 2 Q.B. 72.
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1 3 ence on the part of the sub-contractor. The making of the
excavation as contracted for up to. the boundary .1ile

r0~. necessarily involved creating the hazardous situation. The
owner and his contractor were.bound to see that reasonable

- protection was provided. They did not avoid responsibility
by entrusting the work to a sub-contractor, however reput-
able, even though they expressly stipulated for effectual
;precautions being taken by him.

If the fall of the plaintiff into the excavation was due'to
the negligence of the defendants,. the fact that in so falling
lie became "an involuntary trespasser cannot avail themn as

answer to his claim.
Iam for these reasons of the opinion that the judgment

appealed from should be sustained.

BRODEUR J.-This action was brought by Linnell to re-
cover damages which he suffered by falling into an excava-
tioin in the lot immediately adjoining the lot on which he
was a.part sub-lessee. He claims the excavation should
have been shored up and should not have been left without
fence, railing or warning lights.

The lot on which the excavation was made is called lot
17, and the adjoining lot on which Linnell resided is called
lot 18. Lot 17 belonged to the defendant Reid, and the
other defendants, Fisher and Campbell, were respectiveiv
contractors and sub-contractors for this excavation.

The plaintiff Linnell had the right to be at the place where
the accident happened. He was going through the yard
of his residence, in a dark night, to deposit some garbage
in cans lying in the yard; and, when he was near the exca-
vation, the ground being likely loosened by frost, gave way
under the weight of the plaintiff. A question of contribu-
tory negligence was raised against Linnell; but the jury,
by returning a general verdict, has evidently discarded the
contention of contributory negligence.

The defendants contend that there was no duty imposed
by law upon them to guard the excavation against persons
lawfully using lot 18.

It is settled beyond question that an owner is entitled
to have his soil supported in its " natural state " and as an
incident to the land itself. Dalton v. Angus (1).

(1) 6 App. Cas. 740.
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It does not mean however that this right to lateral support
should be considered as a right to have the .adjoiningsoil
remain in its natural state, but a -right, -as said by Lord
Blackburn in the case of Dalton v. Angus (1),
to have the benefit of support, which is infringed as soon as and not until
damage is sustained in consequence of the withdrawal of that support.

Lord Penzance, in the same case, said that,
it would be, I think, no unreasonable application of the principle sic iere
tuo ut alienum non laedas to hold that the owner of the adjacent soil
should take reasonable precautions' by way of shoring or otheiwise to
prevent the excavation from disastrously affecting his neighbour,

In-the present case, the contract of Mr.. Reid,. the owner
of the property, with his contractors, provided specifically
for lights and railings being provided in order to.avoid any
accident. Nothing of the kind was done. This provision
of the contract shows conclusively that precautions of that
kind were needed and that their omission was not a pru-
dent act. None of these precautions were taken. The con-
tract was in that respect violated.

Every man may use his own land for all lawful purpose
without being answerable for the consequences, provided he
exercises ordinary care and skill to prevent any unnecessary
injury to the adjacent land owner.

If in this case the defendants had taken the precaution
of doing what their contract provided for, the accident of
which the plaintiff was the victim would have been avoide8.

It has been contended in that respect by the defendait
Reid, the owner, that he is not liable for the injuries re-
ceived by the plaintiff as a result .of negligent acts- of the
other defendants who were independent contractors, and
he was not liable for the collateral or casual negligence'6f
an independent contractor.

This point has been fully considered in the case of Daltdn
v. Angus (1), and I may then in that respect quote the
following passage from the opinion of Lord Blackburn whidh
shows conclusively that the defendant Reid's confention is
not well founded:

Ever since Quarman v. Burnett (2), it has been considered settled law
that one employing another is not liable for his collateral negligence unless
the relation of master and servant existed between them, so that a per-
son employing a contractor to do work is not liable for the iegligence of
that contractor or his servants. On the other hand, a person causing some-
thing to be done, the doing of which casts on him a duty, cannot escape

'T.

Brodeur .

S.C.R.

(2) [1840] 6 M. & W. 499.(1) 6 App. Cas. 740, at P. 808.
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1923 from the responsibility attaching on him of seeing that duty performed
REID by delegating it to a contractor.

V.. t. Lord Buckley, in Robinson v. Beaconsfield Rural Dis-
- trict Council (1), expressed the same view in the following

Brodeur J. terms:
Even if the council had contracted for the discharge of this duty, they

would have remained liable to the plaintiffs for the contractors' failure
to perform the duty.

For these reasons, the appeal should be dismissed with
costs.

MIGNAULT J.-This case has been somewhat confused
by the appellants treating it as if it involved a question of
support of land, and by the respondent applying to it the
rules governing the liability for allowing an obstruction or
an excavation to be on a highway or in close proximity
thereto.

The real question is whether an owner who makes an
excavation on his own property extending to the boundary
line of the neighbouring property, there being no fence
between the two properties, is under any duty to persons
whom he knows are likely to pass to and fro on the adjoin-
ing property to protect the excavation by railings or barriers
or to place a light over it at night in order to prevent
accidents. I

The appellant Reid was the owner of a lot of land known
as no. 17, with a building fronting on Granville Street,
Vancouver. The neighbouring property, no. 18, with a
building also fronting on Granville Street, was occupied by
several tenants or sub-tenants, the respondent being one of
the latter. In the rear of both buildings was a vacant
piece of land, there being apparently no fence between the
two properties, and behind the vacant land was a public
lane. In the rear of the building on the neighbouring
property was a stairway leading to the second story and
this stairway, as well as the vacant land, to the knowledge
of Reid, was used as a means of egress and ingress by the
tehants of the neighbouring property and by persons whose
business brought them there. Reid decided to build on
the rear of his property, and gave a contract for the build-
ing to the appellant Fisher. For that purpose it was

(1) [1911] 2 Ch. 188.
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necessary to excavate a trench up to the line between the 1923
two properties and the work of digging this trench was REID

undertaken by the appellant Campbell. It was a condi- LiNNELL.

tion of the specifications accompanying Reid's contract that Mignault J.
the contractor would at all times maintain the necessary
guards around the excavations and other places requiring
them and all night lights, etc., so as to prevent accidents.

On the evening of the 10th of February, 1922, there being
no railing on the side of the trench towards the property
occupied by the respondent, nor a light over it, the respond-
ent, when leaving the neighbouring building by the stair-
way and crossing the vacant space in the rear in order to
reach a motor car waiting for him, fell into the trench and
was badly injured. The night was dark and stormy and the
respondent did not know, he says, that an excavation had
been made on Reid's property, and, in fact; the digging
had been commenced only two or three days before. The
jury evidently believed the respondent's testimony, and
having returned a general verdict for the respondent, in-
stead of answering the questions submitted to them, (a
most inconvenient practice, I must say, although permitted
by statute), they must be taken to have found all necessary
facts in the respondent's favour.

The appellants' theory-they had no witnesses who
could say how the accident happened-was that the re-
spondent walked into the excavation. The latter says that
the ground gave way under his right foot and then he fell.
This statement of the respondent has given rise to an
interesting discussion on the law governing the support of
land between neighbouring properties, but with all possible
deference to the learned judges who thought otherwise, it
is in my opinion unnecessary to express any opinion on this
question. The legal problem which arises is the one I have
stated above, and its solution depends on the answer given
to the question whether the appellants owed any duty to-
wards persons lawfully on the neighbouring property, and
who, they knew, were likely to pass thereon in close proxi-
mity to the excavation, to guard the trench and have it
lighted at night in order to prevent such an accident as that
which occurred.

S.C.R.
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1923 No exactly parallel case has been cited, for different con-
REM siderations apply to the highway cases and the question,

LmNELL. I have said, is really not one of support of land. It may be
Migis . admitted that Reid was within his rights when he dug the

- trench up to the boundary line of his property, as was also
the respondent when he passed over the rear portion of the
property at night in ignorance that an excavation had been
made on the line of his neighbour's property. But rights of
ownership and of enjoyment of property are not without
certain limitations which the due protection of similar and
co-equal rights renders necessary. The old maxim sic utere
tuo ut alienum non laedas is an undoubted rule of law,
although it must be applied.with proper caution so as not
to come in conflict with the equally venerable maxim qui
jure suo utitur neminem laedit. Broom (Legal Maxims, 8th
ed., p. 308) commenting on the rule sic utere tuo, etc., lays
down five propositions which he deduces from the decided
cases. I will cite the two first.

1. It is, prima facie, competent to any man to enjoy and
deal with his own property as he chooses.

2. He must, however, so enjoy and use it as not to affect
injuriously the rights of others.

The respondent among other cases cited the recent de-
cision of the English Court of Appeal in Kimber v. Gas,
Light and Coke Co. (1). In that case workmen, in re-
pairing an old building and converting it into two dwellings,
had left a hole in the floor of a dark landing, and the plain-
tiff, who visited the building during the work, under a
permit with the view of renting the upper portion, and was
admitted by the workmen but not warned of the existence
of the hole, fell into the hole and recovered daamages against
the contractor. I find stated in the judgments there a legal
principle which can be applied in a case like the one under
consideration. I quote from the language of Scrutton, L.J.,
at p. 447:

It is A's duty (A is a person carrying on work, and, ex hypothesi, law-
fully doing so) to carry on his work with due precautions for the safety
of those whom he knows, or ought reasonably to know, may be lawfully
in the vicinity of his work.

Scrutton L.J., very pertinently cites the remark of Lord
Macnaghten that the plainer a proposition is the harder it

(1) (1918] 1 K.B. 439.
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often is to find judicial authority for it. The learned Lord 1923
Justice indeed goes as far back as Corby v. Hill, (1) to REID

V."support his proposition. Corby v. Hill (1) was the case of 'LiNNELL.
building materials placed on a private road by a builder with Mignault J.tleave of the owner, and the builder was held liable to the -

'plaintiff whose horse was injured by coming in contact with
flie' obstruction.

In deciding that Reid and his contractors and workmen
were under a duty towards persons lawfully passing on
the nieighbouring property to guard the excavation he had
dug' out 'up to the boundary of his land, I am unconscious
bf unduly stretching the rule I have just quoted. Although
I'have not found any absolutely parallel case, I think this
is a most reasonable, and, I may add, a common sense appli-
cation of the old maxim sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas.

* Such an excavation on a dark night was a real trap. More-
-over the specifications had directed that guards should be
placed around it, and this shows that such a precaution was
considered reasonable by the parties themselves. In my
opinion, the liability of the appellants for not having pro-
perly guarded his excavation cannot be questioned.

Mr. McPhillips argued that the respondent's action was
framed as an action based on a nuisance and that the learned
trial judge dealt with it in his charge to the jury as an
action of negligence. I think however that the statement
of claim sufficiently alleges the negligence of the appellants
to stand as an action in tort.

There is no trespass established here. The respondent
was where he was entitled to be when he fell into the
trench.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.
Solicitors for the appellants: Senkler, Buell & Van Horne.
Solicitor for the respondent: H. R. Bray.

(1) 4 C.B. (N.S.) 556.
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1923 THE CANADIAN BANK OF COM-
IAPPELLANT;*May 2. MERCE (PLAINTIFF) ..............

*June 15.
AND

THE CUDWORTH RURAL TELE- RESPONDENT.
PHONE COMPANY (DEFENDANT). .

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR SASKATCHEWAN

Company-Bills and notes-Rural telephone company-Power to make
promissory notes-" The Rural Telephone Act," Sask. 1912-18,
c. 88, s. 48; 1918-19, c. 46, s. 48; R.S.S. 1920, c. 96-" The Com-
panies Act," (Sask.) 1917, c. 84, S. 42 (8); R.S.S. 1920, c. 76, a. 14;
R.S.S. 1922, c. 76.

The respondent company was organized under the provisions of the
" Rural Telephone Act " and, pursuant to those provisions, was duly
registered and incorporated under the Saskatchewan " Companies
Act."

Held that the respondent company had no power to make a promissory
note under the provisions of the " Rural Telephone Act."

Held, also, Idington J. dissenting. that it has no such power under section
14 of the " Companies Act."

Per Idington, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.-Section 14 applies to the
respondent company. Duff J. contra; Davies C.J. and Anglin J.
expressing no opinion, although Anglin J. semble in the affirmative.

Held, Idington J. dissenting, that, on the assumption that section 14 did
apply, there is nothing in it to extend the limited and clearly defined
powers of the respondent company under " The Rural Telephone
Act."

Per Davies C.J. and Mignault J.-The word " capacities " in the second

part of section 14 does not mean " powers."
Per Duff J.-The effect of section 14 as regards the extraprovincial capac-

ities of companies to which it applies is to establish as a rule of con-
struction the rule laid down by Blackburn J. in the Ashbury Com-
pany's Case (L.R. 7 H.L. 653) but held by the House of Lords in
that case not to be applicable to companies incorporated under " The
Companies Act " of 1862, the rule being that companies affected by it
have prima facie all the capacities of a natural person but subject to all
restrictions created expressly or by necessary implication by any
statutory enactment by which such companies are governed. Section
14 does not apply to companies incorporated for the purpose of work-
ing a rural telephone system under " The Rural Telephone Act," since
the memorandum of association of such a company must be read as
incorporating the restrictions upon the capacities of such a company
to be found in "The Rural Telephone Act " which by necessary
implication exclude the operation of section 14 in relation to such
companies.

Per Anglin J.-Under the provisions of " The Rural Telephone Act," the
respondent company already possessed for the purposes for which it
was incorporated all "actual powers and rights" and the fullest

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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" capacity" which the legislature could bestow (Honsberger v. Wey- 1923
burn Townsite Co., 59 Can. S.C.R. 281); and section 14 did not add THE
anything to such "capacity." CANADIAN

Per Idington J. (dissenting).-The corporate powers and capacity of the BANK OF
respondent company rest upon "The Companies Act" entirely, and COMMERCE

V.section 14 impliedly gives to it the capacity and power to make THEpromissory notes. CUDWORTH
Judgment of the Court of Appeal ([1922] 2 W.W.R. 1211) affirmed, Iding- RURAL TELE-

ton J. dissenting. PHONE Co.
APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of Appeal

for Saskatchewan (1) reversing the judgment of Bigelow
J..at the trial (2) and dismissing the appellant's action.

This was an action on a promissory note for $5,407.50
made by the respondent company, payable on demand to
one George Foley and indorsed by him to the appellant
bank.

On the trial, the principal defence raised on behalf of
the respondent company was that making the promissory
note was beyond the powers of the company.

F. F. MacDermid for the appellant.
F. A. Sheppard for the respondent.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-The single question in this appeal

is whether the respondent company did or did not have
the power to make the promissory note in question.

The respondent is a non-trading corporation organized
under " The Rural Telephone Act " of Saskatchewan (see
Statutes of Saskatchewan 1912-13, c. 33, since repealed
by 1918-19, c. 46) for a specific purpose. As such it
had no power to make a promissory note. Bateman v. Mid-
Wales Railway Co. (3). That act provided explicitly for the
manner in which it could raise or borrow the necessary
moneys required to carry out its object and purpose, viz.,
by debentures. Every step the organized company had to
take had to be approved of by the Minister and the Lieuten-
ant-Governor in Council.

After being organized under " The Rural Telephone
Act " it became incorporated under " The Companies
Act " of Saskatchewan and the question at once arises
whether such incorporation conferred upon it the power,
under section 14 of that Act, to do what it could not do
before and make the promissory note in question.

(1) [1922] 2 W.W.R. 1211. (2) [1922] 1 W.W.R. 287.
(3) L.R. 1 C.P. 499.
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1923 That section reads as follows:-
THE Every company heretofore or hereafter created (a) by or under the

CANADIAN authority of any general or special ordinance of the North West Terri,
BAN-K OP
COMMERCE tories; or, (b) under any general or special Act of this legislature; shall,

V. unless a contrary intention is expressed in a special Act, or ordinance, in-
THE corporating it or in a memorandum of association thereof, have and be

CUDWOUrH deemed to have had since incorporation the capacity of a natural person
RURAL TELE- t c

PHONE C to accept extra-provincial powers and rights, and to exercise its powers
beyond the boundaries of the province and to the extent to which the laws

The Chief in force where such powers are sought to be exercised permit; and unless
Justice the contrary intention is expressed in a special Act or ordinance incor-

porating the company or in a memorandum of association thereof, such
incorporation shall, so far as the capacities of such companies are con-
cerned, have and be deemed to have had the same effect as. if the com-
pany were or had been incorporated by letters patent under the Great
Seal.

The question arises under the second part of this sec-
tion and really is whether the words
such incorporation shall so far as the capacities of such companies are
concerned
extend to or embrace "powers" not given to it by its
organization under "The Rural Telephone Act." I do
not think they do. Lord Haldane in delivering the judg-
ment of the Judicial Committee in Bonanza Creek Gold
Mining Co. v. The King (1) drew a clear and broad distinc-
tion between "capacities" and "powers." I frankly say that I
do not clearly understand what the word "capacities" in the
second part of the above section really means. But I am
satisfied it does not embrace " powers." The language
used ' is very precise in expressing the intention of the
legislature as it says " so far as capacities" of such com-
panies are concerned, which to my mind impliedly
excludes " powers." Unless, therefore, the word " capa-
cities " is construed in this section as embracing " powers"
I cannot see how it can apply to extend the limited and
clearly defined powers of the company under " The Rural
Telephone Act."

In the view I take of the meaning and extent of ''The
Companies Act" above quoted it is not necessary for me
to express any opinion with respect to the ground on
which the Court of Appeal for Saskatchewan based its
judgment, viz. that section 14 of " The Companies Act "
does not apply to companies created under " The Rural
Telephone Act."

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.
(1) [1916] 1 A.C. 566.
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IDINGTON J. (dissenting).-The respondent was duly in- 193

corpoxated on the 8th of May, 1918, under and by virtue THE
CANADIANof the Saskatchewan Act known as " The Companies Act." BANK OF

The mernorandum of association presented as the basis of COMMER'E

such. incorporation in compliance with sections 5 and 6 of TTHE
. CUDWORTH

said Act, stated that - RURAL TELE-

the object for which the company is established is th6 construction, main- PHONE CO.
tenance and operation of a telephone system. Idington J.

Ini the course of carrying on its business within the lim-
its of the said object it had become indebted to one Foley
and-as the result -of a settlement between him and
esponiddnt of. their .said dealings it was agreed that the

said indebtedness amounted to the sum of $5,407.50, and
therefpre ;the-respondent gave on the 12th of June, 1920,
to said Foley its promissory note payable on demand to
theorder of;saidFoley forthe said amount.

He discounted same with the appellant shortly after
arnd thus it became in due course the holder thereof.

The respondent's authorities, upon payment being de-
-manded by appellant, professed to have discovered that
a mistake had been made in the amount due said Foley
and that the amount of said promissory note exceeded by
a,cofnsiderable sum what was actually due said Foley, and
refused payment.

This action was brought by appellant to recover the
amount of said promissory note.

The respondent in answer thereto pleaded amongst
other things its incorporation and, what it contends in
'law, that the making of said note was beyond the powers
of the said company.

It was conceded at the trial that the appellant was the
holder of said promissory note in due course and entitled,
under the " Bills of Exchange Act," to recover if the
respondent could be held to have given it within its power
and capacity to make same.

The learned trial judge overruled this defence and
entered judgment for the amount claimed.

He relied upon an amendment originally enacted in
1917, in the following words:-

13 (a). Every company heretofore or hereafter created:
(a) by or under the authority of any general or special ordinance of

the North West Territories; or -

C.R. 621
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1923 (b) by or under the authority of The Companies Act, being chapter
THE 72 of the Revised Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1909, or under this Act or

CANADIAN any Act that may hereafter be substituted therefor; or
BANK OF (c) under any general or special Act of this legislature; shall, unless

COMMERCE. .
C . a contrary intention is expressed in a special Act or ordinance, incorpor-

THE ating it or in a memorandum of association thereof, have and be deemed
CUDWORTH to have had since incorporation the capacity of a natural person to accept

RURAL TELE- extraprovincial powers and rights, and to exercise its powers beyond the
PHONE CO. boundaries of the province to the extent to which the laws in force where
Idington J. such powers are sought to be exercised permit; and unless the contrary

- intention is expressed in a special Act or ordinance incorporating the
company or in a memorandum of association thereof, such incorporation
shall, so far as the capacities of such companies are concerned, have and
be deemed to have had the same effect as if the company were or had
been incorporated by letters patent under the Great Seal.

This in substance is now section 14 of chapter 76 of the
Revised Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1920.

The learned trial judge quoted the last sentence as the
essential part thereof, in which I agree, but owing to the
Court of Appeal having dealt with same from another
angle of vision, to which I am about to refer, I quote the
entire amendment. He seemed to rely upon the decision
of the Ontario Appellate Division in the case of Edwards v.
Blackmore (1), in which it had to consider a similar enact-
ment.

The Court of Appeal reversed said judgment, holding
that the said amendment could not be made.applicable to
the case of the respondent.

The learned Chief Justice referred to " The Rural Tele-
phone Act " of Saskatchewan as being that under which
respondent was organized.

I, with great respect, cannot adopt his reasoning.
The corporate powers and capacity of the respondent

rest upon " The Companies Act " entirely, and the amend-
ments thereto made by the legislature of Saskatchewan
so expressly, as above, were such as no one can properly
discard. It impliedly gave the capacity and power to
make apromissory note.

That legislature had given, by " The Rural Telephone
Act," certain jurisdiction over the respondent and its like
creatures to the Minister named, as it was quite compe-
tent for the said legislature to enact, and thereby it limited
the borrowing powers of such creations as respondent.

(1) [19181 42 Ont. L.R. 105.
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I have read the said "Rural Telephone Act" to see if 1

it said anything therein as to the power of the respondent THE
CANADIAN

to give a promissory note for anything else than borrowed BANK OF
money, and I fail to find anything therein touching the COMMERCH

power to make a promissory note for anything else than THE

borrowed money and even that only impliedly in section 3 1.- uo TE

This note now in question was not given for borrowed PHONE CO.

money. Therefore I fail to see how its powers in regard Idington J.

to what is here in question can be held to be in any way
touched by the provisions of " The Rural Telephone Act."

I submit that even if there had been any such provi-
sions in said Act it was quite competent for the legisla-
ture to have modified all that.

It has not done more than declare, as set forth in the
above quoted section, that unless a contrary intention is
expressed in a special Act or ordinance incorporating it,
or in a memorandum of association thereof certain new
capacities are to be given to the corporate creations of
"The Companies Act."

There was no special Act incorporating it. Its incor-
poration was solely within the powers given therefor by
" The Companies Act," and there was nothing in the iem-
orandum of association by which that expressed a con-
trary intention.

The fact that such men as the promoters of such an
association required the sanction or approval of a certain
minister as preliminary to such an application does not
constitute that as part of the memorandum of association.

I submit it is the plain meaning of the language used that
must govern us and not something imaginary as result of a
metaphysical train of reasoning that we have to deal with.

The later enactments when expressed plainly always
should overrule the prior enactments of the same legis-
lature. If the latter has erred that is the court to go to.

I respectfully submit that to uphold and give effect to
the judgment appealed from instead of leaving the matter
to the legislature we would run grave danger of doing more
harm than any good to be gained by defeating what as
regards Foley may be an unfounded claim.

Moreover, I am unable to understand how the respond-
ent can get away from the effect of sections 113 and 114

S.C.R. 623
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1923 of " The Companies Act " as it now stands, and has stood
THE in otherwise numbered sections.

CANrADIAN
BANK OF There may be some explanation that I have failed to dis-

COMMEC cover, for the point was not made clear in argument, though
THE appellant's factum refers to a section 98 which, unless one

CUD WORTH
RuIRATE - of these sections is what it meant, I cannot understand.

PHONE Co. The references of respondent to section 117 dealing with
Idington J. borrowed money is beside the question and should have

been left aside for we are not concerned with borrowed
money.

As to the Edwards Case (1) relied upon by the learned
trial judge I do not see how it helps us herein or if the con-
verse view had been taken how it could hinder us. It
turned upon an Ontario 'amendment to its "Companies
Act " each respectively framed quite differently from the
Saskatchewan " Companies Act " and the amendment
thereto now in question herein.

I think this appeal should be allowed with costs here and
in the Court of Appeal, and the judgment of the learned
trial judge be restored.

DUFF J.-The crucial question concerns the effect of
section 14 of " The Companies Act." I have reached two
conclusions as to the effect of that section: first, it does not,
as I think, apply to the respondent company; secondly,
on the assumption that it did apply, there is nothing in it
to exclude the express and implied prohibition touching the
exercise of the company's capacities and powers to be found
in " The Rural Telephone Act." As to the first point.
Section 14 is in the following words:

Every company heretofore or hereafter created:
(a) by or under the authority of any general or special ordinance of

the Northwest Territories; or,
(b) under any general or special Act of this legislature; shall, unless

a contrary intention is expressed in a special Act, or ordinance, incorpor-
ating it or in a memorandum of association thereof, have and be deemed
to have had since incorporation the capacity of a natural person to accept
extraprovincial powers and rights, and to exercise its powers beyond the
boundaries of the province and to the extent to which the laws in force
where such powers are sought to be exercised permit; and unless the con-
trary intention is expressed in a special Act or ordinance incorporating
the company or in a memorandum of association thereof, such incorpora-
tion shall, so far as the capacities of such companies are concerned, have

(1) 42 Ont. I,.R. 105.
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and be deemed to have had the same effect as if the company were or 1923
had been incorporated by letters patent under the Great Seal. 1917, c. THE
34, s. 42 (3)* CANADIAN

A rural telephone company, by which phrase I shall desig- 3AIENOF

nate a company incorporated for the purpose of working V.
THE

a rural telephone system under " The Rural Telephones CUDWORTH

RuetA TELE-Act," is a company incorporated and organized under the PHONE Co.
joint authority of " The Rural Telephones Act " and " The
Companies Act." The first step in the proceedings is a -

petition to the Minister charged with the administration
of the Act, in which are set forth a description of the pro-
posed system, in accordance with the regulations of the
department, a statement of the amount of capital proposed,
evidence that a majority of the resident occupants who
may be charged or taxed under the Act are to be share-
holders of the company, and that a minimum sum in cash
amounting to five dollars per pole mile of the system as
described in the specifications has been actually raised.
The Minister may in his discretion grant the prayer of the
petition and permit the petitioners to organize a company
for the purpose of working the system, and then, and then
only, is it competent to these persons to proceed to incor-
poration for that purpose under " The Companies Act."

The design of the statute is to produce a scheme by which
the inhabitants of rural districts may combine in a com-
pany to provide a telephone system for the benefit of the
district and to raise the necessary funds by debentures
charged upon lands adjoining the system. The general plan
is that every person having a telephone connection with
the system is a shareholder in the company, that everybody
is entitled to have such connection who is a resident occu-
pant along the line of the system, and that all property
actually or presumptively accommodated by the presence
of the system is chargeable with the payment of moneys
raised in the first instance for construction and is taxable
for the purpose of meeting the interest on such moneys.

The authority given by the Minister is an authority to
incorporate a company for the purpose of constructing and
working such a system under the provisions of the Act.
It is a strictly limited authority, to establish a co-operative
telephone system under the conditions prescribed by the

66263-4
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THE
CANADIAN
BANK OF
('OMMEIRCF

V.

THE
CUD WORTH

RURAL TELE-
PHONE Ca.

Duff J.

Act and to use therefor the machinery of incorporation
provided by " The Companies Act." It is most important
to note also that the permission of the Minister is an
essential part of the proceedings for incorporation under
"The Companies Act." By section 44 of "The Rural
Telephone Act," 1912, no company can be incorporated
under " The Companies Act " for the purpose of working
atelephone system without the sanction of the Lieutenant-
Governor in Council unless the proceedings prescribed by
" The Rural Telephone Act " have been taken. Every
memorandum of association, therefore, of a company to
be incorporated under the authority of "The Rural. Tele-
phone Act " strictly ought to shew on its face that it is a
company to be incorporated under the permission of the
Minister for .the establishment of the system sanctioned
by the Minister; and every such memorandum of associa-
tion must, in my judgment, be read, however general its
language may be, as incorporating by reference the objects
of the company as shewn by the petition and the permission
of the Minister. The certificate of incorporation of the
respondent company correctly refers to the company as a
company " organized under the provisions " of " The
Rural Telephone Act."

I find little difficulty in concluding, when the matter is
looked upon in this way, that the memorandum of asso-
ciation does contain or must be deemed in law to contain
within the meaning of section 14, an expression of the
" contrary intention " which excludes the operation of that
section. The learned Chief Justice of Saskatchewan has
called attention to the fact that the objects of the company
under " The Rural Telephone Act " are territorially lim-
ited in the strictest way. The area within which the sys-
tem is to operate is fixed by the Minister; no extension of
the system is permitted without the authority of the Min-
ister; and it is only such a company which, through the
machinery of " The Companies Act," the memorandum
of association, and so on, can be given corporate capacity
to work a rural telephone system. It obviously follows
that that part of section 14 which gives to certain com-
panies capacity to acquire extra-provincial powers and
rights to ,an unlimited extent can have no application to
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such companies. Nor can the other limb of the section 1923
be applied. The objects as stated in the memorandum of TEN

. CANADIANassociation, if correctly stated (or perhaps one ought to BANK OF

say, in the memorandum of association as one must .inter- COMMERCE

pret it in light of the special provisions of "The Rural THE

Telephone Act " already referred to), are objects limited RUAL TELE-

in such a way as necessarily to exclude the idea of a gen- PHONE CO.

eral capacity such as that acquired by a company incor- Duff J.
porated by letters patent.

Assuming, however, that companies incorporated under
"The Rural Telephone Act" are not excluded by the
express language of section 14 from the operation of that
section, I should still be disposed to think that the effect
of " The Rural Telephone Act " was to restrict the powers
of companies organized under 'it in such a way as to
exclude the capacity to create negotiable instruments
generally.

In order to get a just conception of the purview of this
section, it is necessary to bear in mind that it was passed
in consequence of the decision of the Privy Council in the
Bonanza Creek Company's Case (1), and it is important,
I think, to note one or two points in the judgment of the
Judicial Committee delivered by Lord Haldane in that
case. The company whose powers were there under con-
sideration was an Ontario company incorporated by letters
patent and governed by the Ontario Companies Act.

His Lordship, in the course of his judgment, pointed out
that the effect of the decision of the House of Lords in
Ashbury Railway Carriage and Iron Co. v. Riche (2) was
that a company deriving its existence solely from statute
must be deemed to have only such capacities as those con-
ferred upon it either expressly or by implication by the
language of the statute creating it. In such a case it is not
admissible to treat the words creating the corporation as
conferring upon it all the capacities of a corporation at com-
mon law, subject only to such restrictions as may be found
in the statute, as the legislature has not in view in such
a case a common law corporation, but only its own
creature.

(1) [19161 1 A.C. 566.
66263-5

(2) [18751 L.R. 7 H. L. 653.
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1923 It is wrong, in answering the question what powers the corporation pos-

THE sesses when incorporated exclusively by statute, to start by assuming the
CANADIAN legislature meant to create a company with a capacity resembling that
BANK OF of a natural person, such as a corporation created by charter would have
COMMERCE at common law, and then to ask whether there are words in the statute

V.
THE which take away the incidents of such a corporation.

CUDWORTH And this, His Lordship says, is the error into which the
RURAL TELE-

PHONE Co. House of Lords held that Blackburn J., as he then was,
Duff j. had fallen in his judgment in the Exchequer Chamber.

- But His Lordship points out, at page 578, that although
the assumption that the legislature had a common law
corporation in view may be wrong, because the language
of the statute may not
warrant the inference that it has done more than concern itself with its
own creature,

nevertheless
the language may be such as to shew an intention to confer on the cor-
poration the general capacity which the common law ordinarily attaches
to corporations created by charter. In such a case a construction like
that adopted by Blackburn J. will be the true one.

The effect of section 14 is, as I think, to bring the com-
panies to which it applies within the principle thus enun-
ciated by Lord Haldane. It is difficult indeed to escape
the conclusion that it was precisely this passage in Lord
Haldane's exposition which the legislature had in view in
enacting section 14.

And what is the result? If we turn to the judgment of
Blackburn J., in the Exchequer Chamber (1), there is this
passage:

I do not entertain any doubt that if, on the true construction of a
statute creating a corporation, it appears to be the intention of the legis-
lature, expressed or implied, that the corporation shall not enter into a
particular contract, every court, whether of law or equity, is bound to
treat a contract entered into contrary to the enactment as illegal, and
therefore wholly void; and to hold that a contract wholly void cannot be
ratified.

And at p. 264 he formulates thus the question that must be
answered:

Does the statute creating the corporation by express provision, or
necessary implication, shew an intention in the legislature to prohibit, and
so avoid the making of, a contract of this particular kind?

The effect, then, of section 14 upon the companies to
which it applies is not to abrogate entirely the doctrine of
ultra vires but to establish a rule of construction which in

(1) (1874] L.R. 9 Ex. 224, at p. 262.
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effect is that such companies are to be deemed to have the 192

capacities of a common law corporation, subject to such THa
CANADIAN

restrictions as the legislature has evidenced an intention BANK OF

of imposing upon it. In declaring in section 14 that the COMMERCE
companies referred to are to have the capacities of a com- THE

OtlWORTH
mon law corporation, the legislature cannot be supposed RunL.TME-

to have intended to abrogate the restrictions and prohibi- PHONE CO.

tions which the legislature itself has shewn an intention to Duff J.
impose upon such companies. A company created by
charter, as Lord Haldane points out at pp. 582-3, is neces-
sarily subject to the restrictions imposed upon it by the
legislature, and where the enactment imposing such restric-
tions evinces an intention that a given transaction shall
not be entered into, then any attempt on the part of the
company to enter into such a transaction must be inoper-
ative in law. Lord Haldane's judgment, as I read it, gives
the sanction of his approval to the principle expressed in
the first of the passages quoted above from Blackburn J.,
in those cases in which Blackburn J's principle of construc-
tion is properly applicable.

In this view I am disposed to think that there is ample
evidence to be found in the provisions of " The Rural Tele-
phone Act" of an intention to prohibit the giving of
promissory notes and negotiable instruments generally by
rural telephone companies; and consequently that on the
assumption upon which we have been proceeding, the
promissory notes in question must be held not to have been
the promissory notes of the company.

It is desirable, I think, to refer before taking the leave
of the case to the point which was made on the argument
that the whole of section 14 is limited to the capacity to
acquire extra-provincial powers and rights. I may say at
once that such a reading appears to me to involve the
deletion of the second limb of the section. Evidence could
be accumulated indefinitely of the use of the words " cor-
porate capacity" to describe the powers of companies and
other corporations to enter into contracts, make promissory
notes and do other acts in the law. In his judgment in
the Bonanza Company's Case (1), Lord Haldane draws a

(1) [19161 1 A.C. 566.

66263-52
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1923 distinction between " capacities " and " actual powers and
-Taz rights " which for his purpose is, of course, a most useful

CANADIAN
BANK OF and illuminating one; because he is there dealing with the

.MRCE validity of acts which depend for their validity upon two
THE coefficients-the capacity of a corporation derived from the

CUDWORTH
IUAL TEE- law from which it takes its being, and the power and right

PHO Co. of the corporation to exercise its capacities in a territory
Puff J where that law is without authority; and the words of sec-

tion 14 " capacity * * * to accept extraprovincial
powers and rights" are natural and appropriate to that
part of this section which deals exclusively with such
" powers and rights." The distinction may come into
play in cases where the respective jurisdictions are not
marked off by territorial delimitation; such, for example,
as the case of a Dominion corporation seeking to ac-
quire land in a province deriving its " capacity " in the
sense in which Lord Haldane uses the word, from the
Dominion, and its right to exercise that capacity from the
province which requires a license in mortmain, or in the
case of a provincial corporation executing a bill of exchange
or promissory note. The law which recognizes a bill of
exchange or promissory note made by an artificial person
as a good bill or note is a Dominion law while the capacity
to make such instruments is a capacity which the corpora-
tion could derive from the province alone.

*But there is, of course, nothing in Lord Haldane's judg-
ment throwing a doubt upon the propriety and aptitude
of the phrase " corporate capacity " sanctioned by the
widest and most inveterate usage as applied to the power
now in question.

It has been suggested, indeed, that the words, "as far
as the capacities of such companies are concerned" are on
this view superfluous. What I have already said will
sufficiently indicate that in my opinion they are far from
superfluous; on the contrary they indicate a deliberate in-
tention to adopt for the purpose of determining the capac-
ities of such companies the principle of construction laid
down by Blackburn J., as explained by Lord Haldane. And
indeed a moment's reflection shews that the use of some
such phraseology was necessary in order to confine tht
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effect of the enactment by reference to the purpose. the 1

legislature had in view. One rule of law, for example, -TA
touching common law corporations which it might very well BANK o.
have been thought desirable to avoid is the rule that sub- MERCE

jects a corporation created by letters patent which has in- THE
CUDWORTHfringed some provision of its charter to proceedings in scire RURALTELE-

facias for the recall of the charter. The jurisdiction of ithe PHONE CO
courts in such cases at common law is strictly confined to Duff J.
corporations created by matter of record. The Queen v.
Hughes (1). The effect of the omission of the words in
question might very well have raised a serious point as to
whether or not in addition to the statutable machinery for
the winding-up of companies created by special Act or
under the " Companies Act " the common law procedure by
scire facias would have been available. I do not pursue the
point. I mention this as one example of the things which
it may have been desired to avoid by the- use of these
words.

Although not suggested on the argument, a point. ha
arisen as to the effect of sections 112 to 114 of " The Coin-
panies Act."

I shall state with brevity and directness my view uponr
this point. I infer from Form A, which gives the general
form of memorandum of association, that the statute con-
templates, in cases in which the power to make negotiable
instruments is not by implication involved in the state-
ment of the principal object or objects of the company and
this power is intended to be taken, that it shall be taken
by express words in the memorandum of association.

The sections mentioned are not to be read as enacting
that every company-an athletic association, for example,
-formed under "The Companies Act," is to have.- the
capacity to create negotiable instruments, even though the
memorandum of association be silent upon the subject.

Where the memorandum of association is silent upon
the subject, then the question of the existence or non-exist-
ence of the capacity is to be solved by answering the ques-
tion whether a grant of the power is implied in the state-
ment of the objects of the company and the other provis-
ions of the memorandum.

(1) [18651 L.R. 1 P.C. 81
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1923 I have already said sufficient to shew that in my opinion
THE a memorandum of association containing, as the memor-

CANADIAN
BAN K OF andum now before us contains, no statement as to the
COMMCE

CME company's objects except the statement that the company
TH is formed to construct and to work a rural telephone

CUDWORH
RUL TELE- system, does not give such a power by implication.

PHONE CO. The appeal should be dismissed with costs.
Duff J.

- ANGLIN J.-Whether the,giving of a promissory note
for an indebtedness admittedly incurred in carrying out
the purpose for which it was incorporated was ultra vires
of the respondent company is the question before us on
this appeal.

Incorporated in 1918 under the Saskatchewan " Com-
panies Act " (R.S.S. 1909, c. 72), the respondent is a purely
statutory corporation to which the doctrine of Ashbury
Railway Carriage and Iron Co. v. Riche (1), applies. It
possesses, however, all the. powers conferred on companies
by that Act, except as varied by " The Rural Telephone
Act " (1912-13, c. 33, s. 43). Those powers were expressly
continued and confirmed by section 48 of " The Rural Tele-
phone Act," 1918-19, c. 46 (R.S.S. 1920, c. 96). See also
section 46 of the same statute. By an amendment to the
Companies Act, made in 1917 (c. 34, s. 42 (3) (R.S.S. 1920,
c. 76, s. 14) it was provided that

Every company heretofore or hereafter created:
(a) by or under the authority of any general or special ordinance

of the North West Territories; or
(b) under any general or special Act of this legislature shall, unless

a cbntrary intention is expressed in a special Act or ordinance, incorpor-
ating it or in a memorandum of association thereof, have and be deemed
to have had since incorporation the capacity of a natural person to accept
extraprovincial powers and rights, and to exercise its powers beyond the
boundaries of the province to the extent to which the laws in force where
such powers are sought to be exercised permit; and unless the contrary
intention is expressed in a special Act or ordinance incorporating the com-
pany or in a memorandum of association thereof, such incorporation shall,
so far as the capacities of such companies are concerned, have and be
deemed to have had the same effect as if the company were or had been
incorporated by letters patent under the Great Seal.

The contrary intention was not so expressed.
As at present advised, I am not prepared to accede to

the view which prevailed in the Court of Appeal that
s. 14 of c. 76 R.S.S. 1920, is inapplicable to the respondent.

(1) L.R. 7 HL. 653.
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That section expressly provides for its application to every 1
company created under any general or special act of the THN

. CANADIANlegislature. The respondent is such a company. But it BANK OF

is probably not necessary to determine that question. COMMERCE

I agree with the opinions expressed below that the THE
. CUDWORTHrespondent is a statutory non-trading corporation, whose RURAL TELE-

authority to make promissory notes must be found in the PHONE Co.

statutes which confer its powers. Bateman v. Mid-Wales Anglin J.
Ry. Co. (1). The note was not given for borrowed money.
Therefore, while section 117 of " The Companies Act "
(1915, c. 14) cannot be invoked to authorise it, neither
would section 31 of " The Rural Telephone Act," 1918-19,
c. 46, by implication exclude the power of the company
to make it. Having regard to the language of section 48
of " The Rural Telephone Act," 1918-19, c. 46 (R.S.S.
1920, c. 96), nothing in that Act can be invoked. to cut
down whatever powers the respondent acquired by virtue
of its incorporation in 1918 under " The Companies Act."
subject to the provisions of " The Rural Telephone Act,"
1912-13 (c. 33); vide s. 43.

But, assuming the applicability of section 14 of "The
Companies Act " (R.S.S. 1920, c. 76), above quoted, to
the respondent, it does not in my opinion help the appel-
lant. The word " capacity," as first used in that section,
is explicitly restricted to its passive or subjective sense-
the capacity " to accept extra-provincial powers and
rights "-as Viscount Haldane used it in the Bonanza
Creek Case (2), at page 576-" capacity to acquire and
exercise rights and powers." As his Lordship said, at
page 583:

Actual powers and rights are one thing and capacity to accept extra-
piovincial powers and rights quite another.

The word " capacities " occurs again in the latter part
of the section in this context-
such incorporation shall, so far as the capacities of such companies are
concerned, have and be deemed to have had the same effect as if the
company were or had been incorporated by letters patent under the
Great Seal.

Apart altogether from the familiar rule of construction
that where a word occurs twice in the same statutory pro-
vision, it will ordinarily be given the same meaning in

(2) [19161 1 A.C. 566.

S.C.R. 633
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1923 each case, the obviously limitative purpose of the phrase,
THE " so far as the capacities of the companies are concerned,"CANADIAN

BANK OF and the known fact that this legislation, like somewhat
COMMERCE similar legislation in other provinces, was enacted in con-

THE sequence of the decision in the Bonanza Case (1) makeCUDWORTH .
RURAL TELE- it reasonably certain that the word "capacities" is here

PHONE CO. again used in the purely passive or subjective sense. It
Anglin J. confines the operation of section 14 to enabling companies

to which it applies to accept and exercise powers and
rights otherwise conferred upon them and does not import
or imply any grant of "actual powers or rights" additional
to those conferred elsewhere in the statute.

For reasons stated in Honsberger v. Weyburn Townsite
Co. (2), I strongly incline to the view that the respondent
company already possessed for the purposes for which it
was incorporated all " actual powers and rights " and the
fullest " capacity " which the legislature of Saskatchewan
could bestow. I doubt therefore whether section 14 was
at all necessary and rather think it added nothing to the
" capacity" which the defendant company already had.
Its purpose was to put it beyond doubt that companies
incorporated under the Saskatchewan Companies Act or
special Acts, which could not invoke the benefits held in
the Bonanza Case (1) to result from the instrument of
incorporation having taken the form, prescribed by the
Ontario " Companies Act," of Letters Patent issued under
the Great Seal, should, nevertheless, " so far as their capa-
cities are concerned," be in the same position as if that
form of incorporation had been authorized and adopted-
that and nothing more.

I find nothing in section 14 which would confer on a non-
trading statutory corporation, such as the defendant, the
actual power to bind itself by making a promissory note.

I am therefore of the opinion that the giving of the note
in question was ultra vires of the defendant company and
that the judgment in appeal should be affirmed.

BRODEUR J.-The question to be decided is whether the
respondent company had the power to sign a promissory
note.

(1) [1916] 1 A.C. 566. (2) [19191 59 Can. S.C.R. 281,
at p. 306.
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Some corporations are given special authority to sign 1923

promissory notes by their charters or by the general laws THE
CANADIAN

by which they are governed. (Revised statutes of Canada, BANK OF

c. 79, sec. 32; Revised statutes of Saskatchewan, c. 72, COMERCE

s. 96.) In the case of others such authority is implied CTHE
from the nature of their object (Royal British Bank v. Tur- RURAL TELE-

quand (1). Trading companies could not easily carry on PHONE CO.
their trade without having the implied power of signing Brodeur J.
notes, which have become an instrument of primary neces-
sity in their business relations.

In England, it is stated that the authority cannot be im-
plied from ths mere power to contract debts, since the
power to issue negotiable paper involves something more
than the contracting of a debt, namely the imposition upon
the corporation of the liability to innocent indorsers for
debts which the corporation is not authorized to contract
(Lindley on Companies, p. 242). It has been held in Eng-
land that this implied power is not possessed by a water
works company. Neale v. Turton (2). But the tendency
of recent decisions is towards a more liberal interpretation
of these powers. Re Peruvian Railways Co. (3).

The corporation which has signed the note in question
in this case is a telephone company incorporated as a pub-
lic service corporation under the provisions of " The Rural
Telephone Act" of Saskatchewan. This Act requires that
persons desirous of constructing a telephone system should
apply to the Minister for the purpose of obtaining his
authorization. Plans and specifications of the proposed
system and a statement of the amount to be raised by
debenture have to be submitted to the Minister. The area
within which the construction and operation can be carried
out is determined by the Minister. The capital of' the com-
pany is limited at $10 per pole mile and is divided into
shares of $5 each and not more than four shares may be held
by any one person. To raise the money for the construction,
the company is authorized to issue debentures, but written
notice has to be given of the resolution authorizing the
loan to all the shareholders, and the resolution must be
approved by the Minister and by the local Government

(1) [1856] 6 E. & B. 327. (2) [1827] 4 Bing. 149.
(3) [1867] 2 Ch. App. 317.
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1923 Board. The debentures must be countersigned by the Min-
THE ister and form a lien on the lands adjoining the system.

CANADIAN
BANK OF The moneys for the payment of these bonds are obtained

CO4ERCE exclusively from taxes levied on the lands affected.
THE It seems admitted that these telephone companies were

CunWORTH
RURAL TELE- not authorized to sign promissory notes until the law was

PHONE CO. passed in 1917 by the Saskatchewan Legislature which reads
Brodeur J. as follows:-

14. Every company heretofore or hereafter created:
(a) by or under the authority of any general or special ordinance of

Northwest Territories; or
(b) under any general or special Act of this legislature; shall, unless

a contrary intention is expressed in a special Act or ordinance, incorpor-
ating it or in a memorandum of association thereof, have and be deemed
to have had since incorporation the capacity of a.natural person to accept
extraprovincial powers and rights, and to exercise its powers beyond the
boundaries of the province to the extent to which the laws in force where
such powers are sought to be exercised permit; and unless the contrary
intention is expressed in a special Act or ordinance incorporating the com-
pany or in a memorandum of association thereof, such incorporation shall,
so far as the capacities of such companies are concerned, have and be
deemed to have had the same effect as if the company were or had been
incorporated by letters patent under the Great Seal.

At first sight, we might say that this section gives every
company the same powers as a company incorporated under
the great seal which is authorized to make notes. But it
would be, according to my mind, to give to this section an
effect which the legislature never intended. This legisla-
tion of 1917 was passed with the purpose of comply-
ing with the suggestion made by the Privy Council in
the Bonanza Creek Case (1). It had been said by Lord
Haldane that
the words " legislation in relation to the incorporation of companies with
provincial objects" (B.N.A. Act, sec. 92, s.s. 11) do not preclude the pro-
vince from keeping alive the power of the executive to incorporate by
charter in a fashion which confers a general capacity analogous to that
of a natural person. Nor do they appear to preclude the province from
legislating so as to create by or by virtue of a statute a corporation with
this general capacity. What the words really do is to preclude the grant
to such a corporation whether by legislation or by executive act accord-
ing with the distribution of legislative authority of powers and rights in
respect of objects outside the province, while leaving untouched the abil-
ity of the corporation, if otherwise adequately called into existence, to
accept such powers and rights if granted ab extra.

It had been contended by the federal authorities in this
Bonanza Creek Case (1) that a provincial company could

(1) [1916] 1 A.C. 566.
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not carry on business outside the territory of the incor- 1

porating province. In deciding this question, the Privy THE
CANADIAN

Council made in 1916 the suggestions above quoted. The BANKOF

Legislature of Saskatchewan, at the session of 1917, passed COMMERCE

a necessary remedial legislation which is embodied in THE
.aqCUDWORTH

section 14, which I have also quoted above. RURAL TELE-

The legislature evidently intended to grant to its prov- PHONE CO.

incial companies the capacity of accepting extra-provin- Brodeur J.

cial powers and of exercising its powers beyond the bound-
aries of the province as far as the laws of the country or
province in which the powers are sought to be exercised
permit. Going further than that would be giving these
companies a more extended power than the remedial legis-
lation contemplated.

I then come to the conclusion that the Cudworth Rural
Telephone Company was never authorized by the statute
of 1917 to sign promissory notes.

For these reasons the appeal should be dismissed with
costs.

MIGNAULT J.-The appellant's argument chiefly cen-
tres around section 14 of chapter 76 of the Revised Statutes
of Saskatchewan, 1920, which is " The Companies Act " of
that province. This section was added as section 13a to
" The Companies Act " by chapter 34, section 42, of the
statutes of 1917 after, and I think I may say because of,
the decision of the Judicial Committee in Bonanza Creek
Gold Mining Co. v. The King (1). It was there held that
a company incorporated by letters patent issued by the
Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario under the Ontario " Com-
panies Act " with the object of carirying on the business
of mining, has a status and capacity which enable it to
accept and exercise mining leases and rights conferred by
the authorities of the Dominion and the Yukon Territory.

Speaking on behalf of their Lordships, Lord Haldane,
referring to the power granted to a province by section 92,
par. 11, of the B.N.A. Act for the incorporation of com-
panies " with provincial objects," said (p. 576):-

Such provincial objects would be of course the only objects in respect
of which the province could confer actual rights. Rights outside the
province would have to be derived from authorities outside the pro-
vince.

(1) [19161 1 A.C. 566.

S.C.R. 637
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1923 Further on, his Lordship said (p. 582):-
THE The doctrine of Ashbury Railway Carriage and Iron Co. v. Riche (1)

CANADIAN does not apply where, as here, the company purports to derive its exist-

CBAE E ence from the act of the sovereign and not merely from the words of the

v. regulating statute * * * If validly granted it appears to their Lord-
THE ships that the charter conferred on the company a status resembling that

CUDWORTH of a corporation at common law, subject to the restrictions which are
RURAL TELE-

PHONE Co. imposed on its proceedings.

Mialt J And further, at p. 583:-
The limitations of the legislative powers of a province expressed in

section 92, and in particular the limitation of the power of legislation to
such as relates to the incorporation of companies with provincial objects,
confine the character of the actual powers and rights which the provincial
government can bestow, either by legislation or through the executive, to
powers and rights exercisable within the province. But actual powers and
rights are one thing and capacity to accept extraprovincial powers and
rights is quite another. In the case of a company created by charter the
doctrine of ultra vires has no real application in the absence of statutory
restriction added to what is written in the charter. Such a company has
the capacity of a natural person to acquire powers and rights. If by the
terms of the charter it is prohibited from doing so a violation of this
prohibition is an act not beyond its capacity, and is therefore not ultra
vires, although such a violation may well give ground for proceedings by
way of scire facias for the forfeiture of the charter. In the case of a com-
pany the legal existence of which is wholly derived from the words of a
statute, the company does not possess the general capacity of a natural
person and the doctrine of ultra vires applies.

And at p. 584:-
The words " legislation in relation to the incorporation of companies

with provincial objects " do not preclude the province from keeping alive
the power of the executive to incorporate by charter in a fashion which
confers a general capacity analogous to that of a natural person. Nor
do they appear to preclude the province from legislating so as to create,
by or by virtue of a statute, a corporation with this general capacity.
What the words really do is to preclude the grant to such a corporation,
whether by legislation or by executive act according with the distribution
of legislative authority, of powers and rights in respect of objects outside
the province, while leaving untouched the ability of the corporation, if
otherwise adequately called into existence, to accept such powers and
rights if granted ab extra.

The law having been thus authoritatively stated, the
Saskatchewan legislature amended its " Companies Act "
by adding thereto the enactment which is now section 14
of chapter 76 of the revision of 1920. It is declared by
what I will call the first part of this section that every
company then or thereafter created by or under the author-
ity of any general or special ordinance of the Northwest
Territories or under any general or special Act of the

(1) L.R. 7 HL. 653.
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Legislature, unless a contrary intention is expressed in a %

special Act or ordinance incorporating it, or in a memoran- THE
CANADIAN

dum of association thereof, shall have and be deemed to BANK OF

have had since incorporation the capacity of a natural COMMERCE
V.

person to accept extraprovincial powers and rights, and THE
CUDWORTH

to exercise its powers beyond the boundaries of the prov- RURAL TELE-
ince to the extent to which the laws in force where such PHONE CO.

powers are sought to be exercised permit. And after this Mignault J.
general declaration, which exactly covers the point deter-
mined in Bonanza Creek Gold Mining Co. v. The King (1),
the second part of section 14 states:
and unless the contrary intention is expressed in a special Act or ordin-
ance incorporating the company or in a memorandum of association
thereof, such incorporation shall, so far as the capacities of such companies
are concerned, have and be deemed to have had the same effect as if the
company were or had been incorporated by letters patent under the Great
Seal.

The scheme of the Saskatchewan Companies Act is
incorporation by means of a memorandum of association
and not by letters patent, so that, without the general
declaration of the first part of section 14, a company so
incorporated would come within the rule of Ashbury Rail-
way Carriage and Iron Co. v. Riche (2). The intendment
of the first part of section 14 is to give the company, not-
withstanding its mode of incorporation, the capacity of a
natural person to accept extra-provincial powers and
rights and to exercise its powers beyond the boundaries
of the province in so far as permitted by the law where
these powers are sought to be exercised. This confers on
a company incorporated in Saskatchewan by means of a
memorandum of association a capacity which it would
not have under Bonanza Creek Gold Mining Co. v. The
King (1), which. refers merely to companies incorporated
by royal charter, so that in Saskatchewan the distinction
between the two kinds of incorporation, in so far as the
capacity to accept extra-provincial rights is concerned,
becomes immaterial.

The second part of section 14 gives rise to a serious diffi-
culty. It declares that " such incorporation," to wit, in-
corporation by statute, unless the contrary intention is ex-
pressed in a special Act or ordinance incorporating the

(1) [1916] 1 A.C. 566. (2) L.R. 7 H.L. 653.
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1923 company, or in a memorandum of association thereof, shall,
THE in so far as the capacities of such companies are concerned,

CANADIAN
BANK OF have and be deemed to have had the same effect as if the

COMMERCE
OMR company were or had been incorporated by letters patent

THE under the great seal.
CUDWORTH
RURAL TELE- There is no question here of the acceptance of extra-
PHONE CO.

- provincial powers and rights. The statutory company is
Mignault J. to have the capacity of a company incorporated under

royal charter, unless the contrary intention is expressed in
the statute incorporating it. This, it is contended, does
entirely away with the rule of Ashbury Railway Carriage
and Iron Co. v. Riche (1). And the words of Lord Hal-
dane,
in the case of a company created by charter, the doctrine of ultra vires
has no real application in the absence of statutory restriction added to
what is written in the charter
are relied on as supporting the contention that the defence
of ultra vires cannot be sustained.

On the other hand, it is argued that the word " capacity"
or " capacities " is used in the passive sense in section 14.
This can be granted as to the first part of the section. It
may be added that this word is primarily so used, for
capacity is defined as "ability or fitness to receive"
(Stroud's Judicial Dictionary). And the point considered
in the Bonanza Company Case (2) was the ability of a
provincial company to receive or accept extraprovincial
rights, that is to say capacity in the passive sense-so it
is contended that the words of section 14, " so far as the
capacities of such companies are concerned," should be
considered as restricting or cutting down the generality of
the declaration of the legislature.

It must be admitted that, in so far as the abolition of the
doctrine of ultra vires is concerned, the legislature has
weakened what otherwise would have been an unequivocal
declaration by the introduction of qualifying words in the
second part of section 14. Of course also the memorandum
of association must be looked at, and here the purpose men-
tioned is
the construction, maintenance and operation of a telephone system,

which seems to negative the existence of unlimited powers.

(3) [1916] 1 A.C. 566.

[1923]640

(1) L.R. 7 H.L. 653.
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The word "capacity" in the first part of the section is 1

used in the passive sense and it is not an unfair inference THE
CANADIAN

that if this word was intended to have in the second part BANK OF

the meaning of powers and rights the latter expressions C E

would have been employed, if for no other reason, in order C THE
CUDWORTH

to avoid the use in this section of the same expression with RURAL TELE-

two different meanings. So I think that section 14 does PHONE Co.

not in the present instance conclude the matter as con- Mignault J.

tended by the appellant. This suffices to distinguish this
case from Edwards v. Blackmore (1), the Ontario statute
being differently worded, and no doubt the company was of
a different nature, and I desire to be understood as express-
ing no opinion as to the decision of the Ontario court.

On the other branch of the case, I have no difficulty in
coming to the conclusion that the respondent company had
no power to issue the note here in question. Granting that
under section 48 of " The Rural Telephone Act " it had all
the powers conferred on companies by " The Companies
Act," except as varied by " The Rural Telephone Act," my
opinion is that, reading these two Acts together with the
memorandum of association and considering the nature of
this company which is a local public service organization
and the restrictions placed on its borrowing powers, the
issuing of negotiable instruments clearly transcended its
corporate powers.

I would therefore not interfere with the unanimous
judgment of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Ferguson, MacDermid & Mac-
Dermid.

Solicitors for the respondent: McCraney, Hutchinson, Car-
roll & Sheppard.

(1) 42 Ont. L.R. 105.
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1923 A. H. CHURCH AND OTHERS.............. .APPELLANTS;
*May 3, 4.
*June 15. AND

MARY A. V. HILL ..................... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF ALBERTA

Will-Construction-Specific devise of land-Effect of subsequent sale-
Proceeds falling into residue-" Land Titles Act" (Alta.) [19061 c. 24,
s. 41-" An Act respecting the transfer and descent of land," (Alta.)
[19061 c. 19, s. 2.

Where a testator in his will makes a specific devise of land but sub-
sequently sells same under agreement for sale, the devise is rendered
inoperative; the devisee is not entitled to any part of the unpaid
purchase money, which falls into residue.

Per Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ.-This effect
is not altered by the provisions of sect. 2 of c. 19 of " The Transfer
and Descent of Land Act," (Alta.) [19061, which assimilate the course
of descent of real estate to that of personality.

Per Idington, Anglin and Mignault JJ.-The settled jurisprudence in this
matter applies notwithstanding the provisions of section 41 of " The
Land Titles Act," (Alta.) [19061 c. 24.

Per Duff J.-The amendment to " The Land Titles Act " made by s. 7 of
c. 39 [19211 in regard to executions does not affect the application
of such jurisprudence.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1), reversing the judg-
ment of Ives J. at the trial (2).

The material facts of the case and the questions in issue
are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg-
ment now reported.

Parlee K.C. for the appellant.
Geo. F. Macdonnell for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-While I feel myself compelled by
the decided cases to allow this appeal and restore the judg-
ment of Mr. Justice Ives, I may say that I do so with great
regret.

Under the circumstances the costs throughout of all par-
ties as between solicitor and client must be borne by the
estate.

*PRESENT:5ir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.

(2) [19221 2 W.W.R. 1268.
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IDINGTON J.-The line of decisions begining with Farrar 1923

v. Winterton (1), and down to Beddington et al v. Bau- cauvac
V.

mann et at (2), holding that the subject matter of a spe- HaL.
cific devise or bequest made by a testator, having been sold J

by him, the devise or bequest was thereby adeemed so -

settled the English law of wills that it thereby became the
law of the North West Territories before Alberta was set
apart and hence when that happened it continued to be
the law of Alberta until changed by legislation, which the
legislature has not seen fit to enact.

Having received, from a consideration of the will and
events relative thereto now in question, a very decided
impression that the result of so holding as the learned trial
judge felt he must would lead to thwarting the testator's
probable intention, I have examined the line of decisions
I have referred to and a great many more.

In the result I am driven by the weight of authorities
to conclude that the judgment appealed from cannot be
maintained.

I had hoped to find, inasmuch as Jarman had considered
that the legal estate passed to the devisee in the case of
a mere bargain and sale there might be a basis upon
which to found something that would uphold the judg-
ment appealed from. That, however, turned out, by a
consideration of some of the cases, of which Re Clowes (3)
was one, which showed that owing to the Imperial Con-
veyancing Act and Law of Property Act, 1881 (Imp.),
c. 41, sec. 30, even the legal estate was taken away and
would pass to the executor or administrator.

And that was the state of the English law and I sus-
pect well fitted when introduced into the Northwest to
receive the Torrens system of registration and other items
upon which Mr. Justice Beck rests, in a way which, with
great respect, I cannot.

In short it was the old common law doctrine that I had
imagined might have saved the situation if in course of
developing our judge made law, some court happened to
discover a possible cause of injustice, and by its decision
furnished a remedy we could adopt.

(1) [1842] 5 Beav. 1. (2) [1903] A.C. 13.
(3) [18931 1 Ch. 214.

67559-11
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1923 No such precedent existing, I see no help for it but to
CauRoH allow the appeal and restore the learned trial judge's
uns. judgment.

dingo J. , I think the costs of all parties in the courts below and
- here should be allowed out of the estate.

DUFF J.-I am constrained, I regret to say, to the con-
clusion that this appeal must be allowed and the judg-
ment of Ives J., restored. The costs of all parties as
between solicitor and client should be borne by the estate.
I can add nothing of any value to the judgment of Mr.
Justice Clarke.

ANGLIN J.-It is now too well settled to admit of con-
troversy that the right of a vendor of land to the purchase
money, though secured by lien upon the land sold, is not
such an estate or interest as s. 23 of the English Wills
Act, 1837 (Imp.), c. 26 (in force in Alberta entitles a
devisee of the land under the will of such vendor, made
prior to the sale, to claim. The decisions to that effect
of Lord Langdale in Farrar v. Winterton (1), and of Lord
Romilly in Gale v. Gale (2), have been followed ever
since, the latter having been explicitly approved by the
House of Lords in Beddington v. Baumann (3).

The assimilation in Alberta of the course of descent of
real estate to that of personalty affords no ground for a
departure from such a well settled rule. Section 23 of the
Wills Act applies equally to real and to personal estate.

The result of decisions of this court in Jellett v. Wilkie
(4), Williams v. Box (5), Smith v. National Trust Co. (6),
Yockney v. Thomson (7), Grace v. Kuebler * (8), and other
cases, is that, notwithstanding such provisions as s. 41 of
ch. 24 of the Alberta statutes of 1906, equitable doctrines
and jurisdiction apply to lands under the Land Titles or
Torrens system of registration and equitable interests in
such lands may be created and will be recognized and pro-
tected. The presence of that provision in the Alberta
statutes does not afford sufficient ground for holding that

(1) 5 Beav. 1. (5) [19101 44 Can. S.C.R. 1.
(2) [1856] 21 Beav. 349. (6) [19121 45 Can. S.C.R. 618.
(3) [19031 A.C. 13. (7) [19141 50 Can. S.C.R. 1.
(4) [1896] 26 Can. S.C.R. 282. (8) [19171 56 Can. S.C.R. 1.
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where a testator has, after making his will, executed an 1o2

agreement for the sale of his entire interest in a parcel CnURCH
V.of land in that province specifically devised in the will, HL,

the devisee is entitled to claim any part of the purchase Anglin J.
money thereof remaining unpaid as an interest preserved -

to him by the operation of s. 23 of the Wills Act.
I would allow this appeal and restore the judgment of

Mr. Justice Ives.

BRODEUR J.-I concur in the result.

MIGNAULT J.-The three appellants and the respondent
are the children of the late Arthur W. Church, who died
in Edmonton, Alberta, on February 5, 1921, leaving a
will, executed at Edmonton on February 28, 1916, where-
by he purported to divide his property real and personal
among his four children. The principal clause of this
will is as follows:-

I give, devise and bequeath all my real and personal estate, of which
I may die possessed, in the manner following, that is to say: To my
youngest daughter, Mary Alice Viola Hill (wife of Stewart Hill) of
Edmonton, Alberta, I bequeath Lot 15, Block 46 (the house number on
this lot being 10649, 80th Avenue) in the city of Edmonton (South),
province of Alberta. The balance of my property to be divided equally
between my daughter, Amy Ethel Watson (wife of Harvey G. Watson),
of Central Park, British Columbia, my son Arthur Harvey Church, of
Edmonton, Alberta, and my daughter, Kate Adeline Joyce (wife of A.
Joyce) of Edmonton, Alberta.

On April 1, 1920, the testator entered into an agree-
ment of sale with one Lockerbie whereby he agreed to
sell to Lockerbie and the latter agreed to purchase from
him lot 15, block 46, in the City of Edmonton, to wit, the
property he had devised to the respondent, for the sum
of $4,500, whereof $500 was paid immediately, and the
balance was made payable in monthly instalments of $30
with interest at eight per cent payable half yearly. Rigor-
ous provisions secured the payment of this balance, as,
for instance, a clause that on deiault of payment of any
instalment of principal or interest, the whole amount out-
standing would become due and payable, or the agree-
ment forfeited and determined, at the option of the ven-
dor; also a clause that until the completion of the pur-
chase, the purchaser should hold the premises as tenant
to.the vendor at a rental equivalent to the instalments

S.C.R. 645
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1= of principal and interest, the legal relation of landlord and
CHuRCH tenant being constituted between the vendor and the pur-

HIL,. chaser. Lockerbie was given immediate possession by the

Mignault j. agreement.
- Notwithstanding these clauses intended to secure the

payment of the purchase price, and although Lockerbie
could demand a conveyance only when he had entirely
completed the payment of the price and interest, it is
unquestionable that he immediately acquired an equitable
interest in the property.

In the Appellate Court Mr. Justice Stuart cited the
well-known case of Ross v. Watson (1), as determining
what are respectively the rights of the vendor and the
purchaser under a sale agreement such as this. The ques-
tion there was whether the purchaser, who had ceased his
payments on account of non-fulfilment of representations
(which were adjudged to be sufficient to absolve him from
specific performance) had a lien on the property for the
payments he had already made. The decision was that
the purchaser had such a lien and it was clearly laid down
by the Lord Chancellor, Lord Westbury, and by Lord
Cranworth, who concurred with him, that where by an
agreement of sale the ownership of an estate is trans-
ferred subject to the payment of the purchase price, every
portion of the purchase money paid in pursuance of the
agreement is a part performance and execution of the
contract, and, to the extent of the money paid, does in
equity finally transfer to the purchaser the ownership of
a corresponding portion of the estate.

In Ross v. Watson (1) the purchaser, in the exercise of
his right to do so, had refused to complete the purchase,
and it was decided that he had a lien on the property for
the money he had paid. But, with deference, I cannot
think that, to quote the language of Mr. Justice Stuart,
the decision casts
some doubt upon the wide general proposition that in equity the property
is the property of the purchaser.

It appears, on the contrary, that the ownership in equity
of the purchaser in Ross v. Watson (1) was the founda-
tion of the lien which he was held to possess.

(1) (18641 10 H.L. Cas. 672.
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Lockerbia therefore, at the death of the testator, had 1923
acquired in equity, and to the extent of the purchase CavaCH

money paid by him, the ownership of a corresponding nL
portion of the estate of the testator. Mignaul J.

It will be said, and such was the reasoning of Mr. Jus- -

tice Stuart, that the testator, at his death, had still a sub-
stantial interest in the property, to the extent at least of
the purchase money still unpaid. But he could assert no
such interest against Lockerbie if the latter continued, as
he has done, to pay the purchase money as it became due.
So long as the conditions of the agreement of sale were
carried out, the vendor was entitled only to this purchase
money, and the purchaser, on completing its payment, had
the right to demand a conveyance. Had the vendor
refused to make this conveyance, the purchaser would
have been entitled to compel him to do so by an action
for specific performance; and therefore the interest which
the purchaser acquired under the sale agreement was cer-
tainly an interest which equity would recognize and one
commensurate with the relief which equity would give by
way of specific performance. Howard v. Miller (1).

It is suggested that this recognition of an equitable in-
terest belonging to the purchaser under a sale agreement
cannot be relied on where there prevails a land titles sys-
tem such as that in force in Alberta. And the respondent
cites section 41 of the Land Titles Act, Alberta, under
which, after a certificate of title has been granted for any
land,
no instrument until registered under this Act shall be effectual to pass
any estate or interest in any land.

It would probably be sufficient to say that section 41
is mainly intended for the protection of third parties who
have obtained registration and that the respondent claim-
ing under her father's will is not in a better position than
the latter would have been to contend that an equitable
interest did not pass to Lockerbie under the sale agree-
ment. While giving to section 41 and similar provisions full
effect for the protection of third parties who have com-
plied with the Act, it does not appear possible, and cer-
tainly not inter partes, to exclude from the Land Titles

(1) [19151 A.C. 318, at p. 326.
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13 Act equitable interests in property resulting from sale
CHURCH agreements. Equitable interests in property subject to

Hm. the Act were expressly recognized by this court in Jellett
Mignault j. v. Wilkie (1), and the provisions of the Act authorizing

- the filing of caveats show that such interests cannot be
summarily excluded. I have found in the New Zealand
reports a case decided by a single judge where, under
section 38 of the New Zealand law corresponding with
section 41 of the Alberta statute, it was said that in
enforcing according to equitable doctrines contractual
rights created by an unregistered instrument, the court
cannot act inconsistently with section 38 by holding an
interest to pass where the section says none shall pass
Orr v. Smith (2). See also Howie v. Barry (3). In these
cases there were rival claimants to rent, and the rights of
the debtor who had paid the rent in good faith to the
registered lessor were involved. I have however found,
under the Torrens system, no authority excluding equit-
able interests as such, and certainly not as between the
registered owner and a person to whom he has agreed to
sell the property, and it does not seem possible to exclude
them here. (See Hogg, Registration of Title to Land
Throughout the Empire, pp. 111 et seq.).

I have referred to these matters because they were
relied on by the learned judges who formed the majority
of the Appellate Divisional Court. I cannot think, how-
ever, that they afford the respondent any answer to the
contentions of the appellants. Moreover, the respondent,
under the devise made to her, seeks to obtain the balance
of the purchase money rather than an interest in the land
itself, which interest the testator could not have asserted
against Lockerbie so long as the latter fulfilled all the
conditions of the promise of sale. The question now is
whether this devise has become inoperative by reason of
the sale of the devised property.

The legal position here can be stated as follows: By
reason of the sale agreement, any interest in the property
in question of the vendor as against the purchaser, and
so long as the latter made the stipulated payments, was

(1) 26 Can. S.C.R. 282. (2) [1919] N.Z.L.R. 818 at p. 828.
- (3) [19091 28 N.Z.L.R. 681.
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converted into a claim for the purchase moneys. What .
the testator devised to the respondent was the property CHURcH
itself. What he had at his death-and it is then that the TMh.

will speaks-was the right to the price and not the pro- Mignault J.
perty. The devise therefore fails because its subject mat- -

ter no longer existed at the testator's death.
A different situation was dealt with by this court in

the recent case of Hicks v. McClure (1). There the tes-
tator had himself sold a property which by his will he
had directed his executors to sell and divide the proceeds
between his two sons, and it was held that the bequest
was really of the proceeds of the property. Here the
devise is of the property itself.

It does not appear to me to matter that in Alberta real
estate has been assimilated to personal property, both
going to the personal representative of the deceased. So
long as Lockerbie is not in default, the respondent could
not claim either from him or from the personal represen-
tative of the deceased the property itself, and the answer
to any demand by her of the purchase money is that it
was not given to her under the devise of the property.

I cannot therefore avoid the conclusion that the devise
to the respondent entirely fails. But can the appellants
claim the purchase moneys under the bequest to them of
the balance of the testator's property? The answer should
be in the affirmative if the bequest is a residuary bequest.

The language used,
the balance of my property to be divided equally between * * * *

taken in connection with the declaration of the testator,
I give, devise and bequeath all my real and personal estate of which I
may die possessed of in the manner following * * *
certainly indicates the intention that the appellants shall
have everything except the property specifically devised
to the respondent. They take therefore the residue of
the estate, for the " balance " mentioned in the will is cer-
tainly what is known to the law as the " residue," both
expressions having the same meaning. And the residue
comprises this purchase price, so that it must go to the
appellants.

That the testator ever contemplated that his youngest
daughter, the respondent, would take nothing under his

(1) [19221 64 Can. S.C.R. 361.
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1923 will, and that the price of the property he had left to her
CaUcH would go to his other children, or that he intended any

V.
HL. such result, seems very doubtful. But the court cannot

signaut j. make a will for him or provide the respondent with an
- equivalent for the loss of the property which the testator

had devised to her. Nothing would be more dangerous
than to refuse to apply the settled rules as to the ademp-
tion of legacies because it may be conjectured that the
result would be contrary to the intention of the testator.
Dura lex, it is true, sed lex, and the law must be applied.

Without therefore concealing my regret that this result
cannot be avoided, I have come to the conclusion to allow
the appeal with costs here and in the appellate court, pay-
able out of the estate, and to restore the judgment of the
learned trial judge.

Appeal allowed, costs to be paid by the estate.
Solicitors for the appellants: Parlee, Freeman, McKay

and Howson.
Solicitors for the respondent: Emery, Newell, Ford and

Lindsay.
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CALPER v. EDMONTON, DUNVEGAN & BRITISH 1923

COLUMBIA RY. CO. AND OTHER RAILWAY *May 4,7.
*Oct. 9.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME -

COURT OF ALBERTA

Negligence-Railways-Employee operating speeder-Collision with rail-
way velocipede.

APPEAL from the decision of the Appellate Division of
the Supreme Court of Alberta (1) reversing the judgment
of the trial judge, Walsh J. (2), and dismissing the appel-
lant's action.

A railway employee, while operating a speeder over the
"joint section " of the two respondent companies, was
killed in a collision with a railway velocipede owned by one
of the respondents and operated by an employee on the
joint section. In an action on behalf of deceased's depend-
ents, the trial judge gave judgment for damages, holding
that the collision was caused by the negligence of the
velocipede driver and that although deceased had been
negligent his negligence did not contribute to the accident.
The Appellate Division reversed this decision, holding that
the velocipede driver was not negligent and even if he
were, the highest ground appellants could take was that
the accident was the result of the joint negligence of both,
and appellants therefore could not recover.

The Supreme Court of Canada, after hearing counsel
and reserving judgment, dismissed the appeal, the court
being equally divided.

Appeal dismissed.
Lafleur K.C. and Van Allen for the appellants.
Johnstone K.C. and Parlee K.C. (Geo. F. Macdonnell with

them) for the respondents.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.

(1) [19231 1 W.W.R. 1141.

S.C.R. 651

(2) [1922] 3 W.W.R. 849.
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1923 THE CITY OF LETHBRIDGE (PLAINTIFF) APPELLANT;
*May 7,8. AND*Oct. 9.

- THE CANADIAN WESTERN NAT-
URAL GAS, LIGHT, HEAT AND iRESPONDENT.

POWER CO., LTD. (DEFENDANT)....

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF ALBERTA

Contract-Statute-Franchise-Supply of natural gas to municipality-
Right to discontinue-Injunction to enforce continuance-Declaratory
judgment-Mandatory order-Public Utilities Act-Remedies avail-
able thereunder-(Alta.) 1915, c. 6, s3. 20, 21, 23e, 27, 39, 40, 62 and
seq., 64, 69 (2), 70-(Alta.) 1923, c. 63, s. 54 (2).

On July 30, 1912, the city appellant passed a by-law under which the
respondent company obtained exclusive power to lay pipes in the
streets of the city for the purpose of supplying natural gas at a
certain price and for a period of fifteen years. Its terms and pro-
visions were accepted by the respondent. On the 5th of April, 1922,
the respondent company notified the city appellant that it would
cease in the month of May to sell gas owing to the impossibility of
continuing to sell it at the price fixed in the by-law and in view of
the refusal by the city to grant any increase in rates. The city appel-
lant then asked for an injunction to restrain the respondent from dis-
continuing the sale of gas and for a declaration that the respondent
was bound to supply gas at the price and for the period stipulated.
The judgment of the trial judge, maintaining the appellant's action,
was reversed by the Appellate Division; and the appeal to this court
was dismissed on equal division.

Per Davies C.J. and Anglin and Mignault JJ.-Although the courts
may not have been denuded of jurisdiction to entertain the present
action, they should decline to exercise it and should relegate the parties
to the Board of Public Utilities which the legislature has constituted
to deal with such cases and has clothed with powers adequate to
enable it to do full and complete justice.

Per Idington, Duff and Brodeur JJ.-On the construction of the agreement
between the parties, their reciprocal obligations were of a contractual
character.

Per Idington and Brodeur JJ.-The case is one for remedy by injunction
without the city appellant being obliged to submit the question of
rates to the Board.

Per Davies C.J. and Anglin and Mignault JJ.-Under the circumstances,
a merely declaratory judgment should not be rendered. Duff J. contra.

Per Duff J.-In view of the existing circumstances, the respondent is not
entitled to raise before this court any question as to the propriety of
a declaratory judgment.

Per Davies C.J. and Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ.-It is not convenient,
as it might otherwise have been just as between the parties, to grant
appellant's claim for a mandatory order, as other interests may be
affected by it.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.
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Per Duff and Brodeur JJ.-No provision in the Alberta "Public Utilities 1923
Act" deprives the Supreme Court of authority to deal with the ques- CITY OF
tions raised in this case, Davies CJ. and Anglin and Mignault JJ. LETHBRIDGE

expressing no opinion as to whether the effect of that Act was to U
oust the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts. CAI. WEST.

oustthejursditio of he rdiarycouts.NAT. GAS,
Judgement of the Appellate Division ([1923] 1 W.W.R. 838) affirmed on L., H. & P.

equal division of the court. Co., LTD.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appellate Division of
the Supreme Court of Alberta (1), reversing the judgment
of the trial judge and dismissing the appellant's action.

The material facts of the case and the questions in issue
are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg-
ments now reported.

Lafleur K.C. and Johnstone K.C. (Ball with them) for
the appellant.

Hellmuth K.C. and Savary K.C. for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-Not without much doubt I have
reached the conclusion that this appeal must be dismissed
with costs. I concur in the reasons for dismissal stated by
my brother Anglin.

IDINGTON J.-The appellant is a municipal corporation
endowed with all the corporate capacity and powers enab-
ling it to enter upon such a contract as it contends was
made between it and the respondent, which is a corporation
engaged in the procuring of natural gas, and its distribu-
tion and sale, and also endowed with the corporate capacity
and power to enter into such a contract as appellant con-
tends was entered into between them, in respect of a supply
of natural gas for use thereof by appellant and its inhabi-
tants.

The long history leading up to the creation of the rela-
tions, whatever they are, between the said parties, has been
set forth in great detail by the learned trial judge and in
part so far repeated by the learned judges in the Court of
Appeal, who heard the case there, that I do not see any
useful purpose to be served by repeating same here.

Suffice it to say that the predecessors in title of the
respondent had been in negotiation with appellant for the
acquisition of a franchise from it to sell gas to it and its
inhabitants for a term of years and had progressed so far

(1) [1923] 1 W.W.R. 838.
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1923 that the appellant had passed a by-law relative thereto in
CrrvoF 1910 pursuant to agreement with said parties.

LETHBRIDGE
v. That was entered into under circumstances which ren-

CAN. EST. dered it of necessity largely conditional.
NAT. GAS,
L., H. & P. About eighteen months later the respondent having

Co., I/ D.
- acquired such rights as its predecessors in title had, and

Idington J. other interests which opened up for it much brighter pros-
pects and possibilities, approached appellant with a view
to bringing about a contract much more favourable for it,
the respondent induced appellant to amend its said by-law
and by revote of the electors they duly assented thereto.

That amending by-law and its terms and provisions were
duly accepted and agreed to by the respondent, in the fol-
lowing letter:-

128 Seventh Avenue East,
Calgary. Alta., 1st August, 1912.

To the Mayor and Council
of the city of Lethbridge, Alta.
Gentlemen,-We beg respectfully to acknowledge receipt of a certi-

fied copy of by-law No. 154 of the city of Lethbridge, being a by-law to
amend by-law No. 99 of the said city, such by-law No. 99 being a by-law
to grant a franchise to lay pipes through the city of Lethbridge for the
distribution of natural gas.

We hereby notify you that we consent and agree to the amendments
set forth in said by-law No. 154 and will conform to and fulfil all the
matters and provisions therein referred to and contained.

Given in behalf of the Canadian Western Natural Gas, Light, Heat
and Power Company, Limited, at Calgary, this first day of August, 1912.

EUGENE COSTE,
President.

JOHN BAIN,
Secretary.

[Seal]

Both parties having acted in conformity therewith for
nearly ten years, except in one particular to which I will
presently refer, respondent in a notice, dated 5th April,
1912, gave to the parties who had been using its gas in
Lethbridge, that it would on the tenth of May following
cease to supply same. The only excuse given was that it
could not, except at a future loss, continue to supply at the
agreed upon rates. A novel reason, it seems to me, for
breach of contract by leave of a court of justice ignorant of
the profits hitherto reaped.

There had been a previous failure to supply manufactur-
ers which, I incline to think, was so far tacitly assented
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to by the appellant that possibly an injunction in that 1923
respect might, if applied for, have been well refused. Crry oF

In all other respects I see no reason, if contracts are to v.
be observed at all, why the respondents can claim to be CAN. WE.
relieved so long as the supply of gas is available. L., H. & P.

Co., ITD.
The question raised herein is whether or not there ever -

has been a contract between the parties or anything beyond Idington J.

the mere concession of a franchise which respondent can
abandon at will.

I consider that there clearly was a contract which con-
stituted an obligation and bound respondent to observe all
the matters and provisions therein referred to and con-
tained, from which nothing but an absolute failure of
supply of gas, cost what it may, can relieve them.

I fail to see the analogy in law between the cases of rail-
way franchises such as came in question in the Great West-
ern Railway Company v. The Queen (1); York and North
Midland Railway Company v. The Queen (2), or the more
recent case of Darleston Local Board v. London & North-
Western Railway Co. (3), and others cited by respondent's
factum, and this case.

Respondent's counsel when citing, at the end of a long
list of decisions, the case of La Ville de St. Jean v. Molleur
(4), comes, accidentally I imagine, on a decision much
more closely in point than any other he cites.

That decision arose out of an attempt the converse of
which is attempted herein, but in principle I submit
should destroy (although the converse attitude of the
parties was there involved) any claims of respondent to
pretend that the relation of the parties herein was other
than contractual and implied an obligation upon the party
obtaining from a municipality such a franchise as herein
involved to give the promised consideration therefor.

At least for my part in that case I tried, perhaps at too
great length, to demonstrate that the nature of the rela-
tion was contractual.

In that I see I referred to the English law as well
as the Quebec Code, for it arose out of the application of

(1) [1883] 1 E. & B. 874, 118 (3) [18941 2 Q.B. 694.
E.R. 663. (4) [19081 40 Can. S.C.R. 629.

(2) [1883] 1 E. & B. 858, 118
E.R. 657.
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1923 municipal laws which are much alike and only that the
Crry oi Quebec code gave specifically a remedy if the nature of the

LETHBRIDGE~
v.M relation created could be held contractual as it was in that

CAI. WEST.
NAT. GAS, case by this court.
L., H. & P. I agree so fully with the dissenting judgment of Mr. Jus-

- tice Stuart in the court below that I need not waste effort
Idington J. here to repeat same reasoning.

Out of respect to the majority opinion I may say I am
quite unable to see how the appellant can be forced to have
recourse to the local Board of Commissioners unless and
until the legislature sees fit to go further and adopt the
more modern fashion of regulating things by commission.

I do not think that the injunction granted under the
circumstances and limited to the causes calling for it after
ten years mutual observance of the contract, exceeds the
bounds of such relevant law as it rests upon.

It is not the case of an attempt to enforce specific per-
formance ab initio when it might have been met by the
fatal objection of involving too much supervision of the
due performance of obedience to the injunction granted.

Certainly it is not a case where damages could be allowed
at all adequate to the breach of the contract involved.

I would allow the appeal with costs here and in appeal
and restore the judgment of the learned trial judge.

DUFF J.-I am unable to escape the conclusion that
paragraph two of by-law 154 gives expression to the terms
of a contract on behalf of the company, to which contract
the company gave its adherence by the acceptance of the
by-law, to supply on demand the demand for gas of the
city and the inhabitants thereof along the line of the five
miles of pipe referred to in the preceding limb of the para-
graph. I am unable to concur with the view that the com-
pany can get rid of this obligation of its own mere motion
by going through the form of abandoning its rights under
the by-law. It may well be that the termination of those
rights under the terms of the contract, by the operation,
for example, of article 13, would put an end 'to the per-
sonal obligation under paragraph two; but that it is un-
necessary to consider for the purposes of this appeal.

The appellant municipality is, I think, entitled to a
declaration to the above effect.
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The propriety of a declaratory judgment was not dis- 1

puted by the defendant, either in the pleadings or at the crrveO
LErHBRIDGE

trial. Judgment having gone in favour of the plaintiff v.
CAN. WEST.municipality, the trial judge having construed the NAT. GAS,

contract in accordance with the plaintiff municipal- L., H. & P.
co., ITD.

ity's contention, the respondent company appealed
to the Appellate Division, not upon the ground that D

there was any impropriety in the trial judge entertain-
ing the action and deciding the questions raised upon their
merits, but actually asking for a decision in its favour on
the construction of the contract, a decision on the merits
of the issues raised. Having asked for and got such a
decision, it is not competent to the respondent company in
answer to the plaintiff municipality's appeal to raise any
question as to the propriety of a declaratory judgment.
To entertain such an objection in such circumstances would
be contrary to settled principles as well as to authority.
Bickett v. Morris (1); Burgess v. Morton (2); Russian
Commercial and Industrial Bank v. British Bank for
Foreign Trade (3).

The claim for a mandatory order stands on a different
footing. Interests other than the interests of the plaintiff
municipality may be affected by such an order, and the
Board of Public Utilities has ample power to protect such
interests. In these -circumstances it is not " convenient,"
although it might otherwise have been " just," as between
the parties, to grant such a mandatory order.

I have examined with care the provisions of the Alberta
statute establishing the Board of Public Utilities, and can
find nothing in that statute depriving the Supreme Court
of Alberta of authority to deal with the questions in con-
troversy in this action in accordance with the course of the
court.

ANGLIN J.-The appellant is a municipal corporation;
the respondent, a public utility subject to the legislative
jurisdiction of the province of Alberta.

By s.s. 2 of s. 54 of " The Public Utilities Act of Alberta,
1923," c. 53, it is provided that, in the absence of a filed

(1) [18661 L.R. 1 H.L. Sc. 47. (2) [1896] A.C. 136 at p. 143.
(3) [1921] 2 A.C. 438.

67559-2
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1923 consent to the contrary, all statutory provisions applicable
CrrY OF prior to the enactment to the statute to contracts made

LETRIDuGE
V. before the 1st day of May, 1923, and to the price to be

CAN. WEST.
NAT. GAS, charged for the supply of a commodity or service there-
L., H. & P. under shall remain applicable thereto. The contract in
Co.LT. question in the present case was made in 1910 and amended

Anglin J. in 1912. The question at issue must, therefore, be deter-
mined under the Public Utilities Act of 1915, c. 6, and
amendments thereto made prior to the 21st of April, 1923.

By s.s. 2 of section 69, of the Public Utilities Act of 1915,
which constituted the Board of Public Utilities Commis-
sioners of Alberta, it is provided that:

The Board shall have exclusive jurisdiction in all cases and in respect
of all matters in which jurisdiction is conferred on it by this Act or by
any other Act.

Section 21 declares that:
The Board shall have a general supervision over all public utilities

subject to the legislative authority of the province.

By clause " c " of section 23, the board is given power to
fix just and reasonable rates, tolls, and charges
whenever the Board shall determine any existing individual rate, joint
rate, toll charge, etc., to be unjust, insufficient or unjustly discriminatory,
or preferential.

(I rather incline to agree with Mr. Justice Clarke that
the construction put on this latter clause in Northern Al-
berta Natural Gas Development Co. v., Edmonton (1), was
too narrow.)

By s. 27 the board is empowered to require every public
utility (a) to conform to the duties imposed upon it by any
municipal by-law or by any agreement with any munici-
pality, and (b) to furnish adequate and proper service, etc.

Section 39 empowers a municipal council by resolution
to authorize an application to the board whenever it deems
that the interests of the public in the municipality, or a
considerable part thereof, are sufficiently concerned; and
s. 40 provides for action by the board on such application.
Other sections confer on the board plenary powers for re-
dressing grievances and enforcing rights in all matters in
respect of which it is given jurisdiction. Vide s.s. 52 et seq.

The decision of the board is made final and res judicata
(s. 64) and, subject to a restricted right of appeal (s. 70),

(1) 15 Alta. L.R. 416.
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binding and conclusive on all companies and persons and municipal cor- 1923
porations and in all courts. (S. 69 (1) ). Crry er

While a great deal may be said for the view that the LETmRanO

effect of this legislation was to oust the jurisdiction of the C. WEB.

courts in regard to such matters as are presented in this LH. & P.

action, the present appeal may be disposed of without so Co., 1nD.

deciding. Anglin J.
For reasons stated by my brothers Duff and Mignault, I -

agree that the mandatory order sought should in no event
be granted. I am also, with my brother Mignault, of the
opinion that a merely declaratory judgment should not be
pronounced.

The avowed intention of the legislature was that the
board should exercise general supervision over all public
utilities; jurisdiction, when conferred upon it, is declared
to be exclusive; the enforcement of agreements between
public utilities and municipalities is expressly made a sub-
ject of the jurisdiction of the board; the board is empowered
to determine all matters of law and of fact requisite for
the decision of questions within the ambit of its jurisdic-
tion and to order and require any company, person, or
municipal corporation to fulfil any obligation imposed by
any agreement or by any order or direction of the board.
Having regard to these provisions of the statute and also
to the fact that no order for concrete relief would follow
upon any judgment declaratory of the rights of the
parties to this action, I am of the opinion that a
merely declaratory judgment could not prove other than
embarrassing to the board, to whose jurisdiction the parties
must ultimately have recourse. Out of respect to the legis-
lature and to carry into effect the spirit, if not the letter,
of its policy, as expressed in the Public Utilities Act, the
courts, although they may not have been denuded of juris-
diction to entertain such an action as that now before us,
should, I think, decline to exercise that jurisdiction, if they
possess it, and should relegate the parties to the board
which the legislature has constituted to deal with such
cases and has clothed with powers adequate to enable it to
do full and complete justice in the premises.

67559- 2J
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1923 Subject, therefore, to the reservation indicated in the
Crr oi conclusion of Mr. Justice Clarke's opinion, I would, solely

LE~THBRIDGE
C. EST. for the foregoing reasons, dismiss this appeal with costs.
CAI. WEST.
NAT. GAS, BRODEUR J.-The most important issue in this appeal is
L., H.&4,P.

Co., M. whether by the agreement between the parties the respond-
Anglin j. ent company is bound to supply gas to the city of Leth-

-- bridge.
In 1910 and 1912, by-laws were passed by the council of

the city by which the respondent company obtained ex-
clusive power to lay pipes in the streets of the city for the
purpose of supplying natural gas within the city to the
plaintiff corporation and its inhabitants at a certain price
and for a period of fifteen years.

It is claimed on the part of the plaintiff that by the agree-
ments which have been passed between the city and the
gas company and which are based on the above by-laws,
the gas company is bound and obliged to supply gas at
the price mentioned for the above period of fifteen years.
On the part of the defendant gas company, it is contended
that there is no obligation on its part to supply gas for a
definite period, that it could relinquish the privilege which
it possessed to use the streets of the city at any time it
desired and that their contractual relations would then
come to an end.

On the fifth of April, 1922, the gas company notified the
city of Lethbridge that it would cease in the month of May
to sell natural gas within the city because of the impossi-
bility of continuing to sell gas- at the price fixed by its
franchise and the refusal of the city to any increase in
rates.

Then the present action has been instituted by the city
for an injunction to restrain the gas company from discon-
tinuing the sale of gas and for a declaration that the com-
pany is bound to supply gas to the city and its inhabitants
at the price and for the period stipulated in the agreements.

The trial judge decided in plaintiff's favour but his
decision was reversed in appeal.

As I said before, there were two by-laws passed by the
city; the first one was passed in 1910 and was of a ten-
tative nature. It provided for the granting of the franchise
in the future because the owners of the gas wells were
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still in the experimental stage and would not make a formal %9
and binding contract for the supplying of gas during a crry oR
certain period of time. But the by-law and the contract v.

of 1912 were more explicit. The experimental stage had c GA.

passed away and now the respondent company felt that L., H. & P.

it could stipulate more explicitly as to the supply and the .

period of the exclusive franchise. A price was agreed upon Brodeur J.

and the period of fifteen years determined.
By section 2 of the contract, the company agreed to con-

struct its pipe line in the city before January, 1913, and to
supply the demand for gas to the city and its inhabitants.

By section 9 it is provided that the franchise shall be
used subject to the terms hereof by the company until the
expiration of fifteen years.

By section 10 the price for the supplying of gas for
domestic purposes is fixed.

With such provisions, is it possible for a company to
withdraw from the field before the period of fifteen years
has elapsed, on the assertion that the supplying of gas at
the price stipulated is not a paying proposition? I can-
not agree with such a contention.

The franchise obtained was for a period of fifteen
years and was with the obligation on the part of the
company to supply gas at a certain price. The trans-
action involves the very essence of reciprocal obligation of
a contractual character.

In two cases which came before this court some years
ago, viz., La ville de Chicoutimi v. L6gare (1), and La ville
de St. Jean v. Molleur (2), it was decided that the fran-
chises for waterworks in these two municipalities con-
stituted contractual relationships which created for both
sides rights and obligations.

In this case the gas company obtained the exclusive
right for fifteen years to lay its pipes in the city limits, but
with the obligation during that period to supply the in-
habitants with gas at the price agreed upon.

The contractual relations cannot now be changed with-
out the consent of both parties.

It was urged on the part of the respondent company that
the ordinary courts of the land had no power to deal with

(1) [1897] 27 Can. S.C.R. 329. (2) 40 Can. S.C.R. 629.
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1923 the question but that the Public Utilities Commission had
arrow an exclusive jurisdiction in that matter. This point was

LiraBsmGE
W. not raised by the company in its plea but was brought up

CNAN. ES, in the Appellate Division by some of the learned judges and
L H& P. seems to be the ground upon which they relied to decide in

- favour of the gas company.
Brodeur J. The statute of Alberta as to the Public Utilities does not,

in my opinion, give the board the right to adjudicate with
respect to rights arising out of past transactions, but its
power seems to be limited to directing what is to be done
in the future and the board is not empowered to deal
with the breaches of agreements which might be urged.
It may be-and I do not decide that point-that con-
tractual relations may be the subject of decisions by the
board; but it does not dispossess the ordinary courts of the
land of the right of dealing with the result of contractual
obligations which might have been stipulated between the
parties.

For those reasons the appeal should be allowed and the
judgment of the trial judge restored, with costs of this court
and of the Appellate Division.

MIGNAULT J.-The injunction which the learned trial
judge granted to the appellant against the respondent was
to restrain the latter
from shutting off its supply of natural gas from the plaintiff (appellant)
or the inhabitants of the city of Lethbridge or in any way interfering with
the supply of the same to the said city or its inhabitants or from dis-
continuing the supply of the same to the said city or its inhabitants at
the price or prices or upon the terms set out in by-laws 99 and 154 of the
city of Lethbridge and the defendant's (respondent's) letter of August 1,
1912, directed to the mayor and council of the said city, until the expira-
tion of the term of fifteen years from the said 30th day of July, 1912.

This injunction was accompanied by a declaration
that the plaintiff city is entitled to a supply of natural gas from the
defendant company sufficient for the requirements of the city and its
inhabitants for a continuous period of fifteen years from the 30th day of
July, 1912, at a price or prices not greater than those set forth in by-law
99 as amended by by-law 154 of the said city.

The injunction in the terms in which it was granted is
equivalent to an order to the respondent to continue the
supply of natural gas to the city of Lethbridge and its in-
habitants at the prices fixed by the by-law until the end
of the fifteen-year period mentioned therein. Quite in-
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dependently of the question whether the court should make 1

such an order,-and I must frankly say that I think it CrIer
LarBBREGE

objectionable-there can be no doubt, even admitting that V.
the respondent violated its contract with the appellant, that CA .. EST

the court should not exercise its extraordinary powers and L., H. & P.

grant such an injunction, if another convenient and equally Co.,Lm.

effective remedy is available to the appellant. Mignault J.

This calls for the consideration of the provisions of the
Alberta Public Utilities Act (chapter 6 of the statutes of
1915) referred to in the judgment of Mr. Justice Clarke
in the appellate court.

The object of this statute is to create a body, called the
Board of Public Utility Commissioners, clothed with full
jurisdiction and power to deal with all questions relating
to public utility services, such as the furnishing of water,
light, gas, heat or power, as well as with disputes between
public utility corporations and the municipalities and per-
sons who are entitled to these services. That the respond-
ent is a " public utility " within the meaning of section 2,
subsection (b), of the statute can admit of no doubt. And
it is equally certain that a contract to supply natural gas
to a city and its inhabitants is one with respect to which
the jurisdiction of the board can be exercised.

The powers and jurisdiction of the board are set out in
sections 20 and following of the Act. Thus under section
27, the board has power, after hearing, upon notice, by order
in writing to require every public utility

(a) to comply with the laws of this province and any municipal
ordinance or by-law affecting the public utility, and to conform to the
duties imposed upon it thereby, or by the provisions of its own charter
or by any agreement with any municipality or other public utility.

By section 39 it is provided that
every municipal council, whenever it deems that the interest of the
public in a municipality or in a considerable part of a municipality are
sufficiently concerned, may by resolution authorize the municipality to
become a complainant or intervenant in any matter within the jurisdic-
tion of the board; and for that purpose the council is authorized to take
any steps and to incur any expense and to take any proceedings neces-
sary to submit the question in dispute to the decision of the board, and
if necessary to authorize the municipality to become a party to an appeal
therefrom.

Section 40 enacts that
if the Attorney General, a municipality or any party interested makes a
complaint to the board that any public utility, municipal corporation,
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1923 company or person has unlawfully done or unlawfully failed to do, or is

Cm' op about unlawfully to do, or unlawfully not to do, something relating to a
LgreamnI matter over which the board has jurisdiction as aforesaid, and prays that

V. the board do make some order in the premises, the board shall, after
N. GEST hearing such evidence as it may think fit to require, make such order as it

L., H. & P. thinks proper under the circumstances.
Co., LTD. To the same effect, as conferring the widest jurisdiction

MignaultJ. on the board and providing for the enforcement of its
orders, sections 52 and following may be mentioned with-
out quoting them at length, and by section 64 it is pro-
vided that
the decision of the board upon any question of fact or law within its
jurisdiction shall be final and be res judicata..

Without going to the length of holding that the jurisdic-
tion of the ordinary courts is ousted by this statute, as this
court held it was ousted by such a statute as the Ontario
Workmen's Compensation Act, The Dominion Canners Co.
v. Costanza (1), I think that when the extraordinary juris-
diction of the court is appealed to, it is quite a pertinent
inquiry whether the complainant cannot obtain full redress
under such a statute as the Alberta Public Utilities Act by
applying to the board created by that statute. And because
I am convinced that this appellant can do so in order to
enforce its rights under the contract it made with the re-
spondent, and that the remedy provided by the statute is
a convenient and effective one, I do not think that the
appellant has made out a case which would justify this
court in restoring the mandatory injunction which was set
aside by the appellate court.

Mr. Lafleur, on behalf of the appellant, pressed for at
least a declaration of the asserted right of the appellant to
a continuation, during fifteen years, of the services of the
respondent upon the terms and at the prices stipulated in
by-law no. 99 as amended by by-law no. 154 of the city of
Lethbridge. I think the whole matter had better be left
to the determination of the board of public utility commis-
sioners, without any pronouncement on the rights, con-
tractual or otherwise, of the appellant, but I do not wish
to be taken as acquiescing in the view, entertained by some
of the learned judges of the appellate court, that there was
no binding contractual obligation on the part of the re-

(1) [19231 S.C.R. 46.
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spondent to continue the service of natural gas during the ,IN
fifteen years upon the terms and at the prices mentioned in CITY OF

LETEBRIDG
the by-law, or that the respondent could, by abandoning V.
its franchise, escape from any such obligation. I would CAN. WEST.

NAT. GAS,
leave all these questions to be finally determined by the L., H. & P.

Co., LTD.
board whose decision, the statute states, is final and con- -
stitutes res judicata. Mignault J.

The right to resort to the jurisdiction of the board to
obtain redress is reserved to the appellant under the judg-
ment appealed from, and all the rights and proper remedies
of the appellant are thus safeguarded.

For these reasons, my opinion is that the appeal should
be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed, no costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: W. S. Ball.
Solicitors for the respondent: Savary, Fennerty &

McLaurin.
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1923 THE CITY OF HULL (DEFENDANT) ..... APPELLANT;
*May 16. AND
*Oct. 9.

- HIS MAJESTY THE KING (PLAINTIFF).. RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE EXCHEQUER COURT OF CANADA

Statute-Construction-Municipal law-Hull city charter-Interpretation
(Q.) 1908, 8 Edw. VII, c. 88, s. 392a.

With a view to the beautification of the cities of Ottawa and Hull, the
Dominion Government passed an order in council providing that a

commission be constituted consisting of at least six members, in-
cluding the mayors of both cities, charged with the details of taking
all necessary steps to perfect such plan, the cost of the plan to be

borne by the government for one-half and by the cities of Ottawa
and Hull proportionally to their population for the other half. This

was communicated to the city appellant with a request that it state
whether it was willing to pay its share of the expenses, and the city
council at a special meeting passed a resolution approving of the
project submitted and appointing a committee to confer with the

government and the other bodies interested. Subsequently the city
appellant passed another resolution that having heard the report of
its representatives, it approved of the project as submitted. This was
communicated to the government which thereupon by order in council
appointed the commission, the mayor of Hull becoming a member.
He was present at most meetings and copies of plans prepared by
the commission were sent to the city which obtained leave to
use parts thereof to advertise the city. The appellant's charter,
as amended by 8 Edw. VII, c. 88 provides (s. 392a) that " no
resolution of the council authorizing the expenditure of money
shall be adopted or have any effect until * * * -and also that
"the city shall not be liable for the price or value of work done
* * * unless * * *" "-a certificate of the city treasurer is pro-

duced establishing that there are funds available appropriated for the
particular object for which payment is sought; and no right of action
shall exist against the city unless the foregoing formalities are strictly
observed, notwithstanding that the city may have benefited by any
such * * * work done * * * or other services rendered." By
the present action, the government seeks to recover the city appel-
lant's share, $6,500.32.

Held, Idington and Brodeur JJ. dissenting, that in the absence of such a
certificate by the city treasurer, no right of action exists in favour of
the government to recover from the city appellant the amount
claimed.

Judgment of the Exchequer Court ([1923] Ex. C.R. 27) reversed, Idineton
and Brodeur JJ. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Exchequer Court
of Canada (1) maintaining the respondent's action.

*PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) [19231 Ex. C.R. 27.
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The material facts of the case and the questions in issue 13

are fully stated in the above head-note and in the judg- CIrYoF
HuLL

ments now reported. V.
R. V. Sinclair K.C. for the appellant. THE Kiw.

Nap. Champagne K.C. for the respondent.

IDINGTON J. (dissenting).-This is an appeal from a
judgment of the Exchequer Court of Canada (1) in a
case tried by Mr. Justice Audette wherein he adjudged
that the appellant was liable to pay the respondent the
sum of $6,560.32.

The relevant facts (which are undisputed) are fully set
forth in the reasons of the said learned trial judge.

I agree in all the essential features of the reasoning of
the said judge and therefore conclude that this appeal
should be dismissed with costs.

I observe amongst the cases cited by the counsel for
the appellant the case of Larin v. Lapointe (2), as dis-
posed of at one stage in the Superior Court of Quebec.

That case ultimately came before this court (3) and
the majority of us who heard it, relying upon much more
stringent provisions in the charter of the city of Montreal
than exist in appellant's charter, and are relied upon by
counsel for the appellant herein, and applying said pro-
visions, accepted the view taken by the Court of Review
and allowed the appeal therein.

In due time that was appealed from to the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council. That court reversed
us, as appears by the case of Lapointe v. Larin (4).

The court above, to put the result briefly, held that the
council, having authorized what was done and complained
of, the resolution was valid.

If that is applied to what is argued for herein by appel-
lant's counsel it should, I submit respectfully, sweep
aside the major part of his argument and reduce the ques-
tion to the narrow compass of the necessity for a by-law
which does not seem to me necessary to found such a
piece of business as the contract in question herein.

(1) [19231 Ex. C.R. 27. (3) [1909] 42 Can. S.C.R. 521.
(2) [1909] Q.R. 36 S.C. 249. (4) [1911] A.C. 520.
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1923 DUFF J.-The appeal should be allowed, and the action
Crryo dismissed. Section 392 (a), c. 88, 8 Edw. VII, is in pointHuLL

V. and is conclusive. The legislature had no doubt good
THE KING. reasons for this stringent enactment, which makes it very
Idington J. difficult for the municipality to incur legal responsibility

in respect of contracts for work and materials or for pro-
fessional services. It is not for us to canvass the reasons
for such an enactment nor to look for expedients for
evading it.

ANGLIN J.-Seldom, if ever, has a public body presented
in this court a defence so palpably devoid of merit as that
put forward in this case. That the council of the defend-
ant municipality solemnly undertook by resolution to
pay its proportionate share of the cost of the work and
services for which it now repudiates liability, that such
work and services were duly rendered, and that the muni-
cipality has had the benefit of them there has been no
attempt to deny. That the city council could now, if so
minded, legitimately and properly provide an appropria-
tion to cover the debt which it morally owes to the plain-
tiff and could thus enable a certificate to be given by the
city treasurer
that there are funds available appropriated for the particular object for
which payment is sought,

is not seriously controverted. But the city council is not
so minded. It sets up in answer to the plaintiff's demand
the following special provision, added to its charter in
1908 (8 Edw. 7, c. 88) as s. 392a:

No resolution of the council authorizing the expenditure of moneys
shall be adopted or have any effect until a certificate of the city treasurer
is produced establishing that there are funds available and at the disposal
of the city for the service and purpose for which such expenditure is
proposed, in accordance with the provisions of this charter.

No contract or agreement whatever shall be binding on the city unless
it has been approved by the council.

The city shall not be liable for the price or value of work done,
materials supplied, goods or effects furnished of any kind whatever, nor for
any fees for professional services, salary, wages or other remuneration,
without the special authorization of the city council, nor unless in any
case a certificate of the city treasurer is produced establishing that there
are funds available appropriated for the particular object for which pay-
ment is sought; and no right of action shall exist against the city unless
the foregoing formalities are strictly observed, notwithstanding that the
city may have benefited by any such contract, agreement, work done,
materials supplied, or other services rendered.
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In making this statutory provision the legislature no 1923

doubt intended to provide a means which would enable Crry OF
HuLL

the municipal council to resist claims arising out of ill- V.
advised and unauthorized undertakings entered upon by THE KM a.
unwise officials. It had confidence that the privilege so Anglin J.
conferred would not be taken advantage of for the repu-
diation of liabilities incurred by the authority of the
council itself and to which the municipality had no moral
defence. That confidence was misplaced.

With deep regret that any Canadian municipal council
should be found willing to take a position so humiliating,
I find myself constrained to uphold the defence put for-
ward and to allow the city's appeal because effect must be
given to the plain and explicit terms of the statute that,
without the city treasurer's certificate
that there are funds available, appropriated for the particular object for
which payment is sought * * * no right of action shall exist.

The contract now before us does not concern one of those
unimportant matters of frequent occurrence, to which Vis-
count Haldane alludes in the Mackay Case (1), and in
which " convenience almost amounting to necessity " has
been held to dispense from compliance with formalities pre-
scribed by statutory provisions not dissimilar in their pur-
port and scope to Art. 392a of the appellant's charter.

The appeal must, therefore, be allowed and the action
dismissed.

BRODEUR J. (dissenting).-En 1913, le Conseil Priv6 du
Canada a recommand6 la nomination d'une commission qui
prdparerait des plans d'ensemble pour l'ouverture et
l'embellissement de parcs et de boulevards dans les cit6s
d'Ottawa et de Hull et il a sugg6r6 que le gouverne-
ment f6d6ral payAt la moiti6 du cofit de ces plans et
que l'autre moiti6 ffit pay6e par Ottawa et Hull pro-
portionellement h leur population. Cet ordre en con-
seil fut transmis aux autorit6s de Hull et le conseil de cette
municipalit6, apris avoir d6lib6r6 deux fois sur cette
proposition du gouvernement fid6ral, d~cida de l'approuver
le 18 juimet 1913.

La proposition du gouvernement ayant 6t6 accept6e par
les deux villes int6ressies, un contrat s'est alors implicite-

(1) [1920] A.C. 208, at p. 213.
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1923 ment form6 par lequel le gouvernement paierait la moiti6
Crry or du cofit des plans et l'autre moiti6 serait payee par lesHuLL

V. deux cit6s proportionnellement h leur population.
THE KINo. Le 12 septembre 1913, la commission 6tait nommie par
Brodeur J. ordre en conseil du gouvernement et le maire de Hull en

6tait nomm6 l'un des membres.
Des plans auraient 6t6 pr6par~s par la commission dans

les annies suivantes et sur demande du maire des copies
de ces plans auraient 6t6 remises h la cit6 de Hull en 1916.

La cit6 de Hull refuse maintenant de payer sa proportion
du cofit de ces plans en disant que la resolution qu'elle
avait adopt6e 6tait ultra vires parce qu'elle n'avait pas eu
au pr6alable un certificat de son tr6sorier 6tablissant qu'elle
avait des fonds disponibles h cette fin. Elle invoque a ce
sujet 1'article 392a de sa charte qui a 6t6 adopt6 en 1908
et qui se lit comme suit:-

Nulle r6solution du conseil, autorisant la d6pense de quelques sommes
d'argent, ne pourra 6tre adopt~e ou n'aura d'effet tant qu'un certificat du
trisorier de la cit6 n'aura pas 6t0 produit, 6tablissant qu'il y a fonds
disponibles et h la disposition de la cit6 pour le service et les fins pour
lesquels cette d6pense est propos6e, conform6ment aux dispositions de la
pr6sente charte.

Aucun contrat ni arrangement quelconque ne Hera la cit6 A moins
qu'il n'ait t6 approuv6 par le conseil.

La cit& ne sera pas responsable du prix ou de la valeur des travaux
faits, mat6riaux fournis, marchandises ou effets vendus de quelque sorte
que ce soit, ni d'honoraires pour services professionnels, salaires, gages ou
autre r6mundration, sans I'autorisation sp6ciale du conseil de la cite, ni, a
moins, dans chaque cas, qu'un certificat du tr6sorier de la cit6 ne soit
produit, 6tablissant qu'il y a des fonds disponibles et effectis aux fins
sp6ciales pour lesquelles le paiement est demand6; et aucun droit d'action
n'existera contre la cit6, A moins que les formalit6s ci-dessus n'aient 6t0
strictement observ6es, bien que la cit6 puisse avoir b6ndficid de tel con-
trat, arrangement, travaux faits, mat6riaux fournis et autres services
rendus.

Cette disposition de la charte est extr~mement s~vbre et
restreint consid6rablement les relations d'affaires que la
cit6 est tenue d'avoir, et mime dans certains cas elle pourra
nuire A son credit, mais il ne nous appartient pas d'en
scruter les motifs et de connaitre les circonstances qui ont
donn6 lieu A cette 16gislation. Elle n'est d'ailleurs que la
reproduction presque textuelle des articles 336 et 337 de la
charte de la cit6 de Montr6al. (62 Vic., c. 58).

Cette corporation, avec ses nombreux 6chevins et offi-
ciers, 6tait expos6e h encourir des dettes que le conseil
municipal lui-mgme n'aurait pas sanctionnies; et alors le
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l6gislateur a cru devoir la prot6ger en d6cr6tant que le 123

conseil municipal seul pourrait lier la corporation et que ar
mime dans certains cas les r6solutions du Conseil seraient V.
sans effet si le tr6sorier ne certifiait pas qu'il y avait des THEKNa.

fonds disponibles. Brodeur J.

Dans le cas actuel. nous avons une r6solution du conseil
de Hull approuvant le contrat qui s'est fait entre le
gouvernement f6d6ral et les cit6s d'Ottawa et de Hull par
lequel des plans devaient 6tre pr6pars pour l'embellisse-
ment de ces deux municipalit6s. Etait-il nicessaire que
le conseil de Hull efit un certificat de son trisorier avant
d'approuver ce contrat?

L'appelante pr6tend que oui et elle se base particulibre-
ment sur le troisibme paragraphe de Particle 392 a.

Je ne crois pas cette pr6tention bien fond6e. Cet article
nous met on presence de trois cas distincts; 1. autorisation
du conseil pour un paiement d'argent; 2. confection de
contrats par la cit6; 3. travaux qui peuvent donner lieu
A une r6clamation quantum meruit. II est g~n6ralement
admis que le premier cas ne se pr6sente pas dans la cause
actuelle. Le conseil, par sa rdsolution du 18 juillet 1913,
n'ordonnait pas le paiement d'aucune somme d'argent, et
par cons6quent, le certificat du trisorier n'6tait pas n6ces-
saire.

Si on voulait 6tendre cette premibre partie de l'article
A toutes les conventions ou A tous les r6glements qui pour-
raient occasionner une d6pense d'argent, on atteindrait un
r6sultat bien 6trange. Ainsi, par exemple, la cit6 est
autoris6e, je crois, A acheter du pouvoir 6lectrique pour
6clairer ses rues et ses 6difices. Il est important que ces
contrats d'6clairage couvrent plusieurs ann6es. Comment
pourrait-elle avoir un certificat de son trisorier pour toute
le p6riode du contrat? Ce serait impossible, vu que les
revenus disponibles ne sont que pour les d~penses d'une
ann6e.

Des contrats de la nature de celui qui nous occupe
sont valides sur simple approbation du conseil muni-
cipal et il n'est pas necessaire qu'il y ait un cer-
tificat du tr6sorier. C'est ce que le h6gislateur a voulu
couvrir en disant dans la deuxibme partie de son article
392 (a) " aucun contrat ni arrangement quelconque ne
liera la cite A moins qu'il n'ait 6t6 approuv6 par le conseil."
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1923 Alors si le conseil l'approuve, la cit6 est libe. C'est ce
CI OF qui s'est produit dans le cas actuel.

HULL
V. Par la troisibme partie de 1'article, le l6gislateur a voulu

TE K *eviter ces r6clamations nombreuses qui devaient se faire
Brodeur J. contre la corporation et qui donnaient lieu h l'action

quantum meruit parce que la cit6 en avait profit6 et parce
que certains 6chevins ou officiers z6l6s avaient fait faire
certains travaux ou ordonn6 l'achat de certains mat6riaux.
La lgislature a voulu mettre fin A ces abus. Voilh toute
la port6e, suivant moi, de ce dernier paragraphe.

En tant que les contrats sont concern&s, I'article
n'enl~ve le droit d'action que dans le cas oh ils n'ont pas
6t approuvbs par le conseil.

Il n'y a pas de doute que par les dispositions de la
charte la cit6 avait le droit de faire des plans non-seule-
ment pour amiliorer son propre territoire mais aussi en
dehors (arts. 92 et 144).

L'appelante pr6tend aussi qu'un riglement aurait dGi
6tre adopt6 pour autoriser ce contrat. Je ne vois pas de
grande diff6rence entre la r6solution qui a td adopt6e et
la disposition qui se trouverait incorpor6e dans un r~gle-
ment.

La question est venue devant le conseil A deux reprises
diff6rentes. Nous ne savons pas d'ailleurs si le conseil de
vile a d6cr6t6 que deux ou trois lectures des riglements
municipaux devaient 6tre faites avant leur passation ainsi
qu'elle y 6tait autoris6e par 'article 4400 S.R.P.Q. (1908).

I s'agirait tout au plus, si un riglement 6tait requis.
d'une insuffisance de ddsignation qui ne saurait invalider
dans l'esprit g6ndral de la loi la decision du conseil. (arts
4185 et 4186 S.R.P.Q.).

Pour toutes ces raisons, je considbre que l'appelante a
6t6 16galement condamnbe A payer la somme qui lui est
r6clam6e.

L'appel doit Stre renvoyd avec d6pens.

MIGNAULT J.-The facts of this case are not in dispute.
On June 5, 1913, an order in council was adopted by the

Dominion Government on a memorandum submitted by
the Minister of Finance who stated that he had had under
consideration the need for the adoption of a comprehensive
scheme or plan looking to the future growth and develop-
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ment of the cities of Ottawa and Hull and their environs, 1923

particularly providing for the location, laying and orna- Crrr O
Hu,mentation of parks and connecting boulevards, the location V.

and architectural characteristics of public buildings and Ta K"G.

adequate and convenient arrangements for traffic and Mignault J.
transportation within the area in question. And the min-
ister recommended that a commission be constituted, con-
sisting of at least six members, including the mayors of Otta-
wa and Hull, charged with the duty of taking all necessary
steps to draw and perfect such a plan for the purpose of the
beautification and systematic development of the two cities,
to carry out which plan the cities of Ottawa and Hull and the
Ottawa Improvement Commission together with the trans-
portation and traffic companies would be required to co-
operate with a view to its gradual completion. It was
added that it would seem equitable that the Government
should pay half the cost of preparing such a plan and that
the other half should be paid by the two cities jointly and
ratably according to population. The minister therefore
recommended that the civic authorities of the respective
cities be invited to express their views as to the proposals
made, to say whether they were willing to bear half of the
expense involved and to assent to the appointment of their
respective mayors on such commission.

The minister sent a copy of this order in council to the
mayor of Hull, requesting that the city council express its
view as to the proposals made, and if the proposals met
with its approval to say whether the city was willing to
bear its proportion of the expense as suggested and to con-
sent to the appointment of a representative of the city
on the commission as proposed.

A special meeting of the city council of Hull took place
on June 20, 1913, and the council adopted a resolution ex-
pressing its approval of the scheme and named a committee
to meet with the members of the committee of the city
council of Ottawa, the Ottawa Improvement Commission
and the members of the Privy Council in order to discuss
the proposals, this committee to report to the council.

The committee met the bodies referred to and reported
to the Hull council, and at a meeting of the latter on July
18, 1913, the following resolution was adopted:

67559-3
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1923 Que ce conseil, apris avoir entendu le rapport verbal du comith
T O sp~cial charg6 de rencontrer les repr~sentants du gouvernement f6d6ral

HULL relativement h 1'embellissement des cit6s d'Ottawa et de Hull, approuve
I. le projet tel que soumis par le ministre aux membres du comit6, et que

THSKINa. copie de cette r6solution soit envoy6e au Ministre des Finances, A Ottawa.

Mignault J. A copy of this resolution was sent to the Minister of
Finance by the city clerk.

Thereupon another order in council was adopted on Sep-
tember 12, 1913, creating an honorary commission com-
posed of the mayors of Ottawa and Hull and of four other
members, to take all necessary steps to draw up and per-
fect the scheme or plan as proposed in the first order in
council, the commission being authorized to employ clerical
and other assistants, to engage city planners, landscape
gardeners, architects, engineers and other experts, to sum-
mon before them witnesses and generally to take such steps
as might be necessary to accomplish the objects of the com-
mission.

The mayor of Hull acted on this commission which pre-
pared an elaborate report, translated and printed in French
and in English, with plans, etc., Hull duly receiving copies
thereof. The city of Hull asked permission to use the plans
and plates for the advertisement of the city, and this per-
mission was granted and presumably the plans were used
by it.

The total cost amounted to $75,809.08, of which the
Government assumed one half, and the other half, to wit
$37,904.54, was payable by Ottawa and Hull jointly and
ratably according to their population, Ottawa's share was
$31,344.22 and Hull's $6,560.32. The accounts were duly
sent to both cities in August, 1918. Ottawa has paid its
full share. Hull, in reply to numerous requests, put off
payment on one pretext or another, until at last this action
was taken by the Government to compel payment.

It is admitted by the appellant that if there be any legal
liability on its part to pay the respondent anything, the
amount payable by it is $6,560.32, with interest from the
20th August, 1918.

The plea of the city of Hull is a purely technical one. It
does not pretend that the expenditure was not incurred in
conformity with the orders in council and the approval it
had expressed, but in order to escape payment, it invokes
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certain provisions of its charter, and the failure by it to 1922

take the measures prescribed before a financial liability can CITY OF
HULL

be incurred by the city. V.
I cannot help regretting that the city of Hull has seen fit THE KING.

to raise this technical objection in order to resist payment Mignault J.
of its share of the expenditure incurred. Its excuse is that
it did not take the steps required by its charter in order to
assume this obligation. It could easily have taken these
steps, and could do so now, and its neglect in that regard is
deliberate. The city of Ottawa has paid its full share,
nearly five times greater than that of Hull, of the expendi-
ture which both Ottawa and Hull authorized by their city
councils, thdis establishing a painful contrast between the
conduct of the two cities. This, however, does not dispose
of the difficulty, nor would it justify the court in disregard-
ing the provisions of the charter of the appellant corpora-
tion which the plea invokes, if these provisions are an
answer to the action of the respondent.

It therefore remains to be seen whether, in view of the
statutory provisions invoked by the city of Hull, the action
of the Government can be maintained.

The city of Hull was incorporated under a statute of the
province of Quebec, 56 Victoria, ch. 52, to which many
amendments have since been made. By 8 Edward VII, ch.
88 (1908), section 392a, which read as follows, was added
to the charter:

392a. No resolution of the council authorizing the expenditure of any
moneys shall be adopted, or have any effect until a certificate of the city
treasurer is produced, establishing that there are funds available and at
the disposal of the city for the service and purposes for which such ex-
penditure is proposed, in accordance with the provisions of this charter.

No contract or agreement whatever shall be binding upon the city,
unless it has been approved by the council.

The city shall not be liable for the price or value of work done,
materials supplied, goods or effects furnished of any kind whatever, nor
for any fees for professional services, salary, wages or other remunera-
tion, without the special authorization of the city council, nor unless, in
every case, a certificate of the city treasurer is produced establishing that
there are funds available appropriated for the particular object for which
payment is sought; and no right of action shall exist against the city,
unless the foregoing formalities are strictly observed, notwithstanding that
the city may have benefited by any such contract, agreement, work done,
materials supplied or other services rendered.

Here the approval of the city council was given by the
resolutions adopted on June 20 and July 18, 1913. What

67559-31
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1923 was wanting was a certificate of the city treasurer estab-
Cm oF lishing that there were funds available and at the dis-

V.u posal of the city for the service and purposes for which
T,,, Kia. the expenditure was proposed. That the appellant could
Mignault J. have observed this formality is beside the question, for if

the omission of the certificate that funds were available
for the expenditure contemplated is a fatal omission, if
in the words of section 392a
no right of action shall exist against the city, unless the foregoing formal-
ities are strictly observed, notwithstanding that the city may have bene-
fited by any such contract, agreement, work done, materials supplied or
other services rendered,

there is no escape from the conclusion that the respondent's
action cannot be maintained.

After the most anxious consideration, I cannot place
any meaning on section 392a other than that it is an
absolute bar to any claim to hold the appellant liable for
the expenditure incurred under the orders in council. . In
my opinion, with deference, the debt claimed by the
respondent cannot be treated, as the learned trial judge
somewhat suggested, as a "judicial obligation" within
the meaning of section 393 of the appellant's charter,
which authorizes the city council in cases of urgent neces-
sity, either for the purpose of meeting a " judicial obliga-
tion" or for other unforeseen or uncontrollable causes, to
procure the necessary funds to meet obligations of that
character by such means as it may deem advisable. There
can be no "judicial obligation" without a judgment en-
forcing a liability, and there can be no judgment against
the city in a case where the statute states that no right
of action shall exist.

It may be added that the appellant corporation has a
very wide power to provide by by-law for municipal ser-
vices of all kinds which entail the expenditure of
public moneys (sect. 92 of the charter), and an appropria-
tion of the amounts necessary for these purposes is made
yearly in the month of February (sect. 390). To such
by-laws, paragraph 1 of section 392a does not apply, for
its whole scope is to guard against resolutions (and not
by-laws) authorizing the expenditure (and not merely the
payment) of public moneys. Paragraph 2 of section 392a
requires the approval of the city council before any con-
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tract or agreement whatever shall be binding on the city, 1W
and should be read with paragraph 3. The latter para- Crr o
graph, in the case of work done, materials supplied, goods V.
or effects furnished of any kind whatever, or fees for pro- THE KING.

fessional services, salary, wages or other remuneration, Mignault J.
requires two formalities before the city can be held liable,
viz., the special authorization of the city council and the
production of a certificate of the city treasurer that funds
are available. The special authorization of the city coun-
cil would generally form a contract between the city and
the person or corporation performing the work or furnish-
ing the goods or materials, but, notwithstanding what is
stated in paragraph 2, and saving the case of by-laws
under section 92, it would still be necessary to obtain the
certificate of the city treasurer. I think, as I have said,
that paragraph 2 must be read with paragraph 3, and not
given such an effect as to render in most cases the lat-
ter paragraph meaningless.

The result is that the appeal must be allowed and the
respondent's action dismissed.

Appeal allowed with costs.
Solicitor for the appellant: J. W. Ste. Marie.
Solicitor for the respondent: Napolgon Champagne.
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1923 JOSEPH L. MORIN (PLAINTIFF) .......... APPELLANT;

*Oct. 9. AND
*Oct. 22. HERMAN WALTER (DEFENDANT) ....... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL SIDE,

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Appeal--Motion to quash-Payment of costs below-Thread of execution
-Acquiescence in judgment-Right of appeal.

Payment of costs in the courts below made under threat of execution
does not amount to acquiescence in the judgment rendered and the
right of appeal to this court therefore still exists.

MOTION to quash an appeal from the judgment of the
Court of King's Bench, appeal side, province of Quebec,
affirming the judgment of the Superior Court and dismiss-
ing the appellant's action.

The respondent moved to quash the appeal on the ground
of acquiescence in the judgment appealed from by pay-
ment of the costs of the Court of King's Bench and the
Superior Court.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I concur in dismissing with costs
the respondent's motion to quash on the ground that the
payment of costs by the appellant under the circumstances
was not such a voluntary act as would indicate an inten-
tion to acquiesce in the judgment and forego his right of
appeal therefrom.

IDINGTON J.-The respondent moves to quash the appeal
herein on the ground of acquiescence on the part of the
appellant in the judgment appealed from.

The alleged acquiescence consists simply in the appel-
lant having paid the costs, or asked the surety to pay the
costs, awarded the respondent in the court below.

The payment was made in response to repeated threats
that unless the costs were paid proceedings would be taken
to enforce payment either from appellant or his surety.

I am of the opinion that payment of costs under such cir-
cumstances is not an acquiescence in the judgment which
would bar appellant's right to come here.

I think, therefore, the motion should be dismissed with
costs.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin and
Mignault JJ.
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DUFF J.-I can find no evidence of an intention on part 1
of the appellant to forego his right of appeal or of facts MonIsi

which in point of law must be treated as abandonment of wALT.

his right of appeal. My conclusion is that the payment Idington j.
was made under a threat of. execution. Nevertheless, I -

should not wish to commit myself to the proposition that
payment of a judgment in response to a demand of the
judgment creditor without an express threat of execution,
or initiation of execution proceedings, could, save in very
exceptional circumstances, properly be treated as a volun-
tary payment.

ANGLIN J.-The fair conclusion from the material before
us would appear to be that the appellant caused the costs,
for which the respondent had judgment against him, to be
paid under threat of execution. That payment was not
such a voluntary act on his part as would indicate an in-
tention to acquiesce in the judgment and forego his right
of appeal therefrom. The respondent's motion to quash
cannot succeed and should be dismissed with costs.
. MIGNAULT J.-The respondent moves to quash the

appeal on the ground of acquiescence in the judgment
appealed from by payment of .the costs of the Court of
King's Bench and of the Superior Court on the dismissal
of the appellant's action.

With the consent of the appellant, the costs were paid
by The United States Fidelity & Guarantee Company,
which had given security for these costs at the time of the
appeal to the Court of King's Bench. It appears however
by the correspondence between the attorneys of the two
parties that these costs were paid after the respondent's
attorneys had threatened to issue execution against the
appellant if they were not paid. They wrote to the surety,
to whom they had been referred by the attorney for the
appellant, demanding payment and stating that if they
did not receive a satisfactory answer before a stated date
they would immediately have the appellant's property
seized. It was under these circumstances that the payment
of the costs was effected.

Although no reservation of the right of appeal was made,
which of course would have been more prudent, my opinion
is that this was not a voluntary payment from which
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1923 acquiescence in the judgment can be inferred. I find a de-
MoIoU cision of la cour de cassation, of the 28th May, 1867 (Dalloz,

wARR. 1867.1.215) very much in point. It was held that

Aglin J le paiement des frais d'un arrit, apris signification de l'arrAt et de
1'ex6cutoire de d~pens, et sur une menace 6crite d'ex6cution forc6e,
n'emporte pas acquiescence h cet arrt, et, ds lors, ne rend pas non
recevable le pourvoi en cassation forme contre le mime arrit.

I would therefore dismiss the motion with costs.

Motion dismissed with costs.
Gregor Barclay for the motion.
C. M. Cotton contra.
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DAME D. BEDARD (DEFENDANT) ......... .APPELLANT;
1923AND4-

May 17.OWEN DAWSON (PLAINTIFF) ...... June 15.
AND

THE 'ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE RESPONDENTS.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC (INTERVEN-(
ANT) ................................

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL SIDE,
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Constitutional law--Disorderly houses-Provincial statute ordering their
closing-Intra vires-(Q.) 10 Geo. V, c. 81.

The Quebec statute entitled " An Act respecting the owners of houses
used as disorderly houses," 10 Geo. V, c. 81, authorizing a judge to
order the closing of a disorderly house, is intra vires the pro-
vincial legislature, as it deals with matter of property and civil
rights by providing for the suppression of a nuisance and not with
criminal law by aiming at the punishment of a crime.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of King's Bench,
appeal side, province of Quebec (1), affirming the judg-
ment of the Supreme Court and maintaining the interven-
tion in this case.

The questions in issue are fully stated in the judgments
now reported.

Th6berge K.C. for the appellant.
Geoffrion K.C. for the intervenant.

IDINGTON J.-This action was taken by the respondent
Dawson under and by virtue of 10 Geo. V, c. 81 of the
Quebec Legislature, entitled " An Act respecting the owners
of houses used as disorderly houses," which provides, by
sections 2, 3, 4, and 7, as follows:-

2. It shall be illegal for any person who owns or occupies any house
or building of any nature whatsoever, to use or to allow any person to
use the same as a disorderly house. A certified copy of any judgment
convicting any person of an offence under section 228, 228a, 229 or 229a
of the Criminal Code shall be prima facie proof of such use of the house
in respect of which such conviction was had.

3. Any person knowing or having reason to believe that any build-
ing or part of a building is being made use of as a disorderly house, may
send to the registered owner, or to the lessor, or to the agent of the regis-
tered owner, or to the lessee of such building, a notice, accompanied by
a certified copy of any conviction as aforesaid, if any there be, by regis-

PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) [19221 Q.R. 33 K.B. 246.
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1923 tered mail to the last known address of the said owner, agent or lessee,

BEA as the case may be.
1) 4. Ten days after the mailing of such notice, if such building or any

DAwSON. part thereof still continues to be used as a disorderly house, any person

Idington J. may apply for and obtain an injunction directed to the owner, lessor,
lessee or occupant of such building, or to all such persons, restraining
them, their heirs, assigns or successors from using or permitting the use
of such building or any other building for the purposes above-mentioned.

7. If the judge finds that the use of such building as a disorderly
house continues, he shall by his final judgment, in addition to all other
orders he is by law empowered to make, order the closing of the said
building against its use for any purpose whatsoever for a period of not
more than one year from the date of judgment.

The power of the legislature to so enact having been
questioned, by appellant pleading in defence, the Attorney
General for Quebec became an intervenant immediately
thereafter. Thereupon the intervenant pleaded, the now
appellant answered same, and the intervenant replied.

The case thus constituted was heard by Mr. Justice Mac-
lennan who gave judgment for the respondent and granted
the injunction claimed by him as provided in said section
1 of said Act, and for the intervenant with costs main-
taining the constitutionality of the Act.

From that judgment the present appellants appealed to
the Court of King's Bench for Quebec.

That court seemed to be divided on the questions raised.
The majority held that it was not quite satisfactorily
proven by the mere production of a registrar's certificate
shewing title in appellant that she was in fact the owner
at the time of the trial.

Indeed there was evidence tending to the contrary and
hence the court sent the case back to the Superior Court
to hear evidence and determine that question.

The Court of King's Bench, however, by a majority,
there being a dissenting judge on the question, upheld the
constitutionality of the Act and dismissed the appeal as to
that issue, with costs to the responding intervenant.

Then the appellants brought this appeal here. A ques-
tion was raised as to the case so disposed of, being ripe for
appeal here. The majority of this court held, however,
that as between appellant and intervenant the judgment
appealed from was final and decided that this court had
jurisdiction and should hear the case as to the said issue.
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I confess as to some doubt as to that course being entirely 1923
the best for if the issue between the other parties should, AM
in the court below, result in the appellant's success on the DAWSON.

reference back there, perhaps they should not be subjected Idington 4.
to the costs of this hearing. I rather think the case is -

unique in this regard. The appeal, however, has been
taken here by appellants and the question raised is a very
important one to have determined if there can exist doubt
when applied only as herein.

I have long entertained the opinion that the provincial
legislatures have such absolute power over property and
civil rights, as given them by section 92 of the B.N.A. Act,
item 13 thereof, that so long as they did not in fact
encroach upon the powers assigned by the said Act to the
Dominion Parliament it would be almost impossible to
question any such exercise of power so given unless by the
exercise of the veto power given the Dominion Govern-
ment. That veto power was originally designed to prevent
an improper exercise of legislative power by the provincial
legislatures.

I, therefore, do not see that if properly interpreted and
construed the said Act now in question herein can be said
to be ultra vires.

There is, however, one aspect of it which rather disturbs
me, and that is this: The Act takes certain sections of the
Criminal Code as the basis of its subject matter and then
proceeds to apply convictions thereunder as the basis of its
application.

And if, as might well happen, the keeper of the disorderly
house so penalized should also be the owner thereof, and
this Act applied in such a case, it would look very much
like adding as a matter of course to the penalties imposed
by Parliament for the offence in question, when Parliament
alone is endowed with the power and has imposed on it in
so doing the sole responsibility of determining what is the
proper measure of punishment.

That, however, is not the case presented on the facts in
question herein. I point it out as being the possible cause
of future embarrassment and would have preferred to see
its enactment somewhat differently framed.

S.C.R.
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1923 As to the argument addressed to us that the local legis-
BLDARD latures cannot legislate to prevent crime, I cannot assent

DAwSON. thereto for in a very wide sense it is the duty of the legis-

Idington J. lature to do the utmost it can within its power to anticipate
- and remove, so far as practicable, whatever is likely to tend

to produce crime; and yet not produce worse forms of it,
or tending thereto.

Sometimes we may doubt the wisdom of what is done
in that direction and find it in fact productive of crime or
a lowering of the usual standard observed by mankind.
That possibility may exist in regard to many phases of
social life. What we are concerned with herein, however,
is merely the question of the power of the legislature so
far as the relevant facts raise same. It certainly has, I
think, the power called in question herein so far as the
relevant facts require. Indeed the duty to protect neigh-
bouring property owners in such cases as are involved in
this question before us renders the question hardly argu-
able.

There are many instances of other nuisances which can
be better rectified by local legislation within the power of
the legislatures over property and civil rights than by
designating them crimes and leaving them to be dealt with
by Parliament as such.

Mr. Justice Maclennan and others in the court below
have so well presented the exposition of the law as it has
been expounded in many well known cases relative to the
overlapping of the powers of Parliament and local legis-
latures, that I need not repeat the citation of cases here.

I think the appeal should be dismissed with costs to the
intervenant.

DUFF J.-The legislation impugned seems to be aimed at
suppressing conditions calculated to favour the develop-
ment of crime rather than at the punishment of crime.
This is an aspect of the subject in respect of which the pro-
vinces seem to be free to legislate. I think the legislation
is not invalid.

ANGLIN J.-This litigation began on the 4th of June,
1920. The right of the appeal to this court is therefore
governed by the Supreme Court Act as it stood before the
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amendments which became effective on the 1st of July of 12
that year. BkDARD

By the judgment of the Court of King's Bench the main DAWSON.

action between the plaintiff and the defendant is remitted Angln J.
to the Superior Court to permit of further proof being -

adduced in regard to the ownership of the property in
question. That is not a final judgment and is therefore not
appealable here.

The judgment of the Superior Court maintaining the
intervention of the Attorney General on the other hand
was confirmed and in that proceeding there is a final judg-
ment upholding the constitutionality of the Quebec
Statute (10 Geo. V, c. 81). Substantially for the reasons
stated by Mr. Justice Greenshields, I am of the opinion
that this statute in no wise impinges on the domain of
criminal law but is concerned exclusively with the con-
trol and enjoyment of property and the safeguard-
ing of the community from the consequences of an illegal
and injurious use being made of it-a pure matter of civil
right. In my opinion in enacting the statute now under
consideration the legislature exercised the power which it
undoubtedly possesses to provide for the suppression of a
nuisance and the prevention of its recurrence by civil pro-
cess.

The appeal fails and should be dismissed with costs.

BRODEUR J.-Nous avons A d6cider sur cet appel si la loi
provinciale de 1915 concernant les propridtaires de maison
de prostitution est inconstitutionelle.

Le parlement f6ddral, dans sa loi criminelle, a d6jh puni
par l'amende et l'emprisonnement les propri6taires qui
permettent sciemment que leurs maisons soient employdes
comme maisons de prostitution. (Art. 228 a Code Crim.)

La l6gislature provinciale de Qubbec, sachant que ces
maisons affectaient consid6rablement la valeur des pro-
pri6t6s du voisinage et rendaient plus difficile la r6glementa-
tion policibre, a jug6 A propos d'ordonner leur fermeture si,
aprbs avis, les propriitaires ne voyaient pas A y faire cesser
le commerce immoral qui s'y faisait.

La jouissance d'un immeuble est une matibre concernant
"la propri6t6 et les droits civils " qui, par les dispositions
de Particle 92 ss. 13 de l'acte de la Conf6ddration est du
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1923 ressort des provinces; et la lgislature provinciale a le
BLDARD pouvoir exclusif de faire des lois sur cette matibre.

DAWSON. Vouloir enlever aux provinces ce pouvoir lgislatif parce
Brodeur j. que le parlement fid6ral d6clare criminelles les tenanci6res

- d'une maison de prostitution me parait 6treabsolument con-
traire & l'esprit de notre constitution. Nos lois provinciales
fourmillent d'exemples et de cas ohi les lois criminelles sont
invoquees pour d6terminer les droits et les obligations
civiles des citoyens. Certains contrats sont d~clar6s ill-
gaux par nos lois civiles parce qu'ils violent des dispositions
du code criminel. Les articles 984 et 990 du code civil en
sont des exemples typiques quand ils d6clarent qu'un con-
trat est fait sans consideration et est ill6gal, si cette consid6-
ration est contraire aux bonnes moeurs et h 1'ordre public,
ou si elle est prohib6e par la loi. La jurisprudence consacre
6galement ce principe quand elle declare illigale tout
contrat de nature A favoriser la prostitution.

Je pourrais A ce sujet citer-Fuzier-Herman vo. propri6t6
no. 88, oa il dit:-

On admet que I'6tablissement d'une maison de tolerance est suscep-
tible de donner lieu en faveur des voisins h une action en dommages-
int6r~ts A raison de la d6pr6ciation de valeur locative ou v~nale que leur
propridt6 a subie par ce fait.

Il est incontestable que si une personne maintient une
maison ou fait une chose qui constitue une nuisance, et
que cet acte soit consid6r6 criminel par le parlement f6d6-
ral, nos tribunaux peuvent 6tre autorisis par des lois pro-
vinciales A 6mettre une injonction pour mettre fin A ces
violations du droit public. La coop6ration des deux pou-
voirs l6gislatifs est desirable dans ces cas-l. J'aurais bien
du doute de savoir si le parlement f6d6ral pourrait ordonner
la fermeture d'une maison de prostitution; mais je suis
bien convaincu que ce pouvoir r6side dans la l6gislature
provinciale. Le parlement f6d6ral peut declarer criminelle
une action quelconque; mais cela ne saurait empicher les
provinces de 16gif6rer sur la m~me matibre en tant que les
droits civils sont concern6s.

Je n'h6site done pas h conclure que la l6gislation atta-
quie par l'appelante est constitutionnelle et que l'appel doit
6tre renvoy6 avec d6pens.
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MIGNAULT J.-Il s'agit d'un appel contre un jugement %.92

de la cour du Banc du Roi en date du 20 d6cembre 1921. BDARw

Je tiens h dire que le long d6lai qui s'est 6coul6 depuis ce DAw son.
jugement est entibrement le fait des parties. Cette cause Mignault J.
paraissait sur nos roles depuis plusieurs termes, mais on -

en demandait toujours la remise. Si enfin elle a 6t6 plaid6e
c'est que nous avons cru devoir y insister.

La cause d'ailleurs n'est appelable ici qu'en tant que
l'intervention du procureur g6ndral est concern6e; quant a
Faction de la demanderesse, la cour du Banc du Roi l'a
renvoy6e devant la cour sup6rieure pour preuve addition-
nelle et ce n'est pas 1& un jugement final dont on puisse
interjeter appel A cette cour.

L'intervention du procureur g6n6ral a pour but de corn-
battre la pr6tention de la demanderesse que la loi 10 Geo.
V (Qu6.) ch. 81 (1920), est inconstitutionnelle. Cette loi
declare qu'il est ill6gal pour toute personne qui posshde ou
occupe une maison de l'utiliser ou- de permettre qu'on en
fasse usage cormme maison de d6sordre. On peut obtenir
A cette fin une injonction d'un juge de la cour sup6rieure
pour prohiber cet usage, et si le juge constate que cette
maison continue , 6tre employ6e comme maison de d6-
sordre, il peut en ordonner la fermeture pour toute fin
quelconque pendant une p6riode n'excidant pas un an.

C'est cette loi que I'appelante attaque pr6tendant qu'elle
empikte sur la juridiction du parlement canadien sur le
droit criminel. A mon avis, il n'y a pas lI lgislation
criminelle. La l6gislature veut empicher qu'on ne se serve
d'un irnmeuble pour des fins immorales; elle ne punit pas
l'offense elle-m~me par l'amende ou l'emprisonnement,
mais elle ne fait que statuer sur la possession et l'usage d'un
immeuble. Cela rentre pleinement dans le droit civil.

Les jugements des honorables juges de la cour du Banc
du Roi sont trbs complets et j'y adh~re pleinement.

Je renverrais l'appel avec d~pens.
Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Thiberge & Germain.
Solicitors for the plaintiff respondent: Bercovitch, Calder

& Gardner.
Solicitor for the intervenant respondent: Charles Lanct6t.
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1923 THE CANADIAN NATIONAL FIRE
*May 29. INSURANCE COMPANY AND OTHERS APPELLANTS;
*June 15.

- (DEFENDANTS) .......................

AND

COLONSAY HOTEL COMPANY AND RESPONDENTS.

OTHERS (PLAINTIFFS) ...............

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR SASKATCHEWAN

Insurance-Fire-Extent of loss-" Actual value "-Replacement value-
Statutory conditions-" The Saskatchewan Insurance Act," R.S.S.
(1920), c. 84, s. 82.

One of the statutory provisions, made a part of every contract of fire
insurance by section 82 of The Saskatchewan Insurance Act, R.S.S.
1920, c. 84, is that a fire insurance company is not liable "for loss
beyond the actual value destroyed by fire."

Held, reversing the judgment of the Court of Appeal (16 Sask. L.R., 146),
that "actual value" means the actual value of the property to the
insured at the time of the loss and not its replacement value.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for
Saskatchewan (1), affirming the judgment of the trial
judge and maintaining the respondents' actions.

The material facts of the case and the questions in issue
are fully stated in the judgments now reported.

P. M. Anderson K.C. for the appellants.
G. H. Yule for the respondents.

THE CHIEF JUSTIcE.-For the reasons stated by my
brother Anglin J. I would allow this appeal and direct a
new trial.

IDINGTON J.-This appeal arises out of the trial of three
actions brought by the respondents against thre3 different
insurance companies and consolidated for the purposes of
the trial and final determination of the issues raised in each
case which are in substance the same.

The said insurance companies had each insured the re-
spondents against loss by fire as alleged in the respective
declarations against each company, as follows: The Cana-
dian National Fire Insurance Company on the buildings,
$4,600, $200 and $200, and on the furniture and other per-
sonal contents $1,500; The Union Insurance Society of

PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies CJ. and Idington, Duff, Anglin and
Mignault JJ.

(1) 16 Sask. L.R. 146.
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Canton, Limited, on the buildings, or one of them $3,000, 1

and on the hotel furniture, $875, and on liquors, cigars and CANADIAN
NATIONAL

cigarettes, $125; The British Crown Assurance Corpora- FIRE INs.

tion, Limited, on the buildings, $3,000, and on the furni- V
ture, supplies and personal effects, $875, and on liquor, COLONSAY

cigars, cigarettes, etc., $125. Horn CO.

Each of these insurances had been effected between the Idington J.

1st of February, 1920, and the 7th of August, 1920.
The main building was a large structure and with other

smaller buildings had been used in carrying on a hotel busi-
ness and the contents chiefly used for same purpose in a
village of only one hundred and fifty inhabitants.

The property had been built in 1910 or 1911, and sold
to one Daley with contents in 1912 for $20,000.

That was before prohibition was in sight. The result
of the prohibition enactments was so ruinous to the entire
property in so small a place that in 1917 Daley turned it
over to the Saskatchewan Brewing Company for $3,200, or
$3,300, which he owed it.

That company sold it in February, 1920, to two of the
individual respondents for $3,000.

A Chinaman who had been using it for his business pur-
poses sold the contents to same parties in same month for
$950, which were only slightly added to before the fire.

The individual respondents (Lashkewicz and Rosalia
Pura) then entered into a partnership under the name of
"Colonsay Hotel Company," now one of the respondents.

They had as part of the articles of partnership agreed to
do their business with the Bank of Toronto, then the only
bank carrying on business in said village of Colonsay.

From the accounts so kept the business latterly did not
seem to be prosperous, indeed would seem to have been a
losing one.

Yet respondents pretend that during such losing period
Lashkewicz sold to respondent, Peter Pura, his half interest
in the hotel property and its contents, on the 20th Sep-
tember, 1920, for $7,000, of which $1,000 was professed to
be paid in cash.

No one seems to have been able to trace this alleged
$1,000.

67559-4
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1923 A fire took place on the 3rd of October, 1920, which con-
CANAIAN sumed the entire building and most of the contents. The
NATiONA

= INS. adjuster, one Morkill, after almost a day taken up with
Co. Peter Pura, settled, as was supposed by him, the entire

COLONSAY - loss with which appellants are chargeable, at the sum of
HOTEL CO. $5,700, but his wife, respondent Rosalia Pura, refused to
Idington J. accept any such sum. Hence these actions which were

tried by Mr. Justice McLean with a jury.
Many questions were raised by the pleadings and at the

trial with which we need not concern ourselves, in the view
I take and to which I am about to refer, arising out of the
learned trial judge's charge to the jury who, under said
charge, returned a verdict estimating the value of the hotel
building at $16,500, and of the insured contents at $3,500.

The learned judge then directed a judgment to be entered
for a total of $13,376.64, distributed ratably to be borne
by the respective appellants as in the formal judgment
appears.

A number of the learned trial judge's directions were
taken exception to but in the result need not be dwelt upon
here.

The learned trial judge, in regard to the measure of loss,
directed the jury as follows:-

The contract of insurance is to indemnify the assured against loss.
I suppose the ideal way. or the way that would come most near to in-
demnifying the plaintiff in this case would be to place upon that site a
bui!ding of the same dimensions, the same number of rooms, and the
same basement, and the same appliances and the same equipment, and
from that building and equipment to deduct, in some mysterious way,
ten years wear and tear. He is not entitled to a new building, because
he did not lose a new building. He is entitled to the same kind of build-
ing less the wear and tear on the building that he lost. I am going to
instruct you as a matter of law, and if I am wrong there is another court
that will set me right, that in respect to this building, and in the con-
dition of the hotel business the proper basis on which you should fix the
value of that hotel is this: a similar building erected there, at the time
of the loss with the same equipment, and ten years wear and tear and
depreciation taken off that;

and as follows:-
The contract of insurance also contains this clause-you will find it

on the back of each of the policies, as these policies are required by law
to contain it-that instead of making payment, the insurer can rebuild
or replace within a reasonable time the property damaged by loss, giving
notice of intention, and so on. That gives the insurer the privilege of
replacing. On the strength of that provision, and the interpretation I
put on the term " market value," and the interpretation I put on the
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contract of indemnity, my instructions to you are that the proper legal 1923
basis on which you should fix the value of that building for the purposes CA NAA
of compensation, if they are entitled to compensation under those insur- NATIONAL

ance policies, is the replacement value. Fm INS.
Co.The appellants herein appealed against this and the re- V

sultant judgment to the Court of Appeal for Saskatche- OLONY

wan. That court maintained the learned judge's said -

charge and dismissed the appeal with costs. Idington J.

Hence this appeal herein therefrom.
The question thus raised is most important in light of

the facts which I have outlined above in order to present
the salient features and leading facts of the case to which
the charge had reference.

I entertain a very decided opinion that the learned trial
judge erred in so directing the jury, and that the judgments
below should be reversed.

There are, no doubt, many cases in which such a charge
might be upheld, where the loss sustained and the cost of
replacement might be the equivalent of each other. But I
respectfully submit that the statutory condition, imposed
by section 82 of chapter 84 of R.S.S., forms part of every
fire insurance contract entered into in Saskatchewan, and
which reads as follows,

14. The company is not liable for the losses following, that is to say:
(a) For the loss of property owned by any other person than the

assured, unless the interest of the assured is stated in or upon the policy;
nor for loss beyond the actual value destroyed by fire nor for loss occa-
sioned by ordinance or law regulating construction or repair of buildings

has not been properly applied herein.
Indeed the words therein " nor for loss beyond the actual

value destroyed by fire " mean just what they say, and that
is the cash market value. Market value is often made up
of cash and a credit convertible into cash. They do not
permit of any imaginary value the owner may be inclined
to hold out for and expect, even reasonably, in the future.

These policies, in question herein, each and all contained
also the following as part of the contract:-

Total concurrent insurance including this policy limited to sixty-six
and two-thirds per cent of the actual cash value of the property insured.

These words used in framing each of the contracts in
question herein as to what the respective insurance policies
in question were intended to cover and give the insured,
should, I respectfully submit, have put this case, now pre-

67559-41
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1923 sented, beyond all doubt as to the meaning of the words
CANADIAN "actual value " in the statutory condition. Indeed I sus-
NATIONAL
FiBE INS. pect they have escaped the court below.

C. It is not the appellants alone who are interested for they
COLONBAY evidently had over-insured, but also the general public
HOTEL CO.

- suffering so much from over-insurance.
Idington J. The counsel for appellants cited the case of Pitman v.

Universal Marine Insurance Co. (1), and Westminster Fire
Office v. Glasgow Provident Investment Society (2), and
MacGillivray on Insurance, page 672 and, I should add the
cases cited by that author, and the case of Castellain v.
Preston (3).

The cases cited in all these are instructive and useful as
a guide. I respectfully submit it would be impossible to
find any express decision reaching such remarkable results
as herein in question.

I think a new trial should be directed with costs in any
event of the appeals below and herein, and costs of the
first trial to abide the result of the new trial.

DUF J.-I am unable to concur in the judgment of the
Court of Appeal in this case. A very serious mistake was,
I think, made by the learned trial judge. The jury ought
to have been told that the pecuniary loss suffered by the
insured in the destruction of the hotel was the true and
only measure of the indemnity to which it was entitled. It
seems to be quite clear that the loss should in the circum-
stances be measured by the value of the property-not
necessarily the selling value, if the insured could establish
a value in use greater than the selling value-and I can
entertain no doubt whatever that the point upon which a
jury should have been told to apply their minds was that
of ascertaining the value to the insured of the property
destroyed.

The appeal should be allowed and a new trial directed.
There seems to be no reason for departing from the usual
rule as to costs. The appellants therefore should have their
costs on both appeals, and the costs of the abortive trial
should abide the event.

(1) [1882] 9 Q.B.D. 192. (2) [18881 13 App. Cas. 699.
(3) [1883] 11 Q.B.D. 380.
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ANGLIN J.-The verdict for the plaintiffs and the judg- 1923

ment founded on it for $13,376.64 must in my opinion be CANADIAN

set aside because they involve substantial wrong occasioned Fm INS.

by misdirection. Co.
A large hotel containing upwards of twenty-two rooms, COLoNSAY

in the village of Colonsay (population 150), built in 1910 HOTEL Co.

was sold in 1912 for $20,000. Subsequently deprived of a Anglin J.

license because of the introduction of prohibition, after
having been occupied for a time by a Chinaman, it was
acquired, with its appurtenances and contents, by the
plaintiffs, about eight months prior to its destruction by
fire on the 3rd of October, 1920, for $3,950. The equip-
ment was supplemented by a further expenditure of about
$450. There is no evidence of any increase in the value
of the property between the time of its acquisition by the
plaintiffs and its destruction. For the six months immedi-
ately prior to the fire the hotel appears to have been run
by the plaintiffs at a substantial loss and the evidence pre-
sents no ground for believing that they entertained any
expectation of an improvement in this condition of affairs.

The plaintiffs had insured the buildings with the defend-
ant companies for $11,000 and the contents, including sup-
plies, for $3,500-$14,500 in all.

Defences of fraud in making proofs of loss were negatived
by the jury and were not further pressed here, the sole
ground of the present appeal being that the jury's valua-
tion of the buildings at $16,500 and the contents at $3,500
at the time of the fire were grotesquely excessive, and that
the recovery awarded on that footing by the trial judge
of $13,376.64 far exceeded any possible actual value of the
property destroyed.

After the fire, Peter Pura, one of the plaintiffs, would
appear to have been ready to settle the amount of the loss
with the adjusters, representing the three defendant com-
panies, at $5,100 which they offered to pay; but his co-
plaintiff, Rosalia Pura, would not assent thereto.

The jury was instructed by the learned trial judge in
these terms:

My instructions to you are that the proper legal basis on which you
should fix the value of that building for the purpose of compensation,
if they are entitled to compensation under those insurance policies, is the

replacement value.
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1923 You will take the same basis for valuing the hotel and for valuing
CAN the furniture, that is, replacement value.
NATIONAL There is nothing in the charge to qualify these directions,FIRE IN s.

Co. which have since had the approvial of the Court of Appeal.
COLONSAY Each of the policies insures against loss or damage by
HOTEL Co. fire the property therein described and each contains on its
Anglin J. face this stipulation:

Total concurrent insurance, including this policy, limited to 661 per
cent of the actual cash value of the property insured.
In the case of the National Fire Insurance Company's
policy on the furniture and supplies for $1,500 there is an
unfilled blank for the percentage of the concurrent insur-
ance. That policy may therefore be read with the words
c * * * per cent of" deleted from it. Each of the
policies was also subject to the statutory conditions im-
posed by the Saskatchewan Insurance Act (c. 84, R.S.S.
1920), one of which (s. 82, s.s. 14 (a) ) provides that

The company is not liable * * * for loss beyond the actual
value destroyed by fire.

I am, with great respect, very clearly of the opinion that
"replacement value " (by which I understand is meant
what the replacement in statu quo ante the fire of the in-
sured property destroyed or injured would cost, less a
reasonable allowance for depreciation) is not either " the
actual value destroyed by fire " or " the actual cash value
of the property insured." Both these phrases-one in a
statutory condition, the other on the face of each policy-
I think mean the same thing and that is " the actual value
of the property to the insured at the time of the loss,"
having regard to all the conditions and circumstances then
existing-not necessarily its market value on the one hand
and certainly not, on the other, its " replacement value "
which, while it may sometimes be less than its actual value
to the insured, will more often exceed that value and some-
times, as in the present instance, very grossly exceed it.
The right of recovery by the insused is limited to the
actual value destroyed by fire.

That there was in the direction I have quoted from the
change manifest error in my opinion is indisputable; that
it directly induced the jury's findings whereby they valued
the hotel building at $16,500 and the insured contents at
$3,500 is equally clear; that substantial wrong or mis-
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carriage was thereby occasioned in the trial (Con. R., 650) 1
admits of no doubt. CANADIAN

NATIONAL
The appeal must therefore be allowed with costs here FRE INs.

and in the Court of Appeal and a new trial had. Costs of CO.
the abortive trial will abide the event of the- new trial. COLONBAY

HonTE Co.

MIGNAULT J.-The learned trial judge in these three A-jgi J
cases instructed the jury that the proper legal basis on
which they should fix the value of the hotel building under
the insurance policies was the replacement value.

With much deference, I think this was clearly misdirec-
tion in law. According to statutory condition 14 (con-
tained in The Saskatchewan Insurance Act, chapter 84,
R.S.S. 1920, section 82) the insurance company is not
liable for loss " beyond the actual value destroyed by fire."
Condition 17 gives the company the option, instead of
making payment, to repair, rebuild or replace, within a
reasonable time, the property damaged or lost on giving
notice of its intention within fifteen days after the receipt
of the proofs of loss.

The construction of the contract .adopted by the learned
trial judge would render this option of no possible benefit
to the insurers, for they would be called upon to pay the
cost of replacing the property whether they chose to re-
place it or not. *Moreover, it is the " actual value " which
they have to pay, subject to their right to replace if they
elect to do so, and this is not necessarily the " replacement
value."

I cannot help thinking that this instruction of the learned
trial judge to the jury was the cause of the large award
which they made for this hotel and its furniture. Had
they been properly instructed as to the mode of determin-
ing the amount of the loss, there would have been no
ground for complaint on the question of quantum, but I
am constrained to hold that the instruction given them was
erroneous.

I would allow the appeal with costs here and in the
Court of Appeal, and direct a new trial. Costs of the
abortive trial should abide the event of the new trial.

Appeal allowed with costs.
Solicitors for the appellants: Anderson, Sample, Bayne &

Noonan.
Solicitor for the respondents: G. H. Yule.
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1923 JAMES BARBER McLEOD............... APPELLANT;
Feb. 26. AND

*June 15.
- THE CITY OF WINDSOR...............RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THIE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF ONTARIO

Assessment and taxes-Trustee under will-Income to be accumulated-
Unknown beneficiaries-Constitutional law-Direct or indirect taxa-
tion-Assessment Act R.S.O. [19141 c. 195 ss. 18 (1) and 88.

By section 5 of the Ontario Assessment Act " all income derived either
within or without Ontario by any person resident therein " is assess-
able and by section 13 (1) " every agent, trustee, or person who col-
lects or receives, or is in any way in possession or control of, income
for or on behalf of a person who is resident out of Ontario shall be
assessed in respect of such income."

Held, reversing the judgment of the Appellate Division (50 Ont. L.R.
305), Idington J. dissenting, that a trustee under a will cannot be
assessed for income received which, as directed by the will, had to
accumulate for a designated term of years and then be apportioned
among testator's children when neither the identity of the benefic-
iaries nor the amount to be assessed against the trustee can be
presently ascertained. As to beneficiaries resident in Ontario they
and not the trustee should be assessed if their identity could be
ascertained.

Per Duff J. Sec. 13 (1) provides for indirect taxation and is ultra vires
of the Ontario Legislature.

By section 83 of the Act every tribunal or judge to which an appeal may
be taken can determine whether " any person or things are or are not
assessable or are or were legally assessed or exempted from assess-
ment."

Held per Duff J. that notwithstanding these provisions a person assessed
may, after the assessment has been upheld, bring action for a judg-
ment declaring it illegal on the ground that the legislation professing
to impose it is ultra vires. Idington J. contra.

Per Davies C.J. and Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ. The judgment of
this court declaring the assessment illegal deprives the trustee of any
interest he may have had to challenge the validity of the provisions
of the Assessment Act assuming to impose it and the dismissal of the
action for a declaratory judgment (52 Ont. L.R. 562) should be
affirmed.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appellate Division of
the Supreme Court of Ontario (1) reversing the judgment
of the County Court judge and confirming the assessment
on income received by the appellant and per saltum from
the judgment of Mr. Justice Orde (2) dismissing the appel-

*PPSENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.

(1) 50 Ont. L.R. 305. (2) 52 Ont. L.R. 562.
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lant's action for a judgment declaring the assessment illegal 1923
on the ground that the legislation imposing it is ultra vires. McLEOD

The material facts are sufficiently stated in the above Crry or
head-note. The appellant appealed with success to the WINDSOR.

County Court judge whose judgment was reversed by the
Appellate Division. He then brought an action for a
declaratory judgment as stated above.

MacMaster K.C. and Fraser for the appellant. The Act
does not allow a personal action to be taken against an
executor in respect to income of persons resident out of
the province. In re Gibson and The City of Hamilton (1).

This is indirect taxation which the legislature cannot im-
pose. See Burland v. The King (2) at pages 223 to 225.
See also Oriental Bank v. Wright (3).

F. D. Davis K.C. for the respondent.
Bayly K.C. for the Attorney General of Ontario.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-For the reasons stated by my
brother Anglin, in which I concur, I am of the opinion
that the appeal from the judgment of Mr. Justice Orde
should be dismissed, the costs, including those of the Attor-
ney General, to be paid by the appellants; and that the
appeal from the judgment of the Appellate Division should
be allowed and that the costs in that court and here should
be paid by the municipal corporation to the appellant.

I IDINGTON J. (dissenting).-Two appeals by said appel-
lant are herein presented and heard together involving
the assessment of his income as surviving trustee under the
last will of the late John Curry of the said city, who died
on or about the 11th day of May, 1912.

By his said last will the testator devised and bequeathed,
after payment of his debts, testamentary and funeral ex-
penses, all his real and personal property wherever situate,
to his wife, his son, and his son-in-law in trust to convert
same into money and to hold, invest, accumulate and dis-
pose of same under and in accordance with the trusts there-
inafter set out.

Said executors and executrix obtained probate of said
will.

(1) 45 Ont. L.R. 458. (2) [19221 1 A.C. 215.
(3) 5 App. Cas. 842.
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1923 The said wife died a few months after the testator, and
McLEOD the said son died in March, 1920, leaving the appellant,

V.
crry op who was said son-in-law, sole surviving executor and trus-
WINDSO. tee when the assessment in question was made.

Idington J. The appellant, at the time of the testator's death and
ever since, has resided in said city of Windsor. He was
assessed in respect of the John Curry estate for an income
assessment " liable for all taxes " of the sum of $100,000,
and notice of such assessment is dated 30th October, 1920.

The appellant then gave the following notice of appeal:
NOTICE OF APPEAL

To the Assessment Commissioner of the municipality of the city of
Windsor:

Sir,-Take notice that I intend to appeal against the above assess-
ment for the following reasons:

Only the income of the estate payable to one annuitant under
deceased's will resident in Windsor, to amount of $8,000 is assessable.
The rest of income is accumulated until 1933 and is not taxable.

J. B. McLEOD,
Appellant.

The Court of Revision of said city confirmed the said
assessment.

Thereupon the appellant appealed to the learned senior
judge of the County of Essex who, holding himself bound
by the authority of In re Gibson and City of Hamilton
(1), allowed the appellant's appeal and reduced the said
assessment for income to $14,000.

He then, no doubt intending to conform with the amend-
ment of 1916 to the Assessment Act providing for an
appeal to the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court
of Ontario, by way of a stated case set forth the relevant
facts of the amount of the income and what part thereof
he had held assessable and the amount of the income deriv-
able from real estate securities and submitted the following
questions:-

First-Whether the income from the said estate is assessable for in-
come under the Assessment Act.

Second-Whether in the event of income being payable by the said
estate as found by the Assessment Commissioner for the city of Windsor
and the Court of Revision thereof the interest upon moneys payable under
the said agreements for sale of real estate of the deceased is exempt from
income tax under section 21, s.s. 5 of the said Assessment Act or other-
wise.

Dated this 7th day of February, 1912.

(1) [19191 45 Ont. L.R. 458.
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I am of the opinion that the income from the said 192

estate is assessable and would answer the first question McLEOD

in the affirmative. crry oF
The legal owner thereof resides in Windsor and on the WINDSOR.

facts stated the income was not derived from anything Idington J.

outside Ontario.
Indeed on thea case submitted we have nothing to do

with that or with who may be the ultimate recipient, or his
or her residence, though we were confused in argument by
much irrelevant discussion thereof.

The case submitted to the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court of Ontario is all we have anything to do
with except the decision of that court pursuant thereto.
See the case of Dreifus v. Royds (1).

In passing from the first question and the bearing
thereon of the decision in In re Gibson and Hamilton (2),
I may be permitted to say that I fail to see how it can
have any bearing on this case.

There a very curious situation was produced by reason
of the testator having been domiciled in Beamsville and
his trustees having been scattered so that it may have
been difficult to find in the Assessment Act language to
so fit such a case as to entitle Hamilton to assess the
income.

Here we have a very simple case in that regard.-
The point raised by the second question is quite as

simple if we correct the printing of it from section 21,
subsection 5, to section 5, subsection (2), as I suspect
it should be, to accord with the reasoning of the learned
judges below. Section 21 of the Assessment Act has no
subsection (5).

So interpreting the second question I would answer the
question in the affirmative.

The investment in agreements for sale of real estate
has become a well recognized form of investment security.

Its income is neither interest on a mortgage nor rent
of real estate.

It clearly falls within the definition of income given by
the Assessment Act as amended and there is no exemp-
tion to fit it.

(1) [19221 64 Can. S.C.R. 346,

S.C.R. 699
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1923 We must give effect to the plain language of the Act
McLEOD and not try to engraft upon it another meaning we may
cr o, think would in some cases be more just.

WINDSOR. I therefore conclude that this appeal should be dis-
Idington J. mised with costs throughout.

The other appeal between same parties and heard at
same time seems to me a rather extraordinary one.

It arises in this way-After the better part of a year
of litigation pursuing the prescribed course of law and,
as I hold, the only course of law (save possibly in case of
fiaud or an absolutely clear violation of an exemption by
refusing to pay taxes) open to any one calling in question
a municipal assessment and rectifying it, if wrong, the
appellant, on the 8th of June, 1921, two months after the
Appellate Division below had given judgment in the other
case, and a month after the appeal therefrom to this court
had been launched, issued a writ against respondent to
restrain its officers from collecting the assessment.

The Assessment Act expressly declares the roll valid
subject to such appeals as duly taken. In the case of
Macleod v. Campbell (1), which counsel seem to have
overlooked, we decided that a similar attempt should not
be made to rectify an erroneous assessment. I still think
that is good law though decided six years ago.

Moreover we have nothing to do with assessment appeals
save what comes before us in the prescribed method
adopted in appellant's first case, unless, of course, by
special leave which has not been given herein and I re-
spectfully submit never should be given in such a case as
this second one.

I think that appeal also should be dismissed with costs.

DUFF J.-It will be more convenient, I think, to con-
sider the two appeals together.

The effect of sections 5 and 15 of the Ontario Assess-
ment Act is discussed in the judgment of Mulock C.J., in
In re Gibson and Hamilton (2). The opinion of the learned
*Chief Justice as to these sections, in which Mr. Justice
Riddell concurred, is thus stated by him at page 461:

According to section 5, " income," to be liable to taxation, must be in-
come " derived " by a person resident in Ontario or " received in Ontario

(1) 57 Can. S.C.R. 517. (2) 45 Ont. L.R. 568.
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by or on behalf of a person resident out of Ontario." That is, the income 1923
in respect of which any one is liable to taxation must be either (a) income McLEOD
derived by such person being resident in Ontario, or (b) income received V.
by an agent, trustee, etc., for a non-resident. Crry OF

In the former case the person assessable is the beneficiary; in the WINDSOR.

latter, it is his representative. The beneficiary " derives " the income, but Duff J.
the representative merely receives it.

Income to be assessable must, I think, fall within one or other of these
two classes.

This view seems to me to be the right view, not only for
the reasons appearing in the judgment of the learned Chief
Justice, but because the subsequent legislation has adopted
it. The decision in In re Gibson and Hamilton (1) was
pronounced in May, 1919, and the amendment enacted
in 1919, section 18, subsection 1 (a), 9 Geo. V, c. 50, s.
8, provided that a return to be made by any person
as to income should be in the form prescribed by the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council. By order in council
passed on the 15th July, 1920, pursuant to this enact-
ment, a form of return was prescribed, and the frame of
the return so prescribed makes it quite clear that the per-
son making a return, the prospective income taxpayer, is
to give items of income which he is to receive beneficially
during the current year, except in the case where the per-
son making the return is in receipt of income on behalf of
a non-resident in capacity of agent, trustee, guardian or
executor. The order in council proceeds upon the theory
that where income is received in trust for persons resident
within Ontario, it is the beneficiary who is to be assessed
and not the trustee; and this view of the Act is again the
construction upon which the legislature itself proceeded in
enacting s. 6, c. 67, 11 Geo. V, by which it is required that
agents, trustees, executors and other persons who collect
or receive or have in their possession or control income for
or on behalf of a person resident in Ontario shall, on receipt
of notice from the assessor, furnish a statement in writing
giving the names and addresses of the persons resident in
the municipality who
ought to be assessed for their income therein, together with the amount
of income payable
to such person during the current year.

I am not overlooking the fact that by force of the pro-
visions of the Interpretation Act the re-enactment of legis-

(1) 45 Ont. L.R. 568.
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1923 lation which has been judicially construed is not to be
McLEoD treated as a legislative adoption of such construction.

V.
c= op What we have here is not a re-enactment merely of legis-

WlNDSOR. lation which had been construed judicially, but an adop-
Duff J. tion of a judicial construction by an order in council passed

pursuant to specific statutory authority and subsequent
legislation, which is plainly founded and shaped upon the
theory that the construction so adopted by the order in
council is the right construction.

It follows that the appellant was not properly assessed
in respect of that part of the income of the estate which is
in question on the appeal from the Appellate Division, and
that the appeal should therefore be allowed and the judg-
ment of His Honour Judge Coughlin restored.

Such being my view of the effect of s. 5 in so far as it
relates to " income derived * * * by any person resi-
dent " in Ontario, it is unnecessary to consider the question
raised whether or not, if the section, in that branch of it
which deals with such income, had the scope which has
been ascribed to it by the Appellate Division, it would have
been impeachable as ultra vires of the legislature. But as
regards the second branch of the section, and as regards s.
13, provisions dealing with income received or in possess-
ion or in control of any person in Ontario for or on behalf
of a non-resident, the constitutional validity of these pro-
visions must, I think, be examined. The trust does pro-
vide for the payment of a certain annual sum, $8,000 to a
lady who is resident in Detroit and, as I understand it,
permanently domiciled there. The municipality has as-
serted its right to assess the trustee in respect of this in-
come.

It is necessary briefly to advert to the course of the pro-
ceedings. The appellant and his co-trustee, who has since
died, appealed from the assessment of 1920 to His Honour
Judge Coughlin, and before him they expressed themselves
content with the assessment in so far only as it included
two specific annuities of $8,000 and $6,000 and their liabil-
ity to assessment in respect to these items of income and
their liability to pay taxes in respect of them for the year
1920 are not in question. The judgment of His Honour
was delivered December 28, 1920, adopting the contention
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of the trustees, and accordingly reducing the assessment 1923
to $14,000. McLEOD

V.On the 25th April, 1921, the Municipal Council, acting crry or
upon the power conferred by s. 56 (1) of the Assessment WINDSOR.

Act, passed a by-law providing that the municipal taxes Duff J.

for 1921 should be assessed and levied upon the assessment
roll prepared in 1920, and the action was commenced in
the following June. The necessary result of the decision
of this court in appeal no. 1 would be, if s. 13 were intra
vires, that the appellant would be taxed for 1921 upon in-
come in his control as trustee in respect of the assessment
of $8,000, according to the roll of 1920, as amended by His
Honour Judge Coughlin.

But I can entertain no doubt that when the objection to
an assessment is that the enactment professing to author-
ize it is ultra vires the roll, whether attacked by appeal
under the Assessment Act or not, is not binding upon the
person assessed.

Section 83 is framed in sweeping terms, no doubt, but it
is an enactment relating to procedure, and it must be pre-
sumed in the absence of specific words that the legislature
in enacting that section was not resorting to the very ques-
tionable course of giving force and effect to a tax it had no
power to impose by placing obstacles in the path of those
seeking a judicial determination upon the point of the
legality of the tax. Section 83, in my opinion, applies only
to assessments within the lawful authority of the provinces.

The course taken by the appellant before Judge Cough-
lin would not strictly, in view of the appeal of the muni-
cipality from that decision, preclude the appellant from
impeaching the assessment of 1920 on the ground now
taken in this action; and there can certainly be no impro-
priety in impeaching it for the purpose of disputing the
liability of the estate to taxation in respect of it in 1921.
The action in my opinion lies.

Nor is it any answer to the action to say that the
annuity payable to Gladys Alma Curry is not income
received by the trustee by or on behalf of her. It is quite
clear that this income falls within s. 13 in the sense
that it is income which has been received in Ontario, and
at the moment when it becomes payable to her it is

S.C.R. 703
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1923 income in possession and control of the trustee for her
McLOD and on her behalf, at which moment the funds in posses-

V.
cr oy sion of the trustee and applicable in payment of the

WINDSOR. annuity are subject to a trust in her favour to the extent
Duff J. of the sum she is entitled to receive.

We come, then, to the point of substance, whether ss.
5 and 13, in so far as they apply to income received or
held in trust for a non-resident, are within the powers of
the legislature of the Province of Ontario to enact. The
meaning and effect of the words " direct taxation " as they
appear in item no. 2 of s. 92 of the British North America
Act have been considered in many cases, and as Lord
Moulton says in Cotton v. The King (1), it " is no longer
open to discussion " that the meaning to be attributed to
that phrase is substantially the definition quoted from the
treatise of John Stuart Mill in these words:

A direct tax is one which is demanded from the very persons who it is
intended or desired should pay it.

It is well to remember a circumstance which has been
adverted to in the judgments of Their Lordships of the
Judicial Committee more than once, that economists have
not been in entire agreement as to the principle of the
classification of taxes as direct and indirect. In Attorney
General v. Reed (2) Lord Selborne pointed out in a
passage which is cited by Lord Moulton in Cotton's
Case (1), that the definition given by McCullough, for
example, .would have been more unfavourable to the
provinces than the definition taken from Mill. And it
may be added (see Bastable, Public Finance, ed. 1903,
p. 271) that on the basis of the distinction adopted by
" practical financiers" as the principle of the classifica-
tion, the provinces would have been in a still less favour-
able position; that principle being that those taxes are
considered direct which are levied on " permanent and
recurring occasions," while charges on " occasional and
particular events" are brought under the category of
"indirect taxation."

On this basis death duties of all kinds would be excluded
from the jurisdiction of the provinces.

(1) [19141 A.C. 176, at p. 193. (2) [1884] 10 App. Cas. 141 at
p. 143-4.
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Generally speaking income tax, according to any basis 1

of classification, would be regarded as a direct tax, but it McLEOB
is, of course, quite obvious that for the purpose of apply- crry OF
ing s. 92 of the British North America Act, a principle of WINDBOR.
classification having been adopted by the courts in giving Duff J.
effect to the language of the Act according to the sense
in which it would most probably have been understood
by the legislature which passed it, the provinces cannot
have that principle applied for the purpose of empower-
ing them to levy death duties and at the same time have
it discarded when it seems to impose embarrassing restric-
tions upon the manner in which provincial fiscal authority
is to be exercised.

From the terms of e. 11 (2) it is manifest that the
income in respect of which the assessment is made is the
inconie for the current year-the year in which the assess-
ment is made. That is the normal rule, and the rule as
given by that section must, I think, apply to assessments
under s. 13. That seems to be the construction under
which the order in council proceeds, as appears from the
form of the prescribed return, and I think it is the correct
construction. True, s. 13 applies only to income " col-
lected or received " or "-in possession or control," and
prima facie this means income received in fact or in fact in
possession or control. But the language of s. 5 as well as
that of s. 11 does not materially differ from this and it is
quite clear that where it is a person beneficially entitled
who is assessed, it is s. 11 (2) that gives the rule by which
the assessor is to be guided, and under that section the
amount of the assessment may be the result of estimate
or, if estimate is impossible, fixed at a sum not less than
an arbitrary minimum determined by the amount of in-
come received in the previous year. I think s. 13 must
be read as imposing the liability only, and that s. 11 (2)
must be considered as prescribing the method by which
the amount of the assessment is to be ascertained. S. 56
must also be adverted to, under which a council may
adopt the assessment of the preceding year-a proceed-
ing which may entail the result that a person assessed in
the year immediately preceding, pursuant to s. 11 (2), for
an amount determined by his income the year before that

67559-5
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1923 may in consequence become liable to pay in one year-
McLEOD the year following that of the redaction of the roll-income

V.
cr oF tax in respect of the amount of income received two years
WlDO. before, although such amount may be far in excess of the

Duff J. sum received by him during the year for which he is
assessed and taxed.

The effect of this section, then, is that a trustee in
receipt of an income for a non-resident beneficiary may
be liable to pay income tax in respect of an income of an
estimated amount which he may only in part have
received or not have received at all. It is past question
not intended that he shall ultimately bear the tax. Nor-
mally he will indemnify himself, no doubt from moneys
in his hands, but his liability is in no way conditioned
upon the existence in his hands of a fund out of which
the tax can be paid. The tax is not a lien upon the trust
property, and the municipality has no recourse against
such property. If he resort to funds in his hands for pay-
ment, it is not pursuant to any duty laid upon him by
the taxing authority so to apply the funds, but as a
means of indemnifying himself against the personal lia-
bility which the statute imposes upon him directly.

Where personal liability is imposed upon a trustee or
agent in respect of income received by him as such and the
tax is not charged upon the income and there is no recourse
against it by the taxing authority and the trustee is under
no duty to the taxing authority to retain the income in his
hands and apply it in payment of the tax, we should appear
to have a case in which the trustee is the very person from
whom the taxing authority demands the tax it being left
to him to secure his indemnity from those who are ulti-
mately intended to sustain the burden.

The case is, of course, quite different where no personal
liability is imposed, where, for example, the liability of the
trustee or agent is limited to the amount in his hands for
his beneficiary, as in the case of Burland v. The King (1).

Where, too, trust property is charged with the payment
of the tax, it is conceivable that the proper inference as to
the legislative intent would be that the primary source of
payment should be the trust fund, and the personal liability

(1) [19221 1 A.C. 215.
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designed only as security for the proper application of the 1

fund, but this is not a point of view with which we are McLEOD
V.

concerned on this appeal. cn'y oF
The reasoning above was foreshadowed in the judgment WINDSOR.

of Lord Selborne in Attorney General v. Reed (1), and is Duff J.
that upon which the judgment of Lord Moulton proceeds
in Cotton's case, and was expressly approved.

Both appeals to this court should, therefore, be allowed.

ANGLIN J.-The appellant (plaintiff) is the surviving
trustee under the will of the late John Curry of the city
of Windsor, Ontario, who died on the 11th of May, 1912.
By his will he directed certain properties-to be held by his
trustees and the income thereof accumulated for a period
not yet expired. The beneficiaries, who will be definitely
ascertained only on the expiry of this period, are some
resident in Ontario, some elsewhere, and some yet unborn.

The validity of the municipal assessment for the year
1920 by the city of Windsor of the appellant as such trus-
tee in respect of annual income derived from properties so
held forms the subject of this appeal. Following the pro-
cedure for appeal provided by the Ontario Assessment Act
(R.S.O. 1914, c. 195) the appellant carried his case to the
Appellate Divisional Court, unsuccessfully contending that,
properly construed, the provisions of that Act do not
authorize the impeached assessment. In an action sub-
sequently brought for a declaratory judgment, he chal-
lenged the validity of the legislation invoked by the re-
spondent to support the assessment if it should be given
the construction put upon it by the Appellate Division.
He now appeals from the judgment of the Divisional Court
in the former proceeding; and, by consent, under s. 37 (b)
of the Supreme Court Act (1920), per saltum from the
decision of Mr. Justice Orde who dismissed the latter
action. The tax on $72,310.57, the amount of the assess-
ment in dispute, exceeds $2,000. Our jurisdiction to enter-
tain both appeals in my opinion admits of no doubt.

The late Charles Curry, a co-trustee of the appellant who
lives in Windsor, resided at Detroit in the State of Michi-
gan and died there on the 24th March, 1920. A portion

(1) 10 App. Cas. 141 at p. 143.
67559-5k
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1923 of the income of the estate derived from the purchase of
McLEOD properties in the city of Detroit, it is now claimed, was in

V.
cr op 1920 kept in the First National Bank in that city, certain

WNDSOR. payments being made out of it and only the surplus (how
Anglin J. much does not appear) was " checked into the estate in

Ontario." The latter evidence, however, was not before
the court on the original assessment appeal, having been
given only in the subsequent action.

The case stated by the County Court Judge in the
Assessment Appeal makes no reference to any foreign in-
come but places the "net income within Ontario" at
$86,310.57, the details of which appear in an appended
statement furnished by the trustee. For the purpose of
the appeal from the Divisional Court the suggestion that
part of the assessed income did not come into Ontario
must, therefore, be disregarded, notwithstanding the fact
that the assessment of income for 1920 would appear to
have been based by the assessor on the actual receipts of
the year 1919, as provided for by section 11 (2) of the
Assessment Act. Indeed the sum of $86,310.57 appears to
have been treated throughout the proceedings which cul-
minated in the judgment of the Divisional Court as in-
come actually received in Ontario by the appellant trustee
for the year 1920; and it was so treated in the factum filed
on his appeal to this court from that judgment. It is, I
think, too late now to enter upon any discussion of the
actual amount of income received in that year in Ontario.
The sum mentioned in the stated case must be accepted as
accurate for the purposes of this appeal. That income,
however, included, as appears in the stated case, a sum of
$13,873.34 for interest paid by purchasers of real estate in
Ontario, which forms the subject of a distinct ground of
appeal.

Of the sum of $86,310.57, $6,000 was paid to a benefi-
ciary residing out of Ontario and $8,000 to another benefi-
ciary residing in the province. To his assessment in respect
of this $14,000 the appellant submitted before the County
Court Judge. The appeal, therefore, concerns his liability
for assessment in respect of the balance of $72,310.57, of
which the stated case says:-

Under the provisions of the said will of the late John Curry the bal-
ance of the above-mentioned net income together with that of previous
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and subsequent years is to be accumulated by the trustees for a period 1923
of twenty-one years commencing on the 11th day of May, 1912, and expir- Mco
ing on the 10th day of May, 1933, whereupon the accumulated trust fund v.
is to be divided among persons at present unascertained and whose right Crry OF

and title will depend on the circumstances at the time fixed for the said WINDSOR.

division. Anglin J.
On behalf of the appellant it is stated and is not denied
that some of the beneficiaries under this trust may be
persons still unborn.

The material provisions of the Assessment Act are as
follows:-

5. All real property in Ontario, and all income derived either within
or without of Ontario by any person resident therein, or received in
Ontario on behalf of any person resident out of the same shall be liable
to taxation subject to the following exemptions:

(Here follow certain exemptions, including,
Subsection 21. Rent or other income derived from real estate, except

interest on mortgages. 4 Edw. VII, c. 23, s. 5, par. 20).
11 (1). Subject to the exemptions provided for in sections 5 and 10:

(a) every person not liable to business assessment under section 10 shall
be assessed in respect of income.

12 (1). Subject to subsection 6 of section 40, every person assessable
in respect of income under section 11 shall be so assessed in the munici-
pality in which he resides, either at his place of residence or at his office
or place of business. 4 Edw. VII, c. 23, s. 12 (1); 7 Edw. VII, c. 41, s. 2.

13 (1). Every agent, trustee or person who collects or receives, or is
in any way in possession or control of income for or on behalf of a person
who is resident out of Ontario, shall be assessed in respect of such income.

Section 5 declares the liability of income to taxation.
I assume that it evinces a general intention that all in-
come earned, derived or received in the province, not
specially exempted, shall be taxable. But, as Taft C. J.,
said in delivering the judgment of the Supreme Court of
the United States in Smietanka v. First Trust and Sav-
ings Bank (1), such an intention
must be carried into language which can reasonably be construed to effect
it. Otherwise the intention cannot be enforced by the courts.

Assessment is the only basis of municipal taxation under
the Ontario system (s. 3). As put by Sir William Mulock
C.J. Ex., in In re Gibson and Hamilton (2).
there can be no taxation of income without previous assessment of some
person in respect of such income.

A person assessed in respect of income is thereby made
personally liable to pay a tax upon it at a rate imposed
according to other provisions of the law. The only clauses
under which it was contended at bar that the appellant is

(1) 257 U.S.R. 602. (2) 45 Ont. L.R. 458, 461.
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1923 liable to assessment are s. 11 (1) and s. 13 (1). The ques-
McLEOD tion presented therefore is: Does the appellant in respect

V.

CrrY or of the income for which he has been assessed fall within
WINDSOR. either of those provisions? The first point for determina-
Anglin J. tion is whether under s. 5, in respect of income received

by him for accumulation under the trust above stated,
the trustee appellant is properly assessable.

There can be no room for doubt that by the words
" any person resident out of the same " in s. 5 is meant a
beneficiary for or on whose behalf income is paid to 'some
agent, collector, recipient or custodian in Ontario. The
corresponding words " by any person resident therein "
there can, I think, be little room for doubt are intended
to designate a person standing in the like relation to the
income, that is, the beneficiary of it, who is said to
"derive" it, whereas the agent, trustee, collector, recipi-
ent or custodian on behalf of the non-resident is said
merely to "receive" it. That distinction is carried out
in s. 11 (1) and s. 13 (1). Under the former the resident
beneficiary " deriving " the income is made assessable;
under the latter, in respect of income derived by the non-
resident beneficiary, not he, but the person who collects
or receives it for or on his behalf is to be assessed. There
may be little difficulty in applying these provisions where
the income got in by the trustee or agent is payable forth-
with to certain beneficiaries. But other considerations
arise where the right of enjoyment is deferred by a trust
for accumulation and where, as here, some of the bene-
ficiaries are or may be unborn and the shares of those
in esse are not presently ascertainable. For what propor-
tion, if any, is the trustee assessable and for what the
beneficiaries?

Unborn beneficiaries cannot properly be designated
either as resident in Ontario or as resident out of the
same. The proportion of the 1920 income to which they
may eventually be entitled is problematical. In so far as
that income may ultimately be payable to persons now
resident in Ontario, if the amounts held for them had
been ascertainable in 1920, I should incline to the view
that such beneficiaries and not the trustee would have
been assessable in respect thereof had the trust for accu-
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mulation not prevented their presently obtaining it. I 1923
find no provision in the statute making a trustee for accu- McLEoD

.mulation for the benefit of resident beneficiaries assess- crm op
able in respect of the income ultimately to be " derived " WINDSOR.

by them. Anglin J.

In so far as the income in question belongs to non-
residents, assuming the validity of s. 13 (1), I should
think the trustee is the person to be assessed. But here
again arises the question, insolvable in 1920, " for how
much "?

After giving to the provisions of ss. 5, 11 (1) and 13
(1) much thought and consideration, my conclusion is
that in respect to income directed to be accumulated by
a trustee for future distribution amongst persons wholly
or partially unascertained, some of them within and some
of them without Ontario, he is not assessable. As to so
much of that income as will ultimately be derived by
resident beneficiaries s. 11 (1) applies and such bene-
ficiaries when ascertained and when they derive the in-
come are made assessable. The trustee is not. The con-
trast between s. 11 (1) and s. 13 (1), when read in the
light of the distinction made in s. 5 between resident and
non-resident beneficiaries, seems to make this reasonably
clear. On the other hand as to so much of the income as
is received or collected for or on behalf of non-resident
beneficiaries in esse and will ultimately go to them the
difficulty in the way of assessing the trustee for it seems
to lie in the fact that the amount is unascertainable. As
to whatever portion, likewise unknown, is to go to per-
sons still unborn it is impossible to classify these either
as resident or as non-resident. Hence the liability of the
trustee to assessment is uncertain and that of the bene-
ficiaries an impossibility. We seem to be confronted with
another instance of casus omissus similar to that dealt
with by the Supreme Court of the United States in
Smietanka v. First Trust and Savings Bank (1).

For the respondent it is contended that the trustee is the
person who " derives " the income of the trust estate; that
qua income it is in reality his; that the right of the
beneficiaries is not to receive income but to share in an

(1) 257 U.S.R. 602.
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1923 accumulated fund; that, therefore, for purposes of taxa-
McLEOD tion the income is that of the trustee and not that of the
cm'y or beneficiaries. It accordingly contends that the word " trus-

WINDSOR. tee." in s. 13 (1) is not used in the ordinary legal sense but
Anglin J. signifies merely an accountable agent. I cannot accede to

that view. It involves deleting the word " trustee " from s.
13 (1). I see no reason for giving that word any such re-
stricted meaning. It is, I think, most improbable that in
framing and enacting the Assessment Act the draughtsman
and the legislature proceeded on the idea that income re-
ceived by a trustee belongs to him and not to his cestui
que trust-that he has any real ownership of it or a tax-
able interest in it. Where they intended to make him tax-
able in respect of such income, notwithstanding lack of
beneficial interest, they expressly so provided-s. 13 (1).
Sections 5, 11 (1) and 13 (1), when read together, seem
to me to make it abundantly clear that only in the case of
a non-resident beneficiary was it intended that the trustee
should be assessable in respect of income.

Nor does s.s. 1 (h) of s. 22 of the Assessment Act, referred
to by Mr. Justice Lennox, in my opinion help the respond-
ent. Determination of assessability is not the office of
section 22. That is dealt with by preceding sections. Sec-
tion 22 merely defines the method to be pursued by the
assessor in preparing the assessment rolls and in placing
thereon the names of persons made assessable under such
earlier provisions and the particulars of the various sub-
jects of their assessments, etc. N

I agree with the opinion expressed by Sir William
Mulock C.J. Ex. in In re Gibson v. City of Hamilton (1).

In the view I have taken it is unnecessary to determine
whether the $13,873.34 received as interest upon unpaid
purchase money for lands falls within the exemption pro-
vided for by clause 21 of s. 5:-

Rent and other income derived from real estate in Ontario, except
interest on mortgages.

I incline to the opinion that it does not.
I am for these reasons of the opinion that the defendant

was not assessable in respect of any portion of the
$72,310.57 income in question. The appeal from the judg-

(1) 45 O.L.R. 459.
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ment of the Appellate Divisional Court should, therefore, 1923
be allowed with costs in that court and here to be paid by McLEOD

the municipal corporation to the appellant. Crr OF
The view I have taken of the assessment appeal proper WIDSR.

-and which I understand finds favour with the majority Anglin .
of the members of the court-suffices to dispose of the
liability of the appellant for the taxes in question and
renders unnecessary consideration of the constitutional
question presented in the action tried before Mr. Justice
Orde. Indeed it does more; it deprives the appellant of
his status to raise that question, inasmuch as in a proceed-
ing already pending when that action was begun the assess-
ment which he would impeach as involving indirect taxation
is held not to be within the provisions of the legislation
attacked on that ground. It is true that he repeats in that
action his claim that the assessment be set aside on the
ground already taken in his assessment appeal. But that
was quite unnecessary and the only substantial purpose of
the action was to bring the constitutional question before
the court in the event of the judgment of the Appellate
Division in the assessment appeal being upheld. As the
result of the disposition of that appeal practically deprives
the plaintiff of any interest he might otherwise have had
to challenge the validity of the provisions of the Assess-
ment Act under which the respondent sought to tax him, it
follows that the judgment of Mr. Justice Orde dismissing
that action, though on other grounds, should be upheld and
the appeal from it dismissed with costs, including the costs
of the Attorney General.

BRODEUR J.-These are two appeals concerning the valid-
ity of an assessment on the income of the Curry estate.

Mr. John Curry died in 1912 leaving a will of which the
appellant, McLeod, is the sole surviving executor and trus-
tee. Under the provisions of this will, the trustees, are
directed to pay from the income certain annuities to the
wife and children of the testator and to invest the surplus
income from the estate for a period of twenty-one years.
At the expiration of the accumulation period the whole
trust fund will be divided among the children of the tes-
tator; and, in the event of the death of any of them, the

S.C.R.
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1923 share of the one so dying will be divided amongst the tes-
McLEOD tator's grandchildren.

V.
CITY OF As a consequence of the provisions of this will, the fund

WINDsOR. is accumulating in trust for the benefit of unascertained
Brodeur J. persons.

One of the questions raised is whether unascertained
and unborn beneficiaries are assessable under the provi-
sions of the Ontario Assessment Act.

Section 5 of the Act enacts that
All * * * income derived either within or without of Ontario by

any person resident therein or received in Ontario by or on behalf of
any person resident out of the same shall be liable to taxation.

In section 13 of the same Act, it is declared that
Every agent, trustee or person who collects or receives or is in any

way in possession or control of income for or on behalf of a person who
is a resident of Ontario shall be assessed in respect of such income.

This question is not a new one. It was considered in
a case of Gibson v. City of Hamilton (1), and there it was
held by the Chief Justice of the Exchequer and by Mr.
Justice Riddell that the income in respect of which any
one is liable to taxation must be either income derived
by a person resident in Ontario or income received by a
trustee for a non-resident.

In the former case, the person assessable is the bene-
ficiary; in the latter case, it is his representative.

Section 13 of the Act says that the trustee can be
assessed only in the case where he collects the income for
a person who resides out of Ontario.

But quaere where the beneficiary is unknown and where
a trust fund has been created, as in this case, for persons
who cannot be identified or ascertained.

It has been contended that the word "person" in sec-
tion 5 of the Assessment Act would cover the trustee; and
it is claimed then that McLeod as trustee of the estate
could be assessed for the whole income of the estate.

It should not be forgotten in that respect that McLeod
pays to the living daughters of Mr. John Curry a sum of
$14,000 out of the income. The balance of the income,
about $72,000, goes into the trust fund. If the City of
Windsor can tax Mr. McLeod himself for these $14,000
paid to the children, it could also assess the same persons,

[19231714
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if they live in the City of Windsor; and in such a case 1923
those persons would be assessed twice, once through the McLEOD

V.
trustee and once of their own right. That would be the Crry OF

result of the construction of section 5 if "any person" WINDSOR.

who is mentioned there covers not only the beneficiaries Brodeur J.

but also the trustee. I am of the view that the trustees
can be taxed only for a person when such person resides
out of Ontario; and where no such person exists, as in the
present case because we do not know to whom the trust
fund which is accumulated will be later on given, I am
of opinion that the beneficiary in this case does not come
within the class of persons mentioned in section 13, namely,
persons residing out of Ontario. The assessment can be
validly made only on a person living at the present time
and residing out of Ontario. The principle is that municipal
corporations can levy no tax unless the power is plainly
conferred.

Dillon, Municipal Corporations, 5th ed., vol. 4, s. 1377;
Maxwell, Interpretation of Statutes, 5th ed., pp. 463, 464;
City of Ottawa v. Egan (1).

The Assessment Act of Ontario does not confer plainly
upon the municipal corporations the right of assessing an
income which is not to be paid to a living person residing
outside of Ontario.

For these reasons the appeal should be allowed with
costs of this court and of the court below and the assess-
ment set aside.

There is also to be considered in this appeal the declara-
tory action instituted by the appellant to have the assess-
ment declared illegal and also unconstitutional. I con-
sider this action useless and it should be dismissed with
costs throighout.

MIGNAULT J.-I concur with Mr. Justice Anglin.

Appeal from Appellate Division allowed with costs.
Appeal from Orde J. dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: McLeod and Bell.
Solicitor for the respondent: Davis and Healy.

(1) [19231 S.C.R. 304.
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1923 DOROTHY L. DENT (DEFENDANT) ....... .APPELLANT;
*May 30. AND
*Oct 9.

HEBER C. HUTTON (PLAINTIFF) ....... .RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ONTARIO

Vendor and purchaser-Agreemett for sale-Assignment-Covenant by
assignor-Foreign action by assignee-Consent judgment-Order for
sale of land-Liberty to assignee to bid-Purchase by assignee-
Action on foreign judgment-Alternative claim for original debt.

D. sold land in Saskatchewan by agreement of sale, the purchaser paying
cash, assuming a mortgage on the land and undertaking to pay the
balance of the price by instalments. D. assigned this agreement to
H. and entered into a covenant to pay, on demand, any moneys as
to which the purchaser made default. D. did not pay an amount as
to which there was such default and H. brought action in Saskatche-
wan claiming Jhe whole amount due him under the assignment, a
declaration that he had a lien on the land and an order for sale in
case the debt was not paid. D. filed a consent to judgment in these
terms being entered and as entered it provided that on sale of the
land H. should have leave to bid and the purchaser should receive a
certificate of title " free from all right, title and equity of redemp-
tion " on the part of D. The judicial sale took place and H. became
the purchaser. Later the land was sold to satisfy the mortgage against
it and the title passed from H. who had taken an action in the
Supreme Court of Ontario on the Saskatchewan judgment and also
claiming on D's. covenant the amount due on said judgment.

Held, affirming the judgment of the Appellate Division (53 Ont. L.R. 105)
that such action could be maintained and H. was entitled to recover
the amount claimed less the full amount of the purchase money at
the judicial sale.

Held also that D. could not claim that the leave to H. to bid at the sale
was beyond the consent to the Saskatchewan judgment; that the con-
sent to the order for sale covered all that could follow in the ordinary
course of practice.

Per Mignault J.-H. was estopped from raising this question by failing to
appeal from the Saskatchewan judgment.

Held further that the finality of the foreign judgment could not be raised
by D. in this action.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Ontario (1) affirming the judg-
ment at the trial (2) in favour of the respondent.

The facts are fully stated in the above head-note.
Day K.C. and Walsh for the appellant. The respondent

cannot have both the land and the personal remedy. See

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies CJ. and Idington, Duff, Anglin and
Mignault JJ.

(1) 53 Ont. L.R. 105.
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Sanderson v. Burdett (1) at page 129. Mutual Life 1ow2

Assur. Co. v. Douglas (2) at page 247. D

Thompson K.C. for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-For the reasons stated by Mr.
Justice Duff, in which I concur, I am of the opinion that
this appeal must be dismissed with costs.

IDINTON J.-The appellant being possessed of a quar-
ter section of land in Saskatchewan, subject to a mortgage
upon which there remained to accrue due a balance of
$1,000, sold, on the 5th February, 1915, by articles of
agreement of that date, said quarter section to one Boles
for the price of $5,635, of which he paid $900 in cash, and
assumed the balance of the said mortgage to be paid off
by him.

On the 21st of May following she, in consideration of
the sum of $3,035, by indenture *of that date to which
said Boles was a party, assigned said articles of agree-
ment to the respondent; and assigned thereby also the
said land to the respondent.

A long covenant therein by her with respondent assur-
ing him of her right to so assign is followed by the fol-
lowing:-

And the said assignor doth further, for himself, his heirs, executors,
administrators and assigns, covenant, promise and agree to and with the
said assignee, his heirs, executors, administrators and assigns, that in case
of default by the purchaser in payment of any sum or sums of money
which shall become due or owing under the articles of agreement,
that he will forthwith on demand, well and truly pay or cause to be paid
to the said assignee, his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns any
sum or sums so in default.

The use of the masculine instead of the feminine terms
properly applicable to appellant is covered by a general
provision at the end of the document.

After this covenant on the part of the appellant just
quoted in full, Boles, the purchaser, acknowledges notice
of the said assignment and admits the amount owing by
him is as thereinbefore set out.

Then he covenants as follows:-
And the said purchaser doth further covenant, promise and agree to

and with the said assignee that he will pay or cause to be paid to the
assignee, the said sum of money still owing and unpaid under the said
articles of agreement, on the days and times and in the manner therein set

(2) 57 Can. S.C.R. 243.

S.C.R. 717

(1) 16 Gr. 119.
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1923 forth, and that he will keep, observe and perform all covenants, provisos

DENT and agreements in said agreement contained.
The following November the respondent's solicitor

HUTTON. wrote the appellant about an over-due instalment of
Idington J. principal and interest on the said mortgage which was

answered by her husband contending that she should not
be thus called upon, as respondent had agreed to look to
the land. That correspondence lasted many weeks and
will be referred to later.

On the 27th January, 1914, respondent sued the appel-
lant and Boles.

I need not recite the story of that litigation further than
to say that part of it resulted in an order for the leave to
sign judgment against the defendants therein for the sums
named, and a direction for the sale of the land allowing
respondent to bid, and is called an " Order nisi."

I am far from being convinced that everything done
relative thereto was done in due order. I assume, how-
ever, that the respondent became the purchaser at the
sheriff's sale, which, if previous values in question to be
taken seriously, and not a mere myth, was a sale that
should not have taken place, especially to the respondent
conducting said proceedings; and in any event did not
entitle him to hold same as against the appellant in the
event of his resorting to her covenant sued on herein.

However all that may be, to which I will advert later,
the sequel to said proceedings, so far as evidenced herein,
seems to me far from what I should expect in a final judg-
ment of a foreign country or province seeking recognition
in a suit alleged to be founded thereon.

I am, however, presented, at some angles of the argu-
ment of this appeal, with a reminder of the case of David-
son v. Sharpe (1), wherein I proceeded upon the theory
that the exemplification therein presented and received
in evidence, being the final word of the British Columbia
court issuing same, must be held conclusively in favour
of the plaintiff appellant.

The majority having taken another view I am not
quite sure, but think I had better adhere to the principles
I there had in mind as to the necessity for finality of the

(1) [19201 60 Can. S.C.R. 72.
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proceedings had in a foreign jurisdiction which must be 1923

had in mind when a suit is brought on a foreign judg- DENT

ment. EVroN.

I agree with the learned judges below in that regard Idington J.
and think with those taking that view that this action -

so far as founded upon said alleged final judgment, should
be dismissed from the consideration of this case.

The fact that for half a century or so it has been by
force of a statutory amendment possible to re-try, as it
were, in Ontario the original causes of action and any
proper defences existing in relation thereto, renders that
aspect of this appeal of little consequence, for the
respondent has presented his case alternatively and sued
upon the appellant's covenant set forth above.

Upon that aspect of the case the appellant has met with
little encouragement in the courts below, for the unanim-
ous opinion seems to have been against her.

As to the grounds taken by her counsel herein, and ap-
parently below also, that she is a mere guarantor, the
cases they refer to as relevant thereto are cases of prin-
cipal and surety, pure and simple.

And there is, I respectfully submit, not the slightest
ground for contending that such a legal relationship
existed between appellant and Boles. To use the word
"guarantor" (which is one of wide import covering a
suretyship, or a case of warranting a machine) as descrip-
tive of appellant herein, does not help in argument of
such a case as presented. We must look at the actual
facts and realize, if we can, what the parties are about.

As to the suggested election by the respondent bidding
and buying at the Saskatchewan sale barring his right
here to resort to the covenant, the case of Mutual Life v.
Douglas (1) seems irrelevant and, so far as not so, the
decision is against appellant's argument.

The ground taken that the respondent by purchasing
has lost any right, is to me quite untenable. He clearly
had a right to bid, according to the local law, and we can-
not impose upon the courts there our views as to the
desirability, or otherwise, of his having such a right.

In my personal view as to the desirability of sanction-

(1) [1918] 57 Can. S.C.R. 243.
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1923 ing such a system, without the most stringent provisions
DENT relative to upset or reserved bids, and the appearance at

HUoTN. all of a party concerned appearing on the scene as an

Idington J. actor therein, is quite repugnant to what I hold as
desirable. Perhaps we could not have a better illustra-
tion of the undesirability of having that done, than is to
be got by looking at the results presented herein.

The respondent gets thereby the equity in a property
he had, a year or so before, evidently deemed worth at
least six or seven times what he bid for it.

It is, however, entirely another question that is raised
as to the legality thereof. I cannot say it is entirely
illegal.

Then where does that leave appellant? Her counsel
argues stoutly that said suit having been to enforce a
vendor's lien, the result, as between these parties, must
be the same in law as if the case had been for foreclosure
between a mortgagee and mortgagor, and the mortgagee,
after obtaining his final order, had sold the property.

I have tried anxiously to find the foundation for such
a proposition of law. I can find no case of enforcing a
vendor's lien in any other way than by directing a sale of
the land or interest bound by the lien. I venture to think
no case exists of a proceeding by way of foreclosure, and
hence the law relevant thereto is not applicable to the
case of a lien.

The cases relied upon are either cases of foreclosure, or
nothing akin to what we have to deal with herein.

But in another aspect of this case I am about to pre-
sent, the legal situation may produce in my view anal-
ogous results.

There are some aspects of the transaction between the
appellant and the respondent which are not unlike the
case of a mortgagor and mortgagee; but when duly con-
sidered and analyzed, that transaction, in question here-
in, to my mind, is clearly not the creation of a mortgage,
but an absolute sale of a security.

It is a case of bargain and sale, and that accompanied
by a common business assurance that the quality of the
thing the vendee is getting will be found such as her
covenant imperatively requires it shall turn out to be.

720 [1923]
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That has failed. And though the statutory law of 1923
England changed in various ways, for the past three quar- DENT

ters of a century, some of the conditions relative to sales HUTTON.

by those in the position of mortgagees, or the courts on Idington J.
their behalf, I have not been able to find a single deci- -

sion that puts a vendee, in course of such sales, in the
same position as a mortgagee is in relation to foreclosure.

The appellant's counsel seemed to me to assume that
the mortgagee acquiring, by virtue of modern statutory
legislation relative to sales of the mortgaged property, a
title thereto must stand in every respect in the same posi-
tion as a mortgagee who has obtained a final order of
foreclosure, that is, that if he sues upon the covenant he
opens up the whole matter and the mortgagor is entitled
to redeem.
. Not a single case of the many cited touches this point
and supports such an assumption.

The correspondence which I adverted to above clearly
offers the appellant, indeed assures her, that the basis of
the deal between her and respondent was that upon re-
payment of the money advanced, with interest and costs
of course, she should have all that the respondent had
been assigned by her.

That, however, was not acted upon when available and
is now no more than evidence of what in respondent's
mind fair dealing required.

It seems difficult to believe that the quarter section,
passing through different hands, and which the evidence
herein discloses as being worth, at all events, from $3,000
to $5,600, should be sold by the prior mortgagee for
apparently less than $1,000. The chances are any such
sale is liable to be impeached and the prior mortgage
redeemed.
, The correspondence I have referred to presents on be-
half of respondent exactly the legal implication existent
by virtue of the assignment, and binds him to return all
he got thereby including the resultant sale to himself. I
infer it was that aspect of the correspondence that in-
duced the consent to the order nisi. Respondent has
not, according to his evidence, resold the equity he got
thereby.

67559--6
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1923 I incline to the opinion that the judgment should have
DENT provided for the assignment by the respondent to appel-

V.
HurroN. lant, upon payment to him of the amount -found due

Idington J. herein, of any interest he may have acquired in said lands.
-- The evidence of what was done under the first mortgage

is most unsatisfactory and there may yet be some means
of redeeming same.

Again this action in any event is but for damages for
breach of appellant's covenant.

It is the general principle of law that the party clain-
ing damages for breach of contract is in duty bound to
minimize the damages where he can reasonably be ex-
pected to do so.

The respondent seems to have dealt with the property
he acquired in such a manner that if lost, as now pre-
tended it was, there is strong ground for suspecting him
of reckless neglect, including possibly a disregard of obli-
gation under section 64 of the Saskatchewan Land Titles
Act, and that it was through such neglect a valuable asset
has been lost, to the detriment of appellant.

I should have preferred to see the reference directed
cover this ground and, if what I suspect turned out correct,
allowance duly made appellant in reduction of the judg-
ment awarded against her.

I am bound to say, however, that no such contentions,
thus limited, were presented in argument and must assume
counsel had good reasons, not appearing in the case, for
not so contending.

I must therefore assent to the formal judgment upon
which the majority of this court has agreed.

DUFF J.-I have come to the conclusion that this appeal
should be dismissed, but before explaining the grounds
upon which I think the respondent Hutton is entitled,
with a modification to be stated presently, to maintain
the judgment in his favour in the courts below, it is
important to make it quite clear that this conclusion does
not involve any decision upon either of two points, one
of great general importance and the other of some diffi-
culty, which were rather elaborately argued. The first of
these is the question whether an unpaid vendor who has,
in proceedings to enforce his lien for the purchase money,
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obtained leave to bid and, pursuant to that leave, pur- 1923
chased the property, can after the property has passed DENT

out of his possession and power proceed to enforce the HEUvro.
judgment for the unpaid residue. Whether the vendor Duff J.
in such circumstances is in the same position as a mort- -

gagee is a question of general importance, and before
deciding it adversely to the view advanced on behalf of
the appellant, the weighty considerations which were urged
and might be urged in support of that view would require
the most careful examination. The other question is
whether, the respondent having lost his title to the pro-
perty in consequence of proceedings taken by the holder
of a paramount security, he is in any view of the law, in
consequence of the provisions of the agreement between
him and the appellant, free from the operation of the
principle which the appellant invokes. Upon neither of
these questions, it must be understood, is any opinion
now expressed.

The grounds upon which I think the appeal fails are
as follows: The respondent took proceedings in the courts
of Saskatchewan for the recovery from Boles and Mrs.
Dent, under the agreement of the 5th February, 1913,
and the assignment of the same agreement of the 21st
May, 1913, of the moneys due under the agreement, an
alternative claim being for judgment against the defend-
ants for the full balance of the purchase money and a
declaration that the plaintiff, the respondent Hutton, had
a lien on the lands for the same and for the sale of the
property under the direction of the court to satisfy the
plaintiff's claim. Boles, upon whom the writ of sum-
mons was served by special leave, did not appear. Mrs.
Dent appeared and delivered a defence disputing liability,
and subsequently the respondent moved for judgment
for the moneys due under the agreement, for a declara-
tion of the respondent's lien and for an order for the sale
of the land under the direction of the court to satisfy the
claim. On the return of this motion a judgment was
given which, as appears from the formal judgment, in-
cluded a direction that the respondent Hutton should
have leave to bid and, further, that the purchaser should
receive a new certificate of title of the land in question

67559-7
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1923 "free from all right, title and equity of redemption " on
DENT the part of the defendants or either of them.

V.
HUTToN. It is plain, I think, that the effect of the judgment is
Duff j. that the respondent is to recover from Boles and Mrs.

- Dent the moneys due on the agreement subject to a deduc-
tion of the amount received for the sale of the lands, and
that the respondent is to have leave to bid, and that if
he becomes the purchaser he is to receive a title free from
any equity of redemption just as any other purchaser
would, and that the amount of the purchase money, just
as in the case of a purchase by a stranger, is to be deducted
from the amount of the judgment.

It is argued on behalf of the appellant that this judg-
ment is inoperative as an estoppel, for several reasons;
first, it is said that it is not a final judgment because there
is no judgment of the court determining in figures the
amount of the deficiency after crediting the amount of
the purchase money; secondly, it is said that the judg-
ment was a consent judgment, and that the direction by
which the respondent had leave to bid and consequently
the right to acquire the lands by purchase free from any
equity of redemption or other equity went beyond the
limits of the consent, and that it is therefore in no way
binding upon the appellant.

Dealing first with the second of these objections, in the
absence of evidence to the contrary it must be assumed,
I think, that the formal judgment correctly expresses the
view of the local master as to the judgment he intended
to give. The formal consent which is in evidence was a
consent to judgment in terms of the notice of motion,
that is to say, to a judgment providing for a sale under
the direction of the court. The consent, therefore, was
clearly in terms a consent to judgment ordering a sale
under such directions. If one is to assume that the formal
consent was the only consent given it would not, I think,
be fair to construe it as a consent in advance to a direction
which could not properly be given or a direction which
would not be intra cursum curiae; but it was neverthe-
less a consent to a sale subject to any direction which,
according to the practice of the court, should be or become
a binding direction. It would not preclude the appellant
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from objecting to a particular direction, but it was never- 1o2

theless a submission to the jurisdiction in the fullest DENT

sense, and therefore a submission to any direction which, HuTmN.

though wrong in point of law or practice, should be given Duff j.
in the ordinary course, and should be allowed to remain -

without challenge in accordance with the procedure ;of
the court.

As to the first objection, although difficulty might have
arisen if the respondent's action had been based upon the
judgment alone, the appellant's acceptance of the judg-
ment precludes her from setting up any equity inconsist-
ent with the terms of it. On the other hand it seems to
be clear that the respondent is bound to credit the appel-
lant with the full amount of the purchase money payable
under the sale by which the respondent acquired title to
the property. By the terms of the judgment, it is true,
the respondent was entitled to deduct his costs, but that
must be taken to mean the costs as ascertained in the
usual way .by proceedings in the Saskatchewan court.
No such proceedings are in evidence, and so far as we.are
informed the costs have not been ascertained in such a
way as to enable the Supreme Court of Ontario to mea-
sure the extent of the deduction. The judgment should
be modified accordingly. Success on this minor point,
however, should not affect the matter of the costs in this
appeal. Subject as above, the appeal should be dismissed
with costs.

ANGLIN J.-I concur with Mr. Justice Duff.

MIGNAULT J.-So far as the respondent's action in the
Supreme Court of Ontario is based on the judgment he
obtained in the Supreme Court of Saskatchewan against
the appellant, I think the latter, not having appealed
from the judgment, is not entitled to set up that this
judgment went beyond the consent she had given to the
motion of the respondent for judgment and the particu-
lars of the judgment to be rendered mentioned therein.
The judgment as rendered stands against the appellant
and is binding on her, and she cannot attack it upon the
ground for which I was of opinion that the master's order
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1923 in the case of Sayre v. Security Trust Company (1)
DENT should be set aside as containing contradictory and irre-

HUTTON. concilable provisions.

Mignault J. It is, therefore, conclusively determined against the
- appellant that the respondent could bid at the sale ordered

by the judgment, and that if he became the purchaser
the registrar should issue to him a certificate of title
free from all right, title and equity of redemption on the part of the
defendants or either of them.

The respondent also holds a personal judgment against
the appellant and her co-defendant for $4,563.52, with
interest and costs to be taxed, and the sale was ordered
in the event of the defendants failing, as they did, to pay
into court the amount of the personal judgment against
them, the proceeds of the sale to be applied in satisfaction
of this judgment. No matter who became the purchaser
at the sale so ordered, the respondent remained a judg-
ment creditor of the appellant and her co-defendant for
the balance outstanding of the judgment after deducting
the proceeds of the sale.

The doubt I felt upon my first consideration of the
case was whether the respondent, having, after the judg-
ment and the sale ordered by it, suffered the property to
be sold at the suit of the first mortgagee, could now recover
from the appellant the balance outstanding of his per-
sonal judgment against her, not being in a position to re-
convey the property on which he held a vendor's lien on
payment of the balance due him. But there again it is
conclusively determined against the appellant that the
title of the purchaser at the judicial sale is to be free from
all right, title and equity of redemption on the part of
the appellant. In other words, by the effect of the judg-
ment from which she has not appealed, the appellant loses
her right of redemption and remains personally liable for
the balance of the personal judgment against her. Upon
this ground my opinion is that in an action in Ontario
upon the Saskatchewan judgment, which I consider a final
judgment, it is not open to the appellant to raise this
objection, assuming that it could be urged in the case of
a vendor's lien. Of course, it is unnecessary and would

(1) [19201 61 Can. S.C.R. 109.
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not be proper to express any opinion upon the merits of 13

such a judgment, but I must not be taken as departing DENT

from the view I expressed in Sayre v. Security Trust Co. HurroN.
(1), where the merits of a somewhat similar judgment Mignault J.
were in question.

Having said this, I may perhaps express my general
concurrence in the judgment of my brother Duff which I
have had the advantage of fully considering and which,
I take it, is based upon the conclusiveness of the Saskat-
chewan judgment.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Day, Ferguson & Walsh.
Solicitors for the respondent: Thompson & Proudlove.

(1) 61 Can. S.C.R. 109.
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1923 ARMAND BOISSEAU ................... APPELLANT;
*Oct. 10. AND*Oct. 22.

- HIS MAJESTY THE KING..............RESPONDENT.
ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL SIDE,

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Criminal law--Reserved case-Insufficiency of the stated case-Authority
,to order copy of evidence-Arts. 1017, 1024 Cr.C.

By virtue of the combined effect of sections 1017 and 1024 of the Crim-
inal Code, the Supreme Court of Canada, when it deems it necessary,
may require the trial judge to supplement the material submitted
by him as a reserved case stated pursuant to an order of the court
of appeal, by furnishing a copy of such parts of the evidence at the
trial as are material to the disposition of the questions directed to be
submitted.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, appeal side, province of Quebec, upholding the con-
viction of the appellant and dismissing the application
made by him for a new trial on a stated case.

Laflamme K.C. and Bazin K.C. for the appellant.
Bertrand and Fontaine for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE (for the court).-The accused was
convicted on the 2nd December, 1922, of an offence under
s. 477 of the Criminal Code by the Court of the Sessions of
the Peace of the District of St. Hyacinthe; and the judge
of that court having dismissed the application of the
accused to have questions of law reserved for the considera-
tion of the Court of King's Bench, an order was made by

- that court giving leave to appeal and directing the judge
to state a case for the consideration of this court; and to reserve for the
decisions of this court the following questions of law:

1. Did the indictment upon which the accused was arraigned, tried
and convicted in this case disclose the commission of a criminal offence?

2. Was the said promissory note a false document as described by the
code, article 335?

3. Was the said promissory note a forged document, as required by
article 466 of the code?

4. Was the said promissory note a document such as described by
article 477 of the Criminal Code?

5. Is there entire absence of proof of any intention to defraud on the
part of the accused when signing and uttering the said document?

6. Was the evidence made by the Crown relating to the said note
of $3,500 dated 2nd June, 1921, payable to Dame Euph6mie Gauthier
Reeves, to the promissory note of $1,500 dated 2nd November, 1921, pay-

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin and
Mignault JJ.
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able to H. Ernest Benoit, to the promissory note of $4,000 dated 12th 1923
November, 1921, payable to Alexander Choiniare and to the note of $2,500 BoISSmU
payable to one Pothier admissible in evidence? and that the said stated v.
case be in due course transmitted to the clerk of the court with the record. THE KINo.

A document was accordingly forwarded by the judge of The Chief
the Court of the Sessions of the Peace to the Court of Justice

King's Bench, which was treated by the latter court as
being a stated case within the meaning of this order.
Apparently the notes taken by the judge at the trial, if
any, were not sent to the Court of King's Bench, nor was
that court furnished with a shorthand note of the evidence.

In the opinion of the majority of the court the facts
stated in the case as framed by the learned trial judge are
not of such a character as to make it possible to answer
question 5 in the negative, and in the absence of a com-
plete statement of the material evidence it is obviously im-
possible to answer it in the affirmative. In respect of this
question there was a dissenting judgment in the Court of
King's Bench.

The order of the Court of King's Bench seems to have
contemplated a stated case which should in itself contain
a full account of the evidence given material to that ques-
tion or that the Court of King's Bench should be put in
possession of a note of the evidence taken at the trial. In
these circumstances, in order that this court may be in
possession of the information necessary to enable it to give
an affirmative or a negative answer to the question, the
proper course seems to be to direct that the judge of the
Court of the Sessions of the Peace furnish to this court a
copy of such parts of the evidence given at the trial as may
be material.

By the combined effect of subsections 1017 and 1024 of
the Criminal Code this court seems to have authority to
make such an order.
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1923 CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYSI--- PELN
*Oct. 17. (DEFENDANTS) .................... }
*Nov. 5.

AND

JOSEPH CLARK (PLAINTIFF) ............ RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR SASKATCHEWAN

Negligence-Railways-Level crossing-Automobile struck by train-
Statutory warnings not given-Driver not looking more carefully-
Contributory negligence.

Respondent's automobile was struck by appellant's train at a railway
crossing. The statutory signals (ringing bell and blowing whistle)
were not given. Owing to bluffs and shrubbery intercepting his
view, the respondent was unable to see down the railway in the
direction of the approaching train until he had reached the right-of-
way. The respondent had listened for the whistle and looked for
smoke. When he reached the right-of-way, he took a hurried glance
along the track which did not disclose any danger. He then gave
his attention to his automobile as it went up a grade towards the
track and did not again look along the track until too late to avoid
the accident. In an action for damages, the jury negatived contribu-
tory negligence on the part of respondent and he recovered damages.

Held, Davies C.J. dissenting, that the respondent's failure under the exist-
ing circumstances to make a more careful and complete observation,
which would have disclosed the approaching train, did not so incon-
trovertibly amount to contributory negligence that no jury could
reasonably find otherwise.

Wabash Railway Co. v. Misener (38 Can. S.C.R. 94), Booth v. Ottawa
Electric Railway (63 Can. S.C.R. 444) and Dublin, Wicklow & Wex-
ford Ry. v. Slattery (3 App. Cas. 1155) ref.-Canadian Pacific Ry. Co.
v. Smith (62 Can. S.C.R. 134) distinguished.

Judgment of the Court of Appeal for Saskatchewan ([19231 1 W.W.R.
1419) affirmed, Davies CJ. dissenting.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for Sas-
katchewan (1), affirming the judgment of the trial judge
and maintaining the respondent's action.

The material facts are fully stated in the above head-
note and in the judgments now reported.

D. L. McCarthy K.C. for the appellant.
Eug. Lafleur K.C. and G. H. Yule for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE (dissenting).-At the close of the
argument in this appeal I was of the opinion that it should
be allowed on the ground of the contributory negligence of
the respondent in not looking, after he had emerged from

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin and
Mignault JJ.

(1) [19231 1 W.W.R. 1419.
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the shrubs and other obstructions which had impeded his 1923
view, to see if a train was approaching before he attempted CANADIAN

NATIONAL
to cross the level railway crossing. Had he looked when he RAILWAYS

did get an unobstructed view of the track he could not have C K.
failed to see the approaching train in time to avoid -

The Chief
an accident. I have tried, but have failed, to excuse his Justice
neglect to look because he had not heard the statutory -

warnings. I cannot bring myself to doubt that had he
looked, as the law obliges, before going on to the crossing,
he could not and would not have failed to see the approach-
ing train.

It is of the greatest public importance that this court
should not fritter away the duty that is incumbent on all
those who attempt to cross level railway crossings to look
and listen before crossing to satisfy themselves that no
train is approaching. This duty to look and listen before
crossing is not abrogated because of a failure to hear the
statutory warnings while approaching the crossing, or by
the fact that the statutory warnings of ringing the bell or
blowing the whistle were not given.

It may not be our law in Canada, as it is in some of the
United States of America, that before crossing a level rail-
way crossing there is a duty to " stop, look and listen," but
it is law in Canada requiring alike to " look and listen "
before attempting to cross such a crossing. Listening alone
is not sufficient, particularly when looking is at the same
time possible. To fail to look is to my mind such a breach
of an obvious and necessary duty that it cannot be excused
because there is or chances to be a concomitant breach of
duty on the parts of the servants of a railway to give the
statutory warnings.

Here the plaintiff before coming on to the crossing was
driving his motor amongst shrubs and other obstructions
which did not give him a clear view of the track. Whilst
he was amongst these obstructions he did not hear the
statutory warnings and& so presumed that no train was
approaching and that there was no duty on his part to look
before crossing. In fact he says
I cannot say what I did, I merely glanced down.
I take this to mean that he did not look with such care as
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1923 he should have, because if he had he could and would cer-
CANADIAN tainly have seen the approaching train.
NATIONAL

RAILWAYS It has been alleged that he had only a few seconds in

CLVK. which to see the train when he did get clear of the obstruc-

Thehief tions. This in my opinion is no ground of excuse for not
Justice. looking. He had plenty of time to look after he emerged

- into the open, but negligently considered that because he
had not already heard the statutory warnings no train was
approaching and it was not necessary for him to look.
Whereas when he did get into the open he would certainly
have seen the train had he looked-the train then being
about 50 feet from the crossing.

In my opinion this appeal should be allowed on the
ground of the contributory negligence of the respondent
but for which the accident would not have happened.

IDINGTON J.-For the reasons assigned by the learned
judges in the court below I think this appeal should be
dismissed with costs.

DUFF J.-This appeal should be dismissed with costs.
The evidence of the respondent, if accepted, affords a
sufficient ground for a verdict within the principle of the
observations both of Lord Cairns and of Lord Penzance in
Dublin, Wicklow & Wexford Ry. v. Slattery (1).

ANGLIN J.-Accepting the jury's finding that the plain-
tiff's injuries were ascribable to the omission by their ser-
vants to give the statutory crossing signals, the defendants
appeal from the unanimous judgment of the Court of
Appeal of Saskatchewan holding them liable, contending
that contributory negligence on the part of the plaintiff is
so clearly established by his own evidence that no jury
could have reasonably found otherwise and that the case
should therefore have been withdrawn by the learned trial
judge and the action dismissed. Failure to look with
reasonable care for an approaching train before crossing
the railway is the fault charged against the plaintiff.

Owing to bluffs and shrubbery intercepting his view, the
plaintiff was unable to see down the railway tracks in the
direction of the approaching train until he had reached the

(1) 3 App. Cas. 1155.
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right-of-way-at a distance of about 50 feet from the 1923

tracks. He testified that because of these conditions CANADIAN
NATIONAL

he listened with great care for bell and whistle signals but RAILWAYS

heard none and looked for smoke but saw none. Being thus CRK.
more or less lulled into a sense of security, he did not, when A
he reached the right-of-way, look down the track as care-
fully as he would otherwise have done, contenting himself
with a hurried glance, which did not disclose the danger,
and then fixing his attention upon guiding his automobile
over the crossing, approaching which the highway is only
9 feet or 10 feet wide and is flanked by ditches running
along the railway and about 7 feet in depth. Can it be
said that his failure under these circumstances to make a
more careful and complete observation, which would have
disclosed the approaching train, so incontrovertibly
amounted to contributory negligence that no jury could
reasonably find otherwise or could hold that he was ex-
cused from doing more than taking the hurried glance he
did, which served to confirm the impression, already created
by the omission of the statutory signals and his failure to
see any smoke when approaching the railway, that no train
was coming? The four learned judges who constituted the
Court of Appeal have already answered this question in
the negative. Were they so manifestly in error that we
should reverse their judgment? I think not. I regard the
following observations of Lord Herschell in Peart v. The
Grand Trunk Ry. (1), as most apposite:

Then, on the other hand, it is to be remembered that, although the
deceased knew perfectly well there was a crossing, and knew that some
train might be coming along there, he also knew that if a train was
coming, and if the duty of the company was performed there must have
been from Lossings crossing and those other crossings a continuous whist-
ling which he could not fail to hear, and that might, as the learned judge
pointed out to the jury it was a fair thing for them to consider, deprive
him of all suspicion that a train could be coming. Their lordships do not
say that the evidence was conclusive at all to show that the deceased
was not guilty of contributory negligence, but it shows that it was a fair
and proper case for the jury to consider whether or not he was guilty of
contributory negligence.

The case at bar appears to me to fall within the prin-
ciples underlying the decisions of this court in Wabash

(1) 10 Ont. L.R. 753 at p. 757.
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1923 Railway Company v. Misener (1), and Ottawa Elec-
CANADIAN tric Railway v. Booth (2), and of the House of Lords in
RIA Slattery's Case (3), and is readily distinguishable from

CLK. The Canadian Pacific Ry. Co. v. Smith (4), where the
plaintiff had failed to take any precautions and in the view

A Jof the majority in this court there were no circumstances
upon which a jury could have found that neglect excus-
able.

The damages awarded, while possibly too large, cannot
be said to be so excessive as to shock the conscience of the
court.

MIGNAULT J.-Judgment was rendered in this case in
favour of the respondent for $11,483.25 on the verdict of a
jury, and this judgment was unanimously affirmed by the
Court of Appeal for Saskatchewan. The appellant brings
the case to this court on practically two grounds:

1. That there was no evidence on which the jury could
find that the plaintiff was not guilty of contributory negli-
gence in not looking down the railway line to see whether
a train was coming, before he attempted to cross the track.
2. That the amount of damages granted by the jury was
excessive. No criticism is made of the charge to the jury
of the trial judge.

The facts of the accident may be stated in the language
of Mr. Justice Turgeon of the Court of Appeal:

The accident occurred through the collision of the appellant's train
and the respondent's automobile on a level crossing at the intersection
of the railway line with a public highway. The company's servants were
negligent in not ringing the bell and blowing the whistle as required by
"The Railway Act," 1919, ch. 68. The respondent, who was driving the
automobile accompanied by one Birkett, says that he was proceeding
eastward towards the track at a speed of about 10 or 12 miles an hour.
He knew that the train (a regular passenger train) was due to pass at
about the time in question, and while still some distance away from the
track he kept a lookout for smoke and listened for the whistle, but neither
saw nor heard anything. His view of the trac towards the south, from
which direction the train was coming, was obscured by trees until the
right-of-way was reached, 50 feet from the track. On arriving at this
right-of-way he glanced down the track, but did not see the train. He
then gave his attention to his automobile and continued towards the
track. Just before reaching the rails he looked again, and this time he
saw the train, as he says, " practically on top " of him. In the emergency

(1) 38 S.C.R. 94. (3) App. Cas. 1155.
(2) 63 S.C.R. 444. (4) 62 Can. S.C.R. 134.
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he tried to speed up his car so as to clear the track, but this attempt 1923
failed. The collision occurred, his automobile was wrecked and he him- CANADIAN
self was severely injured. He admits that he would likely have seen the NATIONAL
train in time to avoid the accident if he had looked more carefully, and RAILWAYS
that if he had seen the train from the entrance to the right-of-way he V.
could have stopped his automobile in time. But he says he felt sure there LARK.

was no train coming, because he had listened for the signal and had not Mignault J.
heard it.

The jury, in answer to questions put to them, found that
the plaintiff was injured by the negligence of the defend-
ant, such negligence consisting in that the defendant had
failed to blow the whistle and ring the bell, and that no
negligence of the plaintiff had contributed to the accident.
The damages were assessed at $1,483.25 as special dam-
ages and at $10,000 for general damages.

The rule which has frequently been applied in cases of
this character is that a person in the position of the plain-
tiff is bound to exercise reasonable care, having due regard
to all the circumstances of the case. Whether he has or
has not done so is a question for the jury, properly in-
structed, to decide, and an appellate court will not inter-
fere with their finding if there was evidence on which it
could reasonably be based.

The case under consideration is very close to the line as
will be apparent when it is compared to the recent decision
of this court in Canadian Pacific Ry. Co. v. Smith (1),
strongly relied on by the appellant.

In that case, a majority of the court held that the trial
judge was justified in withdrawing the case from the jury
at the close of the plaintiff's evidence and dismissing the
action.

The facts were that Smith had driven his car for half
a mile in full view of the defendant's railway where a train
was then approaching the highway crossing, and the testi-
mony of persons driving an automobile immediately be-
hind Smith's car was that they had seen the approaching
train during the whole of the time occupied in traversing
this half mile stretch of the highway. The engine did not
whistle until it gave two short blasts immediately before
the accident, nor did the bell ring. Smith stated that he
could not remember turning his head and looking to see

(1) 62 Can. S.C.R. 134.
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1923 whether a train was coming, although he thought he had
CANADIAN looked because he always did so. Under these circum-
NATioNAL

RAILWAYS stances and because, in my opinion, no jury could reason-

CK. ably find in favour of the plaintiff, I concurred in the judg-
- ment allowing the appeal from the Court of Appeal which

had ordered a new trial.
The statement of the facts of this case above quoted

shows that the respondent, when approaching the railway,
knew that a train, a regular passenger train, was due to
pass at about the time in question, and while still some dis-
tance from the track he kept a lookout for smoke and
listened for the whistle, but neither saw nor heard any-
thing. Until he reached the right-of-way, fifty feet from
the track, his view in the direction whence the train was
coming was obstructed by trees. On arriving at the right-
of-way he glanced down the track, but did not see the train,
and then he gave his attention to his car, for the roadway
was rather narrow and the railway ditches were on either
side. He admitted that had he looked more carefully on
reaching the right-of-way he would likely have seen the
train in time to prevent the accident, but he added that
he felt sure there was no train coming because he had
listened for the signals and had not heard any.

There is a difference between the two cases in that Smith
for a full half mile had a clear view of the track and could
have seen the train, as the people in the car behind him
saw it, had he looked, and the inference was irresistible that
he did not look. Here the plaintiff could not see the train
until he reached a point fifty feet from the tracks, but then
had he looked carefully he would have seen it. In both
cases there was a failure to give the statutory signals and
had these signals been given there was room in both cases
for the contention that they might have prevented the
plaintiff from crossing the tracks. In this case, there is
also to be considered the statement of the plaintiff that the
absence of signals led him to conclude that no train was
coming, lulled him into a sense of security, to use the terms
found in many of the cases, and so convinced him that he
could cross the track in safety.

I think this statement of the plaintiff, which was
evidently believed by the jury, sufficiently distinguishes
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this case from the Smith Case (1) and permits us to con- 1923
sider whether on the whole evidence the conclusion of the CANADIAN

NATioNALjury that the plaintiff was not guilty of contributory neg- RAys
ligence is so unreasonable that it should be disregarded as CLAK.
being perverse. While I do not think I would have ac- -

quitted the plaintiff of contributory negligence had I tried Mignault J.

the case, the point is that the jury were the sole judges of
the facts and I am not in position to say that there was no
evidence whatever on which they could reach the con-
clusion they did.

There is a rather close parity between this case and the
decision of this court in Wabash Railroad Co. v. Misener
(2). The circumstances there were even more favourable
to a finding of contributory negligence than the facts
proved in the case under consideration. And yet this court
declined to set aside a judgment of the appellate court
which confirmed the judgment of the trial judge giving
effect to the verdict.

Perhaps it may not be amiss here to refer to what I said
in Grand Trunk Pacific Co. v. Earl (3), as to the doctrine
of common fault which prevails in the province of Quebec.
In my judgment, the facts of the present case would furn-
ish a typical case for the application of such a doctrine,
were it in force in Saskatchewan. But this is of course
beside the question we have to consider.

The practice of this court is against interfering with the
quantum of damages which, although undoubtedly large.
in this case, is not so unreasonable that it cannot be upheld.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Borland & McIntyre.
Solicitors for the respondent: G. H. Yule.

(1) 62 Can. S.C.R. 134. (2) 38 Can. S.C.R. 94.
(3) [1923] S.C.R. 397, at p. 408.
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ACTION-Practice and procedure--Action
to set aside judgment-Statement of claim-
Allegation of pedury-New evidence.]
In an action to set aside a judgment
obtained in the same court, the statement
of claim merely alleged that the judgment
"was obtained by the false and untrue
statements made by the defendant" on
material matters of fact at the former
trial. In dismissing the action, the trial
judge said "that to hear evidence would
only leave me in the position that the
judge was in when he tried the first
action." Counsel for the appellant in
this court declined to give any assurance,
or even to state, that any evidence
materially different from that given at
the original trial would or could be
adduced. The trial judge dismissed the
action and the Appellate Division affirmed
his judgment.-Held, Duff J. dissenting,
that a new trial should be refused.-
Per Davies C.J. and Anglin J.-The
dismissal of the action may be regarded
as equivalent in effect to an order per-
petually staying it as frivolous and vex-
atious and an abuse of the process of the
court, which under the circumstances,
should not be interfered with.-Per
Idington and Brodeur JJ.-The state-
ment of claim does not sufficiently
disclose a cause of action. Duff J.
contra.-Per Idington J.-The trial judge
rightly refused to rehear substantially the
same evidence and to review the judgment
rendered upon it at the former trial.-
Per Idington and Brodeur JJ.-The
sufficiency of the allegations in a state-
ment of claim is a matter of practice
and procedure and the jurisprudence of
this court is not to interfere in such
matters.-Per Duff J. (dissenting).-
Where the plaintiff's statement of claim
sufficiently alleges a cause of action and
the plaintiff appears at the trial ready to
proceed with his evidence in support of
his claim the trial judge could not
properly disniss the action except upon
some admission on behalf of the plaintiff
shewing his claim to be unfounded or
unenforceable. To dismiss the action as
an abuse of the process without hearing
the evidence in such circumstances
would be unprecedented and contrary
to the course of the court. The trial
judge did not so proceed but dismissed
the action on the ground that the state-
ment of claim shewed no cause of action,
and as he erred in this, there should be a

69208--A4

ACTION-Continued.
new trial.-Per Mignault J.-When it
became evident to the trial judge at the
second trial that no other evidence than
that offered at the former trial would be
tendered he was justified in dismissing
the action.-Judgment of the Appellate
Division ([19221 1 W.W.R. 1208) affirmed,
Duff J. dissenting. MAcDONALD V. PIER

............ 107

2-Right of action-Foreign administra-
tion-Promissory notea-Situs-Action in
Manitoba-Ancillary probate.] C., domi-
ciled in Massachusetts, died there leaving
among the assets of her estate promissory
notes payable to her order but not
indorsed. The maker lived in Manitoba.
The Probate Court of Massachusetts
appointed P. administrator of C's. estate.
-Held, affirming the judgment of the
Court of Appeal (32 Man. R. 108) that
the situs of the notes was in Massachusetts
they being transferable by acts done
solely there, and the administrator or his
transferee alone could sue on them.-
Held also, that the administrator could
maintain an action against the maker
in the Manitoba courts without taking
out ancillary administration in that
province. CROSBY V. PREscorr. ... 446

3 - Action - Laches - Acquiescence -
Company - Purchase from promoters-
Consideration - Payment for services -
Resolution of directors.] An action was
brought by individual shareholders against
a joint stock company and its president
for rescission of an agreement to purchase
the assets of the business formerly
carried on by the president (promoter),
worth some $1,500, for 500 shares of the
common stock (par value $50,000) of
which 200 were to be held in trust and
given topurchasers of the preferred; also
to have struck from the minutes a
resolution of the board of directors
providing payments to the president for
future services as manager and a return
of the money received by him pursuant
to said resolution.-Held, affirming the
judgment of the Appellate Division
(50 Ont. L.R. 387) Duff and Brodeur JJ.
dissenting as to the first-mentioned cause
of action, that whether or not the pro-
ceedings of the company are open to
attack no fraud was proved and the
plaintiffs are debarred, by laches and
acquiescence in all that was done for
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ACTION-Concluded.
several years, from maintaining the
action.-Per Duff J.-It is clear that the
500 shares were allotted to the vendors of
the assets at a discount and the allotment
was ultra vires. The agreement should,
therefore, be set aside.-Per Anglin J.-
The appellants, suing as individuals,
cannot have such allotment set aside.
Fullerton v. Crawford (59 Can. S.C.R.
314) referred to.-Held also, Anglin and
Mignault JJ. dissenting, that the respond-
ents should not be given the costs of this
appeal or of any proceedings below.
HOOD V. CALDWELL.............. .... 488
4 - Workmen's Compensation Act
Action against employer-Injury by acci-
dent-Jurisdiction of Compensation Board

........ 46
See WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION.

5 - Foreign judgment - Vendor and
purchaser-Agreement for sale-Assign-
m ent............................. 716

See SALE OF LAND 1.

ADMIRALTY LAW-Collision - Vessel
having barge in tow-Absence of regulation
lights-Possibility of avoiding accident-
Liability of both vessels.] The lake steamer
Maplehurst, having in tow the barge
Brookdale, both the property of the
Canada Steamship Lines, Ltd. left the
city of Montreal for the city of 4uebec on
the evening of July 15, 1920. The
Maplehurst was not equipped for towing
as she did not have the regulation towing
lights required by article 3 of the "Regula-
tions for preventing collisions." The
barge Brookdale had the regulation red
and green side lights. While the Maple-
hurst was proceeding down the channel
through Lake St. Peter, a collision
occurred between the Brookdale and the
tug Margaret Hackett upbound with a
barge in tow, both the property of the
George Hall Coal Company of Canada.
As a result of the collision, the tug
foundered and the barge Brookdale sus-
tained damages. The plaintiffs, as their
respective owners, sued for damages,
each imputing fault and blame to the
other. The trial judge held that the
officers of the Maplehurst had been
guilty of negligence which was a direct
and efficient cause of the collision; and
he also found that the accident could
have been avoided by the exercise of
skill and promptitude on the part of
those in charge of the tug Margaret
Hackett. The owners of the Maplehurst
were condemned to pay three-quarters
of the loss suffered by the owners of the
tug Margaret Hackett and the latter were
held answerable for one-quarter of the
damages sustained by the barge Brook-
dale.-Held that the Maplehurst had by
her negligence contributed to the col-

ADMIRALTY LAW-Concluded

lision to the extent to which the trial
judge found her owners answerable.
Mignault J. dubitane.-Per Duff J.-
Where the negligence of the plaintiff
and the negligence of the defendant are in
sequence, the question whether the
collision could "have been avoided by
the exercise of ordinary care and skill
on the part of the defendant," depends
upon the circumstances; and the con-
duct of the plaintiff may have been such
in its bearing and effect upon the con-
duct of the defendant as to form a very
important element in the determination
of that question.-Per Anglin J.-The
fault of the officers of the Maplehurst
continued operative until the collision
was, if not inevitable, only to be avoided
by great skill and extraordinary alertness
on the part of those in charge of the
Margaret Hackett. SS. MAPLEHURST V.
GEORGE HALL COAL CO.; CANADA SS.
LINES v. THE MARGARET HACKET.. 507

AMOUNT IN CONTROVERSY -
Addition of interest-Supreme Court Act,
10-11 Geo. V., c. 32, s. 40.......... . 1

See APPEAL 1.

APPEAL - Jurisdiction - Amount in
controversy-Addition of interest to amount
of judgment-"Supreme Court Act," 10-11
Geo. V., c. 32, s. 40.] Under the pro-
visions of section 40 of the "Supreme
Court Act," as enacted by 10-11 Geo. V.,
c. 32, interest from the date of the judg-
ment of the trial court to the date of the
judgment of the appellate court cannot be
added to the amount of the judgment of
the trial court, in order to bring the
"matter in controversy" up to an amount
exceeding two thousand dollars. HAMIL-
TON v. EvANs................... 1
2-Leave by Supreme Court-Criminal
Case-9-10 Geo. V., c. 32, 55, 36 and 41-
Canada Grain Act, 2 Geo. V., c. 27, s. 215
(D).] Though sec. 41 of the Supreme
Court Act empowers the court to grant
leave to appeal "in any case whatever"
in which any of certain specified matters
are in controversy the right is limited to
cases in which an appeal may lie as pro-
vided in sec. 36.-A conviction for
contravention of sec. 215 of the Canada
Grain Act the penalty for which is fine or
imprisonment is a conviction in a "crim-
inal cause" and not appealable under see.
36 of the Supreme Court Act. THE
KING V. MANITOBA GRAIN Co ...... 37

3-Motion to quash-Payment of costs
below-Threat of execution-Acquiescence
in judgment-Right of appeal.] Payment
of costs in the courts below made under
threat of execution does not amount to
acquiescence in the judgment rendered
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APPEAL-Concluded.
and the right of appeal to this court
therefore still exists. MORIN V. WALTER

........................ 678

4 - Findings at trial - Inference -
Concurrent findings ................ 39

See NEGLIGENCE 1.

5 - Action under Workmen's Compen-
sation Act-Submission to trial Judge-
Quality of Judge--Quasi arbitration.. 46

See PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 1.

6 - Income tax - Bank - Branch -
Annual profit-Assessment roll-Valida
ting Act-Pending cases............ 524

See ASSESSMENT AND TAXEs 2.

ASSESSMENT AND TAXES-Assess-
ment on income-Industrial company-
Distribution of funds-Assessment for
current year-Consideration of .previous
year's income-Assessment Act, R.S.O.
(1914] c. 195, s. 11 (2).] Section 11 of the
Ontario Assessment Act provides for
taxes on income and by subsection 2
"where such income is not a salary or
other fixed amount capable of being
estimated for the current year the income
of such person for the purposes of assess-
ment shall be taken to be not less than
the amount of his income during the year
ending on the 31st day of December then
last past." In 1921 the shareholders of
an industrial company were assessed in
respect of moneys received from the
company in 1920. On appeal it was
established that no similar amounts were
paid them in 1921 and the Appellate
Division deducted said amount from the
assessable income for that year.-Held,
that the income to be taxed is that of the
current year; that the income of the
preceding year is only a basis from which
to estimate the former when subsection
2 applies; and that the income to be
assessed for 1921 was properly reduced.
CrrY OF OTTAWA v. EGAN.......... 304

2 - Assessment and taxes - Bank -
Net annual income or profit-Municipal
assessment-Business done in municipality
-Assessment Act, 8-9 Geo. V., c. 5-
Validating Act-Pending cases-Right of
appeal.] By the Nova Scotia Assessment
Act a bank doing business in any muni-
cipality may be taxed on the "net annual
income or profit" derived from such
business. In 1921 the branch of the
Royal Bank at Glace Bay received a
large sum on deposit by its customers
which was remitted to the head office of
the bank in Montreal and merged in
the general funds there. Without regard
to any use made of this money by the
head office the branch was credited with
interest at four per cent on the amount.-

68208-A4i

ASSESSMENT AND TAXES--Continued
Held, per Idington, Anglin and Mig-
nault JJ Davies C.J. and Duff and
Brodeur JJ. contra, affirming the judg-
ment of the Supreme Court of Nova
Scotia (56 N.S. Rep. 120), that the sum
so credited, less the amount of any loss
incurred in the other operations of the
branch, constitutes the "net annual
income or profit" of the bank derived
from its business in Glace Bay which was
liable to taxation.-Held, per Idington
and Brodeur JJ., Anglin J. contra, that
an Act of the legislature validating the
assessment roll for 1921 and omitting the
provision in former Acts of the kind that
it would not apply to pending cases,
takes away the bank's right to appeal in
this case which was pending when the
Act came into force. ROYAL BANK OF
CANADA v. TOWN OF GLACE BAY.... 524

3 - Certiorari - Collection of tax -
Distress - Secretary-Treasurer of Pro-
vince-Judicial or ministerial Act-Tax
on liquor for export-Direct or indirect
taxation-B. N.A. Act, s. 92 (2)-12
Geo. V., c. 3 (N.B.), Liquor Exporters'
Taxation Act.] By section 3 of the Liquor
Exporters' Taxation Act of New Bruns-
wick (12 Geo. V., c. 3), every person who
has liquor for export from the province
shall pay to the Crown a tax thereon at
a specified rate and, by section 4, within
a specified time; by section 6 in default of
payment the amount of the tax may be
levied by distress under a warrant signed
by the Provincial Secretary-Treasurer, or
(section 7) the Secretary-Treasurer may
bring an action to recover it; and section
9 authorizes the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council to make regulations for, inter
alia, "the fixing and determining of the
amount of the said tax." In a case of
distress under these provisions it was not
shown how the amount had been deter-
mined.-Held, Anglin and Mignault JJ.
dissenting, that the act of the Secretary-
Treasurer in signing the warrant is
judicial and not ministerial merely and
that certiorari will lie to bring the pro-
ceedings before the Supreme Court of the
province for review.-Held, also, Anglin
and Mignault JJ. expressing no opinion,
that the imposition of a tax on liquor
kept for export is indirect taxation and
ultra vires of the provincial legislature.
SECURITY ExPoRT Co. v. HETHERING-
TON......... ..................... 539

4-Assessment and taxes-Trustee under
will-Income to be accumulated- Unknoum
beneficiaries-Constitutional law-Direct or
indirect taxation-Assessment Act R.S.O.
[1914] c. 195, ss. 13 (1) and 83.] By
section 5 of the Ontario Assessment Act
"all income derived either within or
without Ontario by any person resident
therein" is assessable and by section 13 (1)
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ASSESSMENT AND TAXES-Concluded
"every agent, trustee, or person who col-
lects or receives, or is in any way in
possession or control of, income for or on
behalf of a person who is resident out of
Ontario shall be assessed in respect of
such income."-Held, reversing the judg-
ment of the Appellate Division (50 Ont.
L.R. 305), Idington J. dissenting, that a
trustee under a will cannot be assessed
for income received which, as directed by
the will, had to accumulate for a desig-
nated term of years and then be apport-
ioned among testator's children when
neither the identity of the beneficiaries
nor the amount to be assessed against the
trustee can be presently ascertained.
As to beneficiaries resident in Ontario
they and not the trustee should be
assessed if their identity could be ascer-
tained.-Per Duff J.-Sec. 13 (1) provides
for indirect taxation and is ultra vires of
the Ontario Legislature.-By section 83
of the Act every tribunal or judge to
which an appeal may be taken can
determine whether "any person or things
are or are not assessable or are or were
legally assessed or exempted from assess-
ment."-Held per Duff J. that notwith-
standing these provisions a person assessed
may, after the assessment has been
upheld, bring action for a judgment
declaring it illegal on the ground that the
legislation professing to impose it is
ultra vires. Idington J. contra.-Per
Davies C.J. and Anglin, Brodeur and
Mignault JJ.-The judgment of this
court declaring the assessment illegal
deprives the trustee of any interest he
may have had to challenge the validity
of the provisions of the Assessment Act
assuming to impose it and the dismissal
of the action for a declaratory judgment
(52 Ont. L.R. 562) should be affirmed.
McLEOD V. CITY OF WINDSOR....... 696

BANK
5 - Tax - Branch - Annual income
or profit-Right of appeal .......... 524

BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY-
Bankruptcy - Authorized assignment -
Railway Co.-Prior assignment of book
debts-(D) 9-10 Geo. V., c. 36, a. 30 (1);
10-11 Geo. V., c. 34.] A company incor-
porated as a railway and mining company
entered into an agreement with the
purchaser of the property of a similar
company under which it operated, for a
few months, the short line of railway
covered by the purchase. The purchaser
having, then, made default in his pay-
mentA, the former owners resumed pos-
session of the property. Shortly after
the company which had so operated made
a voluntary assignment under the Bank-
ruptcy Act.-Held, Idington and Bro-
deur JJ. dissenting, the said company was

BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY-
Concluded.
not a "railway company" within the
meaning of see. 2 (k) of the Bankruptcy
Act and its assignment was authorized
under the provisions of that Act.-
Shortly before going into bankruptcy the
company made an assignment of its book
debts which under sec. 30 (1) of the Act
was void if the assignor did not comply
with the requirements of provincial
legislation as to registration, notice and
publication thereof.-Held, that the
assignment was void as against the
trustee in bankruptcy though there was
no such provincial legislation. ROYAL
BANK OF CANADA V. EASTERN TRUST
Co.......................... 177

Practice and procedure-Stay of proceed-
ings-Debtor-Extension of credit by unse-
cured creditors-Approval by Bankruptcy
Judge-Privileged claim-Action to enforce
-Right of judge to grant stay-C.C. Art.
2013 et se.-"The Bankruptcy Act," as
amended by (D) 11-12 Geo. V., c. 17, s. 2
(gg), 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13 (15), 13a, 42, 45,
461 51, 52.1 The appellant company,
being financially embarrassed, but before
any assignment made, submitted to its
insecured creditors a proposal for an
extension of credit of one year, pursuant
to section 13 of the Bankruptcy Act.
Such proposal was accepted by the
majority of the unsecured creditors and
duly approved by a judge in bankruptcy
according to the provisions of the Act.
The respondent, having a claim against
the appellant for work done and materials
supplied, caused to be registered a
privilege, under articles 2013 et seq C C
upon the property on which work had
been performed and, within the delay
mentioned in the code, brought action to
realize its security. The appellant then
petitioned the court in bankruptcy for a
stay of proceedings in such action until
the expiry of the extension of credit.-
Held that the judge in bankruptcy had
no jurisdiction under the provisions of the
Bankruptcy Act to grant such stay.-Per
Duff, Anglin and Brodeur JJ.-The court
in bankruptcy had no inherent power to
stay action.-Held, also, that the respon-
dent company was a "secured creditor"
within the meaning of section 2, subsection
gg. of the Bankruptcy Act. RIoRDAN
Co. v. DANFown Co............. 319

CARRIER - Railways - Misdelivery -
Liability - "Loss"-Meaning - Absence
of Notice.] The appellant had purchased
at Vancouver lumber from the G.W.N.
Co. and had sold it to the U.S.L. Co. of
Portland, Oregon. The lumber was
shipped from Prince Rupert, B.C. to
Minneapolis by the G.W.N. Co., con-
signed to itself, to be carried by respond-
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CARRIER-Continued.
ent's line of railway to Winnipeg and
thence to destination by that of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
The bills of lading were in the standard
form known as a "straight bill of lading"
approved by the Board of Railway
Commissioners for Canada. Each bill
was indorsed as follows: "Deliver to
Premier Lumber Company, (sgd.) the
G.W.N. Co." The bills of lading were
held in Vancouver by the Standard
Bank of Canada, from whom the appel-
lant had borrowed money, to be handed
over to the purchaser on payment being
made. The C.P. Ry. Co. without requir-
ing or obtaining surrender of the bills of
lading, allowed possession of the lumber
to be taken by, or on behalf of, the U.S.L.
Co. The appellant company, not having
been paid by the U.S.L. Co. for the lumber
seeks to recover the price of it from the
respondent company, the original carrier,
as being responsible under the conditions
of the bills of lading for the fault or
misfeasance of the second carrier in
wrongfully handing over the lumber.
The main defence was the failure of the
appellant company to give notice of loss
which by the bills of lading was made a
condition of the respondent's liability.-
Held that the respondent company was
not fiable.-Per Davies, C.J. and Duff
and Brodeur JJ.-Upon the evidence,
the U.S.t. Co. obtained delivery of the
lumber, without presenting the bill of
lading, to the knowledge and with the
consent of the appellant company.-The
second section of the conditions indorsed
on the bills of lading provided that "the
carrier * * * shall be liable for the
loss * * * caused by, or resulting
from, the act, neglect or default cf any
* * * carrier * * *."-Per Duff J.-
Loss by reason of misdelivery is "loss"
within the meaning of section 2 for
liability by the initial carrier. Anglin J
contra.-The 4th section of the conditions
indorsed on the bills of lading provided
that "notice of loss, damage or delay
must be made to the carrier at the point
of delivery, or to the carrier at the point
of origin, within four months after the
delivery of the goods, or in the case
of failure to make delivery, then within
four months after a reasonable time for
delivery has elapsed. Unless notice is so
given the carrier shall not be liable."-
Per Davies C.J. and Idington, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.-The absence of
notice of loss is fatal to the appellant's
claim.-Per Duff J.-The notice clause
although applicable in the circumstances
of the case would afford no defence
because after the carrier under a certain
clause in the bill of lading had become
liable as warehouseman, any "failure to
make delivery" could only be a failure
after demand by or on behalf of the
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CARRIER-Concluded.
consignee, and "a reasonable time for
delivery" could only mean a reasonable
time after demand; there is no evidence
of any demand having been made except
by the persons to whom delivery was
made and consequently the time pre-
scribed never began to run.-Per Anglin
J.-"Loss" in sections 2 and 4 means
physical loss of the goods as by accident
during transit, or through negligence,
or by theft, but does not cover non-
delivery due to an intentional parting
with the goods by the carrier amounting
to a wilful misfeasance. The second
carrier having wilfully handed over the
goods to a party not entitled to receive
them, the respondent cannot assert any
right to the protection of the notice
clause in respect to such an act of mis-
feasance which did not cause a "loss"
within section 2 of the conditions.-
Judgment of the Court of Appeal ([1922]
2 W.W.R. 181) affirmed. PREMIER
LUMBER CO. v. GRAND TRUNK PACIFIC
Ry. Co....................... 84
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CERTIORARI-Collection of tax-Dis-
tress-Secretary-Treasurer of Province-
Judicial or ministerial Act-Tax on liquor
for export-Direct or indirect taxation-
B.N.A. Act, 8. 92 (2)-12 Geo. V., c. 3
(N.B.), Liquor Exporters' Taxation Act.]
By section 3 of the Liquor Exporters'
Taxation Act of New Brunswick (12
Geo. V., c. 3), every person who has
liquor for export from the province shall
pay to the Crown a tax thereon at a
specified rate and, by section 4, within a
specified time; by section 6 in default of
payment the amount of the tax may be
levied by distress under a warrant signed
by the Provincial Secretary-Treasurer, or
(section 7) the Secretary-Treasurer may
bring an action to recover it; and sec-
tion 9 authorizes the Lieutenant-Governor
in Council to make regulations for, inter
alia, "the fixing and determining of the
amount of the said tax." In a case of
distress under these provisions it was not
shown how the amount had been determ-
ined.-He d, Anglin and Mignault JJ.
dissenting, that the act of the Secretary-
Treasurer in signing the warrant is
judicial and not ministerial merely and
that certiorari will lie to bring the pro-
ceedings before the Supreme Court of
the provinces for Teview. SECURITY
EXPORT Co. v. HETHERINGTON ...... 539

CIVIL CODE

Art. 407 (Ownership)............... 273
See EXPROPRIATION OF LAND.

2- Art. 1013 (Obligations)........ 126
See CONTRACT 2.

3- Art. 1048 (Obligations)......... 459
See CONTRACT 7.

4-Arts. 1053-4 (Fault).203, 255, 414
See NEGLIGENCE 2, 4, 6.

5- Art. 1063 (Obligations) ........ 459
See CONTRACT 7.

6- Arts. 1473 (Sale) ............. 459
See CONTRACT 7.

7- Arts. 1508, 1511 (Warranty) ...
See WARRANTY,

3

S- Art. 1526 (Sale) .............. 459
See CONTRACT 7.

9- Arts. 1574, 1576 (Sale)...
See WARRANTY.

3

10-Art. 1589 (Sale) ............. 273
See EXPROPRIATION OF LAND.

11- Art. 1935 (Suretyship) ....... 496
See PRINCIPAL AND SURETY.

12- Art. 2013 (Privilege) .......... 319
See BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY 2.

CODICIL
See WILL.

COMMISSION-Conditions for earning
-Contract as to sale of shares-Payment
................................. 69

See CONTRACT 1.

COMMISSIONERS - Sewers - Sta-
tutory board-Resignations-Majority 522
* See STATUTE 8.

COMPANY - Action - I aches-Acqui-
escence-Company-Purchase from pro-
moters-Consideration-Payment for servi-
ces-Resolution of directors.] An action
was brought by individual shareholders
against a joint stock company and its
president for rescission of an agreement to
purchase the assets of the business form-
eX(.x carried on by the president (pro-
moter), worth some $1,500, for 500 shares
of the common stock (par value $50,000)
of which 200 were to be held in trust and
given to purchasers of the preferred;
also to have struck from the minutes a
resolution of the board of directors
providing payments to the president for
future services as manager and a return
of the money received by him pursuant
to said resolution.-He d, affirming the
judgment of the Appellate Division (50
Ont. L.R. 387) Duff and Brodeur JJ.
dissenting as to the first-mentioned cause
of action, that whether or not the pro-
ceedings of the company are open to
attack no fraud was proved and the
plaintiffs are debarred, by laches and
acquiescence in all that was done for
several years, from maintaining the
action.-Per Duff J.-It is clear that the
500 shares were alloted to the vendors of
the assets at a discount and the allot-
ment was ultra vires. The agreement
should, therefore, be set aside.-Per
Anglin J.-The appellants, suing as
individuals, cannot have such allotment
set aside. Fullerton v. Crawford (59
Can. S.C.R. 314) referred to.-Held also,
Anglin and Mignault JJ. dissenting, that
the respondents should not be given the
costs of this appeal or of any proceedings
below. HooD V. CALDWELL ........ 488

2-Rural telephone company-Power to
make promissory notes-"The Rural Tele-
phone Act," Sask. 1912-13, c. 33, s. 43;
1918-19, c. 46, s. 48; R.S.S. 1920, c. 96-
"The Companies Act," (Sask.) 1917, c.
34, s. 42 (3); R.S.S. 1920, c. 76, s. 14;
R.S.S. 1922, c. 76.1 The respondent
company was organized under the pro-
visions of the "Rural Telephone Act"
and, pursuant to those provisions, was
duly registered and incorporated under
the Saskatchewan "Companies Act."-
Held that the respondent company had
no power to make a promissory note
under the provisions of the "Rural
Telephone Act."-Held, also, Idington
J. dissenting, that it has no such power
under section 14 of the "Companies
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COMPANY-Concluded.
Act."-Per Idington, Brodeur and Mig-
nault JJ.-Section 14 applies to the
respondent company, Duff J. contra;
Davies C.J. and Anglin J. expressing no
opinion, although Anglin J. semble in the
affirmative.-Held, Idington J. dissenting
that, on the assumption that section 14
did apply, there is nothing in it to extend
the limited and clearly defined powers of
the respondent company under "The
Rural Telephone Act."-Per Davies C.J.
and Mignault J.-The word "capacities"
in the second part of section 14 does not
mean "powers."-Per Duff J.-The effect
of section 14 as regards the extraprovin-
cial capacities of companies to which it
applies is to establish as a rule of con-
struction the rule laid down by Black-
burn J. in the A 8hbury Company's Case
(L.R. 7 H.L. 653) but held by the House
of Lords in that case not to be applicable
to companies incorporated under "The
Companies Act" of 1862, the rule being
that companies affected by it have prima
faie all the capacities of a natural person
but subject to all restrictions created
expressly or by necessary implication by
any statutory enactment by which such
companies are governed. Section 14
does not apply to companies incorporated
for the purpose of working a rural tele-
phone system under "The Rural Tele-
phone Act," since tle memorandum of
association of such a company must by
read as incorporating the restrictiors
upon the capacities of such a company
to be found in "The Rural Telephone
Act" which by necessary implication
exclude the operation of section 14 in
relation to such companies.-Per Anglin
J.-Under the provisions of "The Rural
Telephone Act," the respondent company
already possessed for the purposes for
which it was incorporated all "actual
powers and rights" and the fullest
"capacity" which the legislature could
bestow (Honsberger v. Weyburn Townsite
Co., 59 Can. S.C.R. 281); and section
14 did not add anything to such "capa-
city."-Per Idington J. (dissenting).-
The corporate powers and capacity of the
respondent company rest upon "The
Companies Act" entirely, and section 14
impliedly gives to it the capacity and
power to make promissory notes.-
Judgment of the Court of Appeal ([1922]
2 W.W.R. 1211) affirmed, Idington J.
dissenting. CANADAIN BANK OF COM-
MERCE V. CUDWORTH RURAL TELEPHONE
Co.......................... 618

3---Shares-Sius-Bank stock ..... 578
See SUCCESSION DUTY.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW - Provin-
cial legislation-tax-Liquor for export.]-
Held, Anglin and Mignault JJ. expressing
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CONSTITUTIONAL LAW-Concluded.
no opinion, that the imposition of a tax
on liquor kept for export is indirect
taxation and ultra vires of the provincial
legislature. SECuRiTY ExPoRT Co. v.
HETHERINGTON.................... 539
2 - Constitutional law - Disorderly
houses-Provincial statute ordering their
closing-Intra vires-(Q.) 10 Geo. V., c. 81.1
The Quebec statute entitled "An Act
respecting the owners of houses used as
disorderly houses," 10 Geo. V c 81,
authorizing a judge to order the closing of
a disorderly house, is intra vires the pro-
vincial legislature, as it deals with matter
of property and civil rights by providing
for the suppression of a nuisance and not
with criminal law by aiming at the
punishment of a crime. BEDARD V.
DAwsoN...................... 681

3-Assessment and taxes-Trustee under
will-Income to be accumulated- Unknown
beneficiaries-Constitutional law-Direct or
indirect taxation-Assessment Act R.S.O.
(1914) c. 195, ss. 13 (1) and 83.] By
section 5 of the Ontario Assessment
Act "all income derived either within or
without Ontario by any person resident
therein" is assessable and by section
13 (1) "every agent, trustee, or person
who collects or receives, or is in any way
in possession or control of, income for or
on behalf of a person who is resident out
of Ontario shall be assessed in respect of
such income."-Held, Duff J. Sec. 13
(1) provides for indirect taxation and is
ultra vires of the Ontario Legislature.
McLEOD V.. CITY OF WINDSoR ..... 396

CONTRACT - Commission - Sale of
shares-Commission dependent on pay-
ment-Insolvency of buyer-Purchase of
assets by seller-Payment or equivalent.]
W. having agreed to sell shares in the
capital stock of the Orr Gold Mines Co.
to the Kirkland-Porphyry Gold Mines
Co. entered into a contract to pay C. a
commission for services in effecting the
sale. The purchase price of the shares
was to be paid as follows: $100,000 on
transfer to the purchaser and the balance
by instalments at specified dates and the
commission was to be paid out of the
respective instalments. A clause in the
contract provided that if the payments
were not made by the purchaser W. would
be under no liability to pay the commis-
sion. The initial payment of $100,000
was made and the commission thereon
paid to C. When the next payment fell
due the purchaser defaulted and shortly
after was placed in liquidation under the
Winding-Up Act. The liquidator offered
the assets for sale and accepted the joint
tender of W. and H.W., a creditor who
had advanced money to the insolvent
company for its operations. The success-
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CONTRACT-Continued.
ful tenderers received all the assets of the
estate including the stock sold by C. and
other stock in the Orr Co. and paid the
claims of the other creditors. In an
action by C. for the balance of his com-
mission there was no evidence that the
assets had a cash value equivalent to the
amount of the unpaid purchase price of
the shares.-Held, Idington J. dissenting,
that W. had not received payment for the
shares sold to the Kirkland Co. and the
commission was not earned.-Per Duff
J. By the transaction with the liquidator
the contract sale of the shares to the
Kirkland Co. was virtually rescinded and
the evidence fails to show that what C.
received in purchasing the assets was
received or given in the performance by
the Kirkland Co. of its obligation under
the contract of sale of shares.-He d
also that there is nothing on the record
to show that C. did anything to prevent
the contract for sale of the shares from
being carried out.-Per Idington J.
There should be a reference to ascertain
the value of the assets purchased from
the liquidator. CECIL V. WETTLAUFER

..... 69

2 - Contract - Partnership - Dis-
solution - Profits - Division - Art. 1013
C.C.] In 1909, the respondent, carrying
on on his own account the practice of
a civil engineer, employed the appellant
as his assistant. On the 1st September
1912, the respondent entered into a con-
tract by private writing with the appel-
lant and one Heroux to carry on the
same undertaking under the name of
"Marius Dufresne." The agreement pro-
vided inter alia that the profits realized
("b6n6fices r6alisds") at the expiration of
each year should be divided, 80 per cent
to the respondent and 10 per cent to each
of the others. The agreement was silent
as to what was to become of the fruits
of work done during the term of the
partnership that should remain uncol-
lected upon its expiration. On the 31st
of December, 1912, all moneys received
during the four months of the existence
of the partnership, including those paid on
account of work done by the respondent
before the 1st September, 1912, were
distributed between the partners. At
the date of the dissolution of the partner-
ship, on the 31st December, 1916, a new
agreement was passed between the appel-
lant and the respondent by which the
former was hired by the latter for the
year 1917 at a salary of $150 a month
plus 10 per cent of the "b6n6fices r6alis6s"
during that year. The appellant, over
two years after the first agreement had
terminated, claimed 10 per cent of the
moneys collected by the respondent
after the dissolution of the partnership
for work done during its. existence.-

CONTRACT-Continued.
Held, that, as the meaning of the pro-
visions of the written agreement is not
free from obscurity, the intention of the
parties may be ascertained by taking
mto consideration the surrounding cir-
cumstances and by examining the con-
duct of the parties themselves in so far
as it throws light on the interpretation
they have placed upon their contractual
rights. The contract so interpreted shows
that for the annual division of profits
only the net receipts for the year should
be considered and therefore the appel-
lant was not entitled to the moneys
claimed. DUFORT v. DUFRESNE.... 126
3 - Sub-contract - Default of con-
tractor-Rescission-Arrangeme ntwith sub-
contractor- New contract or guarantee-
Statute of frauds.] A lumber company
gave G. a contract to cut and drive logs
and a sub-contract for part of the work
was given to M. Before his contract was
completed G. absconded and the company
treated his contract as abandoned and
took possession of the logs cut. M., to
whom nothing was due by G. at that
time, had an interview with the president
of the company, who said to him: "You
will keep on with the work exactly as
you were to do with G; you will finish
your contract. Put your wood where
you expected to put it with G. I will
pay you. You are not dealing with G.
any more, you are dealing with us.
Make your drive and I will pay you.
I will pay you your contract as G. was
supposed to pay you." M. completed
his contract but payment was refused.-
Held, that the undertaking by the comp-
any to pay M. was not a contract to
answer for a debt of G. which the Statute
of Frauds required to be in writing but
was a new and independent contract
entailing liability on the company when
performed. MoRIN v. HAMMOND LUMBER
Co.......................... 140

4- Action - Specific performance -
Contract - Fraud - Money paid under
contract-Right to rescission.] The court
will not decree specific performance of a
contract obtained by fraud of the plaintiff
even when the defendant has not offered
to return money received under the con-
tract.-Per Duff J. In this case the
money was paid on account of an admitted
debt and the debtor could not impose
conditions. SHAW V. MASSON...... 187
5 - Agreement - Breach - Party
wall- Narrowing of wall contrary to
agreement - Proper remedy - Injunction
-Specific performance.] A party wall
agreement between appellant and respond-
ent provided that respondent might
build the wall two feet or more in thick-
ness, half on each property, the middle
line to coincide with the boundary line.
The respondent built a wall the founda-
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CONTRACT-Continued.
tion, basement and first story of which
were in accordance with the agreement,
but he narrowed the second story by
four inches on his own side of the wal,
and the third story by a further four
inches, keeping the wall on the outside
(appellant's side) perpendicular. After it
had been erected for some years and
formed a wall of respondent's building,
the appellant, alleging he had recently
discovered the breach of agreement,
sued for a mandatory injunction to
compel the respondent to pull down that
part of the wall not erected in compliance
with the agreement and for specific
performance of same.-Held, that these
facts did not constitute merely a breach
of contract for which recovery of damages
would be a proper remedy, but a tres-
pass, and that the appropriate remedy is
to grant a mandatory injunction as
prayed for by the appellant.-Per
Idington J. The appellant has also the
right to ask for specific performance of
the agreement, and the respondent
should be ordered to rebuild the wall of
the same thickness of two feet.-Judg-
ment of the Court of Appeal ([19221
2 W.W.R. 1028) reversed. GROSS V.
WRIGHT ......................... 214

6 - Contract - Pulpwood - Agree-
ment by employer for re-sale- Knowledge
of contractor-Measure of damages-
Monies retained until completion.] W.
entered into a contract to supply a
paper company with 3,000 to 5,000
cords of pulpwood at eight dollars per
cord with permission to continue cutting
on the same terms up to a specific date.
W. had previously made a contract with
M. who agreed to deliver 4,000 cords to
be cut on the limits of the Paper Co. at
six dollars. M. was informed of the
first-mentioned contract though not of
all its terms. At the end of the season
M. was more than 1,400 cords short of
the quantity he agreed to deliver.-
Held affirming the judgment of the
Court of Appeal (32 Man. R. 383) that
as no default by W. was proved he is
entitled to recover from M. damages
for non-performance by the latter of his
contract to deliver 4,000 cords and the
measure of those damages is the profit
he would have made under his contract
with the paper company.-Held, also,
Brodeur J. dissenting, that W. can
recover the drawback from the price of
the wood actually delivered witheld by
the paper company because of failure to
deliver the whole 3,000 cords contracted
for. MoNDo v. WILLIS .......... 433

7-Franchise-Supply of gas-Right to
discontinue-Public Utilities Act-Reme-
dies under..... ............... 652

See PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 5.

CONTRACT-Concluded.
8- Sale of goods-Warranty as to
quality-Delivery-Defect in quality-
Right of rejection.................. 459

See SALE Op GOODS.

CRIMINAL LAW - Criminal law -
Reserved case-Insufficiency of the stated
case-Authority to order copy of evidence-
Arts. 1017, 1024 Cr. C.] By virtue of the
combined effect of sections 1017 and 1024
of the Criminal Code, the Supreme Court
of Canada, when it deems it necessary,
may require the trial judge to supplement
the material submitted by him as a
reserved case stated pursuant to an
order of the court of appeal, by furnishing
a copy of such parts of the evidence at the
trial as are material to the disposition of
the questions directed to be submitted.
BOISSEAU v. THE KING............... 728

2-2 Geo. V., c. 27, s. 215 (Man.)-
Contravention-Appeal-Leave....... 37

See APPEAL 2.
3-Provincial statute-Disorderly houses
-Constitutionai aw-Property and civil
rights............................ 681

See CONSTITUTIONAL LAw 2.

CROWN - Liability of - Government
Telephone System-Person injured by
driving into loose wire-Negligence of
Crown's servants-"The Public Utilities
Act" (Alta.) S. (1915) c. 6-"Interpretation
Act" (Alta.) S. (1906) c. 3-Alta. S.
(1917) c. 3, s. 30.] Section 2 (b) of the
Alberta Public Utilities Act provided
that "the expression 'public utility' means
and includes every corporation * *
and in 1917, the following words were
added by the legislature (c. 3, s. 30):
"also the Alberta Government tele-
phones, now managed and operated by
the Department of Railways and Tele-
phones." Section 31 (2) of the same
Act provides that "the public utility
shall be responsible for all unnecessary
damage which it causes in carrying out,
maintaining or operating any of its said
works."-Held, Davies C.J. and Mig-
nault J. dissenting that the Crown, as
represented by the 6 overnment of Alberta
is liable in damages, upon proceedings by
petition of right, for personal injuries
sustained by reason of the negligence of
its servants in allowing a loose wire
forming part of the Government Tele-
phone System to fall and lie upon a
public highway.-Judgment of the Appel-
late Division ([1922] 1 W.W.R. 907)
affirmed, Davies C.J. and Mignault J.
dissenting. THE KING v. ZORNEs.... 257

2-Secretary-Treasurer of Province-
Judicial or Ministerial Act-Tax-Liquor
for export-Distress................ 539

See CERTIORARI,

748 INDEX
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DAMAGES- Contract - Pulpwood -
Agreement by employer for re-sale-Know-
ledge of contractor-Measure of damages-
Monies retained until completion.] W.
entered into a contract to supply a paper
company with 3,000 to 5,000 cords of
pulpwood at eight dollars per cord with
permission to continue cutting on the
same terms up to a specific date. W. bad
previously made a contract with M. who
agreed to deliver 4,000 cords to be cut
on the limits of the Paper Co. at six
dollars. M. was informed of the first-
mentioned contract though not of all its
terms. At the end of the season M. was
more than 1,400 cords short of the
quantity be agreed to deliver.-Held,
affirming the judgment of the Court of
Appeal (32 Man. R. 383) that as no
default by W. was proved be is entitled
to recover from M. damages for non-
performance by the latter of his contract
to deliver 4,000 cords and the measure of
those damages is the profit he would
have made under his contract with the
paper company.-Held also, Brodeur J.
dissenting, that W. can recover the draw-
bach from the price of the wood actually
delivered witheld by the paper company
because of failure to deliver the whole
3,000 cords contracted for. MoNDoR v.
WILLITS.......................... 433

ELECTION LAW - Candidate - Official
agent - Corrupt and illegal practices -
Election expenses - Payment - Untrue
return-False declaration-"Dominion Con-
troverted Elections Act," R.S.C. [1906], c.
7, s. 51 as amended by [1921] (D.) c. 7, s. 9,
and s. 56 as amended by [1921] (D.) c. 7, a
7.-"Dominion Elections Act," [1920]
(D.) 8. 46, ss. 78 (3) (7), (9) and s. 79
(1) (3), (9)]. The appellant, being a
candidate at a federal election, appointed
one McR. as his official agent. An
association, organized for the purpose of
financing his candidature, received moneys
which were deposited in a bank account
under the control of its president and
secretary. Certain election expenses were
paid by cheques issued by the association
without the knowledge of McR. The
agent, with the approval of the appellant,
declared in his return that he had autho-
rized these payments. Two accounts,
one of $20 for lunches supplied to the
scrutineers and another for 868 for the
services of a band on the night of the
election day were sent to the agent and
paid by him befor e his return was filed,
but were not included in it. The appel-
lant, pursuant to section 79 (3) of "The
Dominion Elections Act," transmitted
to the returning officer a sworn declara-
tion that to the best of his knowledge and
belief the return of election expenses
made by his agent was correct.-Held
that the appellant and his official agent
were guilty of corrupt and illegal practices

ELECTION LAW-Concluded.
within the meaning of "The Dominion
Elections Act," [1920] c. 46, section 78
(3) enacting that the payment of all
election expenses should be made "by"
or "through" the official agent and section
79 (1), (3), (9) declaring to be a "corrupt
practice" any untrue return or false
declaration knowingly made by a candi-
date or his agent. Consequently the
election is void: "The Dominion Contro-
verted Elections Act," R.S.C. [1906], c.
7, s. 51 as amended by [1921] c. 7, s. 4 and
s. 55 as amended by (1921] c. 7, s. 9.-
Held, also, that on the present appeal
from a judgment merely declaring the
election void, it was no part of the duty
of this court to decide whether or not the
parties in fault were liable to the penalties
and disqualifications provided by "The
Dominion Elections Act."-Held, further
that upon the evidence the appellant was
not entitled to the benefit of the relief
clause ("The Dominion Controverted
Elections Act," R.S.C. [1906], c. 7, s.
56 (a) as amended by [1921] c. 7, s. 7)
which provides for cases where the corrupt
act of the parties arises through inadvert-
ence, accidental miscalculation or other
similar causes.-Judgment of the Election
Court ([19221 3 W.W.R. 328) affirmed.
MOOSE JAW ELECTION CASE ........ 377

EXPROPRIATION OF LAND--Sub-
division lots-Five lots taken for municipal
sewage plant-Damages to remaining lots-
Compensation- Nuisance-Fees of counsel
and expert witnesses-Art. 407, 1589 C.
C.-Montreal City Charter, (Q.) 62 V,
c. 58, s. 421.] In 1911, the respondent
bought a block of land, 347 arpents in
superficies, which it laid out as a resi-
dential building subdivision containing
about fifteen streets and over 3,300 lots,
which was treated as one holding. For
the benefit of this subdivision the respond-
ent, in contracts of sale or agreements to
purchase lots, imposed conditions pro-
hibiting uses of the lots which might
depreciate adjoining parts of the pro-
perty and, with the exception of one
street, restricting the buildings to be
erected thereon to residential buildings
constructed at least ten feet from the
front of the lots. During 1912, 1913, and
1914, about a third of the lots were
disposed of subject to these restrictions.
In February, 1916, the city of Montreal
gave public notice of the expropriation of
five of these lots required for the con-
struction of an Imhoff tank, which is a
sewage filtration plant. A board of
arbitrators having been named in accord-
ance with the provisions of the city
charter, the respondent claimed before it
compensation in respect of, first: the
actual value of the lots taken; and
secondly damages arising from the expro-
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EXPROPRIATION OF LAND-Cont'd.
priation because of the consequent
reduction in the selling value of the other
lots unsold. The allowance of $896.66
for the value of each of the five lots was
not contested; but the arbitrators having
declined to recognize the claim under the
second head and also having refused to
allow the respondent what it has paid
for counsel fees and expert witnesses, the
respondent brought action to set aside
the award.-Held, that the respondent
was entitled, over and above the actual
value of the five lots expropriated, to
compensation for consequent deprecia-
tion in the value of its adjacent lands.
Although there was as much connection
between the lots taken and those still
owned and controlled by the respondent
as existed between the lands taken and
those left in the hands of the expropriated
owners in the Cowper Essex Case (14
App. Cas. 153) and the Sisters of Charity
Case ([1922] 2 A.C. 315), (the Holditch
Case ([1916] 1 A.C. 536) being therefore
quite inapplicable), the decision in the
present case should not rest upon these
decisions owing to differences in language
between the relevant clauses of the
governing statutes. (Brodeur J., how-
ever, expressing no opinion on such
differences). The respondent's right to
compensation for injurious affection of
land must be decided by applying the
principles of the general law of the pro-
vince of Quebec contained in article
407 C.C. which carries that right unless
it is excluded by special laws (Art. 1589
C.C.); and such right is assumed by
Article 421 of the Montreal City Charter,
paragraph 1 of which confers the right to
expropriate lands "required for any
municipal purposes whatsoever," para-
graph 2 authorizing the arbitrators to
take into consideration any increased
value of the lands still remaining with the
owner and setting the same off against
the "inconvenience, loss or damages
resulting from expropriation," and para-
graph 3 prescribing the rule or measure
by which indemnity for expropriation
is to be ascertained and providing that
the compensation shall include "damages
resulting from the expropriation."- Held,
also, that in view of the provisions of the
city charter, s. 436, as amended by (Q)
4 Edward VII c 49, s. 21, the respondent
was not entitied to claim, as part of its
compensation, counsel fees and the costs
of expert witnesses. CITY OF MONrREAL
v. McANuLTY Co................. 273

FOREIGN JUDGMENT-Sale of land-
Agreement-Assignment-Action on coy-
enant-rder for sale-Action on judgment
in another province................. 716

See SALE OF LAND 1.

GUARANTEE
See7PRINCIPAL AND SURETY.

HABEAS 'CORPUS - Jurisdiction -
Habeas corpus-Applicant in custody
under provincial Act "B. N.A. Act,"
11867] s. 92 (14), s. 101-"Supreme Court
Act," (D.) 38 V., c. 11; R.S.C. 1906, c.
139, 8s. 3, 35, 62-(Q.) 13 Geo. V., c. 18.]
The appellant in custody in the city of
Quebec under the authority of a special
Act of the legislature for an alleged
offence against the privileges, honour and
dignity of the provincial legislature of
Quebec asked, pursuant to section 62 of
the "Supreme Court Act," for the issue
of a writ of habeas corpus.-Held, that,
owing to the absolute limitation imposed
by the concluding words of section 62
"under any Act of the Parliament of
Canada," the judge of the Supreme
Court of Canada is without jurisdiction
to grant the application. In re ROBERTs

........ 152

HIGHWAY - Railway company-High-
way crossing-Cost of construction and
maintenance--Seniority-Existing and po-
tential highways.] The Dept. of Lands
and Forests, Ont., applied to the Board of
Railway Commissioners for orders direct-
ing the C.P. Ry. Co. to construct at
its own cost an overhead crossing over
its right of way at a point in the Town-
ship of Eton and a highway crossing in
the Township of Aubrey. The board
granted both applications and gave leave
to the company to appeal to the Supreme
Court of Canada. The order for leave
stated that the title of the company was
obtained under authority of the Pro-
vincial Act, 59 Vict., c. XI, and was
expressly made subject to the provisions
of sec. 2 thereof, namely, "such transfer
* * * shall not be deemed * * *

to affect or prejudice the rights of the
public with respect to common and public
highways existing at the date hereof
within the limits of the land hereby
intended to be conveyed." It also
stated that when the Act was passed
there were existing common and public
highway across the lands intended
thereby to be conveyed but none at
either of the points in question and none
laid out in the area covered by the
Townships of Eton and Aubrey. Further
that by an order in council passed in 1866
in respect to lands on the northerly
shores of Lakes Huron and Superior an
allowance of five per cent of the acreage
should be reserved for roads and the
right was reserved to the Crown to lay
out roads where necessary.-Held, per
Davies C.J. and Duff, Brodeur and
Mignault JJ., that the phrase "rights of
the public with respect to common and
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public highways existing at the date
hereof" should receive its ordinary
grammatical construction, namely, rights
of the public in existing highways; and
that as there were highways existing on
the right of way the rights of the public
were only protected in respect thereto.
Canadian Pac. By. Co. v. Dept. L. and F.
(58 Can. S.C.R. 189) expl.-Per Duff J.
The lands transferred being occupied by a
railway constructed by the Dominion
Government, the transfer of the latter
was not one of the kind contemplated by
the order in council which primarily
related to patents granted under the
Ontario Land Acts.-Per Anglin J.
The legislature could not have intended
that sec. 2 of 59 Vict., c. XI, would only
protect public rights in the scattered
trails over the hundreds of miles covered
by the right of way in question and must
have meant to protect such rights which
were in posse under the order in council
when the Act was passed; but as the
order in council only applies to lands on
the northerly shores of lakes Huron and
Superior, and the townships of Eton
and Aubrey are not so situated, there is
no reservation of rights in respect to the
highways in question on this appeal and
the province of Ontario has no right
reserved to construct crossings over the
railway.-Idington J. did not deal with
the merits of the appeal, being of opinion
that the order of the board did not
present such a stated case as required by
law to give this court jurisdiction.
CANADIAN PACIFIC Ry. Co. v. DEPART-
MENT OF LANDS AND FORESTS OF ONTARIO

........................ 155

INJUNCTION - Contract-Party wall-
Breach-Proper remedy ........ . .. . 214

See PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 3.

INSURANCE, ACCIDENT-Insurance,
accident-Automobile-Collision with other
automobile, vehicle or object-Contact with
highway-Excessive speed-Motor vehicles
Act, R.S.O. [1914] c. 207 7 Geo V c 49
s. 14 (0.)] An automobile was insured
against loss or damage by "being in
accidental collision * * * with any
other automobile, vehicle or object."-
Held, reversing the judgment of the
Appellate Division (52 Ont. L.R. 39)
that the automobile, coming into contact
with the earth by being capsized after
striking a rut in the road, was not in
"collision" within the meaning of that
term in the policy.-Effect of speed
beyond the legal rate, the car not being
driven by the insured, discussed. LON-
DON GUARANTEE AND ACCIDENT Co. v.
SOWARDS.... ..................... 365

INSURANCE, FIRE - Lumber-Sta-
tutory conditions-Variation-Condition or
description-Inpection of lumber-Know-
ledge of insurer-Estoppel.] A policy insur-
ing lumber against loss or damage by fire
contained the following clause: "War-
ranted by the insured that a clear space
of 300 feet shall be maintained between
the property hereby insured and any
standing wood, brush or forest and a
sawmill or other special hazard." Hel
that this clause was not merely descrip-
tive of the property but was a condition
of the contract of insurance and void as
not being in the form required for an
addition to, or variation of, the statutory
conditions contained in the Fire Insuir-
ance Policies Act of New Brunswick
(3 Geo. V, ch. 26.) Curtis's & Harvey
v. North British and Mercantile Ins. Co.
([1921] 1 A.C. 303), and Guimond v*
Fidelity-Phenix (47 Can. S.C.R. 216)
dist.-Prior to the issue of the policy an
expert in that class of insurance in the
insurer's employ examined the lumber
and the locality in which it was piled and
reported to the insurer that none of it
was within 300 feet of standing wood,
brush or forest. On the trial of the
action on the policy the jury found that
some of it was within that distance at
the time of the inspection but none was
so placed afterwards.-Held, that the
policy was issued and accepted in the
belief that the inspection truly repre-
sented the fact and the insurer was
estopped from maintaining the con-
trary. MACKAY CO. v. BRITISH AMERICA
AssUR. Co...................335

2-Description of insured property-
Warranty-Statutory conditions-Agency
-Non-disclosure.] To the face of a
policy of fire insurance on sawn lumber
there was attached a sheet of paper
typewritten in black and containing
the following provision: "It is under-
stood and agreed that this insurance
also covers loss or damage arising
from or traceable to prairie fires, it
being warranted by the assured that the
several locations named herein on which
lumber is piled shall be entirely sur-
rounded by ploughed ground and in no
way exposed to bush hazard." The
policy was indorsed with the statutory
conditions in compliance with "The
Alberta Insurance Act." In an action
on the policy.-Held, Davies C.J. dis-
senting, that, as against the appellant,
the warranty as to the character of the
surroundings of the property insured is
restricted in its application to the risk
from prairie fires and cannot be regarded
as part of the description of that pro-
perty for the general purposes of the
policy.-Held also, Davies C.J. dis-
senting, that upon the evidence no mis-
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representation by the assured, or by
any one in a position to bind him, had
been shown and that he or his repre-
sentative had disclosed all material facts
of which they had knowledge bearing on
the risk.-Judgment of the Appellate
Division ([19221 1 W.W.R. 1048) reversed,
Davies C.J. dissenting. ST. PAUL Lmi-
BER Co. v. BRITISH CROWN ASSURANCE
CORPORATION..................... 515

3- Extent of loss-"Actual value"-
Replacement value-Statutory conditions-
"The Saskatchewan Insurance Act," R.S.
S. (1920), c. 84, s. 82.1 One of the
statutory provisions, made a part of
every contract of fire insurance by
section 82 of The Saskatchewan Insurance
Act, R.S.S. 1920, c. 84, is that a fire insur-
ance company is not liable "for loss beyond
the actual value destroyed by fire."-
Held, reversing the judgment of the Court

of Appeal (16 Sask. L.R. 146), that "actual
value" means the actual value of the
property to the insured at the time of the
loss and not its replacement value.
CANADIAN NATIONAL FIRE INS. CO. V.
COLONSAY HOTEL CO.............. 688

INTEREST-Appeal-Amount in contro-
versy.......... ... . ......... ..... I

See APPEAL 1.

JUDGMENT-Action to set aside-Pro-
cedure-Possibility of new evidence... 107

See PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 1.

MASTER AND SERVANT-Negligence
-Assault by employee-Liability of em-
ployer - Arts. 1053, 1054 C.C.] The
appellant company, known as the Hud-
son's Bay Company, maintained a
trading post in the far northern part of
the province of Quebec. The post was
in charge of one Wilson as manager,
with two other employees of the
appellant under his control, the re-
spondent as general helper and his
mother as housekeeper, all three living
together. One morning, at 6.30 Wilson
came out of his room half naked and
drunk, to inquire about some noise heard
in the upper part of the building. The
respondent, coming down, saw Wilson
and, knowing his mother was near, told
him to kindly go back to his room and
get dressed. A few minutes later, the
respondent being in the kitchen, Wilson
went there and shot at him, injuring his
leg so severely that it had to be ampu-
tated.-Held, Duff and Anglin JJ. dis-
senting, that the appellant company was
liable under article 1054 C.C., as the
damages were caused by Wilson "in the
performance of the work for which (he)
was employed."-Per Idington and Bro-
deur JJ. Upon the evidence, the appel-

MASTER AND SERVANT-Concluded.
lant company is also responsible under
article 1053 C.C.-Judgment of the
Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 34 K.B.
207) affirmed, Duff and Anglin JJ. dis-
senting. GoVERNOR AND COMPANY OF
GENTLEMEN ADVENTURERS OF ENGLAND
v. VAILLANCOURT.................. 414

And See NEGLIGENCE 2.

MORTGAGE - Discharge - Receipt of
other mortgage-Warranty-Forfeiture.. 3

See WARRANTY.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION-Muni-
cipal Corporation - Negligence - Water
pipes-Damages to property--Onus-Art.
1054 C.C.] Upon an action brought by the
owner of an immovable for damages caused
by flooding due to the bursting of water
pipes, a municipal corporation is liable un-
der article 1054 C.C., unless it establishes
that it was "unable by reasonable means
to prevent the act (le fait) which caused
the damage." Quebec R.L. H. & P. Co. v.
Vandry ([1920] A.C. 662) and The City of
Montreal v. Watt & Scott ([1922] 2 A.C.
555) followed; and in order to bring
itself within the exculpatory clause of
article 1054 C.., it is not sufficient for
the appellant to prove that the cause of
the bursting is unknown.-Judgment of
the Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 33 K.B.
458) affirmed. CrrY OF MONTREAL V.
LESAGE...................... 355

2-Statute-Construction-Municipal law
-Hull city charter-Interpretation (Q.)
1908 8 Edw. VII., c. 88, s. 392a.] With a
view to the beautification of the cities of
Ottawa and Hull, the Dominion Govern-
ment passed an order in council providing
that a commission be constituted con-
sisting of at least six members, including
the mayors of both cities, charged with
the details of taking all necessary steps
to perfect such plan, the cost of the plan
to be borne by the government for one-
half and by the cities of Ottawa and Hull
proportionally to their population for the
other half. This was communicated to
the city appellant with a request that it
state whether it was willing to pay its
share of the expenses, and the city
council at a special meeting passed a
resolution approving of the project
submitted and appointing a committee
to confer with the government and the
other bodies interested. Subsequently
the city appellant passed another reso-
lution that having heard the report of
its representatives, it approved of the
project as submitted. This was com-
municated to the government which
thereupon by order in council appointed
the commission, the mayor of Hull
becoming a member. He was present at
most meetings and copies of plans pre-
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MUNICIPAL'CORPORATION-Con.
pared by the commission were sent to the
city which obtained leave to use parts
thereof to advertise the city. The appel-
lant's charter, as amended by 8 Edw.
VII, c. 88 provides (s. 392a) that "no
resolution of the council authorizing
the expenditure of money shall be adopted
or have any effect until * * * -
and also that "the city shall not be liable
for the price or value of work done
* * * unless * * *" "- a certi-
ficate of the city treasurer is produced
establishing that there are funds available
appropriated for the particular object
for which payment is sought; and no
right of action shall exist against the
city unless the foregoing formalities are
strictly observed, notwithstanding that
the city may have benefited by any
such * * * work done * * * or
other services rendered." By the present
action, the government seeks to recover
the city appellant's share, $6,500.32.-
Held, Idington and Brodeur JJ. dis-
senting, that in the absence of such a
certificate by the city treasurer, no right
of action exists in favour of the govern-
ment to recover from the city appellant
the amount claimed.-Judgment of the
Exchequer Court ([1923] Ex. C.R. 27),
reversed, Idington and Brodeur JJ. dis-
senting. Crr oF HULL v. THE KING 666

3-Negligence-Act of employee-Pre-
sumption-Breach of by-law....... 235

See NEGLIGENCE 3.

NEGLIGENCE-Negligence-Loss by fire
-Finding of trial judge-Inference from
facts-Concurrent judicial findings-Inter-
ference on appeal. In an action claiming
damages for loss of property by' negligence
the trial judge held that "the facts proved
are more consistent with negligence * * *
than with a mere accident." His judg-
ment for the plaintiffs was affirmed by
the full court.-Held, that the circum-
stances disclosed on the trial were such
that the courts below were justified in
drawing the inference they did and
this second appellate court should not
disturb the conclusion they reached.
LANDELLS V. CHRISTIE.............. 39

2 - Negligence - Master and servant -
Liability-Machine throwing off steel
particles - Guard - Goggles - Arts.
1053, 1054 C.C.-Art. 1384 C. N.] The
respondent, a skilled and experienced
workman, employed by the appellant
company, was in charge of a lathe for
paring down steel rods. From the
machine, when normally operated,
particles of steel dangerous to the eyes
flew in different directions. A steel
shaving having struck respondent's right
eye and ruptured the eye-ball, neces-
sitating the extraction of the eye, the

X 753

NEGLIGENCE---Continued.
respondent brought action for $5,000
damages.-Held, Davies C.J. dissenting,
that as the injury had been caused by a
thing under the appellant's care without
human agency intervening, the case fell
within the purview of article 1054 C.C.;
the consequent prima facie liability was
defeasible only by the appellant "estab-
lishing that it was unable by reasonable
means to prevent the act (le fait) which
had caused the damage;" and, upon the
evidence, the appellant had failed to do
so. Quebec R.L. H. & P. Co. v. Vandry
([1920] A.C. 662) and City of Montreal v.
Watt & Scott ([1922] 2 A.C. 555) followed.
-Per Davies C.J. dissenting. The
respondent had the onus of affirmatively
establishing that a guard upon the
machine was feasible and practicable
having in view the efficiency of the
machine and therefore was a reasonable
means of preventing the injury, which he
failed to discharge.-Per Duff J. Any
physical object handled or directed can
be a cause of damage within the meaning
of article 1054 C.C.; an automobile,
for example, containing within itself its
own forces of propulsion causing harm
by impact is a "thing" causing "damage"
within the-meaning of that article.-Per
Duff J. As between the appellant and
the respondent, it cannot be assumed
under , article 1054 C.C., but must be
proved, that the machine which the
respondent was operating was a thing in
the care of the appellant.-Per Brodeur
J. The appellant is also liable under
article 1053 C.C.-Judgment of the
Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 32 K.B. 443)
affirmed, Davies C.J. dissenting. CANA-
DIAN VICKERs LTD. v. SMITH ........ .203

3 - Municipal corporation - Fire
originating in fire hall-Damage to adjoin-
ing property-Liability-Presunption of
negligence-Onus-Misdirections of jury-
Part of fire hall occupied by fire chief-
Breach of municipal by-law in constructing
chimney-Directions at a new trial in
compliance with a judgment of an appellate
court and not appealed from-Res judicata
or acquiescence.] The appellant muni-
cipality owned a wooden building
described as a fire hall, in which a fire
broke out which spread and destroyed
property belonging to the respondents.
The appellant, in preparing rooms for one
McK., its chief of police and fire chief,
had employed a plumber and paid the
cost of installing a stove pipe, bought by
the appellant, extending from the kitchen
stove, which was the property of McK.
The pipe passed through a wooden
ceiling, thence through an attic and
thence out of the building through a-
wooden roof. A municipal by-law
required that in such a case the pipe
should be "enclosed in brick or tile
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walls with a space of at least three inches
between the enclosing walls and the
smoke pipe from bottom to top." Non-
compliance with this by-law and that
compliance would have prevented the
escape of fire were admitted. Some time
before the fire occurred the stove had
been removed by MCk. and another
substituted, and one of the sections of
the pipe was shortened in a manner
which, it was alleged, added to the risk
of fire. The trial judge directed the
jury that the fact that a fire first broke
out in appellant's premises was prima
facie evidence of negligence and that the
onus was on the appellant to acquit itself
of liability by showing that the fire began
accidentally; but he refused to direct
that the appellant municipality was not
liable for anything resulting from the
act of McK. in making the pipe less safe.
The verdict of the jury involved a finding
that the fire originated from cinders or
sparks escaping from the stove pipe into
the attic.-Held, Mignault J. dissenting,
that the appellant municipality was
liable.-Held, also, Mignault J. contra,
that there had not been misdirection as
to the appellant's liability for the act of
its servant McK. The appellant being
responsible for the setting up in the
first place of the stove, it was within the
normal scope of McK.'s duty as appel-
lant's servant to take notice of anything
calculated to make the use of it a source
of danger; McK.'s knowledge of what was
done when the stove was changed was
the knowledge of the municipality because
his occupation was their occupation, and
therefore McK.'s negligence was appel-
lant's negligence.- Held, further, that
owing to the jury's finding as to the
cause of the fire, in view of the existence
of its own by-law and of the fact that the
fire would not have occurred if the by-law
had been complied with, the appellant
was prima facie liable for not having
taken reasonable means to prevent harm
to its neighbours by the escape of the
fire it had authorized and that the
charge of the trial judge, if textually
open to criticism, was in substance
unassailable. Mignault J. contra.-Per
Idington and Mingault JJ. The fact
that directions given to the jury con-
formed to views expressed by the Court
of Appeal in setting aside a former
judgment dismissing this action and
ordering a new trial does not prevent
their correctness being challenged on
appeal from the judgment based on the
verdict at such new trial. PoRT CoQuIT-
LAM V. WILSON ................. 235

4 - Municipal corporation - Negli-
gence-Water pipes-Damages to pro-
perty-Onus-Art. 1054 C.C.] Upon an
action brought by the owner of an

NEGLIGENCE-Continued.
immovable for damages caused by flood-
ing due to the bursting of water pipes, a
municipal corporation is liable under
article 1054 C.C., unless it establishes
that it was "unable by reasonable means
to prevent the act (le fait) which caused
the damage." Quebec R.L. H. & P. Co.
v. Vandry ([19201 A.C. 662) and The
City of Montreal v. Watt & Scott ([19221
2 A.C. 555) followed; and in order to
bring itself within the exculpatory clause
of article 1054 C.C., it is not sufficient for
the appellant to prove that the cause of
the bursting is unknown.-Judgment of
the Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 33 K.B.
458) affirmed. CITY oF MOMTREAL v.
LESAGE.......................... 355

5 -Negligence- Railways-Accident-
Level crossing - Switching operations-
Breach of order of Railway Commissioners-
Contributory negligence-Defence available.]
In an action for damages brought by a
person struck by a moving train when
using a level crossing on a highway, the
trial judge found that the railway comp-
any, in causing one of its switching trains
to pass over the crossing, had acted in
contravention of an order of the Board
of Railway Commissioners; but he also
found the injured person guilty of con-
tributory negligence.-Held, Brodeur J.
dissenting, that the railway company was
not liable; its disregard of the board's
order did not preclude its setting up as a
defence the contributory negligence of
the respondent, and it was not proved
that the railway company's servants by
the exercise of ordinary care and caution
could have avoided the consequences of
the respondent's negligence.-Judgment
of the Appellate Division ([1922] 3 W.W.
R. 406) reversed, Brodeur J. dissenting.
GRAND TRuNK PAcIFIC Ry. Co. v. EARL

........ 397

6-Master and servant-Assault by
employee-Liability of employer-Arts.
1053, 1054 C.C.] The appellant company,
known as the Hudson's Bay Company,
maintained a trading post in the far
northern part of the province of Quebec.
The post was in charge of one Wilson as
manager, with two other employees of
the appellant under his control, the
respondent as general helper and his
mother as housekeeper, all three living
together. One morning, at 6.30, Wilson
came out of his room half naked and
drunk, to inquire about some noise heard
in the upper part of the building. The
respondent, coming down, saw Wilson
and, knowing his mother was near, told
him to kindly go back to his room and
get dressed. A few minutes later, the
respondent being in the kitchen, Wilson
went there and shot at him, injuring
his leg so severely that it had to be

7 54 EX. C.R.
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amputated.- Held, Duff and Anglin JJ.
dissenting, that the appellant company
was liable under article 1054 C.C., as
the damages were caused by Wilson
"in the performance of the work for
which (he) was employed."-Per Idingi on
and Brodeur JJ. Upon the evidence,
the appellant company is also responsible
under article 1053 C.C.-Judgment of
the Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 34
K.B. 207) affirmed, Duff and Anglin JJ.
dissenting. GOVERNOR AND COMPANY
or GENTLEMEN ADVENTURERS OF ENG-
LAND V. VAILLANCOURT............. 414

7 - Admiralty law - Collision-Vessel
having barge in tow-Absence of regulation
lights-Possibility of avoiding accident-
Liability of both vessels.] The lake eteamer
Maplehurst, having in tow the barge
Brookdale both the property of the
Canada Steamship Lines, Ltd., left the
city of Montreal for the city of Quebec
on the evening of July 15, 1920. The
Maplehurst was not equipped for towing
as she did not have the regulation towing
lights required by article 3 of the "Regula-
tions for preventing collisions." The
barge Brookdale had the regulation red
and green side lights. While the Maple-
hurst was proceeding down the channel
through Lake St.Peter, a collision cecur-
red between the Brookdale and the tug
Margaret Hackett upbound with a barge
in tow both the property of the George
Hall Goal Company of Canada. As a
result of the collision, the tug foundered
and the barge Brookdale sustained
damages. The plaintiffs, as their respect-
ive owners, sued for damages, each
imputing fault and blame to the other.
The trial judge held that the officers of
the Maplehurst had been guilty of negli-
gence which was a direct and efficient
cause of the collision; and he also found
that the accident could have been avoided
by the exercise of skill and promptitude
on the part of those in charge of the tug
Margaret Hackett. The owners of the
Maplehurst were condemned to pay
three-quarters of the loss suffered by the
owners of the tug Margaret Hackett and
the latter were held answerable for one-
quarter of the damages sustained by the
barge Brookdale.-Held that the Maple-
hurst had by her negligence contributed
to the collision to the extent to which
the trial judge found her owners answer-
able. Mignault J. dubitante.-Per Duff
J. Where the negligence of the plaintiff
and the negligence of the defendant are
in sequence, the question whether the
collision could "have been avoided by the
exercise of ordinary care and skill on the
part of the defendant," depends upon the
circumstances; and the conduct of the
plaintiff may have been such in its bearing
and effect upon the conduct of the defend-
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ant as to form a very important element
in the delermination of that question.-
Per Anglin J. The fault of the officers
of the Maplehurst continued operative
until the collision was, if not inevitable
only to be avoided by great skill and
extraordinary alertness on the part of
those in charge of the Margaret Hackett.
SS. MAPLEHURST v. GEORGE HALL COAL
Co.; CANADA SS. LINEs v. THE MARGARET
HACKETr......................... 507

8- Excavation in adjoining land up to
border line-Person falling into from his
own land-Absence of warning or pro-
tection-Liability.] The appellant Reid,
intending to build upon his lot no. 17,
let a contract to the appellant Campbell
who in turn let the work of excavation
to the appellant Fisher. The respondent
was a sub-lessee of certain premises
situate on the adjoining lot no. 18. The
excavation was made at the back of
buildings already existing, up to the lane
and extended to the border line of the
two lots; but it was not shored up and
was left without fence, or railing, or
warning lights. The respondent, while
passing at night through the yard back
of his house, fell into the excavation, of
which he was not aware, was injured and
sued the appellants for damages. The
action was tried as one of negligence and
was submitted as such to the jury who
brought in a general verdict for the
respondent.-Held, Davies C.J. dissent-
ing, that the appellants were liable.-
Per Duff J. Having regard to the course
of the trial, it is not open to the -appel-
lants now to ask for a new trial, and they
could only succeed in the appeal by
shewing that the evidence adduced is
sufficiently complete and conclusive
to negative the appellant's liability.
The fact that the fence on the dividing
line between the two properties was
removed is in itself a complete answer
to the appellant's contention that what
was done by them was done solely in the
ordinary exercise of the proprietor's
rights in respect of his own land.-Per
Anglin and Mignault JJ. Although there
was no absolute duty to guard independ-
ent of negligence, the exercise by the
appellants of their rights to excavate
entailed an obligation to do for the pro-
tection of those who they knew might be
expected to make use of the adjoining
yard what a prudent and reasonable man
would regard as requisite, or usually
sufficient, to prevent a person using
ordinary care from falling into the exca-
vation while moving about the yard as
was customary; and the verdict of the
jury implies both the existence of this
duty and the omission to discharge it,
constituting actionable negligence.-Per
Brodeur and Mignault JJ. The contract

1923] 755
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between the appellant Reid and his
contractors provided specifically for lights
and railings in order to avoid accidents,
thus showing that this was a reasonable
precaution that should have been taken,
and their failure to provide same renders
them liable.-Per Davies C.J. (dissent-
ing). The excavation was made by the
appellant Reid, or with his authority,
on his own land in the exercise of his
rights to the ordinary enjoyment of his
land; and there was no evidence of
negligence which could justify the verdict
of the jury.-Judgment of the Court of
Appeal ([1923] 1 W.W.R. 900) affirmed,
Davies C.J. dissenting. REID v. LINNELL
.. ....................... 594

9 - Railways -Level crossing - Auto-
mobile struck by train-Statutory warnings
not given-Driver not looking more care-
fully-Contributory negligence.] Respond-
ent's automobile was struck by appel-
lant's train at a railway crossing. The
statutory signals (ringing bell and blowing
whistle) were not given. Owing to
bluffs and shrubbery intercepting his
view, the respondent was unable to see
down the railway in the direction of the
approaching train until he had reached
the right-of-way. The respondent had
listened for the whistle and looked for
smoke. When he reached the right-of-
way, he took a hurried glance along the
track which did not disclose any danger.
He then gave his attention to his auto-
mobile as it went up a grade towards the
track and did not again look along the
track, until too late to avoid the accident.
In an action for damages, the jury
negatived contributory negligence on the
part of respondent and he recovered
damages.-Held, Davies C.J. dissenting,
that the respondent's failure under the
existing circumstances to make a more
careful and complete observation, which
would have disclosed the approaching
train, did not so incontrovertibly amount
to contributory negligence that no jury
could reasonably find otherwise.-Wabash
Railway Co. v. Misener (38 Can. S.C.R.
94), Booth v. Ottawa Electric Railway
(63 Can. S.C.R. 444) and Dublin, Wick-
low & Wexford Ry. v. Slattery (3 App.
Cas. 1155) ref. Canadian Pacific Ry.
Co. v. Smith (62 Can. S.C.R. 134) dis-
tinguished.-Judgment of the Court of
Appeal for Saskatchewan ([1923] 1
W.W.R. 1419) affirmed, Davies C.J.
dissenting. CANADIAN NATIONAL RAIL-
WAYS V. CLARKE.... ..... ........ 730

9 - Railway - Collision - Death of
employee-Contributory negligence.
CALPER v. ED orow, DUNVEGAN AND
BRiTisH COLUMBIA RY. Co ......... 651

NOTICE-Railway-Carriage of goods-
Misdelivery- Notice of loss......... 84

See CARRIER.

PARTNERSHIP - Contract - Partner-
ship - Dissolution - Profits - Division-
Art. 1013 C.C.] In 1909, the respondent,
carrying on on his own account the practice
of a civil engineer, employed the appel-
lant as his assistant. On the 1st Sept-
tember 1912, the respondent entered into
a contract by private writing with the
appellant and one Heroux to carry on the
same undertaking under the name of
"Marius Dufresne." The agreement pro-
vided inter alia that the profits realized
("b6n6fices r6alis6s") at the expiration of
each year should be divided, 80 per cent
to the respondent and 10 per cent to
each of the others. The agreement was
silent as to what was to become of the
fruits of work done during the term of the
partnership that should remain uncol-
lected upon its expiration. On the 31st
of December, 1912, all moneys received
during the four months of the existence
of the partnership, including those paid
on account of work done by the respond-
ent before the 1st September, 1912, were
distributed between the partners. At
the date of the dissolution of the partner-
ship, on the 31st December, 1916, a new
agreement was passed between the appel-
lant and the respondent by which the
former was hired by the latter for the
year 1917 at a salary of .150 a month
plus 10 per cent of the "b6ndfices r6alis6s"
during that year. The appellant, over
two years after the first agreement had
terminated, claimed 10 per cent of the
moneys collected by the respondent after
the dissolution of the partnership for
work done during its existence.-Held,
that, as the meaning of the provisions of
the written agreement is not free from
obscurity, the intention of the parties
may be ascertained by taking into con-
sideration the surrounding circumstances
and by examining the conduct of the
parties themselves in so far as it throws
light on the interpretation they have
placed upon their contractual rights.
The contract so interpreted shows that
for the annual division of profits only the
net receipts for the year should be con-
sidered and therefore the appellant was
not entitled to the amount claimed.
DUFORT v. DUFRESNE.............. 126

PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE -
Workmen's Compensation Act-Injury by
accident-Right of action-Exclusive juris-
diction of Compensation Board-Want of
jurisdiction not pleaded-Judicial notice
of statutory provisions.] By the Work-
men's Compensation Act of Ontario the
right to compensation for injury by

756 Ex. C.R.
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accident is to be in lieu of any action
against an employer and the Compensa-
tion Board has exclusive jurisdiction to
determine all matters arising under the
part of the Act containing such pro-
vision.]-Held, Duff J. dissenting, that
where such an action is brought the
court is free, if not obliged, proprio
motu if want of jurisdiction is not pleaded,
to take cognizance of the provisions of
the Act and stay the proceeding until the
right to maintain it is determined by the
board.-Per Duff J. The question whe-
ther or not the plaintiff can maintain his
action must be raised by way of defence
or exception. If the defendant does not
plead it or does not ask for a stay he is
bound by the judgment given.-The
court in an action by a workman will not
take cognizance of a decision of the board
that the plaintiff's injury did not result
from "accident" and did not entitle him
to compensation under the Act when such
decision is given on an ex parte applica-
tion in the ordinary course and not under
sec. 15. Evidence of such decision, if
admitted, would not be conclusive.
Idington and Duff JJ. contra.-Where in
such an action the defendant submits
to the trial judge the question of the
right to maintain it and does so in the
belief that the court has jurisdiction to
deal with such question the decision
of the trial judge is not that of a quasi-
arbitrator and so non-appealable as it
would be if the issue was submitted with
knowledge of the lack of jurisdiction and
the parties assent to the judge acting
virtually as an arbitrator. DOMINION
CANNERS V. COTANZA............. . 46

2-Action to set aside judgment-State-
ment of claim-Allegation of perjury-
New evidence.] In an ac ion to set aside
a judgment obtained in the same court,
the statement of claim merely alleged
that the judgment "was obtained by
the false and untrue statements made
by the defendant" on material matters
of fact at the former trial. In dismissing
the action, the trial judge said "that to
hear evidence would only leave me in
the position that the judge was in when
he tried the first action." Counsel for
the appellant in this court declined to
give any assurance, or even to state, that
any evidence materially different from
that given at the original trial would or
could be adduced. The trial judge dis-
missed the action and the Appellate
Division affirmed his judgment.]-Held
Duff J. dissenting, that a new trial should
be refused.-Per Davies C.J. and Anglin
J. The dismissal of the action may be
regarded as equivalent in effect to an
order perpetually staying it as frivolous
and vexatious and an abuse of the process
of the court, which under the circum-
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stances, should not be interfered with.-
Per Idington and Brodeur JJ. The state-
ment of claim does not sufficiently dis-
close a cause of action. Duff J. contra.-
Per Idington J. The trial judge rightly
refused to rehear substantially the same
evidence and to review the judgment
rendered upon it at the former trial.-
Per Idington and Brodeur JJ. The
sufficiency of the allegations in a state-
ment of claim is a matter of practice and
procedure and the jurisprudence of this
court is not to interfere in such matters.-
Per Duff J. (dissenting). Where the
plaintiff's statement of claim sufficiently
alleges a cause of action and the plaintiff
appears at the trial ready to proceed
with his evidence in support of his claim,
the trial judge could not properly dismiss
the action except upon some admission
on behalf of the plaintiff shewing his
claim to be unfounded or unenforceable.
To dismiss the action as an abuse of the
process without hearing the evidence in
such circumstances would be unpre-
cedented and contrary to the course of
the court. The trial judge did not so
proceed but dismissed the action on the
ground that the statement of claim
shewed no cause of action, and as he
erred in this, there should be a new trial.-
Per Mignault J. When it became evi-
dent to the trial judge at the second
trial that no other evidence than that
offered at the former trial would be
tendered he was justified in dismissing
the action.-Judgment of the Appellate
Division ([1922] 1 W.W.R. 1208) affirmed,
Duff J. dissenting. MAcDONALD V. PIER

.......... 107

3 -Contract - Agreement - Breach -
Party wall-Narrowing of wall contrary
to agreement-Proper remedy-Injunction
-Specific performance.] A party wall
agreement between appellant and respond-
ent provided that respondent might
build the wall two feet or more in thick-
ness, half on each property, the middle
line to coincide with the boundary line.
The respondent built a wall the founda-
tion, basement and first story of which
were in accordance with the agreement
but he narrowed the second story by
four inches on his own side of the wall,
and the thid story by a further four
inches, keeping the wall on the outside
(appellant's side) perpendicular. After
it had been erected for some years and
formed a wall of respondent's building,
the appellant, alleging he had recently
discovered the breach of agreement,
sued for a mandatory injunction to
compel the respondent to pull down that
part of the wall not erected in compliance
with the agreement and for specific
performance of same.-Held, that these
facts did not constitute merely a breach
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of contract for which recovery of damages
would be a pr oper remedy, but a tres-
pass, and that the appropriate remedy
is to grant a mandatory injunction as
prayed for by the appellant.-Per Iding-
ton J. The appellant has also the right
to ask for specific performance of the
agreement, and the respondent should be
ordered to rebuild the wall of the same
thickness of two feet.-Judgment of the
Court of Appeal ([1922] 2 W.W.R. 1028)
reversed. Cnoss v. WRIGHT....... .214

4 - Stay of proceedings - Debtor"-
Extension oj credit by unsecured creditors-
Approval by Bankruptcy Judge-Privileged
claim-Action to enforce-Right of judge
to grant stay-C.C. Art. 2013 et seq.-
"The Bankruptcy Act," as amended by
(D.) 11-12 Geo. V., c. 17, a. 2 (g.g.), 6, 7,
9, 10, 11, 13 (15), 13a, 42, 45, 46, 51, 52.]
The appellant company, being financially
embarrassed, but before any assignment
made) submitted to its unsecured creditors
a proposal for an extension of credit
of one year, pursuant to section 13 of the
Bankruptcy Act. Such proposal was
accepted by the majority of the unsecured
creditors and duly approved by a judge
in bankruptcy according to the provisions
of the Act. The respondent, having a
claim against the appellant for work
done and materials supplied, caused to be
registered a privilege, under articles
2013 et seq. C.C., upon the property on
which work had been performed and,
within the delay mentioned in the code,
brought action to realize its security.
The appellant then petitioned the court
in bankruptcy for a stay of proceedings
in such action until the expiry of the
extension of credit.-Held, that the
judge in bankruptcy had no jurisdiction
under the provisions of the Bankruptcy
Act to grant such stay.-Per Duff,
Anglin and Brodeur JJ. The court in
bankruptcy had no inherent power to
stay action.-Held, also, that the respond-
ent company was a "secured creditor"
within the meaning of section 2, subsection
gg. of the Bankruptcy Act. RIonDAN
Co. v. DANFoRTH Co.............. 319

5 -- Contract - Statute - Franchise -
Supply of natural gas to municipality-
Right to discontinue-Injunction to enforce
continuance - Declaratory judgment -
Mandatory order-Public Utilities Act-
Remedies available thereunder- (Alta.)
1915, c. 6, s. 20, 21, 23e, 27, 39, 40, 52
and seq., 64, 69 (2), 70-(Alta.) 192c6
c. 53, s. 54 (2).] On July 30, 1912, the
city appellant passed a by-law under
which the respondent company obtained
exclusive power to lay pipes in the streets
of the city for the purpose of supplying
natural gas at a certain price and for a
period of fifteen years. Its terms and

Ex. C.R.
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provisions were accepted by the respond-
ent. On the 5th of April, 1922, the
respondent company notified the city
appellant that it would cease in the
month of May to sell gas owing to the
impossibility of continuing to sell it at
the price fixed in the by-law and in view
of the refusal by the city to grant any
increase in rates. The city appellant
then asked for an injunction to restrain
the respondent from discontinuing the
sale of gas and for a declaration that the
respondent was bound to supply gas at
the price and for the period stipulated.
The judgment of the trial judge, main-
taining the appellant's action, was
reversed by the Appellate Division; and
the appeal to this court was dismissed
on equal division.-Per Davies C.J. and
Anglin and Mignault JJ. Although the
courts may not have been denuded of
jurisdiction to entertain the present
action, they should decline to exercise
it and should relegate the parties to the
Board of Public Utilities which the
legislature has constituted to deal with
such cases and has clothed with powers
adequate to enable it to do full and
complete justice.-Per Idington, Duff
and Brodeur JJ. On the construction of
the agreement between the parties, their
reciprocal obligations were of a con-
tractual character.-Per Idington and
Brodeur JJ. The case is one for remedy
by injunction without the city appellant
beng obliged to submit the question of
rates to the Board. Per Davies, C. J. and
Anglin and Mignault JJ. Under the
circumstances, a merely declaratory judg-
ment should not be rendered. Duff J.
contra.-Per Duff J. In view of the
existing circumstances, the respondent is
not entitled to raise before this court any
question as to the propriety of a declara-
tory judgment.-Per Davies C.J. and
Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ. It is not
convenient, as it might otherwise have
been just as between the parties, to
grant appellant's claim for a mandatory
order, as other interests may be affected
by it.-Per Duff and Brodeur JJ. No
provision in the Alberta "Public Utilities
Act" deprives the Supreme Court of
authority to deal with the questions raised
in this case, Davies C.J. and Anglin and
Mignault JJ. expressing no opinion as to
whether the effect of that Act was to
oust the jurisdiction of the ordinary
courts.-Judgment of the Appellate Divi-
sion ([1923] 1 W.W.R. 838) affirmed on
equal division of the court. CITY Or
LETHBRIDGE V. CANADIAN WESTERN
NATURAL GAs, L., H. & P. Co ...... 652

6- Vendor and purchaser-Agreement
for sale-Assignment-Covenant by assignor
-Foreign action by assignee-Consent
judgment-Order for sale of land-Liberty
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to assignee to bid-Purchase by assignee-
Action on foreign judgment-Alternative
claim for original debt.] D. sold land in
Saskatchewan by agreement of sale, the
purchaser paying cash, assuming a
mortgage on the land and undertaking to
pay the balance of the price by instal-
ments. D. assigned this agreement to
H. and entered into a covenant to pay,
on demand, any moneys as to which the
purchaser made default. D. did not
pay an amount as to which there was
such default and H. brought action in
Saskatchewan claiming the whole amount
due him under the assignment, a declara-
tion that he had a lien on I he land and an
order for sale in case the debt was not
paid. D. filed a consent to judgment in
these terms being entered and as entered
it provided that on sale of the land H.
should have leave to bid and the pur-
chaser should receive a certificate of
title "free from all right, title and equity
of redemption" on the part of D. The
judicial sale took place and H. became
the purchaser. Later the land was sold
to satisfy the mortgage against it and
the title passed from H. who had taken an
action in the Supreme Court of Ontario
on the Saskatchewan judgment and also
claiming on D's. covenant the amount
due on said judgment.-Held, affirming
the judgment of the Appellate Division
(53 Ont. L.R. 105) that such action could
be maintained and H. was entitled to
recover the amount claimed less the full
amount of the purchase money at the
judicial sale-Held also that D. could not
claim that the leave to H. to bid at the
sale was beyond the consent to the
Saskatchewan judgment; that the con-
sent to the order for sale covered all that
could follow in the ordinary course of
practice.-Per Mignault J. H. was
estopped from raising this question by
failing to appeal from the Saskatchewan
judgment.-Held further that the finality
of the foreign judgment could not be
raised by D. in this action. DENT V.
HUTrON.......................... 716

7 - Criminal law-Reserved case -
Insufficiency of the stated case-Authority
to order copy of evidence-Arts. 1017
1024 Cr.C.1 By virtue of the combined
effect of sections 1017 and 1024 of the
Criminal Code, the Supreme Court of
Canada, when it deems it necessary,
may require the trial judge to the supple-
ment the material submitted by him as a
reserved case stated pursuant to an order
of the Court of Appeal, by furnishing a
copy of such parts of the evidence at the
trial as are material to the disposition
of the questions directed to be submitted.
BOISSEAU v. THE KING ............ 728

PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE-Con.
8-Findings at trial-Inference-Con-
current findings-Interference on appeal

.. .. 39
See NEGLIGENCE 1.

PRINCIPAL AND SURETY-Surety-
ship-Bond issue-Acceleration clause-
Default by principal debtor-Liability of
guarantor-Art. 1092, 1935 C.C.] The
city appellant, authorized by by-law to
guarantee and indorse a bond issue of
$100,000 to be put out by the Three
Rivers Shipyards, Limited, entered into
a trust deed in favour of the respondent as
trustee for the bondholders. The bonds
were made redeemable and payable in
annual instalments on the 1st September
from 1919 to 1927, the first to be $12,000
and the others $11,000 each, bearing
interest payable semi-annually. They
were so described in the by-law. By
clause 8 of the trust deed, it was stipulated
that the total amount of the bond issue
then remaining unpaid and interest
thereon would become immediately exi-
gible, at the option of the trustee, upon
default by the Three Rivers Shipyards
Company to pay the bonds or the interest
coupons at their respective dates of
maturity ("A leurs 6ch6ances respectives")
Such default also gave the right to the
trustee, under clause 9, to enter into
possession of the properties, rights,
revenues and franchises of the company
and it was further stipulated that the
city might prevent the operation of that
clause by itself paying the bonds or
interest coupons due. By clause 18,
which contained the terms of the guar-
antee given by the city, upon failure by
the company to perform the conditions,
charges and obligations imposed on
it by the trust deed, the city obliged
itself to pay the bonds and the interest
coupons at their respective dates of
maturity ("A leurs 6ch6ances respectives")
Clause 19 also created in favour of the
city a hypothec upon the lands and a
charge upon the movables of the company
for the total amount of the debenture
issue, which were made exigible upon
default of payment of interest. The
first instalment of $12,000 and the
interest due on the 1st of March, 1920,
was paid by the Three Rivers Shipyards,
Limited, but the company made default
in the instalment of $11,000 due on the
1st of September, 1920, and also in the
interest then due on the unredeemed
bonds. The respondent then sued the
city for the whole amount of the unre-
deemed bonds and the interest due.-
Held, Anglin and Mignault JJ. dis-
senting, that the respondent, in view of
the default of the Three Rivers Ship-
yards, Limited, had the right to claim
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from the city immediate payment of the
whole capital amount outstanding of
the bond issue, with the interest then
due, as the acceleration clause 8, stipu-
lated against the company as principal
debtor, was binding also on the city, its
surety.-Per Anglin and Mignault JJ.
dissenting.-The obligation of the city
was merely to pay the bonds and interest
coupons at their respective dates of
maturity ("A leurs 6chdances respec-
tives").-Judgment of the Court of
King's Bench (Q.R. 34 K.B. 351)
affirmed, Anglin and Mignault JJ. dis-
senting. CIrY OF THREE RIVERS V. SUN
TRUST Co..................... 496

PROBATE-Right of action-Foreign
administration - Promissory notes-Situs
-Action in Manitoba-Ancillary pro-
bate.] C., domiciled in Massachusetts,
died there leaving among the assets of
her estate promissory notes payable to
her order but not indorsed. The maker
lived in Manitoba. The Probate Court
of Massachusetts appointed P. adminis-
trator of C's. estate.-Held, affirming the
judgment of the Court of Appeal (32
Man. R. 108) that the situs of the notes
was in Massachusetts they being trans,
ferable by acts done solely there, and the
administrator or his transferee alone
could sue on them.-Held also, that the
administrator could maintain an action
against the maker in the Manitoba courts
without taking out ancillary administra-
tion in that province. CROSBY V. PRES-
coTr........................ 446

PROMISSORY NOTE-Right of action
-Situs-Foreign administration-Ancil-
lary probate....................... 446

See AcTION 2.
2-Rural Telephone Co.-Power to make
notes............................. 618

See STATUTE 10.

PUBLIC UTILITY - Crown - Tele-
phone system- Negligence-Loose wire 257

See CROWN.

RAILWAY - Railway company-High-
way crossing-Cost of construction and
maintenance - Seniority -Existing and
potential highways.] The Dept. of Lands
and Forests, Ont., applied to the Board
of Railway Commissioners for orders
directing the C.P. Ry. Co., to construct at
its own cost an overhead crossing over
its right of way at a point in the Township
of Eton and a highway crossing in the
Township of Aubrey. The board granted
both applications and gave leave to
the company to appeal to the Supreme
Court of Canada. The order for leave
stated that the title of the company was

RAILWAYS-Continued.
obtained under authority of the Pro-
vincial Act, 59 Viet., c. XI, and was
expressly made subject to the provisions
of see. 2 thereof, namely, "such transfer
* * * shall not be deemed * * *
to aflect or prejudice the rights of the
public with respect to common and public
highways existing at the date hereof
within the limits of the land hereby
intended to be conveyed." It also
stated that when the Act was passed
there were existing common and public
highways across the lands intended
thereby to be conveyed but none at
either of the points in question and none
laid out in the area covered by the
Townships of Eton and Aubrey. Further
that by an order in council passed in
1866 in respect to lands on the northerly
shores of Lakes Huron and Superior
an allowance -of five per cent of the
acreage should be reserved for roads and
the right was reserved to the Crown to
lay out roads where necessary.-Held,
per Davies C.J. and Duff, Brodeur and
Mignault JJ., that the phrase "rights of
the public with respect to common and
public highways existing at the date
hereof" should receive its ordinary
grammatical construction, namely, rights
of the public in existing highways; and
that as there were highways existing on
the right of way the rights of the public
were only protected in respect thereto.
Canadian Pac. Ry. Co. v. Dept. L. and
F. (58 Can. S.C.R. 189) expl.-Per
Duff J. The lands transferred being
occupied by a railway constructed by
the Dominion Government, the transfer
of the latter was not one of the kind
contemplated by the order in council
which primarily related to patents granted
under the Ontario Land Acts.-Per
Anglin J. The legislature could not have
intended that sec. 2 of 59 Vict., c. XI,
would only protect public rights in the
scattered trails over the hundreds of
miles covered by the right of way in
question and must have meant to pro-
tect such rights which were in posse
under the order in counci when the
Act was passed but as the order in
council only applies to lands on the north-
erly shores of lakes Huron and Superior,
and the townships of Eton and Aubrey
are not so situated, there is no reservation
of rights in respect to the highways in
question on this appeal and the province
of Ontario has no right reserved to
construct crossings over the railway.-
Idington J. did not deal with the merits
of the appeal, being of opinion that the
order of the board did not present such a
stated case as required by law to give this
cou t jurisdiction. CANADIAN PACIFIC
RY. Co. v. DEPARTMENT OF LANDS AND
FORESTs OF ONTARIO.... .. -.. 155
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2 - Bankruptcy-Authorized assign-
ment-Railway Co.-Prior assignment of
book debts-(D.) 9-10 Geo. V., c. 36, s. 30
(1); 10-11 Geo. V., c. 34.] A company
incorporated as a railway and mining
company entered into an agreement
with the purchaser of the property of a
similar company under which it operated,
for a few months, the short line of rail-
way covered by the purchase. The
purchaser having, then, made default
in his payments, the former owners
resumed possession of the property.
Shortly after the company which had so
operated made a voluntary assignment
under the Bankruptcy Act.-Held, Iding-
ton and Brodeur JJ. dissenting, the said
company was not a "railway company"
within the meaning of sec. 2 (k) of the
Bankruptcy Act and its assignment was
authorized under the provisions of that
Act. ROYAL BANK OF CANADA v. EAsT-

ERN TRUST Co...............- 177

3-Carriage of goods-Misdelivery-
Notice of loss....... RI'R............8* , 4Notce f lssSee CARRIER.

4- Negligence-Order of Railway Board
-Non-observance-Defence to action-
Contributory negligence.............. 397

See NEGLIGENCE 5.

SALE OF GOODS-Maple sugar-War-
ranty as to quality-Delivery-Payment
by sight draft attached to bill of lading-
Part of shipment not of quality specified-
Right to recover price of sale-Articles
1048, 1063, 1473, 1492, 1526 C.C.] On
the 27th May, 1920, the appellants
agreed to buy from the respondent
"30,000 pounds of pure maple sugar
* * * guaranteed free of burnt and
soft sugar * * * to be packed in
good clean bags." On the 8th of June,
the appellants ordered and received a
shipment of 10,066 pounds and paid for
it by accepting a sight draft attached to
the bill of lading. Fifty-four pounds
having been found below the guaranteed
quality, the respondent on being notified
reimbursed a sum representing their
value. On the 31st of July, the appel-
lants sent another order for 10,000
pounds and paid for them in like manner
without having had the opportunity to
inspect the goods. On the 16th August,
they transferred the sugar to their ware-
house in Montreal and then began to
empty the bags. Out of the first 24
bags, the appellants found that between
30 and 40 per cent of the shipment were
not of the quality guaranteed and com-
plained to the respondent. The latter
arrived in Montreal on the 20th of
August, did not agree with appellants'
finding and offered to replace any small
quantity of sugar which according to him

SALE OF GOODS-Concluded.
might be burnt or soft. The parties
not being able to effect a settlement, the
appellants on the 23rd of August took an
action to resiliate the whole contract and
to be reimbursed the amount of the
draft paid for the second shipment, not
having then received a letter sent on the
same day by the respondent, in which he
offered to replace any part found unsatis-
factory in the 70 bags left unemptied.
The respondent, with his defence, made a
tender of $80 representing the value of
the sugar which was not, according to
him, of standard quality.-Held, Idington
J. dissenting, that the appellants had
the right to reject the second shipment of
sugar and to recover the price paid for
it.-Per Duff and Brodeur JJ. As the
words "guaranteed free of burnt and
soft sugar" are words describing the
sugar sold, the goods contracted for
have not been delivered. (Articles 1063,
1473 C.C.)-Per Mignault J. Since
these words constitute a warranty of
quality relief must be given to the
appellants under article 1526 C.C., as
the defect in the goods was latent for the
appellants who were obliged to make
payment before it could be discerned
by inspection. Duff and Brodeur JJ.
contra.-Per Anglin J. Whether the
words "guaranteed free of burnt and soft
sugar" should be regarded as words of
description or as a warranty of quality,
the appellants are entitled to recover the
price paid for the second shipment.-
Per Anglin and Mignault JJ. Relief
under article 1526 C.C. is not confined
to cases of legal warranty, but it extends
to breaches of conventional warranty.-
Per Duff and Brodeur JJ. The appel-
lants' action can also be maintained
under the provisions of article 1048 C.C.,
as they paid the price of sale believing
themselves by error to be debtors.-Per
Idington J. dissenting. The appellants'
action was premature as, the time of
delivery having been extended by mutual
agreement, the respondent under the
circumstances of this case had the right
to have an opportunity of replacing the
goods not up to the standard in the
same method adopted on the first ship-
ment. LAMER v. BEAUDOIN........ .459

SALE OF LAND-Vendor and purchaser
-Agreement for sale-Assignment-Cov-
enant by assignor-Foreign action by
assignee-Consent judgment-Order for
sale of land-Liberty to assignee to bid-
Purchase by assignee-Action on foreign
judgment-Alternative claim for original
debt.] D. sold land in Saskatchewan
by agreement of sale, the purchaser
paying cash, assuming a mortgage on the
land and undertaking to pay the balance
of the price by instalments. D. assigned
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this agreement to H. and entered into a
covenant to pay, on demand, any moneys
as to which the purchaser made default.
D. did not pay an amount as to which
there was such default and H. brought
action in Saskatchewan claiming the
whole amount due him under the assign-
ment, a declaration that he had a lien
on the land and an order for sale in
case the debt was not paid. D. filed a
consent to judgment in these terms being
entered and as entered it provided that
on sale of the land H. should have leave
to bid and the purchaser should receive a
certificate of title "free from all right,
title and equity of redemption" on the
part of D. The judicial sale took place
and H. became the purchaser. Later
the land was sold to satisfy the mortgage
against it and the title passed from H.
who had taken an action in the Supreme
Court of Ontario on the Saskatchewan
judgment and also claiming on D's.
covenant the amount due on said judg-
ment.-Held, affirming the judgment of
the Appellate Division (53 Ont. L.R.
105) that such action could be maintained
and H. was entitled to recover the
amount claimed less the full amount of
the purchase money at the judicial sale.-
Held also that D. could not claim that
the leave to H. to bid at the sale was
beyond the consent to the Saskatchewan
judgment; that the consent to the order
for sale covered all that could follow in
the ordinary course of practice.-Per
Mignault J. H. was estopped from
raising this question by failing to appeal
from the Saskatchewan judgment.-
Held further that the finality of the
foreign judgment could not be raised
by D. in this action. DENT v. HUTTON
................................. 716
2-Will-Deise of land-Subsequent
sale-Appropriation of proceeds ..... 642

See WILL 2.

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE-Action-
Specifc performance - Contract-Fraud-
Money paid under contract-Right to
rescission.] The court will not decree
specific performance of a contract obtained
by fraud of the plaintiff even when the
defendant has not offered to return
money received under the contract.-
Per Duff J. In this case the money was
paid on account of an admitted debt
and the debtor could not impose con-
ditions. SnAw v. MASSON ........ 187
2 - Proper remedy - Contract -Party
wall-Breach................... 214

See PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 3.

STATUTE - Jurisdiction - Habeas
corpus-Applicant in custody under pro-
vincial Act "B. N.A. Act," [18671 s. 92

STATUTE-Continued.
(14), s. 101-"Supreme Court Act,"
(D.) 38 V., c. 11; R.S.C. 1906, c. 139, es.
3, 35, 62-(Q.) 13 Geo. V., c. 18.1 The
appellant in custody in the city of Quebec
under the authority of a special Act of
the legislature for an alleged offence
against the privileges, honour and dignity
of the provincial legislature of Quebec
asked, pursuant to section 62 of the
"Supreme Court Act," for the issue of
a writ of habeas corpus.1-Held that
owing to the absolute limitation imposed
by the concluding words of section 62
"under any Act of the Parliament of
Canada," the judge of the Supreme
Court of Canada is without jurisdiction
to grant the application. In re ROBERTS

......... 152

2 - Construction - Bankruptcy Act.]
Shortly before going into bankruptcy
a company made an assignment of its
book debts which under see. 30 (1) of the
Act was void if the assignor did not
comply with the requirements of pro-
vincial legislation as to registration,
notice and publication thereof.-Held,
that the assignment was void as against
the trustee in bankruptcy though there
was no such provincial legislation. ROYAL
BANK oF CANADA v. EASTERN TRUST
Co.......................... 177

3 - Negligence - Master and servant-
Liability-Machine throwing off steel
particles--Guard -Goggles - Arts. 1053,
1054 C.C.-Art. 1384 C.N.] The respond-
ent, a skilled and experienced workman,
employed by the appellant company, was
in charge of a lathe for paring down steel
rods. From the machine, when normally
operated, particles of steel dangerous to
the eyes flew in different directions. A
steel shaving having struck respondent's
right eye and ruptured the eye-ball,
necessitating the extraction of the eye,
the respondent brought action fbr $5,000
damages.-Held, Davies C.J. dissenting,
that as the injury had been caused by a
thing under the appellant's care without
human agency intervening, the case fell
within the purview of article 1054 C.C.;
the consequent prima facie liability was
defeasible only by the appellant "estab-
lishing that it was unable by unreasonable
means to prevent the act (le fait) which
had caused the damage;" and, upon the
evidence the appellant had failed to do
so. Quebec R.L. H. & P. Co. v. Vandry
(11920] A.C. 662) and City of Montreal v.
Watt & Scott ([192212 A.C. 555) followed-
Per Davies C.J. (dissenting). The
respondent had the onus of affirmatively
establishing that a guard upon the
machine was feasible and practicable
having in view the efficiency of the
machine and therefore was a reasonable
means of preventing the injury, which he
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failed to discharge.-Per Duff J. Any
physical object handled or directed can
be a cause of damage within the meaning
of article 1054 C.0.; an automobile, for
example, containing within itself its
own forces of propulsion causing harm
by impact is a "thing" causing "damage"
within the meaning of that article.-Per
Duff J. As between the appellant and
the respondent, it cannot be assumed
under article 1054 C.C., but must be
proved, that the machine which the
respondent was operating was a thing in
the care of the appellant.-Per Brodeur
J. The appellant is also liable under
article 1053 C.C.-Judgment of the
Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 32 K.B.
443) affirmed, Davies C.J. dissenting.
CANADIAN VIcERs LTD. v. SmiTH... 203

4 - Crown -Liability of -Government
Telephone System-Person injured by
driving into loose wire- Negligence of
Crown's servants-"The Public Utilities
Act" (Alta.) S. (1915) c. 6-"Interpreta-
tion Act" (Alta. S. (1906) c. 3-Alta. S.
(1917) c. 3, s. 30.] Section 2 (b) of the
Alberta Public Utilities Act provided
that "the expression 'public utility' means
and includes every corporation * *
* * "; and in 1917, the following
words were added by the legislature
(c. 3, s. 30): "also the Alberta Govern-
ment telephones, now managed and
operated by the Department of Railways
and Telephones." Section 31 (2) of the
same Act provides that "the public
utility shall be responsible for all unneces-
sary damage which it causes in carrying
out maintaining or operating any of its
said works."-Held, Davies C.J. and
Mignault J. dissenting, that the Crown, as
represented by the Government of
Alberta, is liable in damages, upon
proceedings by petition of right, for
personal injuries sustained by reason of
the negligence of its servants in allowing
a loose wire forming part of the Govern-
ment Telephone System to fall and lie
upon a public highway.-Judgment of the
Appellate Division ([1922] 1 W.W.R. 907)
affirmed, Davies C.J. and Mignault J.
dissenting. THE KING V. ZoRNEs... 257

5-Assessment and taxes-Assessment
on income-Industrial company-Distri-
bution of funds-Assessment for current
year-Consideration of previous year's
income-Assessment Act, R.S.O. [1914]
c. 195, s. 11 (2).] Section 11 of the
Ontario Assessment Act provides for
taxes on income and by subsection 2
"where such income is not a salary or
other fixed amount capable of being
estimated for the current year the income
of such person for the purposes of assess-
ment shall be taken to be not less than
the amount of his income during the

763
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year ending on the 31st day of December
then last past." In 1921 the share-
holders of an industrial company were
assessed in respect of moneys received
from the company in 1920. On appeal
it was established that no similar amounts
were paid them in 1921 and the Appellate
Division deducted said amount from the
assessable income for that year.-Held,
that the income to be taxed is that of the
current year; that the income of the
preceding year is only a basis from which
to estimate the former when subsection
2 applies; and that the income to be
assessed for 1921 was properly reduced.
Crrr or OTrwA v. EGAN .......... 304
6- Sale of goods-Warranty--Convent-
ional warranty-Art. 1526 C.C.]-Held,
per Anglin and Mignault JJ. Relief
under Art. 1526 C.C. is not confined to
cases of legal, but extend to breaches of
Conventional Warranty. LAMER V.BEAU-
DOIN..... ........................ 459
7 - Workmen's Compensation Act -
Claim by ascendant-" Principal support"
Interpretation-Art. 1053 et seq. C.C.-
R.S.Q. (1909), s. 7323, asmended by 8
Geo. V., c. 71, s. 3 and 9 Geo. V., c. 69, s. 1.]
Section 7323, R.S.Q. (1909) "Workmen's
Compensation Act," as amended by 9
Geo. V., c. 69, s. 1, provides that "when
the accident causes death, the compensa-
tion (mentioned in the section) shall be
payable * * * (c) to ascendants of
whom the deceased was the principal
support (principal soutien) at the time of
the accident."-Held that, in order to
determine whether the victim was in
fact the principal support of the ascend-
ant, the personal earnings or other income
of the latter must be taken into con-
sideration. It must be found that more
than fifty per cent of the total subsistence
of the ascendant came from the victim.
It is not sufficient for the ascendant
merely to show that the contribution
made by the victim to the ascendant's
support exceeded that received from
members of the family. LARocE v.
WAYAGAMACK PULP AND PAPER Co. 476
8 - Statutory powers - Commissioners
of sewers-Constitution of board-Refusal
to act or resignation-Rate-Majority.]
In Albert County, N B under the Act
respecting Sewers and Marsh Lands, the
parish of Hopewell is divided into districts
each of which may elect a commissioner,
all the persons so elected to be "Com-
missioners of Sewers" for the parish.
Section 8 of the Act provides that "if the
proprietors of any district fail to elect a
commissioner, the remaining commis-
sioners shall act and shall be "the Com-
missioners of Sewers." By section 18
"no rate shall be made without the con-
sent of a majority of the commissioners,
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but one commissioner so elected may
superintend work in progress and employ
workmen for that purpose." Three com-
missioners were elected for the parish,
one of whom refused to act and another
tendered his resignation which was
accepted by the third. Work having
been done on the marsh lands the single
commissioner made a rate for payment of
the cost by the several districts. In an
action for moneys due in respect to such
work.-Held, reversing the judgment of
the Appeal Division (45 N.B. Rept. 90),
Idington and Brodeur JJ. dissenting,
that the one commissioner, though con-
stituting the board for other purposes,
had no authority to make such rate as he
could not be a majority of the commis-
sioners which was necessary under section
18 to do so.]-Per Anglin J. It is
doubtful that the third commissioner
had authority to accept the resignation
of his colleague and if not there were
two on the board and the rate was not
made by a majority. McCLELAN V.
DOWNEY..................... 522

9 - Assessment - Annual income of
bank-Validating Act-Appeal.1-Held,
per Idington and Brodeur JJ., Anglin J.
contra, than an Act of the .legislature
validating assessment roll for 1921 and
omitting the provision in former Acts
of the kind that it would not apply to
pending cases, takes away the bank's
right to appeal in this case which was
pending when the Act came into force.
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA v. TOWN OF
GLACE BAY ................... 524

10---Company-Bills and notes-Rural
telephone company-Power to make promis-
sory notes-"The Rural Telephone Act,"
Sask. 1912-13, c. 33, s. 43; 1918-19, c. 46,
s. 48; R.S.S. 1920, c. 96-"The Com-
panies Ad," (Sask.) 1917, c. 34, s. 42
(3); R.S.S. 1920, c. 76, s. 14; R.SS.
1922, c. 76.] The respondent company
was organized under the provisions of the
"Rural Telephone Act" and, pursuant
to those provisions, was duly registered
and incorporated under the Saskatchewan
"Companies Act."-Held, that the
respondent company had no power to
make a promissory note under the
provisions of the "Rural Telephone
Act."-Held, also, Idington J. dissenting,
that it has no such power under section
14 of the "Companies Act."-Per Iding-
ton, Brodeur and Mignault JJ. Section
14 applies to the respondent company.
Duff J. contra Davies C.J. and Anglin J.
expressing no opinion, although Anglin J.
semble in the affirmative.-Held, Iding-
ton J. dissenting, that, on the assumption
that section 14 did apply, there is nothing
in it to extend the limited and clearly
defined powers of the respondent company

STATUTE-Continued.
under "The Rural Telephone Act."-
Per Davies C.J. and Mignault J. The
word "capacities" in the second part of
section 14 does not mean "powers."-
Per Duff J. The effect of section 14 as
regards the extraprovincial capacities of
companies to which it applies is to estab-
lish as a rule of construction the rule
laid down by Blackburn J. in the Ashbury
Company's Case (L.R. 7 H.L. 653) but
held by the House of Lords in that case
not to be applicable to companies incor-
porated under "The Companies Act"
of 1862, the rule being that companies
affected by it have prima facie all the
capacities of a natural person but subject
to all restrictions created expressly or by
necessary implication by any statutory
enactment by which such companies are
governed. Section 14 does not apply to
companies incorporated for the purpose of
working a rural telephone system under
"The Rural Telephone Act," since the
memorandum of association of such a
company must be read as incorporating
the restrictions upon the capacities of
such a company to be found in "The
Rural Telephone Act" which by neces-
sary implication exclude the operation of
section 14 in relation to such companies.-
Per Anglin J. Under the provisions of
"The Rural Telephone Act," the respond-
ent company already possessed for the
purposes for which it was incorporated
all "actual powers and rights" and the
fullest "capacity" which the legislature
could bestow. (Honsberger v. Wey-
burn Townsite Co., 59 Can. S.C.R. 281);
and section 14 did not add anything to
such "capacity."-Per Idington J. (dis-
senting). The corporate powers and
capacity of the respondent company
rest upon "The Companies Act" entirely,
and section 14 impliedly gives to it the
capacity and power to make promissory
notes.-Judgment of the Court of Appeal
([19221 2 W.W.R. 1211) affirmed, Iding-
ton J. dissenting. CANADIAN BANK OF
COMMERCE V. CUDWORTH RURAL TELE-
PHONE Co.................... 618
11-.-Construction-Will-Specific devise
of land-Effect of subsequent sale-Pro-
ceeds falling into residue-"Land Titles
Act" (Alta.) 11906] c. 24, s. 41-"An
Ad respecting the transfer and descent of
land," (Alta.) [1906] c. 19, a. 2.] Where a
testator in his will makes a specific devise
of land but subsequently sells same under
agreement for sale, the devise is rendered
inoperative; the devisee is not entitled to
any part of the unpaid purchase money,
which falls into residue.-Per Davies
C J and Idington, Duff, Anglin and
Mignault JJ This effect is not altered
by the provisions of sect. 2 of c. 19 of
"The Transfer and Descent of Land
Act," (Alta.) [1906] which assimilate the
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course of descent of real estate to that of
personality.-Per Idington, Anglin and
Mignault JJ. The settled jurisprudence
in this matter applies notwithstanding
the provisions of section 41 of "The
Land Titles Act," (Alta.) [1906] c. 24.-
Per Duff J. The amendment to "The
Land Titles Act" made by s. 7 of c. 39
[1921] in regard to executions does not
affect the application of such juris-
prudence. CHURCH v. HILL...... . ..642

12 - Contract - Franchise - Supply of
natural gas to municipality-Right to
discontinue-Public Utilities Act-Reme-
dies available thereunder-(Alta.) 1915, c
6, s8. 20, 21, 23e, 27, 39, 40, 52 and seq.,
64, 69 (2), 70-(Alta.) 1923, c. 53, s. 54
(2)]. On July 30, 1912, the city appel-
lant passed a by-law under which the
respondent company obtained exclusive
power to lay pipes in the streets of the
city for the purpose of supplying natural
gas at a certain price and for a period of
fifteen years. Its terms and provisions
were accepted by the respondent. On
the 5th of April, 1922, the respondent
company notified the city appellant that
it would cease in the month of May to
sell gas owing to the impossibility of
continuing to sell it at the price fixed
in the by-law and in view of the refusal
by the city to grant any increase in
rates. The city appellant then asked for
an injunction to restrain the respondent
from discontinuing the sale of gas and
for a declaration that the respondent was
bound to supply gas at the price and for
the period stipulated. The judgment of
the trial judge, maintaining the appel-
lant's action, was reversed by the Appel-
late Division; and the appeal to this
court was dismissed on equal division.-
Per Davies C.J. and Anglin and Mignault
JJ. Although the courts may not have
been denuded of jurisdiction to entertain
the present action, they should decline to
exercise it and should relegate the parties
to the Board of Public Utilities which the
legislature has constituted to deal with
such cases and has clothed with powers
adequate to enable it to do full and com-
plete justice.-Per Duff and Brodeur JJ.
No provision in the Alberta "Public
Utilities Act" deprives the Supreme
Court of authority to deal with the
questions raised in this case, Davies C.J.
and Anglin and Mignault JJ. expressing
no opinion as to whether the effect of
that Act was to oust the jurisdiction of
the ordinary courts. CITY OF LETH-
BRIDGE V. CANADIAN WESTERN NATURAL
GA, L., H.&P. Co............... 652

13 - Construction - Municipal law -
Hull city charter-Interpretation (Q.) 1908,
8 Edw. VII., c. 88, s. 392a.] With a view
to the beautification of the cities of

STATUTE-Continued.
Ottawa and Hull, the Dominion Govern-
ment passed an order in council pro-
viding that a commission be constituted
consisting of at least six members,
including the mayors of both cities,
charged with the details of taking all
necessary steps to perfect such plan, the
cost of the plan to be borne by the
government for one-half and by the
cities of Ottawa and Hull proportionally
to their population for the other half.
This was communicated to the city
appellant with a request that it state
whether it was willing to pay its share of
the expenses, and the city council at a
special meeting passed a resolution
approving of the project submitted and
appointing a committee to confer with
the government and the other bodies
interested. Subsequently the city appel-
lant passed another resolution that
having heard the report of its repre-
sentatives, it approved of the project as
submitted. This was communicated to
the government which thereupon by
order in council appointed the commis-
sion, the mayor of Hull becoming a
member. He was present at most
meetings and copies of plans prepared by
the commission were sent to the city
which obtained leave to use parts thereof
to advertise the city. The appellant's
charter, as amended by 8 Edw. VII., c.
88 provides (s. 392a) that "no resolution
of the council authorizing the expenditure
of money shall be adopted or have any
effect until * * * -- and also that
"the city shall not be liable for the price
or value of work done * * * unless* * * " 1-a certificate of the city
treasurer is produced establishing that
there are funds available appropriated
for the particular object for which pay-
ment is sought; and no right of action
shall exist against the city unless the
foregoing formalities are strictly observed,
notwithstanding that the city may have
benefited by any such * * * work
done * * * or other services rend-
ered." By the present action, the
government seeks to recover the city
appellant's share, S6,500.32.-Held Iding-
ton and Brodeur JJ. dissenting, that in
the absence of such a certificate by the
city treasurer, no right of action exists in
favour of the government to recover
from the city appellant the amount
claimed.-Judgment of the Exchequer
Court ([1923] Ex. C.R. 27) reversed,
Idington and Brodeur J.J dissenting.
CITY OF HULL v. THE KING ........ 666

14 - Constitutional law - Disorderly
houses-Provincial statute ordering their
closing-Intra vires-(Q.) 10Geo. V., c. 81.]
The Quebec statute entitled "An Act
respecting the owners of houses, used as
disorderly houses," 10 Geo. V., c. 81

19233 765
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authorizing a judge to order the closing
of a disorderly house, is intra vires the
provincial legislature, as it deals with
matter of property and civil rights by
providing for the suppression of a nuisance
and not with criminal law by aiming at
the punishment of a crime. BEDARD V.
DAWSON.......................... 681

15 - Application-9-10 Geo. V., c. 32,
as. 36 and 40-Leave to appeal....... 37

See APPEAL 2.

STATUTE OF FRAUDS - Contract -
Sub-contract-Default of contractor -
Recission-Arrangement with sub-con-
tractor-New contract or guarantee-Sta-
tute of frauds.] A lumber company gave
G. a contract to cut and drive logs and a
sub-contract for part of the work was
given to M. Before his contract was
completed G. absconded and the company
treated his contract as abandoned and
took possession of the logs cut. M., to
whom nothing was due by G. at that
time, had an interview with the president
of the company, who said to him: "You
will keep on with the work exactly as
you were to do with G.; you will finish
your contract. Put your wood where
you expected to put it with G. I will
pay you. You are not dealing with G.
any more, you are dealing with us. Make
your drive and I will pay you. I will
pay you your contract as G. was supposed
to pay you." M. completed his contract
but payment was refused.-Held, that
the undertaking by the company to pay
M. was not a contract to answer for a
debt of G. which the Statute of Frauds
required to be in writing but was a new
and independent contract entailing lia-
bility on the company when performed.
MORIN v. HAMMOND LUMBER CO.... 140

STATUTES-(Imp.) B. N.A. Act, 1867,
e. 92 (2)..................... 539

See CoNTSITUTroNAL LAW 1.

2- B.N.A. Act, 1867, as. 92 (14) and
101.............................. 152

See HABEAS CORPUS.

3-(D.) 38 V., c. 11 (Supreme Court
Act)............................. 152

See CRIMINAL LAW 1.

4- (D.) 55-56 V., c. 29, as. 10, 17, 10,
24 (Criminal Code)................. 728

See HABEAS CORPUS.

5- R.S.C. [1906] c. 7, a. 56 (Election
Act) ......................... 377

See ELECTION LAw.

6- R.S.C. [1906] c. 139, e. 62 (Supreme
Court Act)....................... 152

See HABEAS CORPUS.
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7-(D.) 2 Geo. V., c. 27, 8. 215 (Mani-
toba Grain Act).................... 37

See APPEAL 2.

8-(D.) 9-10 Geo. V., c. 36, s. 30 (Bank-
ruptcy Act)....................... 177

See BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY 1.

9-(D.) 10-11 Geo. V., c. 32, -8. 40
(Supreme Court Act)............... I

See APPEAL 1.

10- (D.) 10-11 Geo. V., c. 32, ss. 36
and 40 (See Supreme Court Act) ...... 37

See APPEAL 2.

11-(D.) 10-11 Geo. V., c. 34 (Bank-
ruptcy Act)....................... 177

See BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY 1.

12-(D.) 11-12 Geo. V., c. 7, as. 7 and
9 (Election Act)................... 377

See ELECTION LAW.

13-(D.) 11-12 Geo. V., c. 17, 8. 2 (gg.)
(Bankruptcy Act).................. 319
& See BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY 2.

14- R.S.O. [1914] c. 25, es. 60 (1) and
64 (4) (Workmen's Compensation Act. 46

See WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 1.

15-R.S.O. [1914] c. 195, a. 11 (2)
(Assessment Act).................. 304

See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 1.

16-R.S.O. [1914] c. 195, as. 13 (1)
and 83 (Assessment Act) ............ 696

See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 4.

17-R.S.O. [1914] c. 207 (Motor
Vehicles).................365

See INSURANcE, ACCIDENT.

18- (0.) 5 Geo. V., c. 24, e. 8 ...... 46
See WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 1.

19-(0.) 7 Geo. V., c. 49, a. 14 (Motor
Vehicles....................... 365

See INSURANCE, ACCIDENT.

20- (Q.) 62 v., c. 58, e. 421 (Charter of
M ontreal)......................... 273

See EXPROPRIATION OF LAND.

21-R.S.Q. [19091 Arts. 1375-6 (Suc-
cession Dutics).................... 578

See SuccEssIoN DUTY.

22- R.S.Q. [1909] Art. 7323 (Work-
men's Compensation) .............. 476

See WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION.

23-(Q.) 8 Edw. VII., c. 88, s. 392a
(Charter of Montreal).............. 666

See STATUTE 13.

2d (Q.) 4 Geo. V., c. 9 (Succession
Duties)....... .......... 578

See SuccEsSION DTrYr.
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25-(Q.) 9 Geo. V., c. 69, 8. 1 (Work-
men's Compensation)............... 476

See WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION.

26-(Q.) 10 Geo. V., c. 81 (Disorderly
houses)........................... 681

See CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 2.

27-(Q.) 13 Geo. V., c. 18 (Powers of
Legislature)..................... 152

See HABEAS CORPUS.
28-(N.S.) 8-9 Geo. V. (Assessment
A ct)............................. 5 24

See ASSESSMENT AND TAXEs 2.

29- (N.B.) 12 Geo. V., c. 3 (Liquor
Exporters' Taxation Act) ........... 539

See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 3.
30 -(Alta.) s. 1906, c. 3 (Interpretation
Act)............ ............. 257

See STATUTE 4.

31-(Alta.) s. 1906, c. 19, a. 2 (Transfer
of Land)............... ....... 642

See WILL 2.

31-(Alta.) S. 1906, c. 24, s. 41 (Land
Titles Act)......... ........... 642

See WiLL 2.

32- (Alta.) S. 1915, c. 6 (Public Utili-
ties Act).................. 257, 652

See STATUTE 4.
See PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 5.

33-(Alla.) S. 1917, c. 3, s. 20 (Public
Utilities Act)..................... 257

See STATUTE 4.

34- (Alta.) S. 1923, c. 5, 8. 64 (2)
(Public Utilities Act)............... 652

See PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 5.

35- (Sask.) 5. 1912-3, c. 33, 4. 43
(Rural telephones) ................. 618

See STATUTE 10.

36- (Sask. S. 1917, c. 34, e. 4 (Comp-
anies Act)..................... 618

See STATUTE 10.

37-(Sask.) S. 1918-9, c. 46, 8. 48
(Rutal Telephones)................. 618

See STATUTE 10.

38-R.S.S. [1920] c. 76, s. 14 (Comp-
anies Act)........................ 618

See STATUTE 10.

39- R.S.S. [1920] s. 84, s. 82 (Insurance
Act)........... ............... 688

See INSURANCE, FIRE 3.

40-R.S.S. [1920] c. 96 (Rural Tele-
phones]........................... 518

See STATUTE 10.

41-(Sask.) S. 1922, c. 76 (Companies
Ad............................. 618

See STATUTE 10.

SUCCESSION DUTY - Bank stock-
Company shares-Head office-Situs of
property-"Succession Duty Act," R.S.Q.
(1909), Arts. 1375 and 1376, as amended
by 4 Geo. V., c. 9-Art. 6 C.C.] The
respondent, acting on behalf of the
province of Quebec, claimed from the
appellants, executors of the estate
of the late W. Smith, domiciled at
his death in Halifax, succession duties
on the following: first on 2,076
shares of the Royal Bank of Canada
having its head office in Montreal but
having established at Halifax a local
registry under section 43 of the "Bank
Act;" and secondly on 100 shares of the
Montreal Trust Company, incorporated
by the Quebec Legislature and 175 shares
of the Abbey Fruit Salts Company
incorporated under a Dominion charter,
both having their head offices in Mont-
real.-Held that the executors were not
liable to pay succession duty on the
shares first mentioned which have already
been declared by a judgment of this court
to be situate in the province of Nova
Scotia. Smith v. The Provincial Treas-
urer for the Province of Nova Scotia (58
Can. S.C.R. 570).-As to the shares
secondly described, this court was equally
divided: Davies C.J. and Idington and
Anglin JJ. holding that these shares
were not liable to Quebec succession duty
as they were not "actually situate within
the province." Duff, Brodeur and Mig-
nault JJ. contra. SMITH v. LEVESQUE

........... 578

TRADE-MARK - Refusal to register -
General trade-mark-Application to register
for use as to goods not manufactured by
holder-"Calculated to deceive or mislead
the public."] A manufacturing company
had registered the word "Community" as
a general trade-mark descriptive of the
goods which it made and another company
applied to have the same word registered
as a specific trade-mark to be used in
connection with the sale of washing
machines which were not made by the
former company.-Held, affirming the
judgment of the Exchequer Court ([1923]
Ex. C.R. 44) Duff J. dissenting, that such
use of the word "Community" as a
specific trade-mark was calculated to
"deceive or mislead the public" and its
registration was properly rejected.-Per
Brodeur J., Duff J. contra. A general
trade-mark protects the registered owner
not only in respect to goods which it
makes but also as to those which it is
authorized to make by its charter.
HORNE APPLIANCES MFG. Co. v. ONEIDA
CoMuMNITy....................... 570

WARRANTY - Hypothec - Discharge
-Consideration-Transfer of another hypo-
thec-Second hypothec forfeited-Warranty
as to its existence-Error-Arts. 992,
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1013, 1015, 1020, 1085, 1508, 1511, 1574,
1576, 1693 C.C.-Art. 1110 C.N.] The
respondents, being the owners of a
hypothec of $5,000 on a certain lot belong-
ing to appellant, gave the latter a dis-
charge of this hypotbec and accepted in
lieu thereof a transfer from appellant
of part of a $22,000 mortgage, being the
balance of the purchase price of three
other properties. The transfer of the
mortgage by appellant to respondents
was made "sans autre garantie que celle
de l'existence de la crdance," the respond-
ents also declaring themselves satisfied
with the hypothcc securing the 'sum
transferred "aux risques des dites ces-
sionnaires qui d6clarent 6tre contentes
et satisfaites de l'hypotheque garantissant
la somme prdsentement transport6e sans
s'en rapporter en aucune fagon sur la
solvabilit6 du c6dant." Afterwards, two
of the above-mentioned properties were
taken back by a prior owner by for-
feiture proceedings under a resolutory
clause and the third sold for taxes. As a
result, both the appellant and the respond-
ents lost their entire claim as mortgagees
on these properties. The respondents
then brought action against the appellant
to annul the above-mentioned deeds of
discharge and transfer.-Held that, under
the circumstances the warranty of the
existence of the debt comprised that of
the existence of the mortgage, and as
this mortgage was destroyed by the
retroactive effect of the resolutory con-
dition and of the sale for taxes, the
respondents were entitled to recover
the amount for which they had given a
discharge when they accepted the transfer
made them by the appellant.-Per Duff
and Brodeur JJ. and semble, per Anglin
J. The transaction is also annullable
as being infected by error in substantia.
CHAURET V. JOUBERT.............. 3

2-Insurance, fire - Description of
insured property-Warranty - Statutory
conditions-Agency-Non-disclosure.] To
the face of a policy of fire insurance on
sawn lumber there was attached a sheet
of paper typewritten in black and con-
taining the following provision: "It is
understood and agreed that this insur-
ance also covers loss or damage arising
from or traceable to prairie fires, it being
warranted by the assured that the several
locations named herein on which lumber
is piled shall be entirely surrounded by
ploughed ground and in no way exposed
to bushhazard." The policy was indorsed
with the statutory conditions in com-
pliance with "The Alberta Insurance
Act." In an action on the policy.-
Held, Davies C.J. dissenting, that, as
against the appellant, the warranty as to

WARRANTY-Concluded.
the character of the surroundings of the
property insured is restricted in its
application to the risk from prairie
fires and cannot be regarded as part of
the description of that property for the
general purposes of the policy.-Judgment
of the Appellate Division (11922] 1 W.W.
R. 1048) reversed, Davies D.J. dissenting.
ST. PAUL LUMBER CO. v. BRITISH CROWN
ASSURANCE CORPORATION .......... 515

3-Sale of goods-Warranty as to
quality-Delivery-Defects in quality-
Conventional warranty-Art. 1526 C.C. 459

See SALE OF GOODS.

WILL-Codicil-Legacies in both to same
persons-Whether additional or substi-
tutional.] By his will, J. N. Henderson
gave, amongst other legacies, to the
respondent Fraser $20,000 and to the
respondent Henderson $10,000. The tes-
tator later made a codicil. The first
clause was as follows: "I hereby ratify
and confirm the said will in every respect
save in so far as any part is inconsistent
with this codicil." In the two other
clauses, he bequeathed to each of the
respondents a sum of $25,000.-Per
Idington, Duff and Anglin JJ. The two
bequests in the codicil are additional to,
and not substitutional for, the gifts made
to the same legatees by the will. Davies
C.J. and Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
contra.-Judgment of the Court of Appeal
affirmed on equal division of this court.
HENDERSON v. FRASER............ .. 23

2--Construction-Speciic devise of land
-Effect of subsequent sale-Proceeds falling
into residue-"Land Titles Act" (Alta.)
[1906] c. 24, s. 41-"An Act respecting
the transfer and descent of land," (Alta.)
[19061 c. 19, s. 2.1 Where a testator in his
will makes a specific devise of land but
subsequently sells same under agreement
for sale, the devise is rendered inoperative;
the devisee is not entitled to any part of
the unpaid purchase money, which falls
into residue.-Per Davies C.J. and
Idington, Duff, Anglin and Mignault
JJ. This effect is not altered by the.
provisions of sect. 2 of c. 19 of "The
Transfer and Descent of Land Act,"
(Alta.) [19061, which assimilate the
course of descent of real estate to that of
personality.-Per Idington, Anglin and
Mignault JJ. The settled jurisprudence
in this matter applies notwithstanding
the provisions of section 41 of "The
Land Titles Act," (Alta.) [1906] c. 24.-
Per Duff J. The amendment to "The
Land Titles Act" made by s. 7 of c. 39
[1921] in regard to executions does not
affect the application of such juris-
prudence. CuncH v. HILL... .... .642
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WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION -
Exclusive jurisdiction of board-Injury by
accident-Action against employer-Juris-
diction of court-Acquiesence in proceed-
ings-Evidence-Certificate of board-Ex
parte application R.S.O. [1914] c. 25, es.
60 (1) and 64 (4)-5 Geo. V., c. 24, a.
8 (0).] Sec. 60 of the Ontario Work-
men's Compensation Act gives the Com-
pensation Board "exclusive jurisdiction
to examine into, hear and determine all
matters and questions arising under this
part (Part I) * * * and the action
or decision of the Board thereon shall be
final and conclusive and shall not be
open to review in any court." Sect.
15 in Part I as enacted by 5 Geo. V., s.
8, provides that the right of compensation
shall be in lieu of any action by a work-
man against his employer in respect of
injury by "accident" and that "no action
in respect thereof shall hereafter lie."
By sec. 15 (2) any party to an action
may apply to the Board for a decision as
to whether or not the right of action is
taken away by the Act "and such adjudi-
cation and determination shall be final
and conclusive."-Held, that the Board
is the only tribunal competent to decide
whether or not a common law action can
be maintained by a workman against his
employer in respect to personal injury
sustained in the course of his employ-
ment.-Held, also, Duff J. dissenting,
that where such an action is brought the
court is free, if not obliged, proprio
motu if want of jurisdiction is not pleaded,
to take cognizance of the provisions of the
Act and stay the proceeding until the
right to maintain it is determined by the
board.-Per Duff J. The question
whether or not the plaintiff can maintain
his action must be raised by way of
defence or exception. If the defendant
does not plead it or does not ask for a
stay be is bound by the judgment given.-
The court in an action by a workman will
not take cognizance of a decision of the
board that the plaintiff's injury did not
result from "accident" and did not
entitle him to compensation under the
Act when such decision is given on an
ex parte application in the ordinary course
and not under sec. 15. Evidence of such
decision, if admitted, would not be con-
clusive. Idington and Duff JJ. contra.-
Where in such an action the defendant

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION--Con.
submits to the trial judge the question
of the right to maintain it and does so in
the belief that the court has jurisdiction
to deal with such question the decision
of the trial judge is not that of a quasi-
arbitrator and so non-appealable as it
would be if the issue was submitted with
knowledge of the lack of jurisdiction and
the parties assent to the judge acting
virtually as an arbitrator.-Judgment
of the Appellate Division (51 Ont. L.R.
166), not dealt with. DOMINION CAN-
NERS v. COSTANZA ..................... 46

2 - Workmen's Compensation Act -
Claim by ascendant-"Principal support"
-Interpretation-Art. 1053 et seq. C.C.-
R.S.Q. (1909) s. 7323, as amended by
8 Geo. V., c. 71, s. 3 and 9 Geo. V., c. 69,
s. 1.] Section 7323, R.S.Q. (1909)
"Workmen's Compensation Act," as
amended by 9 Geo. V., c. 69, s. 1, provides
that "when the accident causes death,
the compensation (mentioned in the
section) shall be payable * * *(c)
to ascendants of whom the deceased was
the principal support (principal soutien)
at the time of the accident."-Held that,
in order to determine whether the victim
was in fact the principal support of the
ascendant, the personal earnings or other
income of the latter must be taken into
consideration. It must be found that
more than fifty per cent of the total
subsistence of the ascendant came from
the victim. It is not sufficient for the
ascendant merely to show that the
contribution made by the victim to the
ascendant's support exceeded that
received from other members of the
family. LAROCHELLE V. WAYAGAMACK
PULP AND PAPER CO ............... 476
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